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PREFACE

This volume contains the papers to be presented at the

4th Symposium on Turbulent Shear Flows held at the University

of Karlsruhe, in Germany in the period September 12-14, 1983.

The meeting continues the series of biennial international

symposia launched at the Pennsylvania State University in 1977

and continued at Imperial College, London in 1979 and at

University of California, Davis 1981. The aim of the Symposium,

like that of its predecessors, has been to provide a forum for

airing new developments across the multitude of activities that

comprise turbulence research in the 1980's. The papers, which

provide the formal record of the meeting, were selected

following review of each of the 190 extended abstracts offered

for the meeting by two members of the Advisory Committee. The

assistance thus provided by the Committee, whose membership
appears in the Symposium programme, is most warmly appreciated.

The final composition and format of the meeting was set by a

Papers' Committee consisting of L.J.S. Bradbury, F. Durst,

H. Leuckel, and M. McDonald with the assistance of Frank W. Schmidt

as secretary.

The Organizing Committee wishes to acknowledge financial

support kindly provided by the National Science Foundation,

European Office of Aerospace Research Development (USAF),

U.S. Army Research, Development and Standardization Group,

-*.. .Office of Naval Research and in cooperation with American . -

!* Society of Mechanical Engineer's Heat Transfer and Fluid

Engineering Division.

L.J.S. Bradbury F.J. Durst B.E. Launder
F.W. Schmidt J.H. Whitelaw

Organizing Committee

".
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SECOND ORDER CLOSURE FOR THE CALCULATION OF COMPRESSIBLE
WALL BOUNDED FLOWS WITH AN IMPLICIT NAVIER-STOKES SOLVER

Deny Vandromme
(Universite do Lille, France)

Hieu Ha Minh

(Institut do Mecanique de fluides do Toulouse, France)

John . Viegas
(NASA Ames Research Center, USA)

Morris W. Rubeosin
(NASA Ames Research Center, USA)
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ABSTRACT III BASIC EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL METHOD

A second order closure has been implemented in a The numerical method used in this study is the now
two-dimensional implicit Navier-Stokes solver for high implict scheme of MacCormack (1981).
Reynolds number compressible flows with integration to This method represents an implicit extension of an expli-

the wall. Modification to existing models were necessary cit method also developed by KacCormack (1971). The new
to improve the skin friction, recovery factor and the method contains two stages.
distribution Of kinetic energy and anisotropy in an adia- In the first stage, MacCormack's explicit

. batic flat plate boundary layer in M-3 flow. predictor-corrector scheme is used. Here, the finite
difference equations approximate the governing fluid flow
equations to second order accuracy in space and time, but
are subject to restrictive explicit stability criteria.

I] INTRODUCTION The second stage removes these stability conditions by
numerically creating an implicit form of the finite
difference equations. This new method is unconditionally

The ultimate goal of this work is to develop a see- stable and can be made second order accurate for mest

ond-order closure model for compressible turbulent boun- flows. The MacCormack algorithm utilizes the vector form

dary layers which is capable of predicting the behavior of the set of equations that is
within a shock-wave, boundary layer interaction. Because

..-. such a flow often results in boundary-layer separation, . (1)
concurrent with its developaent, it is necessary to in- LE H

corporate the model into an efficient numerical solution
scheme capable of solving the averaged, compressible Na- For two-dimensional flows with Fare averging and
vier-StOkee equations. second-order modeling, the components of the dependent

variable vector are represented by
Although second order closure models have been der-

ived for compressible fluids in the past, Wilcox and Ru-
basin (1980), Dussauge (1981), Varna et al. (1974) and
Bonnet (1982), in the current work it was decided to re-
derive the conservation and turbulence model equations

based on the pioneering incompressible flow models of
Launder, Reeco, and Rodi (1975) and HanJalic and Launder 2
(1 976). The primary reasons for this rederivation were -_

to clarify the contributions to the turbulence of the

large divergence of velocity that occurs in compressible
* flows with the rapid pressure changes characteristic of

* . shock waves, to consider the effects of non-eern mean" flutuating quantities that result from mooe-weighted av-
eucuain qe 9 ,antities tha t resultfromtsseghtedn a- h Note that in the present analysis, the beat flux vector .

.eging, Favre is not treated with a field equation because first-order

surface. The latter point is emphasized in this paper.
closure is applied to the total energy equation needed to

In the near wall region, the model of Hanjalic and establish the temperature field. This was done for co
Launder (1976), which was developed for use with putational efficiency, but it is not believed to fntr-

two-equation modeling, is generalized to accept both the
11 duce significant error under the adiabatic conditions ofnormal and shear Reynolds stresses that are dependent interest in the present work.

variables in the current work.
is based on Consistent with Eq.(1) and the dependent variable

The numerical method used in this study vector of Eq.(2), the conservation equations are written

the the work of MacCormack (1971) and (1981). in the following forms.

Only results applicable to flow over an adiabatic
flat plate, without pressure gradient, in a M-3 airstream The continuity of mass is
will be presented here. These results demonstrate the

ability of the model to provide the surface parameters of

skin friction coefficient and recovery factor and the -
profiles of both the mean flow properties and the indivi- / - 0"
dual Reynolds stresses throughout the boundary layer. It Zt 'b,-

is believed a good representation of the Reynolds
stresses in the near wall region will be critical in the

application of the current methods to the prediction of where the repeated index k represents the x and y terms

the Onset Of separation. in Eq. (1), respectively.



When fluctuations in viscosity are ignored, the am- - "
ouetus in the i'th direction is represented by where 2 't&.I 1 e t

DU. z C,, V
0an

. . - -( The turbulence i scaled with the dissipation of ki-

netic energy, given by the equation
where the strain tensar in the viscous term is apprOxi-

.1 b U. & ,i

In Sq.(5), the mean values of the mase weighted fluctuat- "t - C'." "
ine velOcities, though non-zero in Fare averaging, have N P
been neglected in the low Reynolds number terms. ~\ g

When fluctuating thermal conductivity and viscosity - ,nb /

are neglected, the total energy equation becomes
r(. - A Although not used in the present application, note the

. L(~ .eP)4  c U. presence of a pressure gradient term that is introduced
a by the compressibility.

A -. (6) Finally, the total energy equation is modeled in
a -first order, and becomes

To solve Bqs.(3) to (6), it in necja ary to evaluate 3 SXA [

simultaneously the Reynolds strjss, .e 4 the turbulent 4 ..-.
diffusion of kinetic energy,tf-lilw the turbulent heat " 44. M. - , -
fW, and the averages of the fluctuating velocities, a'c 3=.L

F,% or their gradients. "- (I0)
, The exact equations for the Reynolds stresses in k ,

mass-weighted average variables written in divergence 1, ZXE

The modeling coefficients used in these equations are
~ [~~*~+SL~r'given in table I.

-- -- The computations were performed i a rectangular '
+ -' i-j a .S computation domain that was located dcwnstreas of the

V leading edge of the flat plate. The boundary conditions
b1[ ~ . ". ~).) at the upstream edge of the computation domain were do-

IS -4 , e - , - F termined from the output of a boundary-layer code that
- - "-_,contains the Wilcox and Rubesin turbulence model. This

SP -b . f "h .
"  

model, as a special case, uses the Launder, Reece, andfX%, "5a Rodi model for the pressure rate of strain terms in homo-
geneous flow, but without the near wall modification, and

These equations are aodeled by extending the inocpressi- accounts for compressibility by use of the local mean
ble flow models of Launder, Reece, and Rodi (1975) and density and non-zero dilitation in the definition Of the
Ranalic and Launder (1976) to compressible conditions by mean strain rate. The scaling parameter in this model is
introducing Favre averaging, reintroducing the non-zero the square of the dissipation rate per unit of kinetic
divergence terms that were eliminated in the original mo- el so a ,de*,an acontngfo teno-sramas eihtd lu- energy. The model also contains some near wall, or low .\-
dele, and accounting for the non-ser mass weighted fluc- Reynolds number, modifications to allow integration to
tuating velocities, Rubesin (1976). Further, some of the the surface that are equivalent to, but different from,
modeling decisions in Hanjalic and Launder (1976) relat- those used by Han.jalic and Launder (1976). These differ-
ing the values of the Reynolds stresses to the kinetic onces of the model in the boundary-layer code and the one
energy in their two-equation model can be avoided here used here causes a sudden departure from the upstream
since these stresses are computed individually in the boundary conditions to occur in the computations. The
present work. size of this departure, however, is very sall and it ez-

The modeled Reynolds stress equations are tends into the computation zone by only about two stream-
wise mesh spacings. This "mismatch" of models affects

r ~the overall results to such a small extent that it does
I U*- not warrant "renormalizing" the upstream conditions by

" 1 "the results of the present calculations a short distance, - t I into the computational domain.

The boundary conditions at the surface are set to

el,- '. (B ILV )V 0I

_ _A ,0. ...

[, c--e , The boundary conditions at the "top" of the computa-
.r- '"l - - tional domain are set to . constant, with all of the
-li ) . other dependent variables set to a zero derivative in the

normal direction.
The downstream boundary conditions for all the dependent
variables are zero derivatives in the streamise direc-
tion.

1.2
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TII] RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Thee. figures show the transformed mean velocity profile.
calculated with both the Navier-Stokes (N.S.) and the
boundary layer (B.L.) codes at a station where the local

The computations presented here are confined to the Reynolds number based on momentum thickness in 10
evaluation of the turbulent boundary layer on an adiabat- Fig. 1 is plotted in "law of the wall" coordinates, when
ic flat plate, with zero axial pressure gradient, in an y is defined in terms of wall properties. The computed
airtream at 1-3. The purpose of these calculations was results from the two codes are in close agreement over
to examine the applicability of extending turbulence SO- most of the boundary layer and behave in the generally
dele derived for incompressible flows to conditions where expected manner. The computed results fit the u+ - y
compressibility or the variation of mean properties is curve near the surface, and then blend gradually to a lo-

. significant. Under theme zero axial pressure gradient garithaic behavior that has a smaller slope and higher
conditions, however the pressure gradient terms in level than the straight line which represents the normal

., Ze.(8) and (9) essentially vanish so that the modeling logarithmic "law of the wall". The values of skin fric-
of terms such as u" cannot be tested here. In addition, tion found from the two codes are included on the figure . "
modifications of the full Reynolds stress equations to and agree within 3.5%, but are about 13.5% lower than
account for locally low Reynolds numbers and to permit that evaluated from the Karman-Schoenharr skin-friction

* integrations to the surface are developed so as to yield law modified according to the van Driest II transforms-
results consistent with near-wall experimental data, Eck- tion, van Driest(1951). Only about half of the excess of
elann (1974), Kreplin and Eckelann (1979). the computed velocity in the logarithmic region can be

explained by the relative skin friction results. The
It is often difficult in the solution of complex calculated recovery factor was r-0.85.

flow fields that require the Navier-Stokes equations to
separate the effects of the basic solution algorithm and Fig. 2 shows the transformed mean velocity profiles
the necessarily limited mesh configuration from those of in the bulk of the boundary layer. For reference, the
the turbulnce model. To enable uas to distinguish the solid line represents the extension of Coles' "law of the
contributions of these effects ,a boundary layer code wake", to compressible flow through the use of Eq.(11),
utilizing the same turbulence model as in the Hopkins, Keener, Polek and Dwyer (1972). The agreement
lavier-Stokes code was also employed. This boundary between the results from the boundary layer and . --

layer code uses a modified version of the Patankar and Xavier-Stokes codes over this major portion of the boun-
Spalding method, and is described in detail by Vandromme dary layer, is very good. These results appear to be
(1980). The initial profiles used with the boundary fuller than the "law of the wake", and only about half
layer code are identical to those described above for the the fullness can be attributed to the lower predicted
Navier-Stokes code. In addition to helping verify the skin friction.
numerics of the Navier-Stokes code, the speed of the

boundary layer code enabled it to be a most useful tool Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the calculated
to guide and toot turbulence model modifications prior to values of the normal Reynolds stresses, from both codes,
their intr'duction into the more time consuming and data from the experiments of Klebanoff(1955) and Ro-
avier-Stokes code. binson, Seegmiller, and Kussoy(1983). These experimental

results are referred to on the figure as KLEB and LASR,
In the computations that follow the boundary layer respectively. The Klebanoff experiment was conducted

code employed 128 mesh points across the computational over a large flat plate at a speed sufficiently low so
domain. In contrast, the Navier-Stokes code employed that the air acted as an incompressible fluid. In con-
only 32 mesh points across its computational domain. The trast, the Robinson et al. experiment was in an airstre-
mesh spacing in both codes is exponentially stretched ex of 1-3, along a circular cylinder. The coordinates
from a fine spacing near the surface, to resolve the re- chosen for this figure collapses these different data re-
gion where very rapid changes in the mean velocity occur, asonably well, suggesting that mass weighting of Reynolds

to a relatively coarse mesh in the outer flow where the stress accounts quite well for the effects of compressi-
velocity is asymptotically approaching a constant value. bility. This correlation of the experimental data im-
Prior to selecting these meshes, tests indicated that re- plies that it is also permissible to compare 1-3 calcula- "
suits obtained with the boundary-layer code did not devi- tions with data from experiments with incompressible flu-
ate significantly from those presented here when as many ids. As with the mean velocity results, the
as 200 mesh points were used across its computational do- Navier-Stokes and boundary-layer codes agree. In compar-
main. Similarly 50 mesh points were tried with the Na- icon with the experimental data, the computed results for
vier-Stokes code and found to yield insignificant differ- u and w are generally low in the inner portion of the 1 -

ences in the results. Consequently, the more economical boundary layer and high over the outer 80%, or so, of the
128 and 32 mesh point configurations perpendicular to the boundary layer. The calulated v is slightly higher than
surface were selected for the boundary-layer and the data over the entire boundary layer. Note that in
Navier-Stokes codes, respectively, for the calculatinns this figure, and in subsequent figures, the abscissa, y/
shown in this work. In the flow direction, the , is based on the mean momentum boundary layer thickness
boundary-layer code selects its own mesh spacing, while corresponding to each individual case. This allows ob-
the avier-Stokes code utilised a mesh spacing which cor- serving, in this figure, the extent of the Reynolds
responded to about one-half the boundary layer thickness stress profiles relative to their velocity thickness for
at the inflow boundary. Experience with other each case.
Navie r-Stokes codes has shown this streamwise resolution
to be adequate for an accurate solution of an equilibrium Figs. 4 and 5 represent the turbulence kinetic en-
boundary layer flow, Viegas and HOrstuann (1978). ergy, or 1/2 the trace of the Reynolds stress tensor, in .

the near wall region and over the bulk of the boundary
The first case calculated employed the modeling layer, respectively. The small differences in the

coefficients recommended by Launder, Reece, and Rodi Navier-Stokes and boundary layer results are not consi-
(1975), Nanjalic and Launder (1976), and Gibson and dered significant, when condsideration is given to the
Launder (1976). These are shown in table I. The results stiffness of the Reynolds stress equatiins and the
of the calculations with this model reffered to as the differences in the mesh resolution utilized in the two
standard model are shown in Figs. I to 9. The first two codes. The data of Eckelmann (1974), Kreplin and Eckel-
figures show the san velocity profiles in the near- wall aann (1979) and of Klebanoff (1955) on these and subse- 9 -

and wake portions of the boundary layer. To account for quent figures are represented by the symbols identified
compressibility, the mean velocity in both figures was by KREP and KLEB, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the extent
transformed according to the relation to which these calculated results underpredict the kinet-

ic energy of the turbulence for y+<250 (this corresponds
V, to about the limit of the asef Xi range of comparisons

with the wall coordinates for this case). Conversely,
W;,(11) Pig. 5 shows that a significant over prediction of the

level of kinetic energy occurs over the remaining bulk of

the boundary layer. Fig. 5 also shows that the calcu- "



lated turbulence kinetic energy thickness corresponds the Reynolds stress model would be expected to be most
veil with the measured thickness when each is compared to useful and more accurate than loss complex models of tur-
their respective Mean velocity boundary layer bulence (eg. k- models).
thicknesses.

To improve the results based on the standard model,
Figs. 6 and 7 show the shear stress distribution in modifications were made to some of the modeling coeffi- i.L

the boundary layer, again in coordinates appropriate to cients. These are indicated in table I under the title
the near-wall region and over the bulk of the boundary "anw". The reasoning underlying these changes is given
layer. Again the Navier-Stokes and boundary layer solu- below.
tions are in reasonably good agreement. In the wall re-
gion, up to a y+-1O0, the shear stress fits the experi- To improve the anisotropy in the vicinity of the
mental data exceedingly well, much better than would have surface, the coefficient fl (see table I) was introduced
been expected from the kinetic energy distribution shown to reduce C1, the coefficient of the return to isotropy
in Fig. 4. This good agreement assures that the subla- terms of Eq 8. The values of the constants in f1 were
yer and buffer regime, where an much as 60% of the momen- selected to produce an enhancement of the anisotropy in
tun change in the boundary layer can occur, are well re- the near wall region but without yielding unrealistic va-
presented by this model. In the main part of the bounds- lues of the normal stresses at the onset of the fully

. ry layer, the shear stress exceeds the experimental data turbulent region. A 25% increase in the exponent of fV
by as much as 50%, which is consistent with the behavior over the value 2.0 was found to violate realizability
of the kinetic energy, indicated in Fig. 5. As with the there. With these modifications to C1, further improve-
kinetic energy, the calculated shear stress thickness is ments in the anisotropy near the surface were still re-
consistant with the thickness of the mean flow boundary quired. It was decided then to modify the coefficients
layer. This is not surprising ince the shear stress in- C3, C4 and C5 in the "near wall" correction to the pres-
timately affects the mean motion sure rate of strain correlation term of Eq. 8. During

the derivation of the values of these coefficients, it
Finally, the ratio of the local shear stress to tur- was found that values based on the normal and shear

- bulance kinetic energy are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for stresses from a consensus of experimental data (Launder
the bulk of the boundary layer and the near mail region, et al. (1975)), did not agree exactly with the values of
respectively. It is observed from Fig. 8 that this C3, C4 and C5 indicated in Launder et al. (1975). The
ratio remains essentially constant and equal to 0.34 over values derived in the present work are shown in table I.
most of the boundary layer. This value essentially It was found these new coefficients, themselves, improved
grees with the value reported by Bradshav(1967), but is the anisotropy, but the results still showed too low a
about 10% higher than the Klebanoff data plotted on the kinetic energy in the near wall region.
figure. The differences between the results from the Na-
vier-Stokes and boundary layer calculations near the It was decided then to emphasize the improvement in

- outer edge of the boundary layer are explainable by the the kinetic energy, before further optimizing the aniso-
large differences in the mesh spacing of the two computer tropy. This was attempted through changes in the dissi-
codes. In Fig. 9, this ratio is shown in comparison pation rate equation. It was reasoned that enhanced dif-
with the near wall data of Kreplin and Eckelmann and of fusion, i.e. increased C , would reduce _ in the near
Klebanoff. Again the differences of the computed results wall region and increase it in the outer part of the - -

can be attributed to the mesh differences. It is noted boundary layer, and that this would in turn increase k
_ that the computed results retain their value of close to near the surface and lower it in the outer part of the
. 0.3 much cla*er to the surface than the experimental boundary layer as would be required from the behavior of

.". data. The high calculated values of the ordinate in the k related to that shown in Fig. 4 and 5. As expected,
S"region of y-< 100 reflects the results shown on Figs. 4 the combined effect was the movement of the peak of the k

and 6. There the calculated kinetic energy of turbulence curve towards the surface. The change in C was accos-
was significantly lower than the measured values whereas panied by a change in C to maintain the customary

" the calculated shear stress represented the data well. log-law relationship, se-e Eq. (31) of Launder et al.
The high values of the Kreplin and Eckelmanon data closest (1975). Also, since k was too low near the wall, f_
to the surface are believed to be unreal as the ratio is served no purpose in the present model and was set to
expected to approach sere linearly with the distance from unity. With these changes to the dissipation equation,
the surface. it was found that better skin friction results were obta-

ined from changing C.3 from 2.0 to 1.0.
The computed results shown on the previous figures

were indicated to be essentially independent of the par- The results of these combined changes to the turbu-
ticular computer code and/or the computational mesh em- lence model are shown in Figs. 10 through 18. Fig. 10
ployed. Thus, they represent a reliable test of the tur- shove improved skin friction and agreement with the law
bulence model for flow of an airstrea at N-3 over a flat of the wall over the standard model. Although not shown,
plate in a zero pressure gradient. This test shove qual- it was found that the skin friction coefficient showed
itative agreement with experiement but overall the turbu- similar agreement with the theoretical value after the
lence model is in need of quantative improvement before initial "mismatch" in flow conditions discussed above de-
it should be applied to more complex flows that may be cayed. It is interesting that use of the same diffusion
very dependent on the normal stresses. coefficient, Cat, in the total energy equation now re-

sulted in a temperature recovery factor equal to 0.88 in
Some of the weaknesses of the standard model are close agreement with experimental results. It is be-

manifest in the following mean results: (I) The local lieved that the enhanced anisotropy in the near wall re-
skin friction is about 10.5 to 13.5% lower than expected. gion that reduces v led to this result. Fig. 11 shows
(2. The recovery factor is 0.85 instead of the required that the mean velocity profile in the outer portion of
0.89 or 0.9. (3) The mean velocity profile is somewhat the boundary layer is essentially unchanged by the turbu-
fuller than expected. These mean results are caused by lence model modifications.
the standard model characteristics which yield: low va-
lues of the kinetic energy of turbulence near the sur- The effects of the model modifications can be seen

, face, but values that are high for y/ >0.15; too little most clearly in the behavior of the Reynolds stresses and
anisotropy near the surface, too high a value of aniso- kinetic energy. From a comparison of Figs. 3 and 12, it
tropy over y/ >0.15; values of the turbulent shear is observed ,in the very near wall region, that the modi-
stress that are quite good near the surface, but high in fied model yields higher u and v , and lower v . The
the region when y/ >0.1. These inconsistencies, in the latter is remarkably consistent with the experimental
standard model suggest it would be Inadequate for use for data, whereas the u and w are still lower than the
more complex flows such am eight occur when severe pres- data. Further out in the boundary layer the v is still
sure gradients exist and where a knowledge of the normal in good agreement with the data, whereas the u_ and w

- stresses are import~r The failures of this model to give still rise above their corresponding experimental values,
good normal Reynolds stress results is disquieting for it though not as high as the standard model.
is Just for flows where the normal stress might be inpor- ' -

tant, such as where separation and attachment occur, that



Figs. 13 and 14 show that the now distribution of Coef. Eq. NO Std New comment
the turbulent kinetic energy in the vicinity of the our- _ - -

face and over the bulk of the boundary layer conform C1 8 1.500 1.500 •
better with the experimental data than the standard fl 8 1.000

, model. C2 8 0.400 0.400
C3 8 0.125 0.15971

The expected changes in k by the alteration of the C4 8 0.015 : 0.01331
modeling coefficients in the dissipation equation dis- C5 8 0.000 0.0041
cussed ealier occurred, but there in still room for - Co' 1 8,10 0.250 0.250
provement. Sirlar improvements did not occur in the uv Cel 9 1.280 0.675
curves shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The change in Fig. 17 Ce2 9 1.800 1.800
is not very dramatic. Figure 18, which emphasizes the fe 9 : 1.000
behavior of uv/k in the near wall region, however shows Ce3 9 2.000 1.000
astonishing improvement over the standard model. Ce4 9 0.000 0.000 : f. p1. onl-

Coo 10 0.313 0.313
IV COICLUIOIS fa 8 : see

flexp(-2.O/(1.O+Ret/30.O))
A second order closure has been implemented in a 2-D fe..O-O.222eexp(-(Ret/6.O)

implicit Navier-Stokes solver for high-Reynolds-number e f -l.0/(1.0+Het/lO.0)
compress- ible flows. 
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PREDICTION OF WALL-BOUNDED TURBULENT
FLOWS WITH AN IMPROVED VERSION OF

A REYNOLDS-STRESS MODEL

4

M. Prud'homme and S. Elghobashi
Mechanical Engineering Department
University of California, Irvine

Irvine, California 92717

ABSTRACT In the present work viscous effects on the
diffusive transport of uu. and e are explicitly

The paper proposes some improvements to the-modeled accounted for, and a newaproximation of the pressure-
transport equations of the Reynolds stresses uu and strain correlation near solid walls is proposed. The
the turbulence energy dissipation rate c introduced by dissipation terms in the transport equations
Launder, Reece and Rodi (1975) and Hanjalic & Launder for u u are modified and some constants appearing in
(1976).Special attention is given to modeling the the m&ddl reevaluated. Also we discuss the wall
pressure - strain correlation near solid walls and the boundary condition for the c equation since its correct
treatment of the boundary conditions for £ . prescription is of paramount importance in obtaining an

accurate solution.
Predictions obtained with the proposed model are

compared with measurements of confined flows with and Closure of the Transport Equations
without recirculation.

The Stress Transport Equations. The Reynolds-
INTRODUCTION stresses in an incompressible turbulent flow are -.

governed bg 4n exact equation derived using the Navier-
The Reynolds-stresses model proposed by Launder, Stokes equation (see Tennekes & Lumley, 1972) written as

Reece & Rodi (1975) was shown to predict many flows with
reasonalle accuracy such as jets, mixing layers, d(uiuj)/dt - (u uUi k + uiucUjk)
symmetric and asymmetric channel flows. Later, Pope & I " k"'-

Wbitelaw (1976) predicted near wake flows using both the I
k-c model and the Launder et al. model (hereinafter
called LRR) and found the latter to yield significantly + (p/)(u)
better results. However, the LRR model is a high ij uji

Reynolds number model which does not account for the II

influence of viscosity on the various transport
processes of u~u and c. Regions adjacent to solid + (v(" 7  

- u u 0 (/0(6 u u
walls where stee velocity gradients exist and viscous "j ,k uk jki ik 3 ,k

effects are important were avoided in the computations
of LRR and and Pope & Whitelaw (1976). Instead surface
boundary conditions were transferred to points within - 2v u i,kuj ,k
the fluid removed from the near-wall region by the so- Ik
called wall functions. Thus the LEE model is restricted
to unconfined flows or wall bounded flows where
universal wall functions are sufficiently well where d(uu)/dt represents the substantial derivative
established. of uu ,p~denotes the instantaneous fluctuation of

presue about the mean value, p stands for the fluid
To alleviate these shortcomings, Hanjalic & Launder density and v is the kinematic viscosity. The comma-

(1976) (hereinafter called HL) proposed a version of suffix notation indicates differentiation with respect
LR's model valid for low Reynolds number regions as to spatial coordinates and upper case letters denote
well. This allowed for calculations up to the wall time-mean quantities. The stress production term (I)
itself in situations where wall functions were in- (written as P11 hereinafter) can be evaluated exactly .
accurate or unavailable. They tested their model in within the frale of a full second order closure and so
flows where boundary-layer approximations were valid but does the molecular diffusion term (first term in III).
unfortunately they did not solve for all the turbulgnt. The remaining terms in (1) can only be approximated as
stresses. They relied instead on the fact that uv functions of the mean velocities and Reynolds stresses
was nearly constant over the wall region to obtain a in order to achieve closure.
simplified closure in boundary layer form involving
only k, uv, e and U as unknown quantities, where U and u Hanjalic & Launder (1972) evaluated u u uk (Second
denote the mean and fluctuating velocity in a direction term in III) bystarting with an exact transport
parallel to the wall, and v the fluctuating velocity equation for uuAu. , employing the quasi-Gaussian
normal to the wall. As expected the HL model did not assumption for te distirbution of the correlation, and
predict the wall region satisfactorily when we tested it neglecting both the convection and diffusion
in channel flows. For example the friction coefficient contributions to get
Cf was over predicted by up to 50%, the maxim=i value of
k was under predicted by _D....and the anisotropy of the " u - c(k/c)lu-(u-.),
components of k, i.e. u2,v2,w

2 was poorly reproduced. k
The need to correct these defects motivated our search
for an improved Reynolds stress model. + u(u). + Wu (ul7) , i . (2)

.7
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. Cormack, Leal & Seinold (1978) proposed a complicated Navier-Stokes equations themselves are not invariant
4-parameter expression instead of that given in (2) under time-dependent rotations, second Hanjalic

. (obtained from Lumley's (1973) rational closure scheme) Launder (1972) have shown that expressions involving
but recommended (2) for actual computations. However it products of Reynolds stresses can not satisfy all the
is the gradient of u 4  U. that appears in ([)_and requirements of homogeneous turbulence. Therefore we . .
contributes to the uruent difffusion of U iU.. Now adopt (8) as our model.
the gradient of the right side of (2) in the k- od. .

direction can be approximated to a first order by the The constants cl and c2 ate evaluated using the
gradient of the last term on that side and eglecting nearly homogeneous shear flow data of Champagne et al.
the other two. This turbulent diffusion is strongly (1970) where U varies linearly with x2. One merely

" damped by fluid viscosity near a wall as the scales substitutes (8) into (1) and neglects convection and
" become progressively smaller, and thus a damping diffusion, assuming P - c • This yields algebraic

* function of the Van Driest type suggests itself, expressions for the Reynolds stresses
Therefore we use the approximation2- /

u 2 - Ik-2/3 - (8 + 12c2 ( .03)
-(u iu u k )k [c(k/c)f ukut (uiuj ~~ (3 23"~ ~ ", :c Iu u k  , 3_33c: ;<:;

where v 2/k - 2/3 = (2-30c2) (--.18)

f = exp [-3.4 (U + R /0) (4) - 33c1
.w 2/k -2/3 =(-10 + 18c2 )  ( -.12) (10) '- 

'

i and Rt - k2/ve is the turbulence Reynolds number. The 2

damping function f has been employed by Launder & 33c 1
Sharma (1974) in c4njunction with the k-c turbulence The experimental values shown between parentheses in
model and is adopted for the present work after (10), are very closely matched by c1  1.17, c2 - .3.
experimentation with many other such functions (see Rotta (1951) showed that, under certain conditions of
Patel, Rodi & Scheuerer 1981) as the most compatible homogeneity, the pressure-strain term could be expressed

' with the rest of our model. as:

The pressure diffusion term (last term in III) is (p/P)(u + a U (ha)
neglected, first following HL (1972) recommendations ij u, ) .j L Xm

based on measurements in asymmetric channel flow (see where 0 is a tjple correlation of the fluctuating
also Hinze 1975), second because very little is known velocilti while a' is a fourth-order tensor which
a': •bout it. should satisfy so8mVkinematic constraints. LRR modeled

this tensor as a linear combination of Reynolds stresses
STerm (IV) in (1) is modeled as in order to derive (8). For an axisymmetric homogeneous

2 'flow it can be shown that
e - J 

+ 
u (c/k)f (1-6) , (5)ij 3 ij ij a ij 22 22 22-

a /k .13,a .k (lib)
where the-summation convention does not apply and fs is a1 1 - 2/3k, a22 = a33

given by (HIL.) using integral forms for the components of a . On the
other hand, LRR's linear representation yiel-"fs (I + t/1)- (6)""..'

* .' This form (5) 2rovldeda better representation of the 46-30c 2
a anisotropy of u

2
, v

2
, w

2
near the wall than HL's original a 1  (2: 3) It - .67k

. proposal 11 55

E - E [2 (1 - f ) 
6  

+ f u /k] , (7) a 22 ( 2) k .35k

which promotes isotropy in the wall region by 46 + 25c
splitting c among the normal stresses in proportion to a 3  - .97k (l1c)
the ratios uu/k. Corrsin and Fournier (1982) have 33 55

shown that cii can have negative regions even though c
must always f4 positive at each point in space, Leslie (1980) questioned the validity of (8) and
therefore neither (5) nor (7) can be regarded as recommendea a simplified expression which does not allow
anything more than first-order aproximations. for anisotropy between v and w on grounds that (lic)

is incompatible with (lib) if one uses c2 - .4 as
Term (El) of (1) we modeled by LRR as suggested by LRR. However, using the new value (c 2 -. 3)

___.___the agreement is acceptable between (lib) and the
(P/P)(ui,j + Ui) - - CI(c/k)(uiu - ki) calculated values in (lc). -.

To account for the anisotropy of the normal
(c + 8) (P~ P6 1  stresses near a solid wall we modify (8) by adding to it

11 a • wall effect term j ,w defined as

-(30c 2 2)k(U +U ( - 2)(ij- 1P6 (8) c 3 (Pi - D) exp (- i , (12)

*55 11 where s represents the distance from the wall. The
where c, and c2 are constants, P P and constant c3 is given in terms of c and c2 by

-- substituting the modified (8) into (2). For the near
D Uk,j + ujUkUk,i )  (9) wall region in a fully developed channel flow we can -

assume P-¢ , neglect the convection and diffusion
Lumley (1978) pointed out that cl is not strictly a contribution, and assume the exponential in (12) to be
constant. Chung & Adrian (1979) based a turbulence equal to one for small values of s. There results after
model on Lumley's proposal but it did not seem to simplification
perform better than Lii's model. Speziale (1980)
criticized the right-hand side of (8) for not being 2 2(1-5 C3) + 2/3(BI+B 3  2/3
invariant under a time-dependent change of frame while u -. 2 c 2/ 51
the left-hand side is. He proposed an expression, I 3 c1
quadratic in uiu. , involving four constants that have v 2 -2(B3 +c3 ) + 2/3(B+B3)-2/3
yet to be evaluated. However, we feel that his argument -42

is not well supported for two reasons, first the exact k 3 c 1

". .. . .',



2 2 2/3(B1+B3)-2/3 -2)1w~ a . 022,w"
-L --.12 (13) l1wabk 3c

with -22,w 1 a " 011,W]b ic2+8 8C 2 - 2

B -2 ,a = (14) (21)

S1 - 3 )12,w 12,w b

The experimental values in parentheses (see LR) in the
first two cases show that the streamwise stress as expected. Equations (16a) and (16b) will be employed "
component is larger and the transverse component smaller to predict pipe and channel step flows.
than in the free shear layer. The-reader will notice
that 0 vanishes implying that w2is not affected by The Energy Dissipation Rate Equation. An exact
the wMI' presence (13); this is not strictly true (see equation for the transport of c can be derived from the
LR) but still is a good approximation. From (13), (14) Navier-Stokes equations, after straightforward, but

. one obtains tedious, manipulations the result may be written as
"" ~ ~~(c]3.) u~ut~,i (u~t

2
/ '

"".3 c 15)de/dt - - 2v u 2 vu )2

C 1 2 15)
• -- 2v -

The value of the constant c4 which actually controls the - (u + 2 vk,Lpt -'E k
wall shear stress was adjusted to 0.003 to match the k

data of Kreplin & Eckelmann (1979). The procedure
followed in the neighborhood of a corner is described -2v(u )U ,2u (22)

below. T L-11i e kL t,k i'k- kut i,ki*below.
This equation can not be modeled as closely as (1)

Assume that (a) and (b) (Figure IY are located on because it is difficult to take each term on the right-
the wall far away from the corner in a symmetric hand side separately and develop a suitable
fashion, thus approximation to replace it. Instead (22) has to be

modeled in a global fashion, valid for high Reynolds
,ij w c3 (Pij - Dij) f(s1 Ps 2) (16a) numbers, namely v

where de/dt = cc [(Wce) uku C ,".

1/2f(sl,s2 ) exp (-c4k s/V) 2
+ ce Pe/k - c 2 e /k , (23)

_ /2 /

+ exp (-c4k a2/v) (16b7) and then develop a low Reynolds number counterpart. The
low Reynolds number form of the e equation we employ is

and essentially the one proposed by HL.. We will therefore
Sstate the result directly and refer the reader to HI for

S 3UV (V ,x-U fy) ( ('S25 the steps of the derivation. The modeled transportequation for c is

022,w 2 c3 uV (U,y-V x) f (S1 2 ) de/dt - [vk + c3 (k/c) Uku f tI + c P/k

12,w - c3 [u U ,y + (V-u V,x f(s 21 ) 2 (17) - c 2 f E/k + 2v(k/e) f U (24) |\"_ _i:

* Therefore (17) reduces to: where

011,w a - 2 c(vU, Z - 2v(k ) , (25)

and

"22,w a  0 11,w) e  1 2a f I - a exp (-R /36) (26)
C t

c 3[uy-V U a (18) Equation (24) differs from the final proposal of HL in012,w a 3 athat we have retained the viscous diffusion term and
introduced the function f . Also the constants

at point a, and to: c., c , a were re-evaldated. First c is set equal
- to 1.9cin order to match the data of Warhift & Lumley

S11,w b 2 c3(u Vx)b (1978) for homogeneous decaying grid turbulence. Then
we consider the fact that in the final period of decay
(i.e. R - o) one must have (c f -1) - 0.4 (see HI.)

022.w] - I whence a - 1-1.4/c 2 - .263. finally c,, was set equal2,'wb "llVb to 1.45 in order to be consistent with t value
of c' of .15 determined by LRR.

*12w b - c 3 1(v -u ) Vxb (19) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Boundary conditions must be specified for
at point b. U,V, u u and c along the boundaries of the solution I:i.

domain aJ the equations governing these quantities are
F ?rom symetry co- liderations we must have: elliptic. In all the flows considered, the following

a2 v - 7  -U boundary conditions were used for UV uu. and E. The"b" v a U ;- a "u b  values of the dependent variables are specified at the,."

i nlet to the flow domain whereas their gradients vaniah
at the exit plane. At the axis of symmetry,

(U - -(V,) (20) V - uv - o, while the gradients of the remaining
variables are sec to zero. All variables are set to

And by substituting (20) in either (18) or (19) we get zero at a solid wall, except

A 19



/2 2 (1951) is very good for uZ whereas v2 and w2 are
S2v(k , (27) overpredLcted near the wall.

To specify . at a solid wall in the manner indicated Recirculating Flows
above is, of course, entirely equivalent to setting
e - o (see Eq. (25)). In fact many workers (Jones, Two flows were predicted: first a sudden expansion

Launder 1972, Hassid-Poreh 1978, Chien 1982) have (1:15) in a channel for Re - 40300, second a sudden
developed low Reynolds number turbulence models solving expansion (.375:1) in a pipe for Re - 72000 (based on
transport equations for k and Z with k - 0 - o at the the small sectional average velocity and diameter). For
wall. Computational advantages were always stated as both flows, the various profiles upstream of the step
the reason for employing Z instead of E even though the were allowed to feel the effects of the adverse pressure
definition of Z varied among authors. We attempted to gradient by using a short inlet section with fully
solve for Z rather than c but the resulting wall shear developed profiles at its entrance. Strictly speaking,

" stress was too high and the u u peaked closer to the this inlet section should be a few duct diameters long
wall than observed and the prf fle of e was unrealistic but we kept it only to a small fraction of the diameter
in the buffer and laminar layers. Therefore we use Eqn for economical reasons. However, our experience and
(21?2as our boundary condition for e where the gradient others (Ha-'Minh 1976) show that the influence of the
k I is evaluated from a quadratic interpolation inlet boundary conditions fades rapidly beyond one duct
poltgomial diameter downstream of the step due to the intense

mixing that takes place in the recirculation region.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Figure 5 shows the predicted mean velocity profiles
The elliptic transport equations of U , u and e for the channel step. The hybrid scheme was used for

are solved by a finite difference procedure bakeA on the all the variables with a 33 x 53 non-uniform grid using *'
SIMPLER algorithm of Patankar (1981). Two discretiza- 15 nodes across the short inlet section. The computing
tion schemes were employed, the hybrid scheme of time was about 10 minutes. The agreement with the data
Spalding (1972) and QUICK of Leonard (1979). The of Smyth (1979) is satisfactory except near the wall.
sensitivity of the solution to the choice of the scheme
will be discussed in the following section. __ gure 6 shows the predicted normal stresses u 2

w at two locations downstream of the step. There
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION is good agreement with the data everywhere except near

the axis of symetry. However the data of Smyth appear
Non-RecLrculating Flows to be consistently too high near the axis, even far

T r l r n i h s i r o udownstream in the fully-developed region (see Laufer's
The results presented in this section are for fully data). Calculations were repeated with a 40 x 50 grid

developed flow conditions in plane (channel) or axial which resulted in an extremely slow convergence and the
- (pipe) configurations. No mention will be made of the final results were within 3% of those of the 33 x 33

discretizatLon scheme used to obtain them since the grid.
fully-developed profiles of Ui, e and u u are
insensitive (within * 1%) to a change of ALscretization Figure 7 shows the predicted man velocity profiles
scheme. However the choice of the discretitation scheme for pipe step flow using both QUICK and hybrid schemes
does affect the predictions in the developing region. for the momentum equations and the hybrid for the other
The major differences arise from the choice of either equations with a 34 x 37 non-unLform grid. The ability
the QUICK or hybrid scheme for Ui equations. The of the QUICK scheme to reduce false diffusion effects is
differences will be slight when one switches from one obvious when the predictions are compared with the

* scheme to another for the turbulent quantities alone, experimental data of Ha-Minh (1976). The lalt two
T l y s e b o c tfigures (8,9) compare the predicted uv and u2 profiles
The flow Reynolds numbers (based on duct width or twjh the data of Ha-Minh. While uv Is well predicted,

diame er and secion-averaged velocity) varied from u2 is underpredicted by about 14% near the centerline. '
7.xIO5 to 1.2x10 . Non-uniform grids were employed for

. the calculations using from 25 to 33 cross-stream nodes CONCLUDING REMARKS
* and 12 in the axial direction. The grid independence of

the predictions was thoroughly tested by using 23,33,40, Some promising results have been obtained in wall-
and cross-stream nodes for channel flow at Re bounded non-recirculating and recirculating flows with a

* 4.xlO • The coarsest grid solution was everywhere full Reynolds stresses closure. Computer time and
" within 3-4% of the next one and the discrepancy becomes storage requirements are within practical Limits.

Insignificant afterwards. Typical runs required about
100 CPU seconds for execution on a CDC 7600 computer to In recirculating flows, the accuracy of the
yield a converged solution using hybrid scheme for all predictions strongly depend on the ability of the
variables. When QUICK was used for all variables, the finite-differencing scheme used for the momentum
execution took 102 more time per iteration although the equations in reducing numerical diffusion errors.
number of iterations required remained the same. Pipe
and channel flows were used to test the functions f and REFERENCES
f. mentioned earlier (eqs. (4), (6)) against other
possible forms. The performance of each function was Champagne, F.H. Harris, V.G. & Corrsin, S., 1970,
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o Abstract

Measurements of Reynolds shear stress profiles on ,o ' - -
rough and smooth walls have been carried out and the 

oel onens-.

deduced wall shear stresses are compared with
. "mean-velocity-profile similarity law" techniques.

Agreement was obtained for amooth walls but considerable z
discrepancy occurred on rough walls. It appears that the
problem is caused by excessive changes in the
ins'antaneous velocity vector angle relative to the hot-
wires in a flow over a rough wall and this situation is
predicted by a "hairpin vortex" model for wall
turbulence. The problem was cured by increasing the
included angle of the X-wires and also by "flying" the
probe through the flow.

Introduction ""

One of the major difficulties concerning research U~x,tl,
on rough wall boundary layers is the problem of
determining the skin friction coefficient. Unlike u'(x.t)

smooth walls there is no firmly established wall
similarity law and so there are no methods equivalent to <G> ,, "
the Clauser chart or Preston tube techniques Further - -
difficulties arise since we do not know the "effective

, origin" of the mean velocity profile, i.e. the apparent
position of z-0 relative to the roughness elements,
where z is the distance normal to the surface. The
surface skin friction coefficient can -n principle be
determined in a number of ways, all of which are either _ _" "

highly inaccurate or are difficult to carry out
successfully. One method is the use of the von Kirmin
momentum integral equation which is known to be highly Figure 1. Geometry of the wavy wall and P'
sensitive to any three dimensionality of the flow and definition of various flow quantities.

"" also has the undesirable feature of requiring streamwise
derivatives of various mean flow quantities. field has a periodic variation with streamwise distance.
Determination of derivatives of experimental data is a Figure 1 defines the various relevant quantities.
highly inaccurate process Perry, Scnofield & Joubert The instantaneous velocities for a given z are
(1969) determined the skin friction of two-dimensional
strip roughness by measuring the form drag of pressure •
tapped roughness elements. Another method which presents U(x,t) (U> = ux U'(x,t)
itself is the use of the Mama (19541 velocity defect law

* which has yet to be verified by an independent method.
This technique (outlined later) is a variation of the where
"wake alignment" method of Perry and Jcubert (1963). Yet T
another method is to measure the Reynolds shear stress f , .

distribution using hot-wire anemometry. This latter <( )> )dx and (I- ± dt
method is the main subject of this paper and its use has T''

presented many unforseen difficulties. :ulhearn (1977) and by definition .
attempted to use this method for flow over a bed of
rocks and discovered that the indicated Reynolds shear
stress fell off as the wall was approached. Such (x)dx .0
behaviour cannot be explained by viscous stresses since 0
the mean strain rate is too small. Such a fall off was 0
anticipated by Perry, Schofield & Joubert (19691. Their
explanation was that above a periodic array of two u (x,tdt- 0 for T -
dimensional roughness elements there must exist a zone "
close to the elements where the temporal mean velocity 0



" - - .- -

Similarly eU -- 10rBsii
p'' -- u(x) _________________ 00"

W(x,t - + w(x) w'(x,t) 7C

and <Z> is assumed to be zero close to the wall. 50

If the effective wall shear stress, tO , has negligible 3C_____
streamwI3e gradient, and if the pressure gradient is 20
sufficiently small, then 1 5

'r - -o<u (t,x)wl(t,x) : ~~~~) 2 0
.4.

For the rough surfaces tested here, it has been found
that u'(t,x)w'(t,x) was invarient with x for the 0 x
smallest z/h values attainable with the X-wire probe. z
Therefore, _________ ___

.w0x) 0

-- - 0I I00
o Ou'(t) w'(t) - P<u(X)w(x)> (3) 7C

0

The first term is the Reynolds shear stress as 0 3C
determined by a stationary X-wire probe and the second 0 2
term represents the contribution to the momentum 0
transport by the standing wave" above the elements. 0
This could explain why the Zirst term in equation (3) 0

drops off as we approach the boundary since it is
expected that the second term would increase.

X
The Wavy Wall

Figure 5. Plots of u(x) and 7 above a wavy wall
Figure 2 shows a typical Reynolds shear stress using a "flying" hot-wire.

% profile above a wavy wall in a zero pressure gradient.
The boundary layer thickness was 150m, the height of
the waves was 17mm and the wavelength was 77mm The Mesh PRouineas and Smooth wall Measurem'ents
fall off of Reynolds shear stress is obvious.

It was decided to measure the Reynolds stress above
a three-dimensional mesh type roughness in a zero
pressure gradient. The size and geometry of this
roughness is shown in figure 4(ai and a typical oaundary

z 'Mm layer thickness was 90m. Figure 4(b) shows a typical
Reynolds shear stress profile. The wall shear stress

determined using the Hama velocity defect law is also
shown. For this case it agrees with the von Kirmin

1 - momentum integral shear stress prediction. For many
other cases not covered here this agreement was poor

140 (about t 20% .
In the Hama velocity defect method of determining

the local skin friction coefficient C' , the effectve
120 [origin of the wall z=O, and the skin Iriction

coefficient Cj are systematically adjusted such that
0Cthe mean velocity profile is forced to collapse onto the

law given by

-2.

60" f(n) - here U1 is the free stream velocity,

40 Momentum
integral where for n < .15, f(n) =- 1 ln(n) + 2.309

20 value .41

'|4 and .15 < n < 1.0, f(n) 9.6(1-n) !N
0 0.5 10 .S 20 25 ,ms- , ._.00"/ is(4)

where . z/6 " -v
H H C 4 C

Figure 2. Typical Reynolds shear stress profile
above a wavy wall in . zero pressure .
gradient. and C1 nJ f(n)dn 3 3715

Figure 3 shows some typical plots of uT and wZx)
which were measured using a "flying" X-hot wire probe where 6 is the boundary layer displacement thickness
mounted on an air bearing sled The air oearing sled is and U is the wall shear velocity.
described in Perry . Watmuff 1981) and Watmuff, Perry &rom figure 4 it can be seen that large
Chong (1983). The Reynolds stress profile was taken with discrepancies exist between the values of wall shear
a stationary X-wire probe it can be seen that -Tx) and stress predicted by the Reynolds shear stress profile
w(x attenuate as we move away from the wall and that and that predicted by the Hama velocity defect law. it -

they are approximately 90 degrees out of phase. This was therefore decided to check the X-wires, anemometers
means that the spatial average would be negligible and and calibration techniques by measuring flow over a
calculations confirmed this. Hence the fall off in smooth wall immediately after the rough wall
Reynolds shear stress must be explained in some other way. measurements. The Clauser chart method can be used to



vector approaching the wires undergoes during
measurements. This shoud De kept below 8, tne included

angle of the wires see figure 5). Large velocity
components v* normal to the plane of tne X-wires will

.. Talso cause errors. If A exceeds b, any measurements --
rLcsn Will be afbigious and completely erroneous.

(a)

8 Figure 5. Hot wire filaments showing included

70- wire angle and velocity wedge angle.

One of the major differences between flow over a
rough surface and flow cver a smooth surface is that for
a giver (U,6 )/v (where i a lengthvscale defined
in equation 14) ad v is te kinematic viscosity of the

5c fluid) the local mean velocity at a given z/6, is mtch
lower on a rough suiface.H

4C- In fact,

SU

3 -U R UTS UT

Momentum integral
value

80 (Hm-elct

awhere aUl/Ue is the Hama (1954) roughness function.. -he

suffix R signifies a rough surface and the suffix
00 signifies a smooth surface. Furthermore, if we assui-"

00 1 1that the eddies above a rough surface are similar to
02 03 s04 ( 2 those above a smooth surface, i.e. they follow the same

* (is') scaling laws as postulated by Perry & Chong (1982),
then, if we are at a distance z above the boundary,

Figure 4. (a) Size and geometry of mesh roughness. eddies cf scale z contribute mainly to the Reynolds
(b) Typical Reynolds shear stress profile stress at z (the attached eddy hypothesis of Townsend,

above a three-dimensional mesh 1976) . If we assume that their characteristic velocity.-
type roughness. scales with UT' then one can comp.ute some likely

velocity signatures for the velocity components that a
obtain the wall shear stress for the smooth wall. This X-wire probe might experience close to a boundary. This

*can be compared with the shear stress obtained by was done by applying the Biot-Savart law to the hairpin
extrapolat.on of the Reynolds shear stress to the wall, or A-vortex model of Perry & Chong in a marner similar
(Clauser, 1954). Excellent agreement was obtained. The to that described in another paper presented at this
smooth wall plate which covered the mesh roughness was conference (see Perry at. al). The vortex ..- was the
then quickly removed and measurement of the rough wall same and parameters were adjusted to give ufw') 'U
Reynnolds stress profile was repeated using the same O(1. Computations were then carried out for different
wires, anemometers and hot-wire calibration. The sene values of iU/U. and the signatures were fed into a
incorrect profile, as was obtained in the previous runs, computer trogram which simulated our hot wire anemometry
was obtained to high accuracy. system and calibration scheme. in spite of the fact

It was then thought that the spatial resolution of that our calibration scheme takes into account wire
-wires wan fie e n d tha ths liian response non-linearities, (this method is explained in

could be a cause of the discrepancy. This, however, detail in Perry (1982) pp. 122-127) significant errors
would imply that the eddy structures above a rough occured in the inferred velocities under certain flow
surface are finer than those above a smooth surface, conditions. The X-wire filaments were modelled using the
This is unlikely. As a check, the profiles were Champagne at al. (1967) cosine cooling law. Figure E
repeated using shorter wire filaments which were spaced sh-ows the results of the inferred Reynolds stresses for
closer together but the resulting profiles were close to different values of U/U . These computations are
the previous ones, indicating that spatial resolution equally valid for smooth walls. Several simplifying
was not the cause of the discrepancy. assumptions were incorporated in the analysis, the main

one being that w,, are only considering one hierarchy of
* Zffect of Velocity Vector We e e Angles eddy scales. Hence, figure 6 is meant only to show

trends. If more hitrarchies were included, the errors
R Errors in the measurement f Reynolds shear stress would be larger. Errs in the inferred Reynolds stress
may be caused by an excessive "wedge angle" e. This is occured only when the artle of the velocity vectors
the included angle which the instantaneous velocity approaching the X-wires were large. Under these

Thi i ikly.Asa hek, heprfies er Camage e e. 1971 osnecolin lw.Fiur



conditions the effect of v' was also important. Figure 6 further and to reduce the effect of the v' fluctuations,
also show the results witn and without v' present and it it was decided to "fly" the X-wire probe through the
can be seen that its effect is large. Also shown in the flow so as to increase the bias velocity relative to the
figure are the differences in inferred Reynolds stress probe.
when the hot-wire included angle is altered from 90
degrees to 120 degrees. A significant improvement can be
seen.

z 0 a 900 s:ationary wire

rin ,f
."08 90 flyn wire

In the computati'ons only the Townsend's
u-w "active motions" were considered, i.e. =10wr.-~~ u2 120' stationary wire '-
u U only one (the smallest) observed s0o"sttioar

hierarchy was used.

7- A a 1200 flying wire

:QS o so ,.

-"__'~~ -% 900 with v' 40-\\ :

• Q 7 C3 8 - 900 with no v'A-O 1200 with v' -'

Q iiama velocitv

Smooth wall z= Pefec la :10
Q U 00 p

4 6 I0 12 14 16 18 0 10.2 03

Figure 6. Computed errors in the measurement of (Ms--"

Reynolds shear stress due to "wedge
angle" effect and the effect of v'. Figure 8. Reynolds shear stress profiles measured

above a mesh type rough roughness using
Experimental results also show that the X-wires 90 degree and 120 degree wires.

with the larger included angle 8 gave significantly Mearurement were taken with the
, smaller error. It would therefore appear necessary to hot-wire probe stationary and "flying".

keep the velocity vector wedge angles somewhat lower
" than the hot-wire included angle and also somehow reduce

the effect of v' if a correct Reynolds shear stress is

to be measured.
", Further computations agreed very well with simple p-d.. " -2-

tests that were carried out by shaking a calibrated set 120'

of X-wires with a dynamic calibrator in the free stream. * /flying w re

* This imposed accurately known Reynolds stresses on the / vec:ors relative
- hot-wires. The wedge angles of the velocity vectors o prooe

could also be calculated accurately and the wedge angle
at which the measurment of Reynolds stress started to " -120'
break down could be observed. This is shown in figure 7.

stac.ona'.-wire

: u "7(measured)
(uw actual)

S-60-50-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

00

0731

06 - stationary wire

cis o 900 di

* a 3 = 120 NO v' fluctuations Flying re

B (vectors relative
6 0 •o wall

Figure 7. Breakdown of Reynolds shear stress -

measurements due to excessive /
"wedge angle".

-60 -50-40 -3C -20 -40 0 0 20 30 40 50 60
Figure 8 shows the various measured Reynolds shear

stress profiles above the mesh roughness close to the
wall where U/U 4 . It can be seen that the indicated Figure 9. Histograms of wedge angles of velocity

% Reynolds stresi increased by increasing the included vectors inferred from X-wires.
hot-wire angle from 90 degrees to 120 degrees. To
reduce the wedge angle of the velocity vectors even
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The flying hot-wire air bearing sled system mentioned
* earlier was used and this imposed an additional G/U. of

2.5. Figure 8 also showshow heinferred Reynolds
stresses increase for both the 90 degree and 120 degree
X-wires. Data was sampled in bursts over a length of
l00m of streamwise distance and three hundred sled

,. passes were required for adequate convergence of the
. Reynolds stress data at each level. Figure 9 shows

histograms of the wedge angles of the velocity vectors
as inferred by the X-wires for each of the four cases
described. The highest Reynolds stress approaches the
Hama velocity defect law prediction and the profile has
the expected shape for a zero pressure gradient boundary
layer. The 120 degree X-wire seems to be insensitive to
bias velocity and so the authors contend that the
stationary 120 degree X-wires were giving approximately
correct value.

In the flying hot-wire experiments, the -%
contribution from the "standing waves" was computed for

~ the mesh roughness. Its contribution was found to be
negligible.

• Conclusion

Excessive changes in the angle of the instantaneous
" velocity vector relative to the X-wire probes causes

significant errors in inferred Reynolds shear stresses
on a rough wall. The validity of the Hama velocity
defect law for zero pressure gradient layers on rough
surfaces is still in some doubt and needs further work.
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Abstract averaged power spectral density for for a given
hirrh.These densities were then umdu o

Using the attached eddy hypothesis of Townsend varying numbers of hierarchies The resulting spectra
(1976) and the model of wall turbulence proposed by appeared to have the correct functional forms when
Perry & Chong 0982) the spectra of stresmwise velocity compared with the experimental results of Perry & Abell
fluctuations and normal velocity fluctuations were (1975,1977) for flow in a smooth-waLled pipe
derived Thoe were compared with measured experimental More refined models are currently being considered
data. The agreement between the experimental data and by the authors Unfortunately these are analytically
the deduced scaling laws is encouragi.ng. intractable and so numerical methods have to be used

Figure 1 sh~ows an isolated A-vortex at a boundary with
Introduction its image vortex This will be taken to be a

"representative eddy" for a given hierarchy
" Perry & Chong (1982) proposed a model for wall

turbulence which was based on Townsend's (1976) attached
eddy hypothesis. Using the observations of Head and typical velocity
BandyopadhyFy (1981) as a guide, wall turbulence was ZAonar

d modelled as a "forest" of hair-pin or 'v shaped
vortices attached to the boundary. The vortex filaments I V
originate from viscous sublayer material.

It was proposed that a range of scales of I
geometrically similar "forests" exist and that each l '! I //
"forest" or hierarchy has the same characteristic iM ,
velocity scale (which is the wall shear velocity U ). \ y
The length scales of the hierarchies range from thi x

scale of the smallest eddies at the wall which have the 50
Kline (1967) scaling 6 to the largest scale which is 5 "\ /"

thickness Two different probability density image vortex"/'
functions d f 's) of hierarchy scales were tested. 100
Una was a discrete distribution with the scales going in
a geometric progression and the other was a continuous
distribution and was of inverse power law form as
assumed by Townsend (1976) It was found that both FIGURE 1. A "representative eddy" with
distributions give much the same result How the streamwise "cuts".
hierarchies are formed is not understood. Nevertheless,
such a model gives the correct mean flow velocity
distribution Also using the velocity signatures The proportions of the eddy a-e shown tocher with
generated by such an ensemble of vortex filaments with the streamwise "cuts" along which u . u, and u, velocit'..
the aid of the Biot-Savart law, it appears that the signatures are generated using the iiottSavart'Law A "
correct spectral distribution for the strearmwise Gaussian distribution of vorticity is assumed for :he
velocity fluctuations u is obtained The power spectral vortex "rods"which is
density for u is characterized by a flat region at low
wavenumbers wAich asymptotes into a -1 power law which 2
then asymptotes into an exponential-like curve at high Q " expL-(rlr 

2 
)

wavenumbers Perry & Chong's (1912) analysis was rather ,
crude and the velocity fluctuations u normal to the
wall were not considered. This paper utlines a more where 0 is the modulus of the vorticity ac radius r and
refined approach tc the problem and presents some new r is a length scale of the vorticity distribution
data This new work adds considerable weight to the (Throughout thts paper % means 'proportional to' or
validity of the theory presented by Perry & Chong 'scales with') The square of the modulus of the Fourier

transforms of the the u , u and u signatures of this
Spectra and Eddy Intensity Functions isolated A-vortex is oete-m ned anA ensemble averaged

over each value of z. '.e we obtain F (k z z.6) where
The analysis of Perry & Chong (1982) was rather k is the streamwise wavenumber and H ti e height of

crude The velocity signatures from an isolated vortex 4~e eddy representative of :he hierarchv under
"rod" with solid body rotation surrounded by consideration. Given that in each herarchv :he average
irrocational fluid were used to obtain an ensemble longitudinal and lateral spacings each scale with S.



then the power spectral density .ii(k z) for the ui .
signatures is given by

4ii F(kl1z,z/6) pH(6)dd (2) region of oif

, 61 overlap

where 4. (k z) is the energy per unit non dimensional
aven umir i z. 61 is the scale of the smallest eddies

(i e the Kline scaling given earlier) and pH(6) is the "inner flow similar"
pdf of hierarchy scales. is the length scale of the 1--
largest hierarchy and this should scale with the shear I
layer thickness or pipe radius Assuming a continuous "outer flow" similarity
distribution of hierarchy scales then

P (6) 1 1 (3)
H 6 FIGURE 3. Spectral similarity regions for~u

I fluctuations.

as used by Townsend. Also it can be shown that 
.-

F i( l/~~,) Ii(z/6) (4)" -

0 The "inner flow" similarity law is given by

where *..tzJ6) is the Townsend eddy intensity function (klZ)
(Townsen6l976. pp 153-155) The authors have not yet 11 I k > B (6)
included the effect of vortex stretching mentioned by U 2 8 ;11  1 a bE
Perry & Chong (1982) but the results so far indicate
t :hat the spectra for u fluctuations are much the same
as given by the crude inalysis of Pe ry & Chong Also where g is universal for a smooth wall provided
the spectra for the u and u fluctuations are much the 61 < z 4< ,E and B is a constant for a given large

* same in functional foim as tLe u1 fluctuations if wesle flow geometry

consider only one hierarchy Figure 2 shows sketches of Perry and Abell (1977) referred to the motions
the eddy intensity functions. given by equation (6) as the "universal wall motions"

As can be seen from figure 3, there exists a region of
overlap between equations (5) and (6) It can be shown
by dimensional arguments that in this region the

Z equations are of the form

1. ( k a A
* 1.0 1.0 1.0 -11 1!E ul1

1 33 (Z/6)(7
33 (2 (/ (kZ) Au

(s/U II I uU 1

which corresponds to the inverse power law region of the

- spectrum for u fluctuations mentioned earlier. This .'-

arabolic inverse power law distribution is a consequence of
"I ;z z,7 \havng a suff ciently large range of hierarchy scales

A si'iler behaviour can be shown for the spectra
for u fluctuations by virtue of the fact that , and

FIGURE 2. Eddy intensity functions. I g2 are of ;imilar shape However, for the spectra of
te u3 fluctua-4ons, only one region of similarity
exists, i e

It should be noted that T and I are similar in
shape but I has a different iape a consequence of 033(k 1 2)

the boundar conditions at the wall Thus we would 2 = h33(klZ) xS
expect that spectra for u3 fluctuations to differ
considerably from the u i and u spectra.

From work carried with si ple discrete pdf's (as for all klz. The reason for this differing behaviour can
used by Perry & Chong) the authors expect that equations be seen from figure 4.
(2). (3) and (4) and figure 2 will lead to the various As seen in figure 4(a'. a hot-wire probe distant z
spectral similarity regions for u fluctuations as shown from the wall "sees" u fluctuations from all eddies
in figure 3 1 whose height 6 is of order z and above Eddies smaller

The -outer flow" similarity law is given by than z are not "seen" by the probe and they do not
contribute to the spectrum Therefore. the resulting

0 (k a spectrum is made up of contributions of all eddies whose
12 l(klaE) kI < '.5) scale fall in the range z to a On the other hand, as

2 --

shown in figure 4(b) a probe "sees u3 fluctuations
only from eddies whose scale is of order z in the
former case we see many hierarchies whereas in the

where 0 (kI )is the energy per unit non-dimensional later we see approximateiy one nierarcny
wavenumbir k I For a given large scale flow geometry Figure 5 shows the various spectra collapsed
G is a universal function. M is a universal constant according to the various similarity laws mentioned
fo all smooth wall flow regions above



Experimental Results

z z
Figure 6(a) shows the u fluctuation results

obtained in a smooth-walled ipe using a 1.26 mm long
normal wire

.11 l(6>>z) 133(6>>z)

1 (6.0(z)) 1.26 mm long
11 13 3 (6= z)) 2 normal wire.b ' ~102 '

1 (,<) z 10~
11 -1 33 (6<z) °I" -

(a) 1 (b) 33O

FIGURE 4. (a) Ii for various values of 6. 11(k z)

(b) I3 for various values of 6. 2
33 UTIOI

10-

0 I I ( k l ) a 1 - .z

In 11 , In 10
-
2

'.,U 2xUT -1

I ~z/st" .%

Sicreasin g 
3

E I 3 -2 1 0 1 2
i.a.-eg 10- 10 10 10 10 10

In(B) In(k IaE) In(M) IrAk z) klz

(a) (b)
FIGURE 6. (a) "Inner flow" scaling for u. spectra

for various values -f ZA.

Re-200,000 (2A E U/v and

~140U "V < Z< O.1"E_.

I 2 L16 n (klz) 1.26 nn long normal wire.

U 2 In 2 2

T 2

' increasing
7 

\ Using "inner flow" scaling, one expects the spectra
in screa s to collapse to an inverse power law and asymptote zo an

In(ka) In(klz) exponential-like curve at high wavenumbers and to
1 E "peel-off" from the inverse power law at low wavenumbers

(c) (d) for differing values of z/i as shown in figure 5kb-

The results in figure 6(a) ppear to behave correc:lv at
low and moderate k z; however, at high k z chey
"peel-off" for varying values of :/a Te smaile- the
value of z/&E, the earlier the "peel-off" occurs It

appears that as Z/6 decreases, the contribution to the
spectrum from the smaller hierarchies, whose scale is of

0 33 (kiz) I 3 (k1) order z, decreases and these hierarchies seem to
I "disappear" One possible reason for the "missing"

% U; hierarchies is the spatial resolution limit of the

normal wire This is strongly supported from the data in

figure 6(b) where a 0 39 nm long normal wire was used
One can see some of the 'missing" small scale

hierarchies have emerged and the data now collapses more
convincingly a high wavenumbers and the spectral

In(klZ) ln(kA) distribution correlates better with figure 5(b Figure
7 shows this data using "outer flow" scaling The

(a) (f) collapse at low wavenumbers has improved and the spectra

In"sappea- at low wavenumbers to correlate 3efter with the
FIGURE 5. "Inner flow" and "outer flow" scaling for scheme shown in figure 5(a). -

u1C u2 and u3 spectra for various values t U is the cenerline velocity and v s the

of z k 0i tet vcity n .hi s.th
E* kinematic viscosity of -he fluid.
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10 FIGURE S. "Inner flow' scaling for u3 spectra

* for various values of z/,.

3 Re=75.000 to 200.000 and
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FIGURE b. (b" Inner flow" scaling for u, spectra

for various values of rAE.

Re=200,000 ;0.39 rmm Long normal 01

wire and 140L.,v < z < - *33(kIAEk
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2
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FIGURE 9. "Outer flow"scaling for ii spectra

for various values of z/LE

30 Re=75.30C :c 200.300 and
10. < z

-0 Figures 8 and 9 show the u~ fluctuation spec 'a
according to "inner flow" and "outer flow' simila:. tv
scaling It can be seen that a more uniform coliop32
occurs using "inner flow" scaling and that the 17
shape is characteristic of one hierarchy. e no

l0 ________________________ inverse power law occurs) However, at highI wavenumzirs
10 20 1 2 3 the spectra sucessively 'peel-off" earlier for

10 10 1C 10 10 1C decreasing values of zi6 Once again, this is mosz

k probably a spatial resolution effect As z 6, decr'eases
I &E the scale of the X-wires increases relative !o~ -he scale

of tne hierarchy which contributes to u. fluctuations.
FIGURE 7. "Outer flow" scaling for -j, soectra wnich is of order z see figu~e ai, nd the'-

for arius alue ~ . -ooserved' contribution to the u spectra at hi2h
L avenurnbers decreases The authors propose that if the

Re-200.000 03.3^ .~ long normal wire scale of the X-wires was significantly reduced, the

and14L'.' zspectra obtained would collapse to a universal turve for
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all k z as shown in figure 5(e).
f nforunatey no u2 results have yet been obtained

for pipe flow. 
1.5 4 <z<014

Broad-band Turbulence Intensity Distributions 2 z .
u3-

The broad-band turbulence intensity distributions U

can be found either from the eddy intensity functions of
Townsend or by integrating the spectra using the 0.5 - 0
functional relations given earlier. 000

Using the eddy intensity functions

0.0o

JI.2z/E 0.1 1.0UI (z/6) :66 (9)- z/AE

1 FIGURE 10. (b) u3/UT versus z/A . Symbols as

Townsend has shown that if 6 << z << for figure 10(a)
if I 1(0) and 122(0) are finite and

i33(z/6) . (z/6)
2 
as (z/6) - 0

(these are the inviscid boundary conditions assumed in The values of A =0.9 B =2.64 and K -. 0 were
the model) then obtained indeDfnEentlv fum spectra. authors suspect

that the low Reynolds number break down in figure 1O(a)
2 -occurs because the condition 6 << z << a. is violated.. I 1 •."-.
1 I since as the Reynolds number decreases, the scale 6 of
2 B1 u A the smallest eddies increases Also, very close to the

Ul l wall, spatial resolution problems becomes important

Conclusions

u2
-2 B A n(-) (10) comparing spectra for streamwise velocity
2 u2 u2 AE fluctuations and normal velocity fluctuations in the
." constant stress layer" close to the wall (i.e in the

'N wall similarity region defined by zU. v > 140 and
- z/AE.O.14) the attached eddy hypothesis is strongly

u3  contirmed and so also is the idea chat there exists a
3 K33 range of scales of geometrically similar eddies with a

UT characteristic velocity scale given by U_
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE SCALE STRUCTURE IN THE ROD GAP REGION FOR

TURBULENT N-LLNE FLOW THROUGH CLOSELY SPACED ROD ARRAYS

J.D.Hooper
CSIRO Mineral Physics Division
Lucas Heights Research Establishment
Private Mail Bag 7, Sutherland, NSW.
Australia 2232

* ABSTRACT the p/d range 1.036, 1.071, 1.15 and 1.40, and the w/d
range 1.026, 1.048, 1.071 and 1.118 (1982b). The very

Experimental studies of developed axial high axial and azimuthal turbulence intensities
single-phase flow through closely spaced rod arrays present in the rod gap region for the closest rod to -

have shown. with reducing pid ratio, the development of rod or wall spacings lend some doubt as to the
high axial and azimuthal turbulence intensities in the accuracy of the hot wire-small signal approximations.
rod gap region. Associated with this is the existence However, a consistent trend noted in the series is the
of very high levels of the azimuthal Reynolds shear development of very high levels of the azimuthal

* stress component either side of the rod gap centre. Reynolds shear stress in the rod gap region as the p/d --

* Spatial corrrelation analysis of the three turbulent or w/d ratio are reduced, with no direct measurements
* velocity components has shown a large scale coherent of secondary flow.

and almost periodic structure in the rod gap region. A similar study in a symmetrical square-pitch rod
The structure is markedly different to the currently array (booper (1980)) for two p/d ratios (1.194 and ..

* accepted secondary flow model. 1.107) showed the same increase in the axial and
azimuthal turbulence intensity as the rod spacing was

reue.There was little evidence of any non-zero
secondary flow components V and W~. The mechanism

Secondary f lows, induced by gradients of the whereby the high axial and azimuthal turbulence -

Reynolds stresses in a plane normal to the duct axis, intensities develop in the rod gap region was
are present in developed single-phase turbulent flow unresolved.
through ducts not having a rotational symmetry axis.
For the large arrays of heat generating rods used in 2. EXPERIMENTAL RIGS
nuclear power reactors, such secondary flows have been
assumed to have considerable significance, as they The results from two experimental studies are
serve to decrease the azimuthal variation of the local discussed. One duct represented the interior region

rod surface heat transfer coefficient. The detection of a symmetrical square-pitch rod array spaced at a
of V and W in rod arrays is experimentally difficult. p/d ratio of 1.107 (Hooper (1980)). The other

* Rellstrom (1974) used an air rig with a triangular rod test-section is the rig used in the Kahme (1982a)
array teat section spaced at a p/d ratio of 1.217, and study.
measured the mean velocity distribution, wall shear
stress variation, and five of the six Reynolds 2.1 Symmeria Square-pitch Rod Array. The six
stresses. Although secondary flow velocity components rod- clserfrmn symmetrical test section, figure
of the order of 1% of the local axial velocity were 1, was intended to model the fluid mechanics in the
reported, they were not symmetrical and indicated a interior of a large square-pitch rod array. The rod
circulation around one rod of the array. Trupp and diameter was 140 mm, and the test section length 9.14
Azad ( 1975) used air as the working fluid in a a. The ratio of the test section length to hydraulic

* triangular array spaced at three p/d ratios, 1.50, 1.35 diameter was 128. This was shown to be sufficient to
and 1.20. Secondary flow cells were not directly ensure developed flow conditions.
= massured. Rome (1973) used a laser-Doppler anemometer Air was the working fluid, and hot-wire
with water as the working fluid in a square-pitched rod anemometry was used to determine the direction of the
array spaced at two p/d ratios, 1.250 and 1.125. The mean velocity vector ii'd all six components of the
mean axial velocity distribution and two of the Reynolds stresses, rotated inclined wire prooe
ReMynolds stress components were measured. d-ul tiple was estimated to be capable of detecting secondary
secondary f low cells for the repeated symmetry areas of f low velocities greater than 1Z of the local axial U.
one subchannel were deduced from the axial turbulence.
intensity distribution, without direct experimental 2.2 Wall bounded Square-pitch Array. The%

measurement. A Study by Carajilescov and Todreas central part of the test section, consisting of four .

(1975) of a triangular array spaced at a p/d ratio of rods equidistant from the walls of an enclosing
1.123, using water as the working fluid and a rectangular duct, is shown by figure 2. The rod
laser-Doppler anemometer as the measurement system, diameter was 157.5 mm and the minimum rod to wall

* again failed to directly resolve secondary flo. cells, distance for all four rods (g) was 11.35 mm, with a
The experiments of Mahas (1979, 1982a, 1982b) in a rod gap width 5.7 mm. The test section averaged

square-pitched rod array bounded by a rectangular hydraulic diameter dh was 45.6 mmn, and the test
duct and using air as the working fluid have shown a section length 7.0 m. The non-linearizec bridge

* progressive increase in the axial and azimuthal output signals from constant temperature hot wire
* turbulence intensity in the rod gap region as the rod anemometer bridges were high pass filtered at 0.1 taz,

to rod or rod to wall distance (p/d or w/d ratio) is and directly recorded on F.H. tape.
reduced. This extensive experimental series covers In contrast to the rod centered cylindrical
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co-ordinate system used by Kehme (1982a), a cartesian point 4 at (0,10 m ) are shown in figures 4a and b.
co-ordinate system centered in the rod gap (fig. 2) was The time record length of 0.1 seconds is far less than
used. The subchanntl averaged Reynolds number of the the time used to compute the correlation functions.
study was 7.60 x 10 . However, there is clearly shown to be a considerable

large scale structure in the axial velocity
3. hXPEEINTAL KESULTS - SMETkICAL SQUAKL-PITCu fluctuations at both locations for the x-z plane. The

RUD ARkAY mean axial velocity U at the:- locations was 20.5

m s ,and the peak excursion of the axial turbulence
Complete experimental data of the mean axial component U is approximately 25% of this value.

velocity distribution, wall shear stress variation and The turbulence component along the x axis, v, is
the magnitude of the six Reynolds stressea over the seen to be considerably reduced in magnitude, with

" Reynolds number range 22.6 to 207.6 x 10 is given by little evidence of the large scale structure of the
Hooper et. al (1983). axial component. The lack of a large scale structure

The axial momentum equation for turbulent flow and reduced intensity for v in the rod gap is not
through the rod cluster, resolved in a cylindrical surprising, as the narrow gap width must dampen and

*.' coordinate system centered on an inner rod of the array restrict velocity fluctuations normal to the rod
is surface.

The velocity component along the y axis, w, is
seen in figure 4b to have an almost periodic large

" 7joscale structure. The magnitude of the velocity
013D- = -' .z. -" 

3(r) - uw (fluctuations in w is at least equivalent to u. There
Ut T r is more fine scale turbulence superimposed on the

transverse or w component than u, however. The large

scale structure of w is clearly correlated across the
For developed flow conditions, derivatives of the mean rod gap centre-line. The presence of a large scale,
velocity and Reynolds stresses in the axial direction energetic and periodic momentum exchange process
(z) are zero. As shown by Wood (1981) the above through the rod gap is strongly suggested by figure

. equation may be integrated radially from the rod wall 4b.
for a fixed traverse angle. The viscous term is of
negligible magnitude excet in the viscous sublayer at 4.2 Cross-correlation Coefficients Within
the rod surface, where u 2U is equal to r(6). One Subchannel. In order to resolve the

The integral momentumrequation is extent of penetration of the large scale structure
present in the rod gap into the subchannel, the
cross-correlation coefficients between u, v and w were

-+y u W aY'2 measured along the y axis. A fixed hot wire probe I
of 3 +- 'd - (y- +'Y) - R t(8) was located at (x, y) coordinates at (0,10 mm) and
R r 2 probe 2 moved along the y axis between this location

and (0,55 mm). An unfiltered analog signal processing
system was used to generate the results shown by

( o y a._ figure 5.
- uv .• (y + R) - of -~ dr (2) The axial velocity component u is seen to be

R significantly correlated for a considerable distance
from the rod gap area. The furthest data point,
corresponding to a y2 value of 55 m., is in tne same
region reached by a radial traverse at 35

°
. The

The right hand terms of equation(2) are known or results of kehme (1982a) show a significant reduction
may be numerically calculated, allowing an estimation here in the axial turbulence intensity.
of the significance of V and W to the axial momentum The transverse turbulent velocity component w,
balance. The high contribution of the azimuthal shear directed towards the rod gap, is also well correlated
stress -0W to the balance for the rod gap region is over the same distance. The x axis or v component o-
indicated by figure 3, for a Reynolds number of 46.3 x the turbulence is seen to have no significant cross-
10 . Wood (1981) has shown, using the data from Hooper correlation for the whole traverse length.
(1980) and a notional single cell of secondary flow for

.- the 0 to 45" symmetry zone, that the maximum level of V .3 Auto-correlation Functions. The
for the 0* traverse is 0.25% of U, the peak level of auto-correlations of the axial and transverse
the local axial velocity. Hooper and Rehme (1983) turbulent velocity components were computed for the
using different assumptions for V, showed V to be not rod gap region along the y axis, with the fixed probe
greater than 0.1% of U at 0. at y - -10 m (location 2). The moving probe was

These low estimated levels of V are in agreement placed at locations 1,3 and 4, corresponding to y
with the experimental data for the extended Reynolds values of 0,5 and 10 mm. A digital analysis method
number study (Hooper at. al(1983)), where no non-zero V was used, with antialiasing filters set at 736 Hz.
or W measurements were made to ± 1% of U. The axial velocity component u shows little

4. EXPhaIOkTAL RESULTS - WALL BOUNDED SQUARE-PITCh evidence of a periodic function for the rod gap
centre, as shown by figure 6a. however, away from the

A..Y x axis symmetry line, the axial component of
turbulence does show a damped periodic response, with

The association of increasingly high axial and a cyclic frequency of 92 nz (figure 6b). This
radial turbulence intensities in the rod gap, and the f c e iro-%;. frequency is repeated in all the periodic auto- and

% generation of higher levels of the azimuthal Reynolds cross-correlation functions measured (nooper and dehme
shear stress near to the gap centre as the p/d ratio is 1983) and represents an average frequency of tne
reduced does not appear to be related to increasing or cyclic momentum interchange process for the 100 second
even measurable secondary flow components. This is time records used in the computation.
shown by the lack of significant V and W measurements The transverse turbulent velocity component w
in the rod gap (1979, 1982a) in the extensive Rehme shows a periodic response at all locations for the
studies (1982b). In an attempt to resolve the fluid auto-corrilation. Figure 6c is typical, with strong
mechanism whereby high turbulent kinetic energy is evidence of the 92 hz. Further spatial correlations
transported to or generated in the gap region, a two of u and w are given by hooper and Mehme (1983). The
probe spatial correlation study was made for the Rehme cross-correlation functions for the transverse
(1982a) test section at the Sarn Reynolds number, velocity component were shown to be highly correlated

ror all rod gap locations. This is significant, as
4.1 Virect Rproduction of uv,w. The turbulent secondary flow cells would not be expected to cross

velocity components for two points in the rod gap, the x axis, a symmetry boundary of the duct. t
point 2 located at (xLy) co-ordinstes (0, -10 mm) and
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4.4 Reynolds shear stress -PuV. It has been axial pressure gradient for this channel will also
demonstrated experimentally (Section 3) that this decrease, leading to a pressure difference between it
component is antisymmetric with respect to the x axis. and the surrounding subchannels. Phase lags may make
An examination of the cross-correlation function for this an unstable situation, leading to vortex shedding
these turbulent velocity components at the rod gap in the rod gap region.
centre, figure 7a, and at locations 2 and 4 on either
side of the x axis, figures 7b,c, shows the high 6. CONCLUSIOuS
magnitude of this Reynolds stress component to be
associated with the cyclic fluctuation centered at 92 A most significant feature of developed single
hz. Although it is difficult to talk of the phase of a phase flow through closely spaced rod bundles is the
signal that is jittering in both amplitude and development of a large scale fluid structure in the
frequency (figure 4b), figures 7a,b c suggest that the rod gap region. The structure is almost periodic in
change of sign of -pUU is connected to a phase shift frequency for high Reynolds number flows, and develops
between u and w. The functions were calculated for 100 high levels of the transverse turbulent velocity
sec., a sufficiently long record to give reasonable component through the rod gap. The role of secondary
statistical accuracy, and without recourse to any of flows, induced by gradients of the Keynolds stresses
the conditional sampling techniques, in an axial plane, appears to be minimal in this

process.
5. DISCUSSION
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ABSTRACT: 2. EXPERIMENTA ARRANGEMENT

The present paper sumnarizes experimental results do- The present investigations were performed in the closed
tai ed by mans of hot-wire anhlmtry. Measurements circuit wind tunnel of the Institut fUr Hydromechanik
are provided for boundary layer flows at various of the Universitit Karlsruhe, details of which are pro-
Reynolds nuaters. measurements of mean flow properties vided by Ermshaus and Naudascher (1977). It consists of
are given and results otained via conditional a vell designed settling chamber with wire mashes
sampling are provided. The employment of a hot-wire followed by contraction with an area ratio of 10:1 en-
temperature wake sensor allowed relevant information tering into an 8 m long working section. The cross sec-
an the cross velocity fluctuations to be obtained tional shape of the wind tunnel is octagonal with an
in regions very close to the wall. internal diameter of 1.5 m. The entire roof of the work-

ing section is adjustable to permit flow investigations
1 .at zero longitudinal pressure gradient. This experiTen-

tal conditim can be achieved without influencing the
Turbulent wall boundary layers have been extensively lo t ulence intensity in the free-stream which was
studied by many research workers of fluid mechanics
and a vast amount of information has become available A flat plate made of formica was installed horizontally

Son an and fluctuating flow properties as wall as inside the tunnel section 30 cm from the tunnel floor.
spectral nforation from which tubuence length The total length of the plate was 6 m and it was suppor-
scales we deduced. Quantitative information Like ted by strong vertical bars mounted over the entire
this facmad the basis of turbulence model developmsnt plate length. It avoids plate deflections due to statican te develoment of predctin proedues for 'ami t dflw. It ofs prctionalprocedres fori , pressure differences. The plate material ,as chosen to
turbulent flovs. It has ocasionally been claimed, avoid hot-wire corrections close to the wall and washowever, that boundary layer information is only avai- suggested in a theoretical and experimental study per-
labra at l pynoldns ht ar eras trbue todes formed by Bhatia et al. (1982) which explains the actual

" embrace assw , s that are usually attributed to mechanism of the increased heat transfer from hot-wires
flows at high Reynolds numbers. Hence, questions have close to walls. The study showed that heat losses due
arisen regarding the influence of eyzolds nusmber on to wall proximnty are negligible if highly heat-insulting
the properties of wall boundary layers. wall materials are employed.

In rebond years, harent fln ructures, present in The traversing mechanism for the hot-wire probes was in-
'wall boundd flws, have gained the attention of ex- stalled inside the wind tunnel and had an automatic,
parientalists and it has been claimsed that they con- externally driven position control. The driving unit
trol the development of wall boundary layers and all consisted of a stepoing motor which permitted precise

-I major c -tributicns to the Reyrolds shear stress. relative positioning of the hot-wire in the three
C Omplications occur in studying these structures be- directions of a cashn coordinate system with a step

cueof their double nature ;the large scaledietosoacaesncornteytnwthatptrcause of is Rou le re ; the size of 25 um in each direction. For measurements in
structure which is no ls tnber incpenet law e close proximity of the wall, the relative motion of thewal structure for which casplete scaling laws are

not yet available. Qestions arise whether scaling probe was also checked independently by means of a com-
a not taaie rlowetols numer fwhe sr scaly parator clock of 1 un positioning accuracy. The absolutelasobaid for lo Reynolds number flows, mostly position of the wire from the wall surface was obtained

studied by previous authors, can be extrapolated to through an additional position calibration perforned
higher values, in still air outside the wind tunnel. This calibration
t as bn te a of te autrs' ork topwas performed on the top of a wall consisting of the

sane materiai as the flat plate inside the wind tunnel.partial answers to the aforementioned questions. In It was found that the hot-wire anemmeter output voltage
hich way their work is related to that of o r was a function of wire distance from the wall as shown

search workers, is given by Andreopoulos et al. (1983) in Fig. 1. The actual wire position in this distance
where detailed information on the authors ' experimental calibration was obtained with a precision microscope
results are presented. Below only a summary is pro- with a traverse for the scaled objective lens system

"vded, having a traverse accuracy of 2un. The measurements in-
side the tunnel ware started without any flow and the
starting wire position was obtained using the position
calibration information of Fig. 1.



periments. All aneiomters were carefully checked prior
E-E ,to their enploymnt in the present investigations.

G2 •
NN\, The hot-wire tiempertur-ac sensor required careful

calibration and this was perfonred in the centre part
of the wind tunnel employed in the present study. The
probe inc1.eation to the flow direction was altered in

0I Nsteps of 5 and the voltage difference of the tw tem-
perature wires was measured as the calibration sionalfor the flow direction. Calibration had to be forznd
for various flow velocities as indicated in Fig. 3 which

,_________ _ ,_ _ •shows two typical calibration curves for U = 1.42 m/s
05 0 2 04 Q8 and 7.43 m/s. Both calibration curves indicate divia-

y( n) tions from the theoretically expected nearly linear
response, see Durst and Ermshaus (1977), due to small

Fig. 1: Calibration curve for the determination of imperfections in manufacturing the probe. To obtain the
absolute distance of the hot-wire location actual flow anale in the measurements, linear inter-
from the WL11 polation Was employed, as indicated in Fig. 3, utilizing

the calibration data. In the data reduction scheme, see
special care was taken to position the Prongs of the Andreopouxlos (1980), the dependence of the hot-
probe parallel to the wall in order to approach the wire signal on the flow parallel to the wire was not

- surface as close as possible and to minimize flow dis- considered and calibrations for this velocity component
turbances by the wire prongs and probe support. At did not reed to be perforued.
higher flow velocities the hot-wire probes were iEclined
with respect to the wall surface by up to about 5 in
order to permit measurements inside the viscous sub- 7.34 m/s "- "
layer of the flow; this region becomes thinner as the
Panolds number of the flow increases 2m 2

Streamwise velocity mreasurements were performeud with N \
standard hot-wire anemoeter equipment consisting of a
DISA P05 gold-plated boundary layer probe operated with -
a DISA 55M1 constant temperature anemiter. The over- U2  .
heating ratio for the hot-wire was 1.8, and the wire .2--.
was calibrated for this value in the range 0.3 rn/s-
40 m/s using the modified DISA 55D90 calibration equip-
ment described by Bruu and Tropea (1979) together with -
a Baratrcn 3 mmHg pressure transducer. In addition to 2-\
measurements with single hot-wire probes, the present ...-
ins getions also incorporated simultaneous measure- -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 10 'P(°) 25
ments of two velocity compmnts, the longitudinal o- -
wm"nt and the comont perpendicular to the wall. To
obtain both velocity components at smll distances to,
the wall, a smaIl hot-wire, tiperatre-wake sensor -1
was employed as described by Durst and rmshaus (1977).
This sensor masures the mgnitude of the instantaneo Is
velocity vector with the help of a 5 umn diameter hot-
wire located at the front end of a three wire probe
sh m in Fig. 2. -2.

0.1

Fig. 3: Calibration curve and interpolation scheme for
evaluation of the temperature wake sensor

- signals

so ... 4Within the Centre part of the wind tunnel, the front wire
of the hot-wire temperature-wake sensor was also cali-
brated insitu yielding the anemometer out voltage as

Fig. 2: Hot-wire, t.sUe = wake sensor a function of the adjusted flow velocity. The anemmeter
voltage turned out to be a function of the probe incli-

This wire is folloed by two parallel 2 ur diameter terr- nation to the flow direction. It is for this reason
perature sesors employed to measure the direction of that the hot-wire part of the sensor had also to be
the tem r wke. Having the magnie of the in- C r for velocity direction yielding results as
StantmnISou velocity vector and its direction relative indicated in Fig. 4.
to the well, permits the instantaneous velocity con-
Sp~nntS U and V to be Computed. However, as already All measurements, including the calibration data, were
explained by Darst and Ermnhaus (1977), the sensor do- recorded on-line by a data'acquisition system based on a
sign has to be matched to the flow field under investi- Hewlett Packard 5451C Fourier Analyser. Prior to
gation and the present sensor is limited to applications storing and/or recording the data, the output of tne
in the velocity range of 1 .5 m/s to 7.0 m/s approx. anemometers was first low-pass filtered at 10 kHz and

then digitized and recorded on macnetic tapes. For the
In the Present eperiments, the fron hot-wire was opera- actual reasurements signals between 20 sec and 40 sec
ted In the bridge of a hot-wire an=wter (DSA 55M01) total length were taped at each measuring point with the
employed in its stant temperature mids. The two recording lenath being dependent on the flow velocity
t "watu wires a riven by t DISA 55M20 systm s and the neasurim location fron the wall. The sampling
oratd as oumtant current anmuters. The heating rate for the data was chosen to be between 5 to 20 kHz
current to each wir was approximtely IvA in all ex-



depending on the Reynolds numier of the flow. These The authors' mean velocity measurements are given by
sampling rates ensured the high frequency components Andreopoulos et al. (1983). They yielded no Reynolds . -"
of the velocity fluctuations to be retained in the sig- number dependence of the sub-layer region when nor-
nal records. The taped signals were subsequently ana- ealized with wall variables. Inside the buffer region
lysed employing special soft-.are programs written and the log region of the normalized velocity distri-
for the UNIVAC 1108 digital computer of the Universi- bution, a Reynolds number dependence was observed. The
tAt Karlsruhe. The stored signals were also converted additive constant of the log law fitted to the authors'
into velocities and restored on tpes for further pro- data slightly decreased with increasing Reynolds num-
ce"sing. ber.

Figure 5 shows the Reynolds number dependence of the
0 10 - rs-values of the longitudinal velocity fluctuations.E lData are presented in nomalized quantities with wall

veriablef as normalizing parameters. Within the sub-
layer (y S 5) no Reynolds number dependence of the

M/S nns-values of longitudinal log velocity luctuaticns
is observed. In the buffer region (5 y 50) a

*.* 11.5 strong Reynolds number dependence is observed showing
a decrease in magnitud" with Reynolds numbers up to".0 1 2 o 7 .3 4.

20x 1.31 approximately Re, a 10 . For higher Reynolds numbers,
0 62.4 a universal distibution appears to be reached which

I. extends into the log law region of the flow. It is
e .1.2 worth noting that the decrease of the (u'/u ) -values

with Reynolds number within the buffer region of the
y flow, is in general agreement with measurements by
. Laufer (1950), Comte-Bellot (1965) and Zaric (1972)

obtained in channel flows.

-20 -10 0 10 eZ 2 The skewness and flatness factors of the velocity
9 0 fluctuations are presented in Fig. 6 and 7. These

-- * figures indicate sane interesting features of near-
* . 10- u vil flows reflected by the shape of the distribution

of skewness and flatness factors of the streamwise

-20

Fig. 4. Angle dependence of signal from front wire . .
of the temperature wake sensor as

2 Re

3.1 Conventional Averaged Flow Prpris 0124535

Te authors'investigation embraced various Reynolds
numbers that are given in Table 1 together with pro- .
perties of the boundary layers investigated. -

In this table U~ is the free stream velocity, u the 50 00Yfriction velocity , 6 the boundary layer thiciJIss,
6* the displacement thickness, ) the momentum thickness, Fig. 5: Non-dLmensionalized rtfs-values of the longitu-
H its shape factor, PR, the Reynolds rnszre based on no- dinal velocity fluctuations
-m.,tm m thickness and df the friction factor.

U U 6 6" 0 H Re cfxlO2B 0

A~ mY si mm m m
FU

6.33 0.25 73.9 11.3 8.6 1.312 3624 0.3119

*10.89 0.40 67.7 9.9 7.6 1.303 5535 0.2698 a
22.61 0.81 88.1 11.0 8.5 1.292 12436 0.2566

28.79 0.99 81.2 10.6 8.3 1.284 15406 0.2364 -

*Table 1: Integral properties of investigated boundary
layers at various Reynolds nunbers 00, . .... '. 0 .. ..

%, gration of Pitot tube measuremnts. The shear stress
infOzation was obtained from direct slope measure- 2'-".,"
wIts of bot-wire anenmmters. This information was 2

compared with friction factors obtained fro Causer
plots (1954) of the mean velocity data and Preston Fig. 6: Distribution of flatness factor of the longitu-
bs measureents using Patel's calibration curve dinal fluctuations. Sibols as in figure 5

(1965).



velocity componnts in the viscous sulyr This in-fr
m'Lticn is oampleaed by the skewness factor for the cross
velocity component provided in Fig. 8. High values of u "

skewness factors S Sv close to the wall, but with oppo-
site sups, and h Vl values of flatness factors F
can be related to the intermittent flow strucureU 1•
inside the viscous sublayer. The present measurements

. of higher order moments are in close agreeent with -
data prsented by Gupta and Kaplan (1972) but differ '"00
slightly from those of Kreplin and Eckelmann (1979) 0a 1000
and even more fra those of Kutadeladze and Khabakh- 0 1 "

* pasheve (1978). In the region where the log law mean .10".
velocity profile holds, ail the data show that the skew-
ness and flatness factors are only slightly different
to those of Gaussum velocity probability density -1 *YW-
distributions for both high and low Reynolds number
flows. Fig. 7: Distributions of skewness factor of the long,-
The difference in the flow structure of low and high tudinal velocity fluctuations. Symbols as in
Reynolds number boundary layers is illustrated by the figure 5
differecs in the skewness distributim S .Acrdino
to Kline (1967) this quantityisconnected o the width
of the streak filaments which are produced close to the
%all and slowly lift up, and Oscillate and finally break
up frning the second stage of the so-called bursting S"
process. For low Reynolds number flows, it is well known, o• see Kline et al. (1967), that the most probable location 0.8 o
of this violent break-up process is located around the
region of miaxsu turbulence intensity, e.g. at y a 15. "
For the low Reynolds numbers the present data show that 0 0
y+ a 15 the skewness factor chances sign, the flatness a "'
factor disibuton shows a mminin, and the skewness 0 ,, ,
factor of the nornal velocity cpionent reaches its 10 y' 20mximn positive value. Fig.8 shows that for high Fey-/ 0
nolds numbers the skewness Sv is not changing signs

Sthroughout the entire buffer region. Whether this finding
is an indication that the intermittent, coberent flow -o.8 •
structures, well documented for boundary layer flows at
low I ynolds numbers, e.g. see Willxmarth (1977), have
disappeared, cannot be deduced fra thes data but
changs in the structre of the flow are likely to
Occur. Fig. 8: Distribution of skewess factor of the crossflow velocity fluctuations in the near well
The authors have also carried out measurements of shear region. Symbols: 0, Kutateladze et al. (1978);
stress distributio and other ties of the Kreplin et al.(1979); x, QGpta et al. (1972);boundary layers they invest-iated. These are gvenl by , Present masulrmets R, 3624
Anrools at al. (1983).

t-T/ 2
3.2 Conitial Averaged Flow Properties uft :m u~t) dtT I I - .'

A considerable am~it of experimental work has becom t-T/2
-' available on coherent strwtures in the close ill

region of tu~lent bomdary lyer flows. Qualitative which gerates the intermittency function characteri-
infoition resulted from various visualization investi- zing the occuzance of flow structures. The
gatIau, e.g. see Klinet al. (1967), and more quanti- produces a logical one whenever the variants of the

* tative results fr conditionally sampled studies, e.g. above digitally filtered signal, e.g. eceeds a value
see Blackilder and Kaplan (1976), Wallace et al. (1977) K u where K is the so-called threshold parameter
and Zaric (1974). Although these studies have bee n-~ and Url the ruis-value of the longitudinal velocity
corned with low Reynolds nuater boundary layers and fluctuation. Although this detection scheme has tw-
have utilized similar experimental and data aoguisition independent arbitrary paraeters, the integration
t"chniqu$s, they have resulted in partially ctradic- tam T and the threshold level K, Blackwelder
tin ult as far as the properties of coherent and Kaplan (1976) have show that their detected o-
structures in the immediate well vicinity are concerned. herent flow events are only a weak function of T
This can be attributed to the experimental difficulties and their channel shapes turned out to be independent
that exist to obtain reliable data in this flow region. of the threshold parameter K. Following their findings,
N vertkaless, existing results are sufficiently cont- the paramreter T and K given in Table 2 were chosen
sistent to give a clear physical description of the for the conditional sampling analysis carried out by
basic machaniss of turbulence self-maintenance in the the authors.
the noar well region of a turbulent boundary layer. U Ro U T; K
Information that is missing relates to structual changes m~'s rr niS
with Reynolds mmer.

6.33 3624 0.25 10 1.20
There have a nuber of different proposals to de-
te-t the occurane of coherent structures in the 10.89 5535 0.41 11.21 1.05
vicinity of the well of a turbulent boundary layer, e.g.

-voaszrAy (1978). The authors decided to employ 22.61 12436 0.81 13.12 1.00
for their work the widely accepted, well documented de-
t-cti"u technique of Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976) 28.79 15406 0.99 13.07 1.04
%fti utilizes the aciplitude of the short time averaged,
Local stremwse fluctuating velocity:

Table 2: Integrat .I tir and threshold values used in
the conditiona0l sampli techniques



Utilizini the detection schwas characterized in If the accurate detenaiation of the interval bursting
Table 2, the authors obtained conditionally averaged depends on the threshold values k, integration tile T
man velocity values. These are presented by Andreo- and on the spanwise length of the probe, the shape
poulos at al. 11983). In this section, only the data of the structures seems to be quite independent of
obtained for the distribution of the mean bursting all these factors.
interval are reported. These data are shan in Fig. 9 .0
where noa-dinmnsional values are normalized The influence of Reynolds nurbers on the shape of the
with inner layer variables. The data flow struture is most pronounced in the buffer layer
show that the most probable location of the detected and the log law region. This is seen from Figs. 10 and
organized stpuctures in the buffer region i.e. in the 11 which reveal that the high speed inrush of fast
region 5S y 1 50, where the norimalized averaged fluid gains in intensity when comspared with the in-
bursting interval reaches its rinumm value. However, jection phase, as the Reynolds number increases. con-
a comparison of the data for different Reynolds numbers sidering that the skewness factor S is related to the
does not suggest scaling with wall variables to be differ between the magnitude of Uthe naximun and
approprlate. It is worth noting that the data in minimui value of the velocity insde the detected
Fig. 9 are already corrected for the probe size in- patterns, see Chen (1974), the results in Figs. 10 and

" fluence utilizinrg a correction reported by Blackvelder 11 are in agreement with the measurements of the
and Haritonidis (1981). Applying probes with small skewness factor of the longitudinal velocity fluctua-
nOn-dilliOnCal sensor length, Blackwelder and Harito- tions.
nidis found that the bursting interval scaled with

* inner rather than outer flow variables. Eploying their The detection scheme of Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976)
suggested correction for the wire length influence, was also applied to the three wire probes which the

authors applied to obtain close wall information.
Figs. 11 and 12 show the flow patterns deduced from

2R the longitudinal and cross flow velocity fluctuations,
a t 9 respectively. Fig.13 presents their product indicating

v 0 362
L
. which part of the pattern contributes to the production

1000 & 5535 , of Reynolds shear stress. The figure shows that the
o 12436 5 e* neasured contributions are very similar to those
a 15406 *o reported in the literature.

5000

00oto Blckwelder 1981) < U(y:t"~% y1 R 32

£ A RMSU

IUimt 2 Y'=49.15

5 10 50 102 500 6

Fig. 9: Distribution of non-dimensional mean bursting n y-=28 66
interval nrmalized with inner variables

the authors' data did not yield a unique distribution
for all Reynolds numbers. y'=4.82

it st be pointed out that sweeps (u > o, v < o) have
ben observed to have larger spmnwise length scales
than those of ejections and therefore be less affected y-% -,%
by spatial averaging. Plotti.ng the sane data scaled
with outer variables did not result in a sirle distri- Fig. 10: C"itionally averaged fluid patterns of iter-
bunion. May other investigators suggest as possible Fg10C4it ay e ve rte wl, R, - 3624
tine scale the g metrical mom bt ee . mittent events rear the and1 3
inner scales, i.e. [u/u2 I/U e ]1/2 R:151OG

A.fredaso and Johnnsson (1982) argued that this mi d
scale is an estisute of the tire scale of small eddies. -U>-- 2
Hoever, this time scale which is found by Afzal 2.39
(1982, 1973) to be a scale for the overlapping region 1 .'2
between the inner and the intarediate layer in a
boundary layer, found to work no better than the inner U_-
or outer scalings. The main point of the results 3

plotted in Fig.9 is th enorms variation of the • -- 3-
bursting time intervals across the boundary layer which
partly explains the extremely large scatter in the
results of various i vestigations which have been put - '-- -- y =16.708
together and reviewed by Hirata et al. (1982). It is Y'6.0

also interesting to mention that the present scheme
dos not discriuinate further the events to sweeps or
ejections. Close to the wall where no skips are t ]' 868
preseint, the results reasonably agree with those ob-
taied by other investigators and are only weakly de-

puzint an y +. Further out, ejections and sweeps are Y S54 69
present and the time interval increases and drops
again at the ed of the buffer region.

Fig. 10: Conditionally averaged fluid patterns of inter-
mittent events near the wall, R, - 15406



0

Re=3624 4. Ct4DSICNS AND FINAL RD- "

SThe near wall region of a zero pressure aradient tur-< U >- [ bulent boundary layer has been investigaied and found
R MS Y:L929 that the correlations of the turbulent velocity

.fluctuations depend on Reynolds numbers up to apprxci-

6 the longtudlinal velocity fluctuations approached a
6*284 level whkere the Reynolds numb~er dependence becomeasnegligible.

Based on the detectio scheme propsed by Q.2pta and
Y . 575 Kaplan (1972), conditionally sampled measurmnts have

been carried out which have yielded information on "
flow features that are usually referred to as flow

d --- _S, structmes. These renained present up to the highest
. investigated Reynolds number. Although the shapes of

the averaged structures change with Reynolds number
- y2.77 when scaled with outer variables, the major features

of the condit ly averaged signals remain. These
reflect the well-kncwn inrush and ejection of the

Fig. 11: "Shapes" of conditionally averaged fluid bursting cycle. The simultaneous measurements of the
patterns Obtained with three-wre probe u' and v' coponents have also permitted to quantify

the contributions of the ejections and inrushs to the

< cv(y,t)>-V(y )  Re=-3 6 2 4 Production of the Reynolds stresses down to y = 2.7.

-. ~v - YZ49-i For a long time it has been debated whether the mean
2 time between bursts (or events) scales with inner or

,__. outer variables. All definitics of the ean time bet-
een events contain a good deal of subjectivity.

Scaling this mean time interval with inner and outer
- -r- ., y*% 28.66 variables and plotting these data as a function of y

has not yielded the expected independence of the dis-
tributions from Reynolds number. Although existing
knowledge on boundary layer flows sugaests that this

. . F y,12.77 quantity should scale with inner variables, the present
data could not confirm, this. They indicate, hoever,
that regard less the scaling the mean time between
events varies across the boundary layer. it seena plau-
sible that this tine interval should be further dis-

.yad.82 tnguished as the time between similar events i.e.
between inrushing events or ejections and not generally
on the tine betwken events.

M = P = = , y - 2 .7 7 R E " . - .
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• ABSTRACT gradient over a wide range. For this
reason, one-equation models using an

The k-c-model and a one-equation mod- empirical length-scale specification yield
el have been used to predict adverse pres- much better predictions for adverse
sure gradient boundary layers. While the pressure gradient boundary layers than

" one-equation model gives generally good does the k-c-model.
results, the k-c-model reveals systematic
discrepancies, e.g. too high skin friction Adverse pressure gradient shear lay-
co efficients, for these relatively simple ers are of great practical interest, as
flows. These shortcomings are examined and they occur on aerofoils, turbomachinery
it is shown by an analytical analysis for blading or in diffusers. The Evaluation
the log-law region that the generation Committee of the Stanford Conference sug-
term of the c-equation has to be in- gested therefore that special attention be
creased to conform with experimental evi- focussed on acquiring a higher predictive

J dence under adverse pressure gradient con- ability for these flows. In particular, it
, ditions. A corresponding modification of would be desirable to improve the accuracy

the c-equation was employed in the present of the k-c-model which has been found to
investigation and resulted in improved work well in a large variety of other flow
predictions. However, for strongly decele- situations. The purpose of the present pa-
rated flows additional tuning of the em- per is to trace in detail the reasons for
pirical constants das necessary to obtain the poor performance of the k-c-model when
satisfactory predictions. applied to decelerated boundary layers

and, based upon this knowledge, to modify
the model such that it leads to improved

-INTRODUCTION predictions for these flows.

One of the conclusions of the 1980-81 A few suggestions for modifying the
AFOSR-HTTM-Stanford Conference on Complex k-c-model have been published, which aimed
Turbulent Flows was that the effects of at the c -equation. Hanjalic and Launder
adverse pressure gradients on shear layers (1980) pointed out the special role that

% were not predicted very well by most tur- irrotational straining plays in the spec-
bulence models. This conclusion applies tral transport from the large, energy-con-

. not only to the simple mixing-length ap- taining to the small dissipating eddies.
proach, but especially to the two-equation The generation term in the modelled
and Reynolds-stress-equation models, em- c -equation involves in its most general
ploying a transport equation for a charac- form both rotational and irrotational -
teristic turbulence length scale. Indeed strain rates. In order to bring the
it is vexing to see the now widely used irrotational part into prominence,

, k-c-turbulence model to be seriously in Hanjalic and Launder (1980) multiplied
. error for relatively simple adverse pres- this term by a larger empirical

sure gradient equilibrium boundary layers. coefficient than the rotational term. For
The differences between this model and decelerated flows, the modification gives

* existing data manifest themselves mainly rise to larger c-values, thereby reducing
*." in consistently overpredicted skin fric- the length scale and also the shear stress . .

tion values and a tendency of the calcu- -pu-C. This model has been used in the
lated flow to remain attached where ex- present investigation. It will be shown to
periments indicate already separation. The yield a remarkable improvement for
poor predictions can be traced to the fact moderate pressure gradients but to fail
that the length scale determined by the for strong decelerations.

c -equation rises steeper near the wall
than in the case of zero pressure Another modification suggested by
gradient, while experimental data suggest Hanjalic and Launder (see Launder, 1982)
that the lenght-scale gradient is is to replace the constant ac in the dif-
virtually independent of the pressure fusion term of the E-equation by a func-

tion of the ratio of production to dissi-



pation of kinetic energy. According to where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, c
Launder (1982), however, this modification is its dissipation rate and c is an em-
improves the model calculations only to a pirical constant. The local 4alues of k
minor extent. Launder (1982) further sug- and F are determined from transport equa-
gested to limit the growth of L by simply tions, which read
increasing the computed values of E to
yield L - 2.5y whenever the computed k vk t 2k) _ ..(2)
values give rise to larger length scales. + = k (2)
This suggestion is certainly a rather 3 Gk,
crude measure that is not really con- D (3-)t

7.'. sistent with the concept of a two-equation U-,(y c-(T Ty) (c,1Pk-C2 c) (3).
model. In summary, none of the model ex-
tensions suggested is satisfactory, and
the basic failure of the k-c-model to The term P is the production rate of k
yield the observed universal near-wall and is givenkby
length scale gradient also under adverse ""
pressure-gradient conditions still lacks -- - ) U
an explanation. Pk = - -  (4)

u---------4-
In the present paper, the short- The second (underlined) term in equation

comings of the k-e-model in adverse pres- (4) which involves the irrotational strain .
sure-gradient situations are investigated rate DU/;x is neglected in the models in-
systematically. First, calculations with troduced here but will be needed when an
the one equation turbulence model proposed improved model is suggested below. For the
by Norris and Reynolds (1975) and the low- empirical constants the values fc , c
Reynolds-number version of the k-c-model c, f , o -( .09, 1.44, 1.92, l, 1.i-
of Lam and Bremhorst (1981) are compared gisen oro instance by Rodi (1980) have
for two equilibrium adverse pressure-gra- been adopted. As near-wall boundary condi-
dient boundary layers. While the one-equa- tions values of k and E at the first grid
tion model yielded good overall agreement node are related to the wall shear stress
with the data, the k-E-model reveals the by assuming local equilibrium in the k-
known discrepancies. In order to trace the equation, see Launder and Spalding
reasons for these an analytical analysis (1974).
was carried out for the log-law region
which shows that the set of empirical
coefficients in the c-equation, which have The Low-Reynolds-Number k-e-Model (LB)
been determined by reference to zero pres-
sure gradient boundary layers, are not The low-Reynolds-number version re-
compatible with the experimental observa- solves the flow field down to the wall and
tions in decelerated flows. Finally, an hence accounts directly for viscous ef-
improved model is suggested and applied fects. To this end the empirical constants
that uses Hanjalic and Launder's (1980) c , c , and c are multiplied by func-
modified E-equation in connection with an tons ji, f f E-hich involve the molecu-
algebraic stress model. lar viicos ty.2 The exact formulae may be

found in Rodi et al (1982) and are not re-

MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
peated here.

The mathematical models used in the pres- The One-Equation-Model (NR)
ent investigation employ the usual con-

' tinuity and momentum equation for two-di- In the one-equation-model of Norris
mensional shear layers (see e.g. Patel et and Reynolds (1975) the eddy viscosity
al, 1983) together with a turbulence mod- concept (eqn. 1) is used as well, however
el. Calculations have been carried out with a different function f . This model
with the following turbulence models: the calculates only the turbulent kinetic
standard-k-c-model (Launder and Spalding, energy k from a transport equation, where-
1974), the low-Reynolds-number version of as the dissipation rate is now obtained
the k-c-model by Lam and Bremhorst (1981), from

-' denoted LB, and the one-equation-model 3/2 c
* given by Norris and Reynolds (1975) and k (+

denoted NR. With the standard k-s-model k "'--I (5)
the viscous near wall zone was bridged by 

k L/;

wall-functions, see Launder and Spalding where L is prescribed algebraically in the
(1974), where the velocity at the first form of a ramp distribution like in the

" grid node is linked to the wall shear mixing-length approach
stress by the logarithmic law of the wall.
For the LB- and NR-model calculations, the
no-slip-condition was employed at the L = cD min {y,X6) (6)
wall. In the freestream, the variation of
the external velocity inferred from data and a is the boundary layer thickness.
served as boundary condition. The empirical constants c , c cc,c,

have the values .084, .A 6, p3.2, .41,
.085. It should be noted that the same

The Standard-k-c-Model transport equation for k is used as in the
LB-two-equation model. In all cases the

The k-c-model calculates the shear resulting set of equations is solved with
stress with the eddy viscosity hypothesis an adapted version of the GENMIX-code de-
in the following way: scribed by Spalding (1977). Computational

details may be found in Rodi et alk- k2  (i) (1982). 2

7V !_U It
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION somewhat, but still gives the correct cf-
values. For the APG condition the dis-

Comparison of NR- and LB-Predictions crepancies become more severe: the k-e-mo-
del predictions do not respond sufficient-

In this section the results obtained ly to the deceleration in the viscous near
with the LB-model and the NR-model are wall zone and display too rapid an in-
compared for two experimental situations crease of the velocity, which is almost as
investigated by Andersen et al (1972). The strong as for the ZPG-flow. This increase
first relates to a zero pressure gradient in the near-wall region leads to an over-
(ZPG) boundary layer and the second to an prediction of the velocity in the log-law
equilibrium adverse pressure gradient and outer part of the boundary layer.
(APG) boundary layer. In these experi-
ments, the freestream Melbcity was varied The corresponding shear stress dis-
according to the U - x and the test con- tributions are presented in Fig. 3 which

• ditions refer to me . 0.0 and m - -0.20. At shows clearly that the poor performance of
" x - 2.08 m, where the bulk of the compari- the k-E-model is caused by an overpredic-

son with the calculations was made, momen- tion of the shear stress. While both tur-
tum-thickness-Reynolds numbers of 2900 and 0.o0

* .4100 were achieved, so that viscous ef-
fects were negligible to first order. _- M-.

Fig. 1 shows the computed skin fric- M-00
tion coefficients cf 2W/ /PU. Mo02 a

0.006

0-005 .2

0= 0

0.0

,.: 002 102 " r'- -'-e m 103 10 1 U l 105 -

'. Fig. 3: Shear stress profiles at x - 2.08

,__,_,_ _ _m; key as for Fig. 1.
CS tC 1.5 2C .

bulence models yield shear stress profiles
in very good agreement with the data for

Fi. : Comparison of model predictions the ZPG-flow, differences become apparent
and experimental c f-values; .data: for the decelerated flow. Again it is the
o m = 0.0, * m - -0.20; predic- one-equation model which gives a very good
tions:- LB,-- NR x standard representation of the shear stress distri-
k-c-model bution near the wall and overpredicts the

shear-stress peak in the outer zone only
In the ZPG-case the LB- and NR-model slightly. The discrepancies displayed by

produce almost identical c -values which the two-equation model are more important:
are in excellent agreement ith the data, this shows virtually no response to the

, at least for x > 1.5 m. While the NR-model pressure gradient in the immediate vicini-
simulates the influence of the adverse ty of the wall (y* < 1000) and produces a
pressure gradient on c satisfactorily, steep increase of the shear stress. Accor-
the LB-model yields mark~dly too high c - dingly, the measured data are considerably
values for this case. At the last measurg- overpredicted in this region and the high
ment station the differences amount to level is maintained further outwards in
40%, which is clearly unacceptable for the boundary layer. However, the predicted .
boundary layer calculations. To shed some slope a3d/8y (which in fact enters the mo-
light on this behaviour Fig. 2 compares mentum equation) is similar to the measur-
the computed velocity profiles with the ed one. Fig. 3 also shows uv according to
data at x - 2.08 m. The NR-model gives an equation (7)

- Cf Cf1
-*,(7)

M.00 e
ulu, which may be derived from the momentum

equation upon neglect of the convective
terms. The acceleration parameter K is de-
fined as K - vdU /dx/U'. Relation (7) can
be seen to provide a fa r approximation to

0.0 , - --- ..-
102 103 1046' 10 the data in the log-law region.

According to equation (1) the shear
Fi. 2: Mean velocity profiles at x - 2.08 stress - o'v in the k-c-model is calculat-

m; key as for Fig. 1 ed from the turbulent kinetic energy k,
its dissipation rate E and the local velo-

excellent representation of the velocity city gradient a U/ay; it is therefore in-
distribution for both, the ZPG and APG teresting to see how these quantities are
case. For the ZPG-case the LB-model over- influenced by the pressure gradient. The
predicts the velocities somewhat especial- non-dimensionalized velocity gradient is
ly in the near wall region (y*-yU e/v<1000) plotted in Fig. 4. At the wall this quan-



[_________ _y* 800. On the other hand, the NR-one-
Q0-3 equation model yields a distinctly diffe-

a- rent behaviour for the two pressure gra-
T- yU7m0 OX12 dient conditions insofar as it gives a

much slower rise in the vicinity of the S
002 O 0.0000 wall for the APG-case. In the log-law re-m..0 ' -0.20 gion the existing data are better fitted

M, a-a0o= by the k-c-model, while in the outer zone
both models produce similar k-distribu-

00O6 tions in good agreement with the data. It
D01 appears therefore that the main differen-

_000 ces between the two models and also dis-
crepancies with the data originate from S

0.00002 the region very close to the wall
0 .o00(y* 1000). The fact that the NR-model
00 - 0predicts a reduction of k in this regionyU,/ lo under the influence of an adverse pressure

gradient, while the LB-model does not, can
Fig. 4: Velocity gradients at x - 2.08 m; be explained by the relative change of

key as for Fig. 1. production of k, P , and dissipation c.
to c /2 and the c -behaviour Figs. 6 and 8 below, 4ill show that in the 5.

tity reduces thNR-calculations, P is reduced more than E
is therefore reflected directly in the by the deceleratioh while both are reduced
near wall zone, i.e. the one-equation mod- by approximately the same amount in the
el shows a stronger response to the dece- LB-calculations.
leration. Further away from the wall the
computed and also the measured gradients The third quantity that determines
become similar in magnitude for both ZYG the shear stress in the k-c-model is the
and APG cases and reveal the typical y - dissipation rate C . Its variation with
behaviour. It is important to note that, wall distance is depicted in Fig. 6. The p
except very close to the wall the gradi-
ents predicted with the k-c-model are 6.0
smaller than those obtained with the NR-

* model so that they cannot be responsible - .10 / \
for the overprediction of the shear 4
stress. / \ f-m0.0

4.0 /

The predicted profiles of the turbu-
lent kinetic energy k are compared with 0m.-.0
the data in Fig. 5. The distributions for \

2.0 /
0.010

00C*0
0.0 102 102 tO'0 U/'

Fig. 6. Dissipation rate of turbulent ki-
i0 netic energy at x - 1.78 m, key as -"

for Fig. 1.

first feature to notice is that for the -.-
ZPG-case the LB- and NR-models yield sim-

00 ilar shapes but substantially different I ,
0102 1310'. '06 peak-values for the c-profiles. It has

been demostrated by Patel et al (1983)
that it is again the two-equation model

Fig. 5: Turbulent kinetic energy at x - that simulates existing data better. In
1.78 m; key as for Fig. 1. the log-law region, both curves behave si-

milar. For the decelerated flow both mod-
ZPG-flow are discussed first. The calcula- els yield a reduction in E . It may seem
tions with the LB- and NR-model agree only somewhat surprising that this reduction is
in the log-law and outer part (y* > 3000) much stronger in the case of the one-equa-
of the boundary layer and reproduce the tion model as one might expect that this

* data quite well in this region. Near the would lead to an increase of the shear
wall, however, the computed profiles dif- stress (according to eqn. (1)), which is
fer considerably. Due to probe limitations not the case (see Fig. 3). In fact uv ac-
there are unfortunately no measurements tually decreases because the fall in c is

* available in this region. The calculations more than offset by the parallel decrease -,
presented by Patel et al (1983) show how- of k shown in Fig. 5.
ever, that the LB-model predictions fit
very well existing data in the peak-region A more instructive picture emerges
(y* 500) while the one-equation model when k and c are 3 mbined to yield the
gives clearly too low k-values. Therefore, length-scale L a k3 /c, whose distribu-
the two-equation model mimics reality bet- tion is plotted in Fig. 7. For the one-
ter for the ZPG-flow. When an adverse
pressure gradient is applied, this model

4 produces an almost identical near wall in-
crease and displays a reaction only beyond



250D_ tions can be traced to tne e-equation. It
will now be shown by an analytical analy-

-0sis for the log-law region that the empi.
20000 rical coefficients used in this equation

LUe are not really compatible with experimen- p
tal observations in decelerated flows. In

IS0WOO order that the k-e-model is consistent for
ZPG-flow the constants in the e-equation
must satisfy the following condition:

1000
c c2 -(8) .-

To obtain this relation from the c-equa-
tion (3) the following assumptions have

0 . . . . .. . . . . ......... .I ....... . b e e n i n v o k e d : i ) t h e c o n v e c t i o n o f E i s
0 2000 4000 6000 1000 10000 negligible, ii) the local shear stress -uv .

yUIv is approximately equal to u!, iii) the
production of k balances he dissipation

Fig. 7: Turbulence length scales at x - rate and iv) the logarithmic law of the
2.08 m; key as for Fig. 1. wall applies. A corresponding relation is

now derived for APG-flows. Assumption i)
equation model the near-wall distribution is kept, while the shear stress is now ap-
is prescribed independently of the pres- proximated by equation (7) which involves
sure gradient and is given by eqn. (6). In an explicit dependence on the pressure -"-
the most important near-wall and log-law gradient. Experiments have shown that the -
regions this variation is reproduced to a logarithmic law of the wall prevails even
good approximation by the k-e-model for under APG-conditions, so that the log-law
the ZPG-case. In the APG-case a steeper is retained to describe the variation of
increase of the length scale results, U. The final assumption is that the near-
which is mainly caused by the fact that wall length scale is independent of the
too high k-levels persist near the wall. pressure gradient and is described (as in

As was mentioned already, the high k- the one-equation model) by
values are due to the dissipation rate c
being too small relative to the production L = 7 y (9)
Pk shown in Fig. 8, and this may be traced 'L,

For c - 0.09 and < . 0.41 this yields the
S0 experimentally observed variation L=2.5y.

When these conditions are inserted into.107 /.the E-equation and k is eliminated via a
6.0 structural coefficient

-uv 1/2
/ m. .0.20 a1 =

'L.0 independent of the pressure gradient (as
found experimentally by Bradshaw, 1967)

/ \\ the following relation results:

2.0 
<ce =c 2  ,c2 K22/ .- *-. ! Y cl/2 + tcl/ 2  (0

0(10)
10.0,0 ' 102 103 

-1.'-.... L -uvly 4 - y "'
ig 8: Production rates of turbulent The variation of the shear stress -'v in

kinetic energy k at x - 2.08 m; the log-law region is given by eqn (7).
key as for Fig. 1. From this it can be seen that -uv/uI rises -

(above unity) with increasing adverse
to the production of c being too small. pressure gradient so that c also has to
The word "relative" is very important here be increased in order that ie -equation
for, as can be seen from Fig. 6, the E- be consistent with experimental observa-
values predicted by the LB-model are ac- tions entering the derivation of (10). The
tually larger than those resulting from bracketed term in (10) has a similar, but
the NR-model (for the APG-flow). In any smaller effect on c.. In the calculations
case, an increase in c would directly re- presented above, c 1  as determined from
duce uv and L via eqn. (1) but what is the ZPG-formula (8) w s used, and hence it
much more important, would reduce also k is not surprising that the APG observa-
and hence again 7v and L. Further, accord- tions were not recovered.
ing to eqn. (4), P would decrease which
would also act to resuce k and finally 7v.
Due to the strong interlinkage and feed- Test of Model Improvements
back, a relatively small increase in the
production of c can have a significant ef- From the preceding two subsections p._.
fect on the predictions. two features become obvious: The first is

that the disagreement with the data for
APG-flows originates mainly from the vis-

Analysis cous near wall region. Computations were
therefore carried out also with the stan-

The results presented above have dard k-E-model in which this region is
clearly demonstrated that the poor perfor- bridged by wall functions. The second fea-
mance of the k-c-model under APG-condi- ture, which may be delineated from the
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preceding discussion is that an increase 0-."
* in the generation rate of e may lead to a

better simulation of APG-boundary layers. c,
As the direct application of eqn. (10) did I ..--..-- --

not prove successful for this purpose, 0.0 .........
calculations were carried out with the .
model of Hanjalic and Launder (1980). In IN,

" this model the irrotational contribution .
' to the production Pk is retained (under- 0D001

lined term in eqn.k (4)), but in the e- 15 20 2.5 30 35 x.m 40
*. equation this contribution is multiplied

with a constant c instead of c multi-
plying the rotat'6nal part. Thellodified F Skin friction coefficient for the
c-equation reads experiments by East et al (1979);

data: o; predictions:- LB,-
"c :c NR, --- standard k-_, ....
Bx By E 't Be)-Cl E v - Hanjalic-Launder model,

Hanjalic-Launder model with ASM.

_ c 3 (u-v-U - /k completely unacceptable c-values and the
-ax 2 standard k-c-model using' wall functions p

leads to only minor improvements. An ac-
ceptable overall agreement is obtained

The empirical constant cz, was given the with the NR-model. It is surprising, how-
value 4.44. For decelerated flows both ever, that the Hanjalic-Launder-model,
production terms are positive and enhance which worked satisfactorily for the
the values of k and e respectively, the Andersen-flow, predicts for this case se-
latter having the desired effect. Due to paration shortly after the start of the
the relatively large value of cc. (com- computation. This can be traced to the
pared with cz - 1.44), the modified k-c- fact that for highly retarded flows velo- B
model becomes kuch more sensitive to dece- city gradient BU/Bx becomes very large in
leration than the standard model. As the the outer region of the boundary layer, so
k-E-model does not provide values of Tr  that too much c is produced by the irrota-
and VT  explicitly, Hanjalic and Launder tional term in the equation. The high e-
(1980) suggested to relate these quanti- values created in this way, reduce the
ties empirically to the turbulent kinetic shear stress so much that the flow cannot
energy via (Tr - -r) - 0.33 k. In remain attached and displays the behaviour -. 7
the present investigation a more refined shown in Fig. 9. The use of the ASM gave
approach was also examined in which U and only a slightly better prediction, insofar
v were calculated from an algebraic as the point of separation moved further
stress model (ASM). In the ASM the convec- downstream. This is related to the feature
tive and diffusive transport of -T and vr  that the difference (u-v7) as predicted
is set proportional to the transport of k by the ASM approaches zero faster than k
which is nothing but P - c . With this which is used in the original Hanjalic-
assumption modelled Reyn~lds-stress equa- Launder model. A reasonable simulation of
tions were simplified to algebraic rela- the experimental data could be obtained
tions for the normal stresses u- and v only when the value of the empirical
which depend on the ratio P /c and the coefficient cc3  was reduced to 2.5. The
wall distance. The actual ASM- xpressions curve resulting from such a calculation is
are given in Rodi and Scheuerer (1982). shown in Fig. 9. It should be added that

this change in c had only negligible
The three models just described were effect on the predfations for the experi-

first applied to the moderately decelerat- ment of Andersen et al (1972).
ed flow used previously as test case (ex-
periments of Andersen et al, 1972). Rela- Olt
tive to the LB-prediction the standard k- CONCLUSION
"-model gives already an improved predic-

tion of c (see Fig. 1). This is achieved The present investigation allows the
by the fast that at least at one point in following conclusions. The k-c-turbulence
the logarithmic zone (where the wall func- model gives consistently too high c -
tions are specified), the velocity is values when applied to decelerated bou;-
forced to have the "correct" value. How- dary layers. It was shown that this origi-
ever, there is still substantial disagree- nates from too steep an increase of the
ment with the data. The Hanjalic-Launder- turbulent kinetic energy kand consequent-
model on the other hand yielded very good ly the shear stress -uv near the wall.
agreement with the data and the resulting This steep increase is caused by c-values
c -variation coincides with the NR-curve which are too small relative to the pro-
ig Fig. i. This is true for both versions duction rate of k and contribute therefore
of this model, i.e. the one with constant directly via the eddy viscosity relation

. structural coefficients T/k and vs/k and and indirectly via the resulting higher k-
the other one involving the ASM %xpres- values to the described behaviour. An ana-
Sion. lytical treatment has shown that an en-

hancement of the c-generation in adverse
A different picture evolved for a pressure gradient situations is necessary

* case with stronger deceleration (experi- in order to correct this feature. A modi- .
ments of East et al, 1979), in which the fication of the E-equation to this effect,
flow was on the verge of separation. The proposed by Hanjalic and Launder (1980),
c.-values obtained for this test case are was employed and refined by combining it
dipicted in Fig. 9. The LB-model produces with an algebraic stress model. It yielded

good predictions for moderately decelerat-



ed flows. However, situations with strong Rodi, W., Scheuerer, G., 1982, "Calcula-
adverse pressure gradients could only be tion of Curved Shear Layers with Two-Equa-
simulated by adjusting one empirical con- tion Models of Turbulence", Rept. SFB
stant (cc a 2.5). This modified two-equa- 80/T/211, Univ. Karlsruhe.
tion modil yielded good results for the
fairly wide range of deceleration investi-
gated. Finally, ,ha one-equation model
used for comparison purposes produced ex-
cellent results for all test cases.
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THE BEHAVIOUR OF A COMPRESSIBLE TUIULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

UNDER INCIPIENT SEPARATION CONDITIONS

K. C. uck and A. J. Smits
Gas Dynamics Laboratory,

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department
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Princeton, NJ 0854

ABSTRACT APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQLES

This paper presents an experimental study of a tur- The wind tunnel
bulent boundary-layer/shock-wave interaction. The inter- The experiment was performed in the Princeton Univer-
action was generated by a two-dimensional compression sity high Reynolds number 20 cm x 20 cm supersonic blow-
corner, and the flow was on the point of separating. down tunnel (see Fig. 1). The tunnel was operated at a
Measurements were made using both normal and inclined stagnation pressure of 6.9 x 105 N/m2 , the wall conditions
hot wires, and the data include measurements of the long- were near adiabatic and the freestream rms mass-flow cur-
itudinal mass-flow fluctuation intensity and the mass- bulence level was about 1%. The upstream boundary layer
weighted Rayrn ds shear stress. developed in a region of essentially zero pressure gra-
INTRODUCTION dient along the tunnel floor. lImmediately prior to the

interaction, the boundary layer thickness was about 28 m
When a shock wave interacts with a turbulent boun- and the Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness

dary layer, the boundary layer properties experience a was approximately 77,600 (see Table 1).
sudden, severe perturbation. The resulting distortion of
the mean flow properties has been clearly documented, and The test model
considerable data appear to be available (see, for in- The test model was a two-dimensional ramp with a
stance Fernholz and Finley, 1977). In contrast, direct corner angle of 160. The width was 15.24 cm, and side
measurements of the turbulent stresses are still rather fences were installed to isolate the corner flow from the
scarce and sometimes of dubious quality (see, for example tunnel wall boundary layers (see Fig. 1). The measure-
Pernholz and Finley, 1981). Nevertheless, high quality ment stations are shown in Fig. 2.
turbulence measurements in a wide range of interactions
are urgently required; calculation methods for shock- Hot-wire anemometry
wave/boundary-layer interactions have generally not per- A DISA 55M 10 constant-temperature anemometer was
formed well, and only if accurate and extensive turbu- used for the turbulence measurements. In an effort to
lence data become available will better turbulence models improve the quality of these measurements, the authors
be developed, recently undertook a critical study of hot-wire techniques

in supersonic flows (Smits et al, 1983 , and Smits and
At the Gas Dynamics Laboratory at Princeton Univer- Muck, 1983) which resulted in a substantial improvement

sity, we hope to fulfill partially this need by studying in both normal and inclined wire measurement accuracy.
the behaviour of turbulence in a range of compression
corner flows. The corners are two-dimensional, and the The probes were constructed using 5um diameter tung-
flows range from fully attached to fully-separated. The sten wire with an active length of 0.8 1 1.0 mn, and they
mean flow behaviour was extensively documented by Settles were operated at overheats of 1.0 \ 1.3. At these high
(1975) and Settles at al (1979), and, using these results, overheat ratios, the contribution due to the temperature
four corner angles were selected for detailed turbulence fluctuations was small and it was therefore neglected.
measurements: 80, 160, 200, and 240. For the incoming boundary layer the uncertainties in___

(Pu)'/ (-U)2ref were -10% to +19%, and for (ou)'v' (o-U2)ref
In the current contribution, we present measurements

in the 160 corner interaction, which, at a freestream 3

Mach number of 2.87 corresponds to incipient separation "E'-
(Settles at al, 1976). The measurements were made using ,2-
hot wire anemometry, and both normal and inclined wires
were used. The data therefore include longitudinal mass-
flow fluctuations (7u77 as well aS measurements of the 1II mass-msighted Reynolds shear stress (ourvr . To gain M-3 89 c.
further insight into the turbulence structure, the longi- NZL
tudinal velocity fluctuation intensity, 7, and the cor- -
relation u v were deduced using Morkovin's "Strong
Reynolds Analogy."

le ~We begin by describing the apparatus and experimen-152c
tal conditions, and follow this with a presentation andP discussion of the results. A sumary of the conclusions

is given in the final section. RAMP MODEL160
This wrk was supported by NASA Headquarters under

Orant UAGW-240, monitored by Drs. Clint Brown and Gary Figure 1. Sketch of the 20 x 20 cm high Reynolds.Nm te yr Cn rn danumber channel and test model installation.
Ricks.
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these were -32% to +21% (see Smits at al, 1953, and Smits
and Muck, 1983). In addition, these estimates may be
used as an indication of the measurement accuracy down-
stream of the interaction. It is important to note, how- .
ever, that the results are only reliable where the local
normal Mach number exceeds 1.2 since the calibration was
not extended into the transonic regime. This restriction
applies in particular to the inclined wire measurements, INVISCIDand it may explain why the Reynolds shear stress levels LEVEL . "-.

in a supersonic boundary layer are often suspiciously low 3
near the w ll. p

• -f 2 0 2 4 6
-. X/do

Figure 2. The 160 two-dimensional compression corner Figure 4(a). Surface pressure distribution (from
flow field with indicated locations of the Settles et al, 1979).
measuring stations. All dimensional units D
are in m.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mean flow
The properties of the incoming boundary layer at a _.

position -5110 upstream of the corner are summarized in
Table 1. A shadowgram of the interaction region is given o.r
in Fig. 3, and the distributions of static pressure and
skin friction coefficient are shown in Fig. 4.

The pressure distribution indicates a considerable "D
upstream influence. As measurements by Dolling and Murphy '--
(1983) in a similar configuration suggest, this upstream .
influence is actually caused by large, low frequency os-
cillations in the shock location. This observation may U-.
have important consequences for the interpretation of the L..
turbulence behaviour. Q

Downstream of the corner the pressure gradient de- .. """.o
creases, and the pressure eventually reaches the inviscid " ."-..

level, as expected. There is no evidence of flow three-
dineisionality, and the surface streak patterns observed
by Settles (1975) did not reveal the presence of any
longitudinal Taylor-Gortler-lika vortices. (These vortices
are cOonly observed in subsonic boundary layers under
the action of concave streamline curvature.) .00 so 2.00 ILSF 7.0

. X/DELTRO .

The skin friction coefficient indicates that the XD LRs e sknra tion zone, cofitefis ien i cas extrem ma. D - Figure 4(b). Distribution of the local skin-friction"separation zone, if it exists, is extremely s5all. Dwn- coefficient (from Settles at al, 1979). "

stram of the corner the skin friction coefficient in- c
creases rapidly; this increase continues even after the Turbulence measurements
pressure gradient has fallen to zero, and the level ac-
tually overshoots the equilibrium value (shown on the Normal wire results. The rms mass-flow fluctuation
right-hand-side of Fig. 4b). level <(ou)'> is shown in Fig. 5. The freestream mass

flow rate (PU)ref and the upstream boundary layer thick-
ness 6o were used to non-dimensionalize the results, and
these scales were chosen simply because it is not clear
what scaling variables are appropriate within the inter-

-. -action region. Figure 5 therefore presents information
- .on the behaviour of the absolute mass-flow fluctuation

level. Where applicable, the point at which the local
normal Mach number equals 1.2 is shown in the figure;

.~ * ..- note that measurments below this point must be treated

cautiously.

The most obvious feature of the turbulence behavior
is the large increase in the level of <(cu)'>. The ini-
tial rise occurs as the flow passes through the interac-
tion zone and results in a doubling of the turbulence
level, but what is in some ways more surprising is theFigure 3. Shadowgr= of the shock wave/boundary layer continued rise of <(ou)'> within the "recovery" zone.

interaction. At the furthest downstream station, the peak value of

,',..-
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the hot-wire behavior changes drastically, and a sharp
fall-off occurs in the inferred turbulence intensity.
For this reason, results for which the normal Mach number

<(ou)'> actually reaches a level 2.8 times the upstream is below 1.2 are expected to be in error and should be

value. A similar, but smaller amplification was observed used cautiously. It should be noted that it is possible,

in the 80 corner flow (Hayakawa et al, 1982). with due caution, to use the shear stress at the wall as
a guide for interpreting the results near the surface.

To investigate the approximate behavior of the rms
* velocity fluctuation intensity <u'>,we assumed that Consider now the results shown in Fig. 7. The be-

Morkovin's (1962) "Strong Reynolds Analogy" could be havior of (pu)'v' is obviously rather different from that

applied in this flow. In other words, we assumed that, displayed by Cpu777. In passing through the interaction
region, (ou) 'v increases by as much as 16 times, whereas

," ' (pu)' 2 increases by less than 10 times over the same dis-
.-Hu tance. In additional contrast, (pu)'v' decreases signi-

U ficantly further downstream.

Thus, To determine the behavior of the turbulent shear
stress T - Ou'v', we again assumed that the "Strong

-U2 -2 -2Ma 2SReynolds Analogy" could be applied. That is,

,- U U 2 __ 1 %
rf ref T/im u .W _L 2 ..(Pu'

w 2 cf 0  2
whatu Oref ref l+AY-,c15J U

_'Rou U where the subscript "w" indicates values at the wall.
' 2~ In the case of the undisturbed, upstream boundary layer

w te t e c s tc s e o a (see Fig. 8), the results agree closely with Sandborn's -.-

Rou was taken to be a constant across the boundary "best fit", which does not prove that the data are accu-
layer and equal to 0.8 (Dussauge and Gaviglio, 1981). rate, but does give some confidence in our method.
Although these assumptions are always somewhat question-
able in highly disturbed flows, even approximate infor- Although the behavior of the Reynolds stress _%

aotion regarding the velocity fluctuations is valuable. o u'v' is interesting, the behavior of the kinematic

The results are shown in Fig. 6. shear stress u'v' is in some ways even more interesting.
The distinction is useful because the equations of motion

The iitial behavior of <u'> is broadly similar to can be written in different ways. When dealing with com-
t e i o u in a h i sd i s pressible flows, there is always a choice between usingthe behavior of <(Pn)'> in that there is a sudden increase either mass-weighted quantities or kinemaatic quantities•. -- i

* in <u'> within the interaction zone. Downstream, in con- e the eight q a iti s r i e quantit
treat to the increase observed in <(Ou)'>, the level of By separating the density variationsfromin supthe velocityows* fluctuations, the turbulence beavorinspesoicflw

<u'> reaches a plateau and eventually begins to decrease. can be described in terms familiar to workers in subsonic

Inclined wire results. The mass weighted Reynolds flows, and this approach is valuable when we wish to em-

Se e se ephasize the effect of compressibility on the turbulence

* shear stress (pu)'l'/(TU2)ref is shown in Fig. 7. Before behavior (see, for example, Bradshaw, 1974). Here, we

discussing these results, the accuracy and limitation of have chosen to present only the results for the kinematic

the hot-wire technique should be considered. stress u'v', and these results are shown in Fig. 9.

- It is becoming increasingly clear that one of the The streamwise trend displayed by u'v' is similar to

major limitations on using inclined hot-wires in low that observed for T3'7 ; a sudden increase imediately

Mch number supersonic flows is the requirement that the downstream of the shock wave is followed by a more gra-

" instantaneous normal Mach number should be greater than dual rise which then levels off and subsequently begins

1.2 (saits and Puck, 1982). Within the transonic range, to decrease. The magnitude of the increase in u'v',
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m* Figure 8. Profiles of the Reynolds shear stress norma- ,,-e
lized by the surface shear stress, r/T, for

S* . .. different wires at the upstream station
* C(x - -50.8 mm). Wire 1 was used for all the

C measurements presented in this paper.

N U The region of *'best fit" is taken from
a Sandborn (1974).

'X 76.2 mm however is considerably smaller than the observed increase
in [T.'.7 ••. At x - 76 mm, for instance, 77 has increased

a by a factor of 2.6 whereas (ou)'v' increased about 16
a v times. At the same station the corresponding amplifica-

Loa I Z, ai. ftion factors for h7 s and were 4 and 8 respectively,
S, which suggests a considerable change -in the turbulence -..

T. structure.

a ~For instance, the ratio -u'v,,u' 2 can be taken as a
* Cx *50. ~ tructure parameter. In the undisturbed boundary layer at

X~~ 50 *M -51 mm, this ratio has a value of about 0.25 Cat
C U y/6 0 - 0.6), which agrees well with the value commonly

1"-T .... 800 6.0 ,i.00 1.20 quoted for incompressible boundary layers (see Townsend,

-o.oo 0.0 a 0.10o O.l 1.00 1.20 1 ,.107). Through the interaction zone, the ratio
3 - u'v'/u . increases to about 0.35 although it must be

* * tm stated that the measurements of u v' in this region are
t , a probably not too reliable. Downstream in the recovery . -

a a. region, however, this ratio decreases significantly, and
it reaches a value of 0.16n0.18 at the furthest downstream -

a X 25.4 mm station (x - 140 m). A similar trend was observed by
's Smite et al (1979) in a subsonic boundary layer subjected

' _to an impulse in concave curvature. It is interesting to
0 .2d.46. 8 . 1. .. 9 note that in the present experiment, where both curvature

and compressiblli'ty effects are important, the turbulence
appears to respond in a similar fashion.

X -12.7
a t CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL DISCUSSION

. 6.20 0.10 0.60 0.0 1.00 1.20 All the turbul.enc ph.a meters considered in this"' i study, including (pu)' 2 , u' 2, (ouTv' and u'v' have shown

asimilar trend. All of these parameters increase through
. ease,.. g imately to the region of non-zero pressure gradient and

% eO0 l. O dlO dllO 0.10 1.;-:[' lOthe increases are not insignificant; amplification factors

.0 0.20 .40 0.10 .0vary from 2.6 to 16. It was observed that the turbulenceT/0EL0 t the furthet downstream station is still far from '..

equilibrium, and it appears that the relaxation process
is vary slow. In addition, the turbulence structure is
considerably distorted by the interaction. For instance,

Figure 7. Profiles of the mass weighted Reynolds shear the ratio u'v'/u' first increases by about 40% and then
stress Ou v '/(PU)ref. The arrows indicate decreases by approximately the same amount.
the locations at which the mean local normal

Sac number is 1.2. The values given at To interpret these results, we can begin by con-
. 0 were takn from the mean flow data. sidering the theoretical work of Zang, at al (1982) and



Anyiwo and Bushnell (1982). Using the two-dimensional
Euler equations, these authors showed that several possi-
ble turbulence amplification or generation mechanisms may
occur during an interaction between a plane shock wave
and an incident turbulence field. These mechanisms in-
clude (1) direct amplification, (2) "generation" of tur-
bulence from incident acoustic and entropy fluctuations,

19and (3) "focussing" caused by distortions of the shock

front.

a When a shock wave interacts with a turbulent boun-

a . 139.7 dary layer, however, the flow field is rather differen-from the ideal case considered by these authors. The
shock wave within the boundary layer spreads out into a

- - system of instantaneous compression waves (see, for in-

4..P 0.20 0.l0 6.60 0.10 10.10-- a.0 stance, Fig. 3) which are unsteady and appear to be in
constant, low frequency motion (Dolling and Murphy, 1982).
As Zang eat al (1982) point out, the direct conversion of - -
mean flow energy into turbulence by shock oscillation can

. •serve as a powerful turbulence amplification mechanism.
a- In our particular experiment, however, it does not appear

."101.6 that shock oscillation is an important amplification me-
-- chanism. This conclusion is based on the results given

ml in Figs. 5 and 6; the amplification begins very close to
U the mean shock location, and if shock oscillation was im-

1.0 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.30 -. 00 1.20 portant we would expect to see a greater upstream influ-
-- 4 enc.

"." ~Of the other three mechanisms, the first two are"- "probably more important than the third (Anyiwo and

' * x 6.2Bushnell, 1982). We can consider these two mechanismsX 76.2 m together for our purposes, and simply call them "compres-
I s sibility" effects. The choice of the name is deliberate.a In any shock-wave/boundary layer interaction the compres-

" eb.Ooo 0.20 0.30 O'.' 0.1 0 "~ 0 T.20 sion occurs over some distance and it is difficult to s
w .2 6.4 identify a precise shock front. We tentatively suggest,

therefore, that what we call compressibility effects are
similar to the compressibility effects identified by

'1 Bradshaw (1973,1974) in supersonic boundary layers sub-

jected to adverse pressure gradients. If we can ignore
1s ] v 50.8viscous effects associated with the compression waves,

Ii a X the question appears to be more a matter of degree rather .-..
-a than a fundamental difference in kind.

V.4 . 0 0 .38 0.0 630 f.00 1.20
-0 a 0 a zThe interaction zone may perhaps be viewed simply

as a region of impulsively applied pressure gradient.
The physical mechanism by which turbulence is amplified I ,

. across an interaction zone can then be identified as a
change in the cross-sectional area of fluid elements,a" X 25A M caused by the compression. A useful measure of the

•, strength of the interaction is given by the integral of
-.. 20,the divergence of the velocity field over the time it

..00 .20 090 0.80 0.0 1 .00GW .20 acts, and this is approximately equal to ep(l/Y)£n(p2/p),
where P2/Pl represents the pressure rise across the shock

I wave (Hayakawa, et al, 1982).

1 6In the case of a compression corner, the streamlnes
" S • experience concave longitudinal curvature as they pass -. -a a . X -12.7 m through the-interaction zone. Concave curvature is as - -

a • unstable extra strain rate in that it causes turbulence
e levels to increase (Bradshaw, 1973), and therefore it

-- 00 .20 .1o 0.60 .0 %.oo .20 must be considered as an additional amplification mech-
anism. We can similarly characterize the strength of
the curvature effect by evaluating the integral of the
extra strain rate over the time it acts, and we find that

R m .. Owes... a X -50.8 mm this is equal to the total turning angle 8c (Smits et al,
a a 1979).

S6.00 .7O . so 0.60 6.30 f.00 1.20 For the present experiment, 9p z 0.74 and ec = 0.28
T/DELO which suggests that the effects of compressibility out-

weigh the effects of curvature, if no interaction between
these effects occurs.

. Figure 9. Profiles of the kinematic shear stress
(uv)/Uf. The arrows indicate the We have remarked that the turbulence structure

locations at which the mean local normal appears to be significantly distorted by the interaction.

Mach number is 1.2. This observation is in accord with the analysis presented
by Debieve et al (1980). By using an approach based on
rapid distortion theory, and by modelling the shock wave

.4.4' as a discontinuity, they showed that the shock wave ro-
tates rhe Reynolds stress tensor. As a consequence, a
structure parameter such as uv /u

-  must change, and

their analysis predicts an increase, as observed in our

I I



measurements. The subsequent decrease indicates that
this analysis apparently breaks down in the recovery re- Fernholz, H. H. and Finley, P. J., 1977, "A Critical
gion. Compilation of Compressible Turbulent Boundary Layer

Data," AGARD-AG-223.
A final note should be added regarding the time- -

dependent response of the turbulent motions. It seems Fernholz, H. H. and Finley, P. J., 1981, "A Further Com-
highly likely that the full impact of the distortion is pilation of Compressible Boundary Layer Data with a Sur-
not felt until some distance downstream of the interac- vey of ,urbulence Data," AGARD-AG-26.
tion Zone. At first sight, the results do not show evi- Hayakawa, K., Smits, A. J. and Bogdonoff, S. ., 1982,
dance of such a lagged response. This aspect of the " ega r o

% turbulence behavior, however, is under further investi- "Hot-Wire Investigation of an Unseparad Shock-Wave/
gation. Turbulent Boundary Layer Interaction," AIAA Paper No 82-

0985.
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ABSTRACT of turbulent shear flows having a curved streamline have
long been of special interest from the fact that they show

Discussion is given on a universal velocity distribution various characteristics which cannot be inferred from the
in the shear layer induced by a spinning cylinder in an knowledge of the flat-plate turbulent boundary layer. Per-
infinite still fluid and a novel semi-logarithmic law differ- haps one of the simplest types is the turbulent shear flow
ent from that of the conventional two-dimensional turbulent induced by a rotating cylinder in a quiescent fluid filling
boundary layer is derived. Experiments have been perform- infinite space. In this flow, the mean rate of deformation

, ed for various Reynolds numbers extending from 4.5 x 104  is dU/dr-U/r, and the mean vorticity is dU/drU/r; the
flow has the extra rate of strain -U/r according to Brad-

to 7.8 x 105 and the mean and fluctuating velocity fields shaw [2]. Or it may be said that the flow has the extra
have been measured. The novel universal velocity distribu- vorticity.
tion law obtained is verified by these measurements. Ex- Although numerous studies have been performed on
tremely unstable nature of this flow is inferred from the the flow between concentric rotating cylinders, there is

,* profile of Richardson number calculated from the measured surprisingly little research on the limiting case in which -.
mean velocity. The averaged velocity distribution exhibits the outer cylinder diameter tends to infinity. Among the
the existence of two types of power law regions where experimental studies in particular can be cited the torque

U = l/r2 and U a l/r, but a notice should be paid that measurement by Theodorsen and Regier [31, the measure-ment of velocity distribution by Thoem [41, and the flow "".
the flow is still turbulent in the i/r-region. The same visualization in the near-wall rgion and the velocity mea-
scaling law can be applied for the turbulent field and the
similar distributions of various turbulent quantities are surement by Kasagi and Hirata [51. The experiment on
simiadi rsetti oturbulence properties is insufficient. The mean flow struc-obtained irrespective to the value of Reynolds number. tue escily he nvraleoiydsrbton naThe sta stical parameters are used to depict the flow ture, especially the universal velocity distribution on afield. Lspecially the intermittency distribution suggests rotating cylinder, was discussed by Fujimoto [61 and Dorf-
that the entrained ambient fluid enters deep into the rotat- mann [31, and recently, in case of concentric rotating cylin- Ion
tha the er ders, by Smith and Townsend [8). These discussions, how-
ing shear layer. ever, contradict one another in basic ideas, and none of

NOMENCLATURE them seems to be conclusive at least for the present au-
thors.

In this study, first consideration is given to a univer-
a Radius of the cylinder sal velocity distribution law in the turbulent shear flow

* cf =-2 Tw/ oUw2 , Skin friction coefficient on a rotating cylinder in a quiescent fluid, and then exper-
D - 2a, Diameter of the cylinder iments on the mean flow velocity distributir , and turbu-
P - Static pressure lence properties are presented. Discussion is undertaken

on the mean flow field, and turbulence structure: i.e., theRadial distance . fluctuating velocity and Reynolds stress distributions, the
q /2 = (u - v -* w )/2. Turbulent energy turbulent energy budget, the probability density distributionsRe = UwD/ v, Reynolds number of the fluctuating velocities, and the auto- and space cor-

relations of turbulence. " ""U, V, W Mean velocity components in the x-, y- and rltnotubec
z-directions SIMILARITY PROFILE OF MEAN FLOW

UT - r/' , Friction velocity S A P I FL

u, v, w - Fluctuating velocity components in the x-, y- Because of the simplicity of the flow geometry, the
and z-directions universal velocity distribution law is expected to hold at

u', v', w' - RMS values of u, v and w, respectively high Reynolds numbers. There is an opinion that the same
x, y, z * Cylindrical coordinates, x: Peripheral direction, logarithmic law as in the flat-plate flow should be valid

y: Axial distance, z: Radial distance from the in the turbulent shear flow on a cylinder spinning in an
cylinder surface infinite space. Kasagi and Hirata [51 applied their mean

W Angular velocity of the cylinder flow data to the usual two-dimensional law of the wall,
• Shear stress but the data did not fit the two-dimensional law except

in the viscous sublayer. Smith and Townsend [8] have also .
Subscript used the two-dimensional ',;rarithmic law to express the

w At cue cylinder surface measured mean velocity dis., bution of the turbulent shear
flow in concentric rotating , inders. These data are con-

INTROOUCTION siderably scattered and not conclusive about the law ofthe wall.
Earlier, Fujimoto considered the velocity distributionIt is well known that the streamline curvature has of this flow [61. Assuming the same mixing length hypothe-

an appreciable effect on the structure of turbulent shear o t
flow even If the radius of its curvature is considerably sis as the flat-plate flow, T - .2 (dU/dz)2 where . - <z,.
larger than the length scale in a problem [1. Many types and the constant moment of the shear force across the



layer, i.e., T r T a 2, he derived (8) and a defect law in outer layer, which may be expressed
w

U/T'(1/ 'C)[(r/a)ln(l+a/z) - 11 (1) aUl/ru, g(r/a, 6/a), (12)

However, this expression could not depict the present ex- are valid; or it can also be obtained from the assumption
perimental velocity profiles.- that the eddy viscosity is scaled by the relevant coordinate

Dorfmann deduced a universal velocity distribution Vz /u - a(r-a 2 )/2r.
law of the turbulent flow in concentric rotating cylinders, T
assuming T 9"Tr a (U/r)/ 3 r where v T - 'D/ - o z is EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

an eddy viscosity. If the radius of the outer cylinder tends
to infinity in this law, the expression for the velocity dis- Two kinds of cylinders D - 2a - 300 mm and 80

tribution on the rotating cylinder in a quiescent fluid can mm are rotated between two end plates standing 880 mm
be obtained. Dorfmann did not show this velocity distribu- apart from each other. The cylinders are made from alu-
tion but it is easily obtained in defect law form as minum alloy and have smooth surfaces. Probes used are

conventional I and X hot-wire probes and a static pressure .

(a/r)U/u - -(I/ K )[n(I-a/r) + a/r + C). (2) probe. Care was taken to minimize the effect of the
Tw prong wakte on the hot-wire output. The hot-wire signal

The mean flow structure must be influenced by the was calibrated in a wind-tunnel. The speed of the thick
*effect of streamline curvature. As will be shown later, cylinder rotation was varied from N - 480 rpm to 2500

Sthe extra rate of strain in this flow is small only in the rpm, and that of the thin cylinder attained 5000 rpm maxi-
Svicinity of the wall and not negligible in fully turbulent mum. The corresponding Reynolds number Re is 1.5 x 10

region near the wall corresponding to the logarithmic re- 5 .5

gion in the flat-plate flow. Although the considerations of to 7.8 x 10 in the thick cylinder and up to 1.1 x 10 W
*Fujimoto and Dorfmann deserve credit for attempting to in the thin cylinder.

establish a universal velocity distribution law instead of
the two-dimensional conventional law, they are incomplete; RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
their basic idea or assumptions are open to question.

* The equation of mean velocity in the peripheral direc- Secondary flow observed was weak and the mean
tio integratedn to bew, (eg re n [, hvelocity profile U/U obtained at three different sections

tinis inertdt e(~. e.[1,w
uw2  r 3d(/)d os. in the axial direction showed a clear two-dimensional ity.

or -r vrd(Ur)/d cost.,(3) Thus, it can be said that the flow fields in the central
oruono 2 - 2 

h t2 section of the cylinder concerned in the present study are
r rionw . -a s T (4) not influenced significantly by the secondary flow.

Equations (3) and (4) are identical with those for the pei- Wall Shear Stress
* (pheral velocity component in the near wall region of the

flow on a rotating cylinder in an axial uniform stream The most important factor for describing turbulent
[101. Therefore, basically the same, but more precise, dis- wall flow is the wall shear-stress T wf Theodorsen and
cusion on the mean flow near the wall can be made as Regier [3a measured torque exerted on various rotating
in the section 4.4.2 of Ref. 101 where the law of the cylinders, and Dorfmann [7) proposed a semi-empirical for-

, wall and the logarithmic law different from two-dimensional mula for skin friction coefficient c In the present study
" laws are derived. For convenience a brief description is

given as follows.
ntrodiing a dimensionless argument z' defined by

dz*/dr -u a / v r3,()1
T

Eq. (3) is transformed as a p o n-"

d~aU/r /d - -2 2 * e
da/u)d -r uw/a u =1. (6) b*.q

We may expect the solution of Eq. (6) to be

aU/rU - F(z+), (7) ______________
T

or the law of the wall, if such exists, corresponding to /0 Re 10 s

the two-dimensional law should read aste
Fig. I Skin friction coefficient estimated both from the

[Uw-(a/r)UJ/uT O F2o) - F(z") - f(z. (8) Reynolds stress ( # and a, for cylinders D-300 mmn and 80
mm, respectively) and from the mean velocity gradient

Under the condition of z * 0 at r a, the integration o and ea, for these cylinders, respectively). -, Dorfmann
of Eq. (5) yields [71; --op-Eq. (13); o, Thom [41; m, Smith & Townsend (81.

2_2 2z (uT a/ v )(r -a )/2r (a 1 25
In the viscous sublayer where the Reynolds stress o p

can be neglected, the velocity profile becomes 
25 r s c i c.nt 120

[Uw-(a/r)UI/u T z =(u Ta/ v0 ( 2 a )/2r2  (10) 20~ 15-~ i

This expression is a special one included in the general 1 -to

expression of the law of the wall, Eq. (8). -A 1.5 8 10

In the fully turbulent region outside the sublayer, A - ..7 0.65
*a universal velocity distribution is obtained as 10 9A 6.2 m0.82 i 5

[Uw-(a/r)Ul/u T*A log10[(u .T a/V -ra )/2r] I - 8, (11 * . .

which is different from a two-dimensional turbulent bound-

any layer with respect to the wall variable. Moreover, UZ Y

the values of the constants A and B are different from Fig. 2 Logarithmic plots according to the two-dimensional
those of the flat-plate flow, as will be shown later. Equa- law of the wall. A, thick cylinder (D-300 min); B, thin
tion (ma) can be deduced from the asumption of the exist- cylinder (D-80 mm); the same designation will e used
ence of the overlap region where both the law of the wall in the following figures.



"Tw was estimated both from the measurement of Reynolds Universal Velocity Distribution

stress uw, and from the value of the mean velocity gradi- Figure 2 shows the logarithmic plots of the velocity
ent measured in the vicinity of the cylinder surface, distribution in this experiment according to the two-dimen-

Figure I shows a comparison of cf obtained by various sional logarithmic velocity distribution law, u, being esti-

investigators. In this experiment the values of cf obtained mated as in the previous section. The measured velocity
from ' and from the mean velocity gradient near the profiles do not collapse into the lines of the two-dimension-wall agree well. The dotted line in Fig. I is drawn accord- al law, and, moreover, the velocity profiles have almostinlg to the equation: no portions parallel to these lines. It is clear that theSttheuitwo dimensional logarithmic law is invalid in this turbulent

I/vV3.0 lo10l~vE~2l 131 shear flow-, the validity of this law is diminished with the
4. . increasing effect of the streamline curvature.

. This expression is derived from Eq. (11) in an analogy to If 6s - a where 6 s is the thickness of the viscous

Dorfmann's formula [Eq. (14)] with the numerical coeffi- sublayer, it may be legitimate to assume a linear velocity
cients determined by the mean velocity distribution discuss- profile in the sublayer. Joining this profile with Eq. (2)
ed in the next section. The difference between the distri- at the outer edge of the sublayer, putting 6 s = 

av/u
. bution of the present data and the solid line, the resistance t

formula of Dorfmann [7), is appreciable. The plots of wields C K D(Uw/U -a)-l-in(u a/av -) for the first

- the wall shear stress from the torque measurements of approximation. Dorfmann assumed <D = 0.4, the same . .
- Theodorsen and Regier (31 on which the Dorfmann's formula

is based exhibited appreciable scatter within the range value as in the flat-plate flow, and estimated a - 7.5 using

of the Reynolds number shown in this figure. Smith and the data of the flow between concentric rotating cylinders.

Townsend [8] have measured the mean velocity in turbulent Using these values he obtained a semi-empirical formula ,

flow between two concentric rotating cylinders. In the for the resistance:

figure, the skin friction coefficient at the inner cylinder / 14)
estimated by the present authors from their mean velocity 4 10
profiles with the outer cylinder at rest is also presented.

For laminar flow between the two concentric rotating This distribution is already shown in Fig. I by a solid line.
. cylinders the exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation The present data plotted according to Eq. (2) showedexist, and when the outer cylinder is at rest the wall shear fairly scattering and the experimental evaluation yieldseists ondhn the nn er cylinder ecomes atret th wal-ar KD 0.5 " 0.6 and a - 13 ^- 15, quite different from those

stress on the inner cylinder becomes " w - -2ua'2/(a'2-a of Dorfmann.
where a' is the radius of the outer cylinder. In case of Equation (2) is rewritten
a single cylinder rotating in an infinite fluid (a' ®) it
becomes Tw = -2Uw, i.e., smaller than that of concentric [Uw-(a/r)U]/u = (0/ < D)[In(l-a/r) air] "
cylinders. It is natural to expect that, for turbulent flowcylnd rs It (1/ < )ln ala) 11l. (15)
too, the wall shear stress for a single rotating cylinder D)]ln l v . .'I' (15
is smaller than for concentric rotating cylinders. Thus,
although the skin friction coefficient of Smith and Townsend The plots of the present data on the basis of Eq. (15) ex-

estimated by the present authors may have considerable hibited a high dependence on the Reynolds number though

error, the value of Dorfmann's formula seems too high fairly wide ranges of the straight line portions in the veloc-

and open to doubt; it is needless to mention the higher ity profiles could be discerned.
value of Thon's results We have derived the universal velocity distribution-'. alu ofThon'sreslts[4]. The results of this measure-

ment are more reasonable. Moreover, the various quantities law, Eq. (I1, for the turbulent shear flow on a rotating
hment cylinder in a quiescent fluid; this expression is consideredof the mean flow and turbulent fields in this experiment

were found to be better arranged by using the wall shear most reasonable among various expressions proposed so
stress obtained here than Dorfmannrs formula. far because of the consistency in the procedure of thederivation as well as in the basic assumptions. The exper'-

mental results are plotted in Fig. 3 on the basis of Eq.
25 (I1) with A = 4.2 and B - 9.8. This figure reveals that • -

sA -the data are satisfactorily expressed by this universal loga-
rithmic velocity distribution, independent of the Reynolds

20 78°s number for the first approximation. It should be noted
a- that the value of the gradient of the line, i.e., A = 4.2,
"-.X10' has been determined in an experiment of the turbulent

2 1 l.105 boundary layer on a thin cylinder rotating in an axial uni-
form stream [111. It can be supposed that the shear layer- structure of these two flows are similar. The velocity

distribution in the viscous sublayer is presented in Fig. -.an.T ull
- 00

of the estimation of the wall shear stress from the mean
velocity gradient near the wall.

'0 The defect law, Eq. (12), becomes
'0 102 1 to,

( u.,O/viIr2.0,1/2 aU/ru= -A ln(l-(a/r)2 
• C', (16)

"" Fig. 3 Logarithmic velocity distribution according
to Eq. (11) with A-4.2 and 5-9.8. s5 1 ,10 R -X to-

-/ =,s ; '€ ,..s |7-10 0~A j A 1i.5

A C~ 1A e 6.2

- 0 * 70 - G 0.8
Sa /a 0.22 am-. . .. . 0.62

42 0.65.8

S"5 - -3 -2 -1 0
Fig. 4 Velocity profiles I l-(0r), 1

0 _j in the viscous sublayer
10 '0 according to Eq. (10). Fig. 5 Logarithmic plots of the velocity profiles

u,@/ ,wI, .rt2,. Zr
2 acrording to defect law representation, Eq. (16).



in the overlapping region of the wall layer and the outer The rate of strain of this flow is
layer. Here C' is a function of 6/a. Figure 5 shows the
measured velocity profiles plotted according to Eq. (16). dU/dr- U/r- (dU/dr)(l-S). (20)
The functional relationship of Eq. (12) and Eq. (16) may
be considered reasonable. The term U/r can be regarded as the extra rate of strain

A gradient Richardson number (11 to the flat-plate flow. If IS - 1, the flow can be rea-
sonably approximated by the two-dimensional flat-plate

Ri - 2S(1*S), (17) flow; on the other hand, when S is not very small, the
two-dimensional treatment for this flow is not valid. In

where S = (U/r)/(dU/dr), is a parameter relevant to turbu- the whole region of the present shear layer, except near -.-

lent structure in curved flows and utilized by many re- the wall, the magnitude of S is not small; the role of the
searchers. The minimum value of Ri is -0.5; in this case extra rate of strain in this flow is very important.

it turns out to be U l/r2  from the definition of S.
The profiles of Ri obtained from the present data are Turbulent Field
shown in Fig. 6 and are always negative; in a certain range The measured distributions of the RMS fluctuating S
of r, they take a minimum value -0.5, suggesting that this velocity components u', v' and w', and the turbulent energy
flow is extremely unstable, are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, using the same

. Figure 7 shows how the velocity profiles relate to scaling law as the mean velocity distribution. Except in ".

- the power of r. Here U Uu and r - ru T / v . The the near-wall region, each of the data falls along one single
2  curve. The value of u/U was increased gradually with

two distinct regions of U l/r and U a l/r are noted the distance from the wall and had a nearly constant value
As si.own in Fig. 5, even the velocity distribution in the 0.4 in the region of U = l/r; it is conjectured that there
outermost part of the layer behaves logarithmically as is a noticeable error in the turbulence quantities measured p-

2U 2  2 in the outermost region. In this region the existence of
(arr)U/u - in[(r2 . (18) the large eddy structure of vortex motions is anticipated,

T and there possibly exist instantaneous reverse flows. Figure
Far from the wall, the right-hand side of Eq. (18) is ex- 10 shows the distribution of the Reynolds stress multiplied
panded as 2

by r . The constancy of the torque of the shear force

lnl(r2 -a2 )/r2  
= -(a/r)

2 
- (1/2)(a/r)

4 
- . (19) acting at any cylindrical surface required from Eq. (3)

is well satisfied in the fully turbulent region. The value

Therefore we can obtain U I i/r in the outermost part of the wall shear stress presented in Fig. I is estimated

of the turbulent shear layer. Here it should be noted that from the extrapolation of the distribution of Ur 2, and
* the flow in the region of U = l/r is not laminar but turbu- its accuracy seems to be reliable. It can be thought that

lent. In fact, the present experiment -reveals that the the flow around a cylinder spinning in an infinite fluid
value of u'/U is nearly constant in this region; the fluctuat- is, far from the wall, the same as in the potential flow
ing velocities are damped outward together with the mean field with the velocity U a l/r induced by a vortex fila-
velocity. ment. Although the present experiment shows the existence

of the region U c l/r, the flow in this region is turbulent
and not a usual potential flow.

"2 4.7 Balances of Mean Momentum and Turbulent Energy
" [ E , o i The balance of the equation in the peripheral direction """'

is shown in Fig. 10. The radial mean momentum equation - . -

has a complex nature and may be significant for investiga- ,--
tion of the balance of the equation. To avoid the differ- . *

SRicharsonnmber.entiation of the experimental data, we integrate the equa-
tion, and the following is obtained: --==0 0.2 0.4 05S CAI W. .

9 6-..,oI
3 .0

*7.84

-€ - -3 -2 -l 0

* .3 Re "6.2 .10' * 7.8 -10' Z 8.2 -10 0 1.1.10"
0",01 5 to' ,. 5 s '

Fig. 9 Turbulent energy distribution.

" Fig. 7 Velocity profiles related to the power of r.
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0- _ _ same scaling law as z/a
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,~ 1-IfI Fig. 10 Reynolds stress distribution multiplied by r
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advection is absent in this flow, and the diffusion in the

(P P)/PU 2 (w 2 / 2 outer part of the layer is of the same order as the dissipa-
e We -w z w tion. The turbulent energy production shown in Fig. 12,

by which the mean flow energy is converted directly intoa-6 (U/Uu2 u-fluctuation, is divided into two parts: the production

a~z (21) term for w-energy which extracts the energy from u-fluctu-
ation, and the net production term for u-energy which

Figure 11 shows the terms appearing in the above equation is a residual of the turbulent production from the mean
flow energy minus the production for the w-energy. Figure

estimated on the basis of the experimental data. The 13 shows the variation of these production terms. Near
normal stress term clearly shows its importance in the the wall the u-production is much larger than the w-produc-
balance of the radial mean momentum. tion, and in the middle region of the shear layer the latter

The equation for the turbulent kinetic energy q /2 is larger than the former. The flux Richardson number
is is anticipated large in absolute value in this region.

r a(U/r)/ a r + (I /r) a[r(q2/2+p/0 )w]/- r - e - 0, (22)
Statistical Properties of Turbulence

where e stands for the viscous dissipation of the turbulent Measured probability density functions of u- and w-
energy. The turbulent energy budget is plotted in Fig. fluctuations are presented in Figs. 14 a and b, respectively.
12. Here the dissipation was measured directly, that is, Since the probe used to measure the probability density

estimated from (du/dt), and the diffusion term was obtain- function of w was a conventional X-probe, it was impossible
ed by difference. The production and dissipation are large to obtain the profiles of P(w) in the vicinity of the rotating
in the near-wall region and almost in equilibrium. The surface. The probability density function of u-fluctuation

has a nearly Gaussian profile in the near wall region and
it shows a rather positively skewed distribution in the outer

ulO layer. The profile of P(w) is positively skewed in the re-
10 - gion of z - 5 -. 60 mm. Although it has a large kurtosis

in the outer layer, the skewness is relatively small in that
region. It is remarkable that P~w) shows an almost similar
profile throughout the layer.

The profiles of P(u) in the outer layer suggest that
the probability of realization generating negative fluctuation
is great due to the entrainment of the quiescent fluid out-
side of the layer and intermittent ejection of the energetic
fluid from the inner layer. Also, the profile of P~w) exhib-

___________...... ______ its a corresponding peak at the negative side of w. In
0......so 20 this turbulent shear flow, which may also have a super

0O 100 IS 200 layer, the turbulent region is confined within a statistically
Z mM definite cylindrical region. The turbulent shear layer is

expected to entrain the fluid outside the layer, so the
Fig. 11 Balance of the momentum equation in the radial same amount as with the entrained fluid should escape
direction. a, left-hand side of Eq. (21); e, right-hand side from the rotating turbulent region (i.e., some type of re-
of Eq. (21). The first, second and third terms on the left- verse transition, should occur).
hand side of Eq. (21) are plotted by the symbols e, o and According to the proposal of Townsend 191, the inter-
9, respectively. mittency y can be inferred from the values of kurtosis

"10q Re= 6. 2 x1 04
" (A) -

0

- 0150

~ .5S'~i'lB160
0

0.2 15

0 I 0.8 1. 0 z0.5
z -4. -2 0

Fig. 12 Tirbulent energy budget. b

o, production: -(a/U w 3 )Ura(U/r)/ar;

0, diffusion: -(a/U wr)a[r(q /2 p/o)wI/ar; Re=6. 2 ,10S(A"

0, dIssipation: -aC/Uw 3 . I
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0 Z=

-.2 0 2 4
" "" ' ... Fig. 13 Distribution w/6.,

0.5 1.2 of production terms. Fig. 14 a, b Distribution of the probability

r.., z~a density functions of u- and w-fluctuations.



and skewness. Figure 15 presents the distribution of y CONCLUDING REMARKS
calculated by this method. The distribution of y of the
present flow deviates extraordinarily from that of the flat- Measurements have been performed with regard to
plate flow which is designated by a broken line in the the mean and fluctuating velocity fields induced by a rotat-
figure. The flow on the flat plate exhibits a complete ing cylinder in an infinite quiescent fluid for nine kinds
turbulent character in the inner region, but in the shear of Reynolds numbers. The results are as follows.
layer developing on the rotating cylinder in a quiescent (1) Discussion of mean velocity field was undertaken,
fluid, the value of y attains unity in the very vicinity of and a novel universal velocity distribution law differing
the rotating surface as seen from the figure. This probably from the usual two-dimensional flow was confirmed.
corresponds to the reverse transition phenomenon as men- (2) Also, the mean velocity exhibits two regions where
tioned above, and future measurements using conditionally

Ssampling method will clarify the structure it shows power laws proportional to l/r and l/r, respec-
A series of auto-correlation coefficients of u-fluctua- tively. The flow field is still turbulent in the 1/r region.

tion is shown in Fig. 16. Although it shows no appreciable (3) The turbulent fluctuating velocity field can be
negative value in the region of z - 0.5 ', 5 mm, a rather well correlated according to the same scaling law as the

large negative coefficient appears at the large time delay mean velocity.
in the outer layer which may be explained by- assuming (4) The momentum balance shows the important rolebig eddies in that part of the layer. Also, the spatial of the normal stresses in the radial direction. The turbu-

structure of the big eddy exhibits itself in the distribution lent energy budget has also been clarified.
of transverse space-correlation coefficient with zero time (5) Correlations and probability density functions of
delay as presented in Fig. 17. In the near wall region, the fluctuating velocity components have been measured -.

correlated flow field is narrower than that of the outer and discussed. The intermittency distribution gives an
layer, where it may be said that the representative eddy indication of completely different turbulent structure from
size is about 60 '- 70 % of the cylinder radius, that of the conventional flat-plate flow.
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ABSTRACT ship boundary layers.

Two problems related to ship boundary layers are Part I considers the boundary-layer development on
considered. The first is the generalization of an two double models of simple ship hulls for which
established three-dimensional bounoary-layer calcula- extensive data have been obtained recently. One of
tion method to treat arbitrary hulls. This is used to these is an elongated ship-like body whose vertical
study the influence of strong transverse hull curva- cross-section is everywhere elliptic, with an axes
tures and sharp keels by comparisons with experimental ratio of 3:1. Although there are no sharp edges, the
data on double models. The second is concerned with transverse radius of curvature at the keel is large.
the boundary layer along the intersection of the free The wind-tunnel measurements of Groves et al. (1982)
surface with the hull. A simple method is presented over the stern of this model show strong viscous-
and used to demonstrate the phenomenon of local wave- inviscid interaction and therefore provide an
induced separation. opportunity to test the limits of thin boundary-layer

theory. The second hull is a mathematical form, known . -
INTRODUCTION as the Wigley hull, whose vertical and horizontal

As evidenced by the SSPA-ITTC Workshop (Larsson, cross-sections are parabolas. It has been used
1981) and the EUROVISC Workshop (Hirschel et al., extensively in ship hydrodynamics to test various
1983), many methods have been developed for the theories for wave resistance and to compare

% calculation of three-dimensional boundary layers, and measurements in different towing tanks. Also, it is
efforts to improve them are continuing. It appears one of four hulls selected by the International Towing
that the manner in which the body geometry and the Tank Conference for the Cooperative Experimental
initial and boundary conditions are handled play a Program which seeks to establish a firm data base from
critical role in determining the success of a method, measurements in towing tanks. The sharp wedge-shaped
the influence of the turbulence model being swamped by keel of this model raises a basic question about the
other uncertainties. boundary conditions to be imposed there and their

influence on the solution. A similar problem also
Boundary layers on ship hulls differ from those in arises at the waterline when double-body calculations

aerodynamics in at least three respects: are performed for practical hull forms since the
sloping sides of the hull then imply a wedge at the

(1) Although the boundary layer remains thin over waterline plane of symmetry. The recent water-channel
a large portion of the hull, it thickens measurements of Hatano and Hotta (1982) over the stern
rapidly over the stern leading to a region of of a double Wigley model are used to assess this
strong viscous-inviscid interaction even in aspect.
the absence of separation. Thus, it is
necessary to establish the limits of first- Part 11 of the paper is concerned with the
order boundary-layer theory and identify the boundary layer at the intersection of the wavy free
critical parameters responsible for the surface with the hull. This is a preliminary study in
evolution of the thick boundary layer. which attention is focussed on the flow at the free

(2) Ship hulls often contain extensive regions of surface. A suitable coordinate system for arbitrarily
large transverse surface curvature, e.g. along prescribed waves is first identified. The assumption
the shoulders of flat-bottomed full-form of small deflections of the free surface across the
tankers, and slope dicontinuities, e.g. along boundary layer then leads to the usual small-crossflow
a sharp keel. Although these are excluded in approximations and enables the boundary layer along the
boundary-layer theory, their effect is usually wave profile to be calculated independently of the flow
ignored in practical calculations, below the free surface. Calculations performed for the

(3) The boundary layer on the hull is influenced Wigley hull and a two-dimensional surface-piercing
by the free-surface waves which, in turn, strut at different Froude numbers show interesting
depend upon the Froude number. Of the many wave-related phenomena.
methods available for the calculation of hull ".L"E L
boundary layers, a few integral methods have PART I. B(:NDARY LAYERS ON DOUBLE NODELS
been used at nonzero Froude numbers, but none (SARIA AND PATEL)

takes into account the special features of the
flow at the free surface, namely the vanishing 1.1 Calculation Method
of the velocity component normal to the free The numerical method adopted for the double-hull
surface, local damping of turbulence in that calculations is that of Nash and Scruggs (1976) which
direction and gradients of the piezometric has been developed further by Patel and Choi (1980).

ahed associated with the wave elevation. The three-dimensional boundary-layer equations are
solved using the ADI finite-difference scheme. The

This paper is concerned with these three aspects of turbulence model is based on the turbulent kinetic-Nruec



" energy equation, a prescribed length-scale distribution is due to a strong viscous-inviscid interaction. This
and the assumption that the directions of the stress is evident from Figure 5 which shows marked departures
and rate-of-strain vectors are coincident. Laminar as of the measured pressure distribution from that

-. well as turbulent boundary layers can be calculated, predicted by potential-flow solutions downstream of X/L

transition being simulated by activating the turbulence * 0.81.
model along a prescribed transition line. The
equations are solved numerically upto the wall without The present solutions show the same qualitative .

using any wall functions. The numerical scheme and the features as those of Patel and Baek (1983) on a s
'turbulence model have been tested quite extensively in spheroid at incidence and, as noted there, it is ,.o,

earlier applications (Patel and Choi, 1980; Patel and unlikely that the use of the measured pressure
Baek, 1983) in laminar, turbulent and transitional distribution would lead to a dramatic improvement in

boundary layers on bodies of revolution at incidence. the agreement. The observed disagreements result from
a general breakdown of the first-order boundary-layer "

Due to the simple geometries of the axisymmetric theory rather than the limitations of any one component
bodies considered previously, it was possible to use of the calculation method.
analytical, orthogonal, body-fitted coordinates. In
the present application to arbitrary ship hulls, 1.3 The Wigley Parabolic Hull
greater generality is achieved by first dividing the
hull surface into panels which are not necessarily The coordinates of this body are given by
orthogonal. As shown in Figure 1. the number of panels 2 2 x (

, is fixed in the the girthwise direction but the spacing b ( -7)
is arbitrary in both directions. Thus, the geometry d

treatment is quite similar to that in some of the well where (x,y,z) are Cartesian coordinates with the origin
known potential-flow calculation methods. Although the at the centroid, and the length (L - 2e): beam (2b): p '--
global coordinates are not orthogonal, the boundary- draft (d) ratio is 10:1:0.625 (see Figure 6).
layer equations are solved in a locally orthogonal Calculations gere performed at a length Reynolds number
system. This is achieved by making a conical of 8 x 1O, corresponding to the water-channel

. development for each element as sketched in Figure 1 experiments of Hatano and Hotta (1982).

and described in detail by Nash and Scruggs (1976). The potential-flow pressure distribution was
calculated using the centerplane source-distribution

1.2 The Elliptic Hull method of Miloh and Landweber (1980). In the boundary-
The coordinates of this body are tabulated in layer calculations, plane-of-symmetry conditions were

Groves et al. (1982). Its major dimensions are shown imposed along the waterline (z 0) and along a line a
in Figure 2. The potential-flow pressure distribution short distance above (z/d - 0.987) the sharp keel.
used for the boundary-layer calculations was determined Laminar flow initial conditions were provided just
by the method of Dawson and Dean (1972) and provided by downstream of the bow, transition was imposed at 5
Dr. Huang of the DTNSRDC. percent of body length, and 8 unequally-spaced girth-

wise steps, in the domain 0 < z/d < 0.987, and 89 axial
* The boundary-layer calculations were performed steps, were used.

with several different step sizes to ascertain grid
independence of the solutions. The results discussed Here also, the available data is restricted to the
here were obtained with 179 axial steps and 20 stern and the near wake, 0.9 < X/L < 1.1 and conse-
girthwise steps over the half body below the minor quently the performance of the method can be judged
axis, as shown in Figure 2. Plane-of-symmetry only by comparisons of the calculations with the data
conditions were applied along e - 00 and 180 °  and in this region. From the velocity and turbulent
therefore the boundary layer along the keel (e - 900) kinetic-energy profiles at X/L - 0.9, shown in Figure
Sis calculated as a part of the interior solution. The 7, it is clear that the calculated velocity profiles
calculations were started a short distance downstream are in reasonable agreement with measurements except at
of the nose, using stagnation-point velocity profiles, the keel, where measurements along the local surface
and transition was imposed at 3 percent of the body normal and in the plane of symmetry (i.e., along the
length. As in the experiments of Groves et al., the wedge bisector) indicate a thinner viscous layer.
length Reynolds number is 6 x 106 .  Thus, the assumption of a plane of symmetry condition a -

short distance from the keel is not realistic and since
Since the measurements were restricted to the the streamlines diverge from this region and converge ...-

stern region 0.719 < X/L 4 0.954, the performance of into the waterline (z 0 0) such a boundary condition
the calculation method over a large part of the body contaminates the solution over the entire girth. For
cannot be assessed. The present solutions showed no example, the increasing under prediction of the
unusual features and, in particular, did not indicate boundary layer thickness at X/L - 1.00 (Figure 8) at P
any forebody separation around X/L - 0.04 and all three girthwise positions away from the keel is
a 750, as had been predicted by Groves et al. using presumably due to an insufficient crossflow from the

the method of Cebeci et al. (1978). However, as assumed boundary condition along the keel.
expected from the circumferential pressure gradients,
the boundary layer over the forebody thickens along the Although the surface pressure distribution was not
waterline (e 00 and 180 ° ) and the divergence of the measured, the disagreement in the measured and
flow along the keel ( - 900) maintains a relatively calculated edge velocities, particularly at X/L - 1.00,
thin boundary layer there. Over the rear, this is indicative of local viScous-inviscid interaction.
situation is reversed and the boundary layer over the However, the velocity profiles measured with two

keel thickens. Eventually, the continued covergence of different orientations of the hot-film probe were
the external flow into the keel leads to a region of somewhat different and therefore definitive conclusions
flow dlergence near the wall, and the convergence of could not be reached in this regard from the
the near-wall flow from both sides produces a maximum comparisons with the set of measured values that are
boundary-layer thickness in the vicinity of e - 800. shown here.
As shown in Figure 3, this Is already evident at the As in the case of the elliptic hull, the
most upstream measurement station, X/L - 0.719. experimental turbulent kinetic energy is lower than
Continuation of the solutions further downstream leads predicted. Also, at X/L = 1.00, the measurements show

* to a rapid growth of the boundary layer along e - a pronounced peak near the surface and this is followed
800 However, as Figure 4 shows, the predicted by a region of nearly constant values. This feature
velocity profiles elsewhere remain In satisfactory has been observed also in measurements in thick stern
agreement with the measurements. Figures 3 and 4 also boundary layers on other hull forms. A review of this

* Indicate that the measured turbulent kinetic energy is and other characteristics of thick boundary layers has
considerably smaller than that predicted in the thick been made by Patel (1982).
boundary layer region. While this may be attributed to
the inadequacy of the turbulence model, it Is felt that
the local breakdown of the calculations around e * 800

-A_-



PART II. BOUNDARY LAYER AT THE HULL-WAVE INTERSECTION Equation (8) expresses the orthogonality of { and .

(SHAhSHAMAN AND PATEL) directions.

11.1 Coordinates and Equations 11.2 Solution Procedure and Results

Consider a hull whose surface is given by The small-crossflow approximation uncouples
y a t f(xz) in the Cartesian coordinates (x,yz) with the C- momentum equation (2) and the continuity
origin at midsfips at the undisturbed waterline, as equation (3) from the 4- momentum equation (4). Hence
shown in Figure 9. Denote the intersection of the wave (2) and (3) can be solved for U and V, and then the
with the hull by z - g(x). This wave porfile is crossflow W can be determined from (4). Here, the
assumed to be known either from experiment or inviscid- equations have been solved by the Crank-Nicolson method
flow theory. of Chang and Patel (1975). For turbulent flow, the

For the hull boundary layer along this. wave, we Reynolds stresses are obtained from the two-layer eddy-

choose an orthogonal coordinate system (E,n,C), in viscosity model and transition is simulated by an

which c is measured along the wave, n is normal to the intermittency function (see Cebeci and Smith, 1974).

hull and C is normal to the free surface; see Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the wave profiles measured by

The physical requirement of zero velocity normal Shearer and Cross (1965) on a towing-tank model of the

to the free surface implies that within the boundary Wigley hull (eq. (1) for z < 0, y - o for z > 0) at

layer the free surface will be distorted and does not three Froude numbers. Calculations were performed

coincide with the n coordinate. However, within the along each of these waves by starting with the Blasius

approximations of first-order boundary-layer theory, solution a short distance from the bow and imposing

this distortion can be related to a fictitious transition at 5 percent of the length where the models

crossflow velocity in the C direction. Thus, to a were fitted with tripping devices.

first approximation, we assume that the boundary layer The distributions of the wall shear-stress
along the free surface can be calculated by the small- presented in Figure 11 clearly indicate the influence
crossflow equations (see Nash and Patel, 1972): of the waves. The strong wave system at Fr = 0.348

produces a marked oscillation in the stress .'.-.

U au, + L - U e ue + 3-v V a2 0 (2) distribution. Note that the usual procedure of double-
body calculations would result in a single unrealistic

an prediction. These calculations also indicate that

1 au + + kU- 0 (3) there is no separation at the free surface in the range
'9779 l k31u of Froude numbers considered. Thus, the influence of

Froude number on the viscous resistance is felt
U aw + W +W kl 2U2 primarily through the changes in the friction
- + + k31 U + k 3(Ue distribution and the wetted surface area. Finally, "' -

Figure 12 shows the variation of the crossflow angle
+ a w 0 across the boundary layer at three streamwise positions
7. (vw " V 0 (4) along the wave for Fr = 0.348. As noted earlier, these

may be regarded as a measure of the deflection of the
free surface through the boundary layer. The three

where (U,V,W) are the components of mean velocity in locations have been selected to show the influence of
the (4,n,) directions, uv a nd v7w are the Reynolds the free-surface curvature which is concave at x - 2.58
stresses and v is kinematic viscosity. Ue, the ft, convex at x - 15.64 ft and contains an inflexion

velocity in the & direction outside the boundary layer point at x = 9.85 ft. It is seen that the surface
is related to the wave elevation g(x) via the Bernoulli deflections are well correlated with the curvature
equation: changes. However, the deflections are small since the

U e2 2 body is slender and the waves are not very steep.

S - 2gog0 The second example is that of a two-dimensional

where go is the acceleration due to gravity and U is 1.26 ft. long airfoil-like strut which was used by Chow

the stream velocity or ship speed. (1967) to demonstrate wave-induced separation. Figure
13 shows the calculated two-dimensional flow pressure

The metric coefficients h , h and the coordinate distribution in an unbounded stream, converted to a
curvatures .wave elevation" using equation (5), and the free-

an 1 h surface profiles measured at two Froude numbers with
k • i" k3 1  - L (6) the strut mounted vertically, piercing the free

C C Csurface, in a hydraulic flume. According to Chow, the
strut was designed to avoid separation in an unbounded

can be related to the hull geometry f(x,z) and the wave stream, ie., at large depths. However, he observed

profile g(x) using the method of Mlloh and Patel (1973) localized separation in the free surface experiments
as follows: just beyond the wave troughs (at x = 0.59 ft. for Fr

0.26 and at x = 0.83 ft. for Fr 0.43) although the
2 ( + 

) 2 flow remained attached at greater depths. Unfortu-
.X 2fX Zg' + (1 + f 2) g nately, no further information is available to guide

the boundary-layer calculations beyond these flow- -

h2 (I +f 2) h-
2 + 2fxf 

h ' + (1 4 fz2 visualization results.
x ze z In view of the low Reynolds numbers in these

experiments, the calculations were performed with the

g. ' + 0
2 (fz - gfx)(fxx + 2g xz g'fzz) stagnation-point profile at the bow, and transition was

k13 (7) assumed to take place at the pressure minimum in the
1h two-dimensional case and at the first wave trough in

the case of the free surface. The corresponding

z h f f ,2 4hx f 4 distributions of the wall shear-stress coefficient are

k - + x xx xz zz) shown in Figure 14. The results for two-dimensional
31 Dh flow indicate no separation, as noted by Chow.

However, separation is predicted at x - 0.69 ft. for Fr
a 0.26 and x - 0.92 ft. for Fr • 0.43, in qualitative

where 0 f ( + fx2 + f 2) 1/2 agreement with the observations. Although the
agreement can be improved by manipulating the

f(x g f ) fz transition location, we believe the present

and h' * + (fx +''z fx (8) calculations are sufficient to demonstrate the
+ f phenomenon of local separation under the influence of

x z x steep free-surface waves.



CONCL.USIONS Chow, S.K. (1967) "Free-Surface Effects on Boundary-
The two double-body calculations presented in Part Layer Separation on Vertical Struts", Ph.D.

I indicate that the coordinate system used to describe Dissertation, The University of Iowa.

arbitrary ship forms is satisfactory. Both demonstrate
that the present method can be used to calculate the Dawson, C. and Dean, J. (1972) "The XYZ Potential flow

boundary-layer development over a large part of the Program", Naval Ship Research and Development Center.

hull. The prescription of the initial conditions and NSRDC Report 3892.

transition do not appear to present any special Groves, N.C., Belt, G.S. and Huang, T.T. (1982) "Sterndifficulties for the examples presented. GoeNCBlGS n unTT 18)"tr '.
Boundary-Layer Flow on a Three-Dimensional Body of 3:1

Comparisons with the data over the two sterns show Elliptic Cross-Section", David Taylor Naval Ship
that the calculation method yields satisfactory results Research and Development Center, Report DTNSRDC-82/022.
in regions where the boundary layer remains thin. The
method breaks down in an area near the keel of the Hatano, S. and Hotta, T. (1982) "Turbulence
elliptic stern due to strong viscous-inviscid Measurements in the Thick Boundary Layer and Near Wake
interaction. On the parabolic stern, this interaction of a Three-Dimensional Body", Hiroshima University,
is weak and confined to a smaller region -near the personal communication.

* trailing edge but the solution is sensitive to the
" plane-of-symmetry boundary conditions applied near the Hirschel, E.H. et al. (1983) Proc. EUROVISC Workshop on

sharp keel. Since, in both cases, there is no cata- Three-Dimensional Boundary Layers, Berlin, 1 April
strophic failure of the method, it is of interest to 1982. To be published by Springer-Verlag.
develop practical criteria which can be used to abandon
first-order boundary-layer calculations and adopt more Larsson, L. (Ed.) (1981) "Proceedings of the SSPA-ITTC
general solution procedures for the flow over the Workshop on Ship Boundary-Layers 1980", Swedish ,
stern. Calculations need to be performed for other Maritime Research Center, SSPA, Report No. 90. ',..
hull forms in order to establish such criteria.

In Part II we have demonstrated not only the Mlloh, T. and Landweber, L. (1980) "Ship Centerplane ".",

feasibility of performing boundary-layer calculations Source Distribution", J. Ship Research, Vol. 24, pp. 8-

along the intersection of a prescribed wave with an 23.
".: arbitrary hull, but also the possibility of local "" "

sparir hu, b asote posesilt fch liocl Miloh, T. and Patel, V.C. (1973) "Orthogonal Coordinate
?;" ~separations induced by steep waves. Such separations, Sytm fo The-insna BudryLeswt

when present, would imply a strong interaction between Systems for Three-Dimensional Boundary Layers, ith

the viscous and wave resistance components, in addition Particular Reference to Ship Forms", J. Ship Research,
to the influence of the wave system on the frictional Vol 17, pp. 50-58.

resistance. Although the experimental evidence is
rather meagre, the theory suggests that strong bow Nash, J.F. and Scruggs R.M. (1976) "An Implicit Method
waves may provoke an early separation with quite for the Calculation of Three-Dimensional Boundary

important consequences in towing-tank tests and in the Layers on Fuselage Configurations", Lockheed Georgia
study of scale effects. Transonic Technology Report LG76ER0199.

The generalized geometry treatment used in Part I Nash, J.F. and Patel, V.C. (1972) "Three-Dimensional
enables the specification of boundary conditions along Turbulent Boundary Layers", SBC Tech. Books, Atlanta.
an arbitrary free surface. The methodology of Part II
can therefore be incorporated to develop a three- Patel, V.C. and Choi, D.H. (1980) "Calculation of
dimensional boundary-layer calculation method for ship Three-Dimensional Laminar and Turbulent Boundary Layers
hulls at non-zero Froude numbers. Such a study is in on Bodies of Revolution at Incidence", Turbulent Shear
progress. However, a major stumbling block at the Flow 2, Springer-Verlag, pp. 199-217.
present time is the lack of a reliable inviscid-flow
method that can be used to predict the wave profiles Patel, V.C. and Baek, J.H. (1983) "Calculation of
and the corresponding hull pressure distribution with Boundary Layers and Separation on a Spheroid at
the accuracy required for boundary-layer calculations. Incidence", Proc. 2nd Sym. Numerical and Physical

Aspects of Aerodynamic Flows, Cal. State uni., Long
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SECONDARY CURRENTS IN A STRAIGHT CHANNEL FLOW
AND THE RELATION TO ITS ASPECT RATIO
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ABSTRACT

The initiation and maintenance mechanism of
multi-cellular secondary currents in a straight wide-
river is quite unknown at present. This study inves-
tigated experimentally the existence of secondary
currents over a flat bed by varying the aspect ratio
of channel. It was suggested strongly that an initia- 3tino clua secondary currents may be motivated .M'

by the mutual interaction between the secondary
currents and the sand bed.

Coarse 5and Sand Ridge Rver Bed
INTRODUCTION (Fine Sand)"" --- k =X 2h -- , '"

Many river engineers have hiherto suggested
that there might exist cellular secondary currents Fig. 1. Envisaged flow-pattern of multi-cellular
in a straight wide-river. Vanoni(1946) pointe out secondary currents in a straight wide river.
that the spanwise distribution of sediment concent-
ration varied periodically in wide open cha- .a "..-l
nnel, and he inferred that this fact.might (a) CASE-K (Water Flow)
have been caused by cellular secondary currents. 0. OZV-, orface
Matthes(1947) envisaged that there might exist 0r
a strong upward-current, like a tornado, near ....... * , - --
the river bed, and also that it developed up ./ ,
to the free surface and then became a so-called / - - --- !- "
'boil' which was observed as a vortex-ring- .-
like swollen water surface. >, CD [ > > ~

Kinoshita(1967) found by means of aerial ui ' J " / n,
stereoscopic survey (Cameron effect) of flood % / ,,

?"* rivers that a boil became a low-speed zone i . / -
and, at both spanwise sides with the spacing N- , *

of twice the flow depth h, high-speed zones .-, .
were formed. He suggested then that there P- dq" ...
might exist cellular secondary currents in a
straight river which had a pair of counter- 01.5 -i.oo -0.52 0.00 0.50 1.00
rotating streamwise vortices with a vortex ./h
diameter of about h (see Fig. 1). After the z/h
flood had gone, Karcz(1973) found, on the other hand, that 4.
longitudinal ridges and troughs whic.h are called 'sand (b) CASE-J (Air Flow) .
ribbons' were formed periodically on the river bed. Thus, . ..
he suggested an existence of cellular secondary currents. I .- "

On the basis of these suggestions, Fig. 1 envisages .
a behaviour of river flow. An investigation of cellular y/h / / - _ -'"-"
secondary currents, i.e. three-dimensional flow patterns, y/h ' .... ... .
is very important in hydraulic engineering, as well as in 1 " -"\ ... ,
basic hydromechanics, because they might cause three- I; " "\',' , '' -

% dimensional sediment transport and bed forms in river. /

However, the initiation and maintenance mechanisms of 1 ',.5 7 / ., , .

cellular secondary currents in a straight wide-channel " " " , "' ''

are quite unknown at present. V .. - .-. - "
We(1982) have firstly measured cellular secondary /'" " . .:

currents in straight open-channel flow (Case K: the channel J . .
width B-30 cm, the flow depth h-4.0 cm, the average bulk R idg
velocity UM-32.0 cm/s, the Reynolds number R-'hUm/v-1.3x10 . 1.0 -0.5 0.0 ' 0
and the Froude number Fr,0.51), by making use of the X-type z/h
hot-films (DISA 55R61). Longitudinal ridge elements of 8 m Fig. 2. Comparison of cellular secondary currents

a) Presently Alexander von Humboldt fellow, Inst. of Hydro- in (a) water-flow with those in (b) air-flow.

mechanics, Univ. of Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, West Gemany Both the Reynolds numbers are nearly equal to
1.3x104.



V

long with a 45°-trapezoid cross section of 5 mm thick and
20 mm wide were attached onto the smooth channel bed in X
the spanwise spacing of X-2h-8 cm. This simulated the
longitudinal ridges and troughs of river bedform, i.e.
sand ribbons, as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2Ca) shows the a
flow pattern of cellular secondary currents (V, W) obtained "
experimentally. A pair of cellular secondary currents is
seen clearly. Speaking roughly, the upflow (V>O) and down-
flow (V<O) appear over the ridge and trough, respectively, I6, Z W).... z (W. .
and they behave as a circular vortex motion in which the I "',,w

diameter is equal to h and the position of the circular I .
center is nearly equal to y/h-0.5. The upflow is stronger __________._-__

rather than the downflow, and the secondary currents are
larger near the bed than near tae free surface. These *-,0wII..... -,

features support well the flow mechanism envisaged by
Kinoahita(1967) and Karcz(1973). It should be noticed Fig. 3. Test section of the channel and its
that, although the velocity + of the secondary coordinate system.
currents is within only 5% of the maximum mainstream
velocity Umax, its experimental values show comparatively APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

* - large scatters. The experimental values of the turbulence
quantities indicated also large scatters. We have then Experiments were conducted in a straight channel 6m
judged that it was fairly difficult to examine the equa- long with a rectangular cross section of 8 cm x 40 cm
tions of mean vorticity, mean flow energy and turbulent (see Fig. 3). Air was delivered to the channel by a centri-
energy experimentally and to discuss the maintenance fugal fan by way of a 40 cm-square settling chamber 165 cm
mechanism of cellular secondary currents even qualitatively, in length and a contraction section 100 cm in length.

Next, we(1983 a) could measure more accurately all In order to promote the development of flow, rough sand-
three components of the velocity in air duct flow ( papers were attached onto both lower and upper bottoms
Case J: the half vertical width h of the duct, which at the entrance of channel, and the test section was set
corresponds to the flow depth, is h-4.0 cm, Um-5 m/s and up at 5 m downstream from its entrance. Two partition
R4-1.3x10*), by making use of X hot-wires. In order to plates of 8 cm wide and 6 m long were set into the channel
simulate sand ribbons on the bed, the same longitudinal as both side-walls,and thus the spanwise width B of cha-
ridge elements as used in water experiment of Fig. 2(a) nnel could be changed arbitrary (see Fig. 3).
were attached onto both the lower and upper bottoms of The half vertical width h of channel which corresponds
the duct. Fig. 2(b) shows the flow pattern of secondary to the flow depth of open channel, was fixed to be 4.0 cm.
currents in air flow. It should be noticed that the rela- In this experiments, the aspect ratio aEB/h was chosen
tive magnitudes of the secondary currents normalized by to be equal to 10 (Case A), 6 (Case B), 4 (Case E), 3

. Umax are roughly equal to each other in both Case J (air (Case D) and 2 (Case C), as shown in Fig. 3. Of course,
duct) and Case K (water channel) except for near the free Case C is a square-cross channel. The maximum mainstream
surface, in spite of the large difference between their velocity Umax was fixed to be 7.1 m/s, in all cases. The
absolute values, i.e. Umax=540 cm/s (Case 3) and Umax=55 Reynolds number ReE4RUm/V (R is the hydraulic radius)
cm/s (Case K). We must emphasize here that the intensity became equal to (3-5) xlO.
of secondary currents is surely strengthened near the free In order to examine in detail the turbulent structure
surface by its existence in comparison of Fig. 2(a) with of secondary currents, the velocity measurements were done
Fig. 2(b). However, the flow patterns of cellular secon- at about 300 measuring points in the 1/4 cross section of

* dary currents are similar to each other in both cases, y-z plane, as shown in Fig. 3. Two velocity pairs of (u,v)
uence, we can conclude that Case J makes a good reproduc- and (u,w) could be measured accurately by X-type hot-wires

tion of cellular secondary currents in open channel flow (DISA 55P61). The hot-wire signals were recorded in digital
which is shown in Fig. 1. Then, its turbulent structure form by using an AD-converter, with the sampling size
was examined through the equations of vorticity and mean N-20,000 and the sampling frequency f-2,000 Hz. Then, some
'flow energy. As the results, the Reynolds stress term, statistical analyses were carried out by a large digital
( /laz2 -a /ay2), is nearly balanced with the production computer at the Data Processing Center, Kyoto University.
term of vorticity, /yaz(v'-T ), in most of the cell
structure. The wall shear stress becomes larger on the EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
troughs than on the ridges. A more detailed discussion
is given in our recent paper (1983 a). Mean Primary Velocity

Such a spanwise non-homogeneity of flow may cause Fig. 4 shows the contours of the iso-velocity of the
secondary currents, or the reverse may be true. However, mean primary velocity U(y,z) normalized by Umax in the
an initiation mechanism of cellular secondary currents square channel (Case C). For a comparison, the previous
and sand ridges over a uniformly flat channel bed is quite data of Melling & Whitelaw(1976) are shown at the right
unknown at present. Three posibilities of this initiation side of Fig. 4. They could measure water flows in a square
mechanism are considered, as follows: channel by making use of a Laser-Doppler anemometer (LDA).
(1) The aspect ratio o5B/h of channel must be selected The present hot-vire data coincide fairly well with their

as an even number, irrespective of wall properties. LDA data, although the distributions of the latter are a
It is only a kind of eigen-value problem, little more peaked than those of the former. This differe-

(2) An initiation of cellular secondary currents is nce may be due to the shorter channel length of Melling &
motivated by the mutual interaction between the Whitelaw (i.e. 147R, compared with 25OR for the present
secondary currents and the sand bed. experiment). The iso-velocity lines bulqe outwards along

(3) An existence of free surface motivates cellular the corner bisector. This indicates thac the square channel
secondary currents, flow is three-dimensional in all cross section.

On the basis of our preliminary water flow experiments Fig. 5 shows the variations of U(y,z) against the
(1982, 83 b) and the numerical calculations 3f Naot.Rodi spanwise direction, z. The value of U(z) at the center
(1982) who took the effect of free surface into account, elevation of y/h-1.0 for both Cases A and B increases
we can attain a hypothesis that the existence of free firstly with z/h and then attains a constant. That is to
surface is not an essential cause of cellular secondary say, the central zone of iz/hI <3 (Case A; B/h-10) and I
currents, but it only promotes their intensity near the (Case B; B/h-6) is considered to be a two-dimensional flow.
free surface, as seen in Fig. 2. As defined later, the diameter Zz of the bottom vortex

In the light of the above, the present study is to of the secondary current is shown in Fig. 5. It should be
investigate the existence of secondary currents over a noticed that the spanwise variation of U(z) has a somewhat
flat solid bed by varying the aspect ratio oEB/h of channel minimum value at the position of (0 - 2)h farther from the
and to examine their initiation mechanism. That is, we side-wall, that is, in the bottom-vortex. As mentioned
will examine experimentallywhich of (1) and (2) has a later, this minimum position corresponds to the position
more possibility, of an upflow of secondary current and a minimum wall shear

stress. This result is one of the most important features



when an initiation mechanism of cel'ular secondary Present Data (CASE C) Melling & Whitelaw(1976)
currents is investigated. Re2.7x10

4 
(Air Flow) Re-4.210

4 
(Water Flow)

Secondary Currents (Longitudinal Vo. cex) 0 .
% ~Fig. 6(a)-(e) are vector descriptions of the mean0.7velocity~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~7 V0.97o8eodaycrrnsfr l ass .secondary current towards the corner of the channel is z/h 925 0.95

Srecognized clearly in all cases. The maximum value of the 0.6 -- ' 0.9

secondary current velocity Us B V is nearly equal to
0.015Umax, which is in a good agreement with the result 0.4 - 0.85

of Melling & Whitelaw(1976). This value is, however,
smaller than the magnitude of the multi-cellular secondary 0.8
currents which were shown in Fig. 2. U.2

This well-known secondary current (we call it 'corner 0.-

secondary flow'.) flows along the corner bisector, i.e. O.O
45*-line, irrespective of the aspect ratio B/h, and it -0 -0.8 -0.6 .0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0
produces only a pair of longitudinal vortices. One vortex y/h y/h
over the corner bisector is called 'side-vortex', and the
other vortex under the bisector is called 'bottom-vortex'. Fig. 4. Comparison of the present hot-wire data of U(y,z)-

Of course, in the square channel of Case C, the isovel lines with the LDA data by Melling & whitelaw.
side- and bottom-vortices are well symmetrical
with each other in regard to the bisector. (a) CASE-A (Aspect Ratio B/h10), U/Umax

The pattern of the side-vortex is complete-
ly confined by the side wall and thus it is
seldom affected by the aspect ratio a-B/h of
channel. On the other hand, the bottom-vortex
is much affected by the aspect ratio C. As a

* increases, the size of the bottom-vortex becoms
larger and then tends to attain a constant. In
order to evaluate the size if the bottom-vortex,

*the position of the vortex center and the vortex- to2
diameter are defined as horizontal distances Zj
and 12, respectively, f;om the side-wall. 11 and
X2 could be determined easily from Fig. 6, al- N'".. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..

-, though the vortex-diamter 2 was evaluated z/h

*roughly. These experimental data are shown in
* Fig. 7, together with the corresponding Case-name. (b) CASE-B (B/h=6), U/U, (c) CASE-C (B/h-2), U/Ux "
" When a is smaller than 2, a side-vortex in the

case of a >2 can be regarded as a bottom-vortex -
by the exchange of B for h. The vortex-diameter ________---
L2 increases linearly with the aspect ratio (I - •
when a < 3. However, when , > 3, its increase is ,

much suppressed, and then 1, tends to attain a-, consant, i.e. 42/h a 2. The distance ZI of the 2£- - - -  , , (--22- , . . -.

vortex center is nearly equal to a half of L. .
Also, the elevation of the vortex center attains
a half depth, i.e. y/h0.5, with an incroase of .
the aspect ratio a. __ _

We must emphasize here that multi-cellular -'. . . . . . . . . ..C

secondary currents observed in Figs. 1 and 2 z/h z/h
cannot be recognized in the central zone of Cases
A and B. This indicates that cellular secondary Fig. 5. Variations of ean primry velocity U(y,z) against
currents are produced directly neither by the the spanwise direction, z.

corner secondary flow, nor by the variation of the aspect ration curve between E and Ux could be described very
ratio. That is to say, the initiation mechanism (1) of well by
cellular secondary currents mentioned in the Introduction E' - E - AUi (2)
is considered to be minor posibility.

in which Eo is the output voltage at U* 1.O, and A and n
Friction Velocity (Wall Shear Stress) are the calibration coefficients.

Firstly, we have ex ned the law of the wall, i.e. By using the calibration curve of Eq. (2), the span-
the log-law, which is described by wise distributions of the friction velocity U,1 could be

U/U, - 5.75 log U,y/) + 5.5 () obtained directly, and they are shown in Fig. 9. The
(U•y/V) experimental values of U 0 and UZ are normalized by their

The friction velocity U, can be evaluated by the least- spanwise average values U,j and U,2, respectively, in Fig.
square method so that the experimental values of U for 9. Then, U,I/U,2 was equal to 0.98, 0.98 and 0.96 for
U~y/v < - 0 may coincide with Eq. (1). An example of these Cases A, B and C, respectively. Both the distributiovs .
velocity distributions is plotted in Fig. 8 for Case A. of Ui and U,2 coincide well with each other for all cases.
Except for very near the side-wall (i.e. Run 25). the mean This indicates the validity of the above-mentioned evalu-
primary velocity U(y) agrees very well with Eq. (1). A ation methods of the friction velocity.
good agreement could be also obtained for the other cases. For the square channel of Ca.e C, the peak of the
That is, the log-law is satisfied near the bed irrespective friction velocity appears not at the channel center z, "
of the existence of corner secondary flow, although the but at the position of iz -. 5h. In the same manner, the
side-wall effect appears farther from the bed and near friction velocity attains a mild but important peak at
the side-wall. Therefore, the friction velocity U.z could the position of 1.2h for Case A and 0.8h for Case B from
be easily evaluated from the log-law, and its spanwise the side-wall. And then, it decreases somewhat and inc-
distributions are shown in Fig. 9. reases again in the central zone where a two-dimensional

Next, we have developed a new method by which the flow is established as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 9
friction velocity can be evaluated directly. A single- shows also the experimental curves obtained by Leutheuss-
sensor hot-wire was set precisely at y-2 m from the wall er (1963). He could measure the friction velocity by mak-
instead of a Preston-tube, and its output voltage E was ing use of a Preston -tube for the same aspect ratios as
calibrated carefully by the friction velocity U.; which Cases B and C. The present values are in a good agreement
was obtained frcm the p ge radient lP/ax of the cha- with his data.
0mel flow, i.e. U. i .(P/77x Then, the Calib- This mild peak and valley distribution of the fric-InI



tion velocity in the bottom- -
vortex whose size is £z, (a) = V- / Q' ' Aspect Ratio 8/h=10vorte whsO.e sZc 02.

could be also observed in-- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

open-channel flow by the . - - - - .

authors(1983 a), although ....
the amplitude of peak/valley ,'_..

was somewhat larger in open- , , . .
channel than in closed chann- - - - - .'

el. The same feature of the . . •
friction velocity has been 5.:- .
recently found by Knight et _ _ _ _ __'_.'___ _ _"_ _

al.(1982) in both open and S. -4.5 -..2 -3.8 -3.4 -3.C -2.3 -2.2 -i.' -i. -:.0 -C.6 -0.2
closed channels. ,

It should be noticed
that the valley region of U, .t s be noticed
at the position of (1-2)h (b) C SE =  B/h6 (c) C . '-

_ = 0.02.a,

from the side-wall corresponds .... ....... . . .".B/h=2
- to the upflow (V >0) region © . . . . . .. .. "

of the bottom-vortex which C , .. . . . . . . . . . ... •
is produced by the corner . . . .. . ..........

secondary flow. In multi- - . .......... I ....- .. .
cellular secondary currents e ..... . . . . . . . .
shown in Fig. 2, the authors I ! * :..:... -- -
(1982, 83 a) have also found
the same noticeable feature
that the friction velocity -3.0 -2.5 -2.2 -1. - . -0.3 C. 0 .: C -, - .

* or wall shear stress is dep- Z/H Z/-

* resed at the place where an
upflow (V>0) occurs, while (d) C SE= 0 -.E DB'h,3e
it is promoted at the place . . . . . . .
where the dovnflow (V<0) / ..

occurs. .. . . , ...

Turbulence Characteristics , .... . .... . I - -. . .......

We have analyzed the .. . . . .
distributions of turbulence - - - - - -

intensities u', v' and w', - . " L "

and also Reynolds stress -uv - I .' I-
and -uw for all cases. _' -. -0. -0.3 0.0uw 0o- .0 -1.6 -.. -0.8 -0.4 0.0 0.4 r -

Turbulence Intensities. / Z/H
The present experimental data
of u', v' and w' in the square Fig. 6. Vector descriptions of the secondary currents (V, W) for all cases.
channel have agreed well with
many previous data. For example,
Fig. 10 shows the contours of turbulence intensity u'/U x  A.
in the square channel, and its corresponding contours of 2.0 "
the primary mean velocity have been already indicated in 8
Fig. 4. Surely, the present distribution of u'/Umax is in E vortext,0omer (
a good agreement with the result of Melling & Whitelaw X/h "9
(1976), although there are a little quantitative differen- "

ces between the two. The contour lines of u' are symmetric
with each other in regard to the corner bisector, and they
bulge more strongly towards the corner than the contour c A

lines of the primary mean velocity U. This suggests that -

the turbulence intensities are affected more strongly by ex center
the corner secondary flow than the primary mean velocity D E
is affected, and vice versa. A close interrelation between D
the turbulence characteristics and the secondary currents 'E -'

can be explained by the vorticity equation (e.g. see our E
paper (1983 a)). The contour lines of v' and w' showed a
good anti-symmetric distribution with each other in regard A, ___,______________"'_____

to the corner bisector for the square channel, which can 005 0"
be easily obtained by its boundary condition. They also a-B/h
bulged towards the corner, although their bulges were
smaller than that of u'.

Even when the aspect ratio a became greater than 2, Fig. 7. Size of the bottom-vortex.
the turbulence intensities u', v' and w' showed a similar
distribution to those of the square channel (a-2), i.e. however, very small near the boundaries of y/h-O and 1,
Fig. 10, in the side-wall zone whose size is 2, as shown although it becomes largest near the half depth of y/h=0.5.

4, in Fig. 7. In the central zone where Therefore, this feature suggests an interrelation between
]/h < (3/2 - 2)/h s (a-4)/2 (3)such a deviation of -uv and a vertical mean velocity V.

-- h < (/ -_a3)Fig. 12 shows an examle of the spanwise distribution

u'/U,, v'/U, and w'/U, indicated a two-dimensional distri- of -uw/Umax . Of course, -uw should be equal to zero if
bution and they agreed well with the results of Laufer any secondary current does not exist. This feature is
(1951) which were obtained at z-0 for the aspect ratio of satisfied well in the central zone of zl< h, which is
'2. obtained from Eq. (3) for Case B. It should be noticed

Reynolds Stresses. Fig. 11 is the vertical distribu- that the gradient of -uw against z is positive, i.e.
tions o? -V/ U fo ase A. They indicate a linear dis- a(-7)/az >0, in the upflow (V>O) region of ,zi/h=1.4-2.0
cribution in the central zone, i.e. zI/h < 3 from Eq.(3), (see Fig. 6). This feature could be also obtained in the
and thus a two-dimensional turbulent structure can be multi-cellular secondary currents of Fig. 2. Then, the
recognized here again. The values of -uv deviate somewhat authors (1983 a) verified that the loss of mean flow
upwards from this linear distribution in the upflow (V>O) energy convected by the upflow was nearly balanced with
region of j2 /h-3.0-3.6, and then they deviate downwards the gain of energy done by the transverse Reynolds stress
from it due ti the side-wall effect. This deviation is, uw.



Vorticity. Figs. 13 and 14 show the contours of the AEA(set ai /-a
turbul1ence intensity difference (7-7) and the stream-
wise vorticity ; ~ ZOWI VIWz), respectively, for Case A.
The production term 32Cv74-w)/ayaz of vorticity is not at
all equal to zero in the side-wall zone, and as the resu- U/U--5.75109 ?.5~..-,
It it produces the vorticity & only in this zone, as seen 7 - 2u - 7#1 71
in Fig. 14. As has been expected in Fig. 6, it is under-

* stood from Fig. 14 that the intensity of the bottom-vortex
is stronger than that of the side-vortex. On the other
hand, in the central zone of lz)/h< 3, the vorticity is
nearly equal to zero. iZ

To sum up, cellular secondary currents are not
produced in the central zone of solid smooth channel with
the aspect ratio cs-B/h > 4. 5r .

Preliminary Experiment on Initiation Mechanism of .

Celular Secondary Currents .

The aaove-nentioned fact suggests strongly that an h o
initiation of multi-cellular secondary currents of Fig. 1

- .. is motivated directly neither by the existence of side ___________________

*wall, nor by the existence of free surface. The former C' 2 3 4 5 5109I~ 3 Is

produces originally the corner secondary flow, while the 55'g99-
2

k2: 3

latter strengthens its flow near the free surface (1983a).
Therefore, we must search the initiation mechanism Fig. 8. Law of the wall, i.e. Log-law as a parameter of

Present Dats (CASE C) Melling & Whitelaw(1976) saws ieto ntecanlo /~0___ _ Ai Fow)Re4.x O~(water Flow) (a) CASE-A (8/h-l0) 0 ~a. (from Pressure Gradient)

~. ~ Ii7;v - - z/h .; OOOO1~ ~ U-210-2 (from Log-Law)

0.4 
09

7.0

II I I-5 -' -3 /H -2 0i
-. U -06 -0.4 -0.2Z 0.0 0.Z 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

(ch CAE- (/h2
yh/h(b) CASE-B (B/h=6) W CS- Bh2

Fig. 10. Comparison of the present hot-wire data of
u'-isolines with the LDA data obtained by00 0 \.
Melling & Whitelaw (1976). -- - 1.0 0,..0 .8 0

-' 4,CASE- C/-l0) *( ~ y x0 I *3 0-..04Q

y/h lh j: y/h . .
- * . . ~ .Z 2. e

-3 -2 ,/ -1- 0- /

. R40

CAE- ,B-1) .4.,vr/U xl
,~ma

Fig 9. Vaitosof7ito7elct ~z

Fig. 11. Distributions of the Reynolds stress -77 - /0 -20
against the vertical direction, y, for Case A.

CASE-B (B/h6), -7w-/Ui u2 03  Fig. 13. ISO-lines of (;T --v)/U2
max (lo,)in the chan~i. 1 of B/hsM,8B

,' t CASE-A (8/h-10), hfUmax (00O)

.o4.

1 z/h Iz /h :**t

Fig. 12. Distributions of the transverse Reynolds stress Fig. 14. Iso-lines of the stremwise vorticity
-Uw against the spanwise direction, z, for Case B.intecaeloB/-.



of cellular secondary currents 0.0zu.. CR R E
anywhere. Then, we found an impor-
tant feature in the spanwise dis- -- -- . --

tribution of the wall shear stress ci . - .
TO-OU2, as mentioned previously.
That is, U* attains a mild peak " / / , . / .... . •
in the side-wall zone of air duct, - - - • - ' , , , • • .

as seen in Fig. 9. This feature -, - } ,-

was also recognized in open chan- -. .
nels by Knight at al.(1982) and
the authors(1983 a). Thus, it is . -4.6 -. 2- -3.8 -3.4 -3.0 -2.6 -2.2 -1B -1.4 -1.0 -0.6 -0.2

considered that this variation of Z/I-
U* is created by the corner secon- CPSE= G V-N VECTOR
dary flow. If the channel is Com- 0.0ZUS S E V
posed of a movable flat-bed, the -. -.. . . . ------ -------------
sediment transport varies span-. ... "
wisely in the side-wall zone, and . - . ."

as the result a first pair of ,,, -.............. "
longitudinal sand ridge and trough ; S...............

may be produced. Of course, the FPO

peak zone of U, is scoured to be-
come a trough. Sands on the trough ol A - ' *" "

are swept out both downstream (by O0 -4. - .2 -3.8 -3.4 -3.0 -2'. - .2 -. 8 -IA -. 0 -01.6 -0.2
, U) and at the side of the trough Z/H

(by W), and then they are gathered Fig. 15. Vector descriptions of the cellular secondary currents (V,W)
to form a sand ridge. in the channel with a first longitudinal ridge element.

In order to simulate this
situation and verify the validity of this initiation mech- CONCLUDING REMARKS
nics, we have conducted two experiments of Cases F and G,
in which a longitudinal rod with a triangular cross sec- In this paper we have investigated the existence of
tion of the height k-O.088h was attached as a first longi- secondary currents over a smooth solid bed by varying the
tudinal ridge onto the bed of the channel with the aspect aspect ratio of channel, and then examined their initiat-
ratio B/h-J0 (Case A), as shown in Fig. 3. In Case F, the ion mechanism. The main findings obtained from the above
longitudinal rod was set at the position of the minimum are as follows:
wall shear stress, which could be obtained from Fig. 9(a). (1) The present data of the turbulent structure in square
For a comparison with Case F, its rod of Case G was set channel coincide well with the previous data obtained
at the position of the maximum downflow (V<O), which could by Melling & Whitelaw(1976) and the others.
be obtained from Fig. 6(a). The condition of Case F corre- (2) A pair of longitudinal vortices, i.e. corner secon- .4*_,
sponds to the formation of a first longitudinal sand ridge. dary flow, appear only in the side-wall zone.

Fig. 15 shows the vector descriptions of the seconds- (3) The size of the vortex over the corner bisector be-
ry currents (V,W) for Cases F and G. lts ridge height k is comes constant irrespective of the aspect ratio B/h,
comparatively small, but a large variation of the flow while the size of the vortex under its bisector inc-
patterns is recognized in comparison with Fig. 6(a). For teases with B/h and then it approaches a constant.
Case F, a strong upflow (V>O) is created over the ridge, (4) Cellular secondary currents are not produced in the
and a new pair of cellular secondary currents appear on central zone of solid channel with B/h > 4.
each side of the ridge. In correspondence to it, the wall (5) The bed shear stress attains a mild peak in the side-
shear stress varied spanwisely, and in turn it was sugges- wall zone.
ted that this renewed variation of wall shear stress might Among the above results, (5) is the most important feature I
produce a second pair of longitudinal ridge and trough. to explain an initiation mechanism of the cellular secon-
As seen in Case F, the flow pattern of the secondary cur- oary currents which are observed in straight alluvial
rents over the ridge is similar to that of the cellular channel flow. A sand bed of alluvial channel will be sco-
secondary currents of Fig. 2, although the vortex at the ured initially at the position where the bed shear stress
right side of the ridge is yet weaker than the vortex at attains a peak in the side-wall zone. As the result, a
its left side, probably because of the absence of a second longitudinal sand ridge will be produced. In turn, a new
longitudinal ridge. On the other hand, Case G indicates cellular secondary current will be created in the neigh-
& comparatively complicated flow pattern. It should be bourhood by this sand ridge. Eventually, cellular secon-
noticed that the side-vortex of this case disappears due dary currents will be produced in all the cross section
ti the existence of the longitudinal rod, as contrasted of channel, by these mutual interaction of the flow and
with Cases A and F. This suggests that, if the longitudinal the bedform.
ridge is set on the bottom near the corner, the corner Therefore, more detailed investigations will be nece-
secondary flow is depressed or destroyed by its ridge. ssary in water flow, in order to examine such a hypothesis

From the above results, it is considered that an inS- of the initiation mechanism of cellular secondary currents
tiation of cellular secondary currents is motivated by the and also the effects of the free surface (Froude number)
mutual interaction between the secondary currents and the and the bed roughness on it.
sand bed. The wall shear stress Tz has a mild peak in the
side-wall zone, due to the existence of the corner secon- REFERENCES
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SOME EFFECTS OF ROTATION ON TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

by

H.T. WITT, J.H.WATMUFF and P.N. JOUBERT
Mechanical Engineering Department

University of Melbourne

ABSTRACT that were optimally sensitive to u and v, respectively.
The adjustments were made when shaking the wires, first

Turbulence metasurementsa are presented for low. in the steamwise direction, tnen in the cross-stream
* Reynolds number turbulent boundary layers developing in direction. The wires were then calibrated dynamically by

a zero pressure gradient. The effects of rotation on shaking them sinusoidally following Perry and
* these layers are examined and a comparison is made with Morrison (1971b) and Morrison, Perry and Samuel (1972).

zero rotation results. This technique evaluates the system sensitivities
directly without relying on any assumed heat transfer . -

INTRODUCTION laws or measured wire angles.
For small perturbation it is assumed that

" The present investigation in the University of u a v
Melbourne Rotating Wind Tunnel is a continuation of the au -ms 3v Vms %
work presented by Watmuff, Witt and Joubert (1983). It aE eu, rms v rms
was shown that mean velocity profiles measured in a
boundary layer rotating about a spanwise axis, were where urms is the rms value of the velocity
effected by the rotation from the buffer region perturbation. If the turbulence intensity at a point in
outwards. The data were empirically descibed in terms of the layer where a measurement is taken is low (less than

.* a logarthmic law with altered constants. These constants 10% say) linearity of the hot-wire voltages can be --
were shown to scale with an Ekman number formed byflv/u4. assumed, i.e. the sensitivity is constant for the full
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. perturbation, being equal to the sensitivity at its mean

value.
To eliminate one source of error in measuring in ""'

regions with high turbulence intensity, such as when
taking a profile close to a wall, the signals were
passed through an analogue lineariser, based on the

* following considerations.

The sensitivities au/aE and av/aEu v ,-
determined by the above mentioned sinusoidal shaking

.u a M mML4 technique, can be approximated with great accuracy by
Harlan second order polynomials,

,.O C I8Iau/aEu =B 2CE - 3DE:'

C A= and av/3 E R SE - TE

.... m,,mc where the constants are evaluated by least squares curve
2.. fit. Integration of these expressions gives

AWASWuE -u Eu) A.BE.CE2 
-DE'

3

1unwUNALin7 u u u
Ev'Lin= v(Eu' Ev

) = P+QEu-(R SEvTE' )E
u

Fig.! Experimental arrangement.
i.e. the linear output voltages E and Ev are

While the previous work was done mainly with generated by passing the matched vntages E vnknE
pressure probes and only a few profiles were measured through an analogue circuit that generates the desired
with hot-wires, now all profiles have been taken with polynomials. The cons ants of integration are derived
normal hoc-wires in order to reveal the effect of from static data points,
rotation on turbulence quantit:ies. After the linpariser the quantities E Lin'

;i ,TvT , e uLinev. are measured an Ana ogue
MOT-WIRE AN IMOHMRY cyut, EYpcally'integtated over a period of 30

The anemometers used were of the constant seconds. The averaged quantities are then fed into a
temperature type, as described by and Perry and Morrison compuLer for data reduction.
(1

97
1a) and Perry (1982) The wires were made of The main reason for processing the data wi:h

Wollaston wire with an etched length of about Imm and a analogue circuits is that it allows much faster data
platinup "re of about I ,m. The distance between wires acquisition than sampling the hot-wire voltages with AID
in X-witre probes was 3etwer 0.3 And 0.7mm. converters connected to digital computers. Because of

In the case of crossed-wires the output voltages the 'spikey' nature of the anemometer voltages it is
were atchad by suitable analogue addition and necessary to take a very large number f discrete o

subtraction of the voltages to produce signals Eu and Ev  samples before convergence is achieved when digital data

.4A. •"



acquisition is used. In the authors' opinion analogue
data processing has become very attractive in recent TRAVEM
years, due to improvements in reliability and accuracy SIG

of modern electronic computational circuits. WR
The effect of using a lineariser versus assuming

that the sensitivity is constant for (small) -
. perturbations around a mean velocity is shown in Figs. 2 ?- 'r
*b and 3 . It is seen that the mean velocity profiles

". differ appreciably for the two methods only close to the X W
"- wall, i.e. in the buffer region and early logarithmic

region where turbulence intensity is high and excursions
from the mean are large, a small difference is -NA-.
discernible. The turbulence intensity is seen to be ICR=PE
about 5% higher at the peak when linearity is assumed
when compared to using the lineariser.

21
U Fig. 4 Optical arrangement to determine wall distance.

3. * , Fig. 5 Hot-wire and its reflection in the wall.

2 yu /v 2000 When the tunnel is spinning the probe is slightly

Fig. 2 Mean velocity profiles measured with normal deflected, of the order of 0.2mm, due to centrifugal
hot-wire, with and without lineariser. forces. The wall distance can still be determined with

9 * great accuracy, however, because of a small electrical

T, -button that is set up to just touch the probe when the
wall distance is the same as that with the tunnel

stationary. This contact also revealed that vibrations
of the probe were small, of the order of'O.02mm when the
tunnel is rotating.

The same optical system was used to check that the

Preston tube always was flush against the wall.
All the following results have been reduced with

*% the wall distance as measured with the microscope and
* t.Lrarized with the shear velocity as measured with a Preston tube/ calibrated in the smooth-walled pipe described inHenbest (1983). The pipe calibration was within about.0.57 

of Patel's (1965) calibration over most of the
range except for very low Reynolds numbers. No
alterations at all were done to y or u, to achieve
smoother data.

COMPARISON OF MEAN VELOCITY PROFILES MEASURED WITH PITOT
TUBES AND HOT WIRES

2 yu /v 2000 Before seriously considering the turbulence
T quantities, a comparison was made between mean velocity

Fig. 3 Streamwise turbulence intensicy measured with and profiles obtained with a Picot tube and a hot-wire,
without lineariser. (refer Fig. 6) for the tunnel stationary. The agreement

is seen to be excellent except 4n the buffer region
COMMENTS ABOUT OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES where no attempt of carrying out a wall correction on

the Picot tube data has been made. The hot-wires also
To obtain good collapse of data close to the wall show a wall effect, only much closer to the wall, refer

it is necessary to determine the wall distance with Fig. 7. The data follow the trend as reported by Alcaraz
great accuracy. This was done by viewing the wires in a and Mathieu (1975). After the wire left the electric
microscope with a graticule in the eyepiece. The button the mean velocity, as indicated by the wire, fell
arrangemnt is seen in Fig. 4 and a typical photograph before rising, while the turbulence intensity rose all
of the -iew, without graticule, is shown in Fig. 5 . the time.

It is estimated that the wire can be placed with an Occasionally a profile did not agree with Picot
accuracy of aoout O.01mm. Also it can be chpcked whether tube results and a calibration afterwards revealed that
the wire is parallel to the wall - and some wires with a there had been drift, so the data were rejected.
bow that is considered too large are rejected. When the tunnel was rotated the mean velocity

Very close to the wall, however, even a small bow profiles still showed reasonable agreement with Pitot
in the wire makes it difficult to say exactly where the tube results, the largest deviation occ.rring in the
effective centre of the wire is, so that profiles destabilised layer, where deviations of up to a few
measured with two different wires may not collapse percent were encountered,(see Fig. 8).This could be
exactly in this region. caused by errors accumulated in the icerative process



used to determine the static pressure distribution, RESULTS OBTAINED WITH NORMAL HOT-WIRES %
following the procedure outlined by Johnston et al 2.

(1972). The effect of rotation at each streamwise station
on the streamwise turbulence intensity,

28 ,, ...... non-dimensionalised with wall variables, is shown in

U Figs. 9a-f. As expected the destabilised layer shows a
higher and the stabilised layer shows a lower screamwise
turbulence intensity in the outer region than the

% corresponding zero rotation case. At each station the
inner region of the intensity profiles (yuTlv less than

% 16) is the same for the stationary, destabilised and
stabilised cases with the peak value occuring at the
same location. Close to the trip wire the three profiles
are still very similar for a long way into the region
where the mean velocity data shows apparent logarithmic
variation with wall distance, (Watmuff et al.(1983)).

The streamwise development of the streamwise
turbulence intensity versus log yu,/v is shown in Figs.
lla-c. In spite of the accurate determination of wall
distance the e are some profiles that stand out in the
region close to the wall. This is caused by the

H4t Wire Pitot tube difficulty in determining the eftective wall distance

for wires close to the wall where even a small bow
causes some uncertainty.r" 3 For the stationary and stabilised cases, from the

2 yU /V 2000 wall out to values of yu./v of about 40 or 50, the
T profiles vary very little with streamwise distance

Fig. 6 Mean velocity profiles measured with Pitot tube and free stream velocity.
" and hot-wire, tunnel stationary. 2 1

2

UU

,.T U 2 2 "' -

FYUT /v 2000

Y, /V 30 Fig. 9a Non-dimensionalised streamwise turbulence
intensity, free stream velocity U. = 7.5 m/s, distance

Fig. 7 Wall effect on mean velocity and streamwise downstream from trip wire x = 0.30m, station 1, Re = 610
turbulence intensity measured with hot-wire. in zero rotation layer

o = zero rotation layer

2 &...... 
= 

destabilised layer, a = I rev/sec
V - stabilised layer, a =I rev/sec

Up

Hot Wire -Pitot Tube

2 '/V 2000-

Fig, 8 Mean velocity profiles measured with Pitot tube 2 yu /v 2000

*and hot-wire, tunnel rotating, destabilised layer Fig. 9b Same as Fig.9a, x 0.33m. station 2, Re 8 30
(leading edge). in zero rotation layer.

3.16



The streamwise development for the stationary
profiles against y16 ( where 6 is the boundary layer 9
thickness) is shown in Fig. 10. The profiles look very
similar to each other but show a definite pattern with 2
streamwise development. T

'j2

U 
2

TI

2 YU / 2000

Fig. 9f Same as Fig. 9a, LL= lOin/s. x 1.21m, station
5, Re 2000, in zero rotation layer.

2 YUT /V 2

9
* Fig. 9c Same as Fig. 9a, x =0.

7
6m, station 3, Re 1100 i1

in zero rotation layer.

-, U
2

. rn/s Last Station
10 rn/s Last Station

-A,

01
0.00 y/6 1.10

0 Fig. 10 Non-dimensionalised stresinwise turbulence
2YUt 'V 2000 intensity versus wall distance non-dirnensionalised with

boundary layer thickness. Development with increasing
Fig. 9d Same as Fig. 9a, x =0.98m, station 4, Re =1300 sti-eamfwise distance, 7.5 rn/s. last station at. 10 rn/S.
in zero rotation layer.

12 U'

UT 2

7.5 rn/s Last Station

10 rn/s Last Station

7. 5 n/s

Increasing

/ evelopmnt /

$~ U 2V 2000v 00
2 w 00 Fig. lla Strecinwise turbulence intersity for zero

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 9a, x 1 .21m, station 5, Re 1500 rotation layers. Development with stresinwise distance at
in zero rotation layer. 7.5 rn/s and last station 3t 10 rn/s.



In the destabilised layers the influence of In the profiles obtained at a skin friction maximum and
rotation is seen to have an effect into the region below at -:e intermediate position, however, there does not
the peak values. There is an apparent increase in the ap:iar to be any linear region at all. The profile at
peak values with increasing streamwise distance until the skin friction maximum shows very little wake
the last few profiles, which have similar values. In component, the profile at the intermediate position is
particular the last two stations at 7.5 m/s are almost nearly the same except for a slightly larger wake. The
ide- .al, which may indicate full layer development. 28

should be noted, that Watmuff et al.(1983),
repot.-- that the skin friction coefficient for the U

destabilised layers showed large spanwise variations. U
These variations were observed to be smaller close to
the centreline where the profiles were taken,
nevertheless there could be some uncertainty in the
value of u.

Ina:easin '** Fig. 12 ffcnrievlotypflsdestabilised
centr i ne Profile

S 7m.5 

r/s 
Last Station 

.

f . 0 rn/s Last Station

Developm, rein feteln

22 /v 200.0

IncreaSme s i ng Fig. 1or sOatfsf centrers. veoct prfies detbiie

4" 0

,,/7 Sr / ......

"..2
YUei~n /~Z 2yV 2000- Mn Of

>' NFig. 13a Screamuise turbulence intensity corresponding -

Fig. llc Same as Fig. 11a, for dstabilised layers. ti1
2  

M . U Cen ffin

.12 U' Profileosy rfie so i ig 2

i;'PROFILES OFF THE CENTRELINE t. uT  Cenl-eJline

AS mentioned above, large periodic spanwise . roie
variations of the skin friction coefficient occur in the ..destabilised layers for positions away from the Cetreline Profile

! ~rotation alone, all the above profiles were taken on the f -Scentrelin A to avoid the Splication of additionaleffects such as Taylor-oert1er vortices. As a matter of 7
interest, a fe profiles were taken off the centreline

in the destabilied layer, namely at positions

- corresponding to a maximum and a minimum skin frictionposition and at an interediate position. 'n "r'""i

The men velocity profiles, see Fig. 12, are seen to
• look entirely different from the profiles measured on

- he cencreline. While it was found that profiles for ,
*rotating layers had no region where the usual 0 .- 'logaritmic law of the wall with the constants 0.41 and 2 YUTT// 2000

3.0 fitted the data, there was always an often quite Fig.13b Same as Fig. 13a, with mean value of ut used tolayers.
large tegion wher some straight line could be fitted. non-dimensionalise data.

cotoi* ineteamwa olo t.h feto

roainaoealteaoe rflswretkno h



profile at the skin friction minimum has a fairly long The results may indicate some low Reynolds number
section that appears linear and it shows a large wake, effects. As there is a lack of reliable data in this

The turbulence profiles are shown in Fig. 13a, form for low Reynolds number boundary layers, the
together with the profile measured on the centreline. authors are not sure whether this is a real phenomenon
Here the off-centreline profiles have been in the flow or whether it is a property of the probe or
non-dimensionalised with the local value of the friction instrumentation under these conditions.
velocity utand it can be seen that there is a large
variation between them. The same data is shown in Fig.
13b, non-dimensionalised with the centreline value of
the friction velocity (which is close to the mean value) u

2

and it can be seen that the data shows less variation T - NOrn-Wm data

from the wall out to yu~v of about 40 or 50. This -

raises the question of what value of u. should be used .

to reduce data when there are spatial variations of this C ossed-wim data
parameter.

X-WIRE RESULTS

Presently profiles are being taken with crossed-
wire probes. The mean velocity profiles agree very well
with those obtained with normal hot-wires, see Fig. 14.
The screamwise turbulence intensity seems to be somewhat
higher than that measured with the normal wire, see Fig.
15. This is not surprising, however, since the distance
of the effective centre of a X-wire from the wall is
less well defined than the wall distance of a normal
hot-wire.

The transverse turbulence intensity and the 0
Reynolds stress for a few experiments in the stationary 2 YU /V 2000
duct are presented in Figs. 16 and 17. It is seen that T

the repeatability is very high. It is noted, however, Fig. 15 Streamwise turbulence intensity obtained on 5
that the non-dimensionalised Reynolds stress close to different occations with X-wire probe.
the wall is lower than expected. Assuming that there is 1.30
a small region of constant shear stress in the layer
from the wall outwards, in this region we would expect V2'

to find the non-dimensionalised Reynolds shear stress 2
v /u' to be close to unity value provided viscous T

stresses are negligible. In the region of validity of
the logarithmic law of the wall the viscous component of
the shear stress is less than 4%. At higher free stream
velocities,i.e. higher Reynolds numbers, our measured
values tend to increase closer to the unity value,
see Figs. 18, 19 and 20. Here some earlier cursory
results are shown at three different free stream
velocities, for the stabilised, destabilised and
stationary cases. These results were taken without using
the lineariser and there is greater unc-rtainty in the
wall distance. In all cases the Reynolo stess appears
to be constant in the region where the mean velocity
profiles show apparent logarithmic variation with wall
distance. Watmuff et al. (1983) showed that this region
was considerably larger for the destabilised layers and
smaller for the stabilised layers when compared to the
zero rotation case. The Reynolds stress profiles are 0. 00
consistent with this observation. At each free stream 2 yu /v 2000 .
velocity the profiles effected by rotation have values '

close to the zero rotation result close to the wall, Fig. 16 Turbulence intensity normal to the wall, on 5
within the experimental uncertainty, different occations, corresponding to Fig. 15.

, 28 1.20

U TT

UT,2

Ncral1i data

2YU /V 2000 2 yk / 2000

Fig. 14. Comparison of mean velocity profiles, normal Fig.17 Non-dimensionalised Reynolds stress obtained on 5
wire and X-vire. Ui. 7.5 rn/a, x *1.21 a, R=1500. ii" :ent occasions, corresponding to Fig. 15.

.%4.'
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As far as instrumentation is concerned the matched CONCLUSIONS
hot-wire voltages were on two occasions simultaneously
calibrated and processed by our analogue system and with The low Reynolds number zero rotation and
an on-line digital computer, using a non-linear hot-wire stabilised boundary layer screamwise turbulence
voltage inversion program. Similar trends in the data intensity data show good collapse and agreement with
were observed, each other in the inner region, independent of

*streamwise development and free stream velocity when
1.29................. ... ........ plotted in wall coordinates. The results for the

*-UlV destabilised layers do not exhibit this collapse, but
,U rather indicate a variation with streamwise development

for a considerable distance. The lack of agreement could
be due in part to the spanwise variation in skin
friction coefficient. The off-centreline results (where
the skin friction coefficient shows large spanwise
variations) have similar values in the inner region if
the mean value of the friction velocity is used to
non-dimensionalise the data.

The crossed-wire data for zero rotation do not
asymptote to the expected value of 'v /4 = 1 in the

inner region at low free stream velocities. The authors

f ind that the asymptotic value is approached as the free
stream velocity is increased. This may indicate a low
Reynolds number effect in the flow but may very well be
due to an effect on the crossed-wire probe or the
Preston tube. In spite of this anomaly our zero rotation
data are very repeatable and indicate a region of
constant shear stress. The authors believe that any

L 00 error would be of similar magnitude for the rotating
2 YUT/v 200 profiles so that our data are likely to show the correct

trend. At each free stream velocity the profiles
effected by rotation have values close to the zero

Fig. 18 Reynolds stress, no lineariser, U = 7.5 m/s, x = rotation results near the wall, within experimental
.* 1.21m, symbols as in Fig. 9a. uncertainty. There also appears to be a region of *

S1.I20 constant shear stress corresponding to the region of1.20 apparent logarithmic variation of mean velocity with
wall distance reported by Watmuff et al.(1

9
83).

2
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ABSTRACT

A simple model for the flow oriented eddies in the
viscous vall region is explored which assumes them to be
associated with spanwise velocity fluctuations at the
edge of the viscous wall region (y+-40) which are homo- s
geneous in the flow direction and have a period in the z-
direction equal to the observed streak spacing (+.+100).
The velocity field calculated by solving the unaveraged Figure 1.
Navier Stokes equations egrees with measurements. This
agreement suggests that the model correctly describes h. Idealized coherent
the production of turbulent kinetic energy close to the .
wall. Furthermore, an interesting selection process is eddy structure
observed whereby the fluctuating streamvise velocity
field close to the wall does not respond to all of the
frequencies of the velocity fluctuations in a plane 10
perpendicular to the direction of the mean flow.

INTRODUCTION

A number of studies in recent years have shown that
turbulent flow close to a solid boundary is dominated by
coherent structures which are greatly elongated in the The basic notion of the Sirkar and Fortuna model is
direction of the flow (Laufer, 1975). These structures that the wall structures are coupled with spanwise velo-
have been found to be associated with the production of city fluctuations at the outer edge of the viscous wall
Reynolds stress and, therefore, with the production of region. Recent measurements by Hogenes (1979) and Lau
turbulent kinetic energy. This paper summarizes prog- (1980) provide support for this picture. in these
ress made in this laboratory to develop a model for studies, simultaneous meas rements of the velocity
these wall eddies. The basic approach is to solve for gradient at multiple locations on the wall and of the
the time varying velocity field in the viscous wall velocity field at multiple locations in the fluid were
region (0<y <40) by solving the unaveraged Navier Stokes made. In this way, flaw patterns away from the wall
equations. An important aspect of this work is to could be correlated through conditional sampling tech-
aplore the effects of various boundary conditions at niques with coherent structures detected from the mesas-
y -40 on the dynamics of the viscous wall region. The urements of the velocity gradient at multiple wall
i diatae purpose is to establish a representation of a locations. eogenes and Hanratty (1982) analyzed he
shear flow close to a wall which is consistent with experimental data of Hogenes and found that the X 2100 .\'.
measurements of the turbulence quantities in the fluid wall eddies, as characterized by their spanwise velocity
and at the wall. The ultimate goal is to develop an signature at the wall, are controlling the fluctuations
understanding of the process by which turbulent energy of the st-eamwise velocity component in the viscous wall
is produced close to the wall and how this process is region. An analysis of Lau's data by Nikolaides et al.
affected by changes in the flow conditions. (1983) showed that these+eddies are strongly coupled

with spanvise flows at y -40. The calculation of auto-
The calculation is motivated by the idealized and cross-correlation coefficients of the streamwise and

model of the wall eddies developed by Sirkar and epanwise components of the velocity also revealed a high
, anratty (1970) and, later, by Fortune (1971). Flow degree of coherency throughout the viscous wall region.
close to the wall is pictured to be dominated by a

* secondary flow homogeneous in the streamwise direction NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS
of the type shown in Pigure Is. The secondary flow
brings high momentum fluid from the region outside the Our initial effort at modeling the wall eddies has
viscous wall region, transfers m ntum to the wall and been reported by Hatziavramidis and Hanratty (1979). In
brings low momentum fluid away from the wall. These this work, the time varying Navier Stokes equations were
structures would thus be characterized by a spanwise solved using a boundary condition for the spanwise coam-
variation of the components of the velocity gradient in ponent of the velocity at y+.40, which is periodic in
the spanwise, eg. m in the streeawise, Sx, directions the spanwise direction (A+=1O0) and which is periodic in
of the tye shown in Figures tb and It. Meaesurements by time (T+-100-period between bursts). The fluctuating
Lee, et al. (1970) support this model in that they show velocity in the streamwise direction at y +40 was taken
the spatial phase relation between sx and sz indicated to be zero. The results have encouraged us to pursue
in Figures lb and Ic. this type of modeling further.
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Our sore recent work is an improvement over the More recently, a number of other boundary conditions
effort by Rstziavramidis in that more realistic outer
boundary conditions are sought. The most notable change have been explored for the outer boundary. It was found
is the use of randomly varying velocities at the outer
boundary. that the - - 0 condition is not a good representation

Because of the assumption of homogeneity in the of the flow at y.40. Non zero tangential stresses in
flow dire- .nt the following simplified form of the
Navier S,. et . tions is used: combination with strong spanwise flows are found to be

necessary for providing the right behavior of the cor-

3v a~ av I -+ (1 reato -

S+ v r + 7 - + v + (1) relation function between w at Y+.40 and s -
Yt 3y 3ayp ay ~ 2 a., ayly0

3w + - -Liz 2! + .- at the wall, as calculated by Nikolaides, at al. (1983).

- .+ w2 . - P + v 3w -_ (2) The following set of boundary conditions is used in
WE y 3Z P z 2 a2

the present work:
3. U 3 U U++v + V -- (3)
a- 3u a t a 2 2 w z r z.

w-L(t) sin- , v- co

-w +  0 (4)
y 3t

and U U + u Ct) cosg- at y y

Equations (1). (2) and (4) are first solved in order to
determine the flow in the y-z plane. By eliminating the
pressure gradient between (1) and (2), and by defining a The terms wL(t), vL(t) and uL(t) are specified from
stre-m function to satisfy (4), the following vorticity- measurements of w(t), v(t) and u(t) at y+=40. They are

* stream function formulation is obtained for the v-w
velocity field: selected in such a way that

4. v~ as+w~ vIL + (5)~)vLtvy at 2 2  vLt) 77 t) o and -0.4.'L vLc 'i

""- T (6)

The amplitude is adjusted so that the spatially and time

where v - - w - y-! - . averaged values of the squares of the fluctuating vel-
cities at yt-40 agree with measurements. The above con-

3wditions provide for non-zero and for large values
Equations (5) and (6) are solved for T and € and the of the fluctuating vorticity C.

values of v and w thus obtained are used in (3) to solve
f hi v c iThe differential equations are solved by the ADIC.: for the strelile velocity field. ..

finite difference scheme to get the time varying velo-
The boundary conditions at the wall are the no-slip

onditionscity field. The calculation is continued until a sta-
conditions: v-0, w-O, U-0 at y-0. At the sides of the tionary randomly varying field is obtained. The time

computational domain (z0, X/2) the spanvise component step and the mesh-spacing for the numerical calculations

of the velocity is taken to be zero wherea the normal".'. ~ere selected as follows: At-l., az+-2., Ay+-1.25 '

".'," and stresaise velocity components are assumed to attain where + denotes quantities normalized with wall3 v 31U

extreme: w - 0, 0 0, 1z - 0 at z0, X/2. At the variables.

upper boundary (y-yo) of the computational domain the

. prescription of boundary conditions is a more difficult DISCUSSION

task. These boundary conditions specify the interaction

between the wall layer and the outer flow and thus in- The most striking fature of the results is the'." ~production of large magnitude streaslise velocity fluc- '''

*,..-: fluence greatly the calculated features of the viscous r-
w r o ta m a na u ttuatlons within the viscous wall region. This process; .. wall region. Hatziavrauldis and Ranratty used the - .

2It 2wz seems to be selective in that only low frequency velo-
following conditions at ryYo: w -wL cos -- sin city fluctuations in the plane perpendicular to the flow

0 0. The zero tangential stress condition was moti- direction are effective in producing strawmise turbu-

voted e which show lence. Evidence for this selection process comes from!i:- vetb experimental measuremnts at y w4O, vlhso

L.v2 an examination of the trajectories of inertia-free fluid

that ay2 . w 0 and the notion that the flow at particles within the wall region.

y+>40 is well-mixed and superimposed on the wall layer.
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ABSTRACT

A simple model for the flow oriented eddies in the
viscous wall region is explored which assumes then to be
associated vith spaneise velocity fluctuations at the
edge of the viscous wall region (y+-40) which are homo- A
geneous in the flov direction and have a period in the z- wal • (

direction equal to the observed streak spacing (X+-100).
The velocity field calculated by solving the unaveraged Figure 1.
Navier Stokes equations agrees with measurements. This

* agreement suggests that the model correctly describes h\s Idealized coherent
the production of turbulent kinetic energy close to the (5)
wall. Furthermore, an interesting selection process is eddy structure
observed whereby the fluctuating streaswise velocity
field close to the wall does not respond to all of the .
frequencies of the velocity fluctuations in a plane c)
perpendicular to the direction of the man flow.

* INTRODUCTION

A number of studies in recent years have shown that P...

turbulent flow close to a solid boundary is dominated by
coherent structures which are greatly elongated in the The basic notion of the Sirkar and Fortuna model is
direction of the flow (Laufer, 1975). These structures that the wall structures are coupled with spanwise velo-
have been found to be associated with the production of city fluctuations at the outer edge of the viscous wall
Reynolds stress and, therefore, with the production of region. Recent measurements by Hogenes (1979) and Lau
turbulent kinetic energy. This paper summarizes prog- (1980) provide support for this picture. In these
ress made in this laboratory to develop a model for studies, simultaneous measurements of the velocity
these wall eddies. The basic approach is to solve for gradient at multiple locations on the wall and of the
the ties vaying velocity field in the viscous wail velocity field at multiple locations in the fluid were
region (O<y <40) by solving the unaveraged Navier Stokes made. In this way, flow patterns away from the wall
equations. An important aspect of this work is to could be correlated through conditional sampling tech-
e#plore the effects of various boundary conditions at niques with coherent structures detected from the seas-
y s4O on the dynamics of the viscous wall region. The urements of the velocity gradient at multiple wall
imediate purpose is to establish a representation of a locations. Bogenes and lanratty (1982) analyzed she r
shear flow close to a wall which is consistent with experimental data of Hogenes and found that the ) s100
measurements of the turbulence quantities in the fluid wall eddies, as characterized by their spanwise velocity
and at the wall. The ultimate goal is to develop an signature at the wall, are controlling the fluctuations
understanding of the process by which turbulent energy of the streawise velocity component in the viscous wall
is produced close to the wall and how this process is region. An analysis of Lau's data by Nikolaides at &I.
affected by changes in the flow conditions. (1983) showed that these+eddies are strongly coupled'

with spanwise flows at y :40. The calculation of auto-
The calculation is motivated by the idealized and cross-correlation coefficients of the streanwise and

* model of the wall eddies developed by Sirkar and spanwise components of the velocity also revealed a high
lanratty (1970) end, later, by Fortuna (1971). Flow degree of coherency throughout the viscous wall region.
close to the wall is pictured to be dominated by a
secondary flow homogeneous in the streamwise direction NUMRICAL COMPUTATIONS
of the type shown in Figure I&. The secondary flow
brings high momentum fluid from the region outside the Our initial effort at modeling the wall eddies has
viscous wall region, transfers momentum to the wall and been reported by Ratziavramidis and Hanratty (1979). In
brings low momentum fluid away from the wall. These this work, the time varying Navier Stokes equations were
structures would thus be characterized by a spenwise solved using a boundary condition for the spanwise corn-
variation of the components of the velocity gradient in ponent of the velocity aty+.40, which is periodi. in
the spanisea, 02, and in the streamwise, a., directions the spanwise direction (X -100) and which is periodic in
of the type shown in Figures lb and Ic. Measuremnts by time (Te100period between bursts). The fluctuating
Lee, ec a1. (1970) support this model in that they show velocity in the streawiss direction at y+.40 was taken
the p atil phase relation between s. and az indicated to be zero. The results have encouraged us to pursue
In Figures lb and Ic. this type of modeling further.
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Calculated profiles of the man velocity and Ray-

olds stress are shown in Figure 2. It is noted that

20(

4. Figure 3b.

0 0 Intensity .
, - . of lateral-

Figure 2a. A:o:• - .-
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M eart streaemise velocity ....
: 7 fluctuations Q °

N.,- 5 velocity profile 0
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Figure 3c.

-00 0 Intensity

Figure 2b. of spanvise

leynolds , 0 velocity

s tress 0 fluctuations
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good agreement with measurements is obtained. This The calculated profile of v 2
, shown in Figure 3, is

- supports the notion that X+-100 wall structures areThcaultdpoiefv sow inFgr3,s
in reasonable agreement with experiment data, but shows

producing almost all of the Reynolds stress in the values which are sall very close to the wall. A poe-

viscous wall region. The calculated values of the sible explanation for that is the neglect of the term
intensity. the skeness and the flatness factor of the "-l xpaaio o ta s h '"etoftea
i n te ns t f n f o tin the model. It is to be noted that better agreement

•treamrise veloctt fluctuations are shown in Figures is obtained if a lower frequency v signal is used at the

3 and 4. Good qualitative agreement with experiment is outer boundary. The calculated profile of w2
, shown in

o-a ap
noted. The calculated statistical properties of the Figure 3, is not in good agreement with measurements.
stremwise velocity fluctuations are not changed such in Up to y+-5 the agreement is satisfactory but from "

the regionl y <7.0, if the boundary condition at Y0 on y y5 up to y 40 very low values of w are obtained.

Is taken to he .L rather tha what is given I It is to be remarked again_ that the same behavior (with
This indicates that essential features shown in Figures somewhat higher values of w2 ) is obtained if a lower

* 3 and 4 are not due to the superimposed uL(t) at yo but frequency w signal is employed at y-y o . We believe that
are assnocated with the secondary flow, this behavior is associated with the representation of -

the flow at y+-4O with a single harmonic in z. The

4 dominant eddy pattern for a single harmonic is a

I Figure 3a. vortical structure whose center (eye) lies within the

3, Intensity of region 15.y+<O. The presence of the eye of the eddy

00 90 serr iiss pattern is responsible for the low calculated values of

Ii~ * in this region.
velocity

fluctuations

0 -

0 '0 20 30 40.S
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we have explored the effect of changing the scale
Sof the velocity fluct:uations at the upper boundary on

the calculated intensity profiles. Better agrement for

the () profile is obtained if sown energy of the

spanrise fauctutons is attributed to scales larger

than A+ -100. The only problem with this approach is

that the resulting as patterns at the wall do not agree

well vith measurements obtained at this laboratory. We

are currently investigating the effect of including

small scale velocity fluctuations on the computed

dynamics and will report on this work at the meeting.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL VORTEX DYNAMICS NEAR A WALL
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ABSTRACT methods employed for the prediction of vortex dynamics

far from a wall will be directly applicable if one is
* The three dimensional deformation of an artifi- willing to model the wall in an inviscid fashion. Then

cially generated line vortex near a flat wall is the inviscid wall would amount to a plane of symmetry
examined by means of flow visualization and quantita- in the analysis.
tive conditioned sampling of a hot wire anemometer.

The vortex is observed to undergo a very rapid deforms- VORTEX NEAR A WALL
tion from the rectilinear form to a hairpinlike shape.
Similar shapes have been observed in the case of driven The initial studies of vortex structure near a
flows in laminar boundary layers. In the present case wall were driven by the interest in boundary layer
the vortices are driven by a rotor configuration of transition. The initial stability predictions of
larger scale than the boundary layer thickness. Tollmien (1929) and later Schlichting (1935) were veri-

fied by the classical experiment of Schubauer and
INTRODUCTION Skramstsd (1947) who employed an electromagnetically

oscillating ribbon in a laminar flow. The magnitude
The 4yrmics of vortex structures has been of and frequency of the oscillation were controlled as

interest to many researchers for a variety of reasons, well as the Reynolds number of the flow. The results,
Much of the early interest was analytical and motivated in terms of a stability diagram, are very well pre- ".
by the ability to model the structure in terms of dicted by Tollmien's (1929) analysis.
inviscid hydrodynamics. The ideal vortex structures
w were even employed at one point as a model for atomic Perhaps more interesting, from the point of view
structure and successfully predicted some of the of vortex dynamics in the vicinity of a wall, is the
earlier observations of atomic physics. Multiple vor- structure of the unsteady flow produced near the
tex interactions were also computed and in some cases surface. As calculated by Schlichting (1968) for a
stability analyses were performed to reveal potential neutral (i.e. neither growing nor decaying)
naturally occurring vortex configurations. Of course disturbance, the closed streamlines exhibit a vortex-
the most successful application of inviscid vortex like structure which is convected in the streamvise
structures to predict an observed phenomena is the well direction. This structure has been named Tollmien-
known Karman Vortex Street analysis. Karman (1911) was Schlichting waves. Some excellent photographic
able to predict, by actually computing the effect of a evidence of this structure behind a driven oscillating
number of vortices on each other, that only a very ribbon of the type employed by Schubauer and Skramstad "
specific spacing of vortices would yield a stable con- (1947) has been obtained by Wortmann (1977).
figuration.

Most of the early vortex analyses and experiments The deformation process of a straight vortex lineMosto te erly ortx anlyss en exarisnts of the Tollmien-Schlichting type has been conceptualized .....
concerned free vortices (i.e. those removed from wall oel-te n i
boundaries). This allowed the structure to be treated by Rinse (1975). The vortex distorts slightly and this

inviscidly. Rost of these vortex structures were ring small distortion is amplified by the self-induced velo-

vortices and have been reviewed by Zaroodny (1973). city distribution setup by the vortex. The region of %.-.
highest curvature of the vortex has the highest self-
induced velocity. Thus the loop in the vortex is pro-The dynamics of vortex ring notion has boonpaedasetro hwl ndhufndise na

analyzed inviscidly by Arms and Hama (1965). An exper- palled fastest from the wall and thus finds itself in a

imental and analytical treatment was performed by Vista higher streamwise velocity region. The loop is then
and Sforxa (1972) who employed a viscous model due to convected faster in the streamwise direction than the
anie Slors . More recent fully viscous analyses ae straight portion deeper within the boundary layer and
due to Widnall (1975) and Safn (1978) and have been the vortex filiment is stretched until, by a mechanism
review"d by Saf(man and Baker (1979) which is not fully understood, it is said to "burst".

ri d Sf n d k 7 This mechanism is currently being called into question

The objective of the present paper is to examine as the actual process leading to boundary layer transi-
the three dimensional vortex dynamics near a wall. The tion. Some recent evidence indicates that the initially

turbulent region (or "spot") is actually composed of
numerous vortex filiments instead of a single deformed
vortex. However, from the present point of view of

Professor and Associate Dean, Currently Professor vortex dynamics near a wall, the model still. offers a

and Dean of Engineering, University of Rhode rational deformation process in a boundary layer.

Island, Kingston, II, 02881. Various investigators have attempted to model the

we Associate Professor. transition process both analytically and experimentally.
Coles and Barker (1973) produced a turbulent spot by

R 3esearch Assistant. causing a disturbance in a laminar boundary layer with
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a n intermittent jet perpendicular to the wall. The two mean flow is from left to right. If the rotor turns in
- dimensional slice through the spot looked very much a counterclockwise direction, the rotor tip appears

like a convected vortex. Another investigation of a periodically above the surface. Each time the cusp tip

'" synthetic turbulent spot was performed by Haritonidis, is exposed to the mean flow, a transverse vortex (turn- -

Kaplan and Wygnanski (1978). A spark trip was employed ing in the clockwise direction) is produced, lying
and vortex-like structures were found in the boundary parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the mean

layer, flow. The strength of the vortex so produced is pro-
portional to :he relative velocity between the rotor

" A viscous vortex model which results in the on- tip and the mean flow. Thus control over the vortex
"" going production of new vorticity, was developed by strength can be achieved by simply changing the rota-

* Doligalski, Smith and Walker (1980). In this model, tional speed of the rotor, including the possibility of
the existence of the vortex caused an erupting of fluid turning the rotor in a clockwise direction.

" from the wall region which then cwrls up and produces a
vortex structure of like sign. The rotor geometry in Figure 1 has been employed

to study the vorticity produced as a quasi-two-dimen- p
Although it appears probable that the turbulent sional structure in Viets, at. al. (1981b). Only

spot is not composed of a single vortex but rather a center line data was taken.
S.number of vortices, the dynamics of single vortices are In addition to a detailed examination of the vor-

" required to treat the multiple vortex problem. In tex structure produced by the rotor, the geometry has

addition, the question of vortex deformation near a been applied to various problems, including the control
wall is of interest in relation to the energization of of the flow over an airfoil, avoiding separation over a
wall layers and the characteristics of unsteady flows, rearward facing ramp, driving the flow in a dump com-

As will be discussed, the rotor device employed in the bustor and studying the properties of convected struc-

current investigation has been successfully applied to tures. These problems are discussed in the eferences.

various situations where unsteady flow was found to Each of the potential applications will be strongly

have a beneficial effect. effected by the three dimensional nature of the vortex

Thus tha objective of the study is to identify the flow and thus the dynamics of this structure must be

*deformation of an initially rectilinear vortex understood and predictable.
" structure near a wall. The two techniques employed in
- the study are flow visualization and conditioned sam- FLOW VISUALIZATION RESULTS

pling of a hot wire anemometer signal. The scale of
the experiment is greater than the scale of the a. The choice of rotor speed.

boundary layer thickness. The visualization of the flowfield is accomplished
by the use of entrained kerosene vapor. The kerosene

THE FLOW7IELD GEOMETRY is vaporized by slowly dripping it on an inclined
-,. heated flat plate where it in vaporized and forced

Various techniques are possible to generate the through a series of tubes which end at the inlet to the

initially rectilinear vortex. The vibrating ribbon wind tunnel. Here the vapor is entrained into the...

employed by Schubauer and Skramstad (1947) is one tunnel, yielding the streaklines of the flovfield.

possibility which has been discussed- However, in the The initial study of the centerline plane was
present experiment, the objective is to operate at a T in

larger scale than the previous vibrating ribbon'experi- conducted at a rotor speed of 3000 rpm (in the counter-

ments. Another possibility is a technique employed by clockwise diretion) resulting in a velocity ratio of

Francis et. al. (1979) in their study of vorticity 2.0 relative to the freestream velocity. There are two

generated on the upper surface of an airfoil. In that problems with the 3000 rpm results from the point of

case, the basic mechanism is a plate, positioned per view of studying the three dimensional vortex struc-

pendicularly to the surface. The plate alternately ture. One is that the vortex scale is large, making it

extends from and retracts into the surface. Each time difficult to follow the details of the rather diffuse

the plate is extended it creates a recircularion region vortex. The second is that the vortices are relatively

behind itself. This region is shed and c .-. ted down- closely spaced, being only one transverse scale apart.

stream each time the plate is retracted into the This might create some problems in detecting influence

surface. of one vortex on another. For these reasons it was

*- determined that a lower frequency would be preferable.

" . . . . .... In addition, a well formed vortex was desired which ledFlow '.,,..:... ' ." to the study illustrated in Figure 2, where the rotor
''. ~ is turning in a clockwise direction, as denoted by the

negative sign. The angle 0 is measured clockwise from
" .the rotor position when the cusp is directly sbove the

axis.

At a phase angle of 0 300 the rotor position
is such that the cusp point is rotated 300 from the
upright position. For various rotational speeds be-

tween -600 and -3000 rpm, the flowfields are shown in

///// 7 Figure 2. In each case it is clear that a vortex ro-
toting in the clockwise direction is produced, indi- .

cating that the freestrem velocity, nominally 12 m/sec,
is greater than the tip speed of the cusp shape. A
possible exception is the case at -3000 rpm where the
vortex is very weak or non-existent since the tip speed

is approximately equal to the nominal freestream
velocity.

w From Figure 2, the choice of a rotational speed is
made. The objective is a well formed vortex with a

Figure 1. Schematic of the vortex flow generated scale that is reasonable for the tunnel scale. A

by a cm shaped rotor. rotational speed of -1600 rpm is choset on this
rebasis, resulting in a velocity ratio of .5 between the

from the present point of view, it is-desirable t tip speed and frestream velocity.

have control over the strength of the vorticity pro-
duced and thus the flat plate is declined in favor of b. Vortex generation.

the rotor geometry shown in figure 1. The rotor has a In order to illustrate the vortex generation pro-

discontinuity in its radius at the cusp shape. The cs employing the rotor turning in the clockwise di-
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rection, Figure 3 shows the flowfield for various phase of the horseshoe on the vail or attached to vortex
angles. At zero degrees the curling up of the smoke elements that still have some of the rectilinear char-
screaklines behind the cusp shape is clear. A second- acter and remain parallel to the wall as shown in Figure
ary frequency is evident on the smokeline and may be 7. As the following data will show, these vortex ale-
telated to an instability of the flow. As the phase ents may be found by flow visualization, but they
angle increases, the vortex moves downstream and at a becomA progressively more difficult to locate in a
phase angle of 450 the vortex interacts with the quantitative fashion. 4
corner of the downstream plate behind the rotor. By a
phase angle of 67.50 the vortex is more clearly de-
fined and by 900 the vortex is no longer evident. -
This is the first indication of the three-dimensional-ity of the flow, since the plane in which the photo-

graphs are taken is not the centerline of the tunnel "_"_"
but rather a plane closer to the far wall.

"- O 67.5"

-600 rpm -1800 rpm

-1000 rpm -2200 rpm

000_ 450 2700

____ ____ ____-2000 rpm
Figure 3. Vortex formation at various phase angles.

-1400 rpm -3000 rpm V.-

e=300 Y,

Figure 2. Formation (at 8 - 300) of the vortices -4formed at various rotor speeds, all in _-e
"

the clockwise direction. 2 4

The data planes considered in the present investi-
gation are shown in Figure 4. in addition to the
centerline plane, there are planes at five and ten
centimeters to either side of the centerline. The
photographs of Figure 3 are taken in plane -4 (four
rotor step heights from the centerline). The reason Figure 4. Experimental schematic.
that the vortex sees to disappear into a cloud of
s ke at a phase angle of 900 is simply that the
vortex axis has shifted to an orientation more nearly
perpendicular to the wall. Farther downstream
additional planes are examined including those labeled
* 1 (+ one step height from the centerline) and + 3.5
3.5 ';tep heights from the centerline). -- . p -

. visualization in various planes.
The phase angle S - 1200 is chosen to illustratethe three dimensionality of the vortex structure in

Figures 5 and 6. The flowfield in the centerline plane
of the tunnel is shown in Fiture 5 where a discrete
vortex may be identified at X - 6. In the next figure,
the so= flowfield is shown in the off axis planes. At
the outermost planes, (I - + 4), the effect of the
vortex is much reduced in scate and even the smaller Figure 5. Flrw visualization in the - 0 centerline
structures are located much closer to the wall than is plane with the phase angle 8 * 1200.
the case in the centerline plane.

d. Three dimensional structure. The general deformation shown in Figure 7 based on
To characterize the typical deformation process of flow visualisation is similar to that in a transition-

the initially rectilinear vortex, the portion near the ing laminar boundary layer, but the scales are entirely
centerline rises more rapidly off the wall than those different. It is interesting to note, however that the
elements away from the centerline. The effect is to dynamic character of the vortices is apparently not
produce a horseshoe-like shape of vortex with the ends dependent upon the different scales.
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-- data is conditioned by the circuitry shown schemati-
cally in Vista, Piatt and Ball, (1981b). The position

of the rotor is determined by a magnetic pickup and
this information is used to ellow the circuitry to
accept or reject the hot wire signal. Only those
signals generated at a given phase position are
accepted. Thus the entire flowfield at any phase angle
can be obtained and specific examples are analyzed in
this section to verify and quantify the results of the
flow visualization.

mmmmU 16d 20*

Y/H"

Figure 6. Flow visualization in the Z +4 plane with
the phase angle e 1200.4

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
X/H

E Figure 8. Vortex trajectories in the centerline plane

(0) and in the Z 
=
- 4 plane ( C).

In order t- identify a convected vortex structure,
a coordinate frame moving with that structure may first
be found. In that new coordinate frame, the structure
will be very apparent and can be found with little
difficulty. However the difficulty is to find the
correct coordinate frame.

Bethke and Viets (1980,1983) have identified two
Figure 7. Schematic of the vortex deformation based on alternate methods to identify convected vortex struc-

the flow visalization results. tures. The first is based on discrete Fourier trans-

When the flow visualization illust.'ated in Figures- formations while the second involves the decompos. 'ion
5 and 6 is repeated for various phase angles of the of the flow into fundamental structures. An example of
vortex generator, the vortex structures can be the application of the latter technique is shown in an
identified and the position of the vortices plotted in upcoming section.
space at various times. In this way the trajectories
of thevortices can be identified and compared to the a. Quantitative flow structure, 6 = 1200.
schematic of Figure 7. According to the flow visualization results of

Figure 8, the centerline plane shows evidence of a

The vortex trajectories identified by flow visual- vortex structure at an 7 location of approximately 6.
ization in the centerline plane and the 7 - + 4 planes Searching the conditioned sampling data at this stream-
is shown in Figure 8. The circular data points indi- wise location results in the structure shown in Figure
cate the centerline trajectory while the square symbols 9. This structure is, of course, only evident in a
refer to the trajectories in the outer planes. The coordinate frame moving with the vortex. This frame
phase angles corresponding to each data point are so was identified by employing the decomposition technique
indicated. The centerline portion of the vortex rises of Bethke and Viets (1983) and then subtracting the
very rapidly while the outer portions of the vortex streamwise velocity from the flowfield to reveal the

rise very little. The resulting shape is very similar form of the structure Thus the flowfield of Figure 9
to that of Figure 7. The only difference is that the reveals a vortex structure approximately located at X
vortex loops in Figure 7 are inclined in the streamwise Z .5, ¥ = . vnac tnis position agrees well with the
direction while tho implication of Figure 8 is that the results of the flow visualization is seen in the corm-

loops are relatively perpendicular to the wall. This posits of both hot wire and flow visualization results
% difference is simply due to the scale of the boundary in Figure 10.

layer relative to the scale of the vortex height above
the plate. If the scaleS are comparable, the vortex b. Quantitative flow structure, Q - 2400.
rises into a higher velocity region and the uppermost 4oving farther downstream, the flow visualization
portions of the vortex are convected downstream at a results have identified a vortex at approximately X L"

higher velocity than the lower portion. Thus the 16. In the composite plot of Figure II, the local

resulting structure will be inclined in the downstream vortex structures identified in the three planes are
direction. to the present case, the boundary layer shown. The vortex shape again verifies the results of
thickness is mall compared to the vortex scale, being flow visualization. in particular, the vortex is shown
less than a fourth of the height of the vortex gener- to be practically perpendicular to the plane of the
ator. Thus the vortex deforms but is convected as a well. It is anticipated that the presence of a rela-
relative unit. Additional experiments currently under- tively thick boundary would cause the vortex structure "
way will include the effect of a varying boundary layer to be inclined in the stresswise direction. This
thickness, including the case where the rotor generator aspect is currently under investigation. pa"

is entirely submerged in the boundary layer.
Data is available in the intermediate plane be-

QUAWNITATIVI RUSULTS tveen planes I and 3.5 (9 - 2400) in Figure 12.
Examination of that velocity field (at a distance of ."

The quantitative flowfield dats wea obtained by a * 2 from the centerline) reveals no vortex structure.

Flow Corporationm (now Datlmtrics) Model 900 constant Of course, in order fur the vortex to be continuous
temperature hot wire anemometer in conjunction with a from point D to point E in Figure 10, it must also pass
pair of Thermo Systems, Inc. linearisers. In order to through this plane. The discrepancy is resolved in
obtain the instantaneous velocity field, the hot wire
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* Figure 12 wh~ere the vortex is shown to penetrate the -C-
interuediat* 2 plane at such an acute angle, that
the vortex signature is lost. The inclined vortex does -5 __

* not yield the typical pattern and as the angle between v
* the vortex and the plans decreases. the scale of the \ N.

signature goes to zero. 41"

\ \ P t 9

* - ~ 1  K0 14 1516 17 18
I / ' / eme2400,Za

a.- '~-~Figure Ilb.

o 5 6 7 8 9
-a -

Fgr 9.Velocity field 8 - 1200, centerline plane.

Y/H 6 0

0 0

22.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30-
X/H 0 13 14 15 16x

Figure 10. Vortex trajectories vith quantitative data-
at S - 00 (0)); 8 . 1200 ( in) and e e =20 Z3. 5
240 0aci Data (0 ) and ( )are flow Figure 11c.
visualization from Figure 19.

Figure 11. vortex structures found in three plants_,
/ / 7 - / w 0; 1; 3.5.

4 f//
F/ t-3--t ' -~

0 a.~ 24 ,C

Figure 12. Schematic of vortex intersection with
4Figure Ua, planes.
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C. Quantitative flow structures 0 - 0° . inse, J.O., Turbulence, 1975, Second Edition, McGraw-
At the 00 phase angle, the vortex is in the Hill.

creation process and is therefore too small and close
to the rotor to be found by this technique. The next Karman, Th. Von, 1911, "Uber den Mechanismus des

* - appearance of the vortex at 00 phase is at I- 25, Widerstandes, denein bewegter Korper in einer Flussigkeir
according to the flow visualization results. From the erfahrt", Gottingen Nachrichten, Mathematisch-
quantitative point of view, vortex structures are found Physikalische Klasse, 509-511.
in planes Z 0 and Z I as shown in Figure 10. At

* larger distances from the centerline plane, the sig- Rankine, W.J.m, 1858, Manual of Aplied Mechanics, C.

nature of the vortex is so weak as to be Griffen and Co., London, st Edition..
indistinguishable with this technique. ..-.

i ut eSsfman, P.G. and Baker, G.R., 1978, "The Number of

Thus the vortex structure has formed a configure- Waves on Unstable Vortex Rings", J. Fluid Mech., 84, r_

tion twice as high above the flat plate as its width. 625-639.

CONCLUSIOS Saffman, P.G. and Baker, G.R., 1979, "Vortex Inter-
actions", Fluid Mech., 11, 96-122.

The three dimensional flowfield structure revealed
by the flow visualization results and the conditioned Schlichting, B., 1968, Boundary Layer Theory, Sixth

sampling hot wire results are summarized in Figure 7. Edition, McGraw-Hill.

The initially rectilinear vortex deforms very rapdily

a it is convected downstream. Initially there is some Schubauer, G.B. and Skramstad, H.K., 1947, "Laminar

evidence that the vortex lines extend out to the walls Boundary Layer Oscillations and Stability of Laminar

of the tunnel. However, farther downstream the Flow", J. Aerosp. Sci., 14, 69-78.
connection is tenuous and it is possible that the
vorticity lines end on the surface of the flat plate Tollmien, W., 1929, "Uber die Entstehung der Turbulencz"
instead of the wind tunnel walls. 1, Mitteilung, Nachr. Gas. Wiss. Gottingen, Math.

Phys., 21-44 (Also NACA TM 609, 1931).
It is probable that the single deformed vortex is

* due to the end conditions on the wind tunnel walls. Viers, H., 1979, "Coherent Structures in Time Dependent
That is, if the rotor were infinitely long, the Flow", MATO/AGARD CP-271.
initially rectilinear vortex would still deform into a
similar pattern as that in Figure 7 and that the Viets, H. and Piatt, M., 1981a, "Induced Unsteady Flow

pattern would be repeated with a certain scale length in a Dump Combustor", in Combustion in Reactive Systems
determined by the stability of the rectilinear vortex (Bowen, Manson, Oppenheim, and Soloukhin, eds.), AIAA
to an applied disturbance. In the present experimental Prog. in Astro. & Aero., 76, 611-624.
case, the applied disturbance is the end walls which
supply a boundary layers which cause the vortex ends to Viets, H., Piett, M. and Ball, M., 1981b, "Boundary
move downstream more slowly than the vortex center. Layer Control by Unsteady Vortex Generation", Wind Eng.

This initial deformation then progresses into the and Ind. Aero., 7, 135-14.4.

shapes observed. The aspect ratio of the deformed
. vortex (i.e. its height above the plane/distance Viets, H., Piatt, M. and Ball, M., 1981, "Forced

between the legs perpendicular to the plate) is Vortices Near a Wall", AIAA Paper 81-02565.
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ABSTRACT the assumptions concerning the pdf's of the scalar and the
dissipation.

Convection and diffusion of a conserved scalar is calcu-
lated in a two-dimensional mixing layer using the discrete In the same analysis, Janicka and Peters found that,
vortex method. Scalar dissipation, the square of the scalar for the region beyond twenty diameters, the various calcula-
gradient, is calculated along various scalar isolines. The dis- tions underpredict the lift-off hnight by almost a factor of
sipation distribution is found to be approximately lognormal two. Their models also do not explain the blow-off at forty
'with parameters that can be described by a laminar diffusion diameters for a methane jet. They believe that blow-off is
model which has lognormally-distributed stretching of the caused by the passage of a large coherent structure that
mixing layer interface, carries the flame stabilization region downstream. Thus. they

feel that blow-off predictions will require time-dependent a-
INTRODUCTION naysis. Our computational approach can be applied to this

regime, and our current calculations represent the start of
For turbulent diffusion flames with fast chemistry, Bilger such time-dependent work.

(1979) has formulated a conserved scalar quantity which has
proven useful for predicting burning rates in jets, and which is According to Yule (19738) and Petersen (1978) the large
also applicable to planar mixing layers and other geometries. coherent ring vortex that forms at the jet nozzle undergoes
These predictions involve averages over the joint distribution transitions to smaller three-dimensional structures within the
of the scalar and the scalar dissipation, defined as the square first ten diameters of the jet (actual location depending on
of the scalar gradient. The probability density function (pdf) Reynolds number). This was determined by the loss of at-
of the scalar is readily measured, but the pdf of the dissipa- imuthal correlation of velocity fluctuations. However. ex-

. tion and its correlation with the scalar are relatively inacces- perimental work by Dimotakis et ai.(1981) indicates that un-
sible experimentally or theoretically. In some cases it has reacted, entrained fluid may be found on the jet axis at sub-

"- " been assumed that these two quantities are statistically in- stantial distances downstream. Their results are inconsistent
dependent, an unverified assumption with significant impact with gradient diffusion models, suggesting the influence of
on predictions, coherent structures on fi'me blow-off.

We have directly calculated, in a stochastic fashion, the At this time we have not done a full three-dimensional
pdf of the dissipation in some model flows which have ap- jet calculation. Earlier work (Ashurst, 1981) of a single vortex
plication to lift-off of turbulent jet diffusion flames. The Pdf ring shows promise in its agreement with experiment in the
of dissipation is an input to the recent analysis by Janicka number of waves formed by nonlinear instabilities. A com-
and Peters (1982) of lift-off heights. Their model, which uses plete jet calculation is a huge task. Therefore, we focus our
assumed functional forms for the pdfs of the scalar and the efforts on a small volume of fluid and abstract from detailed
dissipation in transport equations for the scalar pdf, is in calculations the statistics that can be incorporated into pdf
good agreement with experimental lift-off data in the first analyses.
ten jet diameters. When they adopt the alternative assump-
tion of statistical independence between the scalar and its MTHOD
dissipation, large disagreements with experimental jet results
are obtained, indicating sensitivity to assumptions concern. The numerical method is the same as used by Ashurst
ing the correlation of the scalar and the dissipation. SinceY-..and Barr (1981) in their conserved scalar calculations. A "
all versions of their model involve a number of assumptions, short description of the method will be given here. The two-
the results of our computations will aid in the validation of dimensional velocity field is determined by a Lagrangian cal-

culation of the motion of discrete vorticity. In the previous
__________work the vorticity was distributed randomly in a square; in
tWork partially supported by U. S. Department of Energy, these calculations the vorticity is distributed such that it
Office of Basic Energy Sciences. simulates a mixing layer. The discrete vortex method was
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calibrated with the simulation of the spatially developing that the scalar of 0.5 has more departure from lognormality
mixing layer (Ashurst. 1979). In the current problem the vor- at large dissipation values However, the calculated curve
ticity is randomly distributed along the y axis in the middle does resemble a straight line over a four e-fold range of k.
of the square. Initially the conserved scalar Z is zero for Table I presents the mean and variance, a 2 values of the
positive z and unity for negative z. So, this small volume X pdf's for each calculated scalar isoline. These lognormal
of fluid simulates the edge of a diffusion jet. Free boun- parameters are determined from two estimates: 1) from the
daries are used in the xdirection and periodic boundaries are In X distribution, and 21 from the - distribution using the
used in the y direction. The mixing layer develops in time relations g2 = ln( -- /X + 1) and uz = ln - c2/2. If
rather than in space. The total circulation is unity. which the data are exactly lognormal, then the two methods would
produces a velocity difference of unity across the laver. The yield the same parameter values. While the mean values are
scalar transport and diffusion are calculated with an Eulerian approximately the same for all scalar values, the variances
grid (80-by-80 mesh cells in the square) using Zalesak's flux- are quite different at large scalar value. For a scalar value of
corrected transport scheme (1979). The numerical diffusion 0.5, the mean and variance values from the In X distribution
is ten times less than the assumed diffusion coefficient D of are not very different from estimates obtained by drawing
0.0025 L 2/r where L is the square edge length and -r is a a straight line on the probability plot: 7 percent change in
reference time unit. Because of the initial random vortex mean value and 24 percent in variance. Thus. we consider
locations, the time development of the nonlinear growth re- the data in Figure 2 to be lognormal for low scalar values.
quires ensemble averaging. The observation time is limited by below 0.35, but to depart from lognormality for the higher
the initial conditions and by the boundary conditions. The values.

" initial conditions of a step change in the scalar value result
. in a rapidly changing scalar field at early times. Therefore, However, in this inhomogeneous mixing layer, we do

* we must wait until transients decay before gathering statis- not obtain the statistical independence between the scalar
tics. The finite system size limits the large scale growth and and the dissipation of scalar fluctuations assumed by Bilger.
so we must stop gathering statistics before finite-size effects In other work, we have studied the dissipation in a two-

* predominate. The statistics thus gathered are used to calcu- dimensional system where the vorticity is distributed in a
, late the scalar dissipation X, and its pdf. We calculate X (- uniform manner and the boundary c.onditions are periodic in

2 D (7Z )2) along selected scalar isolines and accumulate the both directions. In those results we do find that the scalar
quantity lz/,/T where 1z is the arc length of the isoline in the and the dissipation are statistically independent, within cal-

* mesh cell. This achieves the desired volumetric weighting. culational uncertainty. Lognormality is also exhibited and
the calculated dissipation agrees with Kolmogorov's third

RESULTS hypothesis: the variance decreases as the averaging volume
is increased.

The averaging time period, selected according to the
above criteria, is the interval between 1.3 and 1.Sr. Figure ANALYSIS
1 presents scalar contours at time 1.3 7 for several different
initial conditions of the random number seed. The contours The following analysis, which we call the lognormal stretch-
are drawn by using bilinear interpolation of the scalar values. ing model, accounts for the observed dependence of the scalar
The discrete vorticity (200 vortices used) is shown by its and its dissipation seen in Figure 2. We start with a one-
velocity vector, scaled so that the largest vortex velocity is dimensional diffusion equation with initial conditions of a
drawn with length 0.1 L (the left-hand corners of the square step discontinuity, approximately the same as our numerical
are shown with lines of this length). The vorticity coalesence initial conditions for the scalar. The laminar time-dependent
is apparent. From left to right, the contour lines have scalar solution is given by the complementary error function
values of 0.99, 0.5. 0.2, 0.15. 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01. We have also
calculated isoline values between 0.2 and 0.5 in increments of
0.05, but have not shown them in these plots for clarity. 2

where 7? is the similarity coordinate for laminar diffusion,
Figure 2 presents scalar dissipation pdf's for several scalar proportional to the square root of the product of time and

values between 0.05 and 0.50. These are ten-run averages, the diffusion coefficent. Given the scalar profile. the instan-
Notice that as scalar value increases. i. e.. as one approaches taneous scalar dissipation rate is
the center of the mixing layer from outer edge, the distribu-tion of X continues to spread over a wider range. Thus, there 1(Z- 1 2"-is a definite correlation between the scalar and its gradient. )((Z. t' -

By definition, a random variable is lognormal if its log- where 17 is a function of Z. given by the previous equation.
arithm is governed by the Gaussian distribution. Therefore, To generalize this one-dimensional result to our flow field.
the cumulative distribution function of In X will be a straight the gradient must be modified by any stretching that occurs
line on probability paper if X is lognormal. In Figure 3, parallel to the original discontinuity. Let s be the measure
we show the data for scalar values of 0.05 and 0.5. The of stretching and multiply k by s. Now. assume that the r -
linearity does indicate that the dissipation is lognormal. For coordinate and the amount of stretching are statistically in-
x lognormal. the standard deviation, a of the In )( distribution dependent Then we can accomplish an easy transformation
is inversely proportional to the slope of the line, and the between probabilities based on i7, s) and those based on t\
mean value, u of In) corresponds with the 50 percent point. Z). The Jacobian of the transformation is " "
Figure 3a is representative of the data for the small scalar
values that we have calculated, Z<0.3. Figure 3b shows J(', s) =- exp(-372 )/(2 '/ 2 )



In addition to the independence between the stretching, s, The number of nonempty bins is. for increasing scalar value.
and the similarity coordinate, 7. we also assume the stretch- 3, 59, 179. 321, 452, 499 and the remainder greater than 500.
ing to have a lognormal distribution Thus, the pdf of ( for Z = 0.01, discretized into only three

nonempty bins, is not considered as very precise.

P.(s) - exp(-
-,-- 2o 'sa'/2rCONCLL .DNS

The standard definition of the marginal distribution yields We have found that the joint pdf of the scalar and the
the dissipation distribution as scalar dissipation, calculated in a two-dimensional mixing

PZX(Z, X) layer using the discrete vortex method, is well characterized
PX(XI Z) = P )at the edge of the layer by a simple model which we callPZ(Z) the lognormal stretching model. The key feature of this

Using the transformation model is the assumption that stretching transverse to a one-
dimensional diffusion solution is lognormal and independent

P,(7) P,(s) of the scalar value. For combustion applications, the scalar
PZx(Z, x)= li(ts)i values of interest lie on the outer edge of the shear layer

where three-dimensional effects may not be too important
and (depending on Reynolds number). Thus, our results can be p-

Pn1 Pz(Z) PZ(Z) used in the region near a jet nozzle when the diffusion flamePOZa7:) \=/Fexp(r,2)' has lifted-off the nozzle. It will be interesting to perform new

calculations which include chemical reaction and the result-
upon substitution, we see that the Pz(Z)'s cancel and obtain ing velocity perturbation due to chemically induced volume
a lognormal distribution for x expansion.

Px(xIZ) = -ex[- - UZ2 1 REFERENCES-- )

x'V- Ashurst, W. T., 1979, "Numerical Simulation of Turbulent
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Figure 3. Representative probability plots in which a straight
line indicates a lognormal distribution, the scalar value is:
a) 0.05 and b) 0.5. For low scalar values, the two ways of
estimating the lognormal parameters have reasonable agree-
ment whereas at large scalar values the estimate from the
X distribution would have a much smaller slope than the
straight-line region in b).

4''-

TABLE I

ESTIMATED LOGNORMAL PARAMETERS FOR SCALAR DISSIPATION

from In X from X

Z - 2  AZ A*, a 2 b ,"..

0.01 0.27 -7.30 -0.051 0.38 -7.33 -0.078
0.05 0.43 -4.51 0.039 0.35 -4.48 0.066
0.10 0.49 -3.42 0.056 0.37 -3.39 0.093
0.15 0.52 -2.85 0.062 0.38 -2.80 0.110
0.20 0.55 -2.49 0.060 0.38 -2.43 0.110
0.25 0.60 -2.25 0.041 0.38 -2.19 0.110
0.30 0.69 -2.12 -0.007 0.39 -2.03 0.082

* 0.35 0.86 -2.09 -0.100 0.41 -1.96 0.024
0.40 1.20 -2.19 -0.290 0.45 -2.00 -0.098
0.45 1.35 -2.35 -0.490 0.52 -2.12 -0.270
0.50 1.53 -2.57 -0.740 0.61 -2.32 -0.480

A sz + ln(21r) + 272(Z), mean of Ina distribution

Sa 2  Iln(X7/7 + 1), variance of InX distribution

-,z in - a/2, mean of In X distribution
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LARGE EDDY SIMULATIONS OF A WALL-BOUNDED TURBULENT JET FLOW
AND OF HOMOGENEOUS SHEAR FLOW

-* F. BARON D. LAURENCE

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
LABORATOIRE NATIONAL 'HYDRAULIQUE

6, quai Watier, 78400 CRATOU (FRANCE)

* ABSTRACT The subgrid stesses Sij = F Uj' i U3 + U'i U'j are
modelled by a turbulent viscosity v and the large

A numerical code solving time dependant Nsvier-Stokes scale strain-rate censor Dij
- equations in three dimensions is used to compute the

a jet in a cavity and of a homogeneous shear flow. 3 xal .a x

Results are compared with experiment.

INTRODUCTIONwhere is given by Smagovinky's model
=C X2 (6ij . il

Large Eddy Simulations (LES) have often been performed T s

on simple flow configurations which allows C being a constant, and X a characteristic length of
representation by means of Fourier or Tchebycheff t~e mash cell.
functions. The aim of chis work was to test this "
approach with a numerical code operating in physical The "Leonard Stress" Lij - Ui Uj - Ui UJ is important if
space, in che case of a complex industrial flow. It is one uses a formal filter which is wide in comparison
believed that with the increasing computer performances, with the mesh step. But this would imply a very large
L.E.S. might soon overstep the scholar field and number of grid points. We prefered to let G be the
compete, in the engeneering field, with classical high inherent filtering effect of the finite difference
order closures whose costs and complexity are rapidily scheme, and in this case, the assumed value of the
increasing. "Leonard Stress" was found to fall within round-off

errors of the numerical scheme, and thus was neglected
1. MEASUREMENTS IN THE CUBIC BOX. /2/.

A turbulent water jet with man velocity Uo - 24 cm/s Numerical Resolution of Equations
enters the domain (a cubic box with sides a - 50 cm) h
through the square window F. (sides b - 15 cm), hence Following Chorin's pattern /3/, the (nv-1) time step is
the Reynolds number : Re - 36.000. The jet impinges the computed in three steps
opposite wall, recirculates and progressively moves
cowards the exit window F2 in the lower half of the box. Advection of Momentum
Flow visualisations are made by taking pictures by means
of plane light beams, and measurements are made by laser aUi aui
doppler anemoecry. Comparisons are made in the vertical -t Uj - 0
plane going chrough the centers of both inlet and outlet
windows (fig. 1). The equation is solved by a three-dimensional

characteristics method. Ui is constant along the
II. NUMERICAL CODE curvilinear (sub-steps of At) characteristic M(t)

dM n
Larte Scale Components dc U

The splitting of the instantaneous velocity field Ui ;e = (t 
)

into a large scale component Ui and a subgrid
fluctuation is achieved by a filtering operation. xo W ()t

Ti (xt) - (x -x') Ui (x',t) dx' Ui (xe) - i (xo)

U'i (x,t)" Ui- Ui The location xo not being a node point, U n (xo) is
interpolated using a weighted average of Taylor

The filtered Navier-Stokes equations are then developments centered on the 9 node points of the 3D
cell containing i. (32 point interpolation).

ati -. P dzi Diffusion of Momentum is split into 3 directions

'eix 'i U ji a

J -a- (2 Diiji1 T~~L(Lij Sij - V~ At -x 2('±jT

.. 0 This equation is solved by a successive over relaxation
L (SOR) scheme.

\-,
%,,,
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Continuity and Pressure Turbulence triggering was not done by initial conditions
but through boundary conditions at the jet entrance,

The pressure p enables U to be divergence free since advection is dominant. Data recording is started
once statistical quantities have reached a steady stater I ap . Pn+1  (500 time steps). Turbulent variables are computed over
2 t (steps 500 to 920) on the 41 x 41 x 48

u 1  mesh (101.6 10 variables).

" 0 Turbulent energy k (k - 5 10-  m2 /s2 ) is carried by the
entering jet. In the first attempt, this energy was

Pressure P is first computed on a staggered grid distributed over an equilibrium time spectrum
through the Poisson equation discretized by time Fourier series. This type of

fluctuating motion, having no spatial correlation,
Ri . At a pn+l -exhibited a decrease In turbulent energy while crossing
-x; 7 IMI dXi the first half of the box.

which is solved by a Gauss-Seidel iterative method with Another computation was performed, in which turbulent
over relaxation, field was calculated in the direct upstream from the box
Then, the new velocity is obtained by adding the entrance and advected by the entering jet.
pressure gradient.

A 3D space energy spectrum was chosen, length scales in
Boundary Conditions the streamwiae direction being larger the in the

cross-stream directions. This is used to compute a
Entrance - Un 1 

= Uo (t) given turbulent field in Fourier space, compatible with the
L.E.S. code's continuity equation as was done for the

Exit : no condition, advection is assumed to be homogeneous shear case.
dominant. Normal velocity component is set to zero.

This last precaution prevents a decrease of turbulent
Walls :A relationship between tanguntial velocity energy over the first 3 or 4 cells after the entrance

and shear stress is derived from the logarithmic law of owing to pressure smoothing effects.
the wall. This is a crude assumption for instantaneous
velocities which does not simulate wall turbulence In the vertical plane (fig. 4), the large scale
production, but the dominant feature in the cubic box turbulent energy compares quite well with the results of
was assumed to be turbulence production in the shear the k - E computation (with triangular ve ocity profile
layer of the jet. Large Eddy Simulation of wall effects at the entrance), it exceeds the value 10 m2 /s2 at the
is studied as a separated research topic. end of the shear layer. The ability of the LES to

increase the turbulent energy by a factor 20 from its
Continuity step boundary value was found to depend more on the 'length

scales than on the total energy of the turbulent
With the previous boundary conditions on velocity, the structures imposed at the entrance.
following Neuman condition is valid for pressure :

The jet flapping phenomenon which was observed in theN pl 0 :oexperimental: set-up was also reproduced by LES as can be
o* ---- * 0 (Cn :normal to the boundary), seen on film or on fig. 5.

III. RESULTS. Fig. 6 shows again instantaneous flow patterns in the
vertical planes across the jet. Unsteady large eddies

II.1. Turbulent flow in the cubic cavity are more visible since they scale with the rather small
mean velocities in these planes.

3-D k - Model
111.2. Large Eddy Simulation of Homogeneous Shear Flow

Computations using a k - E Model // are introduced here
as an extension of experimental results which do not, as Definition of the flow.
vet, cover the entire 3D domain, and because the set of
boundary conditions used in the Large Eddy Simulation do An homogeneous and isotropic turbulent flow defined in
not allow direct comparison with experience. an infinite space is suddenly submitted (time t = 0) to

d<U >The 3D k - E Model is a classical one, and will not be an uniform mean shear s 1 < (fig. 7).
detailed here. The numerical scheme is similar to the dx3
one described previously. Source and sink terms of the
k E equations are accounted for in the diffusion step. The resulting evolution of the flow - still homogeneous

but anisotropic - is entirely given by s and the initial
Comparisons with available experimental data validate spectrum. In the case prfsented here the value of the
this extension. The mean velocity field in the vertical mean shear is s - 46,8 s
plane through the jet axis is in good agreement (fig. p
2). Turbulent kinetic energy in the same plane is Spatial periodicity
plotted against experimental results in figure 3.
Correct values are found in the jet shear layer. Higher The infinite space required by homogeneity is assumed to
order interpolation was prooved to be necessary for the be correctly represented by spatial periodicity in the 3
advection of energy from these very narrow production directions, as long as the largest scales do not exceed
zones, half a spatial period.

Larse Eddy Simulation In the mean shear direction x3 , spatial periodicity has
to be combined with a translation along the mean flow -

Using the previous (experimental) set of boundary direction xI. To deal with this problem, the
conditions at the entrance failed to exhibit any neibourghing virtual domains in x3  direction are

" production of turbulence. Since this production was staggered at each time step in the mean flow direction
expected in the shear layers of the jet, it is believed (fig. 7).

S. that this region was too narrow in comparison with the
mesh. Therefore, the uniform velocity profile at the jet Initial condition
entrance was changed into a triangular profile which
enables the spread of the shear layer throughout the The initial energy spectrum is taken from COMTE-BELLOT
whole jet cross-section. (See fig. 5).



and COUSIN's experiments /5/on grid turbulence. REFERENCES

Following ROGALLO /6/, we then define iu Fourier Space a /1/ Smagorinsky J. General circulation experiments
velocity field that fit s the given spectrum and verifies with the primitive equations, 1. the basic
continuity equation as it is discretized in the experiments Mon. Weather Rev., 91, 99 (1963).
fianic-difference scheme of the code. /2/ Banque J.P. : Modilisation d'6coulaments turbule .ntsThis point leads to a continuity equation isothermes. Report EDF-LNH N° HE041/78.12 (1978).

k' . (k') - 0 ;3/ Chorin A.J. : The numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid.

of classical form, except that k' is a complex vector Bull. Ann. Math. Soc. 73 (1967).
function of the "current" wavenumber vector k

/4/ Viollet P.L. : Turbulent mixing in a two layer
That initial condition is discretized-on 32 wavenumbers stratified shear flow, report EDF LKH 041/80.04. "
in each directions (1980)

t - - n --r (1 < n 16) /5/ Comte-Bellot G., Corrsin S. : Simple Eulerian time .-

- L correlation of full - and narrow - band velocity

signals in grid-generated , isotropic turbulence, J. " -
L being the length of the computational domain. Fluid Mech (Vol. 48, part 2 (1971)).

Inverse Fourier transform given then an initial /6/ Rogallo R.S. : Numerical experiments in homogeneous
condition discretized on the 323 mesh points of the turbulence. NASA Technical memorandum 81315 (1981).
physical domain of computation.

/7/ Tavoularis S., Corrsin S. : Experiments in Nearly
Results. Homogeneous Turbulent Shear Flow with a Uniform Mean

Temperature Gradient, Parts I and 2. J. Fluid.
Using the homogeneous properties of the flow, the Mech., vol. 104, pp. 311-367 (1981).
statistical operator <> used here is a spatial averaging
over the 323 mesh points of the domain for a single run
(that is for a single set of initial phases). Although
the right sample for such an averaging should be a large
number of runs, this classical method is acceptable for
the one-point correlations presented here.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the Reynolds tensor
diagonal terms. Its trend is in good agreement with
TAYOULARIS and CORRSIN's /7/ experim~ntal results :
<u > is fed by the mean flow while <u 2> takes energy
frol the latter through pressure strain correlation
terms (fig. 9).

2
Figure 10 shows the evolutiop of the <u 1> equation
termn ; the rate of change d<u 1> is negative at t - 0

dt
(decaying turbulence) and increases to reach positive
values. The production term starts from zero and
increases with <u1 u3>. This correlation <u1 u > has a

* non-zaro interaction term and a sudden change in
' pressure- strain correlation due to its rapid (linear)

part (fig. 11). <u1 u3> tends toward an asymptotic
J value.

The projection of instantaneous velocity field on the
two planes normal to the principal axes of the strain-
rate tensor (fig. 12) illustrates the stretching
of the vorticity along one axis and the contraction
along the other.

: As can be sen in the homogeneous shear case, LES

large scales extends down to the equilibrium range. If
not, one must abandon the Smagorinsky model for some
higher order model allowing for two way energy transfer
(drain and backscatter). This was not the case in the
LES of the turbulent cavity but still, interesting
phenomena such as jet flapping were reproduced. It shows
that LES gives much more information than classical
closures. This should be even more so in LES with heat
fluctuations which are presently being undertaken. A
model for turbulence production at the wall on a coarse
mesh is also being studied, since again, a turbulent
viscosity model does not apply here.
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STABILITY OF SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS BY TWO-EQUATION MODELS OF TURBULENCE

* W. StUttgen and N. Peters

Institut fUr Allgemeine Mechanik

RWTH Aachen, West-Germany -

"I..

ABSTRACT

The stability of the similarity solution There appears to be a disproportion between
of a turbulent round jet with zero outer velo- the large number of numerical applications of
city is investigated. Two solutions of the two-equation models of turbulence and of more
equations with different modelling constants fundamental investigations into their mathema-
are analysed. One is Jones' and Launder's k-c tical structure. These equations are, of course,
model and the other is Rotta's k-i model. The highly non-linear and are generally solved in
L-equation is transformed into the form of an at least two space dimensions. In this paper we
,-equation in order to permit the comparison of will point out certain properties of the equa-
the different constants of the models. In addi- tions which will lead to desasters in numerical

* tion, an equation for the turbulent viscosity computations, if they are overlooked. It is the
is derived, purpose of the paper to show that the stability

The mathematical properties of the equa- difficulties are not likely to originate from
tions are discussed. It is shown that in the numerical schemes but are a property of the
limit of vanishing laminar vicosity the parabo- equations.
lic equations degenerate to a form which exhi-
bits discontinuities and has a wave-like solu-
tion. This property is discussed by comparison GOVERNING EQUATIONS
with Zeldovich's thermal waves.

- The similarity equations are derived. The As a test case the steady turbulent flow.
stiffness of the equations is shown by an asymp- of a round jet into a stagnant atmosphere is
totic expansion around the limit "production considered. Using the boundary layer approxima-
equals dissipation". The similarity solution is tions the governing equations for the mean ye-
obtained by a shooting technique. A linear and locities and the turbulent kinetic energy are

a mon-linear stability analysis of the simila- written
rity solution is performed. The linear pertur-
bation of this solution yields by a discreti- Continuity

*. sation technique at least one eigenvalue with
a positive real part, showing unstable solu- 3(ur) ,(vr) (1)
tions. The non-linear solution is performed by ax + =0.
solving the non-similar equations with a finite
difference method. Here the modified Rotta-model Momentum
appears to be more stable than the k-s-model. ur a vr- = au (vt + v)r au (2)

INTRODUCTION! ~Turbulent kinetic energy--."
It is widely known that numerical integra- T u ak a en ) ak-

tion techniques using two-equation models of ur Tx + vr Tr TrL Pr r
turbulence exhibit severe stability problems. (3)
It is also observed that the reduction of step au 2
size does not avoid the stability problems but + r vt(;r) - r .
rather increases them. It seems that a certain
amount of numerical damping is necessary to ob- The kinetic energy equation was first derived

* tain stable solutions. In free shear flows of by Prandtl /2/. It contains as unknown quanti-
the boundary layer type the problem is sometimes ties the turbulent viscosity v and the turbu-
circumvented by solving the governing equations lent dissipation e. Prandtl hal shown that both
in a transformed coordinate system where the can be related to at least one additional quan-
nomlized stream function varying between 0 tity, a turbulence length scale I by
and 1 appears as independent normal coordinate 3/2

*:,. /1/. This technique is not applicable to ellip- v c k" (4)
tie flows with arbitrary boundary conditions, t'1-'.c
where the equations must be solved in the phy-
V.Lal plane. When the boundary conditions have Later, Rotta /3/ developped a balance equatiot
to be applied at large distances from the region for Z on the basis of an equation for a -
of main turbulence production, for instance with point correlation function. His more recent fe
a jet flow into a chamber, stable numerical so- mulation has the form /4/
lutions are very difficult to obtain.
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. 3k W The occurence of higher order velocity deriva-
r%' r tives in this equation leads to additional nu-
- r(Vt + V) k t merical difficulties. It is consistent with the

0 t r(9. * o k -~assumption of a single length scale X. and a
Tr-L Pr9 -r i. r' I single time scale k/c to replace the velocity

au au 3( 2 + a3  ~ derivative by using the assumption production
+ u. - u r.V.L equals dissipation in the turbulence energyt IF3 a- 3 5LF r 2 equation 2
a au 31 au +u2u e - V ( r' (8 "+TFt~ T C2 r ar 7- t~ 1Btr

-rc ck 3/2  au leading to

auc. 1ae

*where au8  1__ Z9

c c 1 0.165, c 2  ,c 0.Then the first two terms in Eq. (7) are to be. ~replaced by "

.. Pr, = c/k q  a 0.6856, kq a 0.8, C 0.387 relcdb

a 0.98, C2 = 1.2, C3 a -1.5 " ce3 Vt r (ce 3 - C2 2 )Vt k "-

Alternatives to a length scale equation are and the constants change to
equations for E or v . An extensively tested
and widely used model is the k-c model by Jones
and Launder /5/. For sufficiently large turbu- Pr Pr*/( + Pr * c 0.985
lent Reynolds numbers the c-equation is written c-2/3 -. 5
as c C3 3 -0.451

ac a a (Vt v ) a = -0.890

*c 1 V (au) 2 r 2 (6) cc5 - c, 5 + 4 ce 3 - C2 2 = 1.292
,' r ci V S a - r c2 -- =1.9 -,<

61 k Cc6 = ce6 + 5 c 3 - C22  1.099

where Cc7 = c* 7 + cc3 = 0.678

Vt a cD - c 0.09
t ,C D 1 It is seen that the modified Rotta model and the

cc a 1.44 c 1.92 k-c-model differ only slightly in the common
C2 constants Pre, cc and cc2 but that the Rotta

Pr - 1.0 , Pre 1.3 model contains adAitional terms. Voges /6/ has
k 1ccompared the Rotta model with other two-equatin -
ig ae c l n t 9c d models of turbulence, including the k-c-model,

Using the algebraic relation between 4, C and k, in their capability to "postdict" the boundaryRotta's 9-equation can be cast into the same layer data of the 1968 - Stanford Conference
form as the c-equation, where the following /7/. He shows that it is in particular the last
additional terms appear on the r.h.s. term in Eq. (7) which causes considerable de-

ficiencies. If c2 is set zero, the predictive
(add. terms) a power of the Rotta model is similar to that of

k2  ,3 2 the k-c-model.
- r c The third choice is an equation for Vtc3 vt :t;- T-r a F r-7 rather than one for Z or e. Defining-

22 a au U) u .a2 k2- r V22 t ar(Vt u r r- 7 - (10) 2 ,k
ar c 'V =cD

" " ca4 rcc5 Vt e 'r and using again the algebraic relation betweenC4 k" a r Vt, e and k one obtains an equation for X

= U 2r c., Vt 1 T- r ur 7- y a +~ ~ e? c Vt E ar ah'

+C Cau Xa
c2 X- + r(2-c¢I) Vt a) 2 r(2-c2)k

where "" "a-)
+; a ( Vt+ V) r k

Prk * Pr.  0.6856, Pr Pr/a 1.77,

c1 * 5/2 - -- 1.52, c . 2 5/2 - c, 1.70, + r c.5 Vt -7Tr- ".-"
2  , 2/3 (11)

c* 3 * - -0.041, 22 * c2  C2 1 o 0.361,
+ r c V aka

4 * (1 3ct/2)/Pr-5/(2Prk) a -1.34 A.6 t iF .7 -

, 3(1+30 2 /2)/(2Pr) a 3.4579 + r cX7 Vt 2(4 2
ce-6 a ((13a/2)/Pr,.S/(2Pr*) 3.716

+C V x(ak k a--
c:7  2/ Pr - 1.13 e3 t k TX

+ Vt C2 2 E '-

.¢-~~ .t.-
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where c = 0 has been introduced and the con- Ahead of the front the temperature remains un-
stants ire disturbed. This is in contrast to the solution

1-- of the classical linear heat conduction aqua-
ca4 * 2/Pr k - 2/Prg e c6 4 a -0.004 tion, where the propagation velocity is infinite.
.X Cs 4c7 cCThe X-equation turns into a form very simi-

6 -2/Pr -0.227 lar to Eq. (15) for v - 0 if the boundary X a 0
'c 4 7 - c -/ra02is applied at r - . It is easily verified .

-c6 -cC6 4 c. 7 + 4/Pr¢ a 2.45 that in this qase the undisturbed solution A.- 0
satisfies the equation. One may therefore expect

c7 c - 2/Pr6 -- 1.35, Pr,= Pr, a discontinuous derivative to develop at a fi-
nite radius rf. The existence of a discontinuity
in free shear flows for v - 0 is in fact well

(The numerical values are for the Rette mdel). known for Prandtl's mixing length model (Schlich-
Finally, a general relation between the ting /14/ p. 680) and Rotta's k-i-model /4/.For

constants can be obtained by requiring that the finite but small values of v this discontinuity
universal law at the wall should be satisfied. is smeared out. However. if the boundary con-
From ditions are applied at large values of r and v

(- iy u is small, the degenerate character of the qua-
. U (1 Xn + c) (12) tion may lead to severe stability problems. It" rx V seems that in many numerical calculations the

where x 0.4 is von KArmin's constant and Eq. generated numerical viscosity rescues the situ-
(8) follows k = u2/c2/ 3 , X x x u y/c ation.
from Eq. (11) one obtains -n

,.,* ce2 - c.i 1 x2 c 2 /3 [c67 - 1/Pr6 ) a 0 (13) THE SIMILARITY SOLUTION

This equation will be used to determine c.7 in We introduce the similarity coordinates
the modified Rotta model. F a (xexo)/d , i - yr/(Ed) (16)

W EI SUOand the stream function_ WAVE-LIKE SOLUTIONS

A certain class of non-linear diffusion 41 d Vtref F(Er) (17)
equations are known to degenerate, if the dif- where vt is related to the spreading para-
fusion coefficient depends non-linearly on the meter y,r e nozzle diameter d, the nozzle exit
solution and vanishes at a boundary at infinity, velocity u and the non-dimensional center line

" A well-known example of an equation from this decay of the velocity a = d.u /u ./dE as
* class is the so called 'Porous Media Equation' c 0

av a 2 vm  tref Uo d a y 2  (18)
- a ' m t (14)ax The continuity equation is satisfied by

or the 'Thermal Wave Equation' of Zeldovich /8/ uv - a/ar , vr -aW/ax (19)

S (Tn  T n 0 (15) Introducing these definitions into the momentum
7) , n equation, one obtains for the non-dimensional

velocity U = u/uC = Fn/n
with the boundary condition v,T - 0 as x - -.
Eqs. (14) or (15) have solutions with peculia- 3F- aF aU -a U) a' U)
rities in the form of discontinuous derivatives. E(U ) (F U) (C (20)
The mathematical theory for such degenerate pa- Tr .E 7'
rabolic equations has been developed in /9/ - Here the Chapman-Rubesin parameter .
/13/. For instance, the solution of Eq. (15)
with a constant temperature To on the boundary C a (Vt + v)/ tref V (21)
x a 0 has the form as shown in Fig. 1 (cf. /8/, = A c
p. 673). It is a thermal wave front with a front contains contributions from the turbulent as
coordinate xf proportional to (a T2 t) 1 / 2 and a well as the laminar viscosity. Since uod/vtref
propagation velocity proportional to (a To/t) 1/2. is typically 70 in a round jet, c is of the

order 70/Re. V

In the similarity region (a/a- 0) this
equation can be integrated once using the boun-

T dary conditions F - 0, U - 1 as n = 0 and U - 0
as n to obtain

-FU - C n' aU/an (22)

Introducing the non-dimensional quantities -

.- / k E2 /{bUo) A - X/(u O dc) cD X/ tref (23) "

t tt2tone obtains for the turbulent kinetic energy andthe turbulent viscosity the equation

a0 - 2K) a an
0f Fri X 0 (F24)

X-_C1 K 2 2 (4a. = C -K--. ). n EI A-,,) - n E, !" "-.'- .V'
an PrkanlA an -l 2 ~ A .4

Fig. 1: Schematic solution of Zeldovich's 2
thermal wave with E1 - a lb, E2 - b/(ac)

4.15



F- (F + 3F 3

-' ) n El (2-ccI) --(T) K

A 3 3C1,0
- 1 E 2 (2-cc2)< c 4  Z (Cn T ) (25) -- c os e J

A2 )K 2 A !K 3A -ca 2
A nc A ncS -(-) X 6 - t 0,8 --- case 3

)A 2 + A2 [; K A AXlC.7 (- ) c3 - " -A- 22 Z 3W

With the boundary conditions 0,6

"= 0 : = 1 , a "/a 0,'. (26) "-
A -1 3A/3in - 0 04 K

- l : -, A - 00.

The system of ordinary differential equations
obtained in the similarity region has to satis- 02 "'
fy two more boundary conditions than neccessary. 0,2
It therefore represents an eigenvalue problem .N

* for two parameters, for instance E1 and E2 re- 0
'"-, lated to the center line decay coefficients b 303 J•

and c. In the numerical method, however, it was
' found neccessary to prescribe El and consider 0 1 2 3 4
'. E2 and cc2 as eigenvalues.

Fig. 3: Similar solution of the kinetic ener-
gy of turbulence

uThe similarity equations were solved by a
" Trmultiple shooting method using a program pack-

1,0 age developed by Burlisch and Stoer (cf. /15/).
- casel The outer boundary condition was imposed at n-6.

In particular the solution for the k-c model ' as
-.- case 2 extremely difficult to obtain. This is seen by t

J 0,8 ---- case 3 considering the limit n - , with < = 0 pre-
scribed. Then the diffusion term and the term
containing the coefficient cc7 balance and one
obtains in the limit c, = 0

0,6 cc7Prc
Ai~ - for the Rotta model

and

0,4, u X exp n for the k-c model.

For c.7 > 0 the Rotta model shows the discon-
tinuity at nf discussed in the preceeding para-

0,2- graph, while the k-c model shows an increase to
infinity as n -

0C The stiffness of the equations can also be P '
3.0 3,5 seen by considering the asymptotic limit of large

values of El with E2/E1 - 0(l). This limit is N
--1 2 3 justified for large n by the fact that U/3n is0 small and El is of order ten. Then to leading ..-.
r,...-.'=. order there results from the k-equation the

approximation Eq. (8). The same limit, applied
Fig. 2: Similar solution of the axial velocity to the c-equation yields a value of c which is

c.1/cc2t:mes that obtained from the k-equation.
This contradiction can only be resolved by re-

TABLE I quiring that cc1/cc differs from one only by an
amount of order O(ET1), which is at least not

Pr Pr c c c C c evident. The existence of two competing fix-C k  c c2 c3 c4 points for large El adds certainly to the nume-

" case 1 1.3 1.0 0.04 1.44 1.885 0 0 rical difficulties posed by the k-E-model.
c e 1 10 0 1. .9 0Typical profiles for both models are shown
case 2 1.3 1.0 0.0575 1.44 1.892 0 0 in Fig. 2-4. The region, where the profiles de- 3

% case 3 1.01 0.685 0.05 1.52 1.878 -0.449 -0.395 cay to zero, has been blown up in these figure.-.
% .The corresponding sets of parameters are given

cX5  cX6  cN7  E22 E1  E2  in Table 1. Using Eqs. (18) and (23) as well as
S" the momentum integral

case 1 -1.538 3.077 -1.538 0 9.566 2.149

* case 2 -1.538 3.077 -1.538 J 9.566 2.127 2 2 2
I =f U ni dii *Y /(8a )(27)case 3 -1.644 3.806 -1.66 0.363 9.566 1.967 0 d
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• . . , . -*. . t " . i " . - . i - % . . ' : * . - .. , ' -r C - ." =

the spreading parameter and the decay coeffi- a(n Us <') D,
cients were obtained from *--n . - 2 n Us <' Fs

E E1 E C2 n K, a c'n ap.a1 2 sSYa ,b . =- =) (31)
c D8c8c D 70,F- n- k- (Tk

Iau 2
- a2 +-1 El C'(-7) - E2E'E 2 a

a ()n Us EE F • - -ID/'... In - 4 , s  ' s  7 .-.-
c- " A -- as C rn aE ' a C 'n 3E

1,0-- C " I( ) " n-  -

-Os..a •A S S

In order to simplify the analysis we introduce0,6 the approximation (justified by the similarity '.'
• solution) that < s may be set equal to Es and "..- that > >

A 2 2

; \ where x is a constant of order one to be esti- ,,.
mated from the similarity solution. Integrating

*0,2 k, over the equations and introducing the def i-""""
"": o . nitions ". .

-., 3,0 3.f n U5  ' dn 12 = J' n ' dn : ..
0 1 2 3 5(0 0 34)

I 13 = £ i U~ E' dn , 4 = f r E' dr0 0
nFig. 4. Similar solution of the turbulent w-i

viscosty the diffusion terms and part of the convective
terms drop out and one obtains with <'(0) =

a E'0) = E'(') = 0 the equations
A GLOBAL STABILITY ARGUMENT (33

In this paragraph we want to develop a glo- x s 1 a cE2(2I2 (I eo)I4 ) t

bal stability argument which will be useful for (35)-''.the interpretation of the subsequent stability 3  (

*results. We will only consider the k-c model a - 33 E2 tccIx c22 -2€ 4:"' i
and write the t-equation for the normalized -.-.e
quantity Since Us is always positive, it lies within the ".-"accuracy of the previous assumptions to relate

E 4/(b2 u3) (28) 11 with 12 and 13 with 14 by 12 = n 1I, 14 = "'
0m 12 with m slightly larger than one. Then one 2

as obtains a solvable system of two linear ordina-
ry differential equations with the solution . i

I, a= i s<n < 1 3

. ._C aE) l 2 £2 where , is complex with a real part "a rc€ E1  a - 1 c€2 £2 -.- -2"

0 0r

Real () 2 () m( - Cr2 ) p
We assume U - U (n) and F F5 s(n) to be indepen- ,.-.
dent of and i~troduce for and E small per- Typical values are E = 1.8, m = 1.2, x 1.0 .'.turbations around the similarity solution and c2 1.9 leadn to an approximately va-urufishing real part of and therefore to margi-

* = <S(n) * ' (E,r,) nal instability. Small changes in the parame- -[."
ters would influence the stability of the solu-E E() E'(E,() (30) tion considerably. = ,_-

1, 
2 C2 (ri) * '()

Inwhere C' 2 ' g /E - wantto d . Introducingthese into Eqs. (2) and 28 yields the pertur-bation equations 
"o

". e / u2wb4.17 . -



THE STA13ILITY ANALYSIS

. A large number of numerical calculations
was performed with different combinations of type 1
parameters used. The linear stability analysis t 1
consisted in perturbing all similar profiles --- type 2
including F and U in the form of Eq. (30) and
discretising the resulting perturbation equation 0,2
by using finite difference formulas to obtain a
matrix eigenvalue problem of the form

Ax Bx 0

when x is the vector of Fi, U., Ki, Ai(i=2,....
n-1). Here n - 17 was the numer-of mesh points /
of the discretisation.~~~-0 2- il

- type 1 -02 /u/

0,2 .-..type 2 "0,4 /

0 -0,6 ..." -o0 2 3 4 .--.

-,2 i/ Fig. 6: Unstable eigenvectors of the case I

S/kinetic energy profile

therefore believe that the type 1 instability
/ originates from the wave-like character of the

,4 \ solution. This is supported by the fact that it
*" \.. ,,.disappears with increasing c% . The other, the

remaining instability, seems to correspond to
the global instability analysed in the precee-
ding paragraph. It originates essentially from

-0,6 the different power law of the centerline decay
0 1 2 3 4 5 of k and e(kc - E-2, E - C- 4)which leads to

the first term in Eq. (57).
T.-0,4"

Fig. 5: Unstable eigenvectors of the case 1
velocity profile A

-type 10,2- I.-.
The eigenvalue problem was solved using a 0...-type 2

standard package and the resulting eigenvalues
were analysed. All results showed at least one
positive eigenvalue and were therefore unstable. _- -
The eigenvectors corresponding to the positive0
eigenvalues were also analysed. It was found
that there existed two typical shapes of the ei- I
genvectors. As an example, in the k-c model cal-
culation case 1 with cX = 0.04 two real positive -0,2"-
eigenvalues (out of 60), a1-4.361 and 2=1.218,
were found. The corresponding eigenvectors are
shown in Figs. 5 - 7. The first type eigenvec- "'. -

[=. blow up at around n - 3.1 with an oscillatory
behaviour for larger n. The largest amplifica-
tion of the instability occurs clearly in the
region where the profiles decay to zero. The
second type eigenvectors corresponding to the -0,6,
second eigenvector have a maximum for n < 2.0
and decay with small oscillations to large n. /
Only the second type was observed in all calcu-
lations. It was found that the eigenvalues cor- -0,8.
responding to the first type increased strongly 0\ I
with decreasing cX while the second type eigen- .
values were independent of c% . For instance, \ /
in the k-c model calculation case 2 with cX
0.0575 the type 1 instability had vanished and -1,0 .
only one positive eigenvalue was found with an 0 1 2 3 4 5
eigenvector of type 2. The same situation is
found in the Rotta model calculation, case 3. .-
An inspection of the steady profiles shows a
more rapid change in the derivatives around n * Fig. 7: Unstable eigenvectors of the case
3.1 in case I than in the outer two cases. We turbulent viscosity profile
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A non-linear stability analysis was per- / 8/ Zeldovich, Ya.B. and Raizer, Yu.P., 1967,
initial profiles into the Eqs. (20), (24)-(25) ture hydrodynamic phenomena, Vol. II, Aca-

which were solved using a finite difference demic Press, New York.-.
method with 400 spatial net points. The outer
boundary condition was imposed at n = 6. It was / 9/ Aronson, D.G., 1969, "Regularly properties
found that the solution blows up very rapidly of flows through porous media", SIAM J.
for all k-c model calculations including case I Appl. Math. 17, 461-467.
and 2, while it stays essentially stable for /10/ Aronson, D.G., 1970, "Regularity properties
many Rotta model calculations including case 3. of flows through porous media: A counter-
It seems that in the latter case the instability example", SIAM J. Appl. Math. 19,299-307.
is damped by non-linear effects. This should not " p et
lead to the conclusion that the Rotta model is /11/ Aronson, D.G., 1970, "Regularity properties
always stable, even though it may be a candidate of flows through porous media: The inter-
for calculations, where the k-c model shows - face", Arch. Rational Mech. Anal. 54,
severe stability problems. 573-392.

/12/ Peletier, L.A., 1971, "Asymptotic behaviour
of solutions of the porous media equation",

CONCLUSIONS SIAM J. Appl. Math. 21, 542-551.

Two types of instabilities have been iden- /13/ Knerr, B.F., 1977, "The porous media equa-
tified in free turbulent shear flow calculations. tion in one dimension", Trans.Amer.Math.
The first type results from the wave-like cha- Soc. 234, 381-415.
racter of the equations and develops in the re- /14/ Schlichting, H. 1965 "Grenzschicht-Theo-
gion where the turbulence decays discontinuously r4e, Braun-Verlag, Karlsruhe.

to zero at the outer edge. The second type iBanVrg Klsue
appears to be inherent to the k-c model and may /15/ Stoer, J. and Burlisch, R., 1978, "Ein-
be attributed to the different power law decay fUhrung in die Numerische Mathematik",
of these two quantities. Both instabilities Springer-Verlag, Berlin.
appear to be weak. This also explains the suc-
cess of numerical damping and of special mani-
pulations in the iteration procedure. There is
no doubt, however, that a set of modelled equa-
tions that do not provide a stable solution is
unsatisfactory. It seems neccessary to develop
special numerical techniques to take the dege-
nerate character of the equations into account.
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A USE OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS IN k-c TURBULENT ROUND JET MODELING

F. Raizadeb and Harry A. Dwyer

Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of California, Davis

Davis, California 95616

INTRODUCTION Continuity Eqn.

For more than a decade, researchers have been -(u) + o v - " 0

calculating with the use of k-c turbulence models a x (v) -
wide variety of flow fields. In many applications
these calculations are considered routine; however, a Momentum Eqn.
close inspection will reveal that it takes considerable
experience to write and make useful a computer program L (Pu2 ) + L a~v *m (U + L t IL U
to solve any given physical problem. The source of ax ay y ym ay u
many of these difficulties is that the equations are
not derived from exact principles, and it is possible

that they may not approach proper limits or that the Spces.n
* ~boundary and initial conditions are not well defined. a() a - +Ov =1am t\c

Even with these difficulties it is very important that a (u) + T- (Ovc) + -cv a y + U-
this level of modeling be improved since k-c modeling TXy y m a ayj
does yield both a length and time scale for turbulence.
Also, in many applications such as three-dimensional k-Eqn.
flow or flow with chemical reaction there is a need to

* limit the number of equations to be solved to a aLk a(v) 0k Is m( aki
minimum, the T-u O - m-y 1 y k) y

It is the present author's belief that there is a Y

need to apply sensitivity analysis to k-c turbulence a
2

modeling. Sensitivity analysis allows for a unique + Ut PC
and systematic understanding of how the model depends a

on its parameters for a given flow. With this type of C E.n.
information, improvements and extensions can be carried
out in a scientific way, and there will be less of a a - a - ae 1aa
chance of different parameters being changed by differ- +x 7au) - (PvC) + -- m -
ant investigators in order to arrive at the same physi- y may
cal result. In the present paper, sensitivity analysis
has been applied to turbulent round jet flows with and a CC uN

2  C2 0 2
without variable density. This flow is particularly t C t - k
interesting since it is one of the most important fail-

." ures of the k-s model and because of the key role that of Stat Turbulent Stress Ego.
. the round jet plays in mixing devices and diffusion

. flames. p 1
There have been many proposed model "constant" 0 

= 
-° x li C R C U -C k2/E

variations (1-3] which have been applied in order to To 1 2 2 U

achieve the proper spreading rate of the round jet
with the k-c model. It will be shown from the present where u and v are the mean primary and transverse
results that almost all of the constants could have velocities, k and e the kinetic energy and dissipation
bean used because of the conservation of momentum pro- rate in the flow, Cl, C1 , and C2 the major empiri-

percy of the jet, and the fact that the length scale is cal constants of the model, C concentration of the jet
approximately constant across the jet. These results specie, 3 the local density of the fluid, and x and y

imply that there is no unique way of correcting the the respective coordinates of u and v. The actual
Sflow and that other flows, together with the round jet, calculations were carried out in a coordinate system

will have to be found in order to obtain a more univer- which expanded with the jet. This coordinate system is
sal set of model parameters or even functions.

ASIS ANALYSIS 
- x n oy/x

A procedure for the application of sensitivity
The transport equations and k-c equations which analysis to the above system of equations is to differ-

are applicable to a variable density round jet flow entiate the system of equations with respect to that
% and which are formulated in terms of mass weighted or parameter. The resulting transformed equation for a

Fevre averages are given as sensitivity variable such as U a au/aut is
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M ots: "cum Sensitivity Ego. Sensitivity coefficients to the parameter C are
shown in Figures (5) through (9) for the variables u,

S 2a -2 + ek, c , 6, and 6u. The velocity sensitivities in Figure(u U (5) are relatively small and are strongly influenced
P by the conservation of momentum property of the jet.

- - These results can be interpreted in the following way.
(vuv 4 v D An increase in % tends to increase turbulent viscosan y ity, Wt, which causes a decrease in velocity at theu centerline and a negative sensitivity coefficient.

2However, since jet momentum must be conserved, the
1 a m au _ ) a a velocity in the outer part of the jet must increase.

an m PtThe same logic can be applied to the u velocity sensi-
tivities for any parameter of the k-c model, and the -_e%

From the remaining transport equations of the numerical results verify this conclusion. Therefore,
system com the other independent equations needed to the u velocity sensitivity distribution is almost the
solve for the couplete set of sensitivity variables same form when any constant is varied to obtain a
which are: correct spreading rate, and it is very difficult toarrive at an appropriate reason for model failure.

It is rather surprising that the influence of the
- - = k large density variation does not cause a much larger

au au - change in the structure of the model. This lack ofsensitivity to density variation can be easily seen in

Figures (6) and (7) where the sensitivity distributionsFor most applications, it is convenient to present the of k and C are shown. Even though the values of thesensitivity results in terms of normalized sensitivity sensitivity coefficients are much larger, the influence
coefficients which can be interpreted directly in terms of variable density contribution is rather veak. Thei"fle

of percentage changes. A typical "percent" sensitivity sensitivity coefficient for 6, Figure (8), does show a
coefficient is variable density influence and this combined with a

Schmidt - number less than one causes the sensitivity "-

u t coefficient for 6u, Figure (9), to show a very strong .ut at u density dependence. The change in the sign of the sen-sitivity coefficient for 6u at the boundaries is indi- OV
and the majority of the results will be presented in cative of the overshoot and undershoot behavior that
this form except in those cases wher e normalization this variable can exhibit in variable density flows.

variables are zero. It should also be pointed out that The sensitivity coefficients for the parameter Cu

the mathematical nature of the sensitivity equations is are well behaved, but the same cannot be said for the

identical to the original equations and that the same parameter C1 appearing in the e equation. Shown in
idumerical mtod carn eu tfor bo thts f es-e Figures (10) through (13) are the Cl sensitivitiesnumerical method can be used for both systems of equa- for the variables u, k, t, and bu. The to major
tions. The physical transport equations were solved
with an implicit marching scheme which employed iters- changes in these results compared to the Cu results are
tion for the nonlinear turbulent transport, while the the much larger values of sensitivity coefficients andthe very large sensitivities near the boundaries. TheS linear sensitivity tequations were solved with the same sensitivity coefficients for k and Ut are extremely
iotlarge and unphysical at the boundaries. Also, at the

RESULTS boundaries there does seem to be substantial density
influence on the model, and it seems highly unlikely

The results will be presented so that the influ- that the k-c model will give a good length and time-

ence of variable density will appear as a parameter in scale prediction at jet boundaries. For many applica-
tions where the outer flow is essentially equiescent -the figures. The round jet flow has been calculated this may not pose a problem; however, if there are

vith a co-flowing streP and with the following density important turbulent characteristics in the outer flow,
ratios between the co-flowing stream ( and the it is doubtful whether the k-c model will do a realis-
iet flow (Oj) tic job. Both the sensitivity coefficients for u and

6u show a similar behavior to C,, but with opposite 
sign

€ 1, 2, 4, 8 much larger values. Again, all of the character-
0 ,istics can be easily explained by conservation of jet

momentum and a Schmidt number less than one. 3
The density ratio of case eight is very close to that During the past few years it has been proposed

of a hydrogen diffusio flame and the results obtained [6] that turbulent Schmidt numbers much less than one

dhaeimplications for this flow, are needed to describe scalar transport with the k-E
model. In order to test this hypothesis, sensitivityShown in Figure (1) a:, four velocity profiles at analyses with C1 have been performed for a Schmidt --

identical locations (x/D = 40) downstream with the same number of .7 and .25 in Figures (14) and (15) for theinitial conditions except for the variable density. ubro 7ad.5i iue l)ad(5 o h -".'
iti l onitis exept frcuted th the iable sity" mean velocity and density variables. In a qualitative
These profiles have beon calculated with the "standard"
(41 model constants without any correction for the sense, the results in these figures show that the
rond jot. The density profiles are shown in Figure structure of the model is the same at the two different _(2) for the sa e locations, and all of the calculations Schmidt numbers since it is difficult to discern any

noticeable changes. Since these results have been
are far enough downstream so that the influences of carried out for an 8/1 density ratio, there must be
initial conditions are a minimum on the turbulent
transport coefficients. Typical distributions for the quantitative differences in p and u sensitivities ifthe conservation properties of the jet are to beSand the tsatisfied. In general, it can be said that the C

ksensitivities are low for the lower Schmidt numbers
should be pointed out that zero gradient boundary se a the ler Shitnes --

conditions hae been employed. Also, in order to limit because of the very high turbulent diffusivities as-rciated with this condition. Under these conditions,
the nflenc of urblen traspot otsid ofthejet the flow is more dominated by the diffusivity ratherboundaries, a standard intermittancy factor correction than the constants in the c equation.

- 15) has been applied to wt. This correction had very Another interesting situation for the application
little influence on the jet spreading rate, but did of sensitivity analysis is the initial profiles or

*2 effectively cut off turbulent transport for turbulent onitis of the imar reasons ar!."conditions of the round jet. The primary reasons are
Schmidt numbers less than one outside the jet bounder- due to the fact that, in most situations, the initial
ies. (Note: A turbulent Schmidt number of .7 has been conditions are not well known and also that the round
used in the species equation for all of the calculs- jet decays very quickly. In the present calculations,

tiolne in Figures (1) through (4). j1 d " q k n
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the initial mean velocity profile was assumed flat 4. Launder, B.E., and Spalding, D.B., 1974, "The
with a thin cosine transition profile, while the k and Numerical Computation of Turbulent Flow."

e profiles were determined from the assumption of Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and
production equals dissipation. Typical mean velocity Engineering, 3, 269.
profiles are shown in Figure (16) at a distance of
approximately 8 diameters downstream from the inlet 5. Corrsin, S., and Kistler, A.L., 1954, NACA Tech.
and for a 8/1 density ratio, while the sensitivity Notes 3133.
coefficients of u and wt to C1 are given in Figures

* (17) and (18). The u sensitivities are similar to 6. Jones, W.P., and Whitelaw, J.H., 1982, "Calcula-
* positions downstream; however, the pt sensitivities tion Methods for Reacting Turbulent Flows: A

are very large and probably unphysical. This is parti- Review," Combustion and Flame, 48, 1.
cularly true at the boundary of the jet, and it should
be recomended that the k-c model be used only with %

caution near the jet boundaries. Also, it seems from
the very high values of Ut sensitivities in the ini-
tial region, that physical phenomena, such as flame 1) P /O .1.0 2) o /Pi 2.0
blow-off which depends on the initial profiles, be pre- = C
dicted by k-c models with a large measure of caution.
These types of profiles represent situations far from
the flows chosen to determine the model empirical C/ J-
constants, and with the large sensitivity coefficients -

it is highly unlikely that the predictions will be
accurate.

CONCLUSIONS .

It has been shown that sensitivity analyses can V
be used to systematically understand the structure of
the k-c model applied to a complex flow. In the appli-
cation of sensitivity analysis to the round jet flow,
it has been found that the flow is strongly dominated
by the jet conservation of momentum property. All 0 3

sensitivity coefficients relating to density and velo-
-; .city show similar behavior because of the conservation

constraint, and almost all of the parameters of the 0.. .

model can be used to some degree to correct the round 0 1 2 2 .

jet spreading rate. The major results of the investi- n
gation are:

- - (1) Density variation has a surprisingly weak Figure 1. Round jet mean velocity profiles
influence on the structure of the k-c model, for different density ratios
and there were no major qualitative changes
in the behavior of the sensitivity coeffi- I''.
cients with density variation except near
the jet boundary.

* - (2) At the jet boundaries, the k-E model yields 1) 0/ -" 1.0 2) o/o / 2.0
very high sensitivity coefficients for k and C •C J
c to the parameters appearing in those equa- 3) 0 /0 = 4. 4) 0c : 8.0

* tions. These large sensitivities do not seem C / 4 J

to be physically correct and it seems very -

questionable whether the model can be used 4
with confidence at the boundary locations.

(3) Near the initial region of a round jet flow
. the k-C model is very sensitive to the pars-

meters on which it depends. This sensitivity -"0

occurs throughout the entire jet and is
maximum at the boundary. Because of the -)

rapid decay rate of the round jet, chis fact
could have a large influence in many
practical situations which depend strongly
on initial conditions.

(4) The round jet is not a good flow to tune k-c
model constants because of the very strong
constraint of jet conservation of momentum.
All model constant variations which predict ,
an almost flat length scale variation across
the jet can be used to predict a proper
spreading rate. Therefore, the proper k-E Figure 2. Round jet density distribution
model which will predict the correct round for different density ratios
jet flow must be found from a variation of
the round jet or another flow.
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STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE NEAR REGION OF AN ASYMMETRIC TURBULENT WAKE

M. Shokr+, J.F. Keffer and J.G. Kawall"

+Atmospheric Environment Services, Ontario, CANADA

4"Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Toronto, Toronto, CANADA

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

Statistical properties of the turbulent/non- Recent experimental results (e.g., see Keffer,
turbulent interfaces in the near region of an asymmetric Kawall, Giralt and Bfguier, 1979) have shown that the
wake generated by a pair of closely-spaced, unequal- turbulent transport mechanism associated with certain
diameter cylinders have been determined by means of di- "asymmetric" turbulent shear flows is fundamentally dif-
gital image analysis of cine flow visualization pictures ferent from that associated with classical "symmetric"
of the flow. The results, comprising moments, burst flows, viz, wakes and jets with symetrical mean pro-
rates, correlations and auto-spectra, indicate that the files, and mixing layers and boundary layers with mono-
lower interface of the flow, which is associated with tonically-varying mean profiles. Such asymmetric flows
the large cylinder, has markedly steeper slopes, on the have been found to contain well-defined localized re-
average, than the upper interface and its motion is con- gions within which the net production of turbulence N
siderably less random than that of the latter. Moreover, kinetic energy (or its thermal equivalent) is negative.
they establish that a "Karman vortex street", centred in One such flow is the turbulent wake generated by a pair
the lower part of the wake and with a characteristic of closely-spaced, unequal diameter circular cylinders,
frequency corresponding to a Strouhal number signifi- which was first studied experimentally by Palmer and
cantly less than that pertaining to the symetric cy- Keffer (1972).

* linder generated wake, is produced. In a review paper on negative production, Beguier,
N Giralt, Fulachier and Keffer (1977) suggested that the

NOMRENCLATURE existence of the negative production zone in the Palmer-
Keffer wake was linked to the presence of "Xa'rm~n vortex

D, - lower cylinder diameter, mn. street" (KVS) activity, i.e., the quasi-periodic occur-
D2 - upper cylinder diameter, mm. rence of relatively highly-organized motion, or coherent
D - equivalent diameter equal to (DI + D,)/2 + L, mm. structures, within the near region of this flow. We

% E - auto-spectrum, s. note that Diaz, Gavaldi, Kawall and Giralt (1982) have -I,.

F - flatness factor, found zones of negative production in the case of a
- us rtwake produced by a rotating circular cylinder, as did

f - burst rate, Us. Gavaldi, Diaz, Giralt, Kawall and Keffer (1983) in the

S o - burst rate at the mean interface position, Uz. more complicated situation of a wake generated by a
pair of closely-spaced, equal diameter circular cy- P

L - spacing between cylinder centres. linders, one of which is rotating. In both instances,
N - number of cin picture frames, the results indicate that the occurrence of these zones
n - frequency, Us.. is related to KVS activity.
ns - vortex shedding frequency, Hz. In an effort to gain further insight into the

S - skewness factor. structure of the Palmer-Keffer asymetric wake, Shokr
t - time, s. and Keffer (1982) analysed cine flow visualization
U, - free-stream velocity, ms- 1. pictures of the near region of this flow, using a digi-
x - streamwise coordinate. tal image processing technique. Specifically, they mea-
T - instantaneous lateral interface position, mm. sured the lateral positions of the upper and lower tur-
I - mean value of Y, M. bulent/non-turbulent interfaces of the flow as functions
y - lateral coordinate, or instantaneous lateral inter- of time, for several streamwise locations, and hence,

face position relative to T, am. determined various interface statistics. In the present
-- root-man-square value of Y, m. work, we have carried out an extended analysis of the
i. °  z - spanvise coordinate, aforementioned cin pictures in order to obtain add-
. - reference variable, itional quantitative information on the interfaces. In
- - reference variable, particular, we have determined a number of statistical
at - time interval between cine pictures frames, s. properties of the interface slopes. It should be
0 - auto- or cross-correlation function, pointed out that these properties cannot be readily ob-
T - time lag, s. tained by means of either hot-wire anemometry or laser-
# - instantaneous interface slope, equivalent to Doppler anemometry.

- mean value of 1, deg. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
* - instantaneous interface slope relative to '.

- root-mean-square of €. The flow visualization pictures employed herein
Subscripts were obtained from the Institutde Mecanique Statistique
-U - upper. de Ia Turbulence (IMST), Marseille. The flow, a defin-
L - lower. ition sketch of which is shown in Fig. 1, was generated
y - position. by means of two cylinders of diameters D1 - 20 mm and
* - slope. D. - 12 mm mounted horizontally in the IMST flow



visualization water tunnel. The axes of the cylinders (5) The cross-correlation function, which is given
were separated in the lateral direction by a distance, by
L, of 23 mm so that the quantity (DI + D,)/2 + L, which
is defined as the equivalent diameter, D, was 39 s 1 N-j
This particular cylinder configuration resulted in a re-1 .F)/o's', forr .>0,
latively strong "source interaction", as in the case of 2-1
the Palmer-Keffer experiments. The free stream velocity 0 a() - N-j
was 0.17 ms

-
, which produced a Reynolds number based on I[. .L B(t.)n(t )]/uS,,fort-j<0,

D of 7,000. Approximately 1,000 frames and a time in- i 1- 'l i+j
terval between successive frames of 1/12 s were used in
the analysis, and results pertaining to five selected where a and 0 denote yU and OU' YL and L' or
downstream locations (i.e., x/D values) were computed. ,.

The pictorial information was digitized, and the YL and YU.
resulting digital data were processed by means of a
Basch and Lo Om icou digital image analysis system,
in conjunction with an INK 3033 computer, at the Univer-
sity of Toronto. The turbulent and non-turbulent re-
gions within the pictures were identified, and the upper t r
and lover interface positions relative to the centreline m
of the flow, Y~ and YL and the upper and lower inter-

face slopes, tU (saYu/ax) and tL (3
3
YL/ax), were then

measured as functions of time for the selected x/D Y (ti)
values. (The technique used to determine YUL and I T S D&

" is described by Shokr and Keffer, 1982.) D -

INTERFACE STATISTICS Y, (ti)

The statistical properties of Y and 0 that
YU,L adU,L

were examined in the present work are as follows.-
(1) The first four moments of ,L' which are

given by

"_ 1 N Fig. 1. Definition sketch.IS (t m 1,2,3,4." ' ,L N i l OU, ""i

In this expression, N represents the number of
frames used; ti - (i-l)tt, where at is RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

the time interval between frames; m'- 1 yields The streamwise variations of the mean values, the
the upper and lower mean interface slopes, t U MS values, the skewness factors and the flatness
and m - 2 yields the root-mean-square ( factors of the upper and lover interface slopes are pre-

sented in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5, where it is seen that
values, these quantities all remain essentially constant as x/D

increases. One can infe- from the results for the mean
S, ,values (Fig. 2) that, on the average, (a) both inter-

U,L UL faces are fairly flat, IUI and O.J being less than 13%

and (b) the slopes of the lover interface, associated
where I = - ; m = 3 yiel the skewness with the large cylinder (see Fig. 1), are silnificantly
factors, steeper than those of the upper interface, ItLI being
5
UL-(' 0 )roughly twice as large as FIIU . These inferences are

U,L consistent both with visual observations of the cine-
film, which reveal that the intermittent bulges in the

and m - 4 yields the flatness factors, lower part of the wake are larger than those in the up-
per part, and with the results for the mean interface

-U,L . 7/4,4)U,L positions,Yu and I (,e Shokr and Keffer, 1982), which

show that Y spra.d, more rapidly than does Y - so that
L U(2) The burst rate, f, which represents the average th rate of entrainment of potential fluid is greater

frequency of occurrence of turbulent bursts (or ars t-e;';zones) at a given point in the flow, and is across the steeper '-,', r interface.
e one hal ve rage frqec at Figure 3 demonstrates that the RMS values of the, ~equal to one-half the average frequency at:.'.

which the interface crosses that point. We upper and lowar interface slopes, t and s', are more or

note that if Y and are uncorrelated Gaussian less the same. The magnituf a of these quantities is ap-
random variables then will be given by roximately 45,which, together with the fact that both

It I and 1L 1 are less that 13, leads to the conclusion

.. " f exp (-y/2y".)' that interface folding does not occur to any significant
where f is the burst rate at the mean inter- extend (or equivalently, that the interface positions
fae f iare single-valued functions). This is, in fact, the case,

wi chas evidenced by visual observations of the cine' film.
(3) The autocorrelation function, which is given by The skewness factors of both the upper slopes and the

lower slopes, S1 and SL (Fig. 4), deviate significantly

) _ / from zero, and I is consistently greater than Isul.

i-I Hence, it follows that the interface bulges are asym-

metric in shape, the more so in the case of the lowerwhere T. - jAt, j a 0,1,2 .... J, J << N, a do- lwr ,::
interface. The upper and lower flatness factors, FU and

notes y or 4, and a' is the IKS value of a.)oTes ato r u, * andch is the dSvalefne aF L (Fig. 5), are essentially equal, and their magnitude
(4) The auto-spletrum, i(n), which is defined as L

1()*~r) x -"n~r is roughly 2.0, so that these results reinforce the



above conclusion that interface folding is negligible this is, in fact, so - the dominant peaks in these
in the present situation. spectra, which correspond to the oscillations in the

Normalized upper and lower burst rate distributions autocorrelations, being both larger and noticeably
pertaining to the various x/D locations examined here sharper in the case of the lower spectra than in the
are depicted in Fig. 6. The scatter associated with case of the upper spectra. Evidently, the frequency at .
these results is seen to be large. Nonetheless, because which the aforementioned peaks are centred is the no-
the extent of the scatter depends upon N (the number of minal frequency at which vortices are shed from the two
frames used), decreasing as N increases, we can conclude cylinders (ns). This frequency yields a Strouhal number
that the burst rate profiles for the present flow are (n../U") of 0.14, which is significantly less than that
self-similar. Furthermore, it appears that the upper s
profiles tend to follow the Gaussian curve; the lower associated with the symmetric wake (viz, 0.21).
burst rate profiles, however, deviate markedly from this
curve. It is interesting to note that the intermittency
factoraite the upoer roand Keffer, 1982) diplay a

Gausian distribution function, but the lower profiles
show little agreement with this function. The impli- _J 0
cation here is that in the near region of the wake, the O
process governing the motion of the upper interface ./ . %-
(i.e., the fluctuations of its lateral position) is pre-
dominantly Gaussiau in nature, whereas that governing +
the motion of the lower interface is not. 1.0 I 5-0 ..O 4.0 4.0. -.

I I .~pper _....,J 0 0 0 Fig. 4. Skewness factors of interface slopes.

J 0 0 " -+

lower~

.. _= + ++ + +. -+ " <+ <+':". +
0 0I0 C.0 _,_0 -. 0 _ .0 _

Fig. 2. Mean values of interface slopes. Y '.

Fig. 5. Flatness factors of interface slopes.

0 0 4.2.W r .
n 1O OrP

X A, 4. US-

fceoeetstio s wnd hinfa elo .au osclation s 4. -- S- ' ,..

d uno n prtainingeto un/il - 3.87,ed cein F iigs nd | o
Fig. 10 the or esodn a itera sl cn beas n t , *o.

fuon s etsi nin to xhe -V 3.85th din Figs 9ymt~ an- d 04 X-

autocorrelation functions display distinct regular os- *A I + o 0.(4
cillations, establishing the presence of quasi-periodic A (
coherent structures within the flow. The oscillations 0
do not occur, however, until rT exceeds certain limitingl o I4;in5.'
values, and they decay (albeit slowly) with increasing o
T. It is clear that a "K4rudn vortex street" CKVS),
sonewhat similar to the ICVS within the symmetric c a4
linder-generated waka, exists within the asymmetric lee +
wake; moreover, the process that gives rise to this KVS *-
is not strictly periodic but rather is randomly modu-
laced, as in the case of the symmetric wake (see Budny,
Kavall and gaffer, 1979). Notice that the lower auto-
correlationa exhibit a more pronounced oscillatory be- -5.0 0 .0
haviour than do the upper autocorrelations, suggesting Y/y'
that the KV is centred in the lower part of the flow.

I The auto-spectra (Figs. 9 and 10) serve to show that Fig. 6. Burst rate distributions.
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-* It is interesting to note that whereas the upper
*i spectra display only a single peak centred at n - the

"fundamental", the lower spectra display several "har-
monice' as well as the 'funda-ental". This trait is
also exhibited by the auto-spectra of hot-wire signals~from the upper and lower parts of the asymetrical wake,

that were measured by Palmer and Keffer (1972). It is
* interesting to note as well that a comparison of the in-

terface-position aut)-spectra and the interface-slope .
auto-spectra (Figs. 9 and 10) suggests that the inter-
face slope, 0(t), is closely related to the time deri-
vative of the interface position, ay(t)Iat, inasmuch as
the auto-spectra of 0(t) are more sensitive to the [VS /
activity than are the auto-spectra of y(t).

On the basis of the above results, we can regard ,
the motion of the upper and lower interfaces in the near
region of the flow as comprising a large-scale quasi-
periodic component (caused by KVS activity) and a small-

* ~scale random component, with the former dominating the ,.; )~j
motion of the lower interface, once the KVS is well-

* established, and the latter dominating the motion of the/
upper interface. This picture is consistent both with
the fact that the values of f pertaining to the upperinterface are everywhere larger than those pertaining to

the lower interface (Fig. 6), and with visual obser- a 0
vations of the cinq film which reveal that the upper in-
terface contains numerous small random convolutions, \ ,!\/,/
while the lower interface contain relatively few such
convolutions. I,"

Figure 11 depicts the upper and lower cross- - k--
correlation functions of the interface position and the
interface slope for x/D - 3.875. It is clearly evident ___

from this Figure that the random components of y(t) and T 50
0(t) are uncorrelated, which implies, in the light of
the foregoing results, that these components are uncor-

- related Gaussian random variables, and hence, are sta- -
cistically independent. (The fact that the burst rate Fig. 7. Autocorrelations of interface
and intermittency factor profiles pertaining to the positions, x/D = 3.875.
lower interface deviate from the Gaussian models can be
attributed to the relatively strong effect of the quasi-
periodic components of yL(t) and 0L(t).) We note that

in the case of the upper interface, there is a phase
different between y(t) and 0(t) of about 90, the cross-
correlation function being approximately zero at T - 0,
and in the case of the less random lower interface, this
phase difference is somewhat greater than 900, the value
of the cross-correlation function lying between zero and
its minimum value. These cross-correlation results,
therefore, lend support to the view that there is a .. O
strong relationship between o and ay/at. Indeed, with
respect to the upper interface, this relationship may be ,
taken as: ay/at - U 0(t), where U is a characteristic CF"

(local) bulge convection velocity. It may be remarked \ -

that if this relationship holds, then for sufficiently (,0 \ - -

small At, Uc will be given by, (TyT/- at, where "
Ay = y(t + at) - y(t).

In Fig. 12, we present the cross-correlation fun-

ctions of the upper and lower interface positions for
selected x/D locations in the near region of the flow.
These results establish, not surprisingly, that as inN
the case of the symmetric wake (see Budny at al, 1979), / _owr / ...
only the quasi-periodic components of the interface , , ,/,.
positions on opposite sides of the centreline of the
flow are correlated. Furthermore, they demonstrate that 0 0 . .-. . . --
these components are not 180* out-of-phase as they are
for the symmetric wake, since the minimum values of the
correlations do not occur at T - 0. This is a conse- -- --
quence of the KVS being centred in the lower part of the
wake, and implies that the coherent structures comprising
the KVS are not arranged as in the classic KVS config-
uration. Finally, it should be noted that the peak
values of the cross-correlation curves vary with x/D,
increasing initially for x/D less than about 5, then de- 500
creasing as x/D increases beyond 5. From this, in con-
junction with the fact that 1o pertaining to both the

upper interface and the lower interface decreases initi- Fig. 8. Autocorrelations of interface slopes,
ally then increases as x/D increases from 1.625 to 6.125 x/D = 3.875.
(see Fig. 6), we conclude that the KVS is well-ea:a-
blished by x/D equal to about 4, so that its formation
takes place within a streamwise distance of about 3D
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from the cylinders, and that it starts to decay for x/D

in excess of about 5. .__4
SLW1ARY AND CONCLUDI.NG REMARS

p
The present findings indicate that largA vortices 

,

shed from the lower (large) cylinder coalescence with or a r-"
entrain small vortices shed from the upper cylinder and
thus form coherent structures that are significantly
larger than the large vortices. This "vortex-merging" IA"
process is rapid (taking place within about 3D), more or Ip•
less stable and quasi-periodic, and results in the oc- I
currence of a 'LIrum"n vortex street" (KVS) with a char- 10 -
acteristic frequency corresponding to a Strouhal number
considerably less than 0.Z1 and centred in the lower

','. part of the wake. In consequence, the lower interface .- /
is, on the average, considerably steeper than the upper / Jr1n
interface and its motion is significanly less rs:don
than that of the latter. It is probable that such a i
1 "skewed" KVS is indirectly responsible for the existence 3 ,

" of the zones of negative production detected in the asym- Li ' / --

metrical wake by Palmer and Keffer (1972). " /..
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AN INVESTIGATION OF REYNOLDS STRESS STRUCTURES

IN PLANE TURBULENT WA KES
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ABSTRACT Present work is an attempt to investigate large structures•
in fully-developed cylinder wake making use of the quad-

Instantaneous u-v signals in the turbulent far wake of a rant analysis. This method classifies the instantaneous
cylinder have been analysed using an extended "quadrant motion by directions in which the flow is temporarily
analysis" in order to investigate the Reynolds stress moving and whether the particular motion contributes sub-
structure and the features of large eddies.The results stantially to the Reynolds stress. It may be contrasted
indicate that the region between the location of maximum with the conditional sampling measurements of the near
shear and the edge of the wake is simiiar to the outer wake of a flat plate made by Andreopoulos and Bradshawl

7

layer of boundary layers and bursts of slow moving flow who discriminated the instantaneous flow based on the
ejecting outward contribute the most to the Reynolds origin of fluid and whether the fluid has mixed up with
shear stress. In the wake centerline region, fast moving the other fluid coming from the other side of the plate
fluid crossing the centerline contributes significantly (discrimination conditioned on temperature threshold).
but with opposite sign. There is a special type of flow The method employed in here might prove to be more suitaoLe
near the centerline: flow movimg upstream along the studying interacting shear layers than the temperature tag- L
centerline slower than the mean velocity. This type of ging. Namely the heat has tendency of rapid diffusion into -

* motion does not contribute to the shear stress but unheated turbulent flow permitting unambiguous conditional
contains kinetic energy. sampling only in the near interaction region. 7t is believ-

ed that the quadrant analysis may shed new light on instan-
taneous Reynolds stress mechanisms especially in the wake

INTRODUCTION central region. The conventional Reynolds stress is low
and changes sign in this region providing no information

The Reynolds stress (- uv) in a turbulent shear flow is about the underlining physics.
the key quantity in the mutually linked mechanisms of
production of turbulent kinetic energy and transfer of
momentum. It is well established that large eddies contri- CONDITIONAL AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS
bute the most to the Reynolds stress perhaps in an orderly
quasi-periodic manner. Instantaneous u-v Signals and Structure of Turbulence

Features of these large eddies have been studied during Measurements of instantaneous u-v signals were made using
W":3 the last decade using flow visualization and conditional a hot-wire probe with x-arrey sensors at 500 diameters

sampling technicues. In the case of boundary layers
I
-10 downstream of a circular cylinder of diameter of 1/16 in.

and pipe flow
1 

quantification of features of the violent in an otherwise uniform flow of speed of 50 fps. Signals
eddies has been made using so-called "quadrant analysis" were analysed by digital methods by sampling and digitizing
in which "events" in the sequence of bursting mechanism them at 20 k/z.
were identified by the signs and magnitudes of the instan-
taneous u and v velocity components. Fig 1 displays simultaneous instantaneous traces of 1, v,uv and u2+v2 quantities. The figures are ordered starting i

in the case of turbulent wakes, mechanism of the governing with the intermittent wake edge and ending at the center-
large eddies is not as clear. Gerrard

12 
discussed obser- line. Structure of turbulence appears to be much morevations of large-scale motions in wakes and concluded that deterministic than in the pipe flowll Existeance of occa-

most questions about growth and characteristics of these sional large uv bursts is evident. At the wake edge the
motions remain unanswered. As early as in 1947 Townsend

13  
large excursions are one sided almost exclusively due to

concluded one of his classical wake papers with the state- the slow moving fluid (negative u) ejecting outward (po-
ment "the jet structure (large eddies) can only be surmis- sitive v). As the centerline is approached the uv peaks
ed at present, and many interesting questions remain to be are more and more double sided with both negative and
answered. It is possible that useful information may be positive contributions to 7T. 'hile this is expected.
obtained frol.asurements of quadruple velocity products careful examination of u, v and uv traces also indicates
of the form u~v

2 
... In this way more exact information that, at the maximum-shear location and at the centerline,

about jet (turbulent burst) widths and rates of develop- some of the large negative excursions of uv signals are
ment could be collected and clearer understanding of the due to fast moving fluid (positive u) moving towards the
details of the motion attained." There appears to be no centerline. These two types of motions contributing to UV
follow up to date on this visionary suggestion though are similar to the "ejections" and "sweeps", respectively,
Br shaw et al.

1
4 demonstrated how revealing is to study ia boundary layers

2
. They may correspond to the downstream

v~w2 in an axisymmetric jet. Recent studies of wakes be- and upstream sides of a large vortex-like structure seen
hind cylinders by Townsend

1 5 
and Wlezian1

6 
suggest pat- i 1

6  
vin smoke oictures of W lezian or the Kerman vortex street .-

terns of large eddies resembling those of Karman vortex like pattern discussed by Townsend
1 
5. At the centerline

street. there is an ambiguity in the sense that positive v may



mean either moving towards the centerline or away from Classification of Events
the centerline. Similar ambiguity has been noted by Sabot
and Comte-Bellot11 near the centerline of a pipe flow. For .he reasons mentioned in the preceeding section the
However, if they are associated with large scale motion, following quantitative analysis has been attempted. As in
it is likely that when (large) positive v occurs with the quadrant analysis of boundary layer flows the instan-
positive u it is due to a large eddy belonging to the taneous motion was classified into different events based
lower half of the wake sending fast moving fluid towards on the signs and magnitudes of the instantaneous u and v.
and through the centerline, while when positive v is asso- Fig 2 illustrates the classification of the events in the

" - ciated with negative u it is the returning of such fluid instantaneous u-v Dlane. The method is close to the one
' 7 originated from the upper half. These events are generally introduced originally by Lu and Willmarth 2 . Events contain- -

called "interactions" in the quadrant analysis of boundary ing significant Reynolds stress of either sign are identi-
layers. fied by condition

uv > HuIv'
where u' and v' are the rms intensities and H is a oarame-
ter. These events correspond to regions 1,.3 and i.. In
order to depict and analyse the energy containing eddies
that do not contribute to the Reynolds stress, the "hole"

4 ( uv < Hu'v') was subdivided by the circle
M 2 2

u + • = 2Hu'v'

& 'to identify such events.

T/
/ HOLE

0 .02 04 .06" (a 
SUBHO LE.

(a)

V uV

0 .02 .04 .0

(b)

I AI .
U L

Fig 2. Classification of -he Events in the u-v Plane.

UV

Althou~h this flow differs from boundary layers we call
o .0 .04 .0e theeyert represented by region 4 "sweep" and region 2

...4 Til e "ejection" since former is likely to be the sweep of re-
(c) cently entrained potential flow, while the latter is

2 2 likely to be the ejection of fully turbulent eddy origi- . -

Fig 1. Instantaneous u, v, uv and u + v Traces; (a) near nating in the wake central region. We also call the re-
the wake edge, (b) at the maximum-shear, gions 1 and 3 "interactions", with a reservation near the
(c) at the centerline, centerline where the interactions can be sweeps penetrat-

ing through the centerline or ejections originating on one

The accompanying u2+v
2 traces reveal that they contain oc- side emerging into the other side of the wake. The events

.casional "bursts" with no corresponding high excursions represented by regions 5,6.7 and 8 are called respectivelythe turbulence moving downstreaa, outwards, irstream and
the uv signal, indicating only one of u or v has high va- - • .m""lues. This is seen more clearly near the centerline and inwards. The region 9, called suohole, represents motions
S "i e o l ye that do not contribute appreciably to either the Reynolds
they are mainly associated with flows downstream along the
centerline. Townsend 15 observed recently that eddies con- stress or the turbulent kinetic energy.
tributing most to the shear stress are significantly dif- Time Fractions
ferent in shape and in orientation from those predominant-
ly contributing to turbulent energy. For this reason these First part of the analysis consists of an investigation of

* .." events are also depicted and analysed in here. The above the effects of the tnreshold e H on time fractions the
analysis is limited of course and may even be biased in u-v trace spent in different regions events,. The fraction.
the sence that the spanwise velocity component is not of time spent regions 1 through . ole and suohole are
included. However it does imply certain characteristics shown in Fig 31a) and Fig 3 b, as function of H for near-
and some orderliness of the large-scale motion, maximum-shear location and the wake :enter respectively.
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considered either the interaction-type motions or sweeps
* 1.0 and ejections associated with large structure on :e other.-

side of the wake. At the maximum-shear position these

.8 - motions take considerably smaller fraction of time than
SUHOE the ejections and sweeps and become neglegible at about

H SUHOLE H11.5. At the wake centerline the events in all four
.6 a 1ST OUADRANT quadrants take about equal time but the fast moving

'0 2ND QUADRANT motions (first and fourth quadrants, appear tc be more
U3R QUADRANT violent.

.4 DRN
Q 4TH QUADRANT The fraction of time spent in the regions inside the nole

but outside the subhole (regions 5, o. - and 3) is not
.2 negligible. The distributions are shown in Fig 3tsc for

the wake centerline only in order to show that the fluid

0 moving upstream takes nearly twice as much time as other
0 1 2 3 4 5 modes of motions. At the maximum-shear location time S

H 4fractions of fluid moving in the upstream and downstream
directions are almost the same, while at the near-edge

(a) position downstream eruptions dominate these energy con-
1.0 taining motions with small contributions to the shear..... stress.

.8 Fractional Contributions to the Reynolds Shear Stress

Fig 4 displays the contributions to the shear stress cor- 07-
" .6 relation coefficient -TV/u'v' from four quadrants for

H=O at various positions across the wake. The total -.
.4 -T/u'v' is also shown. The subscript J=1, 2, 3 and 4

indicates respective quadrants. The reason for showing
the contributions to the shear correlation coefficient

.2
]  

instead of the shear stress -TM is that the shear stress
is zero at the centerline and near the wake edge. Since
the total -v/u'v' is nearly constant over the shear

,o 0 zone, the present plots are nearly proportional to the ,. -
0 1 2 3 4 5 fractional contributions to -Tv in that zone. . .

(b) H .8

. .10 -

.5V

.06 FLOW MOVING: 0

.06 a DOWNSTREAM .4.. .o. ,., - OUT"".-...

.04 
.

.02 %

0 A 2
2 3 1 -

(c) MAXIMUM
SHEAR

Fig 3. Fractions of Time Occupied by the Events at;
(a) the maximum-shear, (b) the centerline, 0
(c) b subregions at the center line. 10 Yd I

Most of the quadrant analysis studies of boundary layers
do not orovide values of this quantity except the paper
by Brodkey et al

3 
where it is given as function of y for -.2

-O only. Levels of these quantities shown in Ref 3 are Fig 4. Contrioutions to the Reynolds Stress Correlation
very close to the present results at H=O. Lu and Will- Coefficient for H=O.
marth

2 
reported fraction of time spent in the hole at

several locations in the boundary layer. Again the level First, Fig 4 indicates that the contribution from the
and shape are quite similar. The ejection-like motions ejection-like event (second quadrant) dominates in the
and the sweep-like motions take almost equal time at the outer half of the wake and accounts for about 80 percent
maximum-shear location. It should be noted, however, that of the total shear stress which is similar to the results
the curve for ejections cross the curve for sweeps at obtained by Brodkey et a!

2 
in the boundary layer. The

about H-1.0 and the former is higher than the latter at contributions from sweep-like event (fourth quadrant) is
HI.O. Although not shown the data taken at positions generally lower but is higher in the wake central region.

between the wake edge and the maximum-shear location The events represented by the first and third quadrants ,
indicate that the cross-over points exist at at progres- which transfer momentum in the "wrong" direction account
sively smaller H values as the edge is approached. it is for only 20 percent in the shear zone which is only half
reasonable to say that in this region the ejection-like as much as contributions of the interactions in boundary.%
motions are likely to be fully turbulent eddies originat- layers. This is another indication of the fact that eddies
ing probably in the wake central region wnile the sweep- in the wake are more efficient than those in boundary la-
like motions are likely to be recently entrained potential yers. in the central region, as discussed earlier the
flow. Diminishing contributions of sweeps with increasing first ouadrant and fourth quadrant contributions balance
threshold H indicate that they are considerably less vio- out and the second and third quadrants are also of nearly
lent than .Jections. The first and third quadrant can be equal magnitude. It is noted, however, that accelerated

motions contribute more than the decelerated motions.
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As expected the contributions from the region between the

hole and the subhole is very small. Though not shown, our
.4 data do indicate that the individual contributions are

WWI small and the canceling between the different subregions
(5. 6. 7 and 8) is not the reason for this.

Fractional Contributions to the Kinetic Energy

Fractional contributions to 7 + v
2 

(renresentative of the
..... turbulent kinetic energy) at the position of maximum shear . .

. ..... .... .are shown in Fig 6(a). Trends are similar as for the Rey-
nolds stress shown on Fig 5(a). Fig 6(b) offers the same

3. 4 contributions at the wake centerline. Significance of the
0 regions within the hole but outside of the subhole is now

5 more apparent with the wide difference between the curves
for the hole and subhole. The contributions from the sub-
hole regions (5, 6, 7 and 8) are further displayed on

Fig 6(c). By far the most contributing subregion is 7
(a) where the streamwise velocity is lower than the mean and

the lateral velocity is small.

2 3

0HOL

1.00

C,,Y,. 12 QUADRANDANT.".".

.0 6 --

" *' 2 3 45 '

. a ..-,6 ..,

(a)

.. 1

t e(b a e

+*%0 0 .4-

-,H .2i

-2" 0;2i

((c) attebetr ie
.. "

Fig 5. Contributions to bthe keynoldSth Stress; (a) near "'+++

. the wake edge.,b at temaximum-shear, .10
-. a)c at the cntr line. FLOW'OVING

Figs 5(a), (b) and (c) show variation of the contriijutions a DOWNSTREAM
by different events as function of H. Fig (a) is for a 0 OUT
position near the edge, (b) is for the maximum-shear loca- .0e Q IN-
tion and (c) is for the wake centerline. These diagrams
-can be directly compared with those for outer part of
boundary layers

2 
and the pipe flow 1. The boundary layer

data appear to fit between the near-wake-edge data of
Fig 5(a) and maximum-shear position shown in Fig 5(b). .0 .
Near tne wake edge there are surprizingly large contribu-
tions from very violent eddies moving out and very small
.ontributions from the sweep-like events which are likely 0

" to be potential. This was expected from the instantaneous 0 1 2 3 H 4 ,

traces of u, v, and uv, but Fig 5(a) confirms this quanti- (c)
tatively. At the maximum-shear location the ejection-like
events and sweep-like events contribute most and almost 2-2'.:' equally significant while the interactions have very small 2 +v2; ()athmxiu-er ,.
contributions and are negligible at about H-2• It is Ante- .ig 6. Contributions to u + vra) at the maximum-shar,
equallyusigni ant we the itat Have vr small r (b) at the center line, (c) at the center line
resting to observe that at the centerline the fast moving from subregions.
fluid (first and fourth quadrants) contributions to the
shear at high H are even larger than the ejections and

" - sweep-like events do at the maximum-shear location. It
suggests that these may be quite violent motions that
cancel out in most of the conventional averages.
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Conditional Velocities of the Events

Conditional mean velocities U and Vj for four events 10.

* i 2. 3 and 4) at the position of maximum shear and the
centerline are given in Fig 7(a) and (b). respectively. /
The values are connected by equal H lines. This diagram - i
is very informative of flow directions and intensities of
different events. Points on the graph indicate the average / -
direction and the magnitude of velocity in the x-y plane
of all the motions in appropriate events with the instan-
taneous Reynolds stress larger than Hu'v'. The plot for tOa

the maximum-shear location reveals that in general ejec-
tion-like and sweep-like motions are stronger than

* interaction-type motions. However, this tendency is less ISO*

pronounced if averaged over large Reynolds stress carry- "
ing motions (large H). The figure for the wake center-
line shows that faster moving motions (first and fourth
quadrants) are stronger.

.03 .1/ HU

.4 cUIMN LOCATION*u, - .J
U& of Ist OUAflRM4t

03 p3d UADPM*T
- - . ~ H - . 0 MUIA

"N.1 1 2 3 4
, I * '\ i!!I" \

I~, I , Fig 8. Mean Interval between Large Bursts; open symbols

-O 00t .01 .03 at the maximum-shear, closed symbols at the center
Y- line.

- - - -- - Fig 8 is a plot of mean intervals between consecutive oc-
- currences of events of the same type at the location of

maximum shear and the wake centerline. They are normalized
-.02 by the similarity variable for time, (x-xo)/Ul, where x

is the virtual origin of the wake taken here as xo=-4OD.

The trend is very similar to that given by Lu and Will-

-03 marth
2 

in the sence that the intervals depend very strong-
ly on H. At the location of maximum shear the ejection-

(a) like event occurs most frequently and the interaction type

motions least frequently. If H=3, for which the contribu-
Otions to -v from interactions become negligible at this

U4 position, is taken as a characteristic threshold the mean
interval between the ejection-like events is 0.2(x-xo)/U. . -

. .-. ,.,,. The characteristc interval between sweep-like events is

about O.5(x-xo)/Uo., The ratio .is not very differnt from
II - ..- s'..., - --"that of the boundary layer. At the wake centerline, the

I .flow symmetry requires that the events associated with
._O r---.qquadrants one and four occur at the same frequency and

I those of quadrants two and three also occur at the same
__ 'i I iIrate. The diagram shows that the events associated witht.

* I.~Jk , 1 Jj fflow moving downstream (quadrants one and three) occur
.I3[ OI 03 much more often than those moving upstream. Fig 5(c)I I I indicates that H=3 may also be taken as a characteristic
-II  _ I I I, threshold for determining the frequency of violent

___u events moving faster than the mean velocity. It isI slightly larger than that for the ejections at the

... .maximum shear location.

I -70 ..

( b ) " . ,'

7ig 7. Conditional Velocities of the Events; (a) at the

maximum-shear, (b) at the centerline. 04

Mations and Intervals 
.002-

Lu and Willmarth
2 
and Sabot and Cot Bellot determined 0 -

the periods of duration of and intervals between large 0 2 3 4 "

bursts and sweeps in the boundary layer by taking a chrac- H
teristic value of H determined from the plots of contribu-

, tions to R from different events. On the other hand
Brodkey aet al considered H O only. We have tried an ap- Fig 9. Mean Period of Large Burst; symbols as on Fig 3.

proach similar to the former to obtain information on the
durations and intervals of various events. '-1

%2
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ORGANIZED STRUCTURES IN WAKES AND JETS - AN AERODYNAMIC RESONANCE PHENOMENON ?
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ABSTRACT also be due to aerodynamic resonance.
To a certain degree this aerodynamic resonance hy-

An attempt is made to determine the shedding fro- pothesis is just a logical step in a development start-
quency of the flow past blunt edged plates by computing ing with the theory of shear layer stability. Considering
the natural frequencies of the system. The flow is split the shear layer as a linear oscillator the main goal of
into a steady viscous part which is modelled and an un- stability theory is to identify the propagation and
steady inviscid part which defines a resonance condition, growth characteristics of the normal modes in dependence
According to linear theory this resonance condition re- of certain parameters, mathematically leading to an ei-
quires a bifurcation of the instability eigenvalue which genvalue problem. The next step, physically simplified by
provides a surprisingly good estimate of the shedding a forced osciilator, is concerned with the question of

* frequency if a realistic mean wake model is employed, how certain modes are excited by externally imposed dis-
turbances. This so-called receptivzry problem received

INTRODUCTION increased attention in the past few years, cf. Tam (1978),
and is formulated mathematically as a boundary-value

Periodic aerodynamic phenomena associated with the problem. From the receptivity problem it is only a small
flow about bluff bodies range from noise generation to step to the resonance problem that is to find that exter-
buffeting and have been investigated for a long time due nally imposed forcing frequency which induces the largest
to their considerable practical importance. Not only response of the system. If such resonances do exist it
bluff bodies but also slender airfoils and turbomachine- appears quite plausible to assume that any occurring dis-
ry blades show periodic vortex shedding as demonstrated crete frequency phenomena would be sustained easiest near
for example by Heinemann et al.(1976). These unsteady such resonant frequencies.
phenomena may lead to structural damage if the frequency Therefore the present paper attempts to explore this
lies close to a resonant frequency of the structure. aerodynamic resonance approach by determining the natural
Therefore a reliable theoretical prediction of the shed- frequencies of a simple model problem. Since the predic-
ding frequency and amplitude with the intended goal of tion of the so-called Parker mode frequencies by means of
contr~lling them is of paramount interest. Despite exten- linearized theory led to excellent results, cf. Koch
sive efforts and significant advances this still remains (1983), it was hoped that the same might be true for the
a largely unresolved problem. present problem even though the amplitudes can only be

Starting with the earliest observations by Strouhal determined via nonlinear theory.
(1878) and Rayleigh (1879) the theoretical treatment roa-
chad a first culmination with von rrmin's (1911) famous STEADY MEAN WAKE-FLOW MODELS
vortex-street theory. However as pointed out by Roshko
(1954) the theory is incomplete in so far as it cannot Before one can proceed with the analysis several
by itself relate the vortex-street dimensions and velo- simplifying assumptions have to be introduced. Following
cities to the blunt-body dimension and free-stream velo- the traditional approach in stability theory each quanti-
city. Roshko also demonstrated that the whole problem de- ty is considered to be composed of a value for a speci-
pends crucially on the near wake immediately behind the fied steady mean flow plus an unsteady periodic fluctua-
obstacle. The need for additional empirical relations or tion. Linear theory is employed for the latter assuming
assumptions, cf. Fathy et al. (1977), appears to be con- that fluctuating amplitudes are small compared with mean-
nected with the need for a better understanding of the flow quantities; products and squares of perturbation
basic mechanism of vortex formation. Wake oscillator mo- quantities are neglected. This leads to the well known
dels as well as discrete vortex models, see for example nonuniform validity of the linear solution. However, as-

* the review by Sarpkaya (1979), considerably advanced our suming that the fastest growing disturbance in the linear
knowledge but could not explain the physical mechanism regime will also dominate the subsequent nonlinear flow
completely. development the resonance frequency obtained from the

" The discovery that large scale coherent structures linear analysis should provide a fairly good approxima-
" also play a central role in the development of various tion of the spectral characteristics.

turbulent shear flows, see for example Roshko (1976), in- The first task is the specification of the steady
creased the interest in these periodic flow phenomena mean flow. Theoretically it can be obtained by solving
even further. From several observations it appears that the steady Navier-Stokes equations numerically or by ex-
the basic physical mechanism underlying many of these tracting properly averaged profiles from experiment.
different discrete frequency phenomena might be qualita- Since neither one is available the basic mean flow is
tively similar. A very instructive experiment of Parker modelled by employing the quasi-parallel flow assumption.'
(196) as well as several examples out of a large class of The particular model profile is characterized by certain
time periodic flows in which a resonant condition, a parameters but does not depend explicitly on the stream- .%%1
feedback mechanism or structural elasticity controls wise coordinate. However, by changing the parameters it
highly organized flow oscillations, cf. the review by should be possible to model actual wakes at any stream-
Rockwll & Yaadascher (1979), suggest that the observed wise station reasonably well. This parallel-flow assump-
periodic phenomena in unforced and unobstructed flows may tion is realistic for the high Reynolds number wakes be-



hind blunt edged plates investigated here. High Reynolds combining two modified hyperbolic-angent shear-layer
number wake flows have the added advantage that thelarge profiles introduced by Michalke (1969)
scale disturbances are practically unaffected by visco- -'
sity allowing an inviscid treatment. For comparison with 1-ta w]-Y. I /Y I;
actual wind tunnel tests as well as for computational (y) h w I2
convenience two symetrically located side walls which 2 - I (
move with the mean flow are introduced parallel to the U2 2
pl te. For m-I the ordinary hyperbolic-tangent profile (1) is

Wake models of increasing complexity are considered. recovered while for m-- boundary-layer like profiles are
The simplest model is the vortex-sheet model in which obtained for which the corresponding boundary-layer dis-
the wake is formed by two infinitely thin vortex sheets placement thickness S* is related to the boundary-layer
enclosing a zero man flow wake. This model is limited momentum thickness e, by 6*-281. An example of the cor-
to approximating low frequency wakes where the particu- responding wake profiles is shown in Figure 2.
lar profile does not matter. Nevertheless it is very in-
structive for studying the proper classification of the
occurring waves and provides fairly good low frequency is.
initial values for more realistic wake eigenvalue cal-
culations. Skipping the next simple broken line profiles, 0"

""-* wake modelling is continued with continuous profiles. 0 0.10_
Such a wake can be described for example by combining
two hyperbolic-tangent shear-layer profiles which are S./5'S
frequently used in stability theory. One writes LI _)

U(z2. I i+ (tanh (;- tanh (-y.)}CI
-. w w -"

where U. is the constant free stream velocity, yw d/2 +
6* is the shear-layer displacement and 

6
w is a measure ."0

of the steepness of the profile. All geometric variables
are nondimensionalized by a reference length Lref, for
exmle the channel height in which case h -1. Prescrib- -21
ing the parameters yw and 6w specifies a particular wake
profile which may be associated with that streamwise po-
sition in the actual wake at which the measured mean L.O
wake profile comes closest to this model profile. However
it should be stressed that for the present resonance cal- LOW
culation the association of a specified profile with a U.
particular x-position is not required. Figure 1 shows the -
velocity variation (1), with 6w. 0 

identifying the limit- I

ing case of the vortex-sheet model. 75

a00
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20. FIGURE 2. MODIFIED HYPERBOLIC-TANGENT WAKE MODEL: STEADY

MEAN WAKE VELOCITY AND VORTICITY AS FUNCTION OF 1/m FORd/h O.1, 6*/d - O.7.
dy 0

.02,UNSTEADY THEORY FOR CONTINUOUS MEAN WAKES

Formulation of the Wiener-Hopf Equation
-40. Extracting the harmonic time dependence exp(iwt)

\-Ua the fluctuating pressure Po is nondimensionalized= 2 ,

P0 (X0 ,y 0 ,t) a p (x,y)exp(iwt)

where a and p. denote the constant free stream speed of
sound and density. The governing equation

(iK M 17{p-- FiK M. p' 2 ~ 0 (3)

U.0 \.. is obtained by linearizing about the prescribed mean wake
quantities. K - wLref/a. denotes the Helmholtz number and
M(y) - U(y)/a. is the mean wa-e Mach number.

For continuous mean wake ,rofiles the parallel-flow
assumption requires a nonphyz;cal penetration of the flow
into the plate annihilating whatever one gains by solving
for the physically exact boundaries. Therefore one may
simplify the problem even further but retain the essen-

4 .0 "- 0 2 GA as tial physics by investigating wakes around duct like
FIGURE 1. NYPERAOLIC-TANGENT WAKE MODEL: STEADY MEAN "hollow" plates. Experimentally, usually sound waves or
WA E VELOCITY AND VORTICITY AS FUNCTION OF 6w FOR d/h =  oscillations of the plate or oncoming flow are used to
0.1, 8*/d - 0. introduce periodic forcing, compare for example Graham &

Maull (1971). Here acoustic excitation is introduced from
,, The main weakmese of the ordinary hyperl .-- tangent the inside of the duct, as depicted in Figure 3, similar
5ake model (I) is that the oncoming boundary Ldyer is to the situation frequently used in jet noise investiga-

modelled only very crudely and that at least at the ini- tions. While the prescribed mean wake profile M(y) is al-
tial stage, the wake has constant displacement thickness lowed to violate the viscous boundary condition on the h- --
instead of the more realistic constant momentum thickness, plates at y - ±d/2, the inviscid perturbation solution
These two points can he remedied to a certain extent by has to satisfy the boundary condition of vanishing normal
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quency spectrum.
Taking the Fourier transformation of the boundary

conditions (4) to (7) the following definitions are in-troduced

M 0 ''

Q M hi?~F()~ Ap (x) e'" dx
d/2 "

M-- w(x)e-i dx

2 0

Pin__
(y

_
-

_
;

_
) = 

- i (y=d/2)t-S* ' e< Ime "
~ ,P~777~%,77779in"~ (y 2-

FIGURE 3. UNSTEADY MODEL PROBLEM. The integration functions A,B can be eliminated by means
of the Fourier transformed boundary conditions (4),(6)

velocity along all solid walls. The mathematical formu- an (7) and choosing f(y) and g(y) suyb that in region I
lation is completed by imposing the radiation condition af 1)/9y(y-h/2)- 0 and in region II g (y-0) E0. Substi-
and a physically realistic edge condition for x - 0, tution into the remaining Fourier transformed boundary
y d/2 which will be discussed later. condition (5) results in the Wiener-Hopf equation, val-

The specified basic mean wake is symetric in the id in the strip of holomorphy,
y-direction such that symmetric and antisymmetric pres- -i.(y-d/-
sure disturbances can be separated. Here only the physi- (P() . C )x() (y-d/2)(cally more relevant antisymetric problem is dealt with + _. (9)explicitly such that p' (x,y -O) - 0. Furthermore the prob- "

lem is formulated in terms of the diffracted field p(x,y) with the corresponding kernel" function
by subtracting the incoming disturbance ppn(x,y)
*(y)exp(iB+x) in region Iy, i.se. 0 yd/ At least
for a certain frequency range a spatially amplified in- g(2)(d) df 1  () (2)(1) , .d
stability wave is expected and one circumvenes the asso- Icc;K,n) - -- (2) 2f()d-- (.-.
ciated mathematical difficulties as usual by temporarily df(1) d (2)
considering K complex, i.e. K aKjexp(i6) with 6 near .... dy 2
- i/2, assuring that then even the instability wave is
damped.

For the mathematical solution of the model problem Formal Solution of the Wiener-Hopf Equation
the Wiener-Hopf technique, cf. Noble (1958), may be used. Tr e S olution of the Wiener-Hopf ion

In applying Jones' method of formulation the known bound- The detailed solution of the Wiener-Hpf equation
ary ondtios ae supleentd b unkownfuntios . (9) is complicated by the general form of the functions
asui f(y) and g(y) depending on the chosen mean wake profileAp(x) and w(x) such that the validity of the boundary M(y). However for our purpose it suffices to proceed

conditions is extended from x - -m to x - formally. All one needs to know is the kind of zeros and

ay h singularities of the kernel function. Guided by the pro-
(xy = -O,-0 x . (4) perties of the vortex-sheet kernel one can state that

there are an infinite number of in general simple zeros
ap(x), x <0 in the upper and lower half plane of C. These zeros are

P(XY.!4*)-P(xY-O) ( associated with the eigenvalues in the downstream part
p2 (x,ys-), xd 0 x > 0 of the channel and include the instability eigen-
Pinc 2 value ujina . For complex K, with 6 near -7w/2, Ins is

located in the upper half plane but may move to the
0, x < 0 lower half plane for 6 - 0. In addition the so-called

(xy (6) "critical layer" singularity lies in the upper half plane.
) On the other side there exist an infinite number of in

w(x), x > 0 general simple poles which correspond to the eigenvalues
in the upstream part x < 0. Therefore the multiplicative

p(X,y-0) - 0, - 9 S x S.- . (7) factorization can be performed formally

Now the Fourier transformation, defined by X(C) a ?( ) " inst ).

where each part is zeroless, holoorphic and decays al-
p(y;p) - fe- dx gebraically for CI * in the corresponding half plane

indicated by the subscript (D orG9. The instability eigen-
value Uinst is explicitly included in the 9-function.

is taken of equation (3). This results in Dividing (9) by2( the BHS term can be decomposed
additively by writing

- d k . ) 2 -e op 0 , (8) 1 1 1 1

dy 2  K+ dy + 1 1
&--6+ X -B XC 2(K (&),B2(B~

the general solution of which may be expressed in terms
of two linearly independent solutions Separating the terms holomorphic in the upper and

jpy;C) * A(C)f(y;C) * 8(C)g(y;C) . lower half plane the usual arguments of the Wiener-Hopf
A(&)•y;9 + B(Qmethod are used to equate both parts to one and the same

entire function. This entire function is fixed by theThe validity of this solution is limited to the strip of edge conditions. Guided by the solution of the vortex-
holomorphy determined mainly by the decay behavior of p
for a " is with comPlex K. Additional singularities sheet problem which requires the application of a Kutta >.
occur at the singular points i i -K/(y), 0 5 y hi, condition this entire function is set identically equal

of the differential equation (8) and are responsible for to zero also for the continuous profile l(y). This at
a continuous contribution to the otherwise discrete fre- once and hence the linear solution in

the whole field. Upon Fourier inversion it is evident



that for 6 -0 and JKJ in the unstable frequency range point with the smallest value of 161. A similar situation
the whole downstream solution is dominated by the contri- occurs for the symmetrical instability eigenvalue depic-
bution of the instability eigenvalue ted in Figure 5. Clearly one can see that the linear ampli-

fication rate of the antisymetrical bifurcation point
w'-)" (y-d/2) uinst exp(iW inst x) surpasses by far that of the symnetrical one indicating

(W(x) - (.(10) that the antisyuietrical case would dominate physically.

L.nt LatQ~ _________________

Now the whole effnrt centers around finding a condition .12 .tO - -6 .- .2 10 2 1.
- for which a non-trivial solution exists if the amplitude

-(yd/I2) of the forcing wave vanishes. Formally this is
"4 . only possible if numerator and denominator vanish simul- ,--1'.

taneously. In (10) this implies that uinst either equals %
or that it coalesces with one of the zeros of *(&"e

leading to a double eigenvalue or bifurcation of the in-.." stability eigeovalue. / .

tion is known to occur resulting in the so-called Cramer
optmum impedance condition for maximal sound attenuation
in acoustically lined ducts, cf. Cromer (1953) or Zorums-
ki & Mason (1974). However for 6 - 0 and IKI in the un- 5+2"
stable frequency range u;-t lies in the lower half plane
while B and all zeros oT R(F ,represonting attenuated ', "
waves propagating in the downstream direction, lie in the .
upper half plane. Therefore in our case the only possi-
bility for the existence of a non-trivial solution is

- that u.45 bifurcates in the lower half plane thereby
coalescing with an eigenvalue of an upstream propagating

*wave. That this is indeed possible has already been do-
monstrated by Mattingly & Criminals (1972) for incom-
pressible wakes. Therefore the remaining task is to find
possible bifurcation points of the spatially amplified
instability eigenvalue in the lower half plane of E. For -20
this purpose the nonlinear eigenvalue problem consisting
of the homogeneous complex differential equation (8) to-
gether with the homogeneous boundary conditions ;(y-O)-O
and d5/dy(y-h/2)-O is solved numerically by a fourth-
order variable step size complex Runge-Kutta procedure

and the results are presented in the next section.

FIGURE 5. VORTEX-SHEET WAKE MODEL: SYM 4ETRIC EIGENVALUES t,
NUMERICAL RESULTS AS FUNCTION OF COMPLEX K FOR d/h -0.1, M -0.3.

S""Results for Vortex-Sheet Wake Model

The solution according to the vortex-sheet model is
unstable for all frequencies and a numerical search
showed in general no bifurcation of the instability
eigenvalue for real K. However, admitting complex K, PA (9).1
corresponding to attenuation or amplification in time, -3 -20 - - -5 0 5
several bifurcation points ware found as show in the
exap le of Figure 4 for antisymetrical excitation. Of
particular interest is the specially marked bifurcation

.47

FIGURE 6. HYPERBOLIC-TANGENT WAKE MODEL: ANTISYlOIETRIC
110133 4. VOWTE-SEII WAlE MODEL: ANTISYMMEKTRIC EIGEN- EIGENVALUES AS FUNCTION OF REAL K AND 6, FOR d/h -0.1,
VALUES AS rU11CTION OT COMMU K FOR d/h -0.1, M -0.3. NM 0.3, 6*/d -0
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Results for Hyperbolic-Tangent Wake Model slightly downstream of the end of the core region. For
In this inves-igation time-periodic solutions are the example of Figure 6 with M - 0.3 and d/Lref - 0.1 the

of particular interest and the parametric description of special value K - 3.2487 gives a Strouhal number St-
the more general wake profiles allows not only a better fd/U. a 0.1729. Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate that the b-.
modelling of actual wakes but also provides more possi- furcation point in Figure 6 marks exactly the time-peri-
bilities for finding a bifurcation point for real K. odic transition between time-amplified and time-attenua-
Indeed such a bifurcation point can be found for the ted solutions as found previously by Mattingly & Crimi-
h erbolic-tangent wake model by fixing 6*/d and varying nale (1972). The bifurcation-point Strouhal number isK[and 6w as demonstrated in Figure 6 for 6*/d -0. Con- plotted in Figure 9 for various values of 6*/d as curve--'-trary to the vortex-sheet result kw-O, which is reshown (A) showing only qualitative agreement with Bauer's (1961)

by the thick dashed line, now the solution becomes stable
above a certain frcquency K. The specially marked bifur-
cation point in Figure 4 establishes the very specific C3-
values dw a 0.02897 and K a 3.2487 . The mean-wake pro- 02..
file corresponding to dw -0.02897 is shown in Figure 1 ,: -
and interestingly enough represents a wake cross section -,',-.
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-35 FIGURE 9. BIFURCATION POINT STROUHAL NUMBER AS FUNCTION

OF 6*/d FOR M 0.3:
'0O (A) HYPERBOLIC-TANGENT WAKE MODEL

(B) MODIFIED HYPERBOLIC-TANGENT WAKE MODEL
0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF BAUER (1961).

FIGURE 7. HYPERBOLIC-TANGENT WAKE MODEL: ANTISYMKETRIC
EIGENVALUES AS FUNCTION OF COMPLEX K FOR d/h - 0.1, experimental results. The solid line of curve (A) connects
M - 0.3, 6*/d = 0, 6 = 0.04. results for d/h - 0.1 while the dashed line connects re-

sults for d/h - 0.01 . Obviously from a certain ratio
(26*+d)/h on the influence of the side walls is quite

., ~ noticeable as elucidated in Figure 10.
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FIGURE 10. HYPERBOLIC-TANGENT WAKE MODEL: BIFURCATION
.POINT STROUHAL NUMBER AS FUNCTION OF d/h FOR M 0.3,

Results for Modified Hyperbolic-Tangent Wake Model
FIGURE 8. HYPERBOLIC-TANGENT WAKE MODEL: ANTISYNMETRIC In order to achieve better quantitative agreement t-.

EIGENVALUES AS FUNCTION OF COMPLEX K FOR d/h - 0.1, the same bifurcation-point search was performed for the
N a 0.3, 6*Id - 0, 6w, - 0.025 . more realistic modified hyperbolic-tangent wake model by

• ."4



varying K, and lir. An example is shown in Figure 11 clearly reveals the limits of the linear theory because
the upstream propagating mode can only come from the non-

. linear source terms excluded in linear theory.
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CONCLUSION

Confirming Mattingly & Criminale's (1972) finding
the wake acts like a highly tuned amplifier. At the bi-
furcation point condition, which appears to control the
unsteady flow, the downstream propagating spatially am-
plified instability mode is matched exactly by an up-
stream propagating attenuated mode suggesting a simple
feed back cycle. However, at the same time this result .
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TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER-WAKE INTERACTION

E. P. Tsiolakis, E. Krause and U. R. Miller

Aerodynamic Institute of Technical University Aachen

51 Aachen, F. R. Germany
I

ABSTRACT mean velocities and all Reynolds stresses were measured by

means of miniature hot wires. The wall shear stress distribution,The interaction of a two-dimensional, incompressible, turbu- inferred from Preston tube measurements, and the pressure

lent boundary layer on a flat plate with a plane wake of a distribution, obtained from pressure taps (6 1 mm) at the wall,
were also described in the investigation quoted. For sake of Icircular cylinder was investigated experimentally and theoreti-

cajy. The cylinder was positioned at various distances above comparison all measurements were carried out in the

the plate, with the axis normal to the free-stream direction and unperturbed boundary layer as well.

parallel to the surface of the plate. The time-averaged velocity

components, the Reynolds stresses, the well-pressure distribu- Mean and fluctuating velocities were measured by means of
tion and the wall shear stresses were measured downstream rotating hot wires. The influence of the magnitude and direction

from the cylinder in the wake and in the boundary layer. Mean of the local velocity vector on the signal interpretation were

and fluctuating velocities were measured with hot-wire probes, taken into account in the calibration according to M~ller (1982).

conventional data reduction was used. It could be shown that For a hot-wire fixed coordinate system, the cooling law was . .,:~~~~~ecie witht~na ant effective cooin velocitoy b sow ta

".' the wake retains its self-preserving characteristics in the outer described with an effective cooling velocity U

* part and approximately in the inner layer as well. The profiles E
2
/
S 2 

z U 2 
- U2

. k 2
U 2  h2 U 2  

-: _
CN T 0

of the Reynolds stresses in the interacting pert of the flow were
. used to deduce a mixing-length closure assumption, which was The velocity components normal and tangential to a hot wire %

incorporated in a numerical finite-difference simulation of the in the plane of the prongs were denoted by UN and UT,.

relaxing boundary layer. respectively, and UQ was perpendicular to both. The directional

sensitivities k and h were determined from separate calibrations
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND HlOT-WIRE DATA REDUCTION for each hot wire used, the quantity S was the constant of
EP T Sproportionality 

between the electrical output E of an analogue

The experiment was carried out in the incompressible, two- linearizer circuit and U c. Transformation of the instantaneous
dimensional, turbulent boundary layer on a smooth plate placed turbulent velocities U. + u. of a laboratory fixed coordinate 2
in the open test section (6 1 m) of the return-circuit low-speed system onto the hot-wire fixed frame of reference yielded the

wind tunnel of :ie Aerodynamisches Institut. The flow was cooling law in the form

tripped at the leading edge with a wire of 2 mm diameter. A -- 0.5
distance of 500 mm downstream, the boundary layer was ElJ.y,k h)/S= Uc  {L(Ui U ) luI.fu u (uu (2)

"

•" disturbed by a circular cylinder with diameter D = 5 mm or"-du b cu c d i i e 5mwhere L and f contain all double velocity correlations of mean

10 mm, Fig. 1. The cylinder was mounted with its axis normal to and fluctuating velocity components, respectively; the function

the fr'ee-stream direction and parallel to the plate St various I includes the linear fluctuation terms. With the hot-wire angle

well distances yc" In this paper discussion is limited to y between wire and prong and the sensitivities k and h known,
conditions, for which the cylinder (D 1 10 mm) is fully immersed rotation of the probe around its longitudinal axis with various

S in the boundary layer (y. 2 6 0/2), and for which the distance
* intheboudarylayr C~ =8~/2, ad fr wich he istnce angles Jj yields a sufficiently large number of electrical signalsbewe axi andal wal.s:qulto.:2 hequntt

between axis and well is equal to y 2 2 o, The quantity for evaluating all mean velocities Ui and the Reynolds stresses

6= 26 mm is the thickness of the undisturbed boundary layer 4

at the lecus of the cylinder. The details of all measurements,

also including the cases yc a5 mm and 26 mm, we - reported by As was pointed out already by MUller (1982), large scatter
Tsiolakis (1982). The free-stream Reynolds number per unit can result in the data reduction, if the squared time averaged

6 -1* length was 1.8 - 1 m- . Downstream of the cylinder profiles of signal
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E 
2 l /S

2 
= (3 were reported by Klebanoff and Diehl (1952), Clauser (1956) or

Marumno at at. (1978).

is used to solve the corresponding set of linear equations as The present investigation also includes measurements of the

proposed by Durat (1971) or Acrivlellis (1979): Reynolds stress tensor as shown in Figs. 4-7. For p

d i(WPy,k.h IW B Yc = 2 60 = 52 mm the normal stresses are close to those of an

undisturbed boundary layer (u2 >w 2 >V2) for y S 8o/2, Fig. 4. In

2n  2 
, 2 ,  the outer part of the flow the measured profiles correspond to

with B d (U those of Townsend_(1956) obtained with a cylinder in uniform

2 2 2 2_
One reason for the scatter is the unequal order of magnitude of free-stream (v >w >u ). Because of vortex shedding the v -

the terms Z and 7, with C, in general, being much larger than -. correlation is the largest one in the wake flow. The profiles of
2

Another reason is that the coefficient matrix is ill-conditioned: w exhibit a relative minimum at y = yc which disappears at

Hadamerd's criterion, see Jordan-Engeln and Reutter (1976), for x/D 50. At the measuring station farthest downstream

an (n x n)-type matrix (x/D = 86), the normal stresses measured in the wake region,

Fig. 5, approach equal orders of magnitude, while in the
K (d ij I det dl / (01 0 2 .. o n  (5) boundary layer the turbulence structure remains unchanged. The

Reynolds shear stress u approaches zero with increasing

with am being defined as the square root of the sum of all distance from the wall, in the outer region it has a symmetrical

squared elements of the m-th row of d. ,yielded a value of shape about yc and correspondingly changes its sign. The

-5 13
K(dij) 1.5.10" <<1, indicating that equation (3) cannot be measured results of mean velocities and Reynolds stresses for -

used for accurate data evaluation, if the turbulence level is low. this test case with y Z o2 60 indicate negligible interaction _.

However, for high-intensity flows locally reversed velocities between boundary layer and wake flow. In the other example

become significant and may falsify the hot-wire signal E
2  chosen for discussion, y 13 mm (Fig. 6), boundary layer and

because of rectification, Miller (1983). wake do interact with each other. In contrast to the
Z2

In the present investigation the conventional method for measurement discussed abovethLne mximum value of i 2s
2 2 2

calculating the Reynolds stresses from the rms-measurements reduced considerably yielding u >w >v 2. The uv-correlation

of the hot-wire output was used. Root-expansion of equation (2) does not change its sign in this case. At x/D - 86, Fig. 7, the
and time-averaging yielded measured profiles of the Reynolds stresses are close to thoseof

__"___an undisturbed boundary layer except for the large values of w2 ,

(F E(41) - E p) ] 2 / S2- e2(, ) / S 2 = o 0
i j ( ii l u i u

For those test series, in which the profiles of tke mean

and (6) velocity indicate relative minima, the wall distances

y( 8a0/ 8y = 0) and those of y(uv - 0) are equal and the sign of

[e(4 . • u(4,.1800) ]2/$ 2 
= bi( }ui--' . the turbulent shear stress is determined by that of the velocity

For this set of equations Hadsmard's condition yielded gradient. Such results are consistent with gradient-type closure
assumptions and therefore the mixing length distributions were

K = 0.9978 2 1 indicating a well-conditioned y evaluated. The length scale of the free shear layer was found to

After measuring all Reynolds stresses, the mean velocities be constant across the wake with a magnitude being about three

were evaluated from equation. ) as proposed by MUller (1982), times the value obtained in the outer layer of the wall-bounded
3

yielding an accuracy of order (u ) compared to the conventional undisturbed shear flow. The mixing length distributions of the
2

method, which has an inherent error of order (u ). interacting flow of the other test cses were also evaluated; the

results obtained for yc S 13 mm are shown in Fig. 8. The near-

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS wall slope X= 81 / ay decreases with increasing downstream

distance (0.8 X Z 0.5). The average value is sout 0.6. In the
Measurementa outer layer 1 /5 increases from 0.1 at x/D - 20 to 1 /8 0.14

for x/-tik0. The measured near-well and outer-layer
Figs. 2 and 3 show the measured mean velocities for the test

coos 0 masymptotes are substantially larger then the corresponding ones
Scases 0 10 mm and y c 52 mm and 13 mm, respectively, of equilibrium boundary layers, x= 0.41 and 1/ 6 -0.085,

* compared to the smoothed results of the undisturbed boundary respectively. The mixing length distributions evaluated for the

layer. The data show the spreading of the wake and the decay of

the velocity defect. The near-well region of the perturbed t case y 0 2 5 mm closely agree with those of Fig. 8. The

same results were also obtained for the inner layer of test case
"" boundary layer recovers over a shorter distance than the outer

layer. Within the downstream easuring range 205x/D586, c = 26 mm, while in the outer layer a constant length scale

identical to that of case yc . 52 mm was evaluated.
relative minima of the velocity profiles were only measured
with the cylinder positioned outside of the boundary layer and Numerical Simulation and Analysis of Self-Similarity

for Yc S 26 mm and x/O n 20. Mean velocity data of boundary

layer-cylinder wake interactions similar to those discussed here All flow fields investigated were simulated numerically by

_', 5.20 'j



*solving the boundary-layer equations with an implicit finite- The computation of outer and inner-layer similar mean
difference method developed at the Aerodynamisches Institut. velocity profiles was carried out by assuming a constant mixing

Eddy viscosities were prescribed with a two-layer mixing-length length or a constant eddy viscosity across the wake, as proposed -

closure assumption adjusted to the measurements. Using the by Schlichting (1930) and Reichardt (1942), respectively. Since

smoothed velocity profiles measured at x/D = 20 as initial both results agreed closely, discussion will be limited to the

conditions and neglecting downstream pressure gradients latter assumption. For a cylinder in uniform free-stream,

according to the measurements of Tsiolakis (1982), good substitution of
agreement between computed mean velocity profiles and
experimental data was obtained. For the test case yc Z 13 mm, t0/, = f(ill / (x/D) 0 5  (1-"

Fig. 9, the calculations show a slight overshoot in the outer -

layer compared to the measurements. In the transition region into the momentum equation

between law-of-the-wall and interactive flow, y 5 mm, the M2 U t 8 2 U 121

measurements indicate large curvatures a /2 ay2 , which a x t
could not be simulated correctly in the computations. Probably yields the similar solution

a more sophisticated turbulence model would be suited better .2/
for predicting the relaxing boundary layer, though for the max = exp[-l2 vtlI (13)
present flow the definition of the initial conditions is expected'

to give rise to problems. Using Reichardt's experimental far-field results for the half

width C1 -0.22) and the nondimensional eddy viscosity
The experimental data were also analyzed with regard to Vt= t AG.D) = 0.0164), results in the profile plotted versus

self-preserving characteristics of the flow. The velocity defect 111/2 in Fig. 11 and in the outer half of Fig. 12. The

created by the cylinder was obtained by subtracting the mean measured correlations agree excellently with this solution, since

velocity profiles of the perturbed, interacting flow from those with the measured half width being approximately 1.5 • 0.22,

* of the undisturbed, flat-plate bouw,.sry layer, see Figs. 2 and 3: see Fig. 10, and with the average eddy viscosity being about

AD : (UFP -U IA )  (7) 2.50.0164, the same solution for f/fmax versus l1/111/2 is

obtained.

Following Schlichting (1930) and Reichardt (1942), the The inner-layer similarity of the cylinder wake ( 11/111/25 0)

existence of self-similarity of the wake requires &G-(x/0Y_ was analyzed by assuming the boundary layer flow to be created
0.5-and L-(x/D) as scaling laws for characteristic velocity and by a velocity defect A IU, Fig. 13. The flow of the wake of the *'. -

length scales. Therefore the maximum velocity defect cylinder, A U, can be superposed in a first approximation to

/a 
3 max = max(Fp-GIA) as well as the outer-layer half width yield the resultant velocity defect

b 1 / 2 * y(O.SAamox) -y(AUmox )  (8) AU:A 1 U.A 2 U (11.) .

Substituting 6 1 U, approximated by
evaluated for all test cases with D = 10 mm, are plotted in Fig. 61U f1 c 11 w -"

10 and compared with the empirical far-field scaling laws of the ' -.with c -95 (151

*' investigations quoted above. Since scaling with (x/D)0 "5  
-x" /

approximately exists, except for yc = 5 mm, the normalized and

velocity defect &/40/ALmex was plotted for yc = 52mm and A2U f 2 (1V( (16)

13 mm, e. g., in Figs. 11 and 12 versus the normalized wall U. (x/)
0 .5

distance 1 / 11/2, with into the momentum equation (12), yields a differential equation

0
05  

for the similar profile f2 01 ) of the inner-layer. With the eddy
S•[ yy(A mo x] /D I x/)5 (9) viscosity prescribed by Vt - 0.04 as found for all wake flows

and investigated, Runge-Kutta integration resulted in the profile

f2/f2max plotted for 1/ 111/2 S0 in Fig. 12; according to the

112 b 1, 2 /I x/D 0 5  (10) measurements of Fig. 10, the half width was set to 711/2 = 0.33.

The calculated self-similar profile reasonably approximates the

The correlations indicate that the self-preserving wake measured correlations in the range -0.5_< 1/ 111/2-50. For

characteristics are retained for yc a 52 mm and for the outer 1 / 11 1/2- -1 the computed velocity gradient considerably

"rlayer of ac 13 mm. In the interacting region of the flow, overestimates the measured values. Obviously in the near-wall
similarity exists for -0.5 2 it/ 11/2<0, but deviations become region self-similarity breaks down.

larger as / 11/2 approaches -1. Steep velocity gradients in the The measured profiles of the Reynolds shear stress 7% were

inner part of the wake region are typical for all correlations analyzed in the same way as described for the mean velocities.

evaluated in contrast to vanishing gradients at the outer edge. In the outer-layer wake self similarity was found to correspond

evaluae to that of a cylinder in uniform flow. The results obtained for



the inner-layer failed to indicate acceptable agreement Numerical simulations of all flows investigated were carried

between theory and experiment because of inaccuracies of the out by solving the boundary-layer equations with a finite-

measurements and due to the coarse simplifications inherent in difference method. Prescribing the eddy viscosities with a

the theoretical similarity analysis. two-layer mixing-length model adjusted to the

measurements, the computed mean velocities indicated good

CONCLUDING REMARKS agreement with the experimental data.

The interaction of an incompressible, two-dimensional The velocity defect measured in the cylinder wake could be

turbulent boundary layer with a cylinder wake was investigated correlated - except for the near-wall region - in terms of

experimentally and theoretically. Cylinders with different similarity variables. The outer-layer correlations agreed

diameters D were positioned at various distances yc from the closely with classical similarity theories, for the interacting

wall; the paper discusses typical results obtained from the test inner-layer flow a modified similar solution was developed.

series with O 10 mm and yc = 6/2 and yc = 2 60 with

60 = 26 mm being the thickness of the undisturbed boundary REFERENCES

layer at the position of the cylinder. In addition to the wall Acrivlellis, M., 1979, "Auswertung von Hitzdrahtmessungen
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undisturbed boundary layer. In the interacting flow region

the near-wall slopes x= 8 /8y decreased with increasing

downstream distance (0.8 Z xZ 0.5). The average value was

about X s 0.6. In the outer layer 1/8 increased from 0.1 at

x/O x 20 to 1/ 6 -0.14 for x/D 2 40. The turbulent length

scale for the non-interacting wake flow was found to be

constant acrou the shear layer with a magnitude being

about two and a half times the value measured in the outer

region of the undisturbed boundary layer. Consistent with a

gradient-type turbulence model, the wall distances

y( a/ ay a o) agreed with y(-uv 2 0). At these coordinates

the uv-sheer stress changed its sign.JH
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EFFECT OF SIDE WALLS OF WIND-TUNNEL ON TURBULENT WAKE

BEHIND TWO-DIMENSIONAL BLUFF BODY

Michio TAKEUCHI and Tetsushi OKAMOTO

Department of Mechanical Engineering,

Aoyama Gakuin University, Tokyo. Japan O

1. ABSTRACT u velocity defect (=Ut-U)

um: maximum velocity defect

This paper presents an experimental investigation of u', V x- and y-component of velocity fluctuation

the effects of side walls of wind-tunnel on turbulent b half width of wake (value of y where U-O.99U1)

wake bahind a two-dimensional flat plate. The drag of bV: half width at half depth (value of y where U.Uk/2) *.

flat plate, the frequency of vortices shedding, the Po static pressure of uniform stream Uo

dimension of vortex street, the velocity and static Ps local static pressure

pressure in wake and turbulence of wake behind a flat Pb base pressure of flat plate

plate were measured for various distances between side Cp pressure coefficint =(Ps-Po)/+oUo

walls of wind-tunnel. It is found that the drag Cpb base pressure coefficient =(Pb-Po)/JpUo

coefficient of flat plate increases, the wake region is Ca drag coefficient

reduced, and turbulence of wake increases as the width of Cso drag coefficient in case of c/H=O

flat plate increases. And the blockage effect of side 0 dencity of air -

walls may be ignored when the ratio of (width of bluff vkinematic viscosity of air

body)/ (distance between side walls) is less than 0.05. B constant, ratio of mixing length t to half width of

4 wake

2. NOTATION a distance between consecutive vortices at same row

h distance between vortex rows .

x,y coodinates with origin at center of frontal surface N frequency of vortices shedding

of flat plate (see Fig.1) St Strouhal number (-N c/Uo)

c width of flat plate Re Reynolds number (-Uo-c/v)

N distance between side walls of wind-tunnel

Uo velocity of uniform undisturbed stream 3. INTRODUCTION

U x-component of local velocity

Ut x-component of velocity at outer edge of wake Many wind-tunnel test on a building, stack, cooling

tower and other structures have been conducted using
U,

Urelatively large models compared with the size of --

wind-tunnel. In those cases the blockage effects of

P wind-tunnel walls are involved in the test results. The

" authors have studied the blockage effects on the flow



past a two-dimensional circular cylinder in previous from apparent distance. For all cases the inclination of

paper ' ) 
The blockage effects on the flow around a flat the upper wall was adjusted so as to have no gradient of

plate normal to a uniform stream were studied by the static pressure in the direction of the stream.

Love's and Birkhoff-Plesset-Simmonso , using the theory of The velocity and static pressure were measured by

discontinuous flow, and the wall effect on the drag was the Pitot-static tube of diameter 2mm, and turbulence was

investigated by Glauert
*
"
'
, Fage-Johansen1 and measured by a hot-wire anemometer of x-type probe of

Maskell" . In spite of those studies, however, some diameter 5p of the tungsten wire. The rod supporting the

problems of the wake are remained to be unsolved. This Pitot-static tube or the hot-wire probe was mounted on a

paper presents an experimental investigation of the carriage moving along the rails above the working

blockage effects of wind-tunnel walls on the turbulent section.

wake behind a two-dimensional flat plate normal to a Twelve pressure holes of diameter 0.3mm were bored

uniform stream. at the surface of flat plate to measure the surface

pressure. Measurements were performed in the center

4. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE OF MEASUREMENT plane (x-y plane) of a flat plate at 17 stations of

x/c--5 .8o. Since it is well-known that the drag of a

The experiment was carried out in the N.P.L. type flat plate normal to a uniform stream is independent of

wind-tunnel having a 60x6Ocm working section of 310cm the Reynolds number when Re is greater than 1000, the P
length. This wind-tunnel can produce a uniform stream of test was carried out at the wind speed 20m/sec only,

the velocity of 2,40m/sec and the intensity of turbulence corresponding to Re=3.22xlO'.

of about 0.25%. The flat plate used in this experiment The vortex street generated in the wake behind a

was of 25mm width, 4mn thickness and 00mm length. The flat plate were observed in the water channel of length

rear corner of flat plate was cut off to make the sharp 500cm, width 38cm and depth 20cm. The flow patterns

- edge of 20 degrees M1 visualized by the aluminum powders floated on the water

, This flat plate was set vertically between the upper surface were photographed in cases of c/H-0.053, 0.100,

and lower walls of wind-tunnel at the distance 600mm 0.200, 0.303 and 0.400. The velocity of the carriage

* downstream from the nozzel exit (see Fig.2). The flow in having flat plates of 20mm width was 13.3cm/sec, .-'-

the center section may be regarded as the corresponding to Re-2.49 10'.

"' two-dimensional.

Two aluminum plate of 4mm thickness, 600mm width and 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

* 3,200m. length, which were used as the side walls, were %

mounted in the working section, as seen in Fig.2. The 5.1 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON SURFACE OF FAT PLATE"

distance H between the side walls was varried in

*c/H=0.042, 0.127, 0.213 and 0.297, where H was the The distribution of pressure on the surface of flat

distance corrected by reducing the displacement thickness plate was measured in order to determine the drag, which

(about 0.8mm) of the boundary layer along a side wall is related to the characteristics of wake.

-No~N EX(a) Pressure at frontal surface

.. ,,,tP , Fig.3 shows the variation of the pressure

Adistribution on the frontal surface of a flat plate with

c/H. The pressure decrease with increasing c/H, because

of an increase of the velocity at the edge due to

increase c/H. The pressure for case of c/H=O.042 agrees

";,qZ. Aorarts well with the theoretical values of Plesset et. al.1 for

5.26
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c/HO, whence the pressure on frontal surface may be seen The full line in Fig.5 shows the value of C"

to be unaffected by the tunnel walls when c/H<0.042. obtained from this equation, which agrees well with the

Moreover, the results by Fage-Johansen for case of present results except the case of c/H.0.042. For cases

c/HO.07 are shown for the sake of comparison, of c/H<0.042, the value of Cz is 1.98.

The chain line denotes the theoretical value based

on the potential-flow theory, i.e. Cp-l-nz(l-n"), where 5.3 FREQUENCY OF VORTICES SHEDDING

n =C/(c/2). The pressure distribution approaches

gradually to this theoretical curve as c/H increases. The The frequency of vortices shedding in the wake was

fact suggests that the wake region behind a flat plate measured by means of a probe of the hot-wire anemometer

will become narrower with increasing c/H. set at the appropriate position behind a flat plate and

(b) Base pressure the oscilloscope. An I-type probe of diameter 5M of the

The distribution of base-pressure was almost uniform tungsten wire was used, and the frequency of vortices

for all values of c/H. Fig.4 indicates that the base shedding was determined from the photograph of signals.

pressure coefficient decrease$ wit increasing c/H. The The observations were performed for various values

result are well expressed bY the equation of c/H at the Reynolds number 3.22'10 . It is found that

Cpb,=l-2(O*,.4( tI{l-(c/H' *the frequency of vortices shedding is almost unchanged

for c/H 0.042, showing a good agreement with the result with c/H and the Strouhal number is St-Nc/Uo=l.49 so long

of Fage-Johansen's experiment. For c/H<0.042, the value as c/H is less than 0.297. The present result is

of Cpb are almost unchanged with c/H. appreciated by comparison with the result by -

Fage-Johansen, St-O.148, in case of c/H=O.07. For case of " I
5.2 DRAG COEFFICIzNT large values of c/H, Richter-Naudacher"' have reported

that the Strouhal number for a blunt body increases in

Fig.5 shown the drag coefficient detrt.ined from the the case of large values of c/H.

surface-pressure disribution. It is found that the drag -

coefficient increases with increasing c/H and agrees well 5.4 VORTEX STREET IN WAKE .)....

with the result by Fage-Johansen. Glauert" suggested J.

following equation of the drag coefficient The vortex street in the wake behind a flat plate : -

C~c.C {l-S(C/H))} was photgraphed in the water channel. The water-channel

where the values of C"o and c are determined experiment wan performed at the Reynolds number 2.4910,',



considering Rosenhead-Schwabo'S suggestion" that the 5.5 VELOCITY AND STATIC PRESSURE IN WAKE

dimension ofvortex street isindependent of the Reynolds

*number so long as Re is greater than 1000. Figs.6%9 show Figs.11 %14 show the distributions cf velocity and

the photographs of vortex street for various va.Lues of static pressure for the cases of c/H-0.042 and 0.297. In

*c/H. It is found from those photographs that the value case of c/H.0.042 the velocity outside of wake is nearly

*of h/a decreases with increasing c/H, as shown in Fig.lO. U/Uowl.05 and the corresponding static pressure is nearly

* The value of h/a in case of c/H-O.053 is greater than the Cp.-O.07. In case of c/H-O.297 the effect of side walls *

Knudn'a theoretical value, h/a-0.281, while h/a for a appears obviously and the wake disappears at x/c=30.

circular cylinder is close to the Kdrmtin's value. Fig.lS shows the variation of velocity Uiat the

______________________________________outer edge of wake with x/c. It is found that the value -

of U,1 /No varies remarkably with c/H in the near wake

4 because of existence of vortex street, but it becomes

nearly constant at the downstream distance beyond

x/cAO.

I Fig.l6 shows variation of velocity Uc and static

pressure at the center of wake with x/c. It is found that

the recovery of velocity is fast as c/H increases and

that of static pressure is slow.
;i. vortex street cmf"=053. tirme exposure 114 sec.

5.6 WIDTH OF WAKE

Variation of the width of wake with x/c is shown in

Fig.17, where a broken line indicates the value

5~ ~*calculated by use of the theory of discontinuous flow for

77Vorte stret r1CO , time exposire 1tU-sec.

case of c/H-C. The width of wake becomes maximum at

iiin a Flat Plate
-e o Circular Cylinder

vortex street cfl H -2C0. time expsure 1/. sec.

___________________________4______ 172 )OC .0

vJortex street :-OZ.tre sxwo..'re '5.e. 0:ti 01 0.2 WC 34 .1

FgStO Dimension of vortex s treet -

14 2

*r 6
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x/cwl5.5 for came of c/14.O.127. at x/c-5.5 for c/H-O.21361

*and at x/c..3 for c/M-0.297, and beyond the maximum point 2

the width of wake decreases. It is found from this figure /0213________
12

that the wake region becomes narrow with increasing c/H 127

'004 ------- --- _ _ _

and it disappears at x/c.42 for case of c/M-0.213 and at ('~
-x/c-26 for came of c/14-O.297. 020 40 60 Xic so

FV5 Velocity at ou.ter edge o1 we width

* Fig.18 shows half width b~f at half depth of wake.

Schlichting* gave following equation for half width of 08 C/

wake of a two-dimensional body for case of c/M-0, -00C.

assuming that the mixing length is L.Bb. C 2S-

byd0.44/B (x/Coc) U

The present experiment for case of c/Ii.0.042 gives 2

* ~~btj0.269(x/Cpc)'v_____
0 2 40 60 21li 80

fro which .the value of B is 0.193, while B.0.179 far a FigJ6 Vetoity w4i static pressure at center of VOM5

*circular cylinder.

C/H-00S\2 I

5.7 VELOCITY DEFECT OF WAKE

*Fig.19 shows the velocity defect of wake at x/c.la 127

* and x/cs3O. The full line in this figure denotes the 221

theoretical value by Schlichting in the similar profile27

region for case of c/H4. i.e. 00 _____________________
0020 .0 6C X/C 6

u/u.-(-(y/b)*)' Flg7i Width of wake

I where um is the maximum velocity defect occured at y-.I

The velocity defect at x/c-O approaches gradually to the b*b-Q2S9ACcflj

* theoretical value by Schlichting as c/H increases, but in

-' case of c/H-O.297 it swells out beyond the theoretical 1i_______

value. The velocity defect at x/c-30 for case of %

c/MH.042 is close to the theoretical value by

Schlichting. i
Fig.20 shows variation of the velocity defect for -50

F419S HOB wKdt Ot hiad deth Of wakce

case of c/fl-O.042 with x/c. The broken line in this 0 02 0- 06 0 Vb'0,

figure indicates the theoretical value by Reichardta* = .xc10 C-/ H I-

0 *0127j

*u/u,..exp(-Uoy2/4c.-x) ,0 * .Q 9~
0 i

which Is in good agreement with the present results at 0 LL SI 9
x/c beyond 30. Variation of the maximum velocity defect ,~Si~t

with x/Csc is shown in Fig.21. Schlichting gave the0
C0

* following equation of the maximum velocity defect in the 0

* similar profile regionI

uWUi.(STM/lfe)(x/Csc) M ~Ic 230 0

The present experiment for case of c/61=0.042 gives 0 -2 016 06 08 0>b



5.8 TURBULENCE IN WAKEI

711.22 and 23 show the intensity of turbulencet ul/U I I

in the x-direction and the intensity ratio ^1C//- for '

cameo of c/HNO.042 and 0.297 respectively. For the case Cfr#0Q042
XiC

of c/H.O.042. CI'U becomes maximum at the center of wak: 00
8 .2

* and decreases gradually to 0.25% (turbulence of main 4
30 0 XGstrem) with increasing y,* and the turbulent intensity at 30 Fg... Maximum vetcoty aetect

the center of wake decreases as x/c increases. The value --

of intensity ratio disperses around the unity.

for the case of c/Ha0.297 the intensity 9'2/U is i029

about 0.7% even at x/c=30, and there exists no region 1 0 1
1 .21

wbo turbulence of main streaw remains. 10
30

172

8. CONCLUSION

01 020,-!,0 20 0 02 0= -
*Strwiing the results mensioned above, theu1'

Fic22 Tunqoimnce in'cke for cfri=0042 Q: urbulence n voee lor ciH0.297 .- 7
following coaclusions are obtained.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE TURBULENT STRUCTURE
OF VORTEX WAKES

by 0. LEUCHTER and J.L. SOLIGNAC

Office National d~tudes at do Racherchesl A*roapaiialis (ONERA)
BP 72 92322 CHATI LLON CEDEX

%ASTRACT turbulenice modeling in swirling and recirculating flows is much lesstds-
factory and our knowledge concerning the effacts of rotation on turbu-

Two configurations of vertical wake flows e invwestigated. The lance is still incomplete and fragmentary.
fir (flow A) cresponds to a double branched trailing vortex, the second Several basic research projects on vortex flows have been recently
(flow III to the leading edge vortex at a delta wing. Both flows are studied initiated at ONERA with the aim of providing a better physical under-
in the presence of a destabilizing adverse pressure gradient leading to standing of the fundamentalI processes involved and of obtaining quanti-
vortex breakdown. For various degree of destabilization. the flow field is tative information concerning the structure of the mean and the turbulent
explored by means of a two-color lose volocimenter that yields mean field, especially under breakdown conditions. The present study, which4,
velocity and Reynolds stes distributions scoes the flow. Breakdown is belongs to this basi research activity, concerns two types of subsonic
characterized by a strng deceleration of the flow near the axis of the vortex flows :The first (flow A) corresponds to a double branched trailing
vortx, by a significant dms.of the rotation rate in the center end vortex. This yields a quasi-axisymmetrical swirling flow configuration -

consequently by a large production of turbulence. When breakdown which has been found convenit for fundamental investigations of tur- .1
ocus. both types of flow reveal similar characteristics of the flow struc- bulence structure, especially under destbilizing conditions. The second
ture. However, there are also significant differences, the.mos important (flow B) corresponds to a leading edge vortex of a delta-wing. It was used
being the abruptness of the breakdown phenomeinon andl its istabifitY for a parametric study of the conditions under which breakdown occurs
cheractar which is much more pronouncedl for vortex flow B. and to establish practical breakdown criteria. Flow B yields a stronger

vortex and is therefore used for studying the instability features of the
NOMENCLATURE breakdown. In both cases, destabilization is achieved by means of an

uimposed positive pressure gradient.
E turbulent enegy, 1/2 I + +w)Laser Doppler Anemomety has been extensively used in the
IK circulation parameter, rV 5/U preasent study. The advan tage of this method lie in its non-intrusie

d 'K, pre..r coefficient (p - 0014/qa charactier and in the ability of detecting the direction of the veliocity,
p Dream*e thus allowing recirculating flow regions due to breakdown to be expliored
q dynamic pressure accurately. Some typicel results concerning the mean end the turbulent
r red"a dlas-nc from the axis flelds e presented for both types of vortex flows, espeially under
U, V, W moan velocity components in the x, y, r. directions destabilizing conditions, Common features as wall a typical differences
u, v, w flusitlvelocity compones in the x. y, zdirections between the two configurations ae diacussed.
V,. v? meam and fluciuaiting velocity in the radial direction
V1, v, mean and fluctuating velocity in the tangential direction
x, E, z c es in th stemwie. horizontal and vertical directions EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS
a ange ofisicldence

* dese pressure gradieint parameer. Id Kpqdx:I.K Flow A is generated by two identical airfoils spanning over the test

SUISCRIPTI section and assembled together on a slender cylindrical body, as indicated
in figure 1. The two airfoils (NACA 0012 profile) have opposite inci-

a rliees psteamflo coditonsdances so that the vortex shes issued from the bledes roll-up into adouble brand trailing vortex. The vortex strength can be varied by
5 externfal flow c onn modifying the angle of attack of the airfoils. In the present study, fixed
a conditions on the axl e (fl i e values of ±12 have been used yielding a maximal tangential velocity of

c cod~tonsIn he arn hamer flo Al0.7 Us. The cylindrical test section has a diameter of 0.3 mn and the
upstream reference velocity is 32.5 mis.

The positive pressure gradient in the flow is created by means of
INTRODUCTION secondary suction which ac on the open part of the tes scion (between 1116"

the locations x ti 163 mnm and x 297 mm downstream the vortex genera.
Verticel type flows play a major role in modrt erodyneicn. torI. The rere gradient is easily adjustable by varying the secondary

Of lie)t pt in erest e vortex vauets gener by lifting surfaces msn flow rate ex tract from the ixtern test adumber. The longitudinal
orby or blades, In particular, th phenomenon of vortex burIsing, that evolution of the static pressure in the outer Pan of the flow (measured at
ersox as a cons n of demablization in the presnce of an adverse a radial distance of r - S0 mino is shown in figure 2 for differnt aspire-
essre gradie, congly efts flight qualities at high angles of fI- tion rates expressed here by the pressure coefficient Kp s relative to the

dcAe in ony oUe fllds, riutioig flows; play a dominant practical resosr in the ts chamber). The positive pressure gradient corresponding
role. For Woolston In the field of combustion. swirling flows are com- to the middle of the open test sti )n is expressed in terms of the non
Mrly uito li-an e mIxingreo on to rtabiin h ion. dimensional parameter Th - d Kpg/dxl. K., where the circulation pame-

A greot deal of for is premialy being deote to the develop- ter K, r presents a cherecteristic dimension of the vortex Tse Rof. (11).
mm o wee predictive metso d for routing and recirculating via- The corresponding values of the pressure gradient parameter A will be given
-ein Re. Tbulnvs plays a de minaent role there and tse sesm of further in the text.
Uthe l-redicton d1. i 1 stronlw on tha degree of ourascy of the model The longitudinal velocity in the flow is maintained costn by
sed In te ielsaielorn. uet tsatieectry propoe has bean achieved m s of a sonic throat located downstrem of the tt chamber. Stable
in s for se the NL U rE e co the progres in the field of flow conditions are thus achieved avin when breakdown occurs.

S ir1

I:.-E wtuetnl,12| : k + +) L~rDppe hmmryhlbe xolvl ~ nte,.



FlOw 5 is generated by meants of a slender delta wing sweep angle angular velocity. The radial component remains negligibly small in the
75*

) 
mounted at incidence in the tes section of a subsonic wind tunnel central region where the vortex is destabilized, but Increases noticeably in

(Fig. 3). The diameter of the test section is 1 m and the free stream velo- the outer field when 0 grow. This is a consequence of the increasing
city U0 about 15 m/s. divergence of the flow for higher aspiration rates. For the two highest

The vortex strength can be easily adjusted by varying the angle of values of 0. the longitudinal velocity component becomes negative in the
attack of the wing. In the present study, an angle of 200 has bean adopted center of the wake due to the formation of a bubble with recirculation
yielding a maximal tangential velocity of the order of U0. flow. The tangential component is there approximately zero.

One of the two vortices generated by the wing enter into an air Lar sheet viwliizations have shown that the destabilization
intake, the flow rate of which can be adjusted by means of moving flaps. process is accompagnied by a strong helical distortion of the vortex
The resulting adverse presure gradient acting on the vortex can thus be core with the helix diameter growing when the pressure gradient is in-
easily varied. In the present study, the position of the fleps has been adjus creased (See Ref. [1]). This reslts in a strong radial expansion of the
ted so that breakdown of the vortex occurs between the trailing edge of dissipative region as indicated by the velocity profiles of figure 4. High
the wing and the air intake. The corresponding pressure gradient pereme- speed cinematography has revealed that this process is highly turbulent.
ter 0 is of the order of 0.04. This fact is clearly evidenced by the profiles of the three normal

stresaes presented on figure 5. The rapid expansion of the turbulent zone
with increasing 0 corresponds to that of the velocity defect appearing in
the profiles of figure 4 a. The individual stresses show typical differences

INSTRUMENTATION in so far as those relative to the tangential and to the radial velocity com-

ponents tend to become rather flat for growing destabilization, whereas
The flow field measurements Presented below are obtained with a the longitudinal tress profiles show very distinct peeks of increasing level

two-component laser velocimeter system developed at ONERA. It will only reaching twice that on the axis. The position of the Peaks corresponds
be briefly described here, as a more detailed description is given in Ref. roughly to the maximum slope of the mean velocity profiles (Fig. 4al.
1]. Figure_5 shows further that the v-,r stresses expend farther radially than

The velocimer uses a 15 W Argon laser as the light source. The the vtl streseas and thet on the center of the vortex the three normal
laser beam is split in two beams of blue (4880 A) end green (5145 Al light, stresses are of the same order of magnitude icorresponding to a RMS level
Both optical circuits have Bragg cell freluency shifting allowing the with respect to U0 of roughly 20 %1.
direction of the velocity to be detected. Seeding of the flow is generally If axial symmetry is assumed, the turbulent energy E can be
provided by naturally occsring particles. In some extreme cam. incense deduced directly from the normal stresses of figure 5. Its distribution
smoke is employed. The system provides simultaneously the longitudinal along the horizontal direction is given on figure 6 (with v taken from
and the vertical velocity components measured on the tame (validated) the vertical exploration). The evolution of this quantity, which is of can-
particle. Statistical averages are calculated from an ensemble of at least tral importance in turbulence modeling, shows roughly the same beha-
2000 semples. The velocimeter system operates in the forward scattering viour during the destabilization process as that of the individual stresses
m mode. The optics are mounted on rigid tables ensuring computer control- previously discussed.

* led displacements of the measuring volume along the three orthogonal Only two of the three off.diagonal terms of the Reynolds stress . -

axes. The visualization technique by a laser ligh sheet has also ben used tensor are available from the present laser velocimeter measurements.
in preliminary stages of the study in order to characterize qualitatively the The longitudinal-tangential velocity correlation 1v, is obtained from

. flow structure during the destabilizing process leading to breakdown, the horizontal exploration, whereas the longitudinal-radial velocity corre-
Examples for this kind of optical investigation can be found in Ref. [1]. lation Uvr results from the vertical one.

The Ur profiles of figure 7a are representative of axisymmetrical
RESULTS AND OISCUSSION wake type flows, whereas the 'Ev stres are zero in non rotating flows.

Both stresses expand radially with increasing destabilization conditions in
Flow A. In this case, the region corresponding to the open part of the same manner as was shown for the normal stresses, The shear stress

the test section can be easily explored by the lasr vlocimeter, due to the to energy ratio reaches, at the locations of maximum shear stress, values
particular arrangeevit shown in figure 1. Horizontal and vertical explo- of about 0.3 for U and of about 0.2 for U. A slight lack of axial
rations are made .,. a longitudinl cross section located at x - 200 mm, for smmetr can be observed for both quantities although the mean velo-
the whole set of adverse pressure gradients as defined in figure 2. The cor- city profiles er apparently symmetric. This can be due in pert to the m.

reaponding values for the presaure gradient parametar # are :0 f 0,0.008, strong mutual contamination of the two transverse components V r and V,
0.020. 0.027, 0.032 and 0.035. Only for the last four values are the prs- if the horizontal or vertical explorations do not go exactly thrOUgh the
sure gradients strong enough to destabilize the vortex wake. Therefore, canter of the vortex.

part of the results, especially those concerning the tulbulent field, are Flow B. In contrast to flow A, only one destabilized vortex confi-
limited to these four caes. guration has been investigated. However, the measurements can be made

As the velocimater measures the two velocity components U and here in a more extended domain including regions upstream and down-
W (longitudinel and vernicall, the horizontal explorations provide for axi- stream of the breakdown position. Explorations have been done in the Ion-
symmetrical flow the tangential velocity profiles and the vertical axplo- gitudinal (xl direction on the axis of the vortex wake as well as in the
rations, the radial ones. The comparison of the longitudinal mean and horizontal y) and vertical Iz) directions for several longitudinal positions.
RMS velocity Profiles, measured in both transverse directions y and z Figure 8 shows the axial evolution of the mean velocity U and
showed indeed that the properties of axisvmmecry ere well established in the RMS values relative to the longitudinal and transverse components. As
this flow, m Ref. ( I. It will therefore be meaningfuli to associate in flow A, breakdown is characterized by a rapid decrease of the mean
the profiles reletive to the three velocit components U(y). Vr(y) and velocity on the axis. The initial value, about twice the free stream velocity,
Vz). Simultaneous measurements of all the three componvents in the is much higher than in flow A. A bubble is formed downstream of the
ame trnwese diretion would imply the uta of a three dimensional velo- breakdown position, as evidenced by negative axial velocities..
cimeter system. Thes measurements are planned for a later stage of this The rapid decrease of the mean velocity is accompanied by a sharp
Study with an extended version o the velocimeter. increase of the longitudinal fluctuation intensity whereas the vertical fluc-

The profile of the three mean velocity components U, Vt and tui;ion decreases. tn the bubble both RMS values are approximately
V. measured at the location x - 200 mm are given in figure 4 for the six of the same magnitude (as was observed in flow Al, of the order of
different vaue of the p re gradient parameter 0. 0.35 U0 . The particular behaviour of both fluctuations in the breakdown

The undisurbed configuration (no secondary aspiration, 0 ft 0) region can be qualitatively explained from the joint probbility density
yields for the longitudinal component U an almost uniform velocity function (JPDF)I. Computer plotted contours of the JPDF in the U. W.
profile except . the viscous core nara the axis and in the external flow plane are shown in figure 9 for the three axial positionsO, (2) and (5.
region where the t raks of the vortex sheets are clearly evidenced. The In the upstream section 0 only positive U-values occur, whereas two
tangential velocity profile shows a behavior typical for a potential vortex, peaks A and A' are evident. Their symmetrical positions with respect to
except in the region near the axe whem viscous effects predominate. The the d-exis suggest the existence of small fluctuations oJe vortex as a
radial component is for this case approximately zero, justifying the appro whole, which could explain the relatively high level of vw b:iefore break-
xntbon of Quai cylindrical flow. down.

For a moderate compression rate I0 = 0.0081, the vortex wake In the breakdown region (sction(D), the Plots clearly show the
remains stable in the se.ik that the U profile undergoes only a slight existence of an intermittent state between two iv si,ct flow configure-
reduction without changing its form and that the tangential velocity pro- tions, the first corresponding to the upstream positi, r 3. the second to
file remains approximately invariant, the downstream gj tion (ii. This strongly intermittent state explains

For hitihe values of 0,. the flow can no longer sustain the exter- the high level of Vu shown in figure 8.
nelly ido0ad Pressure rise and the vortex breaks down. This fact is clearly In the donstream section (1) , the single peked JPDF -ndicates

o . evidenced in figure 4 by the deep defect appearing in the longitudinal a non intermittent state, with a negative mean value for U. Moreover,
velocity profile nar the axis and by the concomitant decrease of the 'the RMS values with respoct to U and W are of the same order, as shown in

"*0



figure 8. The longitudinal and vertical mean velocity profiles are given in
figure 10 for thefoursections D to.indicated infigure8.Thevertical .'. - •0
conmponent can be interpreted as in flow A. as the tangen'til velocity I
provided axial symmetry is assumed. The profiles show typical evolutions NACA 0012
for destabilized vortex flows, analogous to those shown in figure 4 for ' - ""

-. flow A. However, it must be noted, that the initial profiles (section (D.
* x - 180 min) are quite different from thoueof case A :a higher overspeed s~

on the axis for U and a flatter evolution for V1. These characteristics are a *-zs-.2'~

typical of Euler vortices generated by delta wings [1] [21. -

The Profiles of the aMS values for the three velocity components L u32 =

ae given in figure 11. In contrast to figure 5, very high levels are obtei- (1-. -40.
nod in the region of breakdown lsection , x - 230mm and sect lon(D,

x - 260 nml. This is due to the high degree of instationarity of the break-
m fdown. Only in s uction ohthe profiles become more regular and qualitatively
Ssimilarato thoae of flowfA r Fig. 5.

The profiles of the velocity correlation t are given in figure 12.
As in figure 7, they are approximately antisymmetrical and Uv, has the

Ssmnine sign as V except in the region near the axis. As for the RMS values,
vary high levels are obtained in the sections nearest to breakdown.

The formation of both vortex flows results from spirally rolling-up Fig. 1 - Schematic of vortex flow A. .

of the vortex sheet issued from the vortex Wenerators. This Weds to a
more or less stratified structure of the flow, as can be seen from smoke
visualizations, especially in undisturbed vortex configurations. A detailed
exploration of scion 0 upstream of the breakdown position has been
done in order to construct lines of equal mean and RMS values in the y-z

plane and to characterize the properties of axisymmnetry for this flow. 061 'P. Y11

Figure 13 shows that the highest RMS values are located at the center of
the vortex and that a ridge of locally high values prolonges the track of
the wake issued from the traing edge of the wing. The rolling up of the iL.
sheet which can be easily recognized on this figure, is similar to that 4.- 0

given by the visualizations Isee Ref. [1 )and figure 14). -0.05

CONCLUDING REMARKS -- -0.15
-0.20""

The mean and turbulent velocity fields of two different vortex -0.20
*" flows have been investigated by laser anemometry, under destabilizing . -.

conditions Prduedb adverse presur gadients. h o lwcniu
rations present close similarities so far as the general features of the
destabkttio are concerned brakdown originams in both f ows in the ___ _ _._,,_-

* region close to the axis, with the axial velocity and the rotation rate x (m.T;

decreasing rapidly and with a strong increase of turbulence production. 0 10C 200
Fundamental differences between the two flows lie in the internal struc-
ture of the vortex wakes as a result of the distinct generation modes, in
the vortex strength which is higher with the delta-wing generator and in
the abruptness of the destabilization process, which is more pronounced
in flow cae 8. This destabilization results in a highly instable character
of flow B with much higher RMS levels. The same trend can be observed
from previously Published results; compare for instance Ref. [31 con- Fig. 2 - Evolution of the static pressure in the outer flow (flow A).

. carning the tip vortex and Ref. [4] for the leading edge vortex.
Flow 8 will be used further for studying the breakdown conditions*.

for different flow parameters vortex strength and adverse pressure gra-
dient) and for working out practical breakdown criteria. The instationarv
character of breakdown will be more thoroughly investigated by means of
conditional sampling techniques. Flow A, which is more stable, will be
used for more fundamental studies of the turbulence structure and of the
influence of the rotation on turbulence. The results given here for both
flows should be considered only as the first step of a more exhaustive
study on the general topic of turbulent flows with strong effects of

- rotation.
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STATISTICAL CHARACTRISTICS OF THE TU3RBULENT WAKE BEHIN!D

AN INTESCTIBIG CRUCIFORM CIRCUL.AR CYLINDER p

Hideo OSAKA. Hidemi YAMADA
Dept. Mach. Eag. Yamaguchi Univ., Ube, Japan

and ... 

uo NAKAMURA..
Dept. Mach. bg.Nagoya Univ., Nagoya, Japan

DS T power spectra of fluctuating ve.ocity components
A ACTS skewness factors of fluctuating velocity

* components -
In order to clarify the periodic structure in the F ctne trs oF : F flatness factors of fluctuating velocity-..'

. near field and the turbulent eddy structure in the far components
* field of the intersecting cruciform circular cylinder V kinematic viscosity of air

wake, the detailed measurements have been performed on
the statistical characteristics such as one-point and

. two-point time correlations, power spectra, triple INTRODUCTION
velocity correlations and probability density profiles.

The experimental results are sumarized as follows: The intersecting cruciform circular cylinder which
* The quasi periodicity of the fluctuating velocity appears consists of two effectively long cylinders being
, - to di-ferent degrees at the different locations in the perpendicular to one another, produces the complex flow

cross section of the near wake field, and isn't found at field due to the three-dimensional interference of each
the wake center. The turbulent large eddy structure intersecting cylinder wake ( Fig.1 ).
conjectured from the contours of the space-time correla- This three-dimensional flow interference is closely
tion is markedly different at each location in the cross related to various flow fields of fluid engineering, for
section, and its.decay rate is also slower at the center example the flow around heat exchanger, on-shore and off-
of the quasi two-dimensional region than at the wake shore structures. Damping screens formed from interwoven
center. The magnitude of triple velocity correlation wires are also utilized as a means to generate isotropic
profiles on the bisector has the same order as that of turbulence.
the two-dimensional wake, but some of the shapes are With respect to the turbulent wake of an intersect-

- significantly different. ing cylinder and two cylinders forming a cross, the mean
velocity profiles were investigated by Yxa~oBaCl3 for the

NO CLATURE ( see Fig.l ) turbulent wake behind an intersecting cruci7-.m circular
cylinder with the finite length. His turbulent wake ,

x distance in the streamwise direction from the approximates to the axisyometric wake with increasing
origin of the cruciform circular cylinder the streamwise distance. While, the pressure distribu-

y,z distances along two cylinder axes from the tion on the surface of two circular cylinders forming a
origin respectively cross was measured by Zdravkovich[23, and the variation

* y',z' distances along the bisector of y. z and of local drag coefficient, base pressure and Strouhal
normal to the bisector from the origin number along the span of two cylinders were discussed. -
respectively The strong secondary flows on the surface behind the up-

rx,ry,r: distances between the fixed probe position and stream cylinder and in front of the downstream cylinder
the moved probe position in x, y and z direc- were also visualized by using the oilfilm technique.
tions respectively A series of experiments on the turbulent wake behind

d diameter of circular cylinder an intersecting cruciform circular cylinder with effec-
'. by' :half-width for the bisector tively infinite length have been dealt with by present -

a integral length scale authors33-C5. These results showed that the decay
: Taylor's micro scale rate of the center line defect velocity was considerably "
Kolmogrov's dissipative scale slower than that found in either two-dimensional or

t arbitrary time axisymetric wakes and that even far downstream the wake
T time delay did not behave as a simple superposition of two perpen-
U mea velocity in x direction

U1  free stream velocity
Ud : ian velocity defect ( Ud= Ul-U ) Uniform flo U 1ii

Uo : mean velocity defect at the wake center <
uv fluctuating velocity components in x, y and z

directions respectively Ud"/2
v",w fluctuating velocity components in y' and z' - i

directions respectively 
b 

-
U1" < J'-

(I/2)q turbulent kinetic energy ( q 3 u P +v ) U"-""
,Rvw,Rw,R*v ,Rvl : one-point auto correlation coef- d-5

ficients of ui-, v-,w-,v'- and w-fluctuating
- velocities respectively

* Nuv,RU* one-point cross correlation ccefficients ido
between u- and v-fluctuating velocities and
between u- and v'-fluctuating velocities
respectively Fig.1 Configuration of flow field

'4" .



dicular two-dimensional wakes, as inferred from Fig.2 Correlation Coefficients for near wake
E33, C43. In addition, present authors found that the

S.diffusion term of this wake was different from that of It is generally known that the turbulent fluctuat-

S.a two-dimensional wake for the turbulent energy budget, ing velocity for near wake involved the contribution of

* and that there existed the eight streamwise vortices the quasi periodic fluctuating component due to the

which were symetric with respect to the geometrical vortex shedding from a bluff body. Fig.3 shows the auto

symetric plane of this wake. Some unsolved problems of correlation coefficients of u-fluctuating velocity at

the turbulent wake behind an intersecting cruciform various positions in the section of x/d= 8.
circular cylinder are the turbulent eddy structure, the The contribution of the quasi periodic fluctuating

feature of the large eddy structure and the behavior of velocity appears in graphs of Ruu taken both on the

vortex shedding from this obstacle; the former dominates bisector and on the cylinder axis away from the wake
, the transport of momentum and the higher-order velocity center, while not at the wake center region. This

correlation controles the configulation of diffusion suggests that the vortex lines of the vortices shed from
transport, while the latter acts on the flow-induced the present cruciform circular cylinder have the shape
vibration, like the broken line as described in Fig.3.

The aims of this paper are to examine the periodic Figs.4(a) and (b) show the streamwise variation of

structure of this three-dimensional wake in the near the auto correlation coefficients along both the wake
field and the detail of the turbulent eddy structure in center line and the center line in the quasi two-

the downstream region where the present wake is hardly dimensional region.
affected by the pronounced periodic velocity fluctuation In the whole range along the wake center line the

due to the vortices shed from the cruciform cylinder, contribution o: the quasi periodic fluctuating velocity
through the measurements of various statistical quantities. can not be found. While, in the quasi two-dimensional
The measured quantities were one-point and to-point region the periodicity in the auto correlation curve is

time correlations, power spectra, triple velocity clearly observed within the range of about x/d- 20.

correlations and probability density profiles. The contribution of the quasi periodic fluctuating
velocity becomes also gradually smaller as x increases.

EXPEDWTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES It is, usually, assumed that the rate of reduction
of each fluctuating velocity component differs from one

The wind tunnel used in this experiment has a another. Fig.5 shows the auto correlation coefficients
working section of 0.4 m square and about 4 m long C33.
The intersecting cruciform circular cylinder consists of
two sufficiently long brass cylinders of 5 mm in
The configuration of the flow field and nomenclature are

shown in Fig.l.
The measurement of the mean and fluctuating 0,'-l.'

velocities of the crisscross turbulent wake under a zero-
pressure gradient has been made with using a constant i
temperature hot wire anemometer with I-type or X-type . f\ / r 'Y/'.ZJ"'

probes. A X-type probe was used for the measurement of fll ,
one-point statistical quantities such as triple velocity co

-
a-"""

correlations, power spectra and probability density.!.:.:-.:profiles. On the other hand for the measurement of ther,, --- - (' i;. :

two-point statistical quantities such as space-time e
correlations between two separated points, two I-type .% .. o

probes were employed. The value of turbulent intensities U'."
was read directly from rms meter and the triple velocity ! -
correlations were obtained from an analogue circuit with 4 ________:...or

an integrator. The difference of the output voltage of . , '0-
the analogue circuit to the input one was not larger 0.'"
than 10 % and the phase shift between the input signal

and the output can't be found in the frequency band M 00 -
below 10 kz. For the measurement of one- and two-point "s o )
time correlations, power spectra and probability density - 0 -'0 S

profiles, a san-ei TT08 digital correlator was employed. 0.0.0.•.')

Reynolds number, Rd-Ul'd/v was kept to be constant at 2 4 4 10 /
14 x l for all tests. C.

Fig.3 Auto correlation coefficients monitored at the

(P D4ERTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS section of x/d- 8

220o~o,---00,1 ::0

=0 02 2 4 ,. .0 [ 20'' ( ' " "1
02 0.01

: " ", -10 - 0.02 '

10 - 0

z"'/"2 d¢ o o I _________ 6 (a) o / .C (b)<
.. 2 6 B :-.,,JC V ' ::

?ig.2 Contoturs of the mean velocit o 0 6 :0

_ :and the turbulent kinetic Fig.14 Streamwise variation of auto correlation coefficients; (a) along"

200 10 1. 10 2

enerO' ( x/d m 
298.5) the wake center line, (b) along the center line in the quasi two-

dimensional region -
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of u-, v- and v-fluctuatng velocities at three typical the downstream region than in the upstream region, and
locations in the section of x/du 30.5. The influence also slower at the center of the quasi two-dimensional 4
due to the vortex shedding is not found for the auto cor- region than at the wake center. For example, using the
relation coefficients of u-fluctuating velocity in the non-dimensional time delay T = (Uf/by') T based on the
entire region of this section. While, at the center in local velocity Uf and the half-width bye for the plane 4

the quasi two-dimensional region far away from the wake including the fixed probe position, the non-dimensional
center ( z/da 0, y/da 20 ), the contribution due to time delay T at which the exponential envelope for the
vortex shedding can be recognized in the auto correlation large eddy structure takes e" is 4.81 at the wake center
coefficient of v-fluctuating velocity whose direction is
perpendicular to y cylinder axis. In addition, those
contributions weakly remain in the auto correlation curve Nx/C 1 2 3&5 6 789 1 0 12 14 16 IS 20 Z2 24 %'-.
of v- and v-fluctuating velocity components at the lmca- I I I

tion of y/d- z/d- 2.5 away from the wake center along the
bisector. Hoy long distance the periodicity of v-and v- 1.0 1 1
fluctuating velocity components survived clearly, has not 1111.

f2dF
measured, but these influences clearly disappear in the ". O- " "S ! I I I[ .i far wake regiortn x/di 298.5 as described below (Fig. i

1).~C ~0. o~-3e T,.'.. ~~(a) i ""'

Turbulent Eddy Structure
0.

As shown in Fig.2, present authors indicated that I

the turbulent kinetic energy at the wake center was 0.2
smoller than that on two cylinder axes I43. t may be
supposed that this result is closely related to the
magnitude and the streaevise variation of the turbulent "-6"1
large eddy as shown in Figs.6 and T. T (mS)

The structure of the turbulent eddy was investigated rx i 1 1 2 2
from the following space-time correlation between two 1.0 5 3

1 locations separated by some amount of distance in x- - - 2 I

direction, 08 ~ 0 8 e~~T

Ruu(rxry, rz, ) 0:-.
E uy~xoYozo,to).U'(xo+r%,yo~ry,zo~rz,to *T) 31/2'-

where subscript 0 denotes the fixed probe position.
The stre vise space-time correlations were measured in 0-
two cases that the fixed probe is set at the wake center
and at the center of the quasi two- dimensional region 0
in the sections of x/d-30.5 and 298.5 respectively. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
The results are shown in Figs.6(a),(b) and Figs.7(a),(b). T(ms)
It is well known that the envelops of correlation coef- Fig.6 Space-time correlation coefficients along the wake
ficient curves indicate the decay of turbulent eddy and center line: Fixed'probe position; (a) x/d= 30.5,
they are described by some of two decay exponential (b) x/d= 298.5
curves which represent the decay of the large eddy and
smell one respectively E63. Considering this concept, Wd1 2 34 5678 9 1012 14 16 1 20 24
we my say that. the decay rates of large eddy, taken as,' I I i , I
the exponential curves of slow decay, are smll by one
order of magnitude compared with that of smell eddy at 1 0
all the locations shown in figures as well as in the I I I
case of the turbulent boundary layer as well known. In 0.8 0. e'T ,. , t I"
addition, the deca7 rate of the large eddy is slower in 0e ""-'"

1.0 l 'IJL -',08, , I , . 4''

0. -- ,.."

1.0 0. S-(a)

0.6 Ro
o.4 11N ..LL"

.0.
T(Ms)

0... 1" 1 .22 '

0.6 Yd "2. 5, d . 05 r. /d 4 6 8 10 12 14 16" 12
1.0 1 1.0I
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00 2
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Fig.7 Space-time correlation coefficients along. the . ?
Fig.5 Ato correlation coefficients of fluctuating center line in the quasi two-dimensional region: .

velocity couponents at the section of x/d • 30.5 Fixed probe position; (a) x/d-30.5, (b) x/d.296.5 . -"
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and 7.58 at the center of the quasi two-dimensional at rxu 0 or a •0 represents the ratio of the contribution
region in the far downstream region of x/d a 298.5. of the large eddy structure to the total turbulent energy
It is also known that the intersection of the slowly C63. The contribution of the large eddy is almost equal

, decaying envelope curve of the correlation coefficients at everywhere in the section of ix const., and is larger
in the downstream region than in the upstream region.
This contribution is beyond 80 % in the downstream region

a * and is almost the same value as the outer region of the t
turbulent boundary layer C63.
:-Fis.8(a) to (c) show contours of the space-time

a.5 correlation, which indicate abbreviately the spatial

0.7 structure of the turbulent large eddy, at the three
typical locations in the section of x/d. 298.5.

4 Z 4 The general configuration has the shape stretched by two
times in the streamwise direction to in the transverse
direction as well as the one for the intermittent region
in the turbulent boundary layer CT3. It is also seen

-6 that the entire scale of the turbulent eddy at the center
of the quasi two-dimensional wake region is fairly large

"-- compared with those at the other locations. Furthermore,
the turbulent eddy scale at y/d a z/d = 5 in the bisector .'-

-l" p po se ,It,.. where the turbulent kinetic energy takes the large value,
aid. Z11.5 Y/d'a. S/d* is not so large as expected and this configuration has

the shape such as a chestnut in the plane normal to the
07flow. While, at the wake center the shape of the turbu- .

lent eddy is axisym etric and shows the spindle shape.

o.s .4 The magnitude of the large eddy scale is often
0.3 , /identified by the integral length scale estimted from

the streamwise auto correlation coefficient in the follow-
ing manner,

(a) Wake center location
Lu=Uf0i.uu(.)d-

. As. where U is the local velocity. The ratio of Lu to half-
0.9 width bV in the far downstream region is shown in Fig. 9.

' . The behavior of Lu/by' with y'/tb' is relatively mild,
As. while the profile of Lu/by' on te cylinder axis has the
0.7 distinct kink near y/by = 1 where the diffusion term in
o . the turbulent kinetic energy budget contributes mightily
0. as a gain compared with that of the other locations on
0.1 the cylinder axis E53.

a Fig.l0 shows the profiles of the micro scale and the
- . . dissipation scale defined as

respectively, where e is the dissipation rate of the tur-
Sdbulent kinetic energy evaluated by the following equation,0.1 -- "/U

.. cc 15V3u /at9 u" The magnitude of the micro scale is
o.3 0.7 roughly 1/3 times to the integral length scale, while the .

(b) Maximum turbulent kinetic energ location
in the bisector 0.4

10

0 -bisor y y{z plane )

0. f- z .si .Y frYa

' -,as 0 .o.7-.

..., .:.a..
0..-,3 .'.-" v/, *:, aaa. .vb, a'
0.0 ig . 9 Inegra salerofl

o,-4
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.4 0.21 a Y axis1
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tig.8  Contours of auto correlation coefficient Fig.10 Micro and Dissipation scale profiles
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value of the dissipation scale is extremely small. Both almost the same shape at all locations along the bisector

behaviors of the micro scale and the dissipation scale and the cylinder axis. The inertia subrange for the
hardly vary along the bisector and the cylinder axis present wake exists in the range of ISkMl0 which is close

respectively, and the value of each turbulent scale almost to that of the two-dimensional wSke in Rd- 4320 E8% and

equal both on the symetric planes. It is very interested this wave number range is shifted toward the high wave

that the spatial variation of the turbulent large eddy number side compared with that of the outer region in the

scale does not affect to the scale of the small eddies turbulent boumda layer ( 0.5 : k f 5 ) E93. Both inertia

such am X. and Ie as shown in rig.9. subrange of Ew/v and Bww/
- 

at all locations along the
The turbulent eddy structure can be understood by cylinder axis have the nallow range and these spectra

the one-dimensional power spectrum analysis, which is one also have the high power in the hi h wave number side

of the simple methods. Figs.ll(a) and (b) show the power compared with the profile of Euu/Uq. The profiles of

spectrum of each fluctuating velocity component both on Evv"/.7v and E, 1,,/w'7 at any locations along the
the bisector and on the cylinder axis defined as following bisector have roughly the same feature as Ev/v and

equation, Ew/2 described above. But, as the location approaches
to the ml stream, the power in the low wave number side

0 becomes large as well as in the case of the equilibrium
boundary layer E103.

where X is each fluctuating velocity component and k is
*" ", wave number ( k = 2wf/U ). The profiles of Euu/u have Triple Velocity Correlations and Distortion

"00 of Turbulent' EddY

The significance of the diffusion term in the turbu-

lent kinetic energy budget was pointed out for the turbu-
Xld.386. 5 lent wake behind an intersecting cruciform circular

cylinder by present authers C53. In addition, the data

GOP 0on the triple velocity correlation profiles may be ex-

S - * \ pected to play a significant role to establish the turbu-

~ ~'a.S13 lent prediction method for the three-dimensional turb'u-
lent wakes. The diffusion transport terms are estimated

i r.f from the gradient of the triple velocity correlation

LeN profiles. Fig.12 shows the triple velocity cofrelation
ed% profiles on the bisector in the section of x/d- 386.5.

In the figure, the results of the two-dimensional wakeC3ll3

* -S13 represented by broken line are nondimensionalized by

;I-SI3 multiplying the ratio of Ud2/1Jd- 0.7 obtained for the
present wake, and take the same order of the magnitude as

1O'L. those on the bisector in the present wake. This means . -
V -03. that the magnitude of the triple velocity correlation

% f coefficient on the bisector has the same order as that of

the quasi two-dimensional region, although the velocity

r 1,0 , defect at the wake center is larger than that at the'o0' ' \center in the quasi two-dimensiona reglon. The positions .---

1 .10'

0 I -.

t.' 1 0a .(l•aI) 0, 1.01 Presen 2.5

51.0 1.5 - 2.0 2.5

I0 0.5

lj\J .e s 0.8 "- "
0.4

A0i.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

-- o ,
30 0.5 .

-0.6

L 0.6

(5) .0 1.5 2.0 2.5

fit- 0

C ( ,O ) 
" --0 . 4"

C (11.o) 0.8

V (1. )

0.(b) 0.4

Fi.11 One-dim*mnional power spectrum densities of 
-. ie l 2c l p e i

fluctuatin4 velocity coponents; (a) in the -0.4 0.5
bisector',(b) in the cylinder axis Fig.12 Triple velocity correlation profiles in the bisector
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Y-lb~eof the skewness and flatness factors on the bisector is
2 0- 1 2 3 roughly similar to those o' the two-dimensional wake 1)3

as veil as in the case of the mean velocity profile.

0 sW, CONCIUSIONS

The turbulent eddy structure and various statistical *
0 -- quantities of the turbulent wake behind an intersecting

cruciform circular cylinder were examined. The main
results can be sumarized as follows

bisector(1) The quasi periodic fluctuating velocity due to the
vortex shedding from a cruciform circular cylinder

-2 'appears to different degrees at the different locations

in the cross section, and is not found at the wake center.

9 0 The IRA itue of the contribution to the various turbu-
lent quantities depends on each fluctuating velocity

0 S(W) component.

- S(,) (2) The ratio of the turbulent kinetic energy in the
- " large eddy to total energy is almost equal everywhere in.. St.) y Ws the section of xv const., but is larger in the downstream

2 1 ,,region than in the upstream region. The decay rate of
-0 1 2 Y large eddy is slower in the downstream region than in the "

upstream region, and also slover at the center of the

Fig.13 Skewness factor profiles in the bisector quasi two-dimensional region than at the wake center.
and the cylinder axis (3) The turbulent eddy structure conjectured from the

contours of the space-time correlation is markedly dif-
2 ferent at each location in the cross section. '.

$ (4) The maeitude of triple velocity correlation1 profiles on the bisector has the same order as that of" "

- o F() the two-dimensional wake, but some of the shapes are

S F( 1 sigificantly different. The profiles of the skewness
"- Ft.t. _ and the flatness factors on the bisector are almost

f J similar to those of the two-dimensional wake, while the
skewness and the flatness factors are zero and three- ~everywhere on the cylinder axis respectively. .':.

I ~ ~~bisetorj iCOOLG4I
2 |The authors wish to thank Professor Y. Kageysma for

his valuable comments.
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tiom for each fluctuating velocity component. The values turbulence in wakes behind circular cylinders ",

of S(u) and S(v') are negative and positive in the range The Physics of Fluids, 12, 1359-1363.
of y'/ '1-2 respectively and then S(w) is about zero E9 3 Elebanoff, P.S., 1955, " Characteristics of turbu-

everywhere on the bisector, as well as S(u), W(v) and S(v) len,e in a boundary layer with zero pressure
on the cylinder axis, gradient ", NACA Report No.124'7, 1135-1153.

It my be, thua, said that the turbulent large eddy on 1103 Bradshaw,P., 1967, " u urbulent structure of

the ylinder axis hardly have the spatial distortion. equilibrium boundary 16. drs ", J. Fluid Mech., 29, -

The flatness factors of every fluctuating velocity 625-6 .5.

component on the bisector are larger than the value of C3.13 Yamada, R., et al., 1980, " Multiple correlation of

thfee in the range of y'/ly al -2, while they are zero a two-dimensional turbulent wake ', Tech. Rep.

.veywhor* on the cylinder axis. The profile behavior Yamaguchi Univ., 2, 3I-349.
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THE UNFUENCE OF A SPOMEf ON THE DEVELOPMNT OF A HIGHLY CURVED T URBULENT WALL JET
.*"-

U. Hartmann
Hermann-F$ttinger-Institut fUr

Thermo- und Fluiddynamik
Technische Universitit Berlin
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ABSTRACT

A sharp edged spoiler increases the deflection exit was b * 71 ma, providing a jet aspect ratio of 7.
angle of a curved turbulent wall jet significantly. The Three more endplates were arranged downstream in a "
spoiler creates a large negative pressure gradient staggered formation inside the main endplates mentioned
ap/ax at the wall at the and of the channel which above so that each auxiliary endplate cut off the boun-
"relaninarizes" the turbulent wall boundary layer in dary layer formed imdiately upstream reducing the
this region. This effect occurs only for spoiler aspect ratio to 5 in the downstreBm part of the flow.A
heights above a certain value and Reynolds numbers similar device was used by Guitton (1970) to suppress
below a certain critical value. A discussion of the three-dimensional effects in the flow field (cf. sec-
streamuise component of the turbulent Navier-Stokes cion: Two-Dimensionality). %(
equation in orthogonal cartesian coordinates for two- From the opposite side of the cylinder a sharp
dimensional flow with vail boundary conditions shows edged spoiler extended into the flow. The height of the

that in the present case the "ordinary" turbulent wall spoiler could be varied from zero to 15 me.
jet separates more easily than a.wall jet with a The probes used could be positioned at each point

" "laminar" wall region. of the cylinder within an accuracy of 0.02 mm in the
y-direction (Vagt/Fernholz (1979)). The mean and fluc-

INTRODUCTION tuating velocities were measured by normal hot-wire
probes and x-wire probes (driven in the CT-method) which

If a wall jet is deflected by a curved wall or are described in detail by Dahm/Vagt (1977) and Hartmann
a aumber of straight walls, the deflection angle in- (1982). Wall shear stresses were measured by Preston

, creases in general with the ratio of the wall radius tubes with different diameters and DISA hot films which
R - constant to the height h of the nozzle or duct were calibrated in a turbulent boundary layer with . -
exit within a certain range of ratios R/h. Inestia- ap/3x = 0 with Preston tubes. Static wall pressures.were
tions of such flow configurations have been made for measured by wall tappings having a diameter of 0.6 mm.
example by Kbster/L~hr (1964), Fernholz (1965, 1967), All measurements (except those described in the
Guitton (1970), Wilson/Goldstein (1976) and Alcarax section: Two-Dimensionality) were performed along the
(1977). Apart from Fernholz and l.ster/L hr the authors line of symmetry of the cylinder. The results of the
have used configurations with ratios R/h > 15 which are hot-wire probes were not corrected. The maximm mean
often not suitable for technical applications which velocity in the wall jet was about 25 m/s. The tempera-
ned smaller ratios. Exales are devices for the tur. of the flow could be held constant to 0.2" Celsius.
deflection of jets of aeroplane turbines for the in-
crease of lift at take off and landing (Englar (1973), RESULTS
Skavdahl et al. (1974)).

If one decreases the ratio R/h to a value of about Two-dimensionality of the flow field
3 the wall jet is deflected for 20" - 30" which is not
sufficient for the applications mentioned above. For As pointed out by Guitton (1970) it is very diffi-
those cases one must use special devices to increase cult to obtain a two-dimensional curved wall jet because
t the deflection angle. a) the velocity - and pressure field generated by the

In the present experiment the ratio l/h is only ventilator may be dependent on the z-coordinate in the
2.22. As Feruholz (1965) shoved significant wall jet duct b) the duct end area itself has irregularities in
deflection can be obtained I, means of a sharp-edged its geometry c) the curved flow field contains secondary
spoiler which is inserted at the side of the duct exit flows.

- facing the curved wall (here a circular cylinder). At a Measurements of mean velocity profiles at different
certain height of the spoiler the wall jet is deflected spoiler heights, x/h I 0.17 and z/B - t 0.16 showed that
by as mch as 180". The aim of this experiment has been in this region the velocity field was independent of the
to investigate the influence of the spoiler on the z-coordinate.
deflection of the well jet and the turbulence structure The wall shear stress is a good indicator for the
of the flow which is dramatically changed in the two-dimensionality of a flow field. The pressure diffe-
vicinity of the wall by relaminarization for certain rence (PPreston-Pstat) is a measure for the wall shear

spoiler heights and Reynolds numbers. stress. These pressure differences were measured at -- 4
different spoiler heights, circumferential angles and

TEST RIG AND PROBMS z-positions (Fig. 2). The higher the spoiler insertion
is the larger is the region around the symmetry line

The test rig is shown in Pig. 1. The air, blown by which shows no dependence of the pressure differences on
an electronically controlled radial fan (I I rpm) and the z-position. E.g. at S - 0 m this region extended at
filtered at the air intase, passed a honeycomb and two x/h I 0.5 from z/B - - 0.1 to z/B + * 0.1, at S - 5 me
screens and entered a slightly contracting duct with a from z/B - - 0.2 to z/B - * 0.2 and at S - 10 m from
subsequent straight section. The cylinder made from PVC z/B-O - 0.25 to z/B I + 0.25. For S - 10 mm the flow
had a radius of R - 157,5 me, the height between the field was two-dimensional from z/B I - 0.2 to z/B = +0.2
end plates wa 8 4 490 m, and the height at the duct up to angles 'f of about 120", whereas for S - 5 om the



region of a two-dimensional flow field extended at the cylinder because the accelerationof the flow field
. - 40 only from z/B - - 0.1 to z/B = + 0.1. For due to the spoiler (Launder (1964)). The near wall
ti.age f bu 2'insaws ircinfrbonayl"r"sflytrbln n hewl haS 10 ma with a trip wire one recognizes a slight asym- region of the wall jet is laminar.Towards higher circus-
etty of the flow field at = 40'. So one may conclude ferential angles the coefficient increases because of ...

that the wall jet was two-dimensional up to circumferen- the laminar-turbulent transition. At f = 90' the inner
tial angles of about 120* in 8panwise direction for boundary layer is fully turbulent and the wall shear

about t 150 ma off the line of symmetry for the most stress begins to fall to zero.
extensive investigated spoiler height S - 10 sm. For S = 10 me with trip wire there is no region

To support these results avA to gather some data with increasing wall shear stress. The transition of
about the secondary flow in the wall jet the direction the laminar wall region takes place just behind the
of the mean velocity vectors at wall diatances of about wire. Downstream the wall shear stress continously
0.1 me were measured for different boundary conditions decreases till the separation angle is reached.
(Fig. 3). For S - 0 mm and x/h - o.5 the angle is zero The process of the laminar-turbulent transition is
in the region - 0.2 S z/B 5 + 0.2. That means the clearly visible in Fig. 7. At 6 = 60, S = 10 me and
velocity component 9 is also zero. Outside of this region Re = 10

s 
there are turbulent spots in the near wall

the vectors have a positive 0 for negative z/B and vice region of the wall jet which are characteristic for the
versa, which is a consequence of the beginning secondary transition process in a boundary layer.
flow. For S - 5 me and S - 10 me at x/h w 0.5 no influ-
ence of the secondary flow is obvious in this region. Mean velocities and Reynolds stresses
Only at x/h - 1.5 for S - 5 mm and x/h - 5.78 for
S = 10 me (that means at angles just upstream of the Fig. 8 and 9 show the development of the mean
separation points of the wall jet) the measured angles velocity profiles along the symmetry line of the
have values of ± 8". cylinder for S - 10 me and Re - 10s. The maximum mean

velocities in the wall jet increase until f Z 90' which
Deflection angles and static wall pressures is a consequence of the strong acceleration of the flow

due to the spoiler height. The larger the circumferen-
As mentioned above the deflection angle of a curved tial angle is the wider (normal to the wall) the wall

* turbulent wall at with constant curvature and Reynolds- jet becomes.
numbers Re a 10 - 10

s 
is about 180' if the ratio R/h Fig. 10, 11 and 12 show the development of the

does not fall short of 3 - 4. In the present case the . intensities v/* , / and AV" along the symmetry line
ratio R/h is 2.22 so that one expects a deflection angle of the cylinder for S - 10 me and Re = 10s. From f -100 
of nearly zero. This my be seen from Fig. 4. to I = 50' there is only a slight increase of the levels

For S a 0 ma the deflection angles are t30' in the of vl
r 

and v near the wall, Av1r 
even decreases.

investigated Reynolds number region. For S - 7.5 mm the This is a consequence of the relaminarization which
deflection angles are 190', but the behaviour of the occurs at the beginning of the cylinder. From f - 50,
wall jet for S - 8.5 me is essential: there is a to *f = 110' the three components near the wall strongly
critical Reynolds number ( - '17107. Below this value increase showing the laminar-turbulent transition (note
the dflection angle is about 180', above this value the that the variation of 0mx with the angle t is not so [.-
angle drops dramatically to about 90'. This recalls the large to explain the reduction and only slight increase,
two kinds of flow field around a cylinder, the laminar respectively, of the turbulence levels fro m = 10, to
boundary layer at the cylinder below the threshold and f= 50').
the turbulent boundary layer above the threshold. The outer shear layer grows rapidly along the r:-

* ~.The behaviour of the wall jet for S - 8.5 me mans cylinder in streamwise direction so that at I - 110' the
(for S - 10 mm the deflection angles are falSO indepen- region of minimmzm intensities has nearly vanished. At

dent of the Reynolds Number) that it exists a drastic f= 110' the ratio ur /v1 s 
is about ! in the outer

change of the flow field when the Reynolds number is region of the wall jet. The convex curvature of the
altered, and that this is connected with the terms streamlines causes a higher mixing of the fluid perpen-
laminar-turbulent. dicular to the wall (see also Guitton (1970)) compared

The next experiment confirm this presumption with the noncurved wall jet.
(Fig. 5). A trip wire with a diameter of 1 mm was glued The process of relaminarization for S = 10 m and
on the channel surface 8 me upstream of the cylinder. Re - 10

5 
at the beginning of the cylinder causes the

For S - 10 an (the deflection angle at Re - 10' was strong decrease of the Reynolds shear stresses -lu'v'
180' without the trip wire) the angle dropped to f-75. in the near wall region of the wall jet (Fig. 13). For
The same happened with a trip wire with a diamter of comparison the Reynolds shear stresses in the near wall
2 me. The condition of the near wall region of the wall region for S - 5 me and Re - 10

s 
are shown in Fig 14.

jet for S - 10 am and all investigated Reynolds numbers There is a decrease from f - 10' to * 30' too but then
also for S - 8.5 m and Re < 8 - 10 at the beginning of the shear stresses strongly increase from f - 30' to RON
the cylinder was laminar which resulted in a deflection '= 50'. This increase takes place for S - 10 m from
angle of 180. The trip wires disturbed the laminar '- 50' to f - 70' due to the laminar-turbulent tran-
layer for S a 10 me and caused the laminar-turbulent sition process.
transition. The wall jet separated at about 75' indepen-
dent of the diameterof the wire. PHENOMENOLOGICAL EXPLANATION

Relaminariaation-and well shear stresses If the wall jet separates at about 180' there is a
region along the cylinder where the pressure gradient

The results of the foregoing experiments are: for apw/ax is nearly zero or has only slightly positive t
spoiler heights S S 7.5 me the near wall region of the values. For the whole wall jet the negative pressure
well jet at the beginning of the cylinder is turbulent, difference normal to the wall pw - p. is essential for "'

The deflection angles are 1e30 for S - 0 me and f-95* a high deflection angle. If it is possible to maintain .
*r. for S - 7.5 ma. or S - 10 me the negative pressure a large pressure difference pw - p. over a large region .'.

P.adimt p/)ft at the wall in the end of the channel is along the cylinder the pressure forces are in equilib.-
*so large that the turbulant boundary layer releminarizes rium with the centrifugal forces. One may get a large

in this region. The deflection angle is 180'. If the deflection angle which means that the pressure gradient
relamarttised boundary layer is tripped by a wire at the apw/ax and the pressure difference pw - p. are closely
end of the channel (S - 10 sm) the deflection angle connected.

. drops to about 90'. This behaviour corresponds with the As shown above a large deflection angle implies the
dependecy of the deflection angle on the Reynolds number existence of a relannarizsd near wall region at the
for S a a.5 me. beginning of the cylinder and a following laminar-turbu-

Figure 6 shows the variation of the local skin lent transition region. The connection between the
friction coefficient along the cylinder surface. Note existence of these two regions and a large deflection
the difference betsaen the curve for S - 10 me and angle may be found with the aid of the x-component of
S a 10 m with the trip wire with I me diameter. For the Navier-Stokes equation in orthogonal cartesian V
S a 10 me the coefficient decreases at the beginning of coordinates using the boundary conditions at the wall:



a - !K a --. v- 1. ( amCoanda-Effekt)", Inst. fuir Aerodyn. der DVL, Braun-
ax R 5 ay R 'ay /1schweig, Bericht Nr. 0272.

The pressure gradient apw/ax must be approximately Launder, B.E. 1964, "Laminarization of the turbulent
zero over a large region of the wall jet if one want to boundary layer byatceleration", MIT-Report Nr. 77, Gas
obtain a large deflection angle. That means (see the Turb. Lab., Cambridge, Mass.
equation) that (aTmt/ay)/w must be negative or zero in
that region because Tr/R is always positive ir can be Skavdahl, H., Wang, T. and Hirst, W.J., 1974, "Nozzle
neglected compared with the other two terms. Not only development for the upper surface blown jet flap on the
the molecular shear stress TM, which dominates in the YC-14 airplane", Soc. of Automotive Eng., Nr. 740469.
near wall region, fixes the slope of T~mt at the wall
(y - 0) but also the level of the Reynolds shear Vagt, J.D. and Fernholz, H.P., 1979, "A discussion of
stresses in the near wall region. The higher the level probe effects and improved measuring techniques in the
of Tt in this region is the more easily the slope of near-wall region of an incompressible three-dimensional
Tmt at the wall becomes positive and therefore also boundary layer", AGARD CP 271, TurbulentBoundary Layers-
the pressure gradient apw/ax becomes positive (Fig. 15). Experiments, Theory and Modelling, Den Haag.
That means a quasilaminar wall region of the wall jet
(10* S Y? 50) where the level of Reynolds shear Wilson, D.J. and Goldstein, R.J., 1976, "Turbulent wall
stresses is low favoures a negative pressure gradient jets with cylindrical streamwise zurvature", Trans. ASME,
apw/)x or a pressure gradient apw/ax a 0. If the near J. of Fluids Eng., Vol. 98, pp. 550-557.
wall region is turbulent the increase of ISu i (f > 30')
changes the slope of tm+t at the wall which leads to a
positive slope cf the shear stress distribution at the
wall and consequently to an adverse pressure gradient.
The wall jet separates at low circumferential angelsY < I00"*.

In the laminar-turbulent transition region for the .'

relaminarized boundary layer the wall shear stresses
grow significanly together with Ifu'v'J. That means
the ratio o

f  
-u-- Imax is kept high (well above 1)

in this region so that (aTm+t/ay)w and therefore apw/ax
is kept close to zero. Only at about x/h - 3 the
Reynolds shear stresses change the slope of T,+t at the
wall from about zero to positive and thus to an adverse
pressure gradient (see Fig. 5).

If one want to reach a high deflection angle of the
wall jet for the investigated test rig one must fullfil
two criteria: i) the near wall region of the wa'.l jet at
the beginning of the cylinder must be relaminarized, the
Reynolds shear stresses must be very low. It is impossi-
ble to define an exact boundary between laminar and Spoiler To Ventilator

turbulent. ii) The relaminarized region of :he wall jet .O1500 780-
must extend over a "sufficient" lon6 streamwise direc- -20 - O,00-
tion so that the laminar-turbulent transition process
can take place........................................2
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COMPUTATION AWI TURBTLE11CE CLOSURE MODELS FOR SHEAR FLOWS IN ROTATING CURVED BODIES

K. Pouagare and B. Lakshminarayana

Department of Aerospace Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT Ut eddy viscosity normalized by -

v molecular kinematic viscosity
This paper is concerned with the effects of rota- ,n, body-fitted coordinates

tion and curvature on the turbulence closure model. P density
* The k-E model that includes the effects of curvature :,1p angular velocity

has been modified to include the anisotropy in turbu- Subscripts
lance. A space-marching algorithm which solves the

parabolized Navier-Stokes equations is coupled with p quantities at the first grid point away from
the turbulence closure model to predict the turbulent the wall
shear flow over a rotatin, cylinder and inside a ro- e edge quantities
tating channel. The agreement between the predictions
and available data is good. The rotation and curvature INTRODUCTION
effects are predicted well.

There is a considerable interest at the present
NOMENCLATURE time in developing numerical procedures for solvine the

equations governing three-dimensional flows subjected
D semi-width of the two-dimensional channel to centrifugal and Coriolis forces such as those that
a snecific total energy - o(ei+O.S(U2  -ZW2 )) occur on rotating curved bodies (e.g., curbomachiner%'
•i specific internal energy blades). The analysis of such flows is ver diffi,=ult
J Jacobian of the coordinate transformation due to the fact that additional effects such as Coriolis
k turbulent kinetic energy and centrifugal forces change the structure of the
L characteristic length; in Lohmann's experiment turbulence, thus invalidating most of the turbulence

L - 0.0254 m___ models that are presently used in computinp turbulent
iJ production of uiuj flows on stationary bodies. Curvature and rotation of

P production of k the body make the turbulence highly non-isotropic. and
p static pressure may affect the stability of the boundary laver.
Q characteristic velocity
Re  Reynolds number - QL/v The k-E (kinetic energy-dissipation rate) model has
RT  turbulence Reynolds number - k2/uc been used successfully for over a decade for the ore-
go rotational parameter - 2SD/Umean diction of two-dimensional flows. However, the k--
S curvature Richardson number (equation 7) model employs the isotropic eddy viscosity concept and
T parameter of the anisotropic eddy viscosity hence it is not adequate for flows where the Reynolds

model (equation 17) stress tensor is not aligned with the mean strain -

U,V,W mean axial, tangential and radial components tensor (e.g. 3-D boundary layers).
of'velocity in cylindrical coordinates
normalized by Q The objective of this paper is to modify the k-=

Uc_._ _ contravariant velocity - zO + V equations for rotating curved flows. An anisotrooic
-Ouv,-Ouw Reynolds shear stress in cylindrical k-c model for Chree-dimensional thin shear layers,
-owV coordinates derived from Rotta's T-model [11, and a k-c nodel for
Ul,U2 ,U3 velocity components in Cartesian coordinates two-dimensional rotating flows, derived from Galmes

U1 is the principal velocity component, and Lakshminarayana's algebraic Reynolds stress model
U2 is normal (x2) to the wall, U3 is in [2], are proposed. The mean flow equations are solved
the transverse (x3) direction with a space-marching alSorithm for the solution of

ul,u2,u3  fluctuating components of velocity in x1, the Navier-Stokes equation developed by Govindan [31
- x2, x3 directions

-Ouiuj Reynolds streseas in Cartesian coordinates The modified k- equations coupled with the near
SVr velocity relative to a moving wall flow equations are used to predict the flow over a

• , u friction velocity rotating cylinder !4] and throueh a rotating duct i5. -
xl ,x2,x3 Cartesian coordinates; xi is the main flow

direction, x2 the normal to the wall, and THE SPACE-MARCHING ALCORITHM
.. x3 the cross-flow direction

y distance from the wall The governing equations and the numerical technicue
Z,e,r cylindrical coordinates, axial, tangential have been developed by Govindan 13] and only a brief

and radial directions summary will be given here. In this technique, the
y ratio of specific heats streamwise coordinate direction is treated as a "time-
C rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation like" coordinate and the system of equations as an
c von-Karman constant initial value problem in this coordinate direction.
U molecular viscosity This provides a fully coupled system of equations in the

% 6.6



,9

transverse plane and can be solved by fully implicit streamwise pressure gradient than the pressure
* schemes. gradients in the cross-flow plane. Thus, the

solution converges very fast in two or three
The Navier-Stokes equations for a compressible sweeps of the flow field. Note that, if the

flow in a cylindrical coordinate system (r,e,z) can be first guess of the streamwise pressure gradient
written in non-dimensional form as is the exact one, only a single pass is needed.
"( ag ao il A~S +(2) The cross-flow plane pressure gradients are7.% IE(q) + F(q) + IG(q) + A)q- ) a--) + ai(q) treated implicitly and they are part of the-.. z rae 9r R 3 r 3 za: re,3rL rae r solution. Therefore, there is no need for

solving any kind of Poisson equation for the . -

) pressure in the cross-flow plane.

The vectors E, F, G, C contain the convective terms and (3) Unlike most of the space-marching methods the
present method does not have difficulties inA, B, D, H1 contain the viscous diffusion terms where

the turbulence is simulated by replacing the molecular conserving mass since it solves the continuity
viscosity by the eddy viscosity. The dependent vector equation simultaneously with the other equa-

tions of motion at each streauwise step.
q is chosen as

T It can be seen that this space-marching method
q - [0, oU, OV, PW, avoids the two most troublesome parts of the parabolic

where U, V, W are components of velocity in the chosen marching methods, namely the iterative solution of the . -
coordinate system. Poisson equation for the pressure and the difficulty in

satisfying the conservation of mass. Therefore, it
Equation (1) is transfored to a body-fitted gives very accurate predictions for the

coordinate system and the flow domain mapped to a sector velocity as well as for the cross-flow velocities. The
of a cylinder in which computations are carried out. accurate prediction of all three components of velocity
This transformation can be described as is needed before attempting to draw conclusions about

the performance of the various turbulence closure
- " v, n n(ze), ;(r) (2) schemes. The turbulence closure models used are

where I is the coordinate in the streamvise direction described below.
and a and ; are normal to it in the transverse plane.
The diffusion terms in the 1 direction can be dropped in THE k-E MODEL
comparison to the terms in the transverse direction to
make the equation parabolic in this direction and amen- The k-c model used here was that described by
able to solution by a marching procedure. It can be Galmes and Lakshminarayana [21 and is based on the
easily shown that the form of the transformed equations model developed by Jones and Launder [9]. To be consis-
can be kept similar to eauation (1). tent with the mean flow equations, the kinetic energy and

the dissipation equations have- been transformed to a

2-F + * - A + +( body-fitted coordinate system. These equations are also
"a a " 1 () marched in space, making it necessary to neglect stream-wise diffusion terms. The kinetic energy and the

An example of the above flux vectors, the streamwise dissipation equations can be written in a form similar .
flux vector, is given below to equation (3)

013c TE 3FT T 1 B. -'.-~~~ + =p + Tz CT + "; T -- P ..:::
uUU c ep e-TR r*I" :, ) PU 8 where I ,"

E 1z 8 wz ekU + .rpkVi r nokU + ,o'kV;

oWUc E ""I
L(e + zP + I e tV npcU + -o Cv-(a+P)U c  z

, Due to space limitations it is not possible to present prOkWI rpk14-

all the flux vectors; they can be found in Ref. [3]. ;T -1 C 1

The equation of state is needed to close the system J IrPCWj t
of equations (3) and is given by L "

.' 1' (4)~ 3k 2 31 r k
,- (4) z k -r +9 k Tnh 'r k "

"4, Equation (3) along with the equation of state describe i
'-~ the flow in the computational domain and are solved with A -T

' the Linearized block Implicit method of Briley and 2 E 2 )2 ''
McDonald [61. A brief description of the space-marching I n, + r -
method can be found in Ref. 7. The finite difference
form utilizes the Crank-Nicolson scheme.

A global pressure iteration must be implemented to rI r + P "Re
converge the solution. To begin with, an approximate H T - .
pressure field is prescribed and the solution marched t.
from a known upstream initial condition. A new 3. .2 .,4
pressure field is obtained by using the equation of r- r " - P - C+2(l - CS)c e
state sad the solution marched again with this new .,r, -K. _
pressure field. This is the technique of global
pressure iteration. where

This space-arching method has the following advan- Wk 
=  

+ -/ck + t
taps over the widely used parabolic marching methods
(e.g. Ref. [81). P represents the production of kinetic energy and is

(1) In the present technique, only the streoawise given by
pressure gradient is prescribed. The pressure
gradients in the cross-flow are not prescribed.
It i. often much easier to estimate the



* .-- -o-* . *

2 2. 2 values of kinetic energy, dissipation, and eddy vis-
p. L r aw av + r aul cosity. This seems to Justify the assumption that the

"-" 2, IiJ C set of turbulence equations for k and e are not stronglytL"tr "coupled by the flow field. Consequently, ensuing runs

2 2 only solved equations (5) and (8) once to save on
+ W au+ C 4V aul computer time. Equation (3) is solved first for the

-" {z an r a; Inz an 6 Tj mean flow quantities. Next equations (5) and (8) are -.

solved using the just computed mean flow quantities.

2' This procedure lags the solution of the turbulence
aw av quantities by one stresmwise step.

+ n LW v (6)-
n8 anra -MODIFICATION OF k-t MODEL FOR ANISOTROPY

The constants C, Cr2 ,; a., E and C are given in Measurements in 3-D boundary layers [11] show that
Table 1. Thg cuvtue A.tr appearcexplicitly in both the stress vector is not aligned with the mean strain
the source (CT, ST) and production terms (P) through the vector. Therefore, an anisotropic eddy viscosity must
term l/;. e employed for accurate predictions. A rigorous way

Qf deriving an anisotropic eddy viscosity is by manipu-
The term in the E transport equation involving S lating the algebraic stress equations. The authors """ -

accounts for the effect of streamline curvature, and attempted to derive an anisotropic eddy viscosity using
it was first introduced by Sharma [10]. S is a Rodi's [12] algebraic Reynolds stress model, which in a
curvature Richardson number given by Cartesian coordinate system is given by

2 -3* % (7) 2±u - 1C 2 ij /C 2i (11
k 3 ij 1

1l + -(P/t - 1)
The eddy viscosity ut is given by C

C0p(k /C)Re (8) where P -(u + - )

Most researchers use a constant value for the ij
coefficient Cu (usually Cu R 0.09). In the next
sections CU will be modified in order to account for Employing the thin shear layer assumptions, namely
(1) the effect of non-alignment between the shear stress that U /ax and V 3/3x 2 are the only important mean
and the mean strain tensors, and (2) the effect of veloctx gridients,

3
the following epressions are

rotation, derived for the two stresses -oulu2 and -cu3u2

Table 1: Emirical Coefficients - -' 12 U 1 
2  

U
-Ouu - C (2CC2  ( a C C1  C2  1 R x 12 . (12

CEl C 2 k aC Cc C1 C2e'x

1.44 1.92 1 1.3 0.2 1.5 0.6 t32 • (13)
3o- 2 R x2  %32 - 3x2

Equation (5) is only valid in regions where RT is 
'x 2

sufficiently high. Therefore it is not applicable in where Cu.2 and C.,3 2 are functions of P, C1 , C2. One
the region very close to the wall. This problem is would expect that Cu12 and C.32 are different giving
overcome by employing wall functions. The boundary rise to an anisotropic model. However, Cul2 was found
conditions for k and £ are applied at the first grid to be equal to C.32 given by
point away from the wall. Care is taken so that the
first grid point is outside the laminar sublayer, and C - i + C P/.
in the la of the wall region. It must be emphasized C 2 C2) 1 2
here that no wall function is used, unless otherwise u12 22

32  
1  +

stated, for the mean velocity and the no-slip condition C 2  - C-1./
is applied on the wall. Once the mean velocity profile
is obtained, the friction velocity is calculated using This indicates that in a three-dimensional boundary

the appropriate form of the law of the wall for each layer Rodi's algebraic stress model behaves isotrooic-

particular case. Then k and c at the first point away ally, as far as the shear stresses are concerned.
from the wall are calculated from the relations:

Rotta [l] showed that the non-alignment of the
k u - 2/VT (9) shear stress vector with the mean velocity gradient
P * vector is due to the fluctuating pressure term in the

turbulence transport equation. Introducing an appro-
u3 /iy (10) priate approximation for the pressure-strain term in

P p the stress equationshe was able to derive the following

wexpressions for -ou1U2, -ou3u2 in three dimensional
where yD is the distance of the first grid point from boundary layers
the wall.- • - 2 2

E equation (5) was solved using the a method used 2
for the Navier-Stokes equations. Rather than solving lU2  o +U ax 2  U 2 + 2 3 2] (.

* the coupled eqution, each equation was solved 1 3 1 3
* individually. The turbulent kinetic energy equation

was solved first, lagging the eddy viscosity and dissi- 2 2
pation. Next the dissipation equation was solved using -k 

2 
l-T)U1 U31DUl TUI1 U3,

the just computed turbulent kinetic energy and lagging -u 3 u2  a 2 2 2 (16)3"2 I2 + 2 .x. 2 u -2 + "' x 2
the dissipation. Finallyequation (8) was used to 2 3 1 3  2
calculate the eddy viscosity using the new kinetic
energy and dissipation. This procedure assumes that where a is a constant and the parameter T is given by

kinetic energy, dissipation and the eddy viscosity do tan(y _v )
not change significantly from one streamwise station to t(17 ,'. (17
the next. Little difference was seen between predic- tan(yg - 'v

)

tions that solved equations (5) and (8) in one pass and
predictions obtained when looping these equations
several times at each streawise station using updated The angles yv, yt, and y. are angles made by the



resultant velocity, shear stress and the mean rate of flows (P PEo), their model reduces to
strain victor, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. Note
that T = 1 implies isotropic eddy viscosity. C

, , 1 2 jj -(20)

k 3 ij

where
Sij U p ipk jk +jpk juk)

I and C is the alternating tensor.

-T LXz, U2
TPAILING SIDE

0U LEADING SIDE
aX 2

Fig. 2. 2-D Rotating Channel

X3 For a two-dimensional channel flow rotating about an
Fig. I. Velocity, Shear Stress and Mean Rate of Strain axis perpendicular to it (see Fig. 2) equation (20)

Vectors in the (x.13) Plane yields (assuming the dominant velocity gradient isVectors in the 3)lnax

Although Rotta's model seemed promising, it 
did 1 21

not find wide application or success [13]. The research- "- - C 2. 4------)
era that did use it assumed that T is constant across U1  2 -2) (-)ulu2 (1 -9u,/2 - (2)
the boundary layer thickness as well as in the stream- k 3 - U (21)
wise direction. However, there is no reason to believe C1 (-ulu2 3.
that I stays constant in the streamwise direction. In 2".
fact. it only makes sense to assume that T does C
change since the angles Yt, Yg and Yv change in. the 2 42 2
streas direction. s stays constant only when the u2  l - ++3 12 1 2(1 C2)
boundary layer reaches the equilibrium stage. k 3 - 1

In the present study T is assigned an initial 112 2
* value at tke inlet plane, and then it is calculated -" - C2

. from the local values of Yv, yt and yg as the flow - 2 2' (.
2

- 2
evolves downstream. This fits well in a space-marching Ulu 2  1 - u)(l - -2) + (-u 2  U/x2)(1 - C2)

,',, algorithm as it can be easily incorporated into it. At k CY ".23
each streaulise step, after the solution of the mean and -
turbulent quantities is completed, T is calculated at
each point in the boundary layer. This value of T is Substituting equations (21) and (22) in (23) the
used in the solution of the next streamwise step. The following expression for -ulu 2 is obtained
calculations showed that variation of T across the 1u2
boundary layer was not substantial. Therefore, at each
streaiise step an averaged value of T is used for all 2 C.
points In the boundary layer. - k 2 2(1 21 - 2 2(I-C,)(1 --- , %

k C3 31 C2 2'l-~(
-U U 2 = C- ' 2

Comparing equations (12) and (13) with equations 2 C1 C1  2IC1
(15) and (16), respectively, it is evident that the
desirable anisotropic eddy viscosity is obtained, with (1 - C 2 )(2 - C 2 ), ;U l
CUl 2 and C J32 given by + 2 R 1 (2&)

_%,C I - x
11

o._ +(-T_ 3 3  (18) where R and2  0.6 (e [u12"u (2 2 (19) 1  2
1 +U3 1  2 3  1 2 Setting C1 . 1.5 and C2  0.6 (Ref. [12])

( ~ ~~2 21_k2U 1 -',
"% U U3 a /al x2 U + TO1 2 au- 25 "

~therefore, C - 0.13- 0.5R. (26) i: ..

It is advantageous computationally to use equations t C2
(12) and (13) instead of (15) and (16) since in this way Equation (26) yields C - 0.13 for - 0. However,
the man flow equations preserve their "laminar" form. the value C,, - 0.OQ has been proven more appropriate.
This is important for a mathematically well-founded Therefore, the expression used in the present calcula-
algorithm, as is the one used in the present study [3]. tions is

MOIFICATION OF k-c MOVEL TO INCLUDE EFFECTS OF C - 0.09 - 0.5R • (27)

SIROTATION FOR A CRAMNEM
Note that R is negative on the leading side and positive

Recently Galms and Laksh inarayana (2] developed on the trailing side of the rotating channel shown in
an algebraic stress model for rotating curved flows. Fig. 2. Thus, Cleading ' Cutrailing which means that
In a Cartesian coordinate system, for equilibrium turbulence is higher on the leading side than on the



trailing side, an observation confirmed by experiments. + vr/' a *
Thus, the effect of rotation can be incorporated in the r r r r
k-C model by using the above modified value of C in with V the velocity relative to the moving wall.
equation (8). r

lr a 1 i d dr T was set equal to 1 for the locations on theHoward et al. [141 introduced the effect of rota- stationary? part of the cylinder. It was assigned a ,-

tion in the k-c model by an ad hoc modification of the value different than 1 at the location where the
dissipation (c) equation. They modified the constant sue start tan I or the r ocation
CE ysetn i qult surface started rotating. For the rest of the locations .".
Ct2 by settilng it equal to it was calculated by the algorithm. Figure 3 shows the

2 au, evolution of T for four different values of initial T
k 2 (0.9, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25). It can be seen that after an

(U + 0. M '(2 initial adjustment region, T is found to be identical
in all approaches beyond z/L - 5. This shows that:

In a later section the authors' modification (1) The idea of leaving I free to take the value
(Eq. 27) will be compared with Howard's (eq. 28) in the calculated by the algorithm seems to be
calculation of the flow in a rotating duct. reasonably good.

(2) The resulting T does not depend on the initial
* -'" TEST CASE 1: FLOW ON A ROTATING CYLINDER (Lohmann [4]) value of I, a feature that is computationallv

desirable and convenient.
_ The anisotropic k-c model as well as the standard

isotropic one were tested for the flow over a rotating The fact that T is almost constant along the
cylinder immersed in an axial stream. The free stream streamwise distance after the initial adjustment region,
velocity was 17.53 m/sec and the boundary layer thick- indicates that the boundary -layer is reaching an
nes at the initial station was 0.0203 m. The surface equilibrium state.
velocity was 1.411 times the free stream velocity. The
radius of the rotating surface was 0.134 m. The calcu-
lation was started on the stationary part of the
cylinder, 0.0127 m upstream of the location where the *.
surface started rotating. A cylindrical coordinate
system is used with U, V, W representing the axial (z), .7,
tangential (8) and normal to the wall (r) velocity,
respectively. Initial values for U, k, c were needed
at the initial station. U and k were obtained from
the experimental data. However, t had to be approxi-
mated. In orderto study the. effect of initial value s.
. on the solutioh, three different methods were used
to find c at the initial station:

(1) Equation (12) was solved for c a.

k 2  au
C 1 2  (29)

(-Vw)

, with k, -uw, and aU/ar obtained from the data. a s 4 S s a 7 5 5s to 1 a 13 , g e 14 s
,Cl2 was set equal to 0.09. Z/L

(2) Production was assumed equal to the dissipa- iots
tion and the equations Fig. 3. Evolution of Tith Axial Distance

P 2 .2 .
e so ved =U(w) , u t . C K2  R (30) '."t ru2 E. + X z/L--' Z/L= 8 Z/L=/6 .. ,

were solved imultaneously for he unknown I . K-"
values of P, Ut and c. NSTK-.. (3) The following equation was used

1.5 J.74
C (31) Y.L :4

• with L/d - ic y/6 for y/6 < 0.09

./8 - 0.09 for y/6 > 0.09
." *where 6 is the boundary layer thickness and a. , '.4

I is the mixing length.

It wes observed that all three methods of estimat- e. :,_....... .
ing C yielded the sam results after a few stations
downstream . Therefore, the solution was independent of . a.2 a4 0.6 0.8 1.0 .0 10
the initial C profile, as long as it was calculated by
a reasonable approximation based on physics of the flow.

The equations governing this flow were solved in a Fig. 4. Comparison Setween Predicted and Experimental ,.""

cylindrical coordinate system and thus in equations (18) Axial Velocity Profiles for a Rotating Cylinder

md (19) the ratio (M3 3/ax 2 )/(3U 1 3x 2 ) was substituted Figures 4 to 8 show the :omparison between experi-
by a mental data and predictions from the isotropic and

r",V/'/3 r anisotropic k-c model at three locations z/L " 3, 8, 16;
T fco o udn e lf t z/L - 0 is the location where the rotation starts and L

e r ction lctyued i the wall-fnction is taken equal to 1 inch - 0.0254 m. It can be seen
rey n is cacuaedfom e re ithat the predictions for U, V, k and uv have been

bLomn (4improved by the use of the anisotrooic eddy viscosity

, 2.44 LnY+ + 4.9 (32) model. " -r r

where
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SFFig. 5. Comparison Between Predicted and Experimental

Tangential Velocity Profiles Fig. 8. Comparison Beteen Predicted and Experimental

The prediction of the mean velocity as well as the Tangential Stress (-vw) Profiles

turbulence quantities is better than those obtained by T2A G ( o

earlier investis.ators [15]. The space-marching code TEST CASE 2: FLOW IN A ROTATING DUCT (Johnston [51)

and the modified k-c turbulence closure model seem to Fig. 2

provide good predictions of the flow field. The authors' computational technique and the turb-
ulence closure were tested for the flow in a rot-ating
duct investigated by Johnston et al. (5]. The flow was

I.Er " two-dimensional at the mid-span plane. The width of
.. Z/L.- ZL8 ZL=/6 the duct was 2D - 0.0398 m and the Reynolds number based

on the maximum velocity was
U )

11 EXP R= R Ul x 19000..--- SOT. K-f 
'

--. The flow was fully developed at the test section

YL - ANISOT. K-f located at x1 /fl - 56. Johnston did not provide any
Y L inlet velocity measurements and thus the inlet velocity

. was assumed to be uniform calculated from the total mass
, :,,a.flow.

- 4- l
. % + l.

U¢u"
a. o 0C02 04 0 02.x REXP.

Fig. 6. Comparison Setveen Predicted and Experimental v.
Kinetic Enero: Profiles for Rotating Cylinder

I.-I

*ILinJ Z/L=8 ZILM16

* -- IISOT. K-E4

9.7 - ANISOT. Kf-f

-./.-..o

%A .8 31 8.2 0.3 9.4 8.9 0.5 8.7 8.3 0.9 1.3

Fig. 9. Comparison Between Predictions and Experiment

04030403The computer code was first run for the non-rotating
case. The predictions for the streamwise velocitv did

fi.7 oprsnBtenPeitdadEprmna not compare well when the no-slip boundary condition

| ,. :w ++ X.. '

was applied on the walls. However, when a wall slip "
Streamse Stress - Profiles velocity was used, the predictions were very good (Fig.

9). Following Kreskowaky et al. [161 the wall slip
velocity was derived by assuming that the velocity pro-
file is logarithmic at the first grid point away from



* the wall. Therefore, the velocity gradient at the and trailing sides. Howard's model gives better results
first point away from the wall is given by for the leading side. The author's model underestimates

au u, - u/(u) o  on both sides while Howard's model over-
(33) estimates t - /(U,)I on the trailing side. Even

2 -p though it is dtflicult to state which of the two models
perform better, it must be emphasized that the authors

Using a backward finite difference for equation modification is derived through a procedure based on

(33), the wall slip velocity is estimated to be the Reynolds stress equations ",

,* CONCLUDING REMARKS
UIS U -- (34)

SLIP Modifications to the k-c model to account for the "'

non-alignment Of the shear stress vector with the meanA detailed investigation of the slip boundary condition strain vector and for the effects of rotation have
was carried out by Gorskl et a1 [7]. been proposed and tested. The modified T-model gave

T c i bt n e e t a tencouraging results for the flow over a rotating
measuThe omparison bet yfen the predicted and the cylinder, but it needs further testing in more complex
measured streamrise velocit'y for the rotating duct three-dimensional boundary layers. The study showed
(gO - 0.085) is shown in Fig. 10. Even though the that the rotation effects can be accounted through
agreement is not as good as in the non-rotating case t fiT pu. ~~~~~~~the modified coefficient C, .Tepeetsuyhs..
the qualitative effects of -otation are well predicted, also illustrated how the k-h model can be extended,

The authors umodification to the k-- mdel ( en. with the help of the algebraic stress equations, to
The uthrs'modfictio to he -c ode ( qn. account f or complex phenomena.

27) gives better predictions on the trailing side than
Howard's modification (eqn. 28). The latter performs ACKNOWLEDGMENT
slightly better on the leadinL side.
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THE EFFECT OF ROTATION ON TURBULENCE STRUCTURE

John Kim
NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035

ABSTRACT perpendicular to the rotation axis (Fig. 1). The objec-
tive of the experiment was to investigate the effects of

Rotating turbulent channel flow has been simulated spanwise rotation on turbulence structures. They showed
numerically using the large-eddy-simulation technique. that the Coriolis force introduced by the system rota-

, With a three-dimensional, timem-dependent, numerical tion could stabilize turbulence near one of the walls
* simulation of turbulence, it was possible to obtain (stable side) and destabilize turbulence near the other
* detailed flow-field information which had not been (unstable side). In addition, they observed the follow-

available previously from experiments. This information ing three rotation-induced phenomena: (1) the reduction
was used to study the structure and statistical proper- (increase) in the rate of bursting of wall-layer streaks

* ties of the flow with externally imposed rotation. It in locally stabilized (destabilized) wall layers;
was found that in agreement with experimental observe- (2) the total suppression of transition to turbulence in
teens, the Coriolis force introduced by the system rota- a stabilized layer; and (3) the development of large-

" tion could stabilize/destabilize turbulence. The large- -scale roll cells on the destabilized side of the channel.
. scale motion observed in the experiment was also found The last two phenomena were observed only for rotation

to exist in the computed flow field, rates beyond critical values. Most of their results,
however, were based on their flow-visualization work and

INTRODUCTION lacked much desired quantitative information. For exam-
Unple, no turbulent quantities were measured: instead, r %
Understanding the turbulent flow in the blade pas- they used the wall-shear velocity as a measure of the

sages of turbomachines is essential for improving the turbulence intensity close to the wall. The present ' ,
efficiency of such devices. Since the flow is periodi- investigation was undertaken with the expectation that
cally unsteady to an observer in a stationary frame, it more quantitative information with regard to the effect
is most easily analyzed in the reference frame that of rotation would benefit both the designer of turbo-
rotates with the blades. Analytically, the transforms- machinery and a turbulence modeler who would like to add
tion between the two coordinate systems is.straightfor- such an effect into a model.
ward: one only needs to add the Coriolis acce rations
in the equations of motion. For incompressible flow, GOVERNING EQUATIONS
the centrifugal force can be included into the pressure
term unless boundary conditions prohibit it. Experi- The dynamic equations of motion and the continuity
mentally, however, this is not an easy task since the equation for an incompressible fluid with respect to the
whole test facility has to be mounted on a rotating reference frame rotating at a steady rate Q can be
system. Despite this difficulty, some experimental written as follows:
results are available in the literature because of the
work done on this flpv. by many interested engineers who au + u Vu -7P + 2 x u + v2u
wished to improve the efficiency of turbomachines (see tu
Johnson (1970) for an extensive review of the subject
matter). P•u -0)

The objective of this study is to investigate the
effect of rotation on the turbulence structure through where 0 = (0,0,1) for the present problem since the
a reliable numerical simalation. Recently, the large- axis of the rotation is parallel to the spanwise direc-
eddy-simulation (LES) approach has shown considerable tion, z. The second term on the right side of
promise in investigating the physics of turbulence equation (1) is the Coriolis force due to the rotation,
(e.g., Reynolds (1981). MNan and KIf (1982) (hereafter and the term arising from the centrifugal force is
0),Kim (1983)). Ia LIS, the large-scale flow field in included in the pressure term; the rotation-induced can-
obtained by directly integrating the filtered, three- trifuSal force does not play an essential role in deter-
dimensional, time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations, mining the velocity field. Applying the filtering opera-
The smell-scale notions are simulated with an eddy vis- tion (Moin and Kim (1982)) to equations (1) and (2), we
cosity model. Since LE can produce detailed flow obtain the equations for the large-scale flow field,
structures as well as time-averaged turbulence statis-
tics, It is possible to supplement the experimental data Vii -7F +, 22o . a -- 72 SGS (3)
and to gain a better understanding of the physics of the it + Re T
flow field. V • 0 (4)

In this paper the numerical results obtained from "-"-0 4
simulating the flow studied experimentally by Johnson where we have decomposed u - U + u for the large-scale "-
snted l. (1972)Thei(abbreviated JL hereinafter) are onPrea and sub-grid scale components, and SOS represents the

modeling term due to the sub-grid scale motions. Here,
rotating table, with the sean flow perpendicular to the the flow variables are nondimensionalized using the chan-
rotatios axis. The channel had a high aspect ratio, and nel half-width, 6, and the wall shear velocity of the

the Seem 'low was two-dimensional in the planes
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nonrotating channel flow, urn. Thus the Reynolds number -0.9 1y/6 1-0.3. This is because the additional terms
that appear in each energy equation (40(0) in (U2)and the rotation number are defined as Re. . UTo6/v equation and -4M(O) in (V2) equation) transfer

and Ror = 
2
1u.o/6 with RD - (0,ORor). energy from /2 o (p2) on the unstable aide where"

Equations (3) and (4) are integrated numerically UV) is negative. The opposite is true for the

with the same method as MV which employs pseudospectral stable side. Thus, the Coriolis force affects tur-

approximation in the homogeneous directions (i.e., bulence intensities in tuch a way that, except near the
streinise and spanwise), a finite-difference approxi- walls, the components of the fluctuating velocities

mation in the direction normal to the wall, and a semi- become more isotropic on the unstable side and more
implicit time-advancement. The computations are carried anisotropic on the stable side. An examination of the
out using 64 x 64 x 128 grid points in the stresmwise, one-dimensional spectra indicates that this trend toward
normal-to-the-wall, and spanvilse directions (x, y, and isotropy/anisotropy is achieved by redistributing ener-
z, respectively). The initial field was the result of gies in low wave numbers as shown in Figure 6.
the fully developed channel flow of NR for a Reynolds In phenomenological turbulence modeling, one has to
number of 13,800, based on centerline velocity and chan- construct models for the correlations that appear in the
eel half-width, i.e., R, - Uc8/v - 13,800. The sae Roy- governing equations for the Reynolds stresses. The terms
olds number (corresponding to Re. . 640) was used for in the equations are computed to provide the data needed
the present work, and the Rotation number was set at to improve the effect of rotation models. Figure 7 pre-

Ro - 2QUc/6 - 0.068 (corresponding to RoT - 1.47). The sents the terms that appear in the energy equation.

same Reynolds number was used in order to compare Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the dramatic effect of the

directly the present results with the results of MK for Coriolis force on each term (see Fig. 17 in MK for non-
the affect of the imposed rotation. This particular rotating channel). Note that there is no explicit
Rotation number was selected because here the flow dependence on the Coriolis force in the energy equation
remains turbulent at both sides of the channel and the since the extra terms in the (02) and (2) equations

are cancelled out. Therefore each term is implicitlylarge-scale vortical cell structures were observed on a b h t r h en
the unstable side according to the experiment affected by the roation through the direct ifluence

of JUL. of 0 on U and 0. We also note that on the
unstable side the location of the maximum production is
not changed (y+ f 15) although the maximum magnitude is

RESULTS increased by about 30%. However, on the stable side,
the maximum magnitude occurs at y+ f 50 with a rather

Starting from the initial field, the governing flat profile. It is also interesting to note that the

equations were integrated in time until the numerical dissipation term ia also significantly increased/
solutions reached a statistically steady state. This decreased to balance the increase/decrease of the produc-

tion. And there is no abnormal behavior in the convec-equilibrium state was identified by the energy balance tion (turbulent diffusion) terms. This implies that no
of each of the Reynolds stress equations. Once w e extra turbulence energy is being transferred from the
reached this statistical steady state, we integrated unstable side to the stable side; rather it seems to
further in time to get a running-time average of the dissipate more or less locally.
horizontally averaged turbulence quantities.

Figure 2 shows the mean velocity profile ( ) Bradshaw (1969) uses the gradient Richardson number,

(unless otherwise stated, in this section ( ) indi- Ri, as a parameter of local stability describing the
cates horizontal as well as time averaging) nondimen- effect of rotation or streamline curvature on a turbulent

sionalized by the centerline velocity. A profile from low. The gradient Richardson number is defined as
JHiL is also plotted for comparison (the actual data -20(a0/a - 20) (5)
were taken from a table in Halleen and Johnston (1967)). Ri= M5(o /ay)2  (5)
Other than the obvious experimental scatter, the agree-
ment between the two results is very good. Both results For a positive Ri, local stability is enhanced;
show the asymmetry introduced by the imposed rotation, instability is enhanced with a negative Ri. The mixing
In the figure, y/d - -1 corresponds to the lower wall length, L - -(0-)/(a U /ay), is shown as a function
(unstable side with the direction of rotation as given of Ri in Figure 8. Note that the mixing length
in Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows the wall shear on the is nondimensionalized by the mixing length of
unstable side is increased whereas it is decreased on nonrotating channel, t0. The mixing length increases
the stable side. The wall shesr velo~ities for both with a ngane LO The decreases
sides normalized by the nonrotating channel are shown in with a negative Ri and decreases with a positive Ri
F , e t l J vas shown in the figure, and the "Monin-Oboukhov" formulaFigure 3. together with the results from JHL for various of the type E/10 - 1 - BRi is shown in the figure forRotation numbers. The predicted wall shear velocity 8 - 2 and B - 4. Also shown in the figure are the
for both walls is in good agreement with the experiment, results for a higher Rotation number, Ro - 0.21. It
Figure 4 shows the mean-velocity profiles in wall units, should be noted that at this Rotation number the statis-
The computed profiles in closed symbols show the sametred as did the experimental results from Halleen and iceal steady state has just been achieved and the ""
Johnston (1967) for three different conditions (three results are not time-averaged and must be taken with some
different Rotation numbers with slightly different care. Figure 8 shows B is about 2 on the unstable

side and between 2 and 4 on the stable side. BradshawReynolds numbers): both results indicate substantial (1969) estimated (from Halleen and Johnston (1967)) B
deviation from the conventional log-law. It appears to be about 2 for the unstable side and about 4 for the
from the above figures that the computed results agree stable side, while Johnston (1970) reported the data
quite well with the experimental results.

The profiles of turbulence intensities are shown in being scattered around .- 4. Although Bradshaw and
Figure S. Note that ll intensities are nondimensional- Johnston used the same data, they used different
Fiedre the wall shear telcity eosf the nonrotatingsohan- approaches to get the estimate of S. Bradshaw used the

deviation of the mean profile from the conventional log-nel corresponding to the same Reynolds number. Also, law, whereas Johnston estimated directly from their
unless otherwise stated, all the quantities presented in .e o-f
this section are only for resolvable or large-scale measurement of mixing lengths, which involved differen-tiations of mean velocities.
parts; the contribution from the sub-grid scales is Detailed structures of the computed flow field are
usually negligible, except where very close to the walls. i etated bemi nur ps of the instare%; T sho haeff~ of he otaton, urbuenceIntesl- investigated by examining contour plots of the inst-, .-
To show the effect of the rotation, turbulence intensi- taeuvloiyprsran ricyfed.T
ties for the nonrotatinS channel are also included in taneous velocity, pressure, and vorticity field. To

highlight the effect of rotation on tuibulence struc-Sthe f iure . This sho ws the increase/d crease of turbu-tu e , he r s l s f r he ig r o i n n mb ,
lance intensities owing to the destabilizing/stabilizing turas, the results for the higher Rotation number,

Ro - 0.21, are used in the remainder of this paper. Theeffect of the Coriolis force. On the stable side, all difference is less striking if the results for Ro - 0.068the turbulence intensities are decreased significantly. were used; otherwise the same effect is observed.
On the unstable side, an increase in Orms and a slight Figure 9 shows the contour plotA of streamwise fluc-
incresee in O are noticeable. In addition, s tuating velocity in an (x,z) plane. In all the contour
decreased subst-antially in the region around



plots shown here, solid lines are for positive values and in the wall region were directly related to the shear
dashed lines are for negative values. The wall-layer stress at the wall: i.e., the small streak spacing
streak structures (Kline et al. 1967) are evident in yields high wall shear stress and vice versa. The
this figure. More streaks are noticeable on the unstable large-scale motion observed in the experiment was also
side (Figure 9(a)) than on the stable side. It appears found to exist in the computed flow field.
from this figure that the number of streaks is directly ".
related to the wall shear. On the unstable side there REFERENCES
are more streaks and an increase in the wall shear; on
the stable side, the opposite is true. This implies that Bradshaw, P., 1969, "The Analogy Between Streamline
it is possible to achieve reductio. in drag by finding Curvature and Buoyancy in Turbulent Shear Flow",
a way of suppressing the formation of streaks in the J. Fluid Mech., 36, p. 177. % '
sublayer.

Figure 10 show* contours of streamwise vorticity in Halleen, R. M., and Johnston, J. P., 1967, "The
a (yz) plane. Note that the direction of the mean flow Influence of Rotation on Flow in a Long Rectangular
is perpendicular to the plane and the lower wall cor- Channel - An Experimental Study", Report MD-18,
responds to the unstable side. First we notice large Department of Mech. Engineering, Stanford University.
concentrations of streauwise vorticity near the lower
wall where they sem to appear as pairs of opposite Johnston, J1. P., 1970, "The Effects of Rotation on
signs, indicating the existence of counterrotating Boundary Layers in Turbomachine Rotors", Report MD-24,
streamwise vortices. Also, there is evidence of large- Department of Mech. Engineering, Stanford University
scale vortical structures a little farther away from (see also NASA Special Paper, no. 304).
the wall. On the other hand, the contours on the upper
wall (stable side) display relatively quiet motions Johnston, J. P., Halleen, R. M., and Lezius, D. K.,
without much evidence of organized structures. Figure 11 1972, "Effects of Spanwise Rotation on the Structure of
shows contour plots of turbulent shear stress in an Two-Dimensional Fully Developed Turbulent Channel Flow",
(x,y) plane. In the lower side of the channel (unstable J. Fluid Mech., 56, p. 533.
side), negative values contribute to the positive tur-
bulence production; on the upper wall, positive values Kim, J., 1983, "On the Structure of Wall-Bounded Turbu-
contribute to the production. Again, the stabilizing/ lent Flows", to appear in Phys. Fluids; see also
destabilizing effect of the Coriolis force is evident. NASA TM 84313, April, 1983.
Also we note that the occurrence of high shear is
spotty (localized in space) indicating high intermittency Kline, S. J., Reynolds, W. C., Schraub, F. A., and
of the shear stress. Runstadler, P. W., 1967, "The Structure of Turbulent

A computer-generated motion picture that simulatee Boundary Layers, J. Fluid Mech., 30, p. 741.
flow-visualization experiments with hydrogen-bubble
wires was made to obtain a better idea of the dynamic Momn, P., and Kim, J., 1982, "Numerical Investigation of
structure of the flow. At regular intervals, particles Turbulent Channel Flow", J. Fluid Mech., 118, p. 341.
were generated along the lines parallel to and normal to
the walls. These particles were traced in time to vis- Reynolds, W. C., 1981, "Simulation of Turbulent Shear
ualize the unsteady nature of the flow field. These Flows: What Can We Do and What Have We Learned?",
numerically generated bubbles clearly showed the Proc. of the Seventh Biennial Symposium on Turbulence, --
stabilizing/destabilizing effect on the turbulence struc- Rolla, Missouri, September 21. 1981.
tures due to rotation. (The motion picture will be shown
during the presentation at the Conference.)

In the experiment of JH., a new type of structure
was observed when the Rotation number was increased
beyond 0.04; a spanvise array of large-scale vortex
cells or roll cells were observed on the unstable side.
The size of these roll cells was about the channel half-
width. Similar large-scale vortical structures are
observed in the present motion picture; a frame is shown
in Figure 12 to illustrate this large-scale structure.
The figure shows an end view of the structure with the
mean flow perpendicular to the plane (see Fig. 13 of
JHL). Particles are generated along the lines parallel
to the walls located at three different y locations:
y/d - -0.98, y/ - -0.5. and y/6 - 0.98. Particles
generated from the horizontal line at y/6 - -0.5 form
the shape of roll cells as they move downstream. Also
shown in the figure is the formation of streaks and the
ejection away from the wall on the unstable side, while
all the particles on the stable side remain very close to
the wall. This indicates no ejection is taking place on
the upper wall during the time of the motion picture.

Nmrclresults of rotating turbulent channel
flow at Reynolds number 13,800 and Rotation number 0.068
are presented. Calculations were carried out by LES
techniques using 64 x 64 x 128 mesh points. The agree-
ment of the computed mean quantities with experimental
data is good. With a three-dimensional, time-dependent,
numerical simulation, it is possible to obtain detailed
flow-field information which had not been available
from experiments. This information was used to study the *. o
structure and statistical properties of the flow field
due to externally imposed rotation. All the terms that
appear in the turbulent energy equation were computed.
These data could be used to improve the phenomenological *

turbulence modeling. It was found that, in agreement
with experimental observations, the Coriolis force
introduced by the system rotation could stabilize/
destabilize turbulence. The spacings between streaks
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Figure 1. Turbulent flow in a rotating channel.
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TURBULENT MOMENTUM AND HEAT TRANSPORT IN

FLOW THROUGH A 1800 BEND OF SQUARE CROSS-SECTION

S.M. Chang J.A.C. Humphrey R.W. Johnson B.E. Launder

Department of Machahical Engineering, University of Manchester Institute of
University of California, Berkeley, Science & Technology,

USA. Manchester, England.

ABSTRACT in which only the pressure field is stored over the full

domain (Pratap and Spalding, 1975) and, necessarily,
The paper reports flow and heat transfer predictions streameise derivatives in the momentum equations are

of turbulent flow in passage around a 180 square- discarded. All but McDonald's and Moore's studies
sectioned bend. The numerical results are obtained from employed the sm mathematical model for the turbulent
a finite-volume discretization of the semi-elliptic form stress field - the k-' Boussinesq viscosity model. Yet
of the Navier Stokes and energy equations. The turbulent the flow patterns predicted by these schemes bear only a
stresses are represented by the k-c Boussinesq viscosity qualitative resemblance to each other or, for that
model both in its standard form and with a streamline matter, to the experimental data. The fully three-
curvature correction. Serious differences between dimensional discretizations have of necessity to use a
experiment and prediction exist for both form and coarse grid which has severely limited the numerical
suggestions are made for their origin. Heat transfer accuracy available. The semi-elliptic schemes which have
computations indicate that from 450 - 1800 the secondary allowed SC or more streafhise planes (not all, of
flow provokes at least a 2:1 circumferential variation course, in the bend itself) achieve somewhat better
in heat transfer coefficient around the duct perimeter overall agreement with data. V"
and that differences of 40 between the mean heat The computations of Moore and Moore (1983) and
transfer coefficient in each wall persist at least. 10 McDonald (1983) extend through the viscous sublayer to
diameters downstream, the wall allowing a better numerical resolution of the

*- near-wall region than the k-t treatments (which apply
-. "wall functions" to bridge the 5% of the flow nearest

1 ILTRODUCTION the wall). This fine-grid approach was also followed in
the work of Cousteix at al (1983) for the same conference E.

Computers and flow solution schemes have developed though they make only a two-dimensional inviscid
to a point where serious numerical studies of convective calculation for the pressure field. The numerical
heat transfer in complex, 3-dimensional flows can now be simplification this brings is considerable since a three-
made. But, for turbulent flow, what level of accuracy dimensional marching scheme may be adopted; in view of
can one expect from such a simulation? The question is the poor agreement obtained, however, it remains
of great practical interest for if the accuracy can be questionable whether this basis for obtaining the pressure
relied on within the allowable tolerances the cost of is useful in bends of small aspect ratio with substantial
computation - typically a few hundred dollars per run curvature. Of course, more nodes near the wall means
- will often be negligible compared with the cost of fewer elsewhere; moreover, instead of calculating the
getting the information from experiment. This is the dissipation rate c from a transport equation these
question our research on flow around 1800 bends has been groups obtained it via a prescribed length scale distrib-
addressing. ution - with much uncertainty as to the appropriate

The 180 -bond flow has several qualities that make prescription.
it well suited as a bench-mark test case. It has very In the intervening two years since computations for
strong practical connections, especially in heat the 2tanford Conference were made the authors have cont-
exchangers, yet its topography is relatively simple. inued to give attention to curved ducts but, for reasons
This simplicity means that the flow boundary conditions given earlier, to the 1800 bend case.
can be easily and unambiguously reproduced by a comoutor; A detailed mapping of the velocity field by laser
it also means that obtaining tolerably accurate n oner'cal aner~mmtry has been made at Berkeley for the curved duct
solutions (whatever may be the frailties of the physics) shown in figure 1. These data and preliminary numerical
is a target within sights - though there may be argument computations are to appear in Chang et al (1983). The
about whether it is yet with n range. It is a more present contribution provides a more refined set of
challenging flow than the 90 bend that provided one of computations of this flow and examines the influence of
the test cases at the 1981 Stanford Conference (Kline wall boundary conditions and turbulence model on the
at al, 1981, 1962) because turbulent stresses generated computed flow pattern. It also reports solutions of the
by the strong secondary flow have longer to act on the enthalpy equation thus providing predictions of the
meam flow. Moreover, and most importantly, detailed circumferential distribution of Nusselt number around
experimental data are available (Chang at al, 1983) with the duct perimeter.
which to draw comparison.

Computations of flow around the 900 square-sectioned 2. SUMMARY OF NUMERICAL SCHEME
bend adopted for the Stanford Conference have been
reported by Humphrey et al (1981, McDonald (1982), Describing Differential Equations

* Abdelueguid at &1 (1982), Rodi et al (1982), Moore and The stationary, turbulent, incompressible flow of
Moore (1982) and Chang et al (1982); the first three fluid through a curved duct of constant rectangular
employ a diecretization of the full avier Stokes cross-section is conveniently described through conserv-
equations, the last two adopt a semi-elliptic formulation ation equations in cylindrical coordinates. With

coordinates x and r mapping the duct cross-section and

'p 
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S the angle of progress along the duct, the describing . U2  r -2  V-4 r'2 * '
mean flow equations may be written: r x r

+ 2r-
2
V (2We + V) - r-2W(2Ve rW) C 2/kW-hw u 2r - W)) - ."".

1 (9)
UU *VU (W/r)U0 - P 

+ 
(2VUx -u)x "

S rThe empirical coefficients are assigned the usual values
* r-l(r(V(Ur + Vx) - r (1) optimised by Launder et al (1973): .

r'-u0.9tum - ". 1 c r x 1.; 0.09; . 1.22

W (Wlr)Vo  1 -- p* V()U -+)x  The semi-elliptic truncation has been applied to all
x r r r Pr (Ur these equations in that terms containing second deriv-

atives on 8 are dropped.

Sr- (r(2vV - 7") - 2vV/r
2  

(2) The Difference Equations and their Solutions

Finite-difference forms of the transport equations
e-meentuu were derived by integration over discretized volumes in

U +* VW + VW/r (/r) 1 (v(W+r-lu) the flow domain following broadly Pratap's (1975)UWx r (W/r)WP +  guidelines. As is now customary, the velocity components

and pressure are stored on a staggered mesh. Streamise

Sr-2 (r
2
(v(r(W/r) r

1
V) - r (3) convective transport is approximated by upwind differences.

In the cross-sectional plane, however, both upwind and

continuity quadratic upwind (QUICK) options are included. The
latter scheme devised by Leonard (1979) has been tested

V + V/r + r-1W, + U - 0 (4) by Han et al (1981) for turbulent flow in a driven
r 8 cavity and found to be distinctly better than an upwind

.r- approximation. (In fact, so far as the cross-stream
enthalpy components are concerned, the flow around a bend is very

UT + VT * (W/r)T ((v/o)T like a driven cavity). The method of implementing theT7 x r + x- x scheme in the numerical algorithm is as given by Han et
al (1981).

+ r-
1
(r ((/O)Tr- )) (5) In the course of iteration, the adjustments to the

r:" pressure field in response to mass inbalances for the
control volumes surrounding each pressure node is

Here U,V and W are tb mean velocity components in the essentially as proposed in the SIMPLE algorithm (Patankar)

x, r, 8 directions, u, uv, etc. are the correspondingly and Spalding, 1972) except that, with the velocity field
defined Reynolds stresses, T is the mean temperature and held on only two successive 0 planes, reorganization is
r the temperature fluctuation. The quantities v, v and required (Pratap, 1975). At any x-y plane the U and V

a are respectively the fluid kinematic viscosity, velocity components are solved first. The streamwise
density and Prandtl number. The subscripts x, r and e momentum equation is solved next to obtain the W velocity

denote partial differentiation with respect to the space (displaced half a cell down-stream as a result of the

coordinate in question. 'staggering') using new values of V and U in the convect-

The turbulent stresses are obtained from the ive terms; finally, perturbations to the pressure field
Roussinesq stress-strain formula which, in cylindrical are introduced in conjunction with re-adjustments to
coordinates, implies: the current-rlane U-V field. This procedure is applied

2 at all planes beginning at the upstream boundary and
u2 2v Ux - 3k; - 2v V - _ stepping downstream, successively overwriting 'upstream'

"V1 ' velocities by current values. On completing such a

V ( + r- Vo) pass over the domain the computation starts over again

- " VT(W + r- v(r(W/r) e at the upstream end unless the residual error is small
enough that convergence is signalled.

- Lv = VT(Ur + V (6) Because the computation as outlined above has had
T r x to make extensive use of upstream values (rather than

current plane values) of velocity in evaluating convection
where, in accordance writh the k-c model coefficients and sources, a certain upstream bias is

cintroduced into the solution if a purely marching treat-
T - c k2/ , (7) ment is followed. For this reason, as the computation

approaches its apparent solution, it is necessary to
k being the turbulence energy and e its dissipation introduce iteration on the velocity components at each

rate. These quantities are themselves found from trans- step. That is to say, when current plane values have

port equations solved simultaneously with the mean flow been obtained the equations are resolved using current-
variables: values as appropriate in -forming coefficients and

Uk source terms. Approximately 45 passes were needed,
-r) (r ( ) T starting from an assumed uniform pressure field to obtain

•a k converged results; this was deemed to have been achieved

+ T(2(U2 + V2 -U + r W-VoW) when the magnitude of the mass errors sumed over every

T Ux y r x +r cell of the domain fell below 1% of the entering mass

" *r Y 4 
2  

rflow. (Other studies have typically accepted mass2D2 U + V
2 

+ V W2 W
+ +r + r errors of 0.5% per ptZae which is larger by a factor of

r 8 x x r 50 than tolerated here).

+ 2r- 
2
V(2W9 + V) - r 

2
W(2V, + - W)) t (8) The flow field generated in the duct is symmetric

r about the mid-plane of the cross-section lying in the

plane of the bend. Computations were thus extended

over just one half of the duct, the cross-section being

mapped by a 15x25 interior grid for most of the results

+ V presented here-under with the mash expanding mildly from

z r + V ( (r( -7 -- cr))r ( -ra x)x each wall. The computations began seven hydraulic

% C diameters upstream of the bend and extended 11.5
4c€ iJy (2(U: * V

2 
* r'2d * UrV + U downstream; this region was covered by a total of 117

y 8 rY 8 Wx r VoWr) streamwise planes.

". '



S Boun Conditions the bend while in the experiment the velocity peak is
Along the syiitry plane the gradients of all but displaced somewhat towards the outer radius. (It appears

one of the dependent variables were set to zero; the that the experimental measurement of W3, the bulk mean
value of U, the velocity normal to this plane, was made stresBmeise velocity, may be too low at this position
zero. On the three sides bounded by the duct wall, wall causing all the measured profiles to lie above the pred-
functions were employed to supply appropriate near-wall iction; the differences in shape thgt are present are not
sources and sinks to the various dependent variables, affected by this, however). At 90 the differences are
Besides the 'standard' well treatment habitually employed more pronounced including the very strong double peak
in codes developed by those associated with the Imperial in the measured streansrise profile and its complete

.*." College school (Launder and Spalding, 1974) a more absence in the predictions. The radial velocity
elaborate version originating in the present work has profiles likewise display a sharp peak near the inner

* been used. It is an extension of the schemes of Chieng boundary radius that is not reproduced in the computation.
an -,d Launder (1980) and Johnson and Launder (1982). In Similar anomaligs are pres at (the experimental
relation to the present study its most significant data are at 130 ) but (177 for mesurements)
feature is that the wall friction opposing the secondary the streamise profiles, at any rate, are showing closer
motion is obtained independently of the streamns )vel- agreement; the secondary flow is still seriously in
ocity by nerforming the integration V - f(T /Ue dxerrr, however.YXrhwvr
between the wall and the first node. By contrast, the Clearly something starts to go quite seriously
IC wall treatment assumes that the resultant near-wall wrong with the simulation fairly early on in the bend and
velocity parallel to the wall obeys the usual logarithmic a"ubstantially different flow pattern is computed at
law (the stremmise and cross-stream wall stress co- from that measured. In search of the cause of the
onents are then obtained by resolving appropriately), differences a number of adaptations have been considered.

Flow inlet conditions are detailed in the next The most recent calculations have benefitted from .
section. significant mesh refinement in the near-wall region

compared with an earlier set (Johnson and Launder 1983)
.yet the differences in the calculations are small compared

3. C0MPV= ViS AND ZX nR nT COMPARED with the differences between measurement and calculation.
The procedure for finding the secondary wall shear stress
sea= a particular area of weakness and so a test was madeThe experimental data providing the basis for this where the wall stresses in the x-y plane were set to zero.

comparison are those reported by Chang et al (1983) for This is clearly an incorrect hypothesis but it served to
a duct in which the mean radius of the bend was 3.35 indicate whether wall stress errors could conceivably
hydraulic diameters. The flow entering the bend had account for the large differences. The largest ."-

developed through a straight entry section of 31 D after difference between the two practices occurs at 1350 for
being passed through a series of screens to promote which the primary velocity profiles are shown in figure
shear layer development. Thus, while the flow had not 5. The changes produced by this step slightly improve
become fully developed there was no inviscid core -greement with experiment and along X/D - 0.5 a peak
remaining when the flow encountered the bend. The in W near the inner wall is present. Nevertheless
experiments were taken at a bulk Reynolds number of 56700. large differences remain. &-

A parallel experiment at UMIST is underway which It is well known that the k-c model does not correct-
reproduces, so far as we are able to, the Berkeley test ly capture the great sensitivity of real turbulence to

.' conditions. The apparatus dimensions are twice those of small mounts of streamline curvature. Although this
the Berkeley rig and since air rather than water is weakness is intrinsic to the use of the Boussineeq
employed, velocities need to be increased by a factorof stress-strain relation, for two-dimensional curved flows

.. 8 to maintain the same Reynolds number. While the main it has been found possible to imitate the effect of
*, output from the UMIST study will be convective heat curvature on turbulent shear stresses fairly well by
% transfer data it has served to provide checks on an 0 in

unexpected feature of the Berkeley measurements. At 900 -cCc2/k in the f transport equation: ae ft si
around the bend their streassrise velocity profile alonq-- c 2

* a radial line had exhibited a pronounced double C 2

meximam. This feature while moat strongly present on E2 k, the plane of symetry was still ev . -. along the line where Ri - (k/cR)2W(RW)R is a curvature Richardson number

midway between the symmetry plane aud the end wall. and R is the local radius of curvature of a streamline.
Figure 2 coares the laser anemometer profiles reported This is given by

," by Chang at al (1983) with those obtained with a pair of 3

slant hot wires at UMIST. It is seen that the double- R 1 
, ((UV .VU )2+(Ut _WU )2+(V;7 .JV );10/K (10)

peak feature is present in both sets of data; indeed, t t
there is very satisfactory agreement between the two where +x +WU and K (tj+V.W)

% realiaations of this flow.
Computations were started, as noted, seven In places the secondary velocity field resulting from thishydraulic dimters upstream of the bend using, as modification was changed by 20%; the effect on the

profiles of Melling and Whitelaw (1976). The.Furbulence is thus insignificant compared with the differences here

e nitial cdiption rte velocityiand turulnc enk/tere isteasisgveloct hompever wsh nohereifmorene than rean
energy dissipation rate was assigned as: c =k /2/t where in question. This result could have been anticipated for
the3length scale was asigned as the smaller of one could not expect an empirical 'fix' on one stress 4
e,'c A4 times the distance to the nearest wall or .375D. component in a two-dimensional shear to be satisfactory

, The former is consistent with a mixing length varying f h component in a cope tree-- ~for all the stress components in a complex three- " '

• . as K times the wall distance; the latter impostes a uni- dimensional flow.
form length scale at distances greater than O.15DR from The logical next step in improving the representation
My wa)l. It Is our view that the uncertainties in of the Reynolds stress is the irtroduction of an algebr-
initial conditions mke no significant contribution to sic stress model of turbulence ,ASM) in place of the
differences between experiment and computation in the Boussineaq stress-strain relation. Models of this type
bend itself. In support of this view, experiments at have been conspicuously successful in mimicking the
UMIST with a virtually fully developed flow at entry tO effects of curvature in two-dimensional shears without
the bend produced streameise velocity profiles at 90 the introduction of specially tuned empirical terms
only slightly different from those shown in fig. 2. (e.g. Rodi et &l, 1982). Unfortunately, switching from

The computed developmnt of the stresise and a model based on a turbulent viscosity to one where the
radial velocity components around the bend is shown turbulent stresses enter the calculation as sources and
in figures 3 and 4. Serious discrepancies between coupu- sinks is a severely de-stabilizing departure, At the
tation and masurement quickly develop. At 45 the time of writing no converged results have been obtained

% predicted radial velocity on the oentraline is somewhat with the QUICK treatment of convection. With the up-
too low and, a a result, the strerise calculated wind scheme, however, convergence has been achieved
profile at this position is biased towards the inside of though largely, we believie, because this approach brings



*its own false diffusion to assist stability, and buffer regions the introduction of a very fine
Streameise velocity profiles drawn from these results near-wall grid has negligible effect on either convergence

0appear on figure 4 for the 90 position. The rates or storage requirements.
particular form of ASH adopted is that which results With the velocity field in such relatively poor
from applying Rodi's (1976) algebraic transport agreement with data over most of the bend no very defin- --
hypothesis to Gibson and Launder's (1978) second-moment itive conclusions can be drawn from the deLailed heat I--,'. .

closure proposals. The Gibson-Launder study which transfer behaviour. However, results very probably give,
qconsidered the case of flow past a single plane wall in their overall pattern, a correct indication of the

included terms representing the effects of pressure effects on heat transfer levels: i.e. at least a 2:1 ratio
reflection from the rigid boundary. Here there are four of heat transfer coefficients on the outer and inner
walls present and their effect is assumed to be accounted curved walls of the bend; a man level some 30% higher
for by applying a linear superposition; this extends to than in a straight duct and a strong non-uniformity in
three-dimensions the usual two-dimensional practice. Nusselt number persisting at least 10 diameters down-
It is clear from fig. 3 that the introduction of the stream.
ASH scheme has brought no improvement in accuracy,
somewhat the reverse. Based on earlier experiences ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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carried into the viscous sublayer. In this way uncert- Conf. on Complex Turbulent Flows, vol. II, 1495.
ainties as to the appropriate wall boundary condition
are rainvd. We have found from parallel work in the

round-sectioned U-bend that by assuming a radial
• ; equilibrium pressure distribution across the viscous
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S- fLC r SIWEID DIPPOSERS OP IWO.E CMRATME

by
J. Rojas, J.H. Whitelaw and M. Yianneskis

Fluids Section, Mechanical Engineering Depar'ment '

Imperial College of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT Exhibitizon Road, London SW7 2BX, England

Developing laminar and turbulent flows nave been divergence angle of 2. 6 degrees). were employed. The

measured in two diffusers with S- and C-shaped length of the diffuser itself was sufficiently short so
centre-lines, small divergence angle and moderate that the flow did not become fully-developed
curvature. The square inlet cross-section expanded in The present work constitutes an extension to the
the plane of curvature to a rectangle with an previous investigations Of constant area ducts and,
exit-to-inlet area ratio of I. 5. Laser-Doppler therefore, the principal interest lies in ^he effect of
anemomeotry was used to measure three velocity components the area expansion on the flow. A result of the
and, in turbulent flow, the associated fluctuations and non-existence of separation regions in the flow is that
cross-correlations. Wall static pressure measurements Its calculation is amenable to marching techniques. The
are also reported. Flow visualisation did not reveal the measurements of laminar and turbulent flows can oe used
presence of any recirculation regions. Pressure-driven to assess the numerical accuracy of calculation methods
secondary flows are present in both ducts but are and the suitability of turbulence models respectively.
generally smaller than those measured in similar ducts of The flow configurations and the experimental
uniform cross-sectioned area. apparatus and techniques are described briefly in the

following section. The results from tne flow
,* measurements are presented in Section 3 and discussed in

1, INTRODUCTION Section 4. A list of the most important findings is
given in Section 5.

Curved diffusers with S- and C-shaped centre-lines
are used in a wide range of engineering situations and
the present investigation was motivated by requirements 2. FLOW CONFIGURATION AND INSTRUMENTATION
of aircraft intake ducts and the need to evaluate related 2+ 1 Flow Confiouration
design procedures. Pressure-driven secondary flows occur The S-diffuser is shown in Figure I together with the
in curved ducts and cause distortion of the flow profiles coordinate system adopted. The test section was

" at the duct outlet with possible consequences for constructed from two 22. 5 degree bnos of 280mm mean
compressor performance. The present results quantify the radius of curvature: the cross-section of the bends
effect of the secondary flows and. in coniunction with expanded linearly with downstream distance on both curved
previous investigations in ducts of constant surfaces to a rectangle (40a0 lx60+0 1mm) at the exit
cross-sectional area (Humphrey et al. 1977. 1981. Enayet at after 45 degrees of expansion, with an exit-to-inlet area
al. 1982. McMillan. 1982 and Taylor et al. 1982a. b) allow ratio of 1. 5 L  The ratio Of the overall duct iength to
the evaluation of the Combined effects of turning and the centre-line displacement was 5. 2 The dimensions of
diffusing flows, the upstream and downstream tangents matched closely (tO

Fully-developed laminar and turbulent flows in within *0. Imm) those of the diffuser inlet and exit, and
strongly curved C-shaped ducts have ben investigated by there were no surface discontinuities at the intlexion
Humphrey et al(1977. 1981). and developing flows by Taylor plane or elsewhere in the duct. Apart from those related
et al( 1982c). The results show that weaker secondary to the area expansion. all other dimensions of the test
flows are present in the developing flow case. mainly due section were identical to those used by Taylor et al k___
to the thinner inlet boundary layers. Enayet et a1(1982) (1982a). The C-shaped diffuser was assembled with the
measured the developing flow in a moderately curved 90 two 22. 50 sectors joined So that they formed a undirec-
degree bend and found cross-stream flows with magnitudes tional bend rather than the double curve of the S
half of those in the strongly curved duct of Taylor et The coordinate system is also identical to that used
al. by Taylor et al (1982c). Streamwise distance is measured

Experimental investigations of developing flow in along the centre-line in hydraulic diameters of the
S-shaped ducts of uniform cross-sectional area have been upstream tangent (H

0
0.04m) from the inlet plane where

reported by Taylor at al (1982a. b) for moderately curved, the expansion begins. Radial distance is measured from
and by Sensed and Bradahaw (1972) for strongly Curved the outer wall of the bend (inner wall of the second

- S-ducts. Numerical calculations of the flow in a bend in the case of the S) and spanwise distance from
circular S-duct have been reported by Levy et al (1983). the symmetry plane. The flow rate was measured by
The measurements of Taylor et al show that precision bore flowmeters. and experiments were made in

" pressure-driven secondary flows are present In the both bends at Reynolds numbers. based on the nydraulic
S-ducts and reach maxima of 0.22 and 0.15 of the bulk diameter and bulk velocity (Vb) at the upstream tangent.
velocity in the laminar and turbulent flow regimes of 790 and 40000. corresponding to Dean numbers of 212
respectively: in the second bend of the S-ducts a and 10690 for the laminar and turbulent flows
secondary flow in the opposite direction to that. In the respectively. Water was employed as the working fluid so
first b nd is established over most of the cross-section. that the same Reynolds numbers could be obtained at a
The secondary flow generated in the first bend is scale much smaller than that achieved in air, and to
suslained. however, near the outer wall of the second allow a high measurement accuracy
bend because of the sign of the local radial vorticity.

" There are no other investigations of doubly-curved 2 2 Laser-Doppler Velocimeler, Experimental Procedure &
diffuser flows known to the authors. Measurements of Accuracy
developing flow in a unidirectional curved diffuser of 40 The laser-Doppler velocimeter was of the dual-beam
degree turning angle. I. 5 area ratio and rectangular fringe type and operated in forward scatter
cross-section of 1. 5 aspect ratio have been reported by Measurements were made in three directions (00 s450 to
McMillan (1982) and show secondary flow vortices similar the local stresmwise direction) in the X-r" plane at each
to those encountered in bends of constant cross-sectio- measurement point with the beams entering through the
nal area, with a general deceleration of this flow side-wall, and the Doppler frequencies measured were
patern due to the area increase resolved to provide the local streamwise ( U. U and u) . and

In the present investigation the duct cross-section radial (V. V and v) components and the uv cross-corre-
at the inlet was square (40,0. 1x40s0 1mm) and. in order lations The spanwise components (W and w) were
to reduce the possibility of flow detachment, thin inlet measured with the beams entering through the curved walls

. boundary layers. small centre-line displacement. mild at rus0 0 in the rl-z* plane The refraction due to the
Scurvature and smell diffusing angle (effective totai curvature of the wall, although small, was accounted

6.26



for In the location of the measurement points Frequency secondary flow is directed towards the inne' wail of the
shifting was used only for the measurement of the first bend. Outer wall of the second bend. from XH=i I
spanwise component. Frequency tracking demodulation was to XH=

4
. 4 (i .e. the secondary flow due to the curvature

used to process the measured Doppler frequencies. The of the first bend persists well into the second bend)
optical and signal processing systems have been described After XH=

4 
4. the flow is re-directed towards tne

in detail by Taylor et al (1982c). together with the opposite wall (at r=0. 0) due to the change in the

sources and estimates of experimental error. In brief. direction of the pressure gradient in the second bend .
* systematic errors in the mean velocities are generally of The laminar flow velocity measurements are presented

the order of 1% rising to 2-3% in the regions of steep in figures 2 and 3 as streamwise component isotacns and
* velocity gradients near th walls. The principal radial component profiles, with the values normalised by I-."

characteristics of the optical system are given in the the bulk velocity at the upstream tangent. Vb=O 0198m/s.
Table below. The boundary layer thicknesses at the diffuser inlet.

defined at 0,95 of the maximum velocity, are
approximately 25% of the hydraulic diameter.

Characteristics of the optical arrangement The flow in the inlet plane is slightly asymmetric, *
-.-.-.-.-.------------------ --------------------------- with the maximum velocity located near r*=0. 55 in the

symmetry plane. (Figure 2(i)) The radial velocities at

Focal length of imaging lens (mm) 200 the inlet (Figure 3(i)) are always in the same direction
towards the inner wall of the first bend: the radial

Self-ngle of intersection 9.30 components in the high streamwise velocity 'core" flow
are small, about 0. 015 Vb. but in the boundary layer

Pringe separation (line-pa.r spacing) 2,Mm fluid near the side wall they increase to about 0 06 Vb .
By the second measurement station, at XH=2. 50. the

Number of frLnges in massurtrng volume 86 core flow is moving rapidly towa the outer wall l
(rl=0.0) and low speed fluid accur * near the inner

Intersection volume diameter calculated at 1/e
2  wall. (r,=l. 0). figures 2(ii) ar 3(0) At this

intensity (m) 0.167 station, the secondary flow due to luct curvature and
the cross-flow due to the movemen "1e high velocity

Inte.ection volume length calcu.ated at l/e 2  core (also observed in the flow Ysi ,tion) complement
intensity (m) 1.357 each other and result in measured I velocity maxima

of approximately 0.4 Vb near the syn -'ne.
Photomltipliez prihole diameter (mm) 0.50 The flow at the diffuser ex re 2(iii) ) is Sory

characterised by an extensive low .;y region near
Transfer constant (Mz/,, - 1 ) 0.510 the outer wall of the second and i he change in the

sign of U/az at r)0. 5 and z=.0. 5. and. therefore. in
the sign of the cross-stream vorticity. results in the
persistence of the secondary flow generated in the first

Laser-Doppler velocity measurements were obtained in the bend near the rl1. 0 wall (figure 3(iii)) Near the

S-diffusoer at five streamwise stations within the opposite wall and the side-wall, however, the onset Of

diffuser for the turbulent flow, namely. at 0.0 (inlet the secondary flow in the opposite direction is evident K.
diffdue foo the curvature foow thely seon O.na W(inle

" plane), .i. 65. 2. 50. 3. 85 and 5. 50 (exit plane) hydraulic leothcuvurofheson en

diameters from ulei entrance plane of the diffuser, and at 3. 2 S-Diffuser: Turbulent Flow Results
three stations for the laminar flow. namely. at the 0. 0. The measurements of the mean velocity components.
2. 50 and 5. 50 hydraulic diameter stations. To save space. normalised by the bulk velocity at the upstream tangent.
measurements in both regimes are reported at only three Vb=1. 0 m/s. are shown in figures 4 and 5. Wall pressure
stations. In the C-shaped diffuser measurements were measurements are presented in figure 6(i) and the
made in laminar and turbulent flow at the symmetry and turbulence quantifties and cross-correations for two of
exit planes only. the measurement stations are shown in figure 7

Well static pressures were measured with a The flow at the inlet to the diffuser (figure 4(i))
differential micro-manometer for the turbulent flow cases is similar to that in the laminar flow case: the flow Is . .
only as the pressure differences were too small for nearly symmetric with the velocity maximum iocatea at
reliable measurement in laminar flow. The wall pressures about r*.O. 55. and the radial velocities (figure 5(i))

" were measured at six streamwise stations, located at 1. 1. are comparable to those presented in the previous
2. 2. 3. 3 and 4. 4 0H from the diffuser inlet and at 1. 0 OH  section. However. there is a much larger *core' flow
upstream of the entry and 1.0 DH downstream of the exit. region, and the boundary layer thickness at the iniet is
Within the diffuser. measurements were obtained at 0.15 OH for the turbulent case. There are differences
ruO 0. 0. 1. 0. 3. 0. 5. 0. ?. 0.9 and 1 0 at each station, also in the migration of the core flow (from r1-0. 5 at
Flow visualization was used to obtain a qualitative the inlet to r=O 35 at the exit) which is found nearer

, description Of the flow. The hydrogen bubble technique the duct centre-line at the exit than was the case in the
* and dye iniection were used to determine and confirm the

laminar and steady nature of the flow at the lower
Reynolds number and to e1Stablish that no recirculation ~\
regions were present in either flow regime. Cine and
still photography recordings were made of the flow
visualizatioin carried out with hydrogen bubbles. loop

Measurements were made on both sides of the symmetry -
plane in all the flows and showed that the flows were IS.5."
symmetrical within the precision of the measurements. 2.A

3. 1 S-Diffuser: Laminar Flow Results 7 N, K /< -

Visualization of the flow revealed that the profile e
on the Symmetry piano at the inlet is nearly symmetric at
11119*90 but there is considetrable acceleration of the ~
flow near the outer (concave) wall and deceleration along V, I M
the inner wall of the first bend by Xm=I I The same \,.,

trend continues further downstream. with the velocity
maximum on the symmetry plane following an almost ,
straight path through the diffuser In the near- t
wall region. visualization showed that the P.gure i r1ow configuration and definition of

co-ordinates
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laminar flow. The low velocity region near the r=sl 0 flow is more likely in the unidirectional o,?u-or

wall is smaller in turbulent flow and the radial Symmetry plano measurements snowed that the deveiloment

velocity magnitudes (figure 5) did not exceed 0 15 Vb. of the flow in the first 22 5) is very similar in both
The smaller secondary flow generation is mainly ducts and quantitative differences. although small are

attributed to the thinner inlet boundary layers, and is evident in the second bond
in accordance with the findings of Taylor 0t al The cross-stream flow pattern (see figure 8(0) and

(1962a. c) (iv) ) is similar to that encountered in unidirectional
The development of the flow in the diffuser Is bends with near-wall maxima of about 0 15 Vb which may be

similar to that in the laminar flow. but with generally compared with maxima of about 0 25 Vb measured at the 450
smaller radial velocities In the turbulent case (cf plane of the constant area duct of Enayet et al (1982) of

figures 3 and 5) The persistence of the secondary flow the same curvature The reduction Of the secondary flow

generated in the first bend can be observed at the magnitudes with the expansion in the cross-section is in

diffuser exit at r=-0. 9 (figure 50u ) as in the laminar agreement with the findings of McMillan (1982) in a 400

case. The centre-fine developments of the U. u and V and curved diffuser.
v were also measured. The diffuser contre-line is always Measurements in the symmetry plane at Xf-0 0. 2. 5 and

contained within the high velocity core flow region The 5. 5 in both diffusers in laminar flow showed that the
variations in u and v are consequently small and U inlet profiles are identical (to within the accuracy of

decreases with downstream distance as the diffuser area the measurement) but the velocity maximum is nearer the
Increases. The variation of V indicates the reversal of r-1 0 wall at XH=

2
. 5 and nearer the r1=0 0 wall at

the core flow radial velocity near the inflexion plane. XH=5. 5 in the unidirectional duct. indicating a very fast
in an abrupt alteration of trend from decreasing to growth of the slow flow region near the convex wall.
increasing magnitude. Comparison of the laminar and turbulent flow profiles in the

Spanwise mean velocity components were measured at C-diffuser Shows that the high velocity core is located much
station 2. and at 0. 25 DH downstream of the exit plane. nearer the concave wall at the exit in the laminar case.
The spanwise profiles could be measured only up to z=, 5 and the cross-stream velocities in the near-stagnant .

because of restricted optical access near the side-walls, region in the vicinity of the convex wall are almost
The spanwise velocity did not exceed 0. 05 Vb which is zero The maxima of the radial velocities are similar
significantly less than the radial component. with both Reynolds numbers.

The wall static pressure measurements for turbulent The wall static pressure measurements for the
flow are shown in figure 5(i). The pressure gradients turbulent flow case are shown in Figure 6(ii) The
set up by each one of the diffusing bends can be pressure recovery in both diffusers is similar, aOout one
distinguished and are separated near to the inflexion fifth of the velocity head.
plane. In the first bend. the streamwise pressure
gradients are very steep away from the inner (rl=l. 0)
wall for the first 18o of turning. The pressure recovery 4. DISCUSSION
across the diffuser is of the order of 0. 2o Vb

2
. Takin"

into consideration the pressure drop of 0. 12p Vb' The principal interest of the present investigation
measured in the constant area S-duct of Taylor et al lies in the determination of the influence of the
(1982a). the total pressure recovery is comparable to expansion in area on the flows in S- and C-snaped
those in straight diffusers of similar area expansion passages. Cross-stream flows are produced in a sigmoid

, (Ward-Smith. 1980). diffuser due to the curvatures of the constituent bends.
The uv cross-correlations are presented in figure and are influenced by the area Increase. The cross-

7
(i) and (ii) and show a maximum of around 0.0015 Vb

2  
flows due to the area increase in a two-dimensional

near the r-0. 0 wall. The turbulence levels for the straight diffuser are directed away from the centre-line
streamwise. radial and spanwise components are presented in radial planes and can readily be estimated, by -'-

in figures 7(iii)--(viii) . Streamwise levels reach maxima considering the re-direction of the streamlines, to be no

of 0. 08-0. 09 Vb  near the side-walls with the more than a few per cent of the bulk velocity. while the
corresponding radial and spanwise levels being generally pressure-driven secondary flows measured previously in
lower, rising to about 0. 06 Vb near the wails. In the the constant area C-duct and S-Ouct were of the order of L "
core flow region the levels do not exceed 0. 02 Vb. The 0.25 and 0. 15 Vb respectively. However. the flow
distributions of all three components are similar and behaviour in the diffusers cannot be explained simoly on

show maxima near the r'al. 0 wall where there is consi- the basis of the cross-flows as the migration of the "--.'-
. derable re-distribution of the streamwise isotachs. core flow, and the accumulation of low velocity fluid on

Measurements of the streamwise components were also the r=l. 0 wall complicate the processes involved The
made at the symmetry plane at Re=l0. 000 and confirnmed effects of curvature on the cross-stream flows dominate " -

the similarity of the flow patterns throughout the those due to the area expansion and the two flow me- --

turbulent regime: the inlet boundary layers were about chanisms complement or counteract each other depending on
1-2% thicker with the lower Reynolds number and the mean the location in the duct. In the turbulent regime.
components were within 3-4% of those measured at helped by the thinner boundary layers. the flow behaviour
4e140. 000 is more akin to potential flow. with the core iying

closer to the inner wall at the inlet of the diffusers
and migrating in an almost straight line path through the

3 3 C-Diffuser Laminar and Turbulent Flow Results ducts Cross-stream velocities are in general larger in :,-.

the laminar flow cases. mainly due to the thicker inlet
Measurements were made in the symmetry plane and the boundary layers. The radial velocities are larger in the

exit plane of the unidirectional 45 degree diffuser at symmetry plane of the S-shaped diffuser than in a uniform
Re790 and 40. 000 The streamwlse component isotachs and area S-duct. due to the core migration: near the side-
radial component profiles are presented in figure 8 and walls the cross-stream velocities are of similar magni-
may be compared with figures 2(iii) and 3(ii) for tude in the first bend of both geometries, but are
laminar flow and 4(iii) and 5(i11) for turbulent flow for generally smaller in the second sector of the diffuser
the corresponding measurements in the S-diffuser The This last observation is consistent with the patterns
turbulence quantities measured show qualitative and revealed by the flow visualization, in that the onset of
quanftitaive similarities wifh those in the S-diffuser the secondary flow due to the second curvature occurs
and are not presented The streamwise isotachs (figure further downstream in the diffusing duct
8() and (Iii) I Indicate the migration of the high The secondary flows measured in both the S-shaped and
velocity core towards the outer wall of the diffuser, the unidirectional diffusers are larger than those in the
while significant deceleration of the flow Is evident 400 curved diffuser of McMillan (1982) : this is likely to

- along the inner wail The distortion of the isotachs be a result of the I 5 cross-sectional aspect ratio at
near the convex wall is more pronounced than at the exit the inlet of the latter geometry The aspect ratio of
plane of the S-diffuser in both the lam'nar and the duct influences the generation and importance of the

-" turbulent flows, the velocities at r*-0 9 on the symmetry secondary flOws since if the larger dimension is in the
plane are about hal those measured m the spanwise direction (as in McMillan's geometry) the
doubly-curved duct Pndicatoig that detanment of the vortices generated are located nearer the side-walls and
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F do not affect as much of the flow cross-section The with a single sense of rotation are present in both flow
*influence of cross-sectional snape on the flow is regimes. and they reach maxima of around 0. 2 and 0 is Vb

currently boon investigated in a similar S-diffuser of in the laminar and turbulent cases. The existence of
circular cross-section. larger radial velocities in Me laminar flow is atti-

Separation is more likely in the 0-diffuser as a buted partly to the thicker inlet boundary layers
result of the dependence of the shape of the boundary
layer velocity profile on the pressure gradient which. 3. The flow in the diffusers is qualitatively similar to
along the wall at r==l. 0 in a C-diffuser is more adverse that in constant area ducts. The cross-stream velocity
than in the S-diffuser (see Fig. 6() and McMillan. magnitudes are generally higher near the symmetry plane
(1982)). Before any significant accumulation of boundary in the diffusing S-duct due to the core flow migration,
layer fluid is made along the r*=l. 0 wall (up to. say. but the secondary flows near the side-wall are quanti-
XH=i. 65). the boundary layer thickness on the concave tatively similar in both configurations in the first bend
wall increases (a potential flow effect due to the but smaller in the second halt of the diffuser In the
streemwise pressure gradient) while that on the convex C-diffuser the cross-flows are nearly half of those
wall decreases and thus the tendency to recirculate along measured in corresponding constant area ducts.
the inner wall is suppressed. After XHi. 65 this trend

, is. however, reversed. A I-2mm wide region of transitory 4. The pressure recovery across both diffusers is about a
stall was observed at r1el. 0. XHz

4
. 4 in the turbulent fifth of the velocity head.

regime in the C-diffuser.
The efficiency of the pressure recovery in curved 5. The turbulence quantities measured in both diffusers are

diffusers is affected by the inlet boundary layer smaller than those encountered in constant area ducts.
thickness (see Schlichting. 1979): a typicaL value of the

efficiency in unidirectional diffusers geometrically 6. This paper presents benchmark measurements against
similar to the present ones but with thinner layers is which the results of flow calculations may be compared.
0. 7. while both the S-and C-diffuser have an efficiency The results indicate that marching, techniques employing a

" of 0. 66. Surprisingly. the recovery in the 450 simple representation of turbulence may be adequate for the
C-diffuser is greater (by 15%) than that in the 40 degree calculation of the flows.
case of McMillan with smaller inlet boundary layers
(0. 

0 5
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EFFCTS OF STREAMLINE CURV.?T7RE ON LAMINAR AND TURBULENT WAKES

Hide S. Koysme
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ABSTRACT Thus, qualitative and quantitative experiments were per-
formed on laminar and turbulent wakes behind a circular

To investigate the stabilizing, destabilizing and cylinder which was spanned transversely and spanwisely
secondary flow effects of the streamline curvature on a curved potential flow field.
laminar and turbulent wakes, qualitative and quantitative Studies on a curved turbulent mixing layer by Marg~l isa
experiments were performed by asmoke-wire visualization and Lumley(17], on a flow around a sphere placed ina ro-technique, a hot-wire anemometer and a signal analyser. tating curved potential flow by Fette [18] on a turbulent
From the experimental results, the development of the wake behind a cascade of blades by Raj and Lakshminarayana
turbulent wake was found to be promoted due to the de- [19] and on aKarman vortex street[20,21] were available
stabilizing effect and suppressed due to the secondary for the present experimental study.
flow effect.

APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES
INTRODUCTION

The effects of Coriolis, buoyancy and centrifugal Sr~ o~cm
foxces, wherein the last force is derived by the stream- Vibration-
line curvature, on the shear flows are very interesting --- -1,-!--
problems in phsics, engineering and environmental sciences.
The well known examples are turbulent boundary layer on
a curved wall and a rotating wall, a curved mixing layer
and a turbulent shear flow in thermally stratified field. lSI60

The apparent analogy between the effects of those forces1- 70a
has been mentioned by Bradshaw( 1]. From many experimen- Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus
tal studies concerning these flows(2-161, the phenomena
due to the effects may be summarized as follows. A streamwise cross section of a wind tunnel employed
(1) Promotion and suppression of the development of two- in the present study is shown in Fig. 1. Air is deliv-
dimeensional laminar and turbulent boundary layers, ered to the wind tunnel by a fan blower, having a capac-
(2) Generation of a Taylor-Gortler type longitudinal ity of 0.5 m3/s at a delivery pressure of 980 Pa. The
vortices in a turbulent boundary layer and a large-scale air flows through a rectification chamber to astest chan-
vortices in a channel. nel via a converging nozzle of I to 14.8. The chamber
The phenomena (1) and (2) are due to the stabilizing and is made up of several layers of honeycomb flow-straight-
destabilizing effects and due to the- secondary flowv ef- aners and screens. Straight and curved channels were
fect respectively. For example, in a curved flow, if employed as the tese channel to produce two-dimensional
there is a velocity gradient in the transverse direction straight and curved potential flow fields. The channels
the motion of the fluid particles are stabilized in the have a&dimension of 280 mm x 50 -m and its length is 210
shear flow with positive velocity gradient as compared mm. The radius of curvature of the curved channel is
with that of the curved potential flow, and is destabi- 200 mm. A circular cylinder was spanned transversely
lized with negative velocity gradient. Therefore, these and spanwisely at 5 me upstream of the test channel to
are defined as the stabilizing and destabilizing effects genetate laminar and turbulent wakes in potential flow
of the streamline curvature. If there is a velocity gra- field. Fixing condition of the cylinder is having a fine -
dient in the spanwise direction, a secondary motion is effect on the wake development at lower Reynolds numbers.
arisod because of an unblance between a&centrifugal force Therefore, the present experiment was performed by chang-
due to the streamline curvature and a pressure gradient ing the test channel as the cylinder was fixed. The au-
force towards the centre of curvature. Therefore, this thor sought to clarify the effects of streamline curve-
is defined as the secondary flow effect of the stream- ture on the wake behind a circular cylinder by comparison
line curvature. between the experimental results for the cases of straight

The majority- of the experimental results for the and curved channels.
boundary layer development on a curved wall showed the Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of a measuring

4.coupled effects of stability and secondary flow, espe- system employed in the present study. A constant ten-
cially, in the turbulent boundary layer on a concave wall. perature anemometer(KANAMAX, 7000) with a 5 um tungsten
Taylor-Goertler type vortices were generated in the tur- hot-wire was used for the time-mean and fluctuating ve-
hulent boundary layer on a concave wall and will be broken locity measurements.* A hot-wire sensor can be moved con-
up[16]. Consequently, the development of the turbulent tinuously along the transverse, streamwise and spanwise
boundary layer will be promoted considerably. directions bysacontrolled traversing mechanism. Output

The objective of the present study is to make clear of amultiple turn potentiometer which indicates the hot-
the stabilizing, destabilizing and secondary flow effects wire position, d.c. signal and s.c. signal(the root mean
of the streamline curvature on turbulent shear flows, square of the fluctuations) of the hot-wire anemometer
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Fig. 2. Schmgatic diagram of measurements Fig. 4. Generation of secondary vorticity

are recorded on X-Y recorders(YEW, 3063). Ana.c. signal were V denotes velocity vector with components u, v and
was also fed to a 12 bit signal analyser(IWATSU, SM-2100A) w in the azimuthal, radial and axial coordinates, and
by which frequency spectrum was obtained. The results (n, t, k) denote the unit vectors in the respective di-
were stored on the magnetic disk and recorded on an X-Y rections. The 2nd and 3rd terms of left side of equation
plotter(IWATSU, DPL-3321). (1) mean the centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations.

Mean velocity components and Reynolds shear stress These terms arise automatically on transformation from
measurmeents were carried out by a following method. Six rectangular to cylindrical coordinates.
different hot-wires having an angle with stream were intro- Taking the rotation of equation (1) we have the fol-
duced instead of a single rotatable hot-vire[22]. The lowing vector equation for the vorticity, m.
wires were moved vertically by the traversing mechanism.
Data reduction was performed utilizing the equations de- Do a uv a u

2  
a uv l U2

rived by Fujita and Kovasznay[22]. r - -- "r")t [ ('-
"
) + ]k - 0 r.'°e.r

Flow visualization is one of effectual methods in ...................... (2)

experimental fluid mechanics. Using a smoke-wire method,
one of the flow visualization techniques, the flow It is considered from equation (2) that the components
behind a circular cylinder was also studied. A Nichrome of the vorticity will be changed due to the velocity gra- . I

:% wire of 0.1as diameter is placed perpendicularly to the dients in curved flow(24]. Assuming that there is a
flow and the circular cylinder. The wire is painted with two-dimensional vortex in a curved potential flow field
liquid paraffin. White color mist is produced by a strong as shown in Fig. 4, vorticity vector which was directed
electric current through the wire. Photographs of top, across the stream initially will lie at angle to it and
side and front views are taken by cameras shown in Fig. 2. a streamwise component a s will be generated. In other . -

N Reynolds number, Re - Uld/v, based on the diameter, words, secondary flow shown by a dotted line will be gen-
d, of a circular cylinder and the free stream velocity, crated in the vortex. Therefore, this is defined as the
U1, upstream of the cylinder was chosen for the test con- secondary flow effect of the streamline curvature.
ditions. The free stream velocity is measured by a hot- First of all, to investigate the secondary motion
wire and aPitot tube at 50 - upstream of the cylinder, generated in a curved flow, qualitative experiment were

and is controlled by changing the rotational speed of the performed by a smoke-wire visualization technique. Fig.
fan blower. 5 shows the photographs of the instantaneous smoke-streak-

lines pattern behind a circular cylinder, which was spanned
RESULTS AND CONSIDERATION transversely a straight and a curved potential flow at

Reynolds number, Re- 150, based on the diameter, d - 3.0
mm, of the cylinder. Smoke-wire was placed at a distance

0.25 of 10 - behind the cylinder. In the photograph of side

- o. 2o- E u. o0";* ..0,20-
o 01s, 0.8-0.15o 1.25

2 2.13

1e Front view Side view Flow direction

Fig. 3. Strouhal number in terms of Reynolds number Straight wake

Fig. 3 shows the Strouhal number, St, based on the "_"-'
shedding frequency, fk, of aKarman vortex street in the
flow past a circular cylinder in terms of the Reynolds LA
n-ers, Re. The experimental points were obtained with

Scircular cylinders of three different diameters and at
%* different velocities in the range of Reynolds numbers

from about 90 to 2570. The shedding frequency was me&- Top view

sured by a signal analyser.- The results obtained in the
present experiment agree with that performed by Roshko

a [23]. The Reynolds numbers Re - 150 and 1500 were chosen .
for the experimental conditions of Karman vortex street U.
in laminal flow and two-dimensional turbulent wake re-
spectively.

Secondary flow effect
For inviscid, incompressible flow the equation of Front view Side view(casera 2 in Fig. 2)

in the cylindrical coordinates is expressed as follows. (camera 3) Curved wake

DY- u
2 a uv t - ....................... (1) Fig. 5. Smoke-streaklines patterns behind a circular cy-

Dt 7 r P linder at Reynolds number, Re - 150. Delay time-10 msec



Sview for the straight wake, a very regular asyimetric scrit -- -5 ""
Svortex pattern, known as the Karman8' vortex street, is eid-1 W-.

* ~observed distinctly. It is also observed that the moving d*
velocity of vortices is slower than the free stream v- .
locity. The ratio of the spanwise to the longitudinal
spacing of the vortices near wake of the cylinder was
about 0.3 from many photographs. This ratio showed a
tendency to increase downstream in the present experi-
want. For the case of curved wake. the formation of an
asymmetric vortex street is not clear , in other words,
the vortices are braking down in coparison with the 3
case of straight wake. Large-scale secondary flow to- "-;
wards to centre of the curvature is observed in the photo-
graphs of the top and front views. Small-scale secondary
flow in the vortices is also observed in the photograph
of top vimw.

f (kz)

7 T1V 5

Frln view Side view Flow direction

Screha ake Ii -25

', I ~35 """

no 5

ToI view 00

So0 z/d I
Curved wa5ke

oFig. 7. Power spectra of fluctuating velocity behind a
* circular cylinder at Re = 150, 200, 300 and 500

for the case of the curved wake are wider than that of ...-
F"i Sd iwm 2 the case of the straight wake. The results obtained atot Side iw(cmera 2 in Fi . 2) Reynolds number Re = 150 are analogous to a frequency spe- a-_4(camera 3) Curved wake ctrum of an amplitude modulated signal, eout, expressed

Fig. 6. Photographs of flow behind a circular cylinder by the following equation:
at Reynolds number, Re -1500. Delay time - 100 msec t (-2)-c

• te e crcar l erathlheoeut -K[Es(l 
+ 
mcs(2fst)))'[Eccs(2fct)] ""' . A

In the wake behind a circular cylinder at higher
Reynolds nuobers, the regular asymestric vortex pattern - i/2KEsEcm(c0s25(fc 

+ fs)t+cos2w(fc-fs)t]
became turbulent and was not observed by the smoke-wire + KEsEccoS(2fct) ..................... (3)
visualization technique. Photographs shown in Fig. 6

were taken at Reynolds nuer, Re - 1500. In the straight Were K, Es , Ec and m are a constant, the modulating sig-
wake, the velocity defect region is observed, while in
the curved wake that is not clear. The width of curved
wake is narrower than that of straight wake, For the
case of curved wake, secondary flow towards the centre 3" "3

* of curvature is observed in the photographs of top and -10 4 -10 4

front views. The secondary flow has a marim velocity
at cntre-line of the wake. Secondary notion confirmed 12
by the visualization technique is predicted from the con- 16

sideration of the generation of the secondary vorticity. 2-20 20 -20
Fig. 7 shows the power spectra of signal from the 3 2

hot-wire anemometer for the cases of the straight and _1
curved wakes at Reynolds numbers, Re - 150, 200, 300 and
500. A hot-wire was placed at x/d or s/d - 2 and z/d - 1 -30 30

behind a circular cylinder. Output of 10 volt from the
hot-wire anemometer is equivalent to the velocity of 10
m/s for the power spectrum analysis. The results obtained 4-40 ""d2
here ware analysed in the range of frequencies, f, from .40 /d
0 to 2 kha. Principal, first and second harmonic peaks
of a Kazuta vortex street are seen at frequencies fk, 

2
fk

and 3
fk respectively. A small peak is also seen at lower

frequency, fs. The peak may be a disturbance, which prop- -S0 so

agate in the strainaiss direction, due to the surface
d roughness of the cylinder and fixing situation of it in 0 6 0 2 4 6

t/d z/d
channel. It was not seen upstream of the cylinder. Many Straight wake Curved veke
peaks with sidebends are seen at Reynolds numbers Re -
150 and 200 for the case of the curved wake. The full Fig. 8. Distributions of power E(fk) at shedding frequency
widths of half meaxisms of the principal and harmonicpeaks of Karmen vortex street at Reynolds number, Re * 150



nal amplitude, the carrier amplitude and the degree of
modulation. Here we have the band of the carrier at f. -
and the two sidebands at (f. + fs) and (f, - fs) . There- x10 "  

/d.s/d-72 ."
fore, it is considered that the modulating and carrier 10
frequencies correspond to those of the disturbance and
the Karam vortex street in the present experiment.

In the curved wake, a breakdown of shedding vortices ..
was observed by the smoke-wire visualization technique. :
It is very important to make clear the flow mechanism . ./u P 2-

around and just behind the circular cylinder because the
secondary flow is related to an integral value of the
velocity gradient in the curved wake. Therefore, mea- °0 .'7f7 0

surments of the power spectrum of fluctuating velocity -'/Zid-72
were performed in detail in the wake just behind the -
circular cylinder. -o. - 0 5

Fig. 8 shows the distributions of power E(fk) at -/d --.

shedding frequency, fk, of a Karman vortex street for the .
cases of the straight and curved wakes at Reynolds number "-.2

Re - 150. Peak of the power profile means the centre
of the vortex. In the wake just behind the cylinder, -0 -5 0 5.-.'..
there is no difference in the maximum power between both aid

cases. However, extension of the shedding vortices to- Fig. 10. Distributions of transverse velocity component
wards spanwise direction is suppressed slightly in the and Reynolds shear stresses at Reynolds number Re - 1500 S
curved wake, and the vortices are seem to be broken down
at distance of about s/d = 16. curvature of the particle pathline and a pressure gradi-

ent force towards the centre of the curvature of the pri-

.10-2 mary flow. The maximum transverse velocity occurs at
centre of the wake. The results obtained here is similar

zid.2 /d- 15 to that on a photograph of the front view(see Fig. 6.).

. Reynolds shear stresses change sign at centre of thewake,
5, -! and maximum stresses on either side of centre-line of the P7

wake are the same. Reynolds stress 
2 

in the curved
wake is considerably small as compared with that in the

6 .I straight wake. Shear stress WUp2 is generated in the
.= ! curved wake due to the spanwise gradient of transverse

-4. velocity component.

~X1O-2-

I/d. sid 25 2-u/Us

-0. - ..
.7,-.- = -".

0.8 0
0.5 10

* 72 U'/U 10

-3 o 0 - 0 5 0 .

z Zd 20
"Gan velocita distributiLon Turbulence intensity diacriburion .d. sd

Fig. 9. Mean velocity and turbulence intensity distribu- Fig. 11. Variation of mean velocity and turbulence inten-
tions at Reynolds number Re = 1500 sity at wake centre-line. Reynolds number Re - 1500

Fig. 9 shows the man velocity and turbulence inten- Fig. 11 shows the variation of the mean velocity
sity distributions in straight and curved wakes behind a and turbulence intensity at wake centre-line at Reynolds
circular cylinderof 2.13 mindimeter, whichwas spanned number Re - 1500. It is found that the meanvelocity
transversely upstream of the test channel. Measurements increases rapidly just behind the circular cylinder.

* were performed at three different locations of x/d or s/d Fig. 12 shows a power spectrum of a fluctuating
-25,47 and 72 for Reynolds number Re - 1500. In the velocity in a turbulent wake behind a circular cylinder
following figures of mean velocity, turbulence intensity, at Reynolds number Re - 1500. Generally, it is consider-
Reynolds stress, etc, solid and dotted lines indicate the
distributions for the cases of the curved and straight 2"

wakes respectively. The wake profiles are symmetric about -20 E(fk)
* the wake centre-line for the both cases of the straight

and curved wakes. The width of the straight wake in-
creases as the distance from the cylinder, while that of 2-30 EtEk
the curved wake remains constant. The velocity defect,
which is the difference between the velocity and the Z
imaginary potential velocity in the wake, and the turbu- 0-40

lence intensity in the curved wake are smaller than those
in the straight wake.

Fig. 10 shows the distributions of the transverse
* velocity component, v, and the Reynolds shear stresses -5 x/d -36

in the wake at positions of xl/d or 9/d - 72 at yId- 1
, Reynolds number Re - 1500. The preceding consideration
, concerning a secondary flowins vortex is also valid for -60t

curved turbulent wake. In the curved turbulent wake 0 2 4k-.

there exists a secondary flow, which is directed towards (k.z)

the centre of the curvature of the primary flow, because Fig. 12. Power spectrum of fluctuating velocity in a tur-
of the unbalance between a centrifugal force due to the bulent wake behind a circular cylinder

::::-35
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* d that in a two-dimmsional wake behind a circular cylinder*- a t -dimensional. largevwave of lRarm vortex street and 0.

thres-dimensionaL, smLl waves of disturbances propagate
along the primary flow. A principal frequency at a 8 u/d.u/d-25
Strouhal number St a 0.22 for a Karman vortex street is
observed in the power spectrum of velocity fluctuations.
The spectrum also contain a continuous power distribution

I edue to the presence of turbulence superimposed to the
Korean vortices.

4J 4 7
- 6 -1 1. x/d.s/d 25 2

-1 4 . o

1200
1-2 60 0.077

-4-
-30-

=4 y/d~r/d /r/."'.

-40 2 Man velocity distributions Turbudinca £on.nsity distrbutions .. _.

2-

,. ~~Fig. 14. Distributions of mean velocity and turbulence .-. -
° intensity at Reynolds number Re - 1500 "-50505

-5. -50- Srection at different locations of x/d or s/d - 25, 47 and
aid 72 at Re-1500. The wake profiles are asynetric about

the wake centre-line for the case of the curved wake. The
asymetry is due to the stabilizing and destabilizing ef-
fects of the curvature of primary flow. the destabilizing
af fact is observed In-the mean velocity and turbulence in-

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6 .tensity profiles. The stabilizing effect is observed onlyt/d z/dStraasht wake Curved wake in the intensity profiles. Maximum turbulence intensity

E(fk) distributions E(fk) distributions is observed in the unstable region of the curved wake. *

-3 -30 _______ The turbulence intensity in the unstable region of the
- x/d4 curved wake is higher than that in the straight wake. The* 4 

opposite result is observed in the stable region of the

. 20 6 3 0- 2 lizing effect on the development of two-dimensional, tur-
bulent wake is slightly strong than thA stabilizing ef-

6 fact on it.
P 6 Fig. 15 shows the distributions of the interpolated10 610[ imginary power tt(fk) at a principal frequency, fk, of --- ]

Karman vortex street andpower difference E(fk) - Et(fk).
12 The profiles of the imaginary power Et(fk) show asytmetry
16 about the wake centre-line. This is similar to the tur-

o 2 4 6 0 2 20 bulent intensity distributions shown in Fig. 14. Princi-
0 2 4 6,/d sid pal peaks at fk were found to disapper at the downstream

eSraight vake Curved wake distance of about 60 diameters in the straight wake. The
E(fk) -

1
t(fk) distributions E(fk) - Et(f k) distributions 

The

Fig. 13. Distributions of power (fk) and power difference
E(fk ) - Et(fk) at shedding frequency of Karm vortex Xd,sld -25 '
street. Reynolds number Re - 1500 2-30'

Fig. 13 shows the distributions of the power E(fk)
% at a principal frequency, fk, of a Karman vortex street 36

and the power difference E(fk) - Et(fk), where Et(fk) O-40.
mans a interpolated imaginary power at fk. Measurements
were performed at Reynolds number Re - 1500 for the cases - l0s- 2
of the straight and curved wakes. Spanwise spacing of the .47

shedding vortices is smaller than that of the straight -50

wake. Extension of the vortices towards spanvise direc-
tion is suppressed considerably as compared to the case of 0'
the straight wake. Breakdown of the vortices is also 3
observed in the curved wake.

Stability,-
Two-dimensional wake along the spanwise direction in I 47j" .

a curved potential flovbecome a stability problem. The
motion of fluid particles are destabilized in the inside
region of a two-dimensional, curved turbulent wake and sta-
bilised in the outside region because of an unbalance be- 72
twem a centrifugal force due to the curvature of the par- 5 0 5 0 5
tidle path and a pressure gradient force towards the centre ii (f-Ek drbd
of curvature. Et(fk) distributions E(tk) -

t
(fk) distributions

Fig. 14 shows the ean velocity and turbulence intan- Fig. 15. Distributions of power Et (fk) and power difference
sity distributions in straight and curved waKes behind a E(fk) - Et(fk) at shedding frequency of a Karmen vortex
circular cylinderwhich wa spanned along the spanwise di- street. Reynolds number Re - 1500



disappearance of peaks in the unstable region on the wake 13 lHonami, S., at al., "Investigation of Turbulent
is faster than that in the stable region. Flows in curved Channels," ASME Paper, No. 75-FE-32.

14 Meroney, R. N. , and Bradsahw, P., "Turbulent bound-
CONCLUSIONS ary layer growth over a longitudinal curved surface,"

AIAA Journal. Vol. 13, No. 11, 1975, pp. 1448-1453.
To clarify the stabilizing, destabilizing and sac- 15 Ramaprian, B. R., and Shivaprasad, B. G., "The

odary flow effects of the streamline curvature on the structure of turbulent boundary layers along mildly curved
shear flow, experimental study on laminar and turbulent surfaces," Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 85, Part 2,
wakes behind a circular cylinder placed in a curved po- 1978, pp. 273-303.
tential flow field. Conclusions based on the experimen- 16 So, R. M. C., and Mellor, G. L., "Experiment on
tal results are suerized below. Turbulent Boundary Layers on a concave Wall," Aeronau-
(1) For a turbulent wake behind a circular cylinder spanned tical Quarterly, Vol. 26, 1975, pp. 25-40.
spawlsely, profiles of mean velocity, turbulence inten- 17 Margolis, D. P., and Lumley, J. L., "Curved Tur-
sity and power spectrum of fluctuating velocity are not bulent Mixing Layer," The Physics of Fluids, Vol. 8, No.
syetric about the wake centre-line. However, two-di- 10, pp. 1775-1784.
mensionality of the wake is preserved. Development of the 18 Fette, Von Hemmo, "Stroemungs versuche im rotier-
inside wake region is promoted, while that of the outside anden Laboratrium," Zeitsher. f. tech. Physik, Nr. 7,

. region is suppressed. The destabilizing effect on a tur- 1933, pp. 257-266.
bulent shear flow is slightly large than the stabilizing 19 ReJ, R. ,and Lakshminarsyana,B., "Characteristics

.. effect on it. d of the wakebehind a cascade of airfoils," Journal of
(2) For a turbulent wake behind acircular cylinder spanned Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 61, Part 4, 1973, pp. 707-730.
transversely, profiles of mean velocity, turbulence inten- 20 Sarpkaya, T., "Vortex-Induced Oscillations," Jour-
sity and power spectrum of fluctuating velocity are sym- nal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 46, 1979, pp. 241-258.
metric about thewake centre-line. Secondary flow, which 21 Perry, A. E., Chong, M. S., and Lim, T. T., "The
has myn velocity at the wake centre-lne, towards vortex-shedding process behind two-dimensional bluff
the centre of curvature is arised because of an unbalance bodies." Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 116, 198 2 ,pp.
between a centrifugal force and a pressure gradient force. 77-90.
(3) Breakdown of a shedding vortices is observed at lower 22 Fujita, H., and Kovastnay, L. S. G., "Measurement
Reynolds numbers because of the secondary flow affect of of Reynolds Stress by a single Rotated Hot Wire Anemon-
streamline curvature. eter," The Review of Scientific Instruments, Vol. 39,

1968, pp. 1351-1355.
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AbSrACt stresses were increased both in the boundary layer and
free-stream in case of unstable free-stream condition.

the response to the introduction of streamwise Prabhu & Rao() studied the effects of strong curvature
concave surface curvature without substantial pressure for different inlet boundary layer thicknesses. The
gradient is discussed to obtain an adequate flow model. flow patterns did not change appreciably even when the
The detailed man velocity and turbulence measurements inlet boundary layer thickness varied by a factor of
were performed near the onset of curvature. The two.
behavior of the effective curvature is also reported. There was substantial deceleration at the onset of
The effects of the step change in geometric curvature on curvature in these works. Jeans & Johnston(7) minimized
the structure of mean flow and turbulence properties deceleration or acceleration effects and made visual
are examined. surveys of the flow on. the concave surface. The

spanwise vortices did not exhibit. the stationary
.OMENCLATURE pattern.

The flow with the step change in stremnwise - -

Cf/2 Skin-friction coefficient curvature, like flat to concave surface, is affected by
Cpw Static pressure coefficient, both streamwise concave curvature and streamwise

(Psw-Pswref)/(1/2)olref pressure increase at the onset of curvature. These flow
H, Shape factor, ,, situations are found on the pressure sides of turbine

* K Acceleration parameter, k v/'pw)(dUpw/dx) blades or wings and at the portions of ducts. There has
k Effective curvature been no quantitative investigation in which these
kgeo Geometric curvature. -1.667 m effects are studied separately. And it is instructive

* Paw Surface static pressure to understand the effects of the introduction of
R Radius of curvature, 600 m curvature on the physics of the flow in order to
U,V,U Kean velocities establish a new flow model and to design and construct
u,v'w Fluctuating velocities new flow facilities.
Up Potential flow velocity The objectives of the present paper are to clarify
Upw Potential flow velocity at surface experimentally the effects of streamwise concave
x,y,z Curvilinear coordinate curvature on the turbulent boundary layer flows without

* 6 Thickness at which velocity is 99.5% of substantial deceleration. The study is performed to
potential flow velocity understand the response of the structure of mean flow

, Displacement thickness and turbulence properties to the step change in curva-

62 Momentum thickness ture by use of flow visualization, mean flow and
Coles profile parameter turbulence measurements. The momentum thickness
Vorticity around z-axis, Reynolds number is 2900 and the ratio of boundary layer

*-(a U/; y)-kU/(l.ky) thickness to radius of curvature, 6/R, is 0.044 ar the
onsit of curvature.

• subscript
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND METHODS

ref Reference, x--240 -e
Figure 1 shows the schematic of concave flow

INTRODUCTION facility. The test section is a 150 degrees curved
tunnel of rectangular cross-section, followed by a 2000

Turbulent shear flows over a concave surface are mm straight recovery tunnel. The curved tunnel is
subjected to complicating influences by extra rates of attached to the end of a 1500 mm long, straight develop-

strain like streamwise curvature. There is a possible ment tunnel, in order to attain an equilibrium boundary
influence of streamwlse pressure increase at the onset layer at the reference station (x=-2

4
0 mm), The tunnel

• oi curvature, unless an effective control of decelera- is a closed-return type and the surfaces of the curved
tion is conducted. In addition to these effects, section are made of transparent Plexiglass plates to
turbulent boundary layers become strongly three-dimen- permit visual access. A large aspect-ratio of the
sional in the mean flow because of the formation of the tunnel, 6, is employed to eliminate the influence of
contra-rotating pairs of longitudinal vortices, the secondary flow at the mid-span (z-±200 mm) of the

Among the previous researches concerning the tunnel owing to the skewed boundary layer development on
concave surface curvature(l-

7
), So & Mellor(3) studied the end surfaces.

the response to step change in streamwtse curvature by One of the objectives of the present study is to
'detailed turbulence measurements and concluded that the set up such a flow that the surface static pressure is
Reynolds stress -7j was increased by the influence of constant not only over the development surface, but also
concave curvature. Nakano et %l.(6) investigated the over the concave surface. The opposite surface config-
effects of stable and unstable free-streams on the flow uration (convex side) is adjusted to minimize decele-
over a concave surface, and showed chat Reynolds ration and acceleration, like the streamwise pressure

°A .1



gradient due to streamwise curvature and boundary layer
blockage. A test surface has pressure taps 0.5 mm in
diameter at 10 to 50 mm intervals. The accuracy of the
pressure measurements is t0.04 Pa using an improved
Chattock gauge.

Flow visualization in boundary layers was conducted
by means of the smoke-wire method to check two-dimen-
sionality on the convex surface and the existence of y
three-dimensional longitudinal vortices over the concave
surface. Another object cf flow visualization is to
fill the gap in understanding of flow patterns and the
physics of the flow by the introduction of the step "'"
change in curvature.

Eleven stations for measurements are used along
the center line of the tunnel (s- 0 m), as shown in SKI -70 SW 25

* Figure 1. AT stations 3, 9 and 11 among these, the 2 -40 8 100
probe is continuously traversed both spanwise and normal 3 -240 9 210
to the surface. 4 -12D 10 275

Mean and turbulence velocity measurements were 5 70 11 O0
taken using a constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer 6 0 12 1250
and a linearizer with a temperature compensation
circuit. A specially designed cobra type probe with a Figure I Schematic of experimental apparatus
space resolution of 0.01 mm was used for the measure- ( all dimensioni in mm' s,
ments in the vicinity of the surface. This probe has a
sensor-wire 5u m in diameter and 1 -tm in length as well
as 20 a long prongs with a fine copper lod 50 Mm in
diameter and 3 - in length at the tip. The probe
location from the surface was determined by a touch of
the sensor portion to the surface, resulting in a rapid
voltage rise in the hot-wire signal. In each case the
tentative origin of the y-coordinate was adjusted to
give the actual origin fitting to the linear velocity
distribution in the viscous sub-layer. The hot-wire I__________________________

output signals were averaged by an integral-voltmeter.
The flow temperature was kept constant within 0.4 

0
C c-::

while a test run. moo 2 ' ft,

Reynolds stress tensor meaurements were made also 00 0 0

;0 / using the constant-temperacure anemometer. The normal ". '
wire around the z-axis was rotated to provide .i, v and - I | I

-,.v in a similar method(I0). .5xi 0-4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS|o "

Static Pressure Distribution W u oo000'.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of static pressure
coefficient Cpw over the flat to the concave surface. Flat c ur1 -.
The pressure coefficient changes from 0.01 to -0.015 in
the streamise direction, and the spanwise variation is
0.006 over the development surface and 0.005 over the X 100-
curved one, respectively. The acceleration parameter K, Figure 2 Static pressure coefficient
is also shown in Figure 2. The largest value of K is and acceleration parameter
2.6 .10-

1 
and is about an order of magnitude lower than

the value needed to significantly change the turbulence
structure near the surface. Thus, the experimental
results might not be affected by any pressure gradients.

m7

0 100

I 8 0d"-0 00

Os""

- o M11

0 -00

D Q 8 UIL1w Q85

.. Figure 3 Smoke-wire visualization of longitudinal vortices, mean

, velocity distribution at y/ =0.8 at station 9 and schematic .

of lontcudinal vortices ( a location of trough) -1
Ce -I
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Figure 4 Streanwise distributions of mean velocity and boundary

layer thickness
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Figure 6 Hean velocity profiles in boundary layer

Flow Visualization

Figure 3 shows the typical results of flow visual- R '.

ization with the spanwise distribution of mean velocity mean Velocity

. at station 9. The photos indicate the change in flow

patterns within the boundary layer over the flat to the Figure 4 indicates profiles of mean velocity and

concave surface, especially in the vicinity of the onset boundary layer thickness at the center section of the

of curvature. The smoke wire location is set at x--15O tunnel(z= 0 mm). The boundary layer thickness is almost

me and y/. 0.8 away from the surface, constant near the onset of curvature. The potential

The discrete, stationary smoke lumps and the wavy flow velocity Up is given as,

profiles of the mean velocity indicate the existence of Upw/(l+ky) (1)

the three-dimensional longitudinal vortices. The where effective curvature k and potential flow velocity

contra-rotating pairs of vortices exist between wave- at the surface Upw are determined by a least square

length of the mean velocity profile as illustrated method using velocity data in the free stream region.

in Figure 3. In the velocity profile, the locations of The acceleration in free stream velocity occurs even at

velocity maxim are called the crest and the minima are station 4 owing to the introduction of streamwise

the trough, respectively. The smoke lumps locations curvature.

correspond to the trough between vortices, as shown by Figure 5 shows effective curvature reduced by the

the symbol (e) in Figure 3. The smoke uniformly distri- above method. The results also show a transitional

butes parallel to the development surface upstream of region from the flat to the concave surface; abou 8

the onset of curvature. Then, the smoke shows spanwise boundary layer thicknesses "up" and downstream of the

non-uniformity with approaching the onset of curvature. onset of curvature. The solid line in Figure 5 is a

Over the concave surface, the smoke clearly lumps at the Gaussian integral curve given by

trough. k/kgeo=(l/2)(l'erf 0) (2),
The center section of the tunnel, where measuring where

stations are located, is found to be in the halfway of

the trough and the crest of longitudinal vortices by
flow visualization and spanwise measurement of the mean and the standard diviation is

ve locty. a-0.177R



Equation (2) closely represents the actual variation,
30 C the standard deviation being decided by the data

obtained. Since an upstream flow is obviously affected

0 by the step change of curvature in the downstream, a
- conventional model of effective curvature, Like a first-

order lag equation, should be modified by a different

model.
20 Figure 6 shows the mean velocity profile in the

u*:x- -L ny *+ S0  boundary layer. The velocity profiles at stations I to
7 show the same trend as on the flat surface. The
defect of the velocity near the surface becomes small as .'-

the flow moves downstream of station 8. The profile

6 at station 11 shows quite smell defects. The mean
1& 0 3 velocity profile in the boundary layer responds to

concave curvature three boundary layer thicknessesn. 8 downstream of the onset of curvature, since the effects

" *+, girM10 of concave curvature are observed at station 8.

S 11 Figure 7 shows the mean velocity profile in

o wall coordinate. The profiles in the curved region

10 102 10S y* 10o follow the law of the wall. The inner layer shows the
same tendency as on the flat surface even on the concave

Figure 7 Mean velocity profile plotted in wall surface. The profiles of the outer layer indicate the

coordinates distinct features, i.e., Coles profile parameter n .
The value of n tends to decrease in the curved region

and becomes almost zero or negative at stations 9 to 11

where effective curvature comes up to geometric curva-

ture. g is evaluated by

u 0 -4 1  y 0.41 2sin2(7 y/26)

at ys6.
Figure 8 dipicts the skin friction coefficient

determined by assuming the logarithmic law. For

comparison, the skin friction distributions over the
4.'convex surface obtained by Gillis et al.(l0) are also

included. The concave skin friction increases gradually
0upstream of the onset of curvature. The effects of

curvature on the skin friction shows the same trends as

00 the free stream velocity profile. Further downstream of

0 0 0• 0 00 (PO station 10, the value of Cf/2 seems to include the

effects of the longitudinal vortices together with

curvature, since it shows a monotonous increase.

Figure 9 shows the momentum thickness plotted as a

.001 * * * *function of streamwise distance. Data shows that the "

0 momentum thickness develops slowly near the onset of
curvature. In the region with finite effective curva-Gill r I ture, the definition of the integral parameter is given

Fat - as,

0 ff1Updy=f
6
(Up-U)dy (4)" 0 xrrmn 10

F16ure 8 Skin friction coefficients vs. streamwise

distance with convex data by Gillis' f
0 

Updy=f
0
U(Up-U)dy (5)

Effective curvature in Equation (1) is used to reduce

the integral parameters in Equations (4) and (5). The

differences in 6,, 6,and H,, between the above mentioned
definitions and the conventional ones at station

11 are -3%, -5.5%, and 3.5%, respectively.
A detailed list of boundary layer parameters is

given in Table i.

Table I Boundary layer parameters

0 x 6 6, H1 2  Cf/2 a VO0 nin MM We xO1"

0 (5) -700 20.9 2.10 1.40 1.81 0.333

0 0 -400 24.0 2.62 1.38 1.71 0.387
-240 26.3 2.80 1.36 1.75 0.315

2 0 -120 28.2 3.18 1.38 1.64 0.492
- 70 26.6 3.09 1.37 1.67 0.508

0 26.5 2.97 1.34 1.77 0.401
25 27.9 3.07 1.33 1.78 0.360FU.-- CLr ah 100 29.3 3.23 1.33 1.75 0.448

210 32.4 3.32 1.27 1.98 0.200
275 33.8 3.52 1.26 2.01 -0.079

X MM 1 690 52.2 3.94 1.15 2.33 -0.355
Figure 9 Momentum thickness vs. streamwise distance

fA
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Turbulence Intensity and Reynolds Stress curvature. The response of the production of -uv to
concave curvature is clearly associated with the

Figure 10 shows turbulence intensity plofiles with behavior of effective curvature. The location of the
those for the flat surface by Klebanoff(ll) as well as maximum at station 11 is observed ac y/

6
- 0.35. The

the convex case by Gillis(l0). Turbulence intensity values of maximum increase in the downstream region of
shows a higher level on the concave surface than on the the concave surface. The productions of -uv and v.
flat and convex one. It is interesting that these respond rapidly co the introduction of curvature.
profiles at stations 1 to 7 are very similar and the Each production term in turbulent Reynolds stress
profile at station 8 starts to deviate from the upstream transport equation is given by Equations (6) to (11).
similar profiles. The effects of curvature affect %
clearly the profile shape downstream of station 8. The Production of
profiles at stations 8 to 10 show a higher level of au) 1 U
turbulence intensity from y/6 =0.05 to 0.8, while 1/2 u : {u(akV)v(lky)( U - - kU)},-
bulging of increaset turbulence in the outer boundary x l+Ky "
layer (y/8>0.5) is observed at station 11. Figure 10 {-1w(l+ky)

aU
)} (6)

shows the rapid response of turbulent intensity to -

curvature. In all stations, the turbulence activity 1/2 v1 {-lz(1ky) v) -uv(- 2kU).
very close to the concave surface is remarkable. 3ay x.

Figure 11 shows the profiles of v
2  

with chose {-w(l -ky)_1 (7)
obtained by Klebanoff(ll) and Gillis(10). The profile aZ
at stations 1 to 7 are decreased monotonically but the 1/2 ( (0},
data show a higher level of v

2  
near the surface....

Downstream of station 8, the profile shows a maximum {-W2(l1ky) uw--vw(1 ky)-} (8)
apart from the concave surface. The response of Vz. a z ax
profiles to the introduction of concave curvature is -uv :u2(av2kU)+va(lkky)( u )}
rapid, ax ay "ky"rai._W 

_V _U'%.

Figure 12 shows the isometric plot of Reynolds (l ky)(-uv--uw-vw-=-) (9)
stress -uv. Reynolds stress shows a maximum away from az az a.-- -- -- - ) 31 kU

the surface downstream of station 5. As to the shape -uw (-uw(lky)- -V(ky )( -) 
}  

",
of the -uv profile, the maximum is remarkable downstream ay ay 1.ky

of station 8, i.e., 36 downstream of the onset of -ua-W w(l-ky) -LUav(laky)7w}  10)

-vw (7w(L-2kU)-vw(-kV)}
ax ax

ay 2z ax " L-.-3 "I

The first term denotes the production in a two-dimen-
0 Stn. 3 sional curved flow. The second term corresponds to a
a Stn 8 three-dimensional flow.
M. oStn 10 Figure 13 illustrates the production mechanism of .. -

0 Stn. 11 the six Reynolds stresses. Each production term for the0.1 - KI banoff Fd) stress in a circle is expressed by multiplying the
stress in the next circle or itself by the mean rate o

-

--- GI C w )strain on an arrow line. The extra strain rates due to

curvature are on the lines
1 -WaV/x .2kU

7 -aU/ax -kV

01 y/6 2
Figure 10 Turbulence intensity . -

I ~ C&rvture
• • SM. 3 /" ,i2

{ aStn. 8 F.> izpc o e Sin. 10 Fa

Gillis (Cor ex) 3'.
Sf 1 10"..

.,% A ] • ..

'~~~ 7• C.0 O.

•.0 Y/6 ' Str. 3 ...'O0 IY/6 "2.2
Figure 11 Distributions of v( Figure 12 Isometric plot of Reynolds stress -uv

2,. 42

'I 9.°-
I' 6 4 _" .O



The strain rate 2kU on the line 1 makes a positive CONCLUSIONS

contribution to -uv and v
2 
production, where a sign of

uv in the circle is normally negative. And the vorti- The main conclusions are as follows.
city component h on the line 4 makes a positive I The behavior of effective curvature derived
contribution to -uv and u2 production. from mean velocity distributions in the free stream is

Figure 14 shows the ratio of 2kU to hC to estimate made clear. It tends to change upstream of the onset of
the contribution to the production of each Reynolds geometric curvature. Concave curvature affects rapidly
stress. The plot shows that the effects of curvature the free stream properties.
are distinctively observed in the outer layer of the 2 The response of the mean flow properties in the
boundary layer downstream of station 8. The concave boundary layer to concave curvature appears rapidly
curvature affects the production of Reynolds stress -uv three boundary layer thicknesses downstream of :he
and v2 downstream of the onset of curvature. This onset of curvature.
result agrees well with the results shown in Figures 11 3 Reynolds shear stresses -uv and vz increase in
and 12. The production of the Reynolds stresses -uv and rapid response to concave curvature. The extra strain
v3 are followed by the behavior of the extra strain rate due to curvature 2kU contributes the production of
rates. This gives another confirmation of rapid the stress -uv and 2. The effects of curvature on
response of the production of Reynolds stress to the production of -uv and v2Z are remarkable downstream

- curvature. of the onset of curvature.
4 The response of the mean flow and turbulence
properties to concave curvature is associated with the
behavior of effective curvature. -
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ABSTRACT field. Indeed, it is because of the existence
of this type of pressure field that McGuirk and

Mean velocities and turbulence quantities Rodi (1977) probably did not detect these
have been measured using hot-wire anemometry in peaks, since their calculations assumed that

the two central planes of a turbulent free jet the flow was parabolic. Although the jets issue

of air issuing into still air surroundings from from slots of various geometries, it is found

a sharp-edged rectangular slot of aspect ratio that the changes in slope of the centreline

10. It is found that the mean streamwise mean velocity decay are coincident with the
velocity decay on the jet centreline consists location of the merging of the shear layers
of four regions: a core region, a typical emanating from the long and short sides of the

decay region, a transition region and jet. It is also noticed from the aforementioned

a final decay region; also the mean streamwise investigations that a limited range of Reynolds

velocity profiles in the plane of the slot numbers (12,000 - 88,000) have been used and

major axis are characterized by off-centre that the results appear only weakly, if at all,

peaks within the typical decay region. The Reynolds number dependent. A more substantial

data imply that there may be some negative review of the previous work can be found in

production of turbulence kinetic energy in the Quinn (1983).

neighbourhood of the off-centre velocity peaks. The purpose of this paper is to provide

The flow does not seem to be completely data of the flow issuing from a sharp-edged

self-preserving in the region investigated, rectangular slot at one Reynolds number. These

data include all three mean velocities,
turbulence kinetic energy, and Reynolds shear

INTRODUCTION stresses.
Turbulent jets issuing from rectangular

slots are useful in a number of engineering
areas such as upper surface blowing to increase EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
the maximum lift coefficient, thrust The flow facility consisted of a small
augmentation in V/STOL aircraft, heating, commercial fan supported on anti-vibration . .

ventilation and air-conditioning systems, neoprene mounts. The fan drew air from the
fluidics and disposal of pollutant effluents, laboratory and supplied it to a settling
For low to moderate aspect ratios (i.e. 5 to chamber via a flexible duct. The settling
about 30), these jets are three-dimensional. chamber was a 0.76 m x 0.61 a x 0.61 m plywood

Turbulent jet flows issuing from box which contained a baffle at the upstream

- three-dimensional rectangular slots have been end, six mesh wire screens and a filter. The

investigated experimentally by Krothapalli at rectangular slot (designed in accordance with

al (1981), Marsters (1978, 1981), Trentacoste British Standard BS 1042 (1943)) was 12.7 mm x
and Sforza (1967), Sfeir (1976, 1979) and 127 mm and it was attached to the downstream
Sforza et al (1966). McGuirk and Rodi (1977) face of the settling chamber. This downstream

investigated the flow from sharp-edged slots face was flush with a large plywood wall, so as

numerically. The experimental studies involved to ensure that entrainment at the nozzle exit
the use of slots of various aspect ratios, plane was normal to the jet centreline. The
Reynolds numbers and exit conditionst but, top and sides of the rig were covered with

" rothapalli et al (1981) were the first to 1.59 m mesh wire screen to prevent large-scale
extensively measure mean velocities and movement of air (room draughts) into the jet.

turbulent quantities in three-dimensions, Single normal wire and X-wire probes were

although not for a sharp-edged slot. A unique used to diagnose the flow. The wires were
characteristic of the flow from these slots is calibrated in situ in the core of the jet and

the appearance of off-centre velocity peaks in were operated by linearized constant temp-

the plane of the major axis, and these peaks erature anemometers. Temperature variations

appear prominently only when the flow exits of about 4 C occurred within the jet. These

from a slot that is sharp-edged. As an were monitored with a thermocouple in the

- alternative to some other explanations, such as neighbourhood of the hot-wire probe and the

three-dimensional vortex interactions, Marsters data subsequently corrected using a modified

(1978), or turbulence driven secondary flows, version of the procedure given by Bearman

McGuirk and Rodi (1977), a tentative physical (1971). The effect of tangential cooling

* explanation for the existence of these peaks on the wires of the X-wire probes was account-

has been put forward by the present authors ed for by utilizing the corrections of

(Quinn et al (1983)) who indicated that these Champagne and Sleicher (1967).

peaks may be due to a non-uniform pressure The experiments were performed in a 9.02 a

r6-



x 7.39 a x 3.76 m room into which traffic was planes of symmetry is shown in Fig. 5. The
strictly controlled. Checks of ambient flow results of Sforza et al (1966) and Sfeir
conditions verified the hypothesis that (1979) are again included for comparison. Both
external disturbances and those produced by half-widths decrease initially but then start
the Jet itself were indeed very small, to increase monotonically when the shear layers

The jet fluid had a velocity of about 55 growing in the respective planes reach the jet .
m/s at the centre of the slot exit plane. This centreline. The initial decrease in both
resulted in a Reynolds number of about 47,000 half-widths is attributable to vena contracts
based on the height (tp) of the slot. The mean effects associated with the flow from a
streamvise velocity profile at the slot exit sharp-edged slot. It is interesting to note
plane was found to be flat. The streamwise that at x/tp = 150, the jet half-widths cross
turbulence intensity at the centre of the slot again, implying that the flow is still
exit plane was about 0.7%. developing. We believe that this is the first

The bilateral symmetry of the flow was evidence of a second crossover. Even so,
utilized in acquiring the data and checks were further measurements are needed to confirm this

' made to ascertain that symmetry did in fact trend.
exist in the two planes containing the major Mean spanwise velocity profiles are

* and minor axes of the slot. The coordinate presented in Fig. 6. These profiles consist
. system used is as shown in Fig. 1. of negative spanwise velocities (i.e. mean

The initial boundary layer was turbulent spanwise velocities pointing toward the jet
with a quasi-laminar core. This was sub- centreline) up to x/tp - 30 whereafter the
stantiated by spectral measurements on the profiles are made up of mostly positive
jet centreline and in the shear layer region in spanwise velocities.
the near flow field. Mean lateral velocity profiles are

presented in Fig. 7. Apart from the profile
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS at x/tp - 2, all profiles indicate positive
Mean Flow

lateral velocities. The mean lateral veloc-
. The decay of the mean streamwise velocity ities, it will be noticed, are larger than
" along the jet centreline is as shown in Fig 2. the mean spanwise velocities.

Shown also for comparison purposes are the The mean lateral and transverse velocity
results of Sforza et al (1966) and Sfeir profiles are similar to those obtained by .
(1979). Four regions can be identified. The Irothapalli et al (1981); but, it should be
first is a constant velocity region known as noted that they used a slot geometry very diff-
the potential core which ends at about x/tp trent from the present one.

, 3. Note that this curve begins at x/tp - 1 at
which point the maximum velocity is found due TURBULENCE QUANTITIES
to the existence of a vena contracta in the The variation of the centreline turbulence
plane of the minor axis of the jet. At this intensities with downstream distance is shown
location, the centreline mean velocity has in Fig. 8. Initially, there is a steep in-
increased by about 76 above the mean exit crease in turbulence intensities as the shear
velocity. This is followed by a typical decay layers from all four sides of the slot grow and

* region (i.e. aspect ratio, upstream shaping, interact. This increase peaks at about x/tp -
etc.; see, for example, Sfeir (1979)); this 15, thereafter dropping as the shear layers
decay region ends at about x/tp = 30 at which from the shorter sides of the nozzle reach the
point the shear layers,emanating from the minor jet centreline. The turbulence intensities
axis sides, merge. The velocity in this region increase again in a monotonic fashion after

-0.34 x/tp - 30. The behaviour of the turbulencedecays approximately as . The third decay intensities on the jet centreline seems to
region can be regarded as a transition between confirm that the initial condition is not fully
the typical and final decay regions. It 'turbulent, (see Hill et al (1976), and Bradshaw
starts after x/tp - 30 and ends just before (1966)).
x/tp - 60, at which point the final decay Turbulence kinetic energy profiles derived
region begins. The velocity in this final f Turbulence kintn iy tr pr esetedi

region decays more or less like that of a jet Figs. 9 and 10. The turbulence kinetic energy
from a circular nozzle and has therefore been increases with downstream distance on the jet
called "axisymmetric decay region' by Sforza et centreline and peak values of this quantity are
al (1966) and Trentacoste and Sforza (1967). found in the shear layer regions in both planes

The axisymmetric decay region implies that of symmetry. The locations of the peaks do not
the mean streamwise velocity should decay as coincide with those of the maximum mean

X 1
.  

However, the decay in this region varies streamwise velocity gradient at the
depending upon whether the initial boundary corresponding measurement stations. This is
layer is laminar, turbulent or a mixture of most likely due to the lateral shift of the
these, Hussain and Clark (1977). As noted spanwise and lateral turbulence intensity peaks
above, the initial boundary layer was a from the location of the maximum mean
mixture and so we deduce mean streamwise streamwise velocity gradient as observed both

here and by Wygnanski and Fiedler (1970).
velocity decay as XI 1. This value appears One feature, however, deserves attention;
to be in accord with Sfeir (1979), since it can namely, the decrease in turbulence kinetic

" be deduced from his data that the mean energy in the neighbourhood of the peaks

streamwise velocity decays as X
-
1.07 at x/tp = 5 and 10 (Fig. 9a,b). It should

Profiles of the mean streamwise velocity be recalled that the velocity profiles in
in the two planes of symmetry (X-Y, X-Z) are the neighbourhood of the off-centre velocity
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The profiles in the peaks were asymmetrical at x/tp - 5 and 10. As
1-Y plane are flat in the core region (Fig. has been noted by Hinze (1970) and Eskinazi and

3a, x/tp - 2) . They are characterized Erian (1969) , asymmetry about a zero velocity
by off-centre peaks in the typical decay gradient point in a flow leads to negative

region (Fig. 3a, b, x/tp = 5, 10, 20). Note production of turbulence kinetic energy. This
-" the asymmetry Of the profiles in the appears to account for the observed decrease in

- neighbourhood of the peaks at x/tp - 5 and 10 turbulence kinetic energy at x/tp - 5 and 10.
(Fig. 3a, b). The profiles are self-similar The decrease is probably not due to stabilizing
beyond x/tp a 30. The X-Z plane profiles have streamline curvature otherwise it should have
the usual bell shape (Fig. 4a) and are self- been observed also at x/tp - 20.
similar beyond x/tp a 10. Turbulent shear stress profiles are

The growth (spread) of the Jet in the two presented in Figs. 11 and 12. These profiles



_7 7 - -71.

are characterized by peaks in the shear layer Bill, W.G., Jenkins, R.C. and Gilbert, B.L.
region, as expected. The zero shear stress (1976) "Effects of the initial boundary layer
point at x/tp - 5 and 10 in the X-Y plane does state on turbulent jet mixing", AIAA Journal,
not appear to coincide with the point of zero 14, 1513.
mean streamwise velocity gradient thus lending
support to the argument made above of negative Binze, J.0. (1970) "Turbulent flow regions with
production of turbulence kinetic energy in shear stress and mean velocity gradient of
the region of the mean velocity peaks. The opposite sign". Applied Scientific Research,
turbulent shear stress in the X-Z plane is Vol. 22, pp. 163-175.
smaller than that in the X-Y plane at all but
two of the measurement stations (x/tp * 5, 150, Hussain, A.K.M.F., and Clark, A.R. (1977)
this latter station is not shown). This seems "Upstream influence of the near field of a
to be indicative of strong memory of the plane turbulent jet*, Phys. Fluids, 20, 1416.
initial conditions. The flow seems to be close
to a self-preserved state as far as the Krothapalli, A., 3aganoff, D. and Karamcheti,
turbulent shear stresses are concerned. This K. (1981) "On mixing of a rectangular jet",
may not be surprising since the turbulent shear Journal Fluid Mechanics, 107, 201.
stresses reach a self-preserved state before
the normal stresses do in other free shear Marsters, G.F. (1978/79) "The effects of up-
flows (see Boguslawski and Popiel (1979)). stream nozzle shaping on incompressible

turbulent flows from rectangular nozzles",
Transactions of CSME, 4, 197.

CONCLUSIONS
Mean flow and turbulence quantities have Marsters, G.P. (1981) "Spanwise velocity

been measured in a three-dimensional turbulent distributions in jets from rectangular slots*,
rectangular free jet of aspect ratio 10. The AIAA Journal, 19, 148.
following conclusions are drawn:

McGuirk, J.J. and Rodi, W. (April 1977) "The
- The mean streamwise velocity decay on the jet calculation of three-dimensional turbulent free

centreline consists of four regions, namely, jets", Symposium on Turbulent Shear Flows,
a potential core, a typical decay region, a University Park, Pennsylvania, Vol.1, pp. 1.29.
transition region and final decay region.

Quinn, W.R. (1983) "Three-dimensional turb-
- The flow in the typical decay region in the ulent free jet flow', Ph.D. Thesis, Queen's

X-Y plane is characterised by off-centre University, in preparation.
velocity peaks which apparently disappear
just before the region-ends. These peaks are Quinn, W.R., Pollard, A. and Marsters, G.F.
not found in the potential core or in the X-Z (1983) "On saddle backed velocity distributions
plane of the typical decay region. in a three-dimensional turbulent free jet",

Paper 83-1677, AIAA Fluid and Plasma Dynamics
- The mean velocity profiles exhibit self- Conference, Danvers, Mass. July.

similarity in the X-Z plane. Self-similarity
in the X-Y plane occurs only after about Sfeir, A.A. (1979) "Investigation of three-
x/tp - 30. dimensional turbulent rectangular jets', AIAA

Journal, 17, 1055.
- The turbulence kinetic energy and shear

stress profiles do not show any signs of Sfeir, A.A. (1976) "The velocity and temp-
self-preservation, for x/tp _4 100 at least. erature fields of rectangular jets", Inter-

national Journal of Beat and Mass Transfer, 19,
- Memory effects of the initial conditions may 1289.

- be strong in the flow.
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MEASUREMENTS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL JETS AND PLUMES
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that the excess temperature (aT) in the flow can be V
ASSTYAC measured directly. This system has a flat response

Experimental results on plane asymptotic upto about 65 Hz, which was adequate for the present

nonbuoyant jets and buoyant plumes are presented. All study. The three channels of data (U,V from LDA
and AT from the temperature system) were acquired,the significant plume parameters have been measured- digitized and processed using the HP-1000 minicomputer --

many of them for the first time- using two-component, digtie nd rose d using tes mimpe rat the Institute. Data sampling rates, sample sizes
frequency shifted Laser Doppler anemometry and and record lengths were appropriately chosen to obtain
resistance thermometry. These results show that .otp-s-

buoyancy has significant effect on the turbulence acceptable accuracy in the measurement of the various

structure. The plume data can be used as bench mark mean and turbulent properties of the flow.
tof turbulence models for t The nominal experimentl conditions corresponding

these compIex flows p to the plume studies are the following:(i) exit velocity, U. 10 cm/s , exit excess

INTRODUCTION temperature AT. -220 C. This flow will be

Buoyancy-driven flows represent an interesting referred to as3 MSC3.
class of complex turbulent flows. Such flows are also (ii) exit velocity, U% = 5 cm/s, exit excess
of considerable practical interest because of many temperature AT. - 2C. This flow will be

engineering applications. There is very little referred to asJMSC4.

information available on the detailed turbulence In addition, experiments were also conducted on a

structure of these flows. The lack of comprehensive nonbuoyant jet (MSC2) with U. - 30 cm/s/ and AT. - 5C

set of data on these flows has been a major drawback in and an isothermal jet (MSC) with u. = 30 cm /s and
the development of calculation methods for their AT. ; 0C. These results will be used for comparison

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i te dvlpet o clclto mehd fothose of the plumes.prediction. The available literature consists of wlttt
single component velocity measurements only. [See Use of LDA in heated flows presents certain

Kotsovinos(1975) for plane plumes and George et al serious problems associated with the fluctuations of
(1977), Nakagoe & Hrata (1976) for. axisy tric refractive index. These were largely overcome by using

plumes). The purpose of the present study was to a simple but very effective technique. This consisted

obtain these data in a basic buoyancy dominated flow of passing each of the three beams through tubes (7.5
situation, namely a two-dimensional asymptotic plume. cm long x 3 mm dia) filled with water and closed at one
For a comparative study, corresponding measurements end with Wratten gelatin filter. The beams were thus
were also obtained in two-dimensional nonbuoyant jets isolated from the heated fluid over a large part of
in the same apparatus using the same instrumentation, their passage through the fluid over a large part of

their passage through the fluid. The tubes ended about

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 5 cm away from the measurement point so as not to
Plumes were produced in the present experiments by disturb the measurements. It was confirmed (from

discharging heated water vertically upwards from a two- measurements made with and without tubes in

dimensional slot located on the floor of a large nonbuoyant/lsothemal jets) that there was no

reservoir containing cold water. The slot was 25 cm significant effect of the tubes on the measurements
long and 0.5 cm wide (D). Two-dimensionality of the (see figure 5).

flow was improved by confining the flow between two
vertical plexiglas sidewalls spaced 25 cm apart. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION rslsfo th
Traverses were made for obtaining simultaneous velocity In the following paragraphs, results from the
IU,V) and temperature (AT) across the flow (y- measurements obtained in the region 20 r x/O r 60 are
direction) using two-component frequency-shifted Laser presented. It was found that all the three flows had

diretio) uingtwocomonet fequncyshitedLas attained near-asymptotic behavior beyond x/D -30.
Doppler Anemometry (LDA) and resistance thermometry. Etenie eslt ic mean eoci mean
The LDA system was used in the 3-beam fringe mode with Extensive results including mean velocities, mean

polarization being used to separate the two temperature, Reynolds shear stress, heat fluxes,

* components. Frequency trackers were used to process turbulent diffusion, energy spectra and intermittency
the signals from the photodetectors. Instantaneous distributions have been obtained in this region and are

temperatures were measured using commercially available discussed in detail in Ramaprian and Chandrasekhara

quartz fiber-coated hot film probes (DISA 55R11), as (1983). Of these, only the major results, expecially

"cold film* probes in a Wheatstone bridge circuit. A those that are of direct relevance to turbulence model

temperature measuring system was developed for this development are presented here.

purpose. This system uses two probes one of which is
placed in the flow and the other in the "ambient", so
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Richardson Nuber given to this observation. The temperature profiles
An important parameter used to characterize the also exhibited self-similar, near-Gaussian shape at all

plane buoyant jet is the Richardson number R, defined the measurement stations. Hence, both can be described
as, (see Kotsovinos, 1975) 3 well by the expressions,
Here R(x) [Q(x)/M(x)] /B(x) (1)

m u
i ~~x (2)e 9/m -ep(-y/u)()

-. "Q(x) * Udy (2) and aT/&Tm - exp (-Ay 2 /bt 2 ) (9)

where

M(x) -j U 2dy (3) A * -In (0.5)
" bu * velocity half width

"n &- and bt temperature half width.~and 6 (x) - J g( •u-t') dy (4)

ar hek i mLateral n elit
are the kinematic Iss, momentum and buoyancy fluxes 4SHOWSthe distributions of the transverse
respectively. a is the thermal expansion coefficient of mean velocity, V, in the plume at different x/D. Even
water. When a buoyant jet reaches the asymptotic though there is some scatter, the trend is very clear

- state, namely the plume, it is completely characterized and self-similarity of* the profiles is perceivable.
by its kinematic buoyancy flux, which is conserved The velocity in the central region of the plume is
when a is constant. (Rouse et al, 1952). It can be nearly zero showing that the Streamlines are nearly
shown that the Richardson number for the plume is a parallel there. This agrees with the fact that the
universal constant and is approximately equal to 0.3. axial mean velocity is constant in the plume and hence,
Figure 1 which shows the values of R(x) at different
axial locations for the two plumes MSC3 and MSC4 au . - . 0
confirms this. The two flows despite their different a7 3y= -7 Iy-O
initial conditions are seen to approach the same from the continuity equation. The theoretical
terminal value of R (In this and other figures, xo is a distribution obtained by integrating the mass
virtual origin obtained from plots of momentum conservation equation as
variatloh with the streamwise distance x). Kotsovinos V dbu 2 1
(1975) reported a value of 0.6 for this terminal Cn exp ( e.f(n VI) (10)
Richardson number. It can be shown that this value is m" [n 7 (X

not consistent with his other measurements. (See (with n = y/b ) has also been plotted in the figure.
Chandrasekhara, 1983). Some dlffereHces can be seen, especially near the

edges. However, the agreement should be considered to
Decay Rates of Nalmium Veoct mnl Excess Teperture be satisfactory particularly when it is noted that the

r_ It is well known that the centeriine velocity Um  velocities measured are of the order of a few (0-8)
in a plane nonbuoyant jet varies as the inverse square millimeters/ second. Quantitative differences are
root of the distance from the virtual origin, primarily due to measurement uncertainties and possible
Dimensional analysis for the asymptotic plane plume non-Gaussian behavior of the axial velocity near the
shows that edges.

The distribution for the nonbuoyant jet MSC2 is
Um - 1/3 (5) also shown in the figure for comparison. The

or, 1/3 distributions of 7 across jets a-d plumes are quite
UM/B ou . constant, different from each other as expected. Since,

a2/3x $ 0 at the centerline of a nonbouyant jet,
Hence, Ur should be a constant along the plume. Figure aV/ay is also nonzero and the streamlines diverge near
2a shows that this is indeed the case. Plotted in this the centerline. The distribution of V, therefore,
figure are the centerline 1v.oclties for the two crosses zero on both sides of the jet. Also, of
buoyant jets, normalized by S' •The present experi- particular interest is the comparison of the
ments suggest that entrainment coefficients for the jet and plume. The

1/BI / 3  
- 2.15. (6) entrainment coefficient mo' is usually defined as

u 2

This value is different from the value of 1.66 quoted 00 1m- d 2 (Ie)

by Kotsovinos (1975). The value of 1.88 quoted by 7 TV
Rouse et al (1952) is also shown for comparison in the
figure. Figure 2a also shows that both the buoyant From the asymptotic theory, one gets,
jets have reached the plume state in the experimental 0.122 for the nonbuoyant jet
range. and Co 0.222 for the plume.

Dimensional analysis shows that in the plane Experimental data also show this relative increase,
plume, the centerline excess temperature decays though the individual magnitudes are seen to be
according to the relation lower. This shows that a plume entrains nearly twice

2/3 as much ambient fluid as the jet. Further, since U is
/ /(o g ATm) . tx. (7) constant in a plume, V. is also constant everywhere

along the plume, unlike in a jet in which it decreases
Figure 2b shows that the centerline temperature continuously.

excess decreases linearly with x, as per the plume
similarity law, eq. (7). Both the plumes show the same Reynolds Shear Stress

e. decay rate within experimental scatter. The data Figure b shows distributions of the Reynolds shear
indicate that a - 0.37. There is better agreement stress uv in the plume MSC3 at different x/D and also
among availabli results in the literature on its typical distribution in the plume MSC4. To the
temperature decay possibly because temperature can be best knowledge of the authors, these are the first
measured more easily and reliably, shear stress data available on two-dimensional

plumes. Also plotted are the theoretical distribution
(obtained from the momentum equation) and the

All avallable data show that the velocity profiles distributions measured in the isothermal (MSCI) and
in jets and plumes are nearly Gaussian. This is nonbuoyant (MSC2) jets. The comparison between the
supported by the present study (figure 3). Slight jets MSC1 and MSC2 validates the technique used for
deviations can be seen near the edges. In fact, very overcoming the refractive index problem. The measured
slight negative velocities were also measured there, values for the plume indicate that the normalized shear
Since these were of the same order of magnitude as the stress profiles are self-similar (within experimental
measuremnt uncertainties, not much importance can be scatter) and that the peak value of a 0.03 is about 451.
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higher than the value of about 0.02 measured in the figure 9. An average constant value of 0.028 seems
jets. The line shown in figure 5 is drawn by eye-ball appropriate for the normalized eddy viscosity in the
judgement through the data at the last measurement isothermal jet. The value for the plume is seen to be
station. The theoretical distribution of 77 i s about 0.040. This represents an increase of nearly 45%
obtainable from the momentum equation as in the plume, which is very significant. Also, the

IT dbu u" . y dbu distribution of e in the plume is flatter and shows
' rn (D-) ()(r)" 7T- 12n that the overalf turbulence activity is increased
Um ON everywhere in the plume.

TT *7***r (1I) eandtl mixing length X, as defined by

where . j (.)dn
- m was calculated for both the flows. Figure 10 shows the

2 ndistributions of the nondimensional mixing length. An
(aTm)2 dn increase of 15-20% in the mixing length can be seen for

-' m the plume. It is also not constant across the plume.

This suggests that a constant mixing length model is
12 and I are the integrals Ii and I. evaluated not applicable to jets and plumes. A constant eddy
between . to -. The theoretical 'esult r also shwon viscosity model seems to describe the structure of
in figure 5. It indicates a higher maximum these flows better.
value a 0.034, compared to the measured value. But,
the general agreement between theory and measurement is CONCLUDING REMARKS
satisfactory over most of the plume. Quantitative A simple but effective technique has been
differences are once again due to possible limitations developed for the LDA measurements in nonisothermal
of the theory as well as measurement uncertainties, flows. Using this technique, the first successful
The fact that 77 is nearly 45% higher in plumes is measurements of many turbulent properties, notably the
significant and "SI6 ws that the turbulence activity is Reynolds shear stress, of the asymptotic plume have
enhanced by buoyancy. been made. Comparison with measurements in nonbuoyant

jets shows that buoyancy increases the Reynolds
Lo itudinl Heat Flux stresses significantly. All the quantities relevant to

Plote in figure 6 are the distributions of the development of turbulence models for buoyancy
of uT/U& T for the nonbouyant jet MSC2, and plumes driven flows are presented. Complete details of the

, MSC3 art M&4. It is evident from the figure that the study and a full set of original data are available
• values for the plumes are larger at all points in the from Ramaprian and Chandrasekhara (1983).

flow. Of particular interest is the total area under
the curve, or_,f" Z dy , which represents the ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
longitudinal turbulent heat flux. This quantity is The study was supported by the National Science
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Velocity derivatives obtained by differentiating the
Gaussian fit to the velocity data, and a smoothed shear
stress profile were used for the calculation. The
resulting distributions of (cm/Umbu) are presented in
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The water Jet had a 127 m diameter pipe as a
ABSTRACT settling chamber. The area contraction ratio was

12.5:1. Honeycomb and screens were installed inside
A forced elliptic jet of small aspect ratio (2:1) the settling chamber to reduce the turbulence level.

was studied experimentally. The measurements included The entire jet wa submerged in a water tankI V*' floe visualization in a water Jet and hot-wire seas- (737 x 737 x 1219 m). The water jet was driven by a

urments in an air jet. The flow visualization re- water pump at a Reynolds Number of 7000 (based on the
suits show clearly the switching of the major and nozzle's major radius and the exit velocity). The jet

- minor axes of the elliptic vortex rings convected forcing was applied by a rotating butterfly valve
downstream. At low forcing frequencies, the deforma- which was installed in the hose that supplied the

. tion of the vortex rings in the jet, agrees with the water. The forcing frequency varied between I iz- to
- analysis of an isolated elliptic vortex. At high 10 Hz. The natural most amplified frequency was 6 Rz.

forcing frequencies, vortex merging occured. The evo- Food color injected -into the flow at the nozzle lip,
lution of the vortices during merging was very compli- was used for flow visualization.

cated. The measured velocity field of the forced jet w-w i

was similar to the unforced case. For example, the The air jet had a similar nozzle to that of the
difference of the flow fields in the major and minor water jet, with an area contraction ratio of 18:1. An
s sides was evident. The large spreading rate of the axial fan was used to blow air through the jet at a
minor axis aide relative to the low rate of the major Reynolds number of 17000. The air jet stagnation
axis side resulted in a switching of the jet axes. chamber was a 212 am diameter pipe. Honeycomb and

screens were installed in this pipe to reduce the tur-
INTRODUCTION bulence level to 03.% at the exit. Forcing was ap-

plied to the jet by a loudspeaker installed at the
In the analysis of an isolated elliptic vortex side of the stagnation chamber. The loudspeaker was

ring by Dhanak & DeBernardinis (1981), it was shown driven by a sinusoidal signal generated by a function
that the major and minor axes switched as the vortex generator and amplified by a power amplifier. The
moved in the downstream direction. At the same time, forcing level was 4% of the mean exit velocity. The
the side cross section of the vortices also deformed. forcing frequency was 60 Hz which ws the preferred
The deformations wore a strong function of the vortex forc frequency was 60 Hz whc waste proefremode frequency of the jet at U4 = 10 rn/sec and also the
aspect ratio. It was also observed in a two dimen- organ pipe resonance frequency of the jet.

sional jet (Sforza & Trentacoste 1967) that there is a
difference in the mean flow field between the two axesnThe tlow field was veatured by a constant emper-
planes. It was the purpose of the present research to ature hot-wire anemometer, which had a 30 kHz frequen-
investigate the vortex evolution in a forced Jet and y p T o sd nd" the effect of forcing on the elliptical jet. cy response. The hot-wire signals were digitized and .. .

t f o o g t l i janalyzed by a PDP 11/55 minicomputer.
7% In the flow visualization experiment, the forcing

frequency, f was varied in a wide range with r-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
to the most Lplified frequency~f , so that 1.6f F .a,

* > 1/6 .. In the hot wire measreimrents, the air jef Flow Visualization
was forded only at the preferred mode frequency.

The dye injector used in the flow visualization
FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION experiment enabled a uniform injection of dye around

the nozzle lips so that the entire vortex rings could . 1

The experiments were performed in two facilities, be visualized. Four sequences of the vortex evolution ... ,

The flow visualization was carried out in an elliptic in Lhe jet, for three different forcing frequencies,
water jet, and the flow field was measured by a are given in figures 2-5. All the forcing frequencies
hot-wire in an air jet. were lower than the natural instability frequency

(6Hz). The instability frequency was suppressed be-
Both jets had an elliptic nozzle with a major and cause of the high forcing level, and the vortices were

minor axes of 50.8 = and 25.4 am, respectively (As- formed in the forcing frequency. Riley and ietcalfe
pect ratio 2:l,Figure I). The shape of the nozzles (1980) also showed that if the subharlonic frequency " -

was circular at the side which was connected to the is introduced to the flow without the fundamental fre-
cylindrical stagnation chamber and elliptic at the quency, the pairing process is bypassed and vortex
exit. The contraction contours on both axes were roll-up occurs In the subharmonic frequency. Figure 2 ""

fifth order polynomials. shows the case of fF-1/4fn'1.Hz. This is a view of



Im,

the minor axis side. In an unforced elliptic jet, the narrowing of the

The vortex section of the Minor axis side moves faster major axis side was not observed and the major axis

than the other sections of the vortex, causing defor- side remained constant up to x/a-12.

mation of the vortex. This trend is changed when axes

switching occurs, yielding a straightening of the vor- The variation of the mean axial velocity and the
t:x crossectio. At fF-2.7Hz-l/Zf , (figures 3 and 4) axial fluctuating velocity component with the axial

* the vortex structures are depicted in both the minor position is given in figure 12. The mean velocity re-

axis plane(figure 3) and major axis plane(figure 4). mains constant up to x/a-4, while the axial component

Two switchings of the major and minor axes can be ob- of the intensity reaches maximum value at x/a-9. This

served in this case. The major and minor axes become behavior is different from a axisymmetric jet, where

equal first at X/e+1.75, and a second time at X/a-3.4. both these locations are at the end of the jet poten-

(a is the major axis radius.) The lag of the minor tial cone, at a distance of about 4.5 disasters from 

axis section behind the major axis section of the vor- the nozzle.

". tex, near the nozzle, is clearly demonstrated in fig-
ure 4. In the downstream direction, at X/a-4.3, a CONCLUSION
vortex merging occurs. Prior to this merging azimu- .

thal instability starts to develop around the vor- The visualization of an unforced elliptic jet did

tices. not show clear vortex ring structures. The reason for
this is, probably, because the higher mode instability

Using a set of pictures of the two planes at this waves are more pronounced in this jet. In a jet with .
forcing frequency , three sided views of the jet vor- spatially coherent forcing, the elliptic rings are

tices evolution are reconstructed in figure 5. The clearly observed. When the forcing frequency is about

vortex switching is evident especially from the top the preferred mode frequency, fF - 1/4 fu, the vortex

view. This data is used to compare with the evolution rings behave according to the theoretical

of isolated elliptic vortex rings as calculated by prediction.(Dhanak and De Bernardinis 1981). At f "

, Dhanak and De Bernardinis 1981 (figures 6 and 7). The 1/2 f , vortex merging occurs. The vortices defor4 in
* present case which has an elliptic nozzle with an as- a verO complicated manner during their merging.

pect ratio of 0.5, is compared with two isolated vor-
tex rings aspect ratios, discussed in this paper, of Hot wire measurements were done only in one forc-

0.4 and 0.6. Two geometrical aspects of the vortex ing frequency, f - L/4 f . The mean flow charac-
structures are compared. In figure 6a the variation teristics of the present forced elliptic jet are very
of the vortex crossection width in the downstrem di- similar to the unforced jet (Gutmark and Ho 1983), but

rection is given in the two planes, as a function of they are very different from an axisymmetric jet. The

its relative time in the switching period. Figure 6b large difference in the spreading rates of the major

describes the variation of the vortices deflection he- and minor axes results in a switching of the two axes.

ight(H). The forced elliptic jet vortices have a very

similar evolution pattern as the isolated vortex ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
rings, when the above geometric characteristics are

. compared. The jet behavior is somewhat closer to the This work is supported by AFOSR under contract

isolated vortex ring with a 0.6 aspect ratio. No. F49620-82-K-0019.
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major end minor axes planes from x/-0.05 (where a is

the radius of the major axis) to i/a15. (figures
9,10). The difference between the spreading patterns

on both axes is striking. The jet spreads much more

rapidly in the minor axis plane. Similar behavior was

also observed in a unforced elliptic jet (Sutmark and

% H t983A, Gutmark and Ho 19833). This rapid spreading

resulted in a substantially higher entrainment of this
jet relative to an axisyametric or plane Jet. A more

illustrative demonstration of the switching process

and the different spreading rates of both axes is

shown in figure 11, where the jet width at the major

and minor axes planes are compared. The width is d-

fined here as the distance from the jet axis to the

*. location where the velocity drops to 50% of its maxi-
m value (TY 5 ,Z0 5) or to 301 (Y 3 ,Z 3). The jet

width on t . min r axis plane in;jeasIa continuously
from the nozzle exit and becomes equal to the major
axis at x/a-4. The jet width on the major axis plane

*(T 0 5) decreases up to x/a-6 and then Increases again.
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produced by increasing the jet velocity while keeping the
ABSTRACT ambiant flow constant.

Down to the end of the recirculation zone or to the
Axli-symetric turbulent confined jets in a diver- point where the jet reaches the duct wall the jet excess

ging duct have been investigated experimentally bymeans momentum is the dominant physical parameter and the
of pressure measurements, laser Doppler velocimetry and boundary layer on the duct wall plays only a minor role.
flow visualizations. It is shown that the 2.5* angle Further downstream, however, once most of the jet excess
divergence of the duct has an important effect on the momentum has been mixed accross the duct the wall effects
flow especially when the inlet conditions lead to recir- become important and the pressure gradient becomes nega-
lation : the recirculation eddies extend furtherupstream tive. The flow in this region has little in common with
and have larger volume flow, the pressure rise issteeper jets and will not be discussed further herein.
and higher and the jet expands faster than in constant CRAYA and CURTET (1,2) were the first ones to reco-
area ducts flows with identical inlet conditions. The gnize that confined jets in constant area ducts may be
turbulent characteristics depart significantly from described in terms of a single similarity parameter, na-
those of the free jet. The overall flow pattern is mely the dimensionless total impulse or the related
highly unsteady in the presence of recirculation. number Ct (for definition see Fig. 1), provided the

entrance streams are clean, in particular that they have
INTRODUCTION thin boundary layers and negligible turbulence, and

that the jets remain approximatly self-similar.
Confined jets ake of great practical importance This provisio, in particular, implies that the length of

since such flows occur in a variety of industrial appa- the initial region with the potential core is short com-
ratus, in particular, in combustors and in ejectors. pared to the total length of the jet development also
From a more basic point of view they also present a num- that do/Do << 1. In the axysymmetric case it is suffi-
ber of interesting features such as approximate simila- cient to have do/Do < 1/3 (3). Usually the wall shear
rity, entrainment in an adverse pressure gradient and stress may be neglected compared to the change in momen-

o recirculation. Despite the apparent complexity of these tum ; Ct is then a constant in the flow direction. If
flows a great deal of physical insight into their beha- do << Do and u,, < , as is often the case then Ct may be
viour may be derived from the knowledge of simple tur- approximated by : Cr - ,oZ)/w..4 . Large or small
bulent shear flows, values of Ct correspond therefore, respectively to jets %'.'-

The main distinguishing factor of confined jets is with either small or large excess momentum sometimes
the presence of an adverse pressure gradient. Hence, the described as weak or strong. In cylindrical ducts recir-

. jet evolves in an ambiant stream with decreasing velo- culation occurs for Ct 4 0.9 (4,5).
city. In a constant area duct this pressure gradient is In variable area ducts the pressure gradient induced
solely generated by the turbulent entrainment of the by the entrainment is evidently modified by the geometry.
driving jet. Indeed, because of the entrainment the ma- But the geometry may also have a more subtle effect on
flo -rate of the jet increases with downstream distance the turbulent entrainment itself so that the behaviour
and since the total mass-flov-rate through the duct in of the resulting flow may not simply be infered from the
constant that of the ambient stream must decrease and so knowledge of confined jets in constant area ducts. In
mast, therefore, the ambiant velocity. The pressure gra- particular, in a diverging duct the positive pressure
dient generated by the ducted jet influences, in turn, gradient is enhanced by the divergence of the walls but
its evolution and entrainment as compared to those of it is, a priori, not possible to predict how it will mo-
the free jet. The knowledge of the relationship between dify the spread of the jet, the conditions of incipient
total pressure rise in the mixing iuct and ambient mass recirculation or the magnitude of the recirculation. It
flow rate is essential for the design of ejectors. is the purpose of the present research to try to answer

Since the jet also spreads while it entrains two some of these questions. Although some favorable effects
different types of flow occur depending upon whether the due to changes en the duct shape have been observed and
jet reaches the wall before it has entrained all are included in some designs of furnaces or ejectors,
he ambient fluid or whether the jet has entrained all there have been very few investigations carried out on

the amnt fluid bfore it reaches the wall. In the the influence of the duct geometry on the flow (6-8) and
latter eventuality the ambiant velocity vanishes in the there are virtually no results published in journals.
section where this occurs. Since the jet does not cease
to entrain beyond this point the ambiant velocity conti- APPARATUS. INSTRUMENTATION.
nues to decrease and reverse flow sets in. The jets an-
trains thus fluid coming from downstream. Such recircu- A schematic view and the main characteristics of the
lation plays a crucial role in combustors since it test section are shown on Fig. 1. The flowing medium is
brings hot gases back upstream thereby stabilizing the water. The divergence angle 8 - 2.5' was chosen such as
flowe. Since the entrainment capacity of the jet is to produce a high pressure gradient without separation
roughly proportional to the entrance excess velocity, it for an inlet velocity profile with thin boundary layers
is sem that in a fixed geometry recirculation may be and no jet so as to induce measurable effects on the



confined jets without radically altering the flow. The nearly stagnant. Since these visualizations were made

geometry is axisymmetric. with a single plane light-sheet chey only give the

The velocities were measured with a laser veloci- intersection of a more complicated three-dimensional

meter operating in the fringe mode and the Doppler motion with this plane. It would be interesting to cap-

frequency was measured with a counter. The sign of the ture this motion by making simultaneous observations in

velocity was detected by using a double fringe pattern two orthogonal planes. Behaviours similar to those des-

which was obtained by circular polarization of one of cribed above have been observed in the cylindrical

the interfering beams. The length and waist of the probe duct (4).
volume were respectively 14.7 and 0.75 mm. In order to
minimize refraction effects on the conical surface of THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
the duct it was imersed in a water-tank with plane
latteral walls. Despite this precaution measurements The measured pressure distributions for a range of

- were not possible in the outer third of a cross section CRAYA-CURTET numbers are shown on Fig. 4. The ideal pres-

when the plane of the incident laser beams was inclined sure recovery in the diverging duct for a stream with a

at 45" to the duct axis, uniform velocity distribution, i.e. without a central

-s The flow was visualized by injecting air bubbles jet (Ct - ), is also drawn on the figure for reference.

into the jet through a hypodermic needle. The bubble The estimated value (-0.58) of the total p .eseure

diameter was approximatively 0.2 - 0.3 me and remained recovery taking into account the growth of the boundary
remarquably constant. The rise of the bubbles was quite layers is shown too.

small compared to the axial velocities. To understand these distributions of the pressure

The jet velocity was 6.5 m/s for the flow visuali- along the duct it is helpful to separate the effects of

zations and the pressure measurements and 40 cm/s for the three following mechanisms :

the velocity measurements in order to have Doppler fre- a) the jet entrainment discussed earlier
q~iencies compatible with the frequency response of the b) the contraction of the ambiant flow -nd espe-

photodiode circuit. cially the expansion of the core flow due to the pre-
Although the CRAYA-CURTET number Ct is not constant sence of the recirculation bubbles od.ter

" in variable area ducts its value at the inlet may conve- c) o the divergence of the duct.
., niently be used to characterize both the kinematical cet

and the geometrical conditions of the entrance flow. It The pressure rise due to the first two-mechanisms is
.is, further more, very useful for the comparison with entirely due to the loss of momentum generated by the

flows in constant area ducts since for a given value of turbulent homogenization of the transvere velocity dis-

Ct the differences observed between the flows in v ari- tribution. The maximum possible pressure rise due to the

able and constant area ducts are then solely due to the mixing of momentum (4p)"' for uniform exit flow

&"ct geometry. and a constant area duct is

7A CECTICAL CRAYA-CURTET NUMBER ~~(A~) -_

Flow visualizations were performed first with the /J'
aimto determine the critical value of Ct for incipient
recirculation and the extent of the recirculation region.
These results provided useful guidance for the selection where the assumptions do << Do, Mo

<< 
Wm leading to

of the test cases in which detailed measurements were

carried out as well as during these measurements for Ct LA
- 

z
'  

d have been made. In the present experi-

their interpretation. The mean positions of the begin- ments do/Do 1/10 and -L- 4 .4 1 so that the
ning and of the end of the recirculating eddy, i.e. the 20 TZ 7

points of separation S and reattachment R, were deter- above result is qualitatively correct. It clearly

mined from several photographies for a given value of Ct. shows that the pressure rise scales with 1Lf4- for

It was difficult to localize the point R with some accu- Ct of the order one, that it is a decreasing function of

racy because of the instability of the reattachment. Ct and that for Ct < 1 it can greatly exceed ,•-

Since this point was close to the exit of the duct which The pressure gradient due to the geometry alone is

was feeding directly into the downstream-tank through a approximately
sudden expansion this instability may have been worse

than usual here despite a set of stilling grids. (d.J R
The results are presented on Fig. 2 together with

those of the cylindrical duct (4,5). It is seen that S
moves upstream with decreasing Ct while the position of if 2Z << R1, I being the jet width (see Fig. 1). Since

R is independent of Ct in both geometries. As expected, in the present experiments e/R < 1/2, this result
however, separation occurs earlier and reattachment again is qualitatively correct. It means that the pres-
later in the diverging than in the cylindrical duct. The sure gradient due to the duct divergence depends mainly
largest increase in the length of the recirculation on the local ambient velocity u and not on the velocity
region due to the duct divergence is about 1.2 Do and of the et.However, since the jet entrainment produces

occurs for Ct = 0.75. a decrease in u the jet will steepen this gradient, an
The intersection of the S-curve with the median effect which again is a decreasing function of Ct.

line of the reattachment band determines the critical The first set of curves (Fig.4) for Ct ) 1.14
value of Ct of incipient recirculation. For the diver- may be explained from the combined influence of mecha-
ging duct Ctcri 1.1 where as its value is 0.9 for the nisms a) and c). Clearly in the absence of a core jet,

cylindrical duct. Consequently in a conical duct with a the pressure distribution would lie below the ideal
2.5' divergence recirculation may be produced with an fluid curve due to the thickening of the boundary layers.

am"biant velocity about 20 Z larger than in a constant The fact that all the distributions lie above this curve
area duct all other factors being the same. On the basis may solely be accounted for by the jet entrainment. The
of these results it was decided to make measure- increase of the pressure rise with decreasing Ct under-

0ents in the following three cases : Ct - 1.23 without isi

recirculation, Ct - 0,45 with moderate recirculation and scored above is born out by the measurements.
Ct * 0.59 with strong recirculation. This influence of Ct is even more marked for Ct4 1.1

Still photographies (fig.3) and moving pictures on the second set of curves in the first part of the

othat the recirculating flow is highly unsteady when duct where the pressure rise is very steep for low

Ct < 0.6. The tail of the jet desintegrates into eddies values of Ct. It is seen that the pressure along the

which are swept downstream. For -ary smal vskies of Ct, say first half of the recirculation zone is nearly constant

Ct < 0.3, the jet oscillates from one wall to the other as had been postulated in some early furnace design

and the recirculating eddy alternatively swells and methods (10, 11). In this region the effect of the con-

shrinks from a maxim size equal to the duct radius to traction of the ambiant flow is roughly off-set by the

almost zero. There are large negative velocities in the entrainment and the geometry. After this region of rela-

eddy when it is big and when it is small the fluid is tively constant pressure, there is a very sharp pressure



rise which can neither be accounted for by the entrain- jet which is meaning.less there as well as the distinc-
n met nor by the geometry and is due to the rapid diver- tion between jet and ambient flow.

gence of the core flow on the downstream side of the Finally, the maximum recirculating flow
recirculation bubble. For instance for a pressure rise ((qj/Q)nax - 1) is notably larger than in a straight
of about 4 (,fa) as measured here for Ct - 0.57, duct. Recirculating flows of 0.2 and 0.6 respectively
it is sufficient to have a bubble width of R/3. This are obtained here for Cc = 0.78 and 0.59. To produce
final pressure rise is steeper and larger for smaller such recirculation in a cylindrical duct would require
values of Ct , a fact consistent with the increase in values of Ct equal to approximately 0,5 and 0.3 (4,5).
size of the recirculation bubble. It is noteworthy to In other terms, this means that in the present diver-
observe that these successive trends of the pressure ging duct the same recirculation can be maintened with •
distribution are already observed for the critical a secondary flow discharge qo/qjo = 7 and 6 correspon-
CRAYA-CUMTET number although the changes are less abrupt. ding to Ct = 0.8 and 0.6 respectively as compared with

Similar behaviours have been observed by BARCHILON q1o /qjo
a 4 and 3 in the constant area duct, also with

(4,5) in the cylindrical duct. As expected the pressure nearly twice the secondary flow discharge. This finding
distribution in the divergent duct for nearly the same particularly significant for the design of combustio

.%- value of Ctislocated above that of the cylinder. In this cohambers.
-. geometry a pressure decrease just upstream of the sepa-

. ration point S has actually been observed for Ct 0.51 Center Line Velocity Decay. Contrary co the jet
which can only be explained by the convergence of the vec p* volume flow the centerline velocity decay, depends very .,
streamlines of the ambient flow. little upon Ct (Fig.7) and consequently upon the posi-

tive pressure gradient. This is not surprising since the
THE MEAN VELOCITY FIELD pressure gradient has a comparatively small effect on

Simiat othe parts of the flow where .the inertia and hence the
~ Siilarty o the velocity is large.

mean velocity distribution of the jet is of practical
interest since the profile may then be described by a Jet Spread. The jet width I is determined from the
single velocity and length scale. Such similarity has
been assumed in all integral theories of confined jets relation qj R'- . In the absence of self-simi-
(1,2 ; 12, 13). Strict similarity requires that w,/L, larity the rate of spread of the jet cit/di cannot be
remains constant, a condition which generally is not rigorously independent of the downstream posirion (Fig8
satisfied and could only be so by tailoring the duct But in order to compare the various flows with each
walls. For practical purposes, approximate similarity is other it is convenient to use a mean rate obtained from
sufficient. This may be realized if u < W which a best fit straight line as long as c4/1- for a given

insures that the pressure gradient u, has a small flow does not vary too rapidly. This is actually the
effect on the jet and, of course, only so far downstream case even in the presence of recirculation approximately
as the jet is well defined, also approximatly as far a as fez-as the center of the eddy.

4 the middle of the recirculation region. Fig. 9 demonstrates that the spreading rate of the
jet is strongly affected botby Ct and by the duct diver-

Fig. 5 shows that for Ct - 0.77 similarity is gence. Its decrease with Ct and the values below the
satisfactory. The scatter around a mean curve is rather one of the free jet in still surroundings are due to
worse for Ct = 0.59 and Ct - 1.23. It may be remarked the inertia of the ambiant stream (larger Ct implying
that if the pressure gradient has a small effect on the larger Ao 1a4 ratios). This is analogous to the pro-

''-%' central part of the jet, it must affect the edges where gressive slow-down of the spread of a jet in an uncon-
W is small and must, therefore, change the shape of the fined ambient stream.
profile. Since approximate similarity is nevertheless The rates of spread higher than that of the free
maintained it ks due to the vigorous mixing of the jet and the faster spread in the diverging duct as com-
turbulence, pared to that in the constant area duct for a set value

of Ct may only by accounted for 
by the pressure gradier.

Jet flow rate. The down stream variations of excess It should be stressed that the jet width used here is
flow rate of the jet qj are strongly affected by the based on the volume flow of the jet and not on the
inlet - Ct (Fig.6). The initial differences in qj/q half-width of the mean velocity profile whose growth

between the three cases are quickly overshadowed by the includes the turbulent spread as well as the divergence
differences in growth rate also of the entrainment rate. of the streamlines due to the pressure gradient when it

The latter rate depends, of course, upon the velocity is present. The growth rate of the half-width would,
difference Um which increases with decreasing Ct. But therefore, no longer be a true measure of the turbulent
this alone conmot account for the large differences inthe entrainment in this case.
oohREBOLLO (14) mentioned above found that a 2.7*observed gr t h rate of qj. Indeed, in the present ex- half angle divergence of the channel produced a 60 Z
thprt- , .) k o aincrease in the spread of the plane shear layer. This

h/ ,and that between the test cases observation confirms also the present results.
Ct - 0.775 and 0.59 the velocity scale in the initial It is rather remarkable that integral methods like
region Wme differs only by 2 % (but A,. differs by that of CRAYA-CURTET (1,2) correctly predict this change
about 30 %) while the differences in d./ /ds// o  in spread with Ct in constant area ducts. It remains

are obviously much larger. Clearly the the entrainment however, to be tested for variable area ducts. The es-
race via the turbulence must be influenced by the pres- sential ingredient of the method leading to these suc-sure gradient, cessful predictions is the strong closure assumption of

This basic problem has so far received very little a self-similarity identical to that of the free jet
attention in the case of free shear flows. The only with the sam average value of although this

"6 work known to the authors is that REBOLLO (14) who in- is strictly speaking incompatible with the presence of
vestigated a plane shear layer in a diverging channel, either an ambient flow or a pressure gradient. It would
Be also found an increase in entrainment caused by the no doubt be instructive to find out which combination
positive pressure gradient. This effect could possibly of basic mechanisms could account for this result.
be explained by the tendency of such a gradient to in-
crease velocity differences also the mean shear and THE TURBULENCE
hence the turbulence production.

The values of qj/Q larger than one are due to the The longitudinal turbulent intensity remains
entraiment of the recirculating flow. Based on a conti- roughly similar but the profile is notably different
nuity argument, it is assumed that the jet extends to from the free jet profile as may be seen on Fig. 10 for
the point of minimum velocity in the recirculation zone. Ct - 0.59. In particular, the intensity on the axis is
The decrease of qj/Q beyond the maximum must, of course, about 20 2 less than in the free jet whereas it is
not be interpreted as meaning negative entrainment ! It higher in the outer region. This is consistent with the
is only a consequence of the arbitrary definition of the effect of increased shear due to the effect of pressure ,



gradient in this region suggested above. But since the have been performed on jets in a constant area duct. The

measurements of the turbulence there include the con- predictions for the recirculating flow, eddy location
tributions from the velocity variations caused by the and size are in reasonable agreement with the experi-
global instabilities of the jet this interpretation mental data.
must be viewed with caution. This instability seen on It would be interesting to repeat such computations
the visualizations is also clearly visible on time re- for the flows in a diverging duct presented hereandtomake
cordings of the velocity on the edge of the jet which more extensive comparisons with the experiments especial-
changes sign at time intervals much larger than the ly with the pressure distributions, the jet expansion
period of the showest turbulent fluctuations. Apparent rate and the Reynolds stresses. If good agreement is
also is that these fluctuations are much more energetic obtained the turbulent model could then be used to gain
when the velocity iq positive also wnun the point is a better understanding of the respective importance of
swept by jet as compared to their level when the point the various mechanisms which influence the flow and of
is in the reverse flow. their interactions in terms of the parameter Ct. Some

The influence of the CRAYA-CURTET number on the insight could then hopefully also be gained from these
downstream evolution of the turbulent intensity is man- on the influence of the pressure gradient on the turbu-
fast on Fig. 11, especially the difference between flow lent entrainment. In case of good agreement it would
with or without recirculation. In the latter case the then be useful for practical purposes to investigate the
intensity increases steadily and exceeds the asymptotic influence of the divergence angle or of more complexe
level of the free jet ; the structure of the flow from shapes on the flow.
jet-like becomes wake-like. In the former a constant
level below that of the free jet is reached. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE MIXING OF A JET INTO A
CROSS FLOW USING HEAT AS A PASSIVE SCALAR

by J. Adreooulas-
, Sonderforschungsbereich 80,• -"
~~University of Karlsrhe, FRG :'::

ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

Spectral analysis results and conditional averages of Thit paper is one of a series reporting on let-in-a cross-flow"
* various turbulent quantities are presented for various velocity experiments carried out at this department. The experimental . •

ratios and Reynolds numbers. A unique conditional sampling program included a flow visualisation study, wall static pressure
technique has been used which separates contributions from the measurement, and mean and fluctuating velocity measurements
turbulent-let flow, the ;rrotational jet-flow, the turbulent including the flow regions inside the paper. The results have

_"* cross-flow and the irotational crass-flow. The intermittency been reported by Foss (1980), Andreopouios (19820) and Andreco-
factor profiles indicate that irrotationol cras-flow intrudes the paulo. and Rodi (1982).

. pipe but does not contribute to the average turbulent quantities The present paper describes some structural characteristics
while the jet-pipe irrotational flow contributes significantly to of flow, additional to those observed by Foss, and tries to illu-
them in the region above the exit where the interaction between minate the way the cross flow boundary layer mixes and/ar in-
the boundary layer eddies and those of the pipe starts to take teracts with the jet-pipe flow (see figure 1). Although it is
place. Further downstream the contributions of the oncoming established that, at high velocity ratios, the near field of jets
boundary layer eddies to the statistical average reduce signi- in a cross-flow is controlled largely by complex inviscid dyna-
ficantly. The downstream development depends mainly on the mics so that the influence of turbulence on the flow develop-
relative eddy size of the interacting turbulent fields. ment is rather limited, the flow downstream is always influenced

by turbulence and at small velocity ratios even the near field is
NOMENCLATURE turbulence dominated. The aim of the present investigation is to

increase the physical understanding of the turbulence processes
I intermittency function based on hot/cold discrimination which ae involved in the complex situation of a jet in a crass-
Iuv intermittency function based on turbulent/non-turbu- flow, where the initial jet layer interacts with the oncoming

lent discrimination crass-flow boundary layer and turbulence is subjected to extra
D pipe diameter rates of strain lIke those resulting from streomwise curvature, la-
f frequency teral divergence and longitudinal accelerations.
fR V/Ue jet to cros-flow velocity ratio
U,V,W instantaneous velocity components in x,y,z directions cross stream interacting region.

repectively irrotational flow
moon velocity components Boundary Q

u,v,w fluctuating velocity components layer
. x,y,z coordinates: streamwise, normal and lateral respec-

tively
St fD/Ue Strouhal number pipe

- T instantoneous terperature irrotationl
S fluctuating temperature flow

.i intermittency factor
one dimensional power spectrum pipe

,, SUBSCRIPTS boundary

e cram-flow at infinity j

-J jet flow at infinity
HT Hot and Turbulent fluid
HN Hot end Nn-turbulent fluid F Flow configuration with interacting shear layers.
CT .oliJ-on Turbulent fluid
CN told eW tn-trbulent fluid 2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

2.1 Experimental set-up. The measurements were made in the
closed circuit wind tunnel at the Sonderforschungsbereich 80.
The experimental set-up is fully described by Andreopoulas
( 1982a). Both interacting flow fields, i.e. the pipe flow and the
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the crass flow, were found to be developing turbulent flows cribed in section 2. 1. The signals were digitized at 5 kHz per
for all the investigated velocity ratios. At x/D = -4 upstream channel and stored on digital mog tapes for later data reduction.
the jet exit, on the plate, where the jet interference on the As will be seen later the agreement between the measurements
cras strean was negligible a friction coefficient Cf = 0.0037 of Andreopoulos and Rodi (1982) obtained with a triple wire son-
and a boundary layer thickness of 6 = 0.278D were measured sor and those obtained with a cross-wire is rather satisfactory, ,
at acres stream velocity of U. = 13.9 m/s. Velocity signals i.e. within the limits mentioned earlier in €iopte 2.1. To in-
were obtained with a DISA x-wire probe type P51 and fed the crease the accuracy of the measurements tho .abe was aligned
Hewlett-Packard Fourier Anolyser 5154 C which hod four Ana- parallel to the mean flow.
log to Digital Converters of 12 bits per word resolution. It was The conditional-sampling algorithm is similar in principle to A.
found that such a probe could give good results if the data ana- that used by Andreopouls and Bradshw (1980) and is fully des-
lysis and techniques can account for the high pitch and yaw an- cribed by Weir, Wood and Bradshaw (1981). Fluid is labelled
gle of the instantaneous velocity vector. As it has been men- "hot", i.e. jet fluid, if its temperature exceeds a certain tres-
tioned in Andreopoulas and Rodi (1982), the present flow can- hold value, usually around 0.10 C. To distinguish the end and
filuration includes regions with reasonably high turbulence le- the beginning of hot periods as sharply as possible, data points
vels ana therefore the response of the hot wire at higher pitch are also labelled "hot" if the time derivative of the temperature
or yaw angles should be known. For this reason the algorithm exceeds a certain small value. As it has been previously ex-
proposed by Andreopouls (1981) has been adopted to reduce ploined and also clearly shown in figure 1, the heated jet flow
the data. The effect of the third velocity component W has not is a developing turbulent flow, i.e. significant regions of pa-
been token into account in the hot wire response equation, on tential core are present in ode'ition to the turbulent flow regions.
the ground that U and V are the main velocity components if Similar is the situation in the unheated boundary layer flow

some superposition arguments are applied (see Andreopoulos which entrains crass-stream potential flow. It is also expected
(982a)). This assumption certainly causes some error an the re- that the irrotational fluid fluctuations of both flow fields will
suits which has been estimated by Tutu and Chevray (1975). contribute to the conventional mean quantities. In the light of
From their table 11, an error due to combined effects of high the unsteady character of the jet, these contributions might be
turbulence intensity (i.e. rectification effects) and lack of sen- significant. It is therefore necessary to further discriminate the
sivity to the W-component is quoted, for 30 % turbulence in- flow to turbulent and non-turbulent fluid. In this case fluid la-
tensity ca follows: 6.3 % error on U, 5.2 % on P., 11.9 % on belied as "hot" and "turbulent" belongs to a jet flow eddy while 5

and 13.6 % on U7. "cold" and "turbulent" fluid is part of an eddy of the flat plate
For the spectral analysis each of the cross wire channels was boundary layer flow. Fluid that is-labelled as "hot" and "non-

feeding two ADC: one working on DC-mode to yield the mean turbulent" or "cold"and "non-turbulent" comes from the jet irro-
value of the input voltage and the second to calculate fluctu- tational flow or cross stream irrotational flow respectively.
ating quantities. This allowed an exploitation of the whole dy- The conditional-sampling algorithm discriminates firstly bet-
namic range of the ADC since a resolution of 0.24 mv/word has ween the hot/cold fluid and subsequently the turbulent/non-tur-
been achieved. The cut off frequency of AC mode input was at bulent fluid. The temperature serves as the "conditioning func-
about 0.3 Hz. All inputs were low pass filtered at 10 kHz and tion" in the former discrimination and the uv-signal is used in
digitized at 25 kHz per channel, the latter case of turbulent/non-turbulent discrimination, mainly
2.2 Conditional-sampling techniques. Many investigations of because uv is directly involved in the production of turbulence.
turbulent shear flows hove used the technique of conditional- The advantages of choosing the uv-signol for making the
sampling to provide more information about regions of interest turbulent/non-turbulent decisions have extensively discussed by
in these flows. Antonio (1981) describes the various existing con- Murlis et al. (1982) and Muck (1980). If the time derivative of
ditional-sampling techniques which hove been applied to studies the instantaneous uv-signal is above a prescribed treshold value,
of turbulent flows and points out that probably the most plausible the fluid is described as turbulent. The second derivative of the r -

way to investigate the interaction of two, initially separate, uv-signal is also used as back up criterion. According to the
turbulent fields is to use temperature as'a passive marker of one above discussion the following definitions have been made for
of the interacting fields, idea which is due to Bradshow (17 4). the intermittency function 1l and fuv of the hot/cold and turbu-
This togging of the flow allows a distinction to be made between lent/non-turbulent respectively:
hot-zone and cold-zone contributions. In the present case, it I P T e and/or OT/t a E2"
was decided to heat slightly the jet-pipe flow by means of hea- I 1 ,

ting elements at the exit of the 2 two stage compressor whichg -l

supplied the secondary pipe flow and before the plenum chamber. and an eds/
The part of the pipe which was inside the wind-tunnel and 1 IF duv/at Z-e and/or A2uv/dt2_->,

underneath the flat plate was carefully insulated to avoid addi- uv .
tionol heat transfer by convection. In this way the jet flow was I lse
heated by 4 to 5 C above the ambient cross stream temperature, Figure 2 shows highly idealized-temperature and uv
and therefore any asymmetry in the temperature profiles can be traces somewhere in the interaction region, above the e-
atrributed to the cross flow and not to cooling of the pipe by xit plane of the jet. It is obvious that the beginning and the end __

the wind-tunnel flow. of a "hot" burst may not correspond with the beginning and the
Turbulence measurements were made with DISA type 55M01- end of turbulent activities shown in the uv-signal. This diffe-

anemometers and DISA miniature cros-wire probes type 55P51 rence cannot be ttrbuted to problems of the spatial resolution of
with 5,um platinum wires. Temperature measurements were mee- the probe; displacement of the cold-wire in relation to the crass-
sured with 1 un "cold wires" mounted an home-made probes wire is not the reason for that; even with the "cold" -wire I mm
clamped to the side of the cross-wire probe. The cold wire was ahead of the cross-wire the difference in arrival time is not more
operated by a constant-current home-made circuit with a heo- than one digitozation interval. It is also clear in this idealized
ting current of 0.2 mA. The temperature-wire output was cam- figure that turbulence activities shown in uv-trace may not cor-
pensa ed in "real time" by a conventional operational-amplifier respond to any temperature excursion. The output of the hot/
network. The compensation was adjusted to obtain the sharpest cold discrimination part of the algorithm corresponding to the
pomible rise and fall of the temperature signal at the leading temperature trace of the figure is shown immediately below it.
and troilling edges of burts of hot fluid, while avoiding an The output of the turbulent/non-turbulent discrimination part of
"overshoot of temperature below the free strem value. The the algorithm corresponding to the uv-trace is shown below it.
techniques associated with the temprature fluctuations are si- Combination of both parts of the algorithm yields to the final
milar to thoe described in the wake study of Andreopoulas and discrimination shown at the most lower port of that figure. The
Bradhow (1990). suffix C is used to indicate Cold fluid, i.e. crass flow, the suf-

The em oyed data reduction scheme is similar to that des- fix H is used to indicate Hot-fluid, pipe flow, the suffix T is



used to indicate Turbulent fluid and finally N is used to indi- It is eo., sized here that the thresholds for the uv-derivative
co" irrotationalluid regardless if it is pipe-jet or cross stream scheme are not necessarily the some for both turbulent zones.
flow. Two suffices are needed to describe fully the flow. HT in- This allows the present scheme to handle cases where the length-
d;c-e Hot and Turbulent fluid, i.e. turbulent pipe fluid, CT scale of one turbulent zone differs from that of the other.
indicnite Co-6W d Turbulent fluid, i.e. flat plate boundary la-
yer fluidHNi-- ate H and Nan-turbulent fluid, i.e. irroto- 3. RESULTS
tional pipe flow, and C-N indicate Cold and Nan-turbulent
fluid, i.e. irrotational crass streamflow. - Figure 3 shows some typical u-, and v-spectra obtained at

The results presented here measure all fluctuations with re- three different points on the jet exit plane far R = 0.25. These
spect the conventional-average velocity. The conditional-ave- points were properly selected to represent one of the three cho-
rage products of velocity fluctuations can be presented as con- rocteristic regions at the exit: The first point at x/D = -0.35 is .. -
tribution of the above-mentioned zones to the conventional ave- inside the annular pipe-boundary layer which is developing near

- rage. If Q is any velocity fluctuations product of the form um  
the upstream edge of the pipe under the influence of on adverse

vn, with m, n integers, then the contributions of the four zo- pressure gradient. The second measuring point lies very close to
nes can be summed to give the conventional average: the pipe axis where the flow has a rather intermittent behaviour

between turbulent and non-turbulent fluid with rather small tur-
1 "bulence intensity. The last point at x/D = +0.40 is close to the

Temperature signal downstream edge of the pipe where the flow is developing under
Tempratue Ithe influence of a favourable pressure gradient. The peak fre-Temperature

interm itI quency at 108 Hz shown in the figures was also evident on the
autocorrelatin plots,but it was more clearly pronounced at
x/D - +0.4 at less at x/D = -0.35. One more interesting point
is that the u- and v-spectra at x/D = .40 consist of two widely

- uv-signal A AA AA A iJ different bonds.
r7V 2 R:0.25

pip irot fd c-5/3
uv-~~ ~ ~ inwiteiy Ii 0

pip iro, fui / B.l. tr .lui lBI r-'sroirrot fluidtub li -6 icross-scr e p.1. turb. fluid - 0 1 2
irrot. fluid

Fig. Deduction of Cold and Non-turbulent (CN)-, Hot and 2lg k2DI

Non-turbulent' (HN)-, Cold and Turbulent (CT)- and r0122{(k~1 R2 02Hot andTUrbulent (HT)'ones from uv- and tempera- og0

If y is the mean value of the intermttecy function I, here-- -2

ofter simply called intermittency, then the zone average Q is ", ".
related to zone contributions as follows: -4,\. -

where YHT is the intermittency of the Hot and Turbulent zone. -lui:Similar are the definitions for dYHN YCT and YCN" In the -1/0 1 2 3 4

""present work the discrimination scheme of retail" intermittency " "'" "
.- has been employed (see Murlis et al., 1982 ) without the expli- '"a"oerSetumo -lutain.()Pwe"pccit application of any "hold time" other than digital sampling

"time. This cheme is believed to follow mare closely the highly trum of v-fluctuation at the jet exit far R = 0.25.--- xD = 0.40, ---- x/D=-0.4,-----x/D
re-entrant nature of the interface which is clearly shown in the -0.35. Wave number k2 =

smoke pictures. Although the intermittency measurement itself
tdepends on the length and the number of the irrtationa drop- In this first bond containing the peak around lag1 0 k 2

iD s.8,
r outs', the zone contributions to the fluctuations statistics are the spectral density falls rapidly until around lg 1 0 kD = 1.6,much les dependent on the ,irop-outs. The present intermittency where the slope changes to -5/3 indicating that turbulence of

"" •scheme has been applied and tested in the case of a partially the pipe boundary layer at the downstream edge of the pipe is -"""iheated boundary layer flow with satisfactory results. Small dif- presnt with its long inertial subrange. At the other two psi-

ferences between the discriminat i on schemes were found, tions closer to the upstream edge, the inertial subronge is hor-

but the effect on the conditional averages was negligible. ter which is an indication of the developing turbulent flow un-""Therefore any significant difference in the zonal contributions der the adverse pressure gradient which exist at that part of the )" -
tO in equation () are genuine and are not caused by relati- flOw.

vely small errcrs in intermittency. Following the suggestions of Figure 4 shows the Strouhal number St Dfore as a function
Muck (1980) the thresholds wi3 and cl4 used in the turbulent/ of the Reynolds number Re = V D/ 9. St results are remarkably
non-turbulent discrimination are directly connected to the den- constant while the structure of the exiting pipe flow changes si-
vates of t uv signal in the turbulent zone averages ftuv/Ot gnificantly with R. This suggests that St is associated with puff-Sand o

2 uv/t2 respectively that is the thresholds were contnu- ing or vortex ring roll up or some mechanism due largely to the
olly updated. Similarly the "cold fluid temperature level" T was change from pipe to et flow. In fact these measurements agree

J cotlnually updated in the temperature intermittency scheme, quite well with the measurements of Yule (1978) in the turbulent
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regime of a round jet issuing in "still" air. coming flat plate boundary layer eddies which carry opposite
vorticity. Thus flat plate boundary layer eddies may significant- -.
ly help the vorticity diffusion of the pipe eddies in the imme-

x X x x diate downstream region.

fD x 0 Uit In the formation of the large eddies described here entrain-St: =- eD: 1 0 4  ment by these eddies of potential core fluid of the pipe flow,UV outside the pipe may also be significant. Their role in the pro-

cess of entrainment of irrottional fluid and the interaction with
the boundary layer eddies is illustrated in the conditional-somp-

ling analysis. These results which are presented below have been
0 Re= V .D 1lF4 10 obtained at R- 0.5 and Re = VID/v = 20500 where these large

V eddies have an irregular character.

Measurements have been taken at seven different streamwise
" Fig. 4: Strouhal number versus Re - V 1Dv = 4.1 x 104 positions, x/D - -0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 2, 4, 6. The first four

x Present measurements; a Yule (1978). positions are stations above the exit, in the immediate region of
It has been documented in the past ('ule, 1978, Crow and interaction, while the remaining three positions represent sto-

Champaigne, 1971) that the free jet flow is strongly Reynolds tions in the downstream region.

number and initial conditions dependent and can undergo vari- Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the intermittency profiles for the

ous kinds of instabilities (see Yule, 1978), which cause the rol- four postulated flow zones at x/D = -0.25 and 6 respectively.

ling up of the annular mixing layer and the formation of torroi- Since any fluid particle must belong to one of the four mutually
doi vortices. These vortices or vortical rings, as they travel exclusive zones, that is CN, CT, HN, and HT the addition lowof equation *(I ) reduces to .-.-
downstream, can undergo successive interactions like pairing
and tearing. However, there might be some other possible ex- YHT ° YHN ° YCT YCN.
planations of the appearance of this peak frequency in the spec- .
tro. Vortex shedding might be one since it has been reported
previously (see McMahon et al., 1971) that such shedding takes
place at very high velocity ratios. In these cases the jet pene-
trates very deeply inside the cross flow before starts to bend /- -0.2-

* over and therefore behaves like a rigid cylinder. In the present D
case, however, the jet penetrates in the cross flow no more

than 2 diameters. It seems therefore quite unlikely that vortex
shedding, in the strict sense of shedding of y vorticity, takes 0.5]
place in the smaller velocity ratios. Apart from that, if shed-
ding of S . vorticity was happening, the frequency at the
plane of symmetry should be doule than that measured at a po- 71
sition for outside the plane of symmetry. In fact by moving the 7,

hot wire probe an a plane perpendicular to x-axis no variations
in frequency were observed. There are two other possible expla- 57

-
nations of the found frequency peak, namely "puffing" of the 0
jet or some sort of "flapping". The first could be due to an un- 0 0.5 Y 1-
steady operation of the two-stage blower which was supplying
the jet flow. However, no frequency peaks were observed at a 15
position of half a diameter upstream, inside the pipe where
measurements have also obtained. It can be therefore concluded Y/ =6that puffing due to blower unsteadiness does not take place. 0

Flapping of jet is known to take place in the case of a plane

let (Goldsmidt and Bradshaw, 1971) and nothing similar has been
reported for the jet into a cross flow so far. It is therefore un-
likely to take place in the present case. Some rough estimates 1 I I

of time correlations of the signals of two cross wires placed at

opposite side of the jet in the z-direction show that the U-ve- \
lacty-components were in phase while the W-velocity-compo-
nents were in antiphase.

This indicates that the jet has a sort of a pulsating charac-

ter, i.e. the frequency peaks are due to "puffing" of the jet.
In addition a flow visualization study of the flow has been ma-
de by putting smoke in the plenum chamber of the jet. A fast 0.5
camera has been used to take pictures of the flow at various
Reynolds numbers and velocity ratios. This study revealed the -
existence of large eddy structures in the flow, sometimes well..
organized and sometimes not, depending on the flow parameters.
These structures have a periodicity in their appearance and as
they pass downstream induce free stream unsteadiness, i.e. fluc-
tuations of the irrotational fluid. As the Reynolds number in- 0
creases, the regularity of the appearance of the large eddies 0 0.5
leaving the pipe decreases and these eddies now occupy a wide
range of sizes. At downstream positions they grow in size and
entrain irrotational cross stream fluid and the flow is quite in- Fig. 5: Intermittency profiles: (a) x/D = -. 25, (b) x/D = 6:
termittent. The early pictures of Ramsey and Golstein (1971) '7, HN;.V, HT; v, CN; ., CT. Mnemonic: rising
also indicate the intermi..;ant character of the flow and the for- plum for Hot zone values, iceberg for Cold zone values,
mation of large eddies at further downstream stations. As these flogged symbols for Turbulent zone values, non-flogged
eddies are coming out from the pipe, they interact with the on- symbols for Non-turbulent zone values.



The profiles at x/D = -0.25 in figure 5(a), show clearly that is appreciable only far x/D c 0.5 and it is likely to be puffing
cold, turbulent fluid (CT) has penetrated the hot jet flow down of the pipe flow which causes usual irrotational effects in all po-
to the exit plane y/D = 0. In other words, there is a significant tential regions outside the shear layers.
(-3 %) probability of finding boundary layer turbulent fluid on
the exit plane, where the probability of finding turbulent pipe 1.,
fluid (HT) is about 36.5 %. However, as expected there is more 6
the irratational pipe fluid (HN) here while the appearance of -D
crass stream irrototional fluid (CN) has an extremely low proba- "/-D
bility of oppearance here. At higher y/D distances above the
exit, the intermittency factors of both HN and CN fluids vay
monotonically with y/D: that of HN is reduced and practically
vanishes at y/D a 0.25 and that of CN increases (particularly .
above y/D - 0.25), nd must, by equation (1), reach values of -
1 at some further y distances. Quite different is the behaviour
of the pipe- and boundary layer-turbulent fluid intermittency
factors: the probability of finding HT fluid is increased with y/D
and at y/D = 0.15 reaches its highest value of 73.5 %. Then, i
it reduces rapidly and at the last measuring point y/D = 0.4,
has a value of 5 % only. The probability of finding flat plate
boundary layer eddies increases with y/D and its maximum takes
place at about 0.30D away from the exit. All the intermittency
profiles at positions above the exit show that there are quite
large regions of the flow, which receive significant contribu-
tions from all of the four possible zones. There are of course re-

'- gions where the flow "time shores" partially say, between two
of the four postulated possible zones.

At the downstream stations (fig. 5b) the boundary layer ed- C0  1- 2 3 -1
dies (CT fluid) become rare, i.e. the probability of finding any 2
of them is of the order of 6 %. According to Fass (1980) CT =10 2

fluid travels downstream by passing over the exit or around the I

exit. It is also interesting to see that tF* prbability'-'Or Jing FiA. u2 -profiles: (c) l dte lrea"': HN fluid at x/D is very high. , conventional values; dotted line, profile at x/D: . -
-- Flid ato isoveryndihigh. adcvti-0.5 taken from Andreopoulos and Rodi (1982); c , tri- -.

Figures 6 to 8 show conditional and conventional averagessensort
of the normal - and shear stresses. The former are plotted as pie " • rest symbols as in figure 5.

contributions to the latter using equation (1). 0.5'

- 0.5 y/1 "C: 1. ~ ~-=-0.25 .. 2

Y 0

0.0 102"'

0.5 0 u 1o

0e 0 22

, x'r . " o.- a o-"

- Fig. 6: u2 -profiles: (a) x/D = -. 0.25, (b) x/D'0_________________
:a} , conventional values; dotted line, profile at x/D = 0 0.5 ,, '

~X10
-" 0.5 tae fro AnUlua n ol(92;a r-- l2

"'.pie wire sensor; rest symbols as in figure 5.

,..'

IiIt is clearly shown that the two turbulent fields start to in- v2 - profiles: Symbols as in figure 6.
. , teract strongly, soon fter they meet mid both turbulent fields "

.are the main contributors to the total average qumitities. The In figures 6 a, 7a mid 8o , the corresponding profiles of u2 , """

.. irrottlonol fluctuations of the cam stream have practically a mid ' at x/D =-0.50 are also plttel for direct comparison.
" "zero contribution while those of the pipe contrjl;ute sometimes Since mixing has not yet started at x/D - -0.5 the conventional "

"

"'i 1gificmitly as it is par'ticularly shown in the v"-profil es at averages in the measurements of Andreopoulas mid Rodi represent "
" istatlons over the exit plne (figures 7a,b). There, hot fluid ir- quite closely conditional averages of quantities of boundary la- .

rotational !Ljj tution$ cmi account for 25 to 30% of the con- yer fluid, i.e. these qumitities at x/D = -0.5 cmi be directly

tiventinl v - aveaal which I$ 2 to 3 times greater tha their compared with the downstream pofles of cnditional averages of '-c b -conventional average. Note that -0HN c m. Ti c

ar-te ai contributions to ht-he total avrgauniish n d fi urue nt"7 id. this corrgeusninofi Iair of h

iniaioa flcutos•.h rs temhv rcial n 7 txD--.0a lopotdfrdrc oprsn
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strength of the interaction in the near field region. It is remar- irrotational fluid moves faster than the mean flow in the x-di-
kable to see how the downstream profiles have changed drama- rection with exactly the opposite taking place in the normal di-
tically from those upstream. rection (see Kovasznoy et al. 1970, Murlis et al., 1982). The

____boundary layer-turbulent-fluid moves faster in the downstream
direction and slower than the mean flow in the normal direction.

-:'0.25 - -6

,./ 0, 0\• ..

O ~~~~~~ =6X0f, iD;-:...-1Q0

00 -00 0 0.0 5-- 0.1 0.15

, 2 Z -6.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _"_-"
-0.

U2  1
Fig.8: ~profleSymbols as in figure 6./-_,.o,,,U2 s, , f. ,o,, /.u' .//" .,. <.:- .

Generally contributions from the boundary layer fluid to any of Y/D .-

turbulence quantity are considerably decreased with downstream (AI>t--
distance. Typically this is shown in figure 9 where the maximum
values of the "cold and turbulent" zone of each downstream sta- 0.5 \
tion are plotted against x. Among the three stresses, the normal
stress UCT seems to be drastically affected by the interaction: "I
within less than one diameter from the point where the interac-
tion started roughly at the upstream edge of the pipes it has re-
duced by more than 50 % of its initial value, while it decays 0 Q5000 .
slowly further downstream. 01 0.50O5 a

Ue
(U xH I 10, fi1 12. Zone overage V-velocity component. Symbols as in

1 ' U a figure 6.

At these downstream stations CN fluid behaves similarly to that i
6.4 associated with an isolated "simple" boundary layer as does the

HN fluid.

CONCLUSIONS .

The present experiment has shown the existence of large ed-
dies in the jet which are rather well organized at low Reynolds
numbers. As these pipe eddies leave the pipe, they give a "pul-

sating" character to the jet flow and have a periodicity in their
appearance which seems to scale with the cross-free stream velo-

x city Ue and the pipe diameter D at all investigated velocity ra-

X/D tios and Reynolds numbers. These pipe eddies interact with up-70, stream boundary layer eddies of opposite vorticity and at the end

Fig.9: Longitudinal decay of maximum stresses of the bolndary of the strong interaction region eddies with a boundary layer cha-
layer fluid (CT-zone)- d, u2CT; Ae,uvCT; , v CT .  racter are present.However, the foci that the odvection of u2T in the longitud- The interaction region was explored by means of quite elabo-

nl drecton U 0U CT/0x is high but negative does nt imply rative conditionally sampling techniques which indicated that the

that the mean life time of a turbulent-boundary layer-eddy is flow "time shares" between four possible zones, namely: irrotati-
very shrt intnal cross stream flow, irrotational pipe flow, turbulent boun-
the normal direction is positive, dary layer flow which developes over the flat plate and turbulent

The total picture of the flow Vuld be incomplete without pipe flow. This was made possible by heating the pipe flow and . -"

the zoner-verage velocity U and V profiles some of which are then further discriminating the turbulent/non-turbuient interface.

shown in figuresl 10 and I1 . At x/D a 6 the pipe fluid has taken The conditionally sampledaverage quantities show that most L

a boundary layer character: turbulent fluid moves slower and of interaction takes place in the region above the exit at R = 0.5
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where the contributions of the cross stream are very high. At Muck, K.C. (1980Y "Comparison of Various Schemes for the
downstream stations the jet-turbulent fluid contributions of all Generation of the Turbulent Intermittency Function". Impe-
turbulent quantities approach closely the conventional averages rial College Aero Report 80-03.
while the boundary layer-turbulent fluid contributions tend to I
zero. The distance where this takes place depends mainly on the Murlis, J., Tsai, H.M., and Bradshaw, P. (1982): "The Struc-
relative size of the length scales of the initial flows (for a given ture of Turbulent Boundary Layers at Low Reynolds Numbers". .
velocity ratio R). If the boundary layer length scale L is much J. Fluid Mech. 122, 13.
lower than that of the pipe flow Lp then this distance is short.

If LL is of the same order of magnitude of Lp, the distance in- Ramsey, J.W. and Goldstein, R.J. (1971): "An Interaction of a
' creams with increasing ratio LLL/Lp. This tendency is not, how- Heated Jet with a Deflecting Stream". J. Heat Transfer 94

ever, true if LL>:, Lp. In this case the situation is different (
since boundry Layer-fluid contributions approach the conven- (4), 365.

tional total averages and the pipe flow contributions asymptote Tutu, N. K. and Cherroy, R. (1975): "Cros Wire Anemometry
to zero values. A quantitative or even qualitative description in a High Intensity Turbulence". J. Fluid Mech. 71, 785.
of the interaction in this case, requires some further investi- .
gation of the jets into a crams flows at low velcity rats. Yule, A.J. (1978): "Large-Scale Structure in the Mixing Region
ACKNOWLEDGMENT of a Round Jet". J. Fluid Mech. 89, 413.2- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS"

e rWeir, A.D., Wood, D.H., and Bradshaw, P. (1981): "Inter-
The rsmarch reported here fs sposored by the Deutsche acting Turbulent Shear Layers in a Plane Jet". J. Fluid

Forschungsgemeinschaft and benefited from stimulating discus- Mech. 107, 237.
sions with'Dr. D.H. Wood and Prof. J.F. Foss.
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ABSTRACT large structures (such as one pointed at in plate 1[101).
This region was selected firstly because the structures

The results of a study of a plane mixing layer are are well defined in this stage of analysis, and secondly
* presented in this paper, the objective being to under- because this region being characterized by much mixing

stand better the role of coherent structures in the is important for several practical applications.%
mechanisms of entrainment and mixing. The study involv-
ed chiefly flow-visualization with simultaneous velocity

*measurements, with a scheme to synchronize the two, that
enables us to get a better picture of the coherent stru-
ctures which strongly influence the flow. Initial cond-
itions, which are of critical importance in the develop-
ment of turbulen shear flows, are documented. Mean vel-
ocity profiles in the mixing layer and the correspond-

*ing spread rate were found to be in general agreement
with the range of results of other investigators.

INTRODUCTION

A plane mixing layer, formed when two separated
streams moving at different velocities are brought to-
gether at the end of a splitter plate, represents one of
the simples free turbulent shear flows. It has attract-
ed the interest of researchers in fluid mechanics for
many years now because it is both simple and yet posses-
ss several features that can not be adequately describ-

S ed. The understanding of the physics involved in such
cases therefore becomes essential before more complicat-
ed schemes of practical interest, such as those involv-
ing combusion, can be handled with a full knowledge of
the nature of processes involved.

One important feat e o in free turbulent shear flows
is the existence of quasi-deterministic, l arge two-di-
mensio coherent structures. ;rgw and Champagne
Ros ... 2h, Brown[2 , 3 , Dimotak isL3J and several other
researchers have brought to light several important fea-
tures of these coherent eddies (and also several contro-
versies). Most of these studies indicate the importance
of experimental conditions, especially the role played
by the initial conditions in the development of the flow
-ownstretme4-6. Evolving from the Kelvin-Helmholtz in-
stability at the splitter plate, coherent structures
dominate the large scale motions in the mixing layer and
u hstrongly influence the gross features of the flow such

as spreading rto entrainment, mixing etc. It has also
been suggested, i that coherent structures have pos-
sible upstream influence as well and cause feedback.
Witle the early conclusions regarding the nature of
these coherent structures were based primarily on flow
visualization experiments, subsequent quantitative meas-
urements involved the difficulties asbsociated with phase
scrambling and jitter[9 which resulted in apparent loss
of coherence and means had to be developed to avoid this

*problem.
In this study, a plane mixing layer is investigated

with the idea of determining the local velocity field of Plate 1: A sequence from flow-visualization cine film
coherent structures and their role in entrainment and of planemixing layer (from Sherikar and
mixing. The region studied is the early part of the ch yo
mixing layer where there is no pairing of any of these Chovray)

4' igcmutn a ehnld ihafl nweg f.-.
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First, cine flow visualization alone was employed to ob-
serve the flow and later velocity measurements synchro- Me-He Laser
nized with cine flow visualization were made which al- (a) TOP kPIEW
lowed the determination of velocity field of coherent
structures in the flow which were recorded on film. In IGI l LDV OPTICS
this way the variation of phase of coherent structures
is not allowed to smear the velocity data.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY EXHAUST-.

The investigation was carried out in the same wind
tunnel facility used in earlier flow visualization stu- COUNTER
diesLO]. The test-section 25 cm x 15 cm in cross-sec- -__"_""

tion and 100 cm long had glass sides to facilitate flow- /W DISPLAY
visualization as well as LDV measurements. With the
velocities employed (1-3 m/s) the Reynolds number for
the flow in the test-section is of the order of 10 PHOTOMULTIPLIER fl.
based on maximum distance downstream. Cloth resistances CAMERA
and perforated boards at the exit of the blowers helped
achieve desired velocities and also were beneficial in (b)
reducing the effects of turbulence and non-uniformity 4o Mi& ( to 11) rran Col
of the velocity profile at the blower exit on the flow
at the test-section.

For flow-visualization, the reaction of ammonia qcy LOV
(NH ) and hydrogen chloride (HCl) which spontaneously T -.

prouces dense white fumes of ammonium chloride (NH Cl) DR I WA

was used. This reaction is fast and irreversible at '
room temperature; thus, when two flows are seeded only
near the splitter plate with NH and HCl respectively
the reaction is complete immedlitely downstream of the
splitter plate and aerosol is formed due to the condens-
atlon of NH Cl which marks the large organized struct-
ures evolvei from the instability at the splitter plate .'
and subsequent roll-up. DetaThof this technique are Flg.-1(a), b)._. Schematic of the measuring technique -

given by Sherikar and ChevrayLau). The lighting became , -

of critical importance when velocity measurements were
to be made simultaneously using laser Doppler veloci-
metry (LDV). This requires the LDV optics to be placed Technique for Simultaneous Measurements.
so that measurements at the desired location are pos- A schematic of the technique of synchronizing the
sible without obstructing the view of the camera. In velocity information and the flow-visualization record
addition, the test-section Is to have the required illu- on the film is shown in fig 1 (a) and (b) along with the
minatlon while the background is to be dark enough for experimental set-up. Initially, the data ready (DR)
the camera to get good photographic record, while con- signal from the LDV counter processor is inhibited while
tributing minimum noise to the photomutlplier. After both the timer-counters are held initialized (i.e. count
many trials, an arrangement with three 1500 W straight- zero). Flow is established and once the camera starts
line-filament quartz lamps illuminating the flow from photographing, a DPST switch enables the LDV counter
behind was found satisfactory. processor and the two timer-counters at the same time.

Velocity measurements were made using a DISA 55X At every DR signal from the counter-processor, one meas-
modular LDV system. NH4Cl aerosol is unsuitable as urement for velocity and corresponding time count is
scatterer for LDV measurements, during simultaneous recorded. Since the two timer counters are driven by
measurements because of its small size and non-uniform the same clock and started to count simultaneously, it
spatial distribution (it would result in poor signal is insured that both the counters will always have exact-

- characteristics as well as bias in the measurements). ly the same count. Consequently It is easy to relate
A TSI 9306 atomizer which generated silicone oil part- every frame from the flow visualization film to the cor-

SIles approximately i im mean diameter proved to be an responding velocity measurements since the LED display
excellent choice for scattering particles for LDV. The of one timer-counter appears on the film while the count
photomultiplier signal was processed by a DISA 55L90 of the other is stored against the corresponding velocity
counter processor, the analog output of which was used. reading..
While making velocity measurements simultaneously with This technique is superior to the one used earlier.
flow visualization, with proper choice of acceptance Firstlyuse of counter processor for LDV is more suitable
window levels for the incoming Doppler signals and with here than a tracker. Also the scheme of using timer-
built-in validation schemes of the counter processor, counters and LED display to keep track of time allows the
the signals from NH4Cl particles (which was essentially history of individual structures to be recorded very ac-
noise as far as velocity measurements were concerned) curately and neatly.
were virtually eliminated. The results thus are $yler- The following analysis was then carried out. A oar-
-.r to the earlier results (Sherikar and ChevrayL".J) ticular set of coherent structures was selected from the
when a tracker was used (where the advantage of continu- film if they did not distort significantly while passing
ous analog signal was somewhat offset by problems of through the measuring location (I.e. LOV measuring vol-
noise, dropout and tracker going out of lock). ume). Then by projecting individual frames, the coher-

The data acquisition system consists of a POP-e/3 ent structures with loci of corresponding points of vel- le
micro-computer having 2S6 k9 of RAM with extended memory ocity measurement in them were reproduced on paper.
support. The system Is equipped with a real time clock, Finally, from the time information both on the film and
16 channel AID converter (with a DMA control), 4-channel velocity data, velocities corresponding to these points
0/A converter and a MA data buffer (with OMA control- were overlaid on the picture of the coherent structure(s)
rl). Peripherals Include a dual floppy disk drive, a being analyzed to get an overall picture.
20B Winchester hard disk drive, magnetic tape unit with
800/1600 bpil/45 ips capability, plotter and a line print- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
er. Two timer-counter circuits were used - one with a
seven segment LEO display for cine flow visualization Velocity measurements were made in the boundary
set-up and the other, driven by the same dock, for syn- layer at the splitter plate at x - -0.5 cm using hot-
chronizatlon of the above with the data collected by the wire (DISA 55M CTA system). This was important because
data acquisition system. inital conditions have been shown to be of great signi-

4- flcance when data from different sources are to be com-
-.

",



- pared. The results of these measurements are given in man[12)) was used. The mean velocity profile seems to
- Fig 2 (a) and (b). be close to self-preservation even at x - 26.7 cm.

1.01
* u-U

U . U2-U1

U'. I .§ 6
' " " ".

---0.1 -0.05 0 .05 0.1

Fig. 3: Mean velocity profile in the mixing layer at

""~~X .. 07. cm.•...x 26.7 cm Cx),, eLu'U 35. cm o)an 432.m.A

Taking vorticity width, -

(a) 1 2 3 4 5 o o o.- "

44y 6wMa
as a characteristic measure of the width of the mixing
layer, the spread rate is given by

S0.153 -x7. -7.5 cm)
(x -x 0)

This corresponds to the similarity parameter, d of
6 12.6. These values are in general areemnt wit the

results of other researchers in this area. While more
information could be obtained from further measurements,
this has not been done yet.

U

M *.° 50 ms
0 O0 A 0 .A-,"X
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I I1 0. 5*
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-" Fig. 2: Boundary layer at the splitter plate. (a) Mean V 0..
velocity profile, (b) fluctuation intensities: (m/s)

x - lower stream, U = 3.14 m/s, S - 4.83 ram,
5,, 0.6 nm, H(- Sl/SM ) a 2.537; . - upper
stream (U - 1.13 m/s), S • 7.11 mm, S M 0.93
mm, H - 2.4 ; .--- Blasius profile

-0.5
The boundary layer was laminar in both upper (slow) as -"

. well as lower (fast) stream with shape factors of 2.54
and 2.4 respectively. The corresponding values of mo-

' mentum thickness, £,, were 0.93 nm and 0.6 mm respective- Fig. 4: Trace of v-component of velocity in the center
N ly. The fluctuatlo intensities in the boundary layer of the mixing layer at x - 22 cm during simult-

were fairly constant, about 24, in both boundary layers aneous flow-visualization. Data Rate 500 Hz
" and did not show any trend. Former analysis of the u- (for LDV)

component fluctuations showed that the frequency content
was confined to low frequencies (< 10 Hz) and to dis- Fig. 4 shows the trace of u-component of velocity
crete frequencies. This leads one to believe that the in the mixing layer at x - 22 cm. There is ambiguity in

, origin of these may be in the vibrations of the splitter that there is a periodicity in the flow (although it is
plate and of the structure as well. The boundary layer turbulent) and it seems to be coming from the orderly
profiles almost collapse on the Blaslus profile as shown coherent structures. This argument is supported by the .. N

in the figure. fact that the periodicity seen in fig. 4 also corresponds
Fig. 3 shows the development of the mean velocity roughly to the passage frequency of coherent structures

orofile across the mixing layer at three downstream lo- in corresponding cine film record of flow-visualization.
cations. These measurements were made with LDV and one- It is easy to see the jitter in the signal and hence the

dimensional weighting procedure (McLaughlin and Tieder- apparent loss of coherence that wculd appear in the cor-

,, .:.-,



relation measurements due to phase scrambling effects.
Fig. 5 a) -(c) show typical variation of velocity

(v-component) in the coherent structures obtained from
simultaneous measurements. A word of caution here re-
garding the instantaneous flow field of these organized
coherent structures - while it is expected that they
will possess a deterministic flow pattern (or at least
partly so), the possibility of variation in size, orient-..
ation etc. and therefore detailed nature is open and at
this stage what is sought is the trend that could give
more information regarding the general behavior of these '
structures. Besides the difficulties that may be involv-
ed in gettingdetails of the small scale motion in the B 3 *..%

coherent structures with the present technique, it is .....
doubtful whether this knowledge would be necessary in
understanding phenomenon occurring on macro scale such
as entrainment, growth and other interactions with the
flow. It may be conjectured that the area of influence
of the small scales would be in mixing at molecular
level, in the devlopent of three-dimensional instabil-
ities in the large organized structures and others such Fig. 6. Typical velocity pattern in a coherent struc-
as contribution to Reynolds stresses, viscous dissipa- ture.
tion etc. For now, the investigation is aimed at get-
ting a general picture of the velocity field in these Fig. 5 a) ne show actual elociaties(v-component)orderly eddies and its implications. measured simultaneously with flow visualization, obtain- '"
oe ei a I ip a ned with the technique described earlier. Each of these

* ,% are separate sets of measurements. Minor variation seen
in the appearance of these structures were ignored for

6 cm reasons explained before. It can be concluded that the
.. 6interface, marked by aerosol during flow-visualization

(which also identifies the coherent structure), behaves
much like a material surface. This is quite evident in
fig. 5 (a). The entrainment of potential fluid into the

O.5m/s coherent structures by an induced velocity component
during the roll-up of the core is evident in fig. 5 (b)
and (c). A train of these orgainized eddies appear like
vortices spaced somewhat equidistant and joined by a thin.0 V interface as depicted in Fig. 6. This interface is imp-
ortant in that the fluid from the potential region that
is entrained during roll up of these vortices is directed

0.S5m/ s in a spiral towards the core where turbulent fluctuations
are induced. The motion of this interface can also be
seen to cause potential fluctuations much like a material
surface. The vortices are convected by the flow and
interact with each other (and the flow itself), period-
ically rolling around one another and finally coalescing
into a larger one. Rarely, but definitely, tripling
also takes place whereby three structures merge to form
one downstream.

O.5m/s These are not the only mechanisms at work (which
T ' makes this problem interesting). There are also second- . -

ary instabilities along theirrrface connecting these
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _structuresL

13i which probably result in what many re-
II I ( I" In-- " ' t0 v searchers have called "nibbling". This is best illust-

rated by the fact that this interface which is sharp
initially, is less so as the flow develops further down-

-- O.Sm/s stream.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
fb i

The mean velocity profiles measured in the mixing
layer and Its spreading rate are in agreement with the
results of previous researchers, but they do not give

O.5m/s any new information about the flow. In terms of determ-
T ining the nature of velocity field of the coherent struc-

I u res and in the estimation of entrainment due to these,
it is expected that the technique of simultaneous velo-

= M v city measurement with flow visualization would be helpful! "~i l w " "in isolating jitter and phase scrambling in the flow. '

From the measurements the pattern of velocity field ap-
SO.5m/s pears to be as shown in Fig. 6. Mch of the small-scale

mixing appears to take place at the core (shaded region
in fig 6), and regions Indicated by Bare regions where

(6) the potential fluid is drawn into the mixing region. The
instantaneous velocity patterns are a result of several
different mechanisms at work in the flow, the main ones
being the motion of the vortices, the material surface
like behavior of the interface and secondary instabili-
ties in the two-dimensional flow field that enhance

Fig. 5: (a), (b) and (c) Distribution of v-component mixing. This, together with the variation in size,
of velocity in coherent structures at differ- orientation and geometry of coherent structures allows
ent cross-sections. for their description only in terms of an "average" velo-

4city field from observation of many similar coherent
structures.
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NUMERICAL STUDY OF THE PHENOMENON OF TURBULENCE SUPPRESSION IN A PLANE SHEAR LAYER

M. Nallasamy and A. K. M. F. Hussain
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Houston .
Houston, Texas 77004

ABSTRACT Vlasov & Ginevskly (1974) and Petersen et al. (1974) in-
dependently reported turbulence suppression at jet ex-

The phenomeonon of turbulence suppression in a free citation Strouhal numbers StD - 2.75 and 3.0, respectively,.
shea" layer due to controlled excitation has been studied even though they neither focused on this observation nor
using vortax-in-cell method. When the amplitude of the attempted to explain the phenomenon. In an effort to
sinusoidal excitation is low, the maximum suppression further investigate and understand the phenomenon of tur-
occurs for excitation at the maximally unstable frequency bulence suppression in shear flows, a numerical study of
(St e - 0.017) of shear layer, consistent with experimental turbulence suppression was undertaken. The attractive-
data. An interesting new result of the numerical simula- ness of the numerical simulation is that the amplitude
tion is that the above Strouhal number preference is lost and frequency of the sinusoidal excitation as well as the

, at high apltudes of excitation. Also, it is found exit boundary layer momentum thickness can be varied at
that the level of random fluctuations superimposed on will. Furthermore, controlled initial turbulence can be

* the initial sinusoidal disturbance affects the extent of introduced numerically. In an experiment these charac-
suppression significantly. terizing parameters- cannot be independently varied, limit- -.

ing the choices available.
INTRODUCTION This paper reports the results of numerical simula-

The phenomenon of turbulence suppression due to tion of excitation of a plane two-dimensional mixing layer.
controlled excitation of free shear layers was experi- Fr-st;a bfidf-descziption of the numerical simulation
mentally investigated by Zen & Hussain (1981) in a technique is given. Then the results of the simulation. ~~ar discusse inetiae reato tou exeienal observe9d)ina :-
number of experimental facilities--circular jets, a plane are discussed in relation to experimentally observed
jet and a single-stream plane mixing layer. They iden- suppression along with the limitations of the simulation.
tified the conditions for the ccurrence of maximum sup- NUMERICAL SIMULATION
pression in free shear flows. The main findings of their
study are: (a) The turbulence suppression depends on the Mixing layers are known to be dominated by quasi-
laminar exit shear layer characteristics (no suppression two-dimensional structures which develop initially from
has been detected when the exit boundary layer is turbu- the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of a vortex sheet
lent). (b) The suppression effect is msximum when the (Batchelor 1967). Controlled excitation studies of jets
shear layer is forced at the maximally unstable frequency, and mixing layers suggest that the sensitivity of the
i.e. Ste - 0.017 (Michalke 1965). Here Ste(Ifee/Us) is normally turbulent flows to external forcing is related
the excitation Strouhal number, f is the forcing frequ- to the rotational inviscid behavior of these flows. Then.
ency, 0e and U are the exit boundary layer momentum an inviscid two-dimensional computation (with no vortex
thickness and iree stream velocity, respectively. Since stretching and dissipation which are crucial to the
the phemonenon is associated with the initial shear layer energy cascade argument) may shed light on at least the
instability, it occurs not only in circular jets but also dynamics of large structures. To this end, several
in plane jets and plane mixing layers. (c) The suppres- shear layer simulations which essentially solve two-
sion occurs over the entire thickness of the shear layer, dimensional Euler equations have been reported (Acton
Suppression is observed in longitudinal and transverse 1976; Delcourt & Brown 1979; Ashurst 1979; Aref "

.4" fluctuations as well as in the Reynolds stress. (d) The Siggia 1980). In these simulations, the vorticity,
Smaximum suppression characterized by 14^ (the ratio originally confined in a thin layer, is concentrated

of longitudinal fluctuation intensities witf an with- further into a finite number of point vortices for
out excitation) occurs at an axial location of about simulation purposes. In other words, the piecewise
400o downstream from the separation point (i.e.. x- 0). continuous distribution of vorticity w is replaced by a

* The axial extent of suppression observed in jets was in finite sum of N delta functions,
* the range of 0.75D <x S8D. In a single-stream plane

mixing layer, they observed the suppression effect to N
persist as far downstream as 60009s. From flow visus- W(Xt) - 6 ( - -Xn W)
lization and conditional sampling studies of excited n-l
and unexcited shear layers, they concluded that excita-
tion at Ste - 0.017 produces the fastest growth and roll where 6 is the Dirac delta function, ,- (X_,Y) is the

up of the shear layer, resulting into early saturation location of the Nth vortex of circulation n. The
and transition (breakdown) of the structures and inhibits motion is followed by integrating the system of ordinary
the formation of large energetic vortices. As a conse- differential equations,
quence, the large fluctuation intensity, otherwise
caused by the passage and interaction of the energetic
vortices is reduced. Thus, Zaman & Hussein established - U (X ,t). (2)
that the turbulence suppression occurs in a range of
Strouhal numbers (0.009-0.021) due to the laminar if-
stability characteristics of the shear layer. Note that
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The solution of the equations (1) and (2) presumably -O , (9)
represents the solutions of the two-dimensional Euler i,j = -i+l.j -i-l,j()
equations:

and then interpolated.
* aw

+ (3) U U(K)Ak)/&xay. (10)
k-l

7 , (4)
The vortices are moved forward in time using a stable
second order accurate method,

U .... U 3*-ux - ; y, --a-x (5)
x (t+ At) - Xn(t) + 0.S(U0OXl + U (X ))t, (11)

n n n) n Un~ 4 n11
No precise answer can be given for the question of the
number N of vortices required for a simulation. For a ) ++ )(
given N and t, confidence in the method is based on Yn(t+ at) Yu(t) + 0.5(Vn(YU + Vn (Yn))at (12)
comparison with experimental results. The selection of
a reasonable N is based on the requirement of the si- where
lation and is many a time limited by the computer time

.*. and imory requirements (Saffman & Baker 1979; Leonard X (t) + U (X )at (13)
1980; Aref 1983). n n n n

The velocity field induced by the vorticity distri- and
bution may be calculated in two different ways. One way
rs the classical direct summation procedure in which one Y (14)
calculates the velocity field by directly suming the n ..(t). +V(y)t
velocity fields of the individual point vortices. The
other method is the vortex-in-cell method (Christiansen In this way the vorticity distribution at (t + at) is
1973) in which a grid is superimposed on an array of computed, and the procedure is repeated to study the
point vortices and the stream function at the grid points evolution of the flow in time.
is computed by solving the Poisson equation for t (Eq. 4)
after w has been redistributed onto the mesh points. In the present simulktionwe superimpose a 128x 128
The velocity at X is then found by interpolation. The grid on the flow field of the shear layer represented by
inversion of Poisson equation (4) can be performed very 4096 point vortices with periodic boundary conditions in

r efficiently by using the fast Fourier transform method, the x-direction. 4096 point vortices have been found to
The advantage of the vortex-in-cell method is that the be adequate in representing the shear layer in the
amount of computation is linear in N, whereas in direct present simulation. The computation was carried out on
summation it is quadratic in N. Also, the viscous ef- the AS 9000/N computer system. Preliminary calcuations
fects can easily be incorporated in the vortex-in-cell were done on a 64 x 64 grid with 2048 vortices. The
method, adequacy of the time stepping accuracy has been verified

on both the solution of a single shear layer with sinuo-
The mixing layer in a laboratory is a spatially sidal disturbance and the evolution of two shear layers

developing flow. However, simulation of spatially with symetric sinusoidal distutbance (simulating 'puf-
developing mixing layer is computationally expensive. fing' instability of a plane jet).,, Although smoothing
Only Ashurst's (1979) simulation is that of a space- procedures (Moore 1981) could be employed to extend the
developing mixing layer. All other simulations consider useful evolution time, no such procedure was attempted
time-developing mixing layer. In the time-developing in the present simulation.
perturbed shear layer simulation, Riley and Metcalfe

solve directly the fully nonlinear low pass- The shear layer in the present simulation is given
filtered equations of motion using pseudo-spectral an initial thickness by representing it by four rows of

, methods. This to called direct numerical simulation point vortices. The distance between the rows was ar-
(sometimes referred to as large eddy simulation when sub- rived at by examining the velocity profile and momentum
grid scale modeling is employed). thickness in a number of configurations. It was found

that a transverse distance between the rows of 0.2 times
We consider a time-developing two-dimensional shear the mesh size results in a velocity profile which con-

layer and use the vortex-in-cell method. The method is pares well with the tanhyperbolic velocity profile
briefly discussed below. The superimposed grid has mesh (Fig. 2). The particular configuration chosen yields

S spacings a and Ay, assumed uniform in x and y directions, a momentum thickness which enables the study of excite-
% respectively. To obtain the stream function *, a finite tions at various St6 on the chosen grid.

difference (central difference) approximation is made to -
" eqn. (3). The excitation frequency Ste in the numerical simu-

lation is expressed as Ste = 0.5ee/X; 8e is the initial
* , +2 2, momentum thickness of the undisturbed shear layer and

(i+l~f ij i4,J)(A)+ (*i,j+l - ij (6) X is the wavelength of the perturbation. Thus, in the
+ 0i,j-1 / (Ay )

- "_i,j" numerical simulation we choose the wavelength X tO obtain
The vorticity is represented at the points (xn,Yn) and the desired frequency Ste of excitation. This is equiva-The o rdtit o is reprinentedatothed oint assin vads lent to the experimental procedure adopted by Zaman &
so a redistribution schm is introduced to assign values Hsen(91 o igesra ln iiglyr
sows the reditribution schee where they varied the frequency of excitation at constant
sos eresrbinseevalues of the exit velocity U. and the momentum thick-

ness e
h(k) - Ar/a.ay, (7)

The excitation cases are studied by specifying a

regular sinusoidal initial disturbance of the chosenwbere the A's are the areas shown. Equation (6) is frequency to the initial distribution of point vortices

solved using a fast Poisson solver (Hockney 1970) using representing the shear layer. An extremely small random
a fast Fourier transform method. To determine the disturbance is superimposed on the sinusoidal disturbance

, velocity of a point vortex, the velocities at the for enabling different realizations for ensemble average.
nearest four grid points are calculated using a central The unforced case is obtained by computing the roll up
difference formula,. and evolution of the large-scale vortex structures with-

out any sinusoidal initial perturbation. The number of
U ()1 " *lJI /26y (8) frequencies investigated is limited by the grid size and

the periodic boundary conditions. The amplitude of

A-



. excitation has been varied over a large range. The ef- The observed oscillations in the numerical simulation
fect of superimposing random fluctuations (representing could be due to the difference in the simulation initial
the high frequency random fluctuations that exist in a velocity profile (Fig. 2). Also, a larger simulation
real flow) on the regular sinusoidal disturbance has also and an ensemble average of large samples will reduce the
been studied with different, levels O of the random fluc- oscillations.
tuationa.

Figure 5 shows the transverse peak velocity fluctua-
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION tion ratio v' /v' against time. We notice that the

observed Streuharnumber preference (Ste - 0.017) for
* For any initial disturbance specified, the temporal suppression in longitudinal fluctuations does not exist

evolution of the shear layer is computed. At any instant for transverse velocity fluctuations. Zaman & Hussain
of time the position of vortices and the velocities on obtained the distribution of the longitudinal and trans-
the grid points are known in the simulation. The mean versa components of the turbulence intensities u' and v'
velocity t is obtained as x average, over the entire width of the shear layer at Ste = 0.017

with and without excitation. They found that for the

;(yt) f r u(x.y,t) dz. (15) excitation case both longitudinal and traverse components *
of turbulence intensities are small, over the entire
cross-section compared to the corresponding values in the

The mean velocity u goes to a constant value 6U/2 well unexcited case. But it is not clear if the Strouhal
above the shear layer and -U/2 well below the shear number preference for the maximum suppression will be true
layer. We can compute the momentum thickness as, for the transverse component of the urbulence intensity

too. The experiments show that U/U e  also suffer sup-
0(t) - f (0.25 - pr(16) ession with excitation of 0.017. The ratio of8) ex/Vux obtained in the simulation is shown in Fig. 6.

We see that the Reynolds stress shoys large excursions 1.--
The momentum thickness and the width of the shear layer due to the small number of rolled up vortices in the
3(.3 Y. "Y0 I are computed at every time step; Y simulation. That is, the excursions are large statistical
and y' are' 9e transverse locations where u is 9929, fluctuations in a small sample, and this can be demon-
and 182 6f the freestream velocity difference AU. At strated numerically (Aref and Siggia 1980). Because of
regular intervals the profiles of turbulence intensities cancellations due to fluctuations in the sign of uv, we
and Reynolds stress are obtained. The typical interval need a larger simulation length of the shear layer and a
for the time averages were such that the momentum thick- larger ensemble size for this quantity than for the
ness increases by about 5% during the interval, longitudinal on transverse velocity fluctuations which
The ratio u;,/u, of the peak longitudinal fluctuation are positive definite quantities. To obtain a smooth
with excitation u' to the peak longitudinal fluctua- average one needs a large system of vortices and an
tion without excitation ux is defined as the suppres- ensemble average of large samples. In the present case
sion factor. Preliminary investigations showed no because of the small number of roll-up vortices con-
noticeable change in the evolutions of the shear layer sidered an ensemble average of 3 realizations was found
for amplitudes of excitation A/X between 0.003 and to result in only a marginal improvement of the results.
0.125. Figure 3 shows the width of the shear layer as Ite evolution of the momentum thickness [Eq. (16)] and
a function of time for two Strouhal numbers, 0 and width of the shear layer are shown in Figs. 7 and 8

" 0.017 for an excitation amplitude of 0.0125. We observe respectively, for the Strouhal numbers, 0.008, 0.017 and
near linear variation of the width with time, with little 0.034. We see that the growth rate for Strouhal numbers
difference between the forced and unforced cases. In 0.017 and 0.034 are not very much different.

* this amplitude range of excitation,no recognizable sup-
preesion occurs. However, in the range of amplitude of We need to digress a little here and discuss the
excitation 0.025 to 0.2,significant changes in flow success of the numerical methods in predicting the velo-
development occur, and we observe turbulence suppres- city fluctuations. Ashurst's computations incorporated
sion as discussed below. A major part of the results viscosity twice, using both the random walk and the
of suppression reported below has been obtained for an viscous increase of size (aging of the discrete vortices)
excitation amplitude of 0.05. In the experiments of in an effort to match the simulation fluctuation velocity
Zaman & ussain, the excitation amplitude (u;/Ue) was in cCnponents to the experimental ones. Even after inclusion

. the range of 0.3 to 1%. The higher forcing levels re- of viscous effects he could match the longitudinal and
quired in the simulation compared to those used in the transverse fluctuation intensities of the simulation
ecperiments may be an inherent constraint of the simu- with those of experiments only for low Reynolds numbers.
lation. The inadequacy may partly stem from the grid For high Reynolds numbers he could match only the longi-
size and number of vortices employed. Acton (1980) tudinal intensities. He conjectured that the pressure
found similar requirements of high forcing levels in strain correlations (pau-- x), which are responsible for
her numerical simulation compared to experimental levels, maintaining the transverse velocity fluctuations, may not
The suppression factor u6/u.x as a function of time be correctly simulated. Aref & Siggia found that the
is shown in Fig. 4 for four Strouhal numbers for an ex- peak velocity fluctuations in their simulation (256 x 256
citation amplitude of 0.05. It is seen that the maximum grid with 4096 vortices)were high compared to the experi-
suppression occurs for a Strouhal number of 0.017, the mental values. Also, the transverse velocity fluctuations
theoretical 'maximally' unstable frequency. The sup- were larger than the longitudinal ones though the reverse
preseion for Ste - 0.034 and 0.008 is less pronounced. is true at high Reynolds numbers. Acton (1980) also
This is in qualitative agreement with the experimentally found that the values of fluctuation components were
observed results. For a Strouhal number (0.067) much much higher than the experiments, which is true with the
higher than the maximally unstable frequency, we observe present simulation too. Since we are considering only
turbulence augmentation rather than suppression. The the ratios of the fluctuation intensities, it is believed
maxima suppression observed at Ste - 0.017 is about that the results of suppression have been reasonably
35%. It mey be instructive to note that the maximum correctly predicted in the simulations. No attempt was
suppression observed by Zaman & Hussain wasabout 42% made to include viscous effects in the present simulation. '.
at Ue a 20 i/sec and about 581 at Ue - 10 m/sec for a
plane mixing layer. The measurements were made at a Next, it is of interest to see if the Strouhal
constant transverse distance y(- 1.27 cm from the lip) number dependence of turbulence suppression is true for
whereas the suppression factor reported here is the any amplitude of excitation. We obtained the suppres-
ratio of peak longitudinal fluctuations which occur at sion factor uex/u.x for three Strouhal numbers for an
a different y. Another aspect of the numerical simu- excitation amplitude of 0.2. The results are shown in
lation is that the results show oscillations which are Fig. 9. We see that at this amplitude of excitation the "%t*
not observed in acoustic excitation measurements. strong Strouhal number preference of the maximum sup-
Crishton & Gastar's (1976) analyses showed that small pression is lost. An experimental study of suppression
differences in the mean velocity profile could result at high amplitude (ui/ue 4 4.5%) carried out by us in an
in significant changes in instability characteristics. axisyimetric mixing layer clearly showed that the Strouhal
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number preference is lost at high amplitudes. The 4 l o n u n p o
7 maximum suppression was found to occur at Ste -0.022 4. The level of random fluctuations superimposedffect

(maximum frequency studied in the experiment) and not at on the stntof sutuasion
0.017, the maximally unstable frequency. At high on the extent of suppression.

Samplitudes of excitation nonlinear -ffects dominate the The reseerch is supported by the National Science
flow evolution. A high initial amplitude together with Foundation under Grant MEA 81-11676.
the fast transition (inferred from the longitudinal
velocity spectra at U/Ue = 0.7 along x) for excitation REFERENCES
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CONCLUSIONS

• The present numerical simulation results may be Y
sumarized as follows: (,j+) (+,

1. No noticeable suppression occurs in the range w 'j
of amplitude of excitation 0.003 0.0125. Turbulence 3 2 A, W4

*, suppression occurs in the range of amplitude of excita- "
tion 0.025 0.2. (x n . " "

* 2. At an amplitude of excitation of 0.05, the A4  A3  -

simulation shows that the maximum suppression occurs d W
• at the maximally unstable frequency of Ste - 0.017,

consistant with the experimental results. (i,j) X (l ,j)

3. At high amplitudes of excitation (A/X = 0.1)
this Strouhal number preference is lost. (This has FIG I DEFINITION SKETCH OF THE VORTEX-
been verified experimentally by us recently). IN-CELL REDISTRIBUTION PROCEDURE
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HYSTERESIS OF TURBULENT STRESSES IN WALL FLOWS

SUBJECTED TO PERIODIC DISTURBANCES

K. Hanjalid and N. Stolid

Malinski fakultet, Sarajevo

Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT On the other hand, the inertial lag of the dynamics

The paper discusses some specific features of of turbulence structure behind the mean flow distortion
turbulent flows subjected to the periodic variation of in pulsating flows is a challenging feature that may
external conditions. A particular emphasis is placed on sevassvrettfo thvrictonfmdlig
the lagging response of turbulent structure and thetehius
hysteresis of turbulent stresses that were detected It is generally recognized that the current
experimentally in a number of periodic flows. Several prediction methods, verified in steady flows of varying
test of exper imental data were anal ysed in this l ight complexity, give poorer performances when applied to
and attempts were made to obtain their prediction by the calculation of unsteady and periodic flows. This is

*means of single- and double-scale models of turbulence, in particular the case with eddy viscosity models, even
*Attention was focused on a case of simulated tidal flow if the transport coefficient is supplied by the diffe-

where the above mentioned features are particulary rential equations, such as implied by k- 6model. Shemer ~ d
pronounced. Some modifications of the standard stress- and Wygnanski (1981) introduced separate eddy viscosity
dissipation model of turbulence yielded a noticable coefficients for the steady and time dependent parts of
improvement of the prediction of major properties of the phase averaged field. Cousteix et. al. (1981) empha -
this and some other periodic flows. sised the importance of the inclusion of the normal

stress production in the kinetic energy equation
INTRODUCTION (usually neglected in calculation of boundary layers),

If a turbulent flow is subjected to the space- or and reported that a decisive improvement had been
time variation of the external conditions, the turbulent achieved by solving the equations for all turbulent
interactions associated with different parts of the wave stress components in comparison with k-Lmodel.
number spectrum will not generally respond in the same In fact, depending on frequency and amplitude, the
manner. Consequently, the turbulence and mean flow pulsating flow may be expected to depart from both the
parameters are bound to exhibit different phase shifts spatial- and spectral equilibrium and any model that
and amplitude modulations. A number of recent publicati- relies upon the equilibrium assumption is bound to be
ons on unsteady turbulent flows revealed the existence more or less unsatisfactory. This evidence was recogni

*of a definite time-space lag between the response of zed earlier by the present and other authors (e.g.
turbulent structure and the mean flow parameters, but Hanjali6, Launder and Schiestel, 1979) when analysing
also a different variations of these shifts across the some steady nonequilibrium flows including simple cases
flow. This effect may become particularly pronounced if such as the development of turbulence when passing
the external disturbances have a periodic character,the through a sudden contraction of the cross-sectional area,
intensity of the lag depending upon the pulsation or boundary layers subjected to a sudden deceleration
frequency and their amplitudes. Furthermore, because the (or acceleration), followed by the relaxation of the
response of the turbulence structure varies over the imposed pressure gradient. The latter case bears some
wave number spectrum, the time lags during the accelera- resemblance to a half cycle period of an unsteady
tion period are markedly different from those which periodic flow. In most of the mentioned cases the -

occur during the deceleration phase, so that some of the standard k- I- model, or even the full stress model did
turbulence parameters display a pronounced histeresis not yield the satisfactory reproduction of the experimen-
(Anwar and Atk~ins, 1980). Yet, most authors report that tal results.
both the mean flow and turbulence parameters, when norma- The difference in the quality of predictions
lizded appropriately, yield the same quantitativeoband yk- adstesmel, sfudbyCsei

crpd s l .THe et al. (1981) and the present authors suggests that the

finins anhardly be justified in cases where the structural prameter u-'u2/k does not remain constant as

- aisi fakundet inajv "".'", budrylyes nrdphs hfso epnetvralsgn omlzn oun in stay qiibimwalbunaylaesnrd

parameters do not remain constant across the flow, their phase shifts exhibit the same behaviour. This in

The above mentioned features impose significant fact emphasises the importance of both the spatial- and
effects upon the transport processes in turbulent flows spectral transports of individual stress components,

% and they are, therefore, of substantial practical inte- particularly in flows with preferential straining direc-
rest. Boundary layer development on rotating airfoils tion. Hence an adequate account for this should be made
and turbomachinery blades, heat transfer and flow resis- in order to achieve a satisfactory ctmulation of

N tence in heat exchangers with pulsating flows such as turbulence dynamics.
the ir ntecooersof ~-sagecomresorsandSimilar dissatisfaction was experienced in attempts

dispersion of dissolved pollutants in coastal waters, to calculate the unsteady periodic flows discussed in
are just some of the many such examples, the present work. However, contrary to the findings of

ubeCousteix et al (1981), the application of full stress
model as postlated by Launder Reece and Rodi (1975),



although performing better than simple k-& model still expect that the production of L will depend on mean rate
did not yield the acceptable agreement with the expe- of strain (not necessarily in the same manner as the
riments. One of the reasons for a different outcome production of kinetic energy itself!), but also upon the
may be attributed to a different treatment of thevisco- mean vorticityturbulence anisotropy (as advocated
sity-affected near-wall region, which in the present earlier by Lumlay and coworkers) and other parameters
work is bridged over by means of wall functions. It is that may influence the energy transfer. A functional

* believed, however, that the major reason lies in a combinations of variables at disposalsatisfying the
" general inadequacy of the single-point methods to invariance conditions, may be written in the form

represent the nonequilibrium situations. (retaining only the first order terms):

In fact, if the difference in response of various 04/U,' , )/. A1 t *".."()*

turbulence parameters can be attributed to the spectral ± 0, (2)

nonequilibrium, then, in order to achieve a closer where A represents the first invariant of the stress
simulation of the real processes, the mathematical anisotropy.
model should account for the spectral dynamics, in
addition to the modelling of processes in the physical Extensive testings would be required to find a

space. This condition can not be fully satisfied by usable form of the expression (2) and to prove its supe-

, any of the present single point closure schemes. riority over the current simple practice which uses
only the first and the last terms. However, equally

Yet the simplicity and a wide verification of single simple alternative.*
point models seem to justify all efforts towards their 2 e2
further improvement nd extension of their validity.()

The present work describes our efforts in exploring which yielded noticable improvement of the calculation
the suitabilities of single-and two- scale second order of both the simple nonequlibrium flows and more complex
closure models.in standard and modified forms for recirculating flows behind a step (Launder et al.1981),
predicting the earlier mentioned features of wall helped also to improve the predictions of pu.lsating

* turbulent flows subjected to periodic disturbances of cases,considered in the present work.
external flow conditions. In the first phase of the

, work the testing was carried out with the k-& and the It should be mentioned that the new term offers

" Reynolds stress-dissipation models, with several some potential advantages since it relaxes the linkage

modifications, proved earlier to produce some improve- between the energy and , equation as implied by
ment in predicting the nonequilibrium and recirculating standard models. The expression (3) implies also that

. turbulent flows. One of the modifications implies a the first term ("production") is now scaled by the time
different formulation of the source term in the dissipa- scale of the mean flow deformation (6U./8U.)

- . This

tion equations (Hanjalid et. al., 1981, Launder et al., seems plausible since the energy transfer Jrate through
1981), which enshures somewhat weaker coupling of the the spectrum is controlled primarily by the "large"
modelled dynamics of 6 with the dynamics of turbulent eddies which are strained almost entirely by the mean

* kinetic energy. Other modifications concern different rate of strain (Townsend, 1980), The second term
specification of wall functions of bo 0 2 mean and ("destruction") remains to be scaled by turbulence scale
turbulence parameters. These employ k instead of (k/ ), implying that the attenuation of the transfer
friction velocity U, as the characteristic velocity process is controlled by turbulence itself.

scale and the relaxation of the constant stress- Other modifications, considered earlier,concern the
-turbulent energy constraints in the near-wall region diffusive term in the 6 equation but none of the
in sense of proposals given blChieng and Launder 1980 . remedies proved to be equally benefitial in different,

In the second part of the work the use was made of flow situations and have not been pursued further in

the two-scale model of turbulence (Hanjalid, Launder this work.
and Schiestel, 1979), with some minor modifications Two-scale model
concerning the division of the energy spectrum and the The idea of modelling separately the dynamics of
consequent redefinition of the empirical coefficients. low and high wave-number parts of the energy spectrum,
The work is still in progress and the preliminary as implied by the two-scale model of Hanjalid, Launder
results of the application of the two-scale models are. and Schiestel (1979), seems particularly atractive for
encouraging. predicting the flows subjected to strong variation of

The models were used to calculate a number of the external conditions. Indeed, the two-scale k-E, model
pulsating turbulent water and air flows having diffe- produced a more adequate response of some steady - -

rent frequencies and amplitudes of the external pertur- homogeneous and wall flows that were exposed to sudden
bations. Particular attention was paid to the results changes of pressure gradient. The improvements
of experimental simulation of tidal flow of Anwar and reported in the above-mentioned paper encouraged us to
Atkins (1980) with large period of oscilation, in which employ the same model to the periodic flows, considered
the responses of turbulent stresses during the here. The two-scale k-& model produced, however, somew-
acceleration and deceleration periods show distincly hat better predictions (e.g. Fig.t ), but they appear
different features and a visible hysteresis. to be still inferior to those obtained by single-scale

stress model.
CONSIDERED MODELS AND THEIR MODIFICATIONS As it was noted earlier, it is believed that the

Single-scale stress-dissipation model two-scale model failed to produce all the effects that
It is generally recognized that the weakest point were expected because the energy spectrum was divided

in the single-point closure models is the transport at too high wave number with too much energy asigned to

* equation governing the turbulence scale. Most of the the low wave-number portion of the spectrum. Attempts
models employ at present the turbulence energy have been made, therefore, to move the partitioning wave

dissipation rate F which, in combination with the number into the production region as to include the mean "-
kinetic energy, yields the characteristic time or length rate-of-strain effect into the equations governing the
scale of turbulence. The source term in the equation for high wave-number structure. Positive effects, achieved

is usually modelled In form: by considering all stress components in the single.cale Ir
model, discussed earlier, give some justification for

(S) exploring aniallI-stress var iant of the two-scale model .
where P is the production of turbulent kinetic energy. This approach requires however an extensive testing of

Serious criticisms have been placed in the past on various stady flows to determine a number of new empi-
this formulation, the major one being that the source rical coefficients, before the model is applied to an
of & is too closely linked with the source of kinetic unsteady situation.
energy itself. Bearing in mind that & represents in In the moment of writing this paper we had comple-
fact the energy transfer rate across the wave number ted only the preliminary testing of the model in homoge-
spectrum which equals the energy dissipation rate only This remedy has an effect only in stress-models while
under the conditions of spectral equilibrium, one may in k-6 model it reduces to the standard form.
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neous flows. The starting set of the equations can be An attempt to confirm this assumption was mad" Dy
written in the form: replotting the velocity profiles of some reported cases

2. (4) of periodic flows,where the standard form of logarithmic
. .  y 6,. law did not show a convincing universality, such as in

the mentioned flow of Anwar and Atkins.Hweverbecausef
"1 02-7: (5) the large experimental scatter of data it was not

possible to draw a definite conclusion. Yet, the 1/2

.6a 3' .Da,-(6)'computations that used the well function based on k
1/2

•"' " "-, f'/ p ( showed improvements and were used consistently in all
cases presented here..-.,.C# -k-i. * Csj. Cell ett *t (7)

/, 4t As far as the turbulence parameters are concerned,

-P where indices Ilp" and 't" refer to the production and their modelling in the wall region requires a specific

transfer regions of the energy spectrum, respectively, approach. Most of the numerical finite difference or

P i Is the stress production and I.. pressure redistri- finite volume schemes presume linear variation of all
bu Ion. The latter term was model In the manner dependent variables between the grid nodes as computati-.'poosed bmLonee17o onally most economical. This practice seems to be satis-
pooebLunrta- 7)factory everywhere except in the vicinity of the rigid

For the beginning it was assumed that coefficients wall where turbulent parameters may exhibit a very
in all terms of stress equations for "p" and 't" region steep variation. This is particularly important for the
have the same valuesequal to those in the single-scale control] cell closest to the wall which may encompass
model. The model, applied to a series of homogeneous not only the viscous sublayer, but also a portion of
flows, that were considered at the, 1980-81 AFOSR-HTTM fully turbulent regime. Chieng and Launder (1980) split
Stanford Conference, produced in the whole better the near-wall cell into two parts. The wall-adjacent
reproduction of the experimental data than the single- part represents the viscous layer, the edge of which is

: -scale model. This is Illustrated in Fig I., where, defined by a prespecified value of turbulent Re-number.
comparison is given between the predictions of kinetic By assuming a quadratic variation of kinetic energy and
energy distribution, obtained by two models, in an zero shear stress in the inner zone and linear variations
axisymmetric contraction of Tan-atichat (1980). of both properties in the outer part, the mean values

The solution of the full set of equations (4) to (7) of the energy production and dissipation over the cell

in a more complex flows does not seem rational at were evaluated.

present and we turned to a simplified form which solves The idea can be extended to presume the variation
the contracted form of the equation (5) (for kt), while of each stress component over the first numerical cell
the individual stress components in "t" region are and to calculate the average values of source terms in
calculated from algebraic expressions worked out on the each transport equation of a full-stress turbulence mO-
basis of equation (5). In this way only two new diffe- del, but the uncertainties in formulating the source
rential equations are solved in addition to the single- terms within the viscous region discourage any attempts
-scale stress model. This work is still in progress. in this direction.

Treatment of the near-wall region In this work .je adopted a simpler route and calcu-
A common practice to avoid the need for incorpora- lated only the averaged value of& over the cell, but

ting the viscous and nearwall effects into the modelled related the values of normal stresses in the first grid
transport equations and solving them within the viscous point to that of the shear stress,which was calculated
sublayer is to employ wall functions by which the from the mean momentum equation. Because the kinetic
viscosity-affected region is bridged over. The boudary energy is used only to obtain the average 4we adopted a
condition for the man velocity, specified in the first parabolic expression k-(ay+b)2/ 3 to define the variation
point of the numerical grid, placed usually just of k in the outer part of the cell, while in the inner
outside the viscous layer, is defined most often by part we employed the quadratic distribution as Chieng
means of the logarithmic velocity law, which is assumed and Launder (Fig.2).
to prevail even under a severe variation of the exter- k.es mo
nal flow conditions. A number of authors presume that k.10 3  rwo-scole stress model
the standard form of the law of the wall remains valid 1O (m2/s2) --- Single-scole stress modelat every time instant in an unsteady situation. This a Experiments(Tan-atichat)

assumption relies on condition that the phase shift of 8
the mean velocity in the logarithmic region equals that
of the wall shear stress. This argument was confirmed 6/ --1

directly for a case of periodic boundary layer by
Cousteix et al (1981) on the basis of their own
experimental results and data of Patel (1977). However, 4"
one should bear in mind that in the cases considered -.
the amplitude of the mean velocity oscilation was not 2
very high (in fact less than l5 of the time averaged 0 8 12 16 xcm)"
mean velocity) and the conclusion may not hold for Fig. 1.- Variation of kinetic energy in an axisymmetric
higher amplitudes or different frequencies. If the contraction
amplitude of the periodic velocity component increases
sufficiently to bring the phase-averaged (ensemble-
averaged) velocity at a certain time instant close to
zero or to have negative values, logarithmic law will Y,
fail. The argument can be extended to a case of

-- oscillating turbulent flow with zero time mean velocity.
Hence the question may be raised about the limiting 2
amplitude ratio up to which the standard law of the k=(oy-b)
wall mayl, regarded as valid. Bearing this in mind,the
use of k as the velocity scale in the logaritmic law,
as proposed by Launder and Spalding (1973) appears to
be an atractive proposition for periodic flows. In this 0.
way the logarltmic law may be expected to extend its
validity not only to cases of large amplitude of
periodic velocity oscilations, but also to other "2
situations in which the ratio U 2 /k does not remain
constant.

Fig.2.- Distribution of kinetic energy in the near-wal.

region

.'.

• " 8.14 .
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With the assumption that in the outer part the local&f We consider first the experiments of Anwar and

my be approximated by &- k
3/2/(Cy)

disy b ution pyi e ld a s~imp lY), the adopted Atkins (1980) that were obtained in a flume in which
distribution of k yields a simple expression for the the water was first accelerated at a constant rate, and
man value of Z over the cell (notation is given in then decelerated for the same period of time. Three
Fig.2 : 4* differents cases were examined with acceleration/

ary, , / (8) deceleration times of T-200,300 and 550 seconds. The
predictions of all three cases were carried out by
means of single-scale stress-dissipation turbulence

where: model with the modifications described earlier. Also the

* case with Tw200 sec. was solved by the both, single-

4* L)%,,b -scale and double-scale k- I models. The solution of the
-- Y Yr ; equations was accomplished by use of Patankar-Spalding

(1972) parabolic numerical scheme, which was modified

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS as to be applicable to unsteady situations.

Frequency and amplitude are the parameters that Fig.3. shows the mean velocity variation in time
characterize the unsteady turbulent flows and these can for T-200 sec. together with the normal ised turbulent
be varied in a wide range. In his review lecture
L.W. Carr (1981) attempted to clasify the available V/Dat (Ta2Os5J

experimental, data on unsteady boundary layers according a O[m/s] 0 mean velocity
to these to variables and concluded that, although low Reynolds stress experiment

amplitude or low frequency does not necessarily mean RenIssrs
qusisteady behaviour, there is a small range of -as.O.8 - numerical prediction

amplitude and frequency for which no unsteady effects .
have been reported. He concluded further that, provided
the frequency remained lower than the critical value 1.0 0.6 0..

" (related to turbulent bursts), the turbulent structure a-
* remains unaffected by oscilation of the flow field. This
" argument holds if one considers the properties averaged C6 0.4

over a large number of cycles in periodic situations. 0.-
However, there are flows of practical relevance, such
as tidal currents, where a strong influence upon the a2.2

turbulence mechanism was noticed due to the flow 0 300 .00
unsteadyness, although the frequency of oscilation was 100 200 300
very low (Anwar and Atkins). The analysis of a detailed
behaviour of turbulence properties and global parameters Fig.3 - Temporal variation of velocity and Reynolds
over a single cycle seems to be in such cases of a siear stress

,. significant theoretical and practical importance. O
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shear stress close to the free surface (at the reference We consider next the two flows markedly different
boundary layer edge, y/6-1). The predicted i"; curve from the previous one. These are the pulsating flow in a
shows a good qualitative behaviour, with a pro ounced channel, investigated by Acharya and Reynolds (1975)
time lag behind the mean velocity. It should be pointed with frequencies of 24 and 40 Hz, but small amplitude,
out that the absoulute values of .ruj are very small and the oscillating boundary layer in zero pressure
and a discrepancy between the predic ed and experimental gradient, explorea by Cousteix et al (1977) with large
data should not be regarded as serious, as could be seen amplitude (- 37%), and frequency of 43 Hz. A selection
in Fig.4, where detailed distribution of ulu is given of predicted results, compared with experimental data
at several points in the cycle, is given in figures 7 to 12. Fig. 7 presents the

Fig. 4 shows the predictions obtained by the three prediction of the phase-averaged velocity profiles at
mentioned types of turbulence model. All three models several characteristic time instants with in a cycle of
mietioed typresuts f tur cepmodel. alrees mh Coustix et al. flow. The obtained results are in
yielded the results in acceptable agreements with
experiments, though the sing .--scale stress model seems excellent agreement with measurements. The predicted J.

superior, in particular during the deceleration part of phase heft of the velocity across the flow, shown in
the cycle. Even better agreement wals achieved in case Fig. 8 may also be regarded as satisfactory. The same

with T- 550 as shown in Fig.5. could be concluded for the boundary layer shape factor
which is shown in Fig. 9, but in a specific way as to

Fig.6 shows the hysteresis of turbulent shear emphasize its hysteresis. In the same figure the
stress and kinetic energy as well as their ratio at maximum- and the wall values of the shear stress are
three different flow depths. In all cases shown, the presented, exhibiting also a visible hysteresis. The
hysteresis is very pronounced what may have a maximum values do not agree well with the experiments - -

significant practical consequences for example on (the authors did not quote the wall values), what is
transport of sediment or dispersion of pollutants in surprising, considering an excelent reproduction of the
natural water bodies. The hysteresis of -7u /k ratio, mean velocity profiles.
on the other hand, is an indication of the 8eparture of
turbulence structure from the local equilibrium and is Similar shapes of hysteresis wre exhibited by both

probably the cause of discrepancy between the predic- shear and normal stresses in the experiment of Acharya

tions obtained with k-6and stress models. Fig. 6 indi- and Reynolds. In this case the predictions are in much

cates also that the hysteresis, though qualitatively closer agreement with experiments as shown in Fig. 10
the same, has different intensity at different depths, for three different positions in the flow.

the larger values occuring in the outer flow region Interesting shapes and orientation of hysteresis
closer to the water surface, curves require a careful analysis, but we have not been

r. 20-.4 Predictions-.
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able as yot to correlate any of tne cnaracteriscic 0. 0.6

parameters. 0.4 0..

* Finnaly, in Fig.1 the variation across the flow ,
of the amplitudes and phases of the mean velocity and a.2 -0,2- .
some components of turbulent stressesis presented. The,
overal agreement with the experiments can be regarded 0 ' ' 0 "
as acceptable though some improvement would be 0 a002 0m a0o.6 .0OC 50 0 -SO -00 -50 -200
desirable. At present we were not able to explain the ALF n2/s) 2, )
excessive discrepancy of A U in the region close to 91,4
the wall. Fig.11 - Amplitudes and phase shifts of mean velocity

and turbulent stresses: -predictions,
CONCLUSIONS -experiments (Acharya and Reynolds, J975) *4

Three different types of periodic unsteady flows
were analysed and predicted: The flow with a very low and Hercegovina. A large part of computation was carried
frequency and large amplitude, the second one with out in the Computer Centre of Energoinvest. Sincere

large frequency but small amplitude, and the third thanks are due to our colleagues R. Selimovid and 4.'

type with large values of both parameters. Attention S. Vasid for their valuable help in carrying out the
was concentrated to the behaviour of ensemble-averaged numerical computations.

turbulent stresses within a single cycle of the flow
oscillation. All three cases showed clearly that the REFERENCES
turbulence structure lags behind the mean flow field Achary", K., Reynolds, h.C.,1975,Rept.TF-8,4ech.Eng.Dept.,
and that both mean-flow- and turbulence parameters show Stanford Univ.
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ABSTRACT is being performed in an unsteady flow water tunnel

Experimental results for a fully develope recently built at Iowa and the study has already
periodic turbulent pipeflow and a time-man zero yielded a large volume of very useful data. Both the ..

* . pressure gradient periodic turbulent boundary layer are pipeflow and boundary layer studies have been/will be '
described in detail elsewhere. The present paperpresented. Both of them are characterized by large c tai of stherjor resultspfrom the two -ampitue ad fequnc of oscllaion Thir contains some of the major results from the two

amplitude and frequency of oscillation. Their studies. The experimental results are used to study
similarities and differences are discussed. the similarity and differences in the response of

Knlo w pipeflow and boundary layer flow to imposed external
periodicity. The main features that distinguish both

There has been considerable interest, in recent the present studies from most other similar studies are
years, in the study of unsteady turbulent shear the combination of high frequency and large amplitude
flows. This is because of their many practical oscillation, wall shear stress measurements in the
applications such as helicopter rotor blade flows, pipeflow experiments and Reynolds shear stress
turbomachinery blade flows, aircraft flutter, gusts on measurements in the boundary layer experiments. The
structures etc. Some fundamental experimental studies experiments are briefly described below.
of the structure of turbulent shear flows which are
subjected to an externally imposed deterministic PIPEFLOW EXPERIMENTS
unsteadiness have been reported in the past few Experimental Conditions
years. These include studies of fully developed These experiments were performed in a longperodt tubulntflow [e.g., Ntzushina, Maruyama and.-"""-:Shiozaki (1973) f e ,zushia, Maruyaa and Hiraswa circular pipe of radius (R) 2.5 cm and length 10 meters
(1975)aKi (1979), tiz ma, ryaa and ira (1980). etthrough which water flow was maintained at a cross- - .(1975), Kirmse (1979), Ramaprian and Tu (1980). etc.,)] setoa"tm-veaevlct Um faot1ms

and studies of periodic turbulent boundary layers sectional, time-average veloclty mbof about 1 m/s,

[e.g., Cousteix, Houdeville and Javelle (1981), Parikh, corresponding to a mean Resnoldd number of about
Reynolds and Jayaraman (1982), etc.]. A comprehensive 50,000. This Reynolds number was modulated by varying
reveyo and Sataen ( , t ertc.. An comrehenwsivade the discharge through the pipe sinusoidally with time

revew f te sateof heartin hisfied ws mde using a rotating sleeve valve at the pipe exit. Theby Carr (1981) and hence will not be repeated here.
While these studies have provided a significant amount details of the apparatus and experiment are describedofinformatinon the effet pofioed rificty on in Ramaprian and Tu (1982). Detailed measurementsof nformation on the effect of imposed periodicity on including instantaneous longitudinal velocities, U
the behavior of turbulent shear flows, there are a (sn rqec-hfe D)adisatnoswl ':'''

large number of areas in which information is either (using frequency-shifted LDA) and instantaneous well
not available or is controversial. This is shear stress, Tw (using a flush mounted hot film gage)
particularly true for flows in which the imposed were obtained.

periodicity is at a frequency large enough to interact The instantaneous velocities U were decomposed - .
with a dominant frequency of the turbulent motions-- into time-mean component U, periodic component U and
such as the "bursting" frequency, and/or has a large random component u, by obtaining ensemble averagesover
amplitude. There is a general feeling that imposed 1000 cycles of oscillation. The first series of
periodicity has no effect on the time-mean properties experiments included measurements of steady flow at
of the flow. However, previous work by the present five different Reynolds numbers ranging from 20,000 to
authors on pipeflow (referred earlier) showed that the 80,000. These experiments were used not only to test
time-mean velocity distribution in a pipe shows a small the experimental procedures but also as the basis for
but measurable effect of imposed periodicity. There is obtaining information on the quasi-steady flow (i.e.,
no general concensus on the quantitative response of flow at infinitely low ocillation frequency). The
wall shear stress and near-wall flow to imposed quasi-steady behavior was then compared with the
periodici ty. In fact, no data on shear stress at the results of the second series of experiments, in which
wall or Reynolds shear stress distribution in the the flow was oscillated sinusoidally around a mean
unsteady shear flows are available at high frequencies Reynolds number of 50,000. Two oscillation frequencies
and large amplitudes of imposed oscillation. (f), namely 0.5 Hz and 3.6 Hz were studied. The higher

An extensive program of study of periodic frequency Is of the order of the estimated mean

turbulent shear flows has been in progress at Iowa bursting frequency in the flow. The lower frequency
can be considered to be an intermediate frequency atduring the last several years. Under this program a which the flow still deviated significantly from quasi-

comprehensive study of fully developed periodic steady behavior. In both experiments the amplitude of
turblent pipeflow haS been completed. This was modulation y of the velocity U was large enough
followed by the study of a turbulent boundary layer in (151 at 3.6U9z and 641 at 0.5 Hz' to yield new and
a periodically modulated freestream. This latter study significant results. From the measurements made,

_ _ .18



":t Fdetailed information on various aspects such as turbulent transport either to the local mean flow or
velocity, turbulence intensity and Reynolds shear turbulent structure at an instant (in a quasi-steady
stress was obtained, the last quantity being determined manner) cannot accurately describe such flows. This is
from the momentum equation. seen in figure 2, where the predictions of the unsteady

flow obtained by using a well-known eddy viscosity
Results model are shown. Details of this calculation method

As already mentioned, only the major results will are discussed in Ramaprian and Tu (1982). The
be in this paper. departure of the flow from structural equilibrium isdiscussed Illustrated by Figure 5 which shows the behavior o a

Time-Man Velocity Profile. The time mean velocity characteristic "structure parameter" a_ - E- <uv>/u' "
,istribuio across during the oscillation cycle. This 'parameter shoulddlsrlotl acrssthe pipe is shown for the two.-,

oscillation frequencies (Fig. 1). In each case the remain constant at a value of about 0.26 in an

results are compared with those for a quasi-stead equilibrium flow. The variation of a, in the periodic
(zero-frequency) flow of the same amplitude . It is flow, therefore, demonstrates the Rreakdown of the
seen that at the higher frequency, there Is aU~mall but structural equilibrium, partially during the cycle at

*-2 perceptible decrease In the velocity near the intermediate frequency and completely at the high

wall (n a y/R a 0) which is more clearly seen as a frequency.
corresponding increase in velocity near the centerline
as required by global continuity. The effect on the "-"

mean velocity at the lower frequency is, however, much The pipe flow experiments, while being very
smaller. Unfortunately, the geometry of the tube did extensive, had two limitations. These are (I) the
not allow measurements to be made at closer distances uncertainty of the measurements very near the wall
from the well than shown in the figure. It was in fact (caused by the wall curvature) and (ii) the lack of
observed that the time-mean velocity distribution does direct measurements of the ensemble-averaged Reynolds
not follow the universal logarithmic law, especially at shear stress <uv>. These limitations have been removed
the higher frequency. in the complimentary experiments on a periodic boundary

layer on a flat plate currently under progress. A two-
-'litude and Phase Results. The phase averaged local component LDA system is being used in these experiments
velocity at any point y away from the wall and at a so that u', v' and <uv> can be measured directly. A
phase position 6 in the oscillation cycle can be large andPunlque unsteady flow water tunnel has been I%
represented, to a good approximation, by built for this study. The tunnel is designed such that

the freestream velocity at the test section can be
Figure <U) (y,e) * 1 + Yucos (6 + varied with time in a prescribed manner. Fig. 6 shows

a layout of the tunnel. The tunnel works under a
Figure 2 shows the amplitude ratio [(y, )/(y U )] and constant head of about 8 meters. The test section is
the phase angle , of the phase-averagd vel TiV, for 50 cm x 22.5 cm in cross section and 2.4 m in length.
the two oscillatign frequencies. The results, in each A smooth brass plate 50 cm wide x 2.4 m long forming
case, are compared with the exact solution [from Uchida the bottom wall of the test section is used as the test
(1956)] for fully developed periodic laminar flow in surface for the boundary layer studies. The tunnel has
the same pipe at the same frequency. It is seen that presently been set up for a freestream velocity
the turbulent and laminar flow results are very variation given by .

different from each other. The turbulent flow exhibits
a larger overshoot in amplitude and a very much larger U -'U [I + y cos (2ift)]
"Stokes layer" within which unsteady effects are

present. More striking is the result that the phase withU - 0.90 ins y - 0.4 and f - 2 Hz. (The
angle # does not seem to extrapolate to a value of bursting frequency ini-the boundary layer is estimated
more than about +10 degrees at the wall in the to be about 4 Hz). The amplitude and frequency of
turbulent flow even at the higher frequency, while the oscillation can be varied. It may be noted that,
laminar solution indicates the asymptotic value of +45 because of the wide separation between the oscillation
degrees. frequency and the acoustic frequency in this hydraulic . ,

The phase lead of the wall shear stress was also system, the amplitude and phase of the freestream

found to be less than 10 degrees even at the higher velocity variation is constant along the test

frequency as shown by the filled symbols at n - 0 in section. The description of the tunnel and a complete
Figure 2, thereby corraborating the LDA results for the documentation of the flow quality in the tunnel will be
velocity, available from a forthcoming report. Instantaneous

velocities have been measured at 5 longitudinal
Ensemble Averaged, Turbulence Intensit,. The ensemble locations ranging from (2fx/U)- 8 - 27, with x
averaged rms jurD¥ience intensity u- is defined measured from the contraction exit. The data have been
as u(y,e ) - [<u >1 -. Figures 3 %nd 4 show processed to yield mean, periodic and turbulent
dist ibut Yons of u' across the pipe at a few typical properties of the flow including Reynolds shear stress
phase positions in~the oscillation cycle, for the two and some triple correlations. All the raw as well as
oscillation frequencies. It is seen that at the processed data are on digital tape. Experiments at a

intermediate frequency, the ensemble averaged turbulent lower oscillation frequency of 0.5 Hz will soon begin.

intensity profiles are affected across the entire Only, the data relevant for comparison with the
pipe. Crossovers and distortions can be observed in "high-frequency" pipeflow results will be presented in
these distributions. The Reynolds shear stress this paper. Further, only data from the last measuring .'
distributions (not shown here) were also found to station, corresponding to (2wfx/U) will be used in
exhibit qualitatively the same trend (except in the these comparisons.
outer region during a part of the cycle ) indicating an
equilibrium state between these two turbulent Results
properties. At high frequency (figure 4), the ensemble
averaged turbulent intensity remains frozen in the Time-Mean Velocitt Profile. Figure 7 shows the time-
outer region. The ensemble averaged Reynolds shear mean velocity distributions in the periodic boundary
stress, however, was found, In this case, to vary layer (f - 2 Hz), quasi-steady boundary layer (f - 0)
slightly with Um even In the outer region, at the same amplitude and steady boundary layer for a

freestream velocity of 1 . The quasi-steady and steady
Structural uqilibrium It was observed that at both flow show negligible d'rfference between each other
th e -termeoate and high frequency of oscll'atlon suggesting that nonlinear (Reynolds number) effects are
studied, the mean flow, the turbulent kinetic energy not Important in this case. The unsteady flow results,
and the Reynolds shear stress were mutally out of phase however, Aicate a definite, though small reduction in
with one another. Thus, eddy viscosity type rodels the tlm, ean velocity near the wall, compared to the
either of the "gradient" or "bulk" type relating the quasi-steady flow. This result, thus confirms the



pipeflow results. The apparent increase in the time- REFERENCES
mean velocity in the outer part of pifTT-ow is simply a
consequence of normalizing the velocities by the time- Carr, L.W., "A Review of Unsteady Turbulent Boundary-
mean cross-sectional average velocity 13m, rather than Layer Experiments", IUTAM Symposium on Unsteady
by the time-man centerline velocity Turbulent Shear Flows, Toulouse, France, 1981.-Umax*

Phase and ftlitude Results. The phase *, and Cousteix, J., Houdeville, R., Javelle, J., "Response of t
amplitude (y,) distributions of the local ens mble a Turbulent Boundary Layer to a Pulsation of the --
averaged verocity <U> are shown in figure 8. The External Flow with and without Adverse Pressure
distributions are very similar, even quantitatively, to Gradient", IUTAM Symposium on Unsteady Turbulent Shear -.-

those for pipeflow. The maximum phase shift measured Flows, Toulouse, France, 1981.
near the wall is still of the order of 10 degrees and
the amplitude overshoot near the wall is less than Kirmse, R.E., "Investigations of Pulsating Turbulent
10%. The boundary layer thickness 6 at this station Pipe Flow", Transaction of ASME, 79-WA/FE-I.
was about 4 cm, corresponding to y/d (in figure 8) =

0.4. The nondimensional "Stokes layer' thickness Mizushima, T., Maruyama, T.. Shiozoki, Y., "Pulsating
(about 0.255) in the boundary layer can be seen to be Turbulent Flow in a Tube', J. of Chemical Engineering
comparable to that in the pipeflow. The flow beyond of Japan, v.6, No. 6, 1973, pp. 487-494.
the Stokes layer behaves slug-like in both cases.

Mizushina, T., Maruyama, T., Hiorsawa, H., "Structure ""
Ensemble Averped Turulent Stresses u' ang <uv>. of the Turbulence in Pulsating Pipe Flows", J. of ,
""gures 9 and ls-ow the distributions orP-u- (y,e) Chemical Engineering of Japan, v. 8, No. 3, 1975, pp.
and <uv> (y,e) for a few tyical phase positt s in the 210-216.
complete agreement with the pipeflow resuts at the Parikh, P.G., Reynolds W.C., Jayaramon, R., "Behavior

, higher oscillation frequency. The intensity remains of an Unsteady Turbulent Boundary Layer", AIAA Journal,
frozen during the oscillation cycle in the outer 75 per v. 20, No. 6, 1982, pp. 769-775.
cent of the boundary layer. A similar freeze In the
outer layer is observed in the case of <uv> also. This hamaprian, B.R., Tu, S.W., "An Experimental Study of
last result is in some disagreement with the pipeflow Oscillatory Pipe Flow at Transitional Reynolds
results at 3.6 Hz which indicated a slight modulation Numbers", J.F.M., v. 100, 1980, pp. 513-544.
in <uv> even in the outer region.

Uchida, S., "The Pulsating Viscous Flow Superposed on
Structure parameter. Similar differences between the the Steady Motion of Incompressible Fluid in a Circular
pipe and 5oundry-layer results can be observed in the Pipe", Z.A.M.P., v.7, 1956, pp. 403-421.
behavior of the structure parameter a shown in figure
11. It is seen that very near the wal9 the two results
are very similar. The turbulent structure shows
departure from equilibrium. However, beyond
about 0.25. the turbulent structure in the boundary .
layer seems to be in a state of frozen equilibrium, in
contrast with the pipeflow in which there is a complete
breakdown of structural equilibrium in the outer
flow. This difference in behavior might be ascribed to
the difference between the structure of the outer flow
in the boundary layer and that in fully developed 0 0
pipeflow. The outer flow in the pipe is still 0
controlled by the wall via global momentum and 0 0
continuity constraints whereas the outer flow in the 0 a a
boundary layer is not. The boundary layer data are now 0
being analyzed in grater detail to obtain a better 0
understanding of the response of the different regions 0
of the flow to imposed insteadiness. 0'

COcLUSIOWS
(1) The experimental data on both pipeflows and i.o

boundary layers indicate that externally imposed
periodicity produces a small but detectable effect on

% the time-mean velocity at high frequency and large '
amplitude of oscillation.

(2) Stokes layer thickness, as well as phase and
amplitude of the velocity variation are very similar in
both the flows, with the phase angle near the wall o.8
being of the order of +10 degrees. Thus, the response
of periodic turbulent shear flows is very different
from that of periodic laminar shear flows.

(3) Turbulence structure very near the wall is
disturbed from equilibrium in both the flows at high
frequencies. The outer layer of the boundary layer
flow is in a state of frozen equilibrium while that in
the pipeflow appears to be still disturbed from 0.6 I
equilibrium either partially (at moderate frequencies) 0.0 0.2 o.4 0.6 o.9 1.0

or completely (at high frequencies) during the
oscillation cycle.

ACJKOMULEDGENT Figure 1. Time-mean velocity profiles in unsteady and
quasi-steady pipeflow at Re - 50,000. 0, f - 3.6 Hz,
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Parameterizatoion of Turbulent
Transport in Swirling Flows*
I Theoretical Considerations
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ABSTRACT fluctuation in the case of swirl, so that a Reynolds
A second order closure scheme is proposed for tur- stress is induced in the azimuthal plane. In the heated

bulent transport in swirling flows. Specifically, a flow case, no horizontal fluctuation is necessarily
scheme is constructed according to the sae principles associated with a vertical fluctuation, in the absence
that led to the successful description of buoyancy-driv- of wind shear. Hence, in the swirl case we will have
en turbulent flows (Zeman, 1975; Zeman & Lumley, 1976a, strong coupling between the radial and azimuthal -ompon-
b, c; Lumley et al 1978). In the narrow gap approxima- ants of all fluxes.

* tion the scheme takes on a particularly simple form, We do anticipate that a radial distribution of
which can be rationalized by a simple physical model, angular momentum increasing outward will have a stabil-

izing influence, and will suppress radial transport and
INTRODUCTION reduce the rate of spread of a scalar marker, while a

By swirling flows, we mean flows in which the mean radial distribution of angular momentum decreasing out-
streamlines are locally helical (which have a non-negli- ward will have a destabilizing influence, and will aug-
gible component of azimuthal velocity). We consider ment radial transport, and increase the rate of spread
here only flows which are axisyetric, and we exclude of a scalar marker. This is borne out by experiment
from consideration here flows which are recirculating, (Eskinazi & Yeh, 1956; Wyngaard, 1968). We can also
that is, we consider only flows in which the mean axial construct a simple example to illustrate this. If we
velocity is everywhere positive, consider motion confined to planes perpendicaulr to the

Flows of this type occur frequently in nature and axis, and neglect viscosity and non-linear and unsteady..
technology. The flow in a tornado is of this type, as terms, and assume that fluid displaced radially con-
is that in an aircraft trailing vortex. Flow in a gas serves angular momentum, we can write for the radial
turbine combustor is generally recirculating and not displacement & of a material point
axisymmetric; hence, our considerations will not be

directly applicable to this flow. We hope, however, 1
that a successful parameterization of swirl under these s -2(V/r)(V'+V/r) a h .1)

simplified conditions will lead to an understanding of
t" emoreomple flow, newhere V(r) is the azimuthal velocity. Thus, if V' + V/r

Swirling flows present a challange to the modeler > 0 (radial gradient of angular momentum positive) the

due to the influence on radial turbulent transport of displacement is stable. The induced azimuthal velocity

the radial distribution of azimuthal velocity. This is fluctuation is

weakly analogous to the effect of density stratification v -2V )( 'V/r) (1.2)
in a flow with gravity. That is, a small-disturbance V-(+/) 12

* stability analysis of a layer of fluid heated from below
(Plea otwl,14)ado stemlcrua so that, if V'+V/r > 0, a point displaced outward will

( ipelfed &condtions l, 90)ad o aisunersandircla be moig lwe".'." uronigs oloin o

Couetteflow (raylor, 1923) leads to the same equation, b mi sw tha is uouin. Foli g n
where the radial distribution of angular momentum in the t 0 iota (9),

" te flo distribution we imagine a velocity field u , v which evolves from
Cf uety flo ps tO he rlof e t0 without the influence of rotation, so that we may

*' oftdenity inays the h ae fo li hae ro eo

The analogy is not strict, however, since the mach- write to first order

nisms differ. In the heated flow, a parcel of fluid 0
displaced upward (in the limit of no molecular trans- u u - 2(V/r)(V' V/r)1djdT'u(T

'
) (1.3)

port) carries with it its (potential) temperature UU
(Lumley 4 Panofsky, 1964), and hence experiences a den- Hence, to first order we have
sity anomaly at its new height, if the local (potential)
temperature is different. In the case of swirl, a par- =
cel displaced radially approximately conserves its angu- u7 u [-4(V/r)(V'.V/r)0T

2
1 (1.4)

lar momentum; whether it will return or continue depends ". a1i
on the radial pressure gradient it needs for equilibrium (squaring and averaging (1.3)), where T is a Lagrangian -.

compared to that at its new location. The essential integral time scale for the field udisturbed by rota- bqp

difference is the necessary presence of an azimuthal tion. We see that, if V'+V/r > 0, v
2 
is indeed reduced

below the value for a field without rotation. We may
*Supported in part by the U.S. Office of Naval Research also obtain another form which will be useful for later
under the following programs: Physical Oceanography comparisons. Since, to first order
-Code 422PO), Fluid Dynamics (Code 438), Power (Code
473); in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation t
under grant no. ATM 79-22006 and CHE 79-19817; and in v = v0-(V'+V/r)fu

0
dT (1.5)

part by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific 0
esearch.j we may writs



formal transformation, so Chat -

-0 -(V'V/r)- (1.6)

0 0 7 i*~v
if we take the u v field as having no Reynolds 2 (2.3)
stress. Hence, we may write (1.4) as

_ 2 w -1 _22.xu .X e V -2-
u
2 

= u02[l+46(V/r)Tuv/ u
02 ] (1.7) 

.

This form should be compared with a similar form from where Ve js the physical azimuthal velocity. 2 Hence,
Sneither u nor u2 is physically a velocity; u is an

Lumley et aL (1978) for the vertical velocity: angular velocity, and u2 an angular momentum. These are

mathematically the most convenient coordinates; however,
2 
. w02[l+6g& T/ew2 ] for comparison with experiment it is necessary to changew to physical velocities. Only the azimuthal component

where g is the acceleration of gravity, and e and e0 the need be changed (since gil - 33 * 1); for the physical

fluctuating and mean potential temperature respective- component we have

ly. In the case of an atmospheric inversion Ow becomes 1/2
negative, effectively cutting off vertical transport; u

2
(j 22) = r2(-22)l/

2 
= Ve (2.4)

here we may expect uv to become negative in a region of
positive V'+V/r, also cutting off radial transport. To simplify the notation, where no confusion can

While it is tempting to try to parameterize swirl Te sipli the notat
directly in a k-C model (Jones & Launder, 1973) using arise, we will omit the bars.
forms such as (1.4) and (1.6), we will give our atten- i AP RES TR
tion here to the development of a more complete Reynolds
stress model similar to that developped by Zeman (1975),Zema & umle (176ab, ) an Luley t a (198)•Working in Cartesian coordinates for the moment, we""'

Zainb, c)oandhLumol, wt ay (197. may split the pressure into two components in a well- ..

From the experience gained from this model, we my hope known way (Lumley, 1978):
to be in a better position to develop a simple param-
eterization. ( 1 ) ,-(2)

In modeling of swirling flows, there are more prob- -P = 2U .i/0 = juj~ i  (3.1)
lems than the parameterization of turbulent transport. ' i ,ii .. ...
In particular, the equation for the dissipation, or where p(l) is referred to as the linear or "rapid"
equivalently for a length scale, has not been satisfact- part of the pressure, while p(2) is the return-to-
orily extended to axisymetric non-swirling flows; a be- isotropy part.
ginning has been made on its extension to swirling flows Isotrop y t
(Launder at al, 1977), but it is expected that bringing for the third moment, the convection and production
this effort to a satisfactory conclusion will be non- t a h d p e le rtrivial. However, we will not treat this difficult terms, and the "rapid" pressure correlation terms, were ----
trivl. hwever e wpeieal otteatd this difficun of smaller order than the other terms, and could be neg-
problem here. Recent experimental evidence (Ramaprian & lected. Here, however, we will have to retain these
Shivaprasad, 1981) indicates that it is the differences tedh
in the turbulent transport that are largely responsible aem when they are multiplied by the swirl component,
for the observed differences in structure in turbulent since we are presuming that to be the dominant effect.

", boundary layers; hence, by attacking the transport first Thus, we will need a form for the "rapid
we feel we are according appropriate priorities, pressure correlations.

We can write (still in Cartesian coordinates)

MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

will work in cylindrical coordinates. If x
,

, -P / 2U i j I dK (3.2) . ,

a a Cartesian system, we define the cylindrical .rs_-I, _2, .. j .111%
system x ,x , by where

* 1 . -1O
- 2

x x coax
- 2f*. d K - 7~ -u (3.2)

xsinx (2.1) f r a

x3  -
If we write

We use the notation of Lumley (1970), appendix 2. The Iiljrs " f0jrs i 1 /2d- (3.4)

transformation matrices are given by then liljrs most satisfy the following conditions:

co x _x sinx 0 coax sinx 0 i t. . * u us' iljr = 
Ilijrs; lirs j r a

-2.l --1 -2 0 (2.2 _2-_ -- (3.5)"'i. xcoax o - 1 0; 1 1'

0 1 0 0 illrs iljrs iljsr

The =nly non-zero Christoffel symbols are r12  - r212 If we take a general linear form for II-rs in terms
.The :ynn-r i t i esbors iagonal, with of ujurus, we find that the coniitions are

t xl, r221 -- The !tric tensor is diagonal, with sufficient to determine all the coefficients, giving

11 33 = 1, 522 - x ) . Rather than attempting to
obtain equations for the fluctuating velocities, and to
form from them equations for the Reynolds stress and 1il (2/5)6- (1/10)(6 7 -.. 6

higher moments, we will write the equations for the (3.6)i-ra-1ra.r
moments directly in general tensor form and specialize
them for our particular case. This is the same form which produces the pressure trans-

Note that we will use the co- and contravariant
velocities obtained from the Cartesian velocities by



port expression Equation (4.4) is not as serious an approximation as
- writing (. Corrsin, 1972), since we

-p uk/0 ijkij q k
2
uh/5 (3.7) are dealing here only with the diagonal components. . .

(Lumley, 1978) which has been so success ful (Janicka & THE EQUATIONS FOR THE MECHANICAL THIRD MOMENTS

Lumley, 1981a, b;(Taulbee & Lumley, 1981).
Th ul~l) creaio nteeqain frWe follow the approach outlined in Lumley (1978).

u Tuu consists of) exression (3.2) pls the o o There, however, we showed that the convection and pro-
uij"- c s er npduction terms were of higher order relative to the term

permutations. On the left side of the equations we have retained, and could be neglected. Here, we suppose thatthe terms (still in Cartesian coordinates)reand n od eegee.Hewespoeta..-,
at least some of the mean velocities and their gradients
are large enough to keep the convection and production

U '-- + U + 4k, U 7 i- (3.8) terms; in particular, we expect the azimuthal (physical)
Whent ei,1 jk 17 k k velocity to be large, and the radius small, so that

When these are combined with the rapid pressure terms
obtained from (3.2) by use of' (3.6), we find that they (V8 /r)(Lt/u) - 0(0) (5.1)

combine to give

even as £t/r + 0, where I3 is a urbu~ent length
(2/5)S =u'u. + (2/5)S + (2/5)Sk17 iu j  (3.9) scale, defined, say, by C - u /It, 3u - q , and L i .

illIk jlr1 1k a scale characteristic of cross-stream gradients of

where Sij is the strain race, (ll2)(Ui +U 3 axial velocity,

Note that the expression resulting from the combi- aV /r "/ (5.2)
nation of (3.2) and (3.6) satisfies realizability in the z zimax
sense that they vanish when the velocity components in
question vanish. (where IV I is the maximum difference in V , the ax-

Hence, the net effect of the "rapid" pressure is to ial veloc~iy'. Reasoning in this way, we will keep all
remove the contribution of the vorticity to the produc- convection and production terms involving the azimuthal
tion, and to reduce the contribution of the strain rate velocities, and neglect the rest. The order of magni- .'
to the production. tude analysis of Lumley (1978) can be carried over

exactly, otherwise, since we may work in Cartesian
THE VISCOUS TERMS coordinates and transform to generalized coordinates

afterward.
Appearing in each equation for a third moment, we In general coordinates, then, the equation for

have a viscous term. For example, in the equation for uiujuk becomes (incorporating the results of sec-
(now in general coordinates) we have a term cion 3)

of the form

(7j-ujuk) UP+ (2I5)S?~u u *. (2/5)S

-(2I3)CI/q 
2 )(Si q~u. j + gi .2 ijkk +pj jpik. (-1 d

* (2/5)Spu u u. (=. P up +

(see Lumley, 1978). In a simple situation in which the k p i ,pUuk -kpP
equations are not cross-coupled (no buoyancy, no rota-

tion) it is straight-forward to calculate 7u i  from + -3C,(-/q)
the equation for 7u and substitute it. + ( uk), upuulk (5.3)

Here, however, the equations are strongly cross-
coupled, and the complexity introduced by these viscous . .
terms is formidable. We propose a simplification which + CE/q2)(C _2)(gijq g q u + g. q2u)/3
will retain some of the physics. + g."

In the viscous terms only, in cylindrical coordi-
nates, we propose to write where, for simplicity of notation in this section and

below we are suppressing the overbars which would other- '-.

S 2 wise indicate that these velocities are written in a
q 2uuku/ = uU2uk =u 3u (4.2) general non-Cartesian coordinate system. We will, of

course, apply also the results of section 4 to the last

so that, for example, the viscous terms in the equation term when we write (5.3) in component form.
The only velocity we retain is the azimuthal, U2;

for u 3u1, can be replaced in the following way: hence

-(2/3) C lq
2

) 33q
2

u I -2(-./q 2)g 3 3 u2 
u 1 k)p":: .'-.'k.2..2

q2(glq 2)u 2 )U U P . u.- - r . -u )u (5.4)

12 p j k j2 i p k k2 i j p

The term is now of the same form as the return to iso- p k i k i
tropy term (Lumley, 1978), and can be combined with it, since 2/l

2 of all quantities is taken to be zero by

the net result being a change in the value of the time axisyetry.scale. We ae saying, effectively, that ai~er."''- ."
scal. W aresayng, ffetivey, hatThe mean velocity gradients we retain are

maui 22,1

where Cam is the a-component of the dissipation. This so that the non-zero components of the strain race are
is surely somewhat in error, because the dissipation
should be more nearly isotropic than the velocity at
large Reynolds ambers. The error, however, should be S12 S 2

1  (l/2) X21 arl 
U 2 7 (5.6)• -

small relative to the errors introduced by our other ap- -" "
proximations, and the simplification is considerable.



If for simplicity we write and we may write the solution in terms of Sij:

C.-/3¢ lt, A - r212u
2  

(2/5)S
2
1  3 )

3C. q2 1/T A) 3(,1) u

Cl/q
2
)(Ci-2) K/T, B " (2/5)S' 2 -

1
2 2 U2 (5.7)

u1u 2  (u 7-),p u U2 2(Zu2P) u 1.
(1-3K)/T li/T'", (1-K)/T l/T'

then our equation can be written as Ulu 2  2(u 2) Fupu 2  (i 2),P' U"
"

1

-3hu2. 1 3(u ) U u 3 '-u 3
I/T (5.8)

p 3(u72),Pu2

'5.' -ut~a +  ua  + (5.19) .
-2Auju 2 + Bu 3 (u

2
) puu 2 (5.1(5.9) We may nov collect the terms and write in matrix form

. 2(ulu2),pu ul - ,u" T"ut

'pp-u32u

+ 22 u2) UP-- U ' /

p'

!'J" ° -m + <
"
2(uiu3:),p-'u + ( u uiu--" iT' C(5.11) 3B1 1u~u+ 12u u 2 2B'1 2 uu 1+28t 3u~u2 BIuPu 1 +38 14uu2"?

2 - 321luPul+B22uPu 2 2822uPul+26 2 3uPu 2 823uuj+382su1u2

3Buu
2
2 + 3(u

2
2) upuu2 -

3
2/T'' (5.12)

03 lu Pu 1+ 032uPu 2 20 3 2uPu 1+2 B3 3u u 2 83 3 u 1+034 u 2

Py - -F 22 -Vu 1u' + 2(u3) u 2 ( -u 2 u 2
3/T' (5.13) ")

"" 'p (u
2

)"
'p

~2r~ - P(5.20)+ + + (,3) -u, 2  x ....2)

(5.14.)..,

S p -)
*(u u3). pu uI =-ulu 2u 3/T pU

The fourth component can also be written in this form:

-2 ulu2""3 + Iu.pu u3 + 2(u 3 ),pPuu I I-u 3 /T'

(5.15) u
3
2 . (u21), [3 84u puI + 042uu2J

(5.16) 
-

_p__

These equations may be separated into non-interacting + (u22) ( B 3uPu1 + 3 04 uPu 2] (5.21)
groups. For example, (5.11) and (5.13) are dependent
only on each other; (5.14), (5.15) and (5.16) also form-
an autonomous group; and (5.8), (5.9), (5.10), (5.12) We see the appearance here of the same matrix form
are also mutually dependent, found by Zeman (1975), Zeman & Lumley, 1976a, b, c;Let us take the largest group first. If we define Lumley et al (1978), and the coefficients are of theLet. ut te rs rpgeneral type (1.7).

0 1 + 3ABT'T'', a' - 1 + 3ABT'T'' + 4ABT
'2  

(5.17) The group of three equations may be attacked in a
similar way. If we define a matrix

then we may define a matrix• . • +2ABTT' 2AT 2A2TT ..

0 ."_"____-_r X (5.18) 81 -BT T/T' AT (5.22)
eij EM 5 ij 1 .+..BT'x '.._
ij"O.0(. )2B 2

TT' -2BT 1+2ABTT'

.v ,'/tor, 3AT" 6A
2

'T"/A 6A
3
T't"

2
/ n

-BIT" 1 2At'IO 2AZr'T"I

2B2T T"/Q -2BT'/I 1 AT'

2 -
2
T'T" /0 -2T' I At'

-- 6l3 't"-2/i0 6B3rT"Via -33V t"/=

9.4



then the solution may be written as If we make the narrow gap assumption, then for tur-
bulent quantities the only important covariant deriva-
tive is radial, and chat is essentially given by the

ulu 3  ordinary radial derivative.
Now we can write

(u(1
2 ) ,ulu 3 - (u.U 3 ) Uu

2 U3(5.26)

(uW2)) ulu33 (u2u3),UlU2
12) 3 2( lu 3) 2)P2(uu-' (u lu 2 ),u lu 3 - (1/2)C(ulu3) lu 2 + (u2u 3 ),u 1 /

-- u'u2) p A 3 + (u-3),p u p u 2 + 
(=V 3), p Ul With the approximation (5.26), we can write

(u2) puu3 + 2( P3 ) u
pu-

(5.23

Now, however, when we expand, we cannot directly write 3

the result in the form (5.20) due to the presence of
such terms as uPu 3. 30' 1 1u

l u 1+(3/2) 1 2ulu2  (3/2)0' 12 ulu 1+36 13ulu 2
" It is tempting to suppose that u3 is produced from
* the mean 3-velocity gradient by the u 1 fluctuation, and ..- "---

that the u 2 fluctuations are principally due to angular 32' 2 1 ulu 1+(32)5'2 2 uu 2 C32)B' 2 2uu 1 35' 2 3u u2

momentum conservation under 1-excursions. This is a
kind of mixing length assumption, leading to u3ulft2.)
Then we can write 1

x (5.27)

and the third component also can be written in this

u u37 2 = u 2u 3u Pu 2  (5.24) fom

- p - p--u u 2 u3  (u lu 3 ) [38' 3 1u K1+(3/2)$' 32ulu2]

uju2u U P3 -(112)Luju3u u 2 +TT 11~ 2 '1

(5.28)

This, however, is not quite what we need. We need the + (u2u3) l[(3/2) S32u lu+3 '33uu2]

derivatives (u'2),p PU3 etc. If we attempt to write

Finally, we may solve the group of two, defining

(-7) -- (ui)pU U 1  (5.25) 1 + '
___2 (5.29)

even assuming that the coefficients of proportionality ij I+A T' BT'
are not functions of position, we find that (5.25) fails
due to the different groups of Christoffel symbols on and
the two sides.

The only way the issue can be simply resolved is to
assums that f/r C 1, where I is the scale of the radial ulu3

2  
(u3 2 ) puux 2(W'1u 3) 3uu;

gradient of the leynolds stress. This assumption amounts 02 (5
to either very thin shear layers relative to the radius, -2
or to large radius; essentially this is the small gap
approximation familiar in stability analyses of circular
Couette flow. 2) + 2p( 3(u3 2  

),U u2  2(u -u3 ) u u

This is not inconsistent with our previous assump- 'p

tions, which were simply that V9/r is of the same
order as u/A. If X/r C 1 and At/r < 1, but V/r - To place this in the same form as (5.20) and (5.27), we
u/Lt, then V /u - (r/1)(tI/) >>>> I. Hence, we must make the narrow gap assumption, discard ( ),2,
must have very large velocities relative to turbulent and assume
intensities. 7.7

(7-1u3) l1i - 2) Ulu

(5.31)

-- 2
( -,.'- ) a * (u3 ),lu2ui

which can be justified in the same way. Then

U-U
2  (u- 3 S211u lu I  30S22 lu2"'"; -

uj3 - u3 1 tD~ 1  312uu 2 j

(5.32)

u 2u 3
2

(u3 2
) [382 2 1UlUl + 30222u* l2



DISCUSSION
Now, of course, this formalism must be applied to Rose, . . 1962. A swirling round turbulent jet. .

the calculation of well documented swirling flows. It Applied Mach. 29, 12: 615-625.
is necessary first, of course, to model homogeneous Schetz, J. A. 1980. Inrlcin and i2 inurbulent j

swirling flows, like that of Traugott (1958) and of A 98 c2 an !L ent

Wigeland & Nagib (1978), to calibrate the other aspects Flo.w. Progress in Astronautics and Aeronautics, 68; ed.

of the model (notably the dissipation equation) which we M. Suerfield. New York: American Institute of Aero-

have ignored here. nautics and Astronautics.

We should then attempt modeling of such swirling
flows as the swirling jet of Rose (1962), the curved Taulbee, D. B. & Lumley, J. L. 1981. Prediction of thechannel flow of Eskinagi & Yeh (1956), the curved mixing turbulent wake with a second order closure model.

layer of Wyngaard et al (1968) and perhaps even the Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

rotating channel flow of Lezius & Johnston (1972) (see Report No. FDA-8I-O4. Ithaca, New York: Cornell.
also Schetz, 1980). In all of these, (but particularly
the spinning jet), new modeling of the dissipation equa- Taylor, G. I. 1923. Stability of a viscous fluid con-

tion will doubtless be necessary. tained between rotating cylinders. Phil. Tr 223: 4

It is interesting that the primary effect of swirl 289-343.

is not through the pressure terms, as one might have ex-
pected. From section 3 we see that the effect of the Traugott, S. C. 1958. nfluence of solid body rotation

pressure terms is to cancel the effect of rotation (at on screen-produced turbulence. NACA TN 4135.

least as far as the mean velocity gradients are concern-
ed) so that under solid body rotation (Sij - 0) the Wigeland, R. A. & Nagib, H. M. 1978. Grid generated . -
terms in the mean velocity gradients c ontribute Turbulence with and without rotation about the stream-

nothing. Rather, the effect of rotation comes about en- ise direction. Fluids and Heat Transfer Report R7

tirely through the rotation of the coordinate system, an Chicago: Illinois Institute of Technology.

essentially geometrical effect (felt through the convec- W,,Ltive derivative). Of course, it is felt indirectly Wyngard, J. C., Tennekes, H., Lumley, J. L. & Margolis, [[[i
.trve d e ati o core va 2, itishfeltindirecly D. P. 1968. Structure of turbulence in a curved mixing
through the modification of the value of C-15, which
will come about through the second moment equations, and layer. Physics of Fluids 11: 1251-1253.

which appears in the diffusion coefficient in the third Zeman, 0. 1975. The dynamics of entrainment in the
moment equations due to the rotation of the frame. plantary boundary layer: a study in turbulence modeling
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4.4

.. EFFECTS OF ROTATION ON ISOTROPIC TULENCE ""-'

B. AUPOIX, J. COUSTEIX and J. LIANDRAT __

ONERA/CERT
TOULOUSE (FRANCE)

ABSTRACT with k 0 - .k - j, p -"

The reduction of the energy transfer in an initially The equations for the second and third-order cumu-
isotropic turbulence, submitted to a solid-body rotation, lants read -
is brought into evidence with the help of direct simu- ) i/ "'°o°
lation. Direct simulations and large-eddy simulations ( + 2k

2
) SaR(k - (k) T (- p) " 0

are then used to validate an EDQNM model which describes + k) Ta (k, p)] d 2p - p p i(k) 2e'-_ k)
the evolution of the energy transfer in presence of ro- Po( -0a _ jpq -p aj -
tatiot This EDQNN model is then used to develop new + A (- k) S (k)]
one-point closures, which account for rotation effects. B(- k aq

I - INTRODUCTION + v (k2  p2 + q
2
)] Tagy(k, ) =

Both experiments and direct simulations on quasi- fanp( QeypaR' ) ~ Boa Q yook

isotropic, homogeneous turbulence submitted to solid--- rT
body rotation have shown that rotation alters the rate + A (1) Qa (k p, r)] d

3
Tr

of decay of turbulence. YPO a -1 -

However, no effect of rotation is taken into account - i £ApoC) So (p) So(j) ASo(j) Sa (k) Sya) "
in the standard one-point closures. This may be important
not only in rotating cases (e.g turbomachinery) but also y0 a(k) So jpq p aj Tqy
for shear flows as shear can be decomposed as strain plus
rotation. A E(P) Taqy(- ) + Ay(

q
) Tnsq(k, p

A cascade of turbulence models will be developed with 1 = - (k + p)
to study the effects of rotation on turbulence : direct
simulations and large eddy simulations will help us to For an isotropic turbulence, we have
validate an EDQNM closure. This EDQNM model will lead us S(k) - A (k Ek) . Then, the CORIOLIS term vanishes
to a new transport equation for the kinetic energy dissi- a - - "'Tki

2

petion rate which will be checked by comparison with ex- in the second-order cumulant equation. Even for anisotro-
periment for both rotation and shear cases. pic turbulence, the CORIOLIS term does not appear in the

equation for the enersy spectrum :
2 - ANALYSIS OF ROTATION EFFECTS E~k) = S (k) d'k

FOURIER transforms are very suitable for studying owever, hr - k ' r rota-

homogeneous flows. The pressure term in the NAVER aqua o everh third-order cumulant are
tio. Te CRIOISterm "orientates" tetidodrc~

tion is discarded by solving a POISSON equation. For in mulant. As the third-order cumulat appears in the equa
compressible homogeneous rotating turbulence, the equa- tion for the second-order cumulant, the turbulence does

tions then read infrte9cn-re uuatthtrblceds
not remain isotrop'c and evolves towards an axisymmetric

ki  ui (k) = 0 state. The "ori-- stion" of the third-order cumulants
S 2) + a ()also modifies t . energy transfer.

,. ij ) u This analysis is not at variance with the results

+ 2 C jpq ai ) W p Uq(k) 0 of BARDHNA (1962) : in direct simulations Of initially
i- p - isotropic turbulence submitted to rotation, he pointed out

wit &.(k ~6 -~k . k)*A() kA () a different influence of rotation whether the rotation
' ij k2 iji- i ji- j it - was applied at the beginning of the computation or after

several time steps. At the beginning of his direct simu-
where k, p, are wave vectors, u. the components of the lation, the velocity field is gaussian, i.e. third-order

FOURIER transformed velocity fiel and £ijk the alternat- cumulants are zero, so the rotation cannot act immedia-
ing tensor. tely. After several time steps, third-order cumulants are

Equations for the cumulants can be deduced from this built up and rotation acts.

sot of equations.
3 - EDQNM MODEL FOR ROTATING TURBULENCE

The second, third and fourth-order cumulants are ''..
defined as : The above set of equations for the cumulants is open '.-,1

$ ( u(k) u,(- k)> and an infinite hierarchy can be so derived. For isotropic

s (k) - <uW u() (- k - 2 turbulence without rotation, this set of equations is

t ) Z u u u- > solved with the EDQN model (ORSZAG (1970)) (ANDRE-
Q0,6(it,.&,) - <u%(k) u,(p) u,(j) u,(- k - r ) LESIEUR (1973))....'

0-7 tan:



The velocity fluctuations exhibit a nearly gaussian 4.b - Large eddy simulations
behaviour. If they were strictly gaussian, third and Direct simulations are not feasible at large Reynolds
fourth-order cumulants should be zero. Quasi Normal ap- Dret mut rs a imtaible at large eds

proximation consists of assuming that third-order cumu- numbers, due to computers limitations. So, in large eddy

lants, which are responsible for energy transfer, are simulations, only the large eddies are computed by solv-

non zero, but fourth-order cumulants are zero. The third- ing the NAVIER equations while the small eddies have to

order cumulant equation can then be solved analytically. be modelled. The "large eddy" NAVIER equation reads, in

However, the damping of third-order cumulant is only due physical space for the sake of clarity

to viscous term v (1 + p 2 + q 2 ) T (k,) so that the -third-order cumulants increase irgillstically. The damp- .u- ( * i~e(x) _ - 3 "(2t) + v I
ing term is modified by introducing an Eddy Damping 

...

*which accounts for fourth-order cumulant, so that the - 2 eiq. q u(x)
damping becomes : [v(k) + u(p) + U(q)3 T By(k, q)
with u(k) - n(k) + Vk2  

where u.(x) - ff(x - x') u.(x') d~x' is the filtered

p(k) - X ( k p2 
E(P) dp)1/2 velocity Tield relative to the large eddy.

Markovanisation is used when solving the third-order cu- As ui(C)- C(x) u[(x), the non-linear term reads:
mulant equation to ensure realizability. Finally, for
isotropic turbulence, the EDQNM model gives the evolution U (x) 7 u(x) 7e(x) + R.(x)

of the energy spectrum as

SR mx) = 7(x) u'(x) + u!(x) ( x) u!(x) u '(x)
(t 2vk

2
) E(k) - T(k) - - -- I - e-

I b(k,p,j)(E(k)E(p)-E(o)E(q)) d
3
p d 3.j A subgrid-scale model is needed to take into account the

= k -+ 1- subgrid-scale stress R. which is responsible for the
energy exchanges between small and large eddies.".'

where b(k,p,j) is a function of the shape of the triangle er o ecngs o s mal andelre ed.
madeby ie wve vctor kTwo kinds of subgrid-scale models were used. Themade by the wave vectors , ,simplest one (SGSI) consists of a constant eddy viscosity

With rotation, the solution of the third-order cumu- model derived from the EDQNM model. The model developed
lant equation is much more intricate (CAMBON (1982 b)) by AUPOIX and COUSTEIX (1982) for isotropic turbulence
and out of purpose. The complete solution of an EDQN1 has been extended to the rotation case by using the
model must deal with $08(k) as the rotation will promote CANBON's EDQNN model. Let us remind that this model ex-
favourite directions and the turbulence will not remain presses the eddy viscosity in term of the small eddies
isotropic but will become axisy uetric. An approximate 2 (x)
solution has been proposed by CANNON (1982 a) : the iso- R.(x) - ij R (5) 2 vt S _
tropic EDQNM model presented above is used as a model for \ .

the evolution of the energy spectrum while the damping S .(x) l ... (. ) a ) -"...

term is modified to take into account the mean rotation 13 - 2- ""
as : 0.196 (1/2q' 2)2  2

n(k) , A p2 E(p) dp + 2 tI/2 Ko e + 16 w 1/2_g2)2 /

Such a model gives a reduction of energy transfer "
in the presence of rotation but gives no information where K0 is the KOLMOGOROV constant (K= 1.4), V2 q '

2

about the anisotropisation of turbulence. In the follow- the kinetic energy of the subgrid scales and e the kine-

ing, EDQNH computations will stand for the resolution of tic energy dissipation rate.

the evolution equation for the energy spectrum using the A more elaborate subglid-scale. model (SGS2) is ob-FEDQNM formulation for the energy transfer with the above rained by performing an EDQNM computation of the evolu- "''

modified damping. tion of the small scale coupled with the large eddy simu-
lation. The evaluation of the energy spectrum in the

4 - VALLDATION OF TH EDQNM MODEL small scales enables us to calculate the detailed energy
transfers between large and small eddies. This technique,

4.a - Direct simulations presented by CHOLLET (1983) for isotropic turbulence has

One of the most reliable method to study the effects been extended to rotating turbulence by using the

of rotation on an initially homogeneous isotropic tur- CANBON's EDQNM model.
S, bulence is to solve directly the continuity and NAVIER Computations were performed using the experimental

squations, without modelling. Such a direct simulation COMTE-BELLOT and CORRSIN's spectrum as initial data.
is only feasible at very low Reynolds numbers. Direct Reynolds numbers are Re = 3 200 and RX 75. The decrease
simulations were performed with a 32 x 32 x 32 points in turbulence was studied over the experimental time, i.e.
grid, the NAVIER equations being solved in terms of roughly thirteen eddy turnover-times for various rotation
FOURIER components of the velocity field with periodic rates. The energy spectra at the final time are plotted
boundary conditions in all three space directions. Ini- on figure 2. The agreement between the large eddy simu-
tial data were similar to the ones used by ORSZAG and lations and the EDQNM model is still very good. In the
PATTERSON in their numerical experiment, i.e. a large eddy simulations, the energy transfer between large
k exp(- k1) initial energy spectrum corresponding to and small eddies is computed with a subgrid scale model
initial Reynolds number consistent with the EDONM model but the energy transfer

(1/2 62)1/2X among large eddies, which is at least of the same order
Re Ra . 809/R 35 (X is TAYLOR micro- of magnitude for the selected rotation rates, is directly

scale). The computation was performed over seven eddy- computed by solving the NAVIER equations. So the EDQNM

turnover times for vavious rotation rates. The energy model seems to be still able to represent the reduction

.0 spectra at the final time are plotted on figure 1. As the of energy transfer due to rotation for higher Reynolds

rotation rate increases, the peak of the energy spectrum numbers.

increases, i.e. the energy is "trapped" in the large

scales as the energy transfer from the large eddies to 5 - APPLICATION TO ONE-POINT CLOSURES

the mall ones decreases in the presence of rotation. The
agreemnt between the direct simulations and the EDQNM Without rotation, isotropic turbulence decays at

computation is very good for all rotation rates ; the high Reynolds numbers in a self-similar way, i.e. the

EDQN2 model is then assumed to give a good representation energy spectrum has always the same shape. This can be

of the effect of rotation ou energy transfer for small seen from EDQNM computations of decaying isotropic tur-

Reynolds numbers. bulence (LESIEUR - SCHERTZER (1978)).

With the following schematic shape for the energy
spectrum (W.C. REYNOLDS (1975))

___9.8
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E(k) A kS, k kM a 0, I<s 4 very large eddies The Reynolds stress transport equation model used was
I rt that of LAUNDER, REECE and RODI (1975). No modification

E(k) K 0Z/3 k-5 /3 k > k inertial range of the pressure-strain term was introduced to take ro-
0 - m tation effects into account, while the initial anisotro-

the decay law for the kinetic energy reads pisation of isotropic turbulence submitted to rotation
2(s +) is due to third-order cumulant and will appear in theq 2 -+3 non-linear part of the pressure-strain term.

So the kinetic energy evolution is ruled by the following 6 - COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
equations which form the simplest (V2 q2 , ) model .a-oti

d I q2 6.a - Rotation ""

dT T The experiments of WIGELAND and NAGIB on rotating

d 3s + 5 £ 2 C 2 wind tunnel turbulence are the most extensive and docu-
d 2( s 72- C- ) - Cc q mented at the present time. Several test cases have been P2 selected from their figures, with particular interest

where the only adjustable coefficient only depends upon for the higher total rotation (w.t) cases.
the exponent of the energy spectrum in the very large For each grid and mean velocity, the no-rotation
eddies. case was used to adjust the exponent s of the spectrum

shape for very large eddies. When rotation is imposed,
With rotation, no experiment gives us any informa- the HANJALIC et al. model has been discarded as it

tion about the evolution of the energy spectrum. EDQNM gives a too strong decay of the energy dissipation rate
computations have been performed for various initial leading to a negative dissipation rate. Figure 4 shows
Reynolds numbers ranging up to Re = 18 000 R1  520 some comparisons between WIGELAND and NAGIB experiments
and various exponents of the energy spectrum in the very and the (W2 q2, c) models. Both BARDINA's model and
large eddies. As the energy is "trapped" in the large the present model improve the prediction of the decay
eddies due to transfer reduction, no self-similar be- of the kinetic energy by taking rotation into account.
haviour can be observed. The reduction of energy transfer However, as the normalized rotation ux usually remains
due to the rotation leads to an increase in the rate of smaller than 4 in these test cases and only reaches 7.5
decay of the energy dissipation rate and, therefore, the at the end of the PG2 case, the difference between the
rate of decay of energy decreases, two laws for C 2 is small, so that the two models givesimilar resultS..- -

From the EDQNM computation, the normalized dissipa- siilr-.-_"

tion rate evolution C 2 . de _ C (s) has been These results are extremely good when we look at
oni : d £ the Reynolds number range of the experiments (Re , 10,

calculated. In figure 3, it is plotted versus the norma- R 10 ). This can be explained as follows : the coef-
ied rotation rate w V2 w ficient was fitted to the no-rotation case, taking intod r which is the inverse account a part of the low Reynolds number effects while

of a ROSSBY number. When the turbulence is set inti ro- figure 3 shows that the CE *(w) law is fairly sensitive
tation with a small initial normalized rotation (w < I to Reynolds number.
at the beginning of rotation), the equilibrium curve 6.b - Shear
shown on figure 3 is rapidly reached for a large range
of Reynolds numbers (Re > 500, Rx > 75). Two test cases were used, i.e. the experiments of

CHAMPAGNE et al. (1970)and HARRIS et al. (1977). TheThe (V2 q2 , c) model now reads, to take rotation initial data are taken from the 1980-81 AFOSR-HTTMeffects into account STANFORD Conference. Figure 5 shows the evolution of

dV2 q2  V/2 a2 and - -u.The present model improves the calcula-
dt tion for both low and high shears, while BARDINA's gets

d2 some trouble. However, these results are not definitive
, - (C C a(a)) .2 as the C term has to be revised as the pressure-strain£2 " term to £ take rotation effects into account.

The coefficient C (), deduced fr.jw EDQN!, simula-

tions, is quite different from the models previously 7 - CONCLUSION
proposed by HANJALIC and LAUNDER (1980) and BARDINA
(1982). BARDINA proposed a linear relation Direct simulations and large eddy simulations have
C a(wt) - 0.15 w2 based upon a large eddy simulation of been used to validate an EDQNM model predicting the ener- a-
a experiment of WIGELAND and NAGIB while HANJALIC et al. gy transfer diminution due to rotation. This EDQNM model
proposed a quadratic form C U(w*) - 0.27 *2 fitted for gave a new transport equation for the energy dissipation
round-jet calculations. rate. This new equation gives results in good agreement

with experiment for rotating homogeneous turbulence and
This new c-equation has also been used for calculat- for shear homogeneous turbulence.

ing homogeneous turbulence submitted to shear or strain.
With energy production, the standard form of the However, rotation does not directly act upon the -.

c-equation reads : dissipation, but upon the energy transfer. A new multi-

DC 2 scale model is now developed to take rotation effects :
D C C jI  - C into account at the energy transfer level. Attention

E- 2 q has to be paid to the influence of rotation on the

where P - i-l' is the turbulent kinetic energy pressure-strain term.

production. C hal been modified to take rotation into REFERENCES % .
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TWO-POINT CLOSURS AS A SUBGRID SCALE MOZDELNG FOR LARG EDDY SIMULATIONS

J.P. COLLET .
Institut do Micanique do Grenoble,

C.N.R.S. (L.A. 6), Universit do Grenoble

and

National Canter for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado 80307

A"STRACT-,-

A two-point statistical closure -the Eddy Damped + E ,] p,)p .
,W Quasi Normal Markovianized (E .D.Q.N.. -approximation isL

used to model subgrid scales (SOS) in a large eddy simu- P" (1.2)
lation (L.E.S.) of three-dimensional homogeneous turbu-
lence. First, eddy viscosity and diffusivity are derived The formulation of S(k,p,q) is not described in detail

• from the hypothesis of a k-5 /3 energy spectrum to prame- here ; it is related to the values of the energy spectrum
trize the small scale velocity and passive scalar fields. E(kt) over the whole range of wave-numbers in a way
Then the distribution of energy among the small scales which depends on the particular closure usod (here the
is taken into account completely. Finally the numerical EDQNM approximation).
simulation of large eddies is assessed from the stand- The interactions between large and small scales are -
point of Predictability studies, represented by t> and TC<. The large scales are affected-

. INTRODUCTION AND EQUATIONS by the small scales through t• (i.e., a global effect ofenergy dissipation). b_

The velocity field of a three-dimensional high
* Reynolds number flow cannot be computed over the whole o.

range of scales of interest, even when using the most 6 R-- rj(7,t) ,
powerful computers currently available. Therefore, the - (1.3)

* velocity field is computed explicitly in the large scalesorkI<.
only, taking account of the small scales statistically,
in order to at least ensure some dissipation of energy. The subgrid-scale modeling we define is based upon the
We have to couple a large eddy simulation (L.E.S.) -nume- distribution of energy E(k,t) and is necessarily isotro-
rical solution of the equations of the flow field- to a pic. An eddy-viscosity formulation, suggested by
statistical model of small scales. The two-point closures Kraichnan (1976), is convenient and its spectral formula-
are able to represent in a statistical sense the distri- tion used here can be related to the classical notions
bution of energy among the various scales and the inter- of eddy-viscosity and mixing length (Lesieur and Chollet,
actions between the large scales (completely calculated 1980).
through the L..S.) and the small scales (S.G.S., modeled
statistically). We use the eddy damped quasi-normal
lMarkovianized (R.D.Q.N.M.) approximation, extensively (1.4)
described with references to satisfactory comparisons As we define V(klkc,t) statistically, we derive it from
with numerical results and experiments, in Larcheveque ot a transfer of energy
al. (1960) and Herring et al. (1982). For the purpose of
tractable ZDWM computations, we have to assume homoge- v(kl k,, t)=- ks, 2k2E(k,t: (1.5)
neity and isotropy. with

We focus our attention on the free-decay turbulence
whose small-scale energy evolves in time in stationary
flows soe empirical modeling can be adjusted (as illus- T~k kt) 11f -P 5(k,p,9 ) dp d9
trated by Siggia and Patterson, 1978), even if it takes ;J k = por>kc k.<k' (1.6)
some computing time and lacks strong theoretical justifi- The Large scales affect the small scales through T (i.e.,
cation. In most of our calculations, we consider initial effect of energy production).
velocity fields with zero energy in the small scales,
in Such a way that we can check upon a realistic .volu- "}-</ =i. ,, 5(, p,q)
tion of the SGS transfers, aether or not an inertial jkj= 5(k, p.7 )

subrange exists. or 9 <k. k> k,.
The equations to be considered for a numerical LZ of We that the,th eoiyfil r n n~tic. h'v h coupling terms of the transfer
the velocity field are , T and T in (1.6) and (1.7) depend on the distributia

the velocity field u(t) c of energy E(kt) over the whole range of wave numbers

. u( ',1)- i ke P, u u :1 We also consider the advection of a passive scalar.
S . that is any fluctuation of temperature or any tracer

< k& concentration provided, that it does not react on the

2 (1.1) velocity field. We do not describe the equations of the
with the usual notatio dP k k /kt scalar field evolution since they are very similar to

For small sCales rY1Skc3: th3tlitMM-e
4
olution of (1.1) to (1.7) (see Chollet (1983), Chollet and Lesiour

the energy spectrum Z(k,t) (1982)).
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In section 2, we derive a simple SGS modal which The subgrid-scale modeling has been used in a spectral
depends on the existence of an inertial subrange. In code of large eddy simulation whose resolution is 323 °"

section 3, we present a more complete coupling of statis- both for the velocity and a passive scalar field ; the
tical modeling with large eddy computations. We consider eddy Prandtl number 9D * was assumed to be constant
high Reynolds number turbulence ; also, we cannot compu- and equal to 0.6 as suggested by Fig. 1. In Figs. 2 a)
to a "reference solution" including dissipative scales, and b) we notice the decay of the spectra and their ten-
and we only check the existence of inertial and inertio- dency to obey inertio-convective M5 3 laws. -
convective spectra up to the cut-off wave-number

Aupax and Cousteix (1982) used the same method at_--__._,:"____'_"
lower Reynolds number and obtained results which compa- I ,
red satisfactorily with the experiments by Comte-Bellot
and Corrsin.

2. SGS MOZELING WITH EDDY-VISCOSITY AND DIFFUSIVITY

To a first approximation, the small scales equa- 0 o
tion (1.2) reduces to :E(k,t) ,k 5 / 3 forki [k Ek,O 00c
which makes sense for high Reynolds number flows with
k >> k (k is the Kolmogorov dissipation wave number). 3" .

As E(f,t)is known for k > k , t> is the only cou- .O 0

pling term to be computed. The iarge scales are still
calculated with (1.1), but we consider a large-scale
spectrum E(k)"k -5/3 to compute t> , which is realistic 2
if k i3 not located at the very beginning of the ner-
tialcrange..(klkc t) is formulated in a non dimensiona-cIlized form :

as (kjkc,t)=ve (k/k,)(E(kc, )/kc)l/
as extensively described in Chollet and Lesiour (1981).

The eddy viscosity "k/k ) is plotted in Fig. 1, 1 _-3_ ._-'1
along with the eddy diffusivitycD ' (k/k ) and the eddy "0 10 100
Prandtl number VIbD 4 ; D + is teriveg from the trans-
fer of passive scalar variance T9 in a way very simi- k
lar to the derivation of V+ (Chollet, 1983 ; Chollet
and Lesieur, 1982). The only constants are those adjus-
ted for the relaxation times of the EDCDM two-point clo-
sure 0.361 for the kinetic energy (Andr and
Lesieur, 1977) X - 0, 3.61 X for the passive scalar
(Berring et al., 1982).

lo-g -

2.0 , , , , , ,

• . .I~e *0

10.0

1.4 "''- e "1. 1.0 *

o 1.2
1.0 - "*I "*".

oas .0-31,
I 10 100-06 ... . .. '

D='+ 
'+ . -

04 F --. - L.E.S. with subgrid scale modeling (V47of Fig. 1
and 0 0.6).

L t-- - 0.01 1 0 0 0 t 1.0 -
* s * t - 2.0 s

0_____________t_______ ,_______, a) kinetic energy : E(k,t) b) scalar variance

.01 0.1 1).I- ..

k/k, Upon close examination of the cusp of ,+'(Fig. 1),
we notice (Chollet, 1983) that we can approximate 3t with
a (k/kc)4 dependence which means that the eddy viscosity
can be viewed as a sum of an eddy viscosity operator (V

Fig. 1 Non dimensionalized eddy-viscosity. eddy-diffu- and a higher order dissipativity (V2 )3 which is effective
sivity and eddy Prandtl number, for the interactions local to k . These dissipation opera-
(.e. + eddy viscosity from K~ai l (1976) ) . tors can be compared to the very high dissipativity used

by Basdevant et al. (1981) in two-dimensional large eddy
The SGB modeling has been tested first in an EDQNM simulations. This interpretation could be used tc trans-

computation of the whole range of scales since it allows late this spectral parametrization into physical space
the calculation of a reference solution which includes provided that some attention is paid to the filtering
dissipative scales. Results of such parametrized statis- problems.
tical computation are presented for energy and scalar The way spectra exhibit quite satisfactory k-

5 / 3

spectra in Chollet and Lesieur (1982) ; they can be very ranges can be interpreted as an a-posteriori justifica-
useful to study long-term decays of energy. tion for the values of the closure constants, especially t--.

for the more debatable values of Y and X".(The cusp of
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band and the influence of a dissipative range n in order not to be swept out by the eddy visco-
t~he smllest scales,or non-Inertial large scales close sity.
to kc ar anaysed i Co ,. 1983 In this section, all the computations use the SGS mode-

3. FLL STATISTICAL NDCrLING OF SMALL SCALES l in section 2.

The asumption of a k-5/ 3 spectrum used to derive
a SGS modeling is not very realistic for :

*(1) free-decay spectra when the spectra are
steeper than k - 5

/
3
,

(2) k close to k (where k is the Kolmogorov t0° -'9
dissipation s wave nuiar), (a)

(3) kcclose to the very beginning of the inertial .cIrange. 1
To take full account of the distribution of energy over
the whole range of wave numbers, we have to solve comple- 1-,i
tely (1.1) and (1.2) and formulate the coupling terms 0"-.
T <and t> e

The large scales are computed with the 323 spectral.-
code mentionned in section 2 and the smll scales are 1 0'
computed with the EDQMU code already used in statisti-
cal computations (Chollet and Lesiour, 1991).

The time evolutions of the large scales (k < k )
and the mall scales (k > kc) are linked only by the 1OO
coupling terms (1.4) and (1.7). At every time-step, the I
evolution of the energy spectrum of small scales is I
calculated with (1.2) and the evolution of the velocity I0-5 1 1--
field in large scales is calculated with (1.1). The 0",
coupling terms T > and T <  are derived from an energy
spectrum E(k) whose:

(1) small-scales contributions come from the iO-I-

EDQ? evolution (1.2)
(2) large-scales contributions come from averaging

spectra on the computed velocity 2 iO-1 k0-.

field ..

The results pertaining to a te evolution of a
realization of the velocity field are given in Fig. 3
(the initial energy is still zero for k > k ). We obser- 10"3
ve the tendency toward the inertial range and the conti- "
nuity of the energy spectrum when going across k

This continuity Is also observed on Fig. 4, which
shows the total energy flux and the flux associated to
the oupling terms" of the energy transfer.

We have not attempted to study in detail the "cou- lO-5
pling" procedure since it is much more expensive that too to, o& ,o.
the procedure" of section 2, especially with our num

-  ,
rical code whose EDQNM part could not be vectorized.
We only aim at proving the feasibility of the procedure.
From what we know about the EDQNM and LES computations Fig. 3 L.E.S. with full coupling in a decay experiment
of the scalar field, we can infer that such a coupling of velocity field ( %L %tES) .
procedure is also valid for any numerical simulation of

j a scalar field. .3

4. PM6DICTABILITY OF LAU SCALES, FROM LES RSULTS I

In a large eddy simulation, the subgrid scales are e
not calculated in detail , by comparison with the large I /"
scales, they can be considered as computed with some

, Cspecified &n nature and amount)inaccuracies and
errors. Them errors contaminate the large scales in a .2 I
finite time, which impairs the relevance of the numri- "
cal simulation ; this is a problem of "predictability" rn
of large scales. ',

The initial fields we consider correspond to evol-
ved solutions of simulations with their energy distribu- I

ted over a wide range of wave-niubers including scales I
beyond the cut-off kc . The corresponding initial energy.,,

spectrum exhibits a ck'5/3 inertial range. We compare
two realizations u(l) and u(

2
) of the velocity field " I -.

beginninq with the sae initial field except in the
smallest scales. We refer here to two methods to create
the initial decorrelation In the mall scales (charac-i " \"
teristics are given in table 1) (2) (1) 0.

(1) two different cut-off wave-numbers kC <IkC 102 0
but the fields are identical for k :Ck (2) ¢ 1. 101 10 10
this straight forward method correspons k"
to a study of the dependance of results with

the smount of small scales used by the nus- Fig. 4 Energy flux in a LES with full coupling
rical simulation. (at t 1 1.2 sac) k

"" ~(2) k_(1) = 2,arneof high wave number (1) total flux from LES :""%g altereS in a proper way -a rotation of each (2) total flux from ED" ,-N) " k
velocity vector whose axis is in the direction (3) fro SGS modeling.
of the wave vector- . unfortunately the inten- (4) from large scales modeling Jr.f <CI.dk

- sity of this alteration has to be quite strong L
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Instead of the cross-spectrum Ew l) previously used in
C.ellet and Lesieur (1981) for preliminary studies of
decorrelation, we prefer the more significant "error a) b)
spectrum* E (k)= Ek) - Ew(k) • The initial distri-u-
tion of error-energy E&(k) is not controlled since it is
just a consequence of the initial alteration of the field
in the mallest scales ; this is a difference between
these computations and the predictability calculations ± :t ~ ? ...................................... ................. ... ....... -f.....,-." 7

done by Metals et al. (1983) with a statistical (EDWiM) . -: ... J :

approach in the same case of freely decaying turbulence.
The schematic spectra of figure 5 show differences and -
similarities between a closure and a LES approach for - 4

predictability studies, especially because we simulate
only a short range of wave-nmbers in the explicitely i-
computed scales of the LES. 1-

U.,4

a)
/10 1 10

k) It I k I

.-. ..., k
Fig. 6 - Energy spectra E(k) and error-spectra E (k),

every 0.4 sec (the initial large eddy turnover
time is 0. 18 sec).

k kt.O) a) ru 3031 ; b) run 3041.

*Euo. the range of calculated wave-numbers, we choose f - 0.01.
/ . The evolution of kE is drawn in fig. 7, we note that it

* .. b) does not depend on the way the Initial decorrelation Is/ 'I ' generated, at least after some time. The t- law is in

EA. ,agreement with the EDQMM results of Metais et al. (1983).

-L. E. S- kit.0.)

:5 IJ
1Q +, .e..

Fig. 5 Contamination of energy spectra by small scale 2 +
errors. ..
a) in statistical computations.
b) in LW comutations. 

A _6

A time-evolution of energy spectra and error spec-
tra for LES calculations is shown in fig. 6. We note that U.

in spite oft he different methods usedt o create the ini- 1.
tial deaorrelation in small scales, the evolutions are .10.

quite similar. Moreover, the increasing range of the time_
error-spectra seems to behave like k

4
, in agreement with

the analysis by Metals et al. (1983), using properties F - Evolution with time of the error wave numer k . .>
oth EgEcoue(symbols in table 1).

i (1) (2) alteration symols in
Ri c of u(

2
) Fig. 7 From these results, it appears that the decorrelation

- - - evolves with t'me independently of the way it is genera-
ted. There is no major difference between dropping a

3047 15. 10. (1) a n = range of small scales or keep.ng them after some alters-
*3041 15. 15. (2) at kc = 10. 0 0 0

3046 15. 15. (2) for I&E[1O.,ka ] • A tion. The contamination of the large scales of a two-
106 IS. 13. (2) f * * dimensional turbulence would be quite different (Metals
1920 15. 13. (1) 0 0 et al. 1983) with an error spreading first over the whole .

Table I range of scales ; a paradoxical conclusion could be that
three-dimensional LES are more accurate than two-dimen-

To characterize the contamination of the scales by siOna IRS, even with a lower resolution.
the error, we define a wave-number k. : Li

Ths- F. EA,(k, t)/ E ke,) ICLIS
This "local" parmter is more suitable than the rela- The statistical theories (here, the EDglfi approxima-
tive emouat of the error tion) provide a consistent model of subgrid scales in

"rt)= E& ( k,t) k, three-dimensional turulnce. Large Edy Sim-at 5 of...( velocity and scalar fields exhibit good k-
5 / 3 

inertio-
" ly on small three-dimensionale turbulence.oLargeeEddyxSiicaat-ons'of

In order to use quantities whic do not depend explicite- convective spectra up to the cut-off wavenumber even
ly on smll scales ( >cc(

2
)) or on large scales which when there is no energy in the initial field for k> k c

canmot be calculated very accurately. The value of f As the LES computation is independent of the EDgiM
caM be chosen arbitrarily since the increasing part of code except for the SGS model, these results can be
the spectrum behaves like k

4
. In order to include kZ In



interpreted as a validation of the values attributed to Siggia, E.D., and G.S. Patterson, 1978, "Intermittency
the closure-constantas ; on the other hand, it justifies effects in a numerical,,simulation of stationary three-
the concepts of eddy-viscosity and diffusivity. dimensional turbulence, J. Fluid Mock., 86, 567.

To drop any asumption of an inertial range, we have
considered the coupling of a full statistical descrip-
tion of the small scales and the numerical computation
of the velocity field for large scales. This method can
be used to compute turbulence with any value of the
Reynolds number and any shape of the energy spectrum,
and with no constraints on the relative location of the
cut-off with respect to integral scales. Even with this
improvement, the SGS model is only statistically rele-
vant and any information about phases correlation on
either side of k is lost. Predictability concepts can
be used to estimate the relevance of results from IZS,giving rise to other tests for the validation of SGS
modeling. ".
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A BSTRACT
Most of the subgr/d scale models are based on the concept

The validity of the usual subgrid models for Large Eddy of eddy viscosity. This concept postulates that the motion of
Simulations is discussed for anisotropic turbulence. We study small scales is introducing a viscosity in the equation for the
the transfer between large eddies and subgrid scales In the large scales, in the same way as molecular thermal agitation is
framework of a two-point closure. An eddy-viscosity model is responsible for the viscous term in the Navier Stokes equation.
thereafter used to parameterize the small scales in a two- To be rigourously justified this assumption supposes a separation
point closure computation. Comparisons an made with the of scales between large and small eddies, which generally does

*results of the same two-point Closur applied to the whole not occur in turbulence. Nevertheless eddy viscosity is used for
turalent spectrum. The results presented in this paper have L.E.S., its main advantage being that it at least ensures a drain
been obtained in the case of an homogeneous shear flow. They of energy form the explicit scales to the subgrld scales. In the
show the limits of eddy viscosity subgrid models for non particular case of isotropic homogeneous turbulence, this drain
isotropic turbulence. of energy being the very preponderant effect of small scales,

eddy viscosity formulations have been shown to lead to good
NOMENCLATURE predictions of the turbulent k/netic energy decay.

. filter in Fourier space In return, for anisotropc turbulence, the validity of eddy
-. viscosity models seems to be more questionable. In particular, in
"U.~(I) " large scale velocity field the case of homogeneous turbulence submitted to a uniform

* shear, comparisons between Large Eddy Simulation on a coarse
( (K) grid and Full Simulation on a refined mesh have shown important

i , disagreements (see Mc Millan it al. (1980)).
(LA,,> mean velocity field

Since Kralchman (1976) first suggested that the Direct
yAK) three-dimensional swac',.aral tensor Interaction Approximation was providing an analytical

framework in which to investigate eddy viscosity concepts, two
filtered three-dimensional spectral tensor point closures have been extensively used for this purpose. The

Eddy Damped Quasi Normal Markovian closure has in particular .
71 (): three-dimensional spectral transfer been very helpful (see Leslie (1979) and Lesieur (1981)). Such
> studies resulted in a better understanding of the physical. M' (K cntribution of the small seat*$ to the three- mechanisms operating, in a partial justification of eddy ,..

dimensional spectral transfer viscosity, and n subsequent improvements of the usual
+> formulations. In particular the dependence of the eddy viscosity I

T; R) part ofT called backatter or input with the wavenumber has been investigated , and numerical
values have been proposed. Very recently the dependence with

T f) part of called drain or output the Reyolds number has been taken into account by proposing
..- methods coupling ELD.Q.N.M. with L.E.S. (see Chollet (1983) in

IYp . K): intogral of ovor a spherical shell of radius K the present volume, and Aupoix (1983)).

et• integral of over a spherical shell of radius K At the present time, all these studies have essentially been
confined to the field of isotropic turbulence* . This is very

V)t(K)" eddy viscosity restrictive and seems to make their relevance to Large Eddy t.4
Simulation of any real industriaL problem very doubtful. The aim
of the present paper is to extend the investigation to anisotropic

I INTRODUCTION homogeneous turbulence. Our tool will be the EDQNM closureNow ydao direct numerical simulation is certainly one of eddy viscosity formulation remains acceptable for the part of

the major tools for the study and prediction of turbulence. At the interaction accounting for the drain of energy from the large
low Re)n*d number, it is possible to make a Full Simulation scales to the small scales, it is Inadequate for the term traducing
over the whole rang of scales of the turbulent spectrum. For a return of energy from the suhgrld (input ter in Kraichnan
larg Reynolds number flows, this is not possible : only the (1976) or backscatter in Leslie (1979)).
large eddies of such flows can be captured on a computational
mesh. The small scales, or subgrid scales, have to be modeled.
The pr mem of parameterizing then small scales is of very
large importance today since Large Eddy Simulation (L.E.S.) is * in Leslie (1979), an ex'tension to non isotropic turbulence is
becoming very popular, proposed, but strong assumptions concerning anisotropy are

m.d
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The second part of the paper is intended to determine The resulting equation i:
whether the error introduced when using eddy Viscosity in non r~-
isotropc turbulence is liable to alter the behaviour of large j - oe4, 1.. L K t =
eddies. For this purpose, we shall compare the results of an
EDQNM computation of the whole spectrum of a shearedL:.. tuleno wih heresultsof th sme DNM modelin which K< Ki{ 7,.tl ., -l
the effects of the small scales are parameterized by an eddy " \-" J "
viscosity. In both cases, the EDQNM closure will not be treated s ''K
in a straightforward way. A modeled form, previously derived -j

by Bertaglio (1981), will be used since the complete calculation - .
would result in too cumbersome computations. "

2 STUDY OF THE SPECTRAL TRANSFER BETWEEN + (i) (K -( (-,u)d (I)
LARGE AND SMALL SCALES OF AN HOMOGENEOUS .-.

TURBULENCE: EQUA77ONS in which - .-- "-

We make the usual decomposition of the velocity field:

in wich corresponds to the large scales or explicit scales, with
and denotes the subgrid scales. The explicit scales are defined
by using a filtering process K - F

4- r1 U. 7)t( ') J7 ---
/ The integral in (1) extends ovie all wavevectors and which

Joe can form a trad such a s + •.
which can easily be written in spectral space: It i relevant to note at this point that:

the first term of the left-hand-side of (1) is accounting for
UI~'= G() U -()the effects of the mean velocity gradients and does notcrok' V-',-.

involve subgrid scale contributions. This term will
therefore be exactly taken into account by L.E.S.

Q'btgthe Fourier transform o.4*i . term I corresponds to triadic interactions between Large
scales (and is therefore exactly taken into account by

It must be pointed out that, even if the filtering L.E.S.).
operation often consists in an "average" over a small volume In

" X space, no statistical average is introduced by the filter. term II corresponds to triadic interactions involving one
subgrid mode.

Wad o term 17 corresponds to triadic interactions involving two
subgrid modes.

<U> + In physical space, term Zl corresponds to the term called
true subgrid :

- by introducing a statistical average over an ensemble of

realizations: < meanwhile term I corresponds to the cross term:

77w average of the subgrd sale(WisL very often equal to IA ) . ,.-,
. zero. Thi wil in particular be true for homogeneous turbulence ) . | ,

((UwtwiU only h a non zero contribution in the case of strong XM tiplyl. (1)by t(.)and averging
avomogeneiit n hig scales comparable to the computingin

memh). We shall then identify ' to the computng < (()E L] > ThLis quation leads the equation for the

filtered "*dmnialspectum PZ byusing the
. Starting from the Navier Stokes equation written in classical relation

spectral space, oe con easily obtain the equation for the
turulent fluctuation

UsL-(U>
We close this last equation in the frame of the Eddy

Damped Quasi Normal Markovian approximation. This closure is
% By filtering, it is then straightforward to obtain the appropriate to the present problem because of its good behaviour

equation for the large scales in which the contributions of small in the inertial range of the spectrum.
scales cn be isolated by writing We can .-ymbolically write the E.D.Q.N.M. assumption:

1" )- 4~,LA () y (4' 1 iL() which Is used to close the equation for the third order
correlation

>.. +..-..
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which is the subgrid contribution to the transfer, perfectly
The term IALI explicitely accounting for the direct defines the exchange of energy between grid and subgrid scales

action of the mean velocity gradients on triple moments is for a closure computation. However it provides only a
furthermore neglected. This Last assumption has been previously statistically averaged information that is not sufficient for a

introduced by Cambon (1981) and Bertoglio (1981) and will not subgrid model in L.E.S. The subgrid model must furthermore
be discussed here. account for the effects of small scales on one particular

realization of the large scale field (Basdevant et al. (1978)). To

We finally obtain: "desaverage" the information, we have to make further . -

hypothesis. The more common way to do so is to introduce the

r ~ eddy viscosity concept.
, 2uIC 1.1 = terms exactly taken into account by

L.E.S. In the present paper we do not propose new desaveraging
> models. We only intend to discuss the validity of the eddy

+Ii + T ( ) (2) viscosity formulation.

3 RESULTS CONCERNING THE SPECTRAL TRANSFER 0
in which

In order to discuss the eddy viscqsity formulation, we have
to compute the terms 17'( nd 7 (kJ appearing in equation

rr (2). This is done at a fixed value of tme: t+.

-i. V The values for the spectrum I K usedheecrspn
to an initially isotropic turbulence istorted by a shear. They
have been computed by using the E.D.Q.N.M. model presented in
Bertog~lo (1981). The value of the dimensionless parameter

.9.C(RI1 it4 ~~ ~characterizing the distortion is S tc7 2, in which S is the mean. .. .(3) shear•~~~~~' >=+ + +,-

!.and

The initial isotropic spectrum was deduced from the

J . We have investigated the case of two different filters:

1 . a Gaussian filter:."+ 7e - )(.(+ RP ' I (j +) +v - -' K+  -,.

with

A a sharp filter in wavespace

sit ~ r~t.iJF~J~.. (Rif = .)f

+a :0 if K > Ke

~ e~ ~ ~~JLLJ i~iAa They are the most employed filters, the former being used fr" ~ finite difference simulations, the latter for spectral simulations.

In figure 1, we have plotted, the double correlation
spectra l,'nd their filtered vaLues, IJin the particular case
of a Gaussian filter whose width i ='2.7 cm corresponds to a
simulation on a 16' grid of a "classical laboratory turbulence"

with the notations: (for example Comte-Bellot (1972)) . and ,2 are quantities ,.

integrated over sphecal shells of r us K , Pespectlvely the
S-+,integrals of and....

S4sphere of radius K T~i( k)

IC , ')- I 
- -

+, , T, -

only ire the terms accoit for the
effect f sux rid s3 le on the erl it eddss. (it) contains
w ay robultons involving Wo vectors
different from K ). It is Imowt metht effedt of vch a term is
typically and input of energy at the wave vector i . 1,'j ("Z) is
the contribution of subgrid scales to the input or backscatter

*term In return 7Tj,- that involves f-.( i) is the contribution of 20
subgrld scales to d ouput term or d)uin. It is worth noting that
the distinction between backscatter and drain is not intrinsical
to Quas Normal closures but that it also exists In the case of
the DI.A. (see Kralchran (1976)).

* The term
T+> Fg. I.) ,, Double _r.lation spectra (unfltre and

T K xT (K) ) filtered. )o =:. (nlr Z.n

9.20
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Figure 2 shows the contributions of small scales to the
* non linear transfer

* integral ofT Tig 04ove the t3 3 S3
spherical shel of radius K. a

It can be seen that (K) is more isotropic than-it
is relevant to recall at this point that an eddy viscosity ugi

* parameterization wol oe i a aigthe sm
anisotropy as We can for ea l define the eddy viscosity

A;(ic) a(5) (summation over the
u983VP for T' t (K) repeated indices)

Thsformulation i an extension of the form used by Chollet
(18)frisotropic turbulence

with the notation -1000

1:5 K (CrmlI

tij(-mslFig. 3 Comparison between the spectral transfer due to
sMale scaZlest - - - and the eddy viscosity -

OL- modeled form: tiK) R iltt):

oil Ti
I I

I-4-

Fig. 2: Spectral transfer tj an pato heseta

e~plcitand ubgid cale (~2).Fig. 4 Comparison between spectral tensor j;,subgrid
backscatter7" and subgrid drainr-'( - 2). Over

In this case, the effects of the modeled subgrid scales spherical shelsof radi us K, the prinipal axes of the
would be equivalent to the term tensors are visualized and segments proportional to

b.:> M -the eigen values are plotted.

4 SUBGPJD EDDY VISCOSITY IN A CLOSURE MODEL
which is plotted in figure 3. It can be seen, in particular, that
this lemwould tend to overestimate the drain of energy from A self consistent way to test a subgrid model is to
the *component. introduce the subgrid model into a closure computatio. Then

only the large scales are taken into account by the closure, and
Results concerning the sharp filter confirm the same the subgrid model is used to parameterize the small eddies.

Otrese Comparisons with the closure applied to the whole range of the
> ~ spectrum are thereafter very easily made. The advantage is that,

A separated study of 71'Z/aVndT .-(a; ndicatesth"t the in both cases, the interactions between large scales are treated
eddy viseaety i less adequt~ for the 1,aclcatter 7  ,as with the same approximation. Obviously we have to be faithfull
mugeeted by Kralchnan (19 76)arw Leslie (1979). It can & hown in the behaviour of the closure near the cutoff of the filter.
by using visulzations over spIqrical shell of radius K: in
figure 4 rj" is Im connected to f,.than T "' is. Chollet and Lesieur (1981) have already used this technique

J i to test a subgrid model in the case of isotropic turbulence, We
We have then pointed out a deficiency of the eddy now extend the comparison to sheared homogeneous turbulence.

viscosity subgrtd model. Whether this deficiency may have We have tested several eddy viscosity formulations. In o,,der to
important consequenese will be examined in section 4. point out the inaccuracy of eddy viscosity in the specific field of

anisotropic turbulence, we present the results obtained with the
formulation that gives the best results for isotropic turbulence.%
This formulation is obtained by evaluating, at each wavenumber
and at each time step, the value of the eddy viscosity that would
give the right amount of energy transfered to the Small scales.
This evaluation is performed by making, in parallel, a second
closure computation, over the whole range of the spectrum.



Therefore two closure computations are simultaneous 5 CONCLUSIONS
carried out : the first one to take into account the interactions
between Large eddies, the small scales being parameterized We have pointed out the inadequacy of eddy viscosity
by Vk1q, the second one to determine the values of *)O()C) by subgrd model for anisotropic turbulence. The eddy viscosity ....
computing the interactions involving subgrid scales. parameterization seems in particular unjustified for the *

backscatter or input term, which takes into account the return
The specific form fort is given by eq. (5), and is the one of energy from the small eddies to the large eddies. In the case

used by Chollet (1983) and Aupoix (1983), to parameterize the of a coupled method taking into account large eddies by a
smale scales in a coupled method L.E.S./closure. simulation and subgrid scales by a closed computation, new

"desaveraging" models seems to be needed to model the
For sheared homogeneous turbulence, calculations backscatter before applying the method to sheared turbulence.

resulting from the complete E.D.Q.N.M. equations are
unfortunately so cumbersome and expensive that the evolution
with time of the turbulent field has always been considered as We have only considered here isotropic filters, but the
impossible to compute without simplifying assumptions, effect of non isotropic filter could be investigated, as they
Accordingly, the test of the subgrid model cannot be made in a corresponds to has spectral simulation of sheared turbulence, ...'
straighforward way. We have however proposed a method since Rogallo (1981) has introduced a distortion of the
(Bertoglio (1981)) which requires only a few computations of the computational grid to preserve spatial periodicity.
3D E.D.Q.N.M. transfer, this term being interpolated between
the computed values.
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ABSTRACT recognised by Hanjalic and Lounder [1] proposed a
two-scdles model. However, they ff a ted their

The paper deals with modelling of the energy equations in terms of two scale equat 'her than
equation for homogeneous flows in the wave numbers the approach of an additional coorc -. hich is
space, concentrating on the energy carrying wave utilised here. The idea of formulatin . equations
number region. The energy transfer between wave in the wave numbers space is, of course, not new. A
numbers is studied, and two spectral transfer very well known example is the Rapid Distortion
mechanims are proposed, namely the similar transfer Analysis, as used by Hunt [2), Townsend [3], or
and the isotropizing transfer. It is shown that this Deissler [4). However, these researchers tended to
proposal mechanism can describe homogeneous turbulent neglect the non-linear turbulent convection terms
flows. rather than model them. Yet they have solved problems

of two-dimensional shear flows and obtained very
1. INTRODUCTION interesting results for rapidly strained turbulence.

1.1. Background B. The Spectral Equation. The spectral equation
for the energy tensor Eij is obtained by a Fourier

Most turbulence models are based on two equations transfom of the dynamic equation for the two point
representing the scale and amplitude of the turbulent velocity correlation tensor Oi,j. Batchelor (5]
fluctuations. Although predictions based on such considered the problem of homogeneous flows and
models produce useful results, the universality of suggested to average the correlation functions over
such models is limited, and the predictions are not all directions. Summation of the trace of the
always successful. Considering the reasons for such transformed tensors gives the dynamic equation for the
weaknesses, a distinction should be made between the energy spectrum:
turbulent energy equation, and the second equation
(for the length scale, dissipation, or some other a (k,t) P(k,t) -F(k,t) 2vk2E(k,t) (1)
similar quantity). While the turbulent energy tt - ".k-.'-".(1
equation is usually considered fairly reliable, the
Second equation is somewhat questionable, due to its where:

4 complexity, and the lack of experimental data on the
balance between its terms. E (k, t) - the energy spectrum

The problem may, perhaps, be resolved by P(k,t) - the production term 22
Theroveents and modifications of this equation. F(k,t) - spectral energy transfer
There is, however, another possibility, namely to
formulate the energy equation for various eddy sizes, 2vk2E(k,t) - spectral distribution of the viscous

or wave numbers. When this is done, the energy dissipation.

contained at each wave number is calculated, and the
scale of turbulence ceases to be a major dependent The transfer function F(k,t) is a product of the two

" variable, but it Is calculated from the energy point third order velocity correlation. Thevaibe uti.sclcltdfomteeeg production P is obtained from the components of E.. .-
*, spectrum. Thus, a two equation model reduces to a production thi obtaigne rm the n of -i,-

single equation but of a higher dimension, because now (also from the off diagonal terms, 4j) and therefore

the wave number becomes an additional dependent it requires an estimate if the scalar equation (1) is

variable, in addition to the spatial coordinates and solved. Such estimates were suggested by Tchen [6] -

the time, and will be described below.
In this paper we try to examine this idea, and to Special cases of Eq. (1) are as follows:

find out how to formulate such equation. It should be (I) Isotropic flow, with no production. (la)

pointed out that the closure problem exists in this (ii) Steady flow with a/at . 0. (1b)

formulation as much as it does in the usual two (iii) Isotropic flow (P.0), in the energy

equation models. carrying wave numbers range, where the local
dissipation is relatively small. (Ic)

1.2 Literature Survey (Iv) Steady flow in the energy carrying wave
numbers range. (Id).

A. The Usefulness of a Spectral Mode. Apart from
releiving us from the need for a scale equation, the C. The Closure Problem. As mentioned above, the

ipresent approach appears to have another advantage transformation to tne wave numbers space does not

over the usual two equations model. The conventional resolve the closure problem. In the nomenclature of
formulations are based on the assumtion that the Eq. (1) it means that the transfer function F(k,t) is

energy spectrum is self-similar. However, Such an not known and should be modelled. It is often more

assumption is not correct, and the usual models can convenient to consider the energy flux - G(k,t),
not cope with variations of the spectral distribution defined by:

of the turbulent energy. This point has already been



k..
G(k,t) f k F(k,t)dk (2) e(t)a t (4a)

0 and growth of the macroscale:

which represent the energy transfer from wave numbers "03
smaller than k to wave numbers laraer than k. This L(t) . t O '38  (4b)
energy transfer may occur by stretching of small
vortices by larger vortices and by vortex breakdown (ii) The idea of relating the dissipation c to .
and merging . similar quantities of the low wave numbers .-.

Three possibilities for modelling of the flux range is widely discussed by Batchelor [5]. -.

exist: By equalizing the time scale of the energy
(i) Local algbraic modelling, relating the flux containing range and the time scale of the

geloca values of E and k: dissipation, Batchelor suggested the
correlation:

G(k,t) = 8(t) km En (k,t) (2a) M(t) , A e(t)3121 L(t) (5)

where B can be a dimensional function of
time. Such proposals were given by where A is a constant (Ao(1)). This
Kovasznay [7], Panchev [8], Pao [9] and Lin correlation was experimentally tested by
[103. Batchelor and Townsend [19].

(ii) Diffusional modelling, relating G to the
energy spectrum gradient aE/aK, or in 1.3 Definition of the Problem
physical terms relating G to the energy
spectrum in the adjacent wave numbers: The purpose of this paper is to propose a model

for the energy transfer term F in Eq. (1), which is
S(t) (2b) also suitable for the low wave numbers range - the

G(k,t) B t k' . rk En(k,t)] 2b
energy carrying wave number range. The present paper
is confined tc incompressible homogeneous flows, and

Such proposals were given by Leith [11) and to one dimensional spectral analysis, but we want to
Kraichnan and Spiegel [123. extend the model to non-homogeneous shear flow and

(iii) Integra modelling, relating G to wide range tensorial analysis in the future.
Swave numbers using some integral The model should handle both isotropic and
properties. Such models are based on the non-isotropic flows. Although we are interested in a
assumption that energy transfer may be model for F (or G), we shall have to consider a model
obtained between wave numbers which are for the production term P as well, for non-isotropic
remote from one another. The relation is homogeneous shear flow. However, the model to be used
integral and takes the form: for P will follow the proposal of Tchen [6] for low

non-isotropy, and not developed here.
k

G(k,t) = B(t) [f Xdk] a  Y( dk (2c) 2. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL
0

2.1 Properties of the Model
where X, Y denote various functions. Such
proposals were given by Heisenberg [13], When wc consider the transfer functions G or F, we
Obukhoff £14], Von Karman [15], Ellison [163 know that for homogeneous flows this is the only term
and Dagstad £17]. which represents energy transfer between different

Physical intuition suggests that all these three wave numbers, rather than changes in the energy
proposals are possible. However, the solutions content at a given wave number. Two modes of such
obtained by those models ([7]-[17]) are limited to the energy transfer are possible. The first one is
high wave numbers range - the inertial range and the concerned with energy transfer without changes in the
dissipative range, and none of then can describe the shape of the energy spectrum as found, for instance,
energy flux in the low wave numbers range - the energy in the decay of homogeneous isotropic turbulence. We
containing range. Usually most of the models predict call this mode the self-similar energy transfer -

the -5/3 Kolmogorov power low in the inertial range Fi(k,t), and associate it with the Townsend's energy
and differ from one another in the dissipative range. cascade and the universality of the inertial range.

In this context, it is worth while mentioning here However, this mode alone can not represent all the
Von Karman's [18] empirical interpolation proposal for processes occurring when turbulence is undergoing
the energy spectrum in the low wave numbers range changes 4nd developments. We therefore have to
(tending to Loitsianskii's fourth power spectrum at consider another mechanism by which the shape of the
k->O and to Kolmogorov -5/3 power low at the inertial energy spectrum changes as well. Experimental
range): evidence suggests that when the shear is removed from

any turbulent flow, the spectrum tends towards a
k41 2 -17/6 universal shape, which we call the isotropic energy

E(k,t)- B - (3) spectrum - Ei(k,t). Thus it appears that the second
e e nonsimilar part of the spectral energy transfer is the

term which forces it to reach its universal isotropic
where B and ke are functions of time. shape. We call this mode the isotropizing term -

R(k,t), and associate it with the interaction between
0. Experimental Results. The Von Karman empirical the component of the turbulent velocity or to the

formua IT fr e energy spectrum appears to be non-isotropy of the flow. Such non-isotropy may
satisfactory for the isotropic homogeneous flow. depend in spectral space on a driving force which is
Other important quantities which have been studied are related to the difference between the current value of
as follows: E and the isotropic value - Ei. Thus, the

(t) The turbulent energy and the macroscale difference (E-Ei) is an interpretation of the
evolution during the decay of isotropic non-isotropy in spectral space. Thus the spectral
homoceneous field have been studied energy transfer F (Eq. 1) can be described as follows:
theoretically and experimentally.
Comte-Bellot and Corrsin [19) performed a F(k,t) . Fi(k,t) - R(k,t) (6)
very careful study of this problem. In
their experimental research they suggested
an eirical power low for the decay of the Models for the two terms which represent theturbulent energy: energy transfer between wave numbers are presented in

turbulent energy
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the next paragraphs. and the dissipation (from Eq. 5):

2.2 Self-Similar Energy Transfer C(t) . I Em(t) 31 2km(t) 5 1  (14)

In homogeneous isotropic flow (P 0 0, R 0 0) Eq. w e
(la) represents the dynamics of the energy spectrum where:

during its similar decay, and the closure problem is
reduced to a proposal for one term, the transfer I * A e/2I (14a)
function Fi. In this similar field we evaluate the C ." .L"

first mode - the self-similar energy transfer.
* Heisenberg (13] already realized that this mode is In the isotropic case, Eq.(1) reduces to Eq. (1a):
"% related to the spectral distribution of the

dissipation. Following his proposal we may write: aE -kt) F .(k,t) - 2vk2 E(k,t) (la)

G(k,t) . -H(k,t) 2v k2E(k,t)dk (7) By substitution of the relations (10-14) in Eq. (lj
- -Hk"t k and integration over all wave numbers, we obtain:

where H(k,t) is a dimensionless spectral function 1 dEm 1 dkm 1C 1/12
which we call "the loading function". r +- Em km3  (15)

the"If we limit ourselves to high Ret, the flux in e
inertial range equals the dissipation - c(t): This equation is analog to the total energy decaying

equation:
k( t) 2v tk2E(k,t)dk 2v f k2E(k,t)dk (8)

kk " - c(t) (15a) -

where kI is a typical wave number for the inertial In this equation the transfer function does not appear
range. Therefore, in the inertial range: as its integral vanishes. However, if we perform the

integration from zero only to a finite wave number in
H(klt) - 1 (9a) the energy carrying wave number range, the dissipation

is relatively small and the dynamic Eq. (1) reduces to
On the other hand, for very small k, E->O as well as Eq. (1c):

Thus we may assume that also F. and G vanish .aFi a ~ k~t) (ic)
for k->O. Since kEdk is finite we obtain: .. '

This equation may be so arranged (using our proposal

(7) for G) to get the following form:
H(k,t) - k - 0 for k->O (9b) 1 dEm +1 dkm 0B(B) 1 dkm

E7 77 rmi e YV M B ()

The actual form of the similar loading function may 1/2 3.(
be obtained by studying the self-similar spectral - - I Em km /2 H(B,t)
equation for the homogeneous isotropic field as
follows: where:

We define the following dimensionless parameters:

o(s) . E(kt)/Em(t) (lOa) I (B) f 0 ido (16a)
e 0

a(k,t) . k/km(t) (lOb)
% "Eqs. (15),(16) may be rearranged to give:

where Em(t) and km(t) are the maximal value of E and
its location respectively. We also know that (B) is B
a given function for self-similar isotropic spectrum. dEm Em3 /2km3 /2  1 1 rl(B) 1(Bte,
Therefore: IC Em - - 7 -- "-

e e
.: ~(17 a)"-'--

and the turbulent energy can be described by: B

e(t) - Em(t) km(t) te (12) dkm - I-Em 1 2 'km5 /2  1 e -M(St)] (17b)
e

where Ie is the energy constant: t,-4
Now if the term:

. I e - *(a)do (12a) 1

. [- -- H(B,t) ] , y (18
"e

In a similar way we calculate the macroscale:
than y must be a dimensionless constant for similar

1 ;1 1 energy transfer, and therefore:

ii I  where: H(Bt) . H(S) O- yB4(a) (19

()d(13a) Equation (19) is the representation of the self-
L f similar loading function. Alternative representation0 of H(B) is:

'1
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H6 f E(kt)dk -( Ik E(kt)] (19a) P(k,t) + Fi(k,t) + R(k,t) (24a)ii ()- 1 ~ ~~k-Ye ~ ~) ia t"-'-

0 production self similar isotropizing
transfer transfer

By substitution of this loading function into Eq. (7),
we may obtain: 3. THE ISOTROPIC HOMOGENEOUS CASE ,

G ~t . lkE"~) .k 3.1. The Decay Parameter y..-
i! G~~t) met f' E(k,t)dk - ~kEkt] kE(k,t)dk ""'

E k The decay parameter y controls the rate of energy(20) decay and the growth of the macroscale. By .- ..

substituting (18) into Eq. (17b), we can see thatThis allows an expression for the similar energy km(t) decreases with time for positive y. According
transfer: to relation (13), if km decreases the macroscale L

increases as all the experimental data suggests and
ei2..t _2v 2 thus y must be positive. On the other hand whenFi(kt) = (l-_ e)E(kt)-yIe k ] a k2E(k,t)dk Y1eA the maximal value of E, Em(t) (Eq. 17a), is

e~tl e ' e ~ k increased with time, which is not at all realistic.
(21) Thus, the decay parameter y is bounded by:

Notice that for the energy carrying wave numbers range,,- (k~kl) ,  H(k,t) is governing the spectral 0 < Y < Iie  (25), '."

distribution of the energy transfer. . -
goernigWhen y-O km (and the macroscale) is constant and when

-Term - R(kt) y- I e Em is constant.
Th efsimilar transfer has two subterms: -

This term represents additional energy transfer
function in a mode which is not limited to self-
similar spectral energy distribution. We have already (i) -( e) E(k,t)] (26a)
suggested that this term depends on (E-Ei) as a
driving force. Dimension analysis gives the This term is a local transfer subterm associated with
functional form which we propose: interaction between large and small eddies.

*R(k,t) T [Ei(kt ) - E(k,t)] (22) (ii) + 1 1 ek Ek,)(26b)

where Tr is a typical time scale for this process This term is a differential transfer subterm
and Ei is the isotropic energy spectrum associated with interaction between adjacent large
corresponding to E. This form may satisfy our first eddies. From these subterms we can see that if y=O, Ma"".
requirement that when other forces are not present the model is purely local and as y increases the model
this term drives E into its isotropic form in an becomes more diffusive and less local.
asymptotic way. A better understanding of the influence of y is

We still have to evaluate Ei. We give Ei the obtained in the next paragraphs.
Von Karman universal form (3), and choosing it's
parameters by the following integral requirements: 3.2 Self-SImilar Decay

(i) energy transfer between large eddies only: The isotropic homogeneous case is governed also by -
Eqs. (17a, 17b). If we substitute the model for
H(k,t) (Eq. 19a) in those equations we get:

f E(k,t)dk . f Ei(k,t)dk -e(t) (23a) I dkm 1 Et1/2 3/2
0 0 E yIEm(t) km(t) (27a)

(ii) some scale ratio: I dEm 1/2m 3/2
1 (1/ - -(l Y~)Em( t) km(t) (27b)

f i(k,t)dk . q f E1 (k,t)dk (23b) For convenience we replace Em and km by the energy
O 0 e(t) (Eq. 12) and the integral time scale Te, given

where q is the scale ratio to be determined by by:
comparison to experiments. Those integral relations
are sufficient to determine Ei(O,km,Em). T (t) 2)1

Another interesting feature is that by selection e et) 7i-t) (28)
of the time scale r we may decide how fast the
action of the isotropization terms is, in comparison by substitution of (12) and (28) in (27), we obtain:
to the dissipation process. J

2.4. The Final Equation . -(t) e(t) (28a)

If we assume that the expressions for self-similar - -( Ie + 2 (28b)
transfer (21) and for the isotropizing term (22) are + 0.5)1 (t)
valid also for non-isotropic flows, the final equation teo inf(8 s
for E in the large eddies region is: the solution of (28) is:

a- - P(k,t) - cL) £(l-,Ie)E(k,t)-I- - (t) o 1 (29a)7ef -it e e iak ~ t X011 + .)(t-t 0)]29a
(24)1

T7 (Ei(kt) - E(kt)) e(t) .eo[l + ('2)(t-to)]-M (29b)

This equation could be written schematically: where e0 and are the values at time to, and:
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N = (yIe + .5)-  (30) correlation tensor Ei,j. Therefore, we can
e distinguish between the isotropic case and non-

isotropic case only by the shapes of the spectrum
The constant Yle should be determined by functions. Generally we shall assume that the

comparison to experiments. Using (25), we may write isotropic energy spectrum is given by (3).
the following limitations: We consider two cases of homogeneous flows. The

first one is such that the spectrum is different from
0.67 <M < 2 (31) the isotropic spectrum due to the previous history of

the flow, but without production. In the second case
The macroscale (L a 1/km) is easily calculated as well: we study the homogeneous full developed shear flow.

In such steady flow, their is a constant strain:

L - L)[1 + ( 0/M)(t-t0 )]N (32)

were: d-1 = const. , 2 3 0 (36)
2  3

N 1 -M/2 (33)
4.1 Isotropizing of Non-Isotropic Flow

and from (31) we obtain:
In this case the production is zero, but all other

0 < N < 0.67 (34) terms of (24) is finite. Assuming that the
isotropizing process is faster than the self-similar

3.3 Comparison with Previous Results energy transfer, we obtain:

Many investigators kave referred to the time Tr << T (37)
powers M and N of Eqs. 29b and 32 respectively. Most r f
of the previous results are special cases of the
present theory, as demonstrated by the following table: where Tf - e(t)/c(t) (-Te) is the time scale of

the self-similar transfer. In addition, for the first %
period of the isotropizing, (E-Ei) is big enough to
assume R>>Fi . Concentrating in the energy carrying

Reference M N Ie wave number range, Eq. (24) reduces to: -

.aE k . i -{Ei(k,t) - E(k,t)] (38)
Theoretical at r "

Korneyev and This interpretation assumes that the spectrum tends to
Sedov [20] " 1 0.5 0,5 its isotropic shape much faster than its lost energy.
Hinze 21] - # 1.2 0.4 0.33 Thus Eq. (38), with the integral conditions (23),

Kolmogorov [22] - 1.428 0.286 0.2 can be solved numerically for any arbitrary initial
energy spectrum. We perform to illustrate this

Experimental process with double hump initial energy spectrum and
for q.1 (L is constant during the isotropizing). The

Batchelor [5] - A 1.0 0.5 0.5 results are shown in Fig. 7 where various spectra for

Comte-Bellot advancing time are plotted. The spectrum appears to

and Corrsin [18] -0 1.3 0.38 0.27 tend to its isotropic form in a continuous way.
.2 Tan and Lino

(fal ecan ) [23] 2.00.04.2 The Homogeneous Steady Shear Flowi (final decay) [23]-C"3 2.0 0.0 ..

This is a case where all terms in Eq. (24) are

The dependence of M and N on the decay parameter is significant. Therefore the production P(kj should be
shown in Fig. I as well as som of the values given in formulated. Basically the production is a tensorial"-sh o inFig.abwell assomeofterm. For the case where the mean velocity is given %

* the above table.
The most suitable value of Yle for the isotropic by (36) the production is given by:

decaying field appears to be Yle . 0.27 as carefully A
measured by Comte-Sellot and Corrsin [18]. Ei d 1 (-: i~~ i (k 1- 2- 2E1 ') (
3.4 The Decay of the Energy Spectrum 2 ,2

If we considered the energy carrying wave number Tchen [6] has modelled this expression for the case of
range in the homogeneous isotropic case and substitute low production (one dimensional model):
our model for Fi, we obtain from Eq. (24):

2aE k ta E a _ t ) d Z 2 i k 1 1 2"

a .44(I-~ )E(k ,t)~re3 t) (35) P(k) [ ()E(k)/k3  (40)

using the Von Karman spectrum (3) as an initial
condition, the detailed evolution of the energy where s is a free parameter. This model is suitable

spectrum can be solved. Some modes of the spectral only for low non-isotropy.

decay are shown in Figs. 2-4 for YIe - 0, 0.27, If we assume that Fi and R, which were
0.5. From those figures we can see that the bigger introduced in the previous cases are the only terms

thdi eoe fg re te t th igser. which represent energy transfer between wave numbers . . '.
eddies became more and more permanent as y increases.
In Fig. 5 we can see that the self similar transfer and limit our attention to the fully developed steady
function - Fi, becomes more intensive in the higher case, Eq. (24) with Tchen model (40) gives a steady
wave numbers and less energy tranfers from lower wave balance equation for the energy carrying wave numbers

numbers as y increases. 
".nge

Comparison of the present results for YIe - 0.27
with Sato's C24] experimental results is shown in Fig. 1 d ) 1/2 1
6. The agreement is good. 7- 4.-fE/k "I - T2-fl -E kI e-] -Ei-E] 0

A. THE HOMOGENEOUS CASE
(41)

The flows discussed here are not isotropic.
However, we still consider the trace of the



d - flow turbulence an energy balance exists between the
w r(.i a t e c production, the isotropizing and self-similar energy:. . where Tp =(T7- ) is a time scale for the production,. rnfr hn te podcin i tpe h

2 transfer. When the production is stopped the2" isotropizing mechanism governs the spectrum and when

If we limit ourselves to the simple case y 0, EQ. the spectrum becomes isotropic, the energy spectrum
(41)ecomes aurelgebr : tdecays in a similar way.

4) becomes algebraic: We believe that extension of the model to the
tensorial equations does not pose any serious

6. 1/2 difficulties.
1 d 1  311 1 1
- (. )[E/k ] -- E(k,t) +- (El-E) - 0 (41a)
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ABSTRACT confirmation of k
-51 3 

at large Reynolds numbers means

that a failure to agree closely with Kolmogoroff implies
The use of renormalisation methods in turbulence a failure to agree with experiment. Second, there are

theory is discussed. A renormalised perturbation some grounds for believing that k-5/3 may be the
theory (McComb 1978) is used to calculate the stat- rigorous solution for a second-order closure, in the
istical parameters of freely-decaying isotropic limit of infinite Reynolds numbers.
turbulence. Some preliminary results show that the
theoretical spectra are in good agreement with experi- Kraichnan's DIA had a dramatic effect on the sub-
mental results. Also, some preliminary results are ject and many papers followed during the 1960s and early
presented for the isotropic part of the effective 1970s. A general discussion may be found in the book
viscosity calculated by a new technique of Iterative by Leslie (1973). In all cases, these theories -

- Averaging (McComb 1982). mostly self-consistent methods - gave the same energy

equation as DIA. But in some cases the equation for
INTRODUCTION the renormalised response (or propagator) function

"- differed from the DIA form. However, with only two
As is well known, the fundamental problem in the exceptions, these theories also failed to give the

theory of well-developed turbulence is the need to close Kolmogoroff spectrum.
the infinite hierarchy of moment equations, which is
generated when one averages the equation of motion. The two exceptions are the Abridged Lagrangian-
This closure problem stands in the way of engineering History form of DIA (ALHDI : Kraichnan 1965) and the
calculations and fundamental studies alike. In the Entropy maximisation of Edwards and McComb (1969).
first case, it is normally seen as the need to relate Both these theories have their disadvantages; namely
single-point quantities (e.g. the mean velocity, the great complexity and the need for ad hoc simplificat-
Reynolds stress) to each other. In the second, it ions. However ALiDI gave good results at large
involves two-point quantities and is usually restricted Reynolds numbers.
to isotropic turbulence, where the mean rate of shear is
zero and the moment hierarchy may be studied in More recently, a new version of the Lagrangian-
isolation. In this paper we are concerned with the History approximation, Strain-Based ALHDI (or SBALHDI)
fundamental problem and, in particular, with reporting has proved able to give accurate predictions of freely-
some new results obtained by using renormalisation decaying isotropic turbulence at both low and high -

methods. Reynolds numbers (Kraichnan and Herring 1978; Herring• and Kraichnan 1979).

Originally renormalisation was the procedure for a i n9
removing the divergences that occur in the Feyman graph In this paper we shall present some preliminary
expansion of quantum electrodynamics. The term has results for freely-decaying isotropic turbulence, as
now spread to other methods of handling perturbation calculated using the Local Energy Transfer (LET) theory
expansions - mainly in statistical mechanics - and the (McComb 1974, 1976, 1978). This theory is a purely
general approach may be conveniently referred to as re- Eulerian closure which differs from DIA by the presence
normalised perturbation theory (RPT). of an additional term in the response equation. It is

compatible with the Kolmogoroff spectrum in the infinite
The application of renormalisation methods to Reynolds number limit.

turbulence began with Kraichnan (1959), who used RPT to
obtain the Direct-Interaction Approximation (DIA). The Finally, in recent years, the success of Renorm-

% main advance of this work was that the realisability of alisation Group (RG) theory in critical phenomena
the theory was assured (i.e. spectra would always be (Wilson 1975) has led to a drift away from RPT appro-
positive). Its main success has been its ability to aches to RG methods. So far RG Theory has generally
predict the decay of grid turbulence at low-to-moderate only been applied to some rather restricted problems
microecale Reynolds numbers, without recourse to (e.g. see the review by Kraichnan 1982) but more ambit-
adjustable constants or ad hoc assumptions. However, ious approaches have been the applications to sub-grid
at high Reynolds numbers, DIA fails to yield the modelling for scalar transport (Rose 1977) and, by a new
Kolmogoroff (k5/3) spectrum. method of averaging (Iterative Averaging : McComb 1982),

to shear flows. We shall also present some preliminary
Of course nowadays there is some debate about calculations of eddy viscosities from the latter theory.

whether compatibility with the Kolmogoroff spectrum is a
crucial test for a turbulence theory. It is argued THE STATISTICAL EQUATIONS
that when intermittency is taken into account, the

, exponent may not be exactly 5/3. We shall make only Let us consider an incompressible fluid occupying a
two points about this here. First, the experimental cubical box of side L. At a later stage we shall take



L"k

the limit L " (which is required for rigorous x Q, (k-,k';cr') Q %o (jk-j,k;t,t,t'),(1O)"
isotropy) and sumtion will then be replaced by - -- -

integrals. If we let the velocity field be U0 (x,t),then the Fourier components of this are defined by where %8, is a triple moment, defined by analogy with

I k~)(5). If we attempt to obtain an equation for Q..then
U0 (x,t) U (k,t) . it will contain the fourth-order moment Qo8y6; and so p

k_ on. This is. of course, the closure problem.

The equation of motion may be written as Traditionally, engineering applications have

a *focused on equation (9) and various hypotheses have been
k
2
) U, (kt) 

= 
i (k) * used to relate the Reynolds stresses Q08 to the mean

at-velocity U0 . Generally the idea of an effective vis-
;'( ,cosity has been most valuable. In recent years, such
CLO Y U' (j~L) U0 (2.),(2 hypotheses have been extended to single-point versions

of (10), in order to develop relationships between the "
where v is the molecular kinematic viscosity, H (k) is various components of Q08 , the dissipation rate, and the

• an external pressure gradient, and the inertial Iransfer mean velocity.
*'. operator M 8  (k) is defined by

asy In contrast, fundamental studies have concentrated
on isotropic turbulence, where we may take U 0 0 (more

M asy (k) (2i)
- 

{k
1 

Do7 W + k7 D (W) (3) strictly, its spatial gradient is zero and then we can
transform to a co-ordinate system moving with the mean

and velocity). Under these circumstances equation (9)
becomes irrelevant and equation (10) reduces to:

D W 6- -k ka Jkl (4
2(a + v kL2) Q(IL;t,t') Z M W8 (k

The pair correlation of velocities may be defined, thus: -
;"( )3 ~ ~~~x QSo (i'jE-i, -1; t , tt , tl)..- .

<Ua (k,t) U 8 - ) 8 - with corresponding equations for the third and higher

moments.
where < > means average value. For isotropic turb-
ulence, the correlation function Q (k;t,t') may be int- We shall touch on both approaches in this paper.

* roduced through the relationship In the next section we discuss the LET theory for iso-
"" ~tropic turbulence.-"-I

- .Q as (k;t,t') - Da (a ) Q (k; t,t'). (6) toitruec

THE LOCAL ENERGY TRANSFER (LET) THEORY
In theoretical work it is normal to use the

ensemble average. For reasons which will emerge, me Theories of isotropic turbulence are generally for-
shall discuss time-averages and we shall represent these mulated in the following way. At some time in the re-
by either overscores or Dirac brackets as convenient, mote past, we assume that the nonlinear term is switched
For quasisteady flows, the average with respect to time, off and that the velocity field U

(°
) (k,t) results from

is defined as the action of random stirring forces, which are taken to
T have a normal distribution. The assumption of normal

U (k,t) = 2 U (k,t+s) da. (7) (or Gaussian) statistics allows one to work out all thea T- - moments of the zero-order field in terms of Q(O). Under
-T these circuml tances, we can introduce the zero-order

The averaging period 2T must be long enough to smooth propagator R( ° ), such that
out the fluctuations associated with the turbulent (o) (0) 

(
0
)

cascade but must also be shorter than the time-scale U (kt) - H (k;ts) U (ks), (12)

associated with any external time-dependence that we
might wish to study, where Ii(0) satisfies

The formulation of statistical equations is well (0)
known and proceeds as follows. Let us represent the (a t °

2) (o) ( (t-'),(13)
instantaneous velocity field as the sum of a mean and a
fluctuation from the mean, thus: and has the properties

. (k,t) - (, + u (k,), (8)() , ()

(t)-U(t)*u(t)(8 H(0) (k,s)H ()(k;s, t)- ) (k;t, t')-Dc ()(0)(ktt
M e - a s , ;( , ( k ; t , t ' )- -

where u (k,t) is the fluctuating field. Substitution (o)
of (8) Into (2) and averaging using (7) yields H 

( )
(k;t,t) " 1. (14)

a If we now switch on the nonlinear terms, then the I-
at v o 2 ) U Ck,t) - t (k) . modes of the zero-order field become coupled together in

INo 3 a systematic fashion. Thus the exact velocity field

M (k) US (j ,t) f (k-j, (t ) (k,t)}. (9) Ua (k,t) is obtained from the sum of interactions of the
y - - zero-order field. And, as all the moments of the zero-

order field can be evaluated, the exact correlation Q is
This is a form of Reynolds equation but is only valid given by the sum of a corresponding expansion in terms
away from solid boundaries, as we have neglected the of H() and Q(O).

surface integral terms when eliminating the internal 
ft --

pressure. Formal analyses of the primitive perturbation
series show that renormalisatiqn is achieved (to second

Also, subtracting (9) from (2), multiplying by order) by replacing H(O) and Q(O) by their exact forms
ua, (k',t') and averaging, yields the general equation H and Q, and retaining terms quadratic in Q. In DIA a
for the fluctuating field separate equation is derived for H(o) (strictly G

(
o), in

Kraichnan's notation : G(o) relates infinitesimal
changes in the velocity field to the corresponding inf-

( t ,o 
k 2

) Q..' (k,k';t.t') I . M.8 (k)(2U (j.t) initesimal changes in the stirring forces). Renorm-
alisation of this second equation is achieved in the



saewy(O) Q G(oJare weae GC ) and terms quadratic in G Spectrum V: E(ko) 2w k-5 /3. (22)

Spectra 1, 11, and III were identical to spectra B,
*In LET, the equations for both Q and H are obtained C and D of Kraichnan (1964). The LET equations were

directly from the primitive series. Renormalisation is computed using each of these initial spectra to give
anticipated by introducing the exact propagator form- evolved microscale Reynolds number RX i. 20. In general
ally. By analogy with equation (12), H is introduced LET was found to behave much like DIA, with evolved
by spectra becoming independent of initial spectrum shape

and also shoving self-preservation. However, LET gave
Um (k,t) - H3  (k;t,s) U (k~s) higher values of energy transfer and of evolved skewness

- - -factor than DLA.

CIO~ ()Hkt)U 0 (.)(1)Spectrum Wv was chosen in the light of comments by
Van Atta and Chan (1969) to test the effect-of a lower

With prprisanalogous to those given by equations value of the peak wavenumber. In this case (C1 - 0.4,
(14) for H(O). C2 - 1, C3 *0.5, C4 - 1) calculations were made for an

evolved RX " 40. The results for the one-dimensional
The derivation of the LET equations for R and Q may dissipation spectrum k

2  
E(kt) are shown in Fig. 1

* be found elsewhere (McComb 1978). Here we quote the where they are compared with the DIA value and with some
result for isotropic, non-stationary turbulence as representative experimental results. Here u(t) is the
follows: RMS velocity and kd is a characteristic wavenumberI!I (. O k

2
) H (k;t,t) W (k; t, t'), the t (16) (Keaichnan 1 964).

at 0.0

(- O k
2
) Q(k;t,t') P(k;t,t'). (17) 0 V hhob

at 0 -

o0.06- *

The inertial transfer term W and P are given by r so n0

0

Thedeivtion) d3 th E qain o n a ispon. pcr0k4® kt resoni Fg -

Frt~ *0.02
a s H(k;t',s) Q(j;t,s) Q(IE-.jJ;t,s)

Qk.s)0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

-o ds h(k;st') H(j;ts) Q(k-ie;tes)h (18)ak/h D

0
FIG. 1 Comparison of evolved one-dimensional

and dissipation spectra at moderate values of

P(k;t,t') Jd3l Lk R.O

Computed results for Spectrum IV at
t' tu(o)oL(") - 1.0 -LET, R 38.2;

x de H(k;t',s) Q(j;t,s) Q(D-i;t,s) R 40.5.

Experimental results: 7, RX 39.4, x/M
rt 30 (Stewart & Townsend 1951) ;0, R - 49.0

- d (k;st') H(j;t,s) Q(lk-jl;t,s) (19) and -, RA_ 35.0 at x/H - 48 (Chen 1968).1 6, RX - 38.1, x/H - 240 and A, RX - 36.6,
0 x./M 385 (Comte-Bellot & Corrsin 1971)

" T, RX - 45.2, x/H - 174.4 (Frenkiel
are Klebanoff 1971).

Lkj, [(k2.j2') - d~ kj22 u 2Rk.

The remaining results in this section are from the

k
2 
+ - 2kjp calculations at high Reynolds numbers. Spectrum V was

computed for an evolved R ^. 533. In Fig. 2 we show
and u is the cosine of the angle between the vectors k the evplution of the one-imensional spectrum plotted as
and Wks) d's(k, R)/ -) against kk, where c is the

dissipation rate and k is the Kolnogoroff wavenumber.
It should be noted that equations (17) and (19) are In Fig. 3 we show the evolved one-dimensional spectrum

identical (notational differences aside) to the corr- compared with experimental results from four different

sponding DIA equations, whereas (16) and (18) differ investigations. Clearly the spectrum calculated from
* rom their DIA equivalents by the presence of the first LET agrees quite well with the measured spectra.

term (i.e. the one containing Q-
1
) on the right-hand

side of (18) for W(k;ttc). Finally, in Fig. 4 we compare the evolved spectrum "
with the computed spectra using ALHDI and SBALdI

Equations (16) and (17) were integrated forward in (Herring and Kraichnan 1979) and with some represent-

time, from a variety of initial conditions, using the ative experimental results. By plotting k
5
/3 (kt)

methods previously used by Kraichnan (1964) for DIA. we show up differences more clearly than on the plot of

Full details will be given elsewhere so we shall just *01 (k,t) against k. Even so, the three theories agree
s" rom isr som interesting features here. Four of the quite well with each other and with experiment within
trial spectra were of the form the scatter of the experimental data. it is note-

kC2 k) (21) worthy that LET agrees more closely with SBALHDI than
Spectra -V: E(k,o) FiC ep(-C3 kC with ALHDI. A comparison of all four theories (LET,

DIA, ALhI and SBALHDI) at low Reynolds numbers

where C1 - C. are constants. The fifth initial (Spectrum III: R - 19.0) showed that the agreement
" spectrim was given by: between LET and SBALHDI was significantly closer than

that between any other pair of theories.
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RG theory involves the progressive scaling away of energy spectrum with experimental results.
the highest wavenumbers, whose effect on smaller wave-

• numbers can be retained in average form, as a contrib- Theory: - , LET, R %, 533."
ution to a transport coefficient. When the system Experiments: 0, 0, A, A, Rl X 2000 (2/2/60,
becomes invariant under such transformations it is said Grant at al. 1962); m , Rl X 538 (Kistler
to have reached a fixed point. In general this fixed & Vrebalovich 1966); 7, Rl X. 308 (Uberoi & .'
point corresponds to a critical point. Freymuth 1969); a RX 5/. 850 (Coantic &

S Favre 1974). --- , k -5/3.
Rose (1977) has applied RG theory to the sub-grid

modelling of passive scalar convection. However the
" method can readily be generalised to the mathematically averaging over T 0 smooths out frequencies greater than

similar problem of obtaininG an equation for the mean . w/To" And so on, for T... T

velocity from equation (2). The procedure consists of I 0  Ado n rn

three stages as follows: We now wish to develop an iterative solution for
the mean velocity. We divide up the velocity field as

(I) Divide up the velocity field into u' (k,t) follows:
and u> (kt) where u> are the modes such' that
k ) ko (say). Eliminate the high-k modes by U(t) " U(t) + U+(t) (24)
solving equation (2) for u> and substituting
into the equation for u< . where

(2) Average over the high-k modes.
(3) Re-scale k, t, and u< so that the new equation <U(t)> n - U(t) (25)

looks like equation (2). This step involves
the introduction of renormalised transport and
coefficients.

"t O . (26)

We shall return to Rose's formulation 
later in

order to compare it with our own (McComb 1982). Let us begin with n - 0 and take T to be small.
If we Fourier-transform (23) into the frequency domain

Let us now reconsider the problem of solving we obtain
equation (2) for the mean velocity. We replace the
Reynolds averaging (equations (7) - (9)) by the foll- <U(w)> ° - A (M) UMw) (27)
owing procedure. We introduce the iterative averaging 0

technique by defining where Ao(W) is the Fourier Transform of ao(t) and we
- ... s)have used the convolution theorem. Then

-n U(ts) sinc(s/tn) ds, (23) Uw ='('U)2<U~~~t)>n~ *O 4 U(w) I I-Ao(w) I U() (28) ".'".,.

where since - a 1 sine and T is a member of the set and hence taking positive w,
Cr-, o. 1 .. such thato < , < .... < Tn" Then



I *o
°  I!(k) * 1 H (k)U;(ij.tU ( k-oj,t)__

- I

2 M y(k M8  ,y,(j)(voj 2)

10xU (k-i,t)U6'j ) ( ',>,(j-i',t) (31) -.-..
Y Y

*o where a plus superscript on a quantity indicates that
w-0 the corresponding wavenumber argument is greater than
- a ko . The connection between the two may be made using

the well known Taylor hypothesis of frozen convection,

i 2 thus: kU - w, where U is the local mean velocity.
':10 2

\ Evidently equation (31) mainly differs from the pre-
ceding equation in that it contains the low-k triple
product U U U on the righthand side.

This difference assumes greater importance as the

iteration proceeds. We choose the averaging times co

10" n =h
-  

T (32)

where h satisfies 0 < h < 1 and T €(V i etn being

the energy dissipati;on rate. The recursion relation
for the effective viscosity is found to be:

10 - vn+l(kt) n v(k,) + dn(k,t), (33)

10 -  10-2 10 -  10

k/k
s S~~v n(k,t) d3Levolvedr ) f-d . Lk u Q(Ik-.il,t)...-.-

FIG. 4 Comparison of evolved k 5 /3 $1 (kt) with (34)
other theoretical and experimental results. v (j) k 2 j 2

nTheory: - , LET;- - , ALHDI and
STALI (erring - raLchnan This can be obtained inductively from equation (30).

1979). Clearly the corresponding result from (31) will be more
complicated as it will receive a contribution from the "" ""

Experiment: 0, 0, 4, A (Grant et al. 1962); U-U-r term. We shell not give further details here ... ,
* (listler & Vrebalovich 1966)T--Uberoi , and reference should be made to Rose (1977) for the

Freyeyuth 1969); 0 (Coantic & Fevre 1974). equation which corresponds to (34) in the present work.

Our formulation is completed by the transformations:

U G .w ) t fT oa t 'W IU,<) -o for 0 < w, w."oo /:,:,:
0- U(W for ir-o< W+ < . (29) k -+ OF-o- 1 hn 

u1W -k k(5

Noting that: (a) U is small compared to U-; and (b) the Using the procedures of McComb (1982), calculations were
decay of U* is controlled by v0 (together, these con- carried out for the stationary case on the assumption
ditions are our criterion for the choice of rn), we that the fluctuations are isotropic with spectrum
substitute (24) into (2) and average each term using (23) ththefuuaon arisrpcwth pcrm
wuth n e 0. T u eao fo r U i then E(k) E . £2/3 k-5/3 where a is a constant. Under these
tracted from (2) to give an equation for U . The o- circumstances, (33) and (34) imply:
ution for U

+ 
(which contains only frequencies > k/)()3")

may be obtained using the zero-order (viscous) Green vn(knk') al
/2 

nl/3 kn
/ 

v*(k') (36)
function. Then substitute for U back into the squat-
ion for U - the result being an incremental change to '.-"."9.. v (k. - i , L ~ k' -J" -1/3
the viscosity vo  vo + 6 vo - rename U -U and repeat dv*(k') = k dj' - (37)
for -r > TO .  n Of_ _-

After the first iteration, equation (2) becomes vn(j') k 2 j,2 . .-
(McComb 1962), aT--

for 1 <lk'-,'l < h and 1 < k',j' < -. The recursion
( k 2d ( )' k , ))U( ) relationship then becomes:

-V (k.) - h /3 (v*(hk') + 6v(hk')! (38)

= W +mk E Ma U_(.)U_(Ik-i 901 (30).n.l n n

a.. W I S -
-- -Equations (37) and (38) were computed numerically.

Various trial values were assumed for the arbitrarywhere Q: is defined by analogy with Q as liven by equal- r-ers (hcfis O anh. F .5sow 'n-"+
i on 3 n kui ie yeuto 2) sn h parameters v 0 (which fixes TO) and h. Fig. 5 shows vion (5) and Lkj is given by equation (20). Using the plotted against n for h - 0.6, k' - 5.0 and for a range

some notation, Rose's (1077) method gives equation (2) of values of the (scaled) initial viscosity, v*. The
in the form recursion relation was found to reach a fixed point,

such that Lt vn(k') - v*(k') as n - N. Clearly this
f 'k2+

3 J Lkjl(vOj2)Q 0 (Ik-iIt))U(kt) result is independent of the initial viscosity for a
ko 0 wide range of v*.
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A NEW LOOK ON TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW

by ".

Sin-I. Cheng
Princeton University

Princeton, NJ 08544 U.S.A.I 'I

A1STRACT ample support of the theorem, computational simulation of
fluid turbulence with the N-S system has been dissap-

Recent mathematical theory suggests that fluid pointing. Chaotic results are promptly obtained at
turbulence is deterministically represented by the dis- Reynolds numbers substantially below the transition range
crete, chaotic solutions of the N-S equations. This is without displaying any features that the mathematical
constructively demonstrated with a computational theory implies and the physical experiments suggest.
simulation of the development of large disturbances into Thus, for fluid turbulence, either the mathematical
turbulent spots at Re - 3000. The propagating turbulent theory or the computational simulation can be suspect.
front appears to be the only universal feature of the
intermittent, turbulent shear flows with "organized" The statistical and the deterministic views of
structures. In this light, the premises of the turbulence point to different faults in the computational

" statistical theory of turbulence and the secondary simulation. Statistical theory emphasizes energy cas-
instability theory of transition are examined. The ceding down to dissipation scale eddies, and calls for
physical nature of such turbulent fronts is then ex- very refined computational resolution or suitable sub-
plained as the coalesced wave fronts of the propagating grid model(s) to be incorporated in the N-S system.
pressure disturbance pairs generated to restore the Alternatively the N-S system is simplified either
solenoidal velocity field of an incompressible fluid, through linearization with stoichastic functions or
Such turbulent fronts mark the local solution bifur- through postulating vorticity transport as the dominant
cations on the way to ultimate chaos. Implications of mechanism. The deterministic view suggests, on the
the physical model are briefly explored, other hand, that the N-S system should not be tampered

with while high resolution is not necessarily a pre-
INTRODUCTION requisite for satisfactory computational simulation of

the global features of turbulent shear flows, if N-S

Transitional and turbulent shear flows either as system is presumed to be adequate for defining fluid

free layers or wall layers away from solid surface are 
-"u" 4'

"intermittently turbulent" and exhibit some global, Studies of "strange attractor- as the abstract
"coherent" large scale structures although sufficiently r
varied in details under different configurationsil,2]. mathematical image of turbulence 3j can doubtfully re-
Trh be rut nc ewh ttsolve the above practical questions. Bifurcations areThere have been frequent conjectures with artisticvaidorifentonnarsse.Enfra" .

rendrin ofthe arius trucure asto teir"qusi- varied for different nonlinear systems. Even for a
rendering of the various structures as to their "*quasi- given system bifurcations can become increasingly com- -"'

deterministic" nature. The development of statistical gienat later buaisWe note that suchre
theory of turbulence has focused on the closure plex atltrstages. Wnoetasuhcomplex

phenomena take place in the immediate vicinity of a
difficulty without paying much attention to these bifurcation point, too small to be e~rrimented with
observations. The closure process has led to much either physically or computationallyi. We are not
speculation of new physics, either as some property(ies) that much interested in such details, but only in the
of turbulence statistics, or as some conservation bifurcated solution(s) that determines the successive' relations of some gloal turbulent property(is) such

as stresses, length scales, etc. stages of later bifurcations on its route to turbulence.
Thus we would be satisfied with computational methods of

Recent mathematical developments[3 suggest that generating transitional states valid merely globally to
Recet utsatuall s sn e s rty) provide tests against well known large scale features ofturbulence results naturally (as a "gene Lic property") shear flow turbulence. . r.

from repeated solution bifurcations of nonlinear systems hafotblc' at su fficien tly large parametric values. Th e details or h s st ed u r s , e r su s of F i nb u [ 6 ]  : -:
of such a chaotic solution is sensitive to data pertur- on the "Metric Universal Properties" of period doubling

bations, so that the problem is not well set in Hadamad bifurcations is of special interest. It is proved for
sense. It is however, deterministic for each data set. the one-parameter family mapping of a sufficiently smooth
The 1toute to Turbulence" or its path of development to function, having a unique extreme within the interval of
some ultimate chaotic state is well defined without any the map. This mapping represents the process of func- f "= i
"Now Physics". This ultimate or fully developed state tional iterations for the solution of the nonlinear
of turbulence, defined by a given nonlinear operator is equation x - F(x,R) computationally, where the nl

t h

not unique but varies with m ay be iterate xn, is calculated from the nth iterate as xn+linnlinear eqations system my be algebraic (difference), F(xn,R). It the function x - x* remains unchanged
differential or integro-differential, etc., for different beiby the mapping, i.e. x*=F(A*,R) then x* is a solution or ..
physical system or for different approximations to a a fixed point. The universal properties are: 1) The
given physical system. Fluid turbulence is the one convergence toward the ultimate turbulent state as is
defined by the Navier-Stokes system at sufficiently measured by the departure of some parametric value An Of
large Reynolds numbers. While computational studies mesre byrt d rt e osmepi tr value w n nf
with simple nonlinear model equations have provided tim l



is geometric and with some universal rate of A-An -. 6
"n  

Consider first the integration of the time dependent
with i = 4.6992 at sufficiently large n. N-S system of an incompressible fluid in terms of the
2) The functions in the immediate vicinity of every and primitive variables, i.e. velocity and static pressure
all bifurcating points are similar and can be reduced to (q,p).
some universal form after some universal scaling of the M n 1 * -2 V 7'
characteristic length or physical dimension of the at Re
bifurcation, i.e. dn \ jai- with a - 2.5029..., at Continuity 0 (2)
sufficiently large n. .tuy(

3) The universal values are essentially reached in a
few bifurcations. where the density P of the incompressible fluid is taken

The bifurcation processes of the N-S system and of as unity and the Reynolds number Re is expressed in terms
its discrete approximations are likely more complicated of some convenient reference variables. The fundamental
than the period doubling type, but such detailed events difficulty of integrating (1) and (2) wit a given set of
of bifurcation processes are hardly significant outside initial-boundary data is the absence of . The correct
a small region around the bifurcation point. As such, pressure p(x,t) should advance q(x,t) from (1) such
adequate computational simulation of global phenomena that q(x,t) will remain solenoidal, 7i - 0, at all times.
may require only modest discrete resolution for a We do not know of any direct method of finding such a
reasonable representation of the first few bifurcations p(x,t), nor any apparent converging iterative procedure

[ (not the first few harmonics of spectral resolutions). to fulfill this condition. The divergence of the
With proper discrete formulations, currently available momentum equation (1) gives
computers should generate simulated results that compare "'- '
favorably with experimental observations. This is in 2p = . 2 Ve .....(

sharp contrast with what the statistical theory of t.Re
turbulence suggests as to the need of very refined mesh which may be solved with the source terms evaluated in
resolution and/or sub-grid modeling under the presumption many different ways for iteratively predicting the
of eventual "convergence" of such discrete approximations adduced pressure field. These had been tried extensive-
to the "solution". lyy"

'
, but failed to restore satisfactorily any solenoidal

velocity field despite various smoothing computational
With chaotic solution of the N-S system sensitive artifices.

to the data, we cannot expect convergent approximations
but only asymptotic approximations in some sense. The system (1) and (2) is a singular limit of the N-S -
Consistent and stable discrete approximations of some for compressible fluid where the continuity relation
simple, steady, nonlinear equation in one space q = dt replaced by (2) with the term 
dimension (Burger's Equation) have indeed been demon- d is r " -

strated to diverge at vanishingly small meshes, but can e < < 1 dropped. To restore an initial value problem,
give adequate asymptotic approximations at coarse meshe.' the continuity relation is modified as
The universality relations provide some basis for ex-
pecting such reasonable asymptotic approximations for the 0 (4)
time-dependent N-S equations in three space dimensions. 7 .
In view of the inherent uncertainties of asymptotic where e is some sufficiently small quantity as an
approximations, constructive comparision with experimental approximation. The difficulty remains because any
data is much needed. Therefore we choose to carry out residual div q will lead to very large changes of pressure. .
the computational simulation of the development of some The diverging situation as c - 0 renders any approximate
large disturbances into a turbulent spot in a Couette calculations at small e meaningless. To render a
Flow of an incompressible fluid over a flat plate to "converging" approximation seouen8e as e - 0, the method
facilitate experimental comparison, of artificial compressibility 9 ,1 Oi alters the momentum

equations as:

COMPK7rATIONAL FORMLATION 1 2-

The computational solution of nonlinear problems has wfc
long been plagued by spurious oscillations generated by with an artificial force field F(E,£), chosen to satisfy "
the presence of large gradient(s) in the field. They Eir P(,e) = 0 and to guarantee a convergent sequence so
are visualized as "error waves" or "Numerical Turbulence",
and often smeared over by various computational artifices, that computational solutions of (4) and (5) at some

We now wish to compute a turbulent field, with many large sufficiently small E promises some approximation to the

gradients. How can we distinguish "numerical" from solution of the incompressible problem (1) and (2). For
'physical" turbulent fluctuations? How can we suppress periodic or otherwise trivial boundary formulation,
or smooth the numerical instability while permitting the F - 1 j div is an appropriate choice. For nontrivial

physical instability to develop into turbulence? bounaary value problems, our analysis showed that F de-
pends intricately on a nontrivial boundary integral.

The deterministic view of turbulence provides a Explicit determination of 9 for a given nontrivial

simple answer. If the N-S operator, FN is to develop boundary formulation is difficult. Since we wish to study
chaotic fields, aFN/;x will contain unstable eigenvalues different initial boundary value problems of practical

(Xbl, Xb2....) arranged in sequential order of their interest this approach is not suitable.

associated bifurcations leading toward chaos. If an
iterative computational algorithm with mesh size h, i.e. To avoid the direct solution of pressure, we take the

curl of equation (1) to obtain the vorticity transport

n-l . F' (xR) equation
- ) . 7x(3 x 12

will not give any bifurcating unstable eigenvalues of .W Re (6)

aFNh/ax that enter into the sequence prior to Xb2, then with
the first two bifurcations is unlikely to be affected c - 7 x (6a)

by the "unstable" algorithm. This requirement on the
computational algorithms, adequate for computing the It looks as if w could be solved from (6) iteratively with

global features of turbulent or transitional fields, (6a) without referring to the pressure field. It appears

appears to be more lenient than that for computing the even more so when the iterative procedure is simplified

steady state problems where no unstable eigenvalues are to merely correcting the induced velocity field for changes
allowed. Why then should numerical turbulence plague in vortici v.due to convective displacement and vorticty
the computational simulation of fluid turbulence more stretchingill]. This presumption is not true. The

than that of steady state flow problems? The origin of boundary condition of vorticity on a stationary solid
excessive "numerical turbulence" may be "physical" in its surface is 

7
x w * -Re 

7
p. As will be discussed later an

formulation rather "numerical" in its execution. ad hoc boundary formulation without any reference to

9.38
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perturbed pressure field, will lead to nonsolenoidal 5 (3), with the boundary condition on a non-slip surface
and q. Equation (6) is then no longer the curl of (1), derived from tht solenoidal vorticity field as:

• . and its chaotic solution is not fluid turbulence but
numerical noise. The role of pressure disturbances is n • C? x
essential.

The residual diverges of q and at any pont in e where n is the unit normal to the solid boundary.

field represent physically impulsive forces'or moments
Such impulses gererate pressure waves, propagating at DEVELOPMENT OF LARGE DISTURBANCES IN A COUE77E FLOW

" "infinitely" large speed to relax to a physical, sole- W " ew
* noidal state of q and Z with an altered smooth pressure We discretize equations (6)-(l) with the simple

field. The correction to j (or ) due to the relaxation forward time and centered space algorithm uing the latest
of these impulsive forces is derivable from a potential available values during each sweep. n'1 . ( n . qnrl)

i function Z(x,t), or 1(x,t), since the equilibration pro- is used as the average convective velocity tn loop (c).
cess is too fast for viscosity or any other dissipative The discretized Poisson equations are solved with ADI
processes to be effective. Therefore, if the nonphysical Process, each with a constant acceleration parameter.
state with residual divergences are 4and respectively, The acceleration parameters and the number of iterationsthe physical vorticity and velocity are: in each loop were determined from model studies. Thetdevelopment 

of "large" disturbances in a uniform shear

4= (7) flow between a stationary plate at y - 0 and a plate
moving in the plane y - 1 with velocity (1, 0, 0) at

q (8) Re - 3000 was then computed with a coarse grid 15xlSxlS

so that at t = 0.2.

= -div (9) Impulsive disturbances were applied at t - 0 at a
" 2 t -div q (10) gr6up of grid points in the lower middle of the computa-

r tional region. Unit impulses of the streamwise component

* Neumann condition is prescribed on the boundary so as to of vorticity ,% never grow. The uniform shear flow was
. avoid disturbing physical conditions normal to the reestablished at SO It. There was no numerical turbulence

boundary. To facilitate computation, we replace (6a) by and the flow regains the laminar condition.

72- Unit impulses of v-component velocity normal to the
q2 = .U x w (11) stationary plate at y s 0 generates a horse-shoe vortex,

lifting rapidly away from y - 0 while being stretched and
" So that (9)-(Il) represent five Poisson equations with convected downstream. By O0 It, an apparently laminar

source terms to be evaluated with the latest available shear flow is again established with a decaying and diffusec
data. Thus we set up three iterative loops in calculating horse-shoe vortex in the middle. There was no chaotic
the grid values at an advanced time step: (a) vorticity vortical flows like turbulence in the field.
loop with e.-jations (6), (7) and (9) for obtaining a

solenoidal : with a given solenoidal j. (b) velocity Unit impulses of u-component velocity generates a
loop with equations (8), (10) and (11) for obtaining a complicated three-dimensional vortical flow hugging onto
solenoidal 4 with the latest available solenoidal Z the wall y - 0, bounded by a high vorticity front
(c) Quasi-linearization loop with nested loops a and b propagating slowly in all directions into the neighboring
and some prescribed format of estimating the average laminar flow. By 0 At, this highly vortical region
convective velocity qn+ in the interval farm nAt to assumes the well known shape of a turbulent spot over a
(n-l)Lt. flat plate as was observed in experiments. Within the

The solenoidal j and w that minimizes satisfactorily vortical region, the flow is somewhat chaotic or "turbulent'
the residue in loop (c) are taken as their values at the Outside of the region, the flow is orderly but severely
advanced time step. Then the pressure field p at the distorted from the undisturbed uniform shear state.
advanced time step is solved from (3) with greatly

simplified source terms. The iterative processes proved The following is a summary of some observations of
to be rapidly converging even with a simple discretization the developing spot. (i) the turbulent spot is marked
algorithm, by an irregular high vorticity front advanced into the

) neighboring distorted laminar region. A vorticity plateau -
The correction %, is determined in Loop (a) with - . 0 is present in the center of the spot. Figure 1 illustrates -

on a non-slip solid boundary where the vorticity component the horizontal sections at y = 11 parallel to the plate
normal to the surface must vanish. The correction 7v at 56 It to 66 It and 86 It. The grid points marked by
tangent tc the solid boundary does not vanish, and there "." possess local vorticity magnitudes larger than 3.
are no physical requirements why they should. (ii) Within the growing "turbulent spot" there is a

dominant but somewhat diffuse horse-shoe vortex anchored
The correction 70 is determined in loop (b) with at the lower plate v = 0. The whole structure grows in

, 0 on an impermeable non-slip solid surface. The size and convects downstream at a velocity slightly larger
relaxation of the residual divergences in the field, will than half the moving plate velocity. Figure illustrates

* introduce, however, nonzero tangential component Z next the u, v , velocity component's in the plane of symmetry
to the surface, creating a large vorticity paralle to the of the initial disturbance at 50 -t. (iii) In the plane
surface. of symmetry of the initial disturbance, there is a con- 5

centrated "sheet" of vertical iet stream directed away
For flow problems in two space dimensions (xl,x 2 ) from the plate. Figure 3 illustrates the v-w velocity

there is no residual divergences of vorticity by definition; components in a transverse section across the spot at SO
and loop (a) is not needed. The introduction of a har- At. It lies in a low pressure 'alley which extends well
monic stream function eliminates further any residual below the visible )et stream. (iv) The velocity
divergences of the velocity field. Then the two-dimensional fluctuation w' in the lateral direction is significantly
problem is simply computed; but it excludes three dimen- larger than v' except in the plane of symmetry; and in
sional disturbances and the pressure mechanism of vorticity many place comparable to u' or even u within the spot.
production at a solid boundary. Loops (a) and (b) evaluate Figure 4 illustrates the u-w velocity component field in
the effect of the pressure disturbances accompanying the horizontal section at v* - 11. The w' suddenly
vorticity transport in three space dimensions or caused by reaches very large values at the trailing edge of the
computational errors, in the interior and on the boundary. spot, generating significant trailing wave packets that
The only physical state is the "equilibrium state" at the decay gradually further upstream outside of the spot.
end of loop (c) when both and 4 are solenoidal and the fv! The static pressure variation normal to the plate
quasi-linear relations have been relaxed to sufficient p(y) in a transverse section across the spot at 36 -t
accuracy. This is why the pressure field is determined is illustrated in Figure S. Here - S is the symmetry
only at the end of loop (c) through the Poisson equation plane in the midst of the pressure valley where the

-



"jet stream" in (iii) is located. The temporal develop- than quantitative. Little is known about the nature and
ments of the dynamic pressure p(y) and the velocity u(y) structure of this turbulent front. Neither are they
are illustrated in Figure 6. Both the pressure and the important for the present purposes.
mean flow velocity are significantly depleted in this
region. Shortly after their discovery of intermittencyr 15 "

through indirect measurements, Batchelor and TownsendL i
The restoration of laminar flow conditions for the speculated on theoretical grounds that such phenomenon of

first two cases provides considerable confidence that intermittency should be present at higher wave numbers and
"numerical turbulence" is not a significant component in with finer structures. With increasing sophistication of
our computed results of spot development. We are further experimental techniques in recent years, evidences of
encouraged that the calculated results are in general intermittency at fine scales and high wave numbers begin
agreement with experimental observations. The feasibility to emerge especially in the proximity of the wall[l,2J.
of asymptotic computational simulation of the discrete Mathematically speaking(

S
] the high wave number components

nature of transition and turbulence is demonstrated, are not very space-filling and their distributions in space

should indeed be sparse. No matter how and where we turn, i

TURMBENT SHEAR FLOW - DETERMINISTIC vs. STATISTICAL VIEWS intermittency appears to be present at all scales every-
where in turbulent shear flows. The deterministic view

Successful computational simulation with the N-S, collaborates these experimental observations and theprovides a constructive demonstration, if not a proof, of theoretical speculation of the persistence of "intermittencY'-"-'

the basic thesis of the deterministic view of turbulent into ever more refined scales through repeating solution
shear flows. It strengthens and extends the significance bifurcations. The associated fronts of discrete changes

of the theorem of Ruelle and Takens. We shall now review at successive bifurcations from laminar to some turbulent

and explain the various experimental and computational state or from some turbulent state to another are of
observations in turbulent shear flows and examine their varied scales and distributed over the field (x,t). Such

implications with regard to the classical theory(ies) of is the complex, patchy state of affairs of turbulent

turbulence, shear flows at large but finite Reynolds numbers as is
predicted by the deterministic mathematical theory and as

The propagating turbulent spot, as a localized tur- is observed in experiments. What do all these mean to theThe propagatin theobulens spot tubuene a loaiedtr

bulent region in a shear flow over a solid surface was classical theory.ies) of turbulence?

first reported by Emmons(13]. Many other forms of such to cr
more or less "organized" or "coherent" large scale It is difficult to reconcile "abrupt" transition

structures have been identified in different types of both temporally and spatially with Landau and LifschitL

shear flows, given different names, and studied mechanism of transition[16] from secondary instability toturblenc throws, peridic organient soluti, stateudie
extensively through experimentation, analysis and artistic turbulence through periodic, organized solution states.

rendering[l,2]. They appear to be "permanent" structures The if bifurcation of a limit cycle is of period doubling
in the sense of its persistence to very large flow typeT-. In the deterministic view, transition is

Reynolds numbers. Once the structure is formed, the global discrete and proceeds in steps to a succession of "chaotic"

kinematic features are reminiscent of vortical motions in or turbulent states, not organized states. The computed
inviscid fluids, and encourage the presumption that con- results also suggest that they are clearly not smooth

vection and stretching of vortex lines may constitute transitions through successive oscillatory states, no

fluid turbulence, especially the free turbulence, matter what scale we mean by "abrupt" transition.

Questions related to the dynamics as to their creation,propagation and decay are rarely addressed. The present discrete view can be brought into
harmony with the notion of distribution function in the

The deterministic solutions of different initial- statistical theory of turbulence so long as it is not
boundary value problems of the time dependent N-S equations claimed to be universal and as it is useful in the

are generally different. An ensemble of such solutions evaluation of the statistical averages of physical
having some common macroscopic boundary data (i.e. with quantities in a turbulent field. We are not particularly

different initial data and/or small perturbations of the concerned if a distribution function is discrete or

boundary data) must have some global features with dimen- continuous, universal or not, but we do hope to identify
bounarydat) mst hve omegloal fatues iththe specific properties of each entity. The energy

sions comparable to the common boundary specifications.
After all, the eigenvalues are characterized by where the distribution function E(k) defined as the Fourier

boundaries lie and what the nature of the boundary transform of some correlation function is often inter-
constraints are. The large scale structures of all the preted as representative of the amplitudes of sinusoidal -

eddies of different wave numbers visualized in experimental
solutions in the ensemble should therefore appeareven n
"coherent", regardless of the details, but can vary some- r
what for different sub-set ensemble averages. The isotropic turbulence, such as I E(k) does not represent

the energy of the largest scale eddy but some integralsituation is quite similar to those average data from saeoe l aenmes ec uheeg iti
differentscale over all wave numbers. Hence such energy distr-
configurations defining different ensembles, the bution function is merely convenient mathematics in terms

"coherent" structures will naturally be different. Thus of a set of basis functions without physical identity. we

we expect to see various types of organized large scale note further that intermittency and discrete states need

structures in various standard classes of free or wall not imply a discrete distribution function, since each

turbulence. The variations of their topographies will step function has its continuous Fourier representation.

display prominently different kinematic features of the From a physical point of view. the step changes of
ensembles although not the underlying dynamics common to rom aphsial pint o vin te ste chan of

all uchstrcturs. eatre cimnn t allthee lrge turbulent states at bifurcation can be looked upon as
delta-functions of local turbulent states. The situation

The only dynamic feature common to all these large reminds us of Planck's quantization in describing the

scale structures is the propagating turbulent front that black body radiation distribution curve in ave number"
produces the "on-off" or "intermittent" signals temporally space through the discrete quantized energy states Each

such turbulence source and discrete state is indeed

Townsandil4 quite early for the turbulent wake behind a associated with an eigenvalue characterizing the secondary

cylinder where the large scale eddies enhances mixing or instability and bifurcation of the solution of the --S
entrainment of the outer "laminar" fluid by a "turbulent" under the specified boundary formulation, in the same
core. It was later identified in all free turbulent flows manner how an energy quantum is derived from thecore Itwaslatr ientfie in ll reeturulet fows Schr(>dinger equation. The eigenvalues are numerous, if
(such as jets, wakes and mixing layers) and the outer -"srfined eutin the egne re n ur, iof truetbndrlarsover soi ufcs not so refined, within the context of repeated bifurcation -

of turbulent boundary layers solid surfaces ad infinitum on the route to ultimate turbulence. The
explicit although the laminar-turbulent boundary as a anulogy might appear awkward if we look at turbulence with
propagating front was not emphasized. Experimental an exclusive interest in the continuum description of
ptropagatin fontwasntem phasized.a Erim enalt e fluid flows, but not so with a broader view. iince there
determination of intermittency factor is more qualitative

P.
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are uncertainties in turbulence measurements even in as was done in Section 2 without the detailed solution
the fluid flows, we really should not alarm at the of the wave propagation problem. This asymptotic "steady"
apparent "wave-particle dualism" at hand. There is state (q3, P3) is a physical state with div q3 = 0 and a
ample room for wondering about "quantizing" the turbu- smooth and dynamically compatible p,. The change in
lence or "turbulizing" the quanta. Such speculations on velocity represents the velocity "induced" by the
the formalism are not meaningful, however, without vorticity displacement, and may be evaluated through the
appropriate physical content of the "turbulence quanta". Biot-Savart Law directly without any reference to the
Our primary task is therefore to identify the physical pressure changes and the wave propagation phenomena. The
entity of the discrete turbulent jumps, (or discrete dynamic nature of this velocity change at a distance
turbulent states) and to provide the distribution func- brought about by an elementary local change in vorticity
tion with specific physical meaning such as the proba- can be implemented only through pressure waves within the J
bilistic interpretation of the quantum-mechanical wave framework of classical fluid dynamics.
function in modern physics. To this end, an attempt
will be made in the next section to identify the mathe- At sufficiently large Reynolds numbers, the N-Smatical and physical entity of a turbulent front, across equations will not be able to generate such a smooth,
which an apparently discrete finite jump in turbulent asymptotic "steady" solution everywhere(3]. It will

states takes place. generate in some locality(ies) non-smooth or discontinuous I
fronts propagating with a velocity compatible with

CONTIN~tI4 DYNAMIC MODEL OF DETERMINISTIC TURBULENT dynamics as a result of local solution bifurcation.
SSHEAR FLOW Physically, such finite amplitude fronts are formed through

the coalescence of waves in (x,t) generated at different
positions at earlier times. Such a coalesced wave front

While both experimental and mathematical evidences will propagate with a group velocity that can be much
suggest propagating fronts of solution bifurcation or different from the signal speed, i.e. the speed of sound. .,.-

laminar-turbulent transition, we are not aware of any It may propagate into a field that has been modulated by
proposal of wave mechanism for turbulence in incompres- waves from other parts of the field already settled into
sible fluids. Indeed, turbulence has traditionally been its quasi-asymptotic state. Thus the induced velocity
recognized as a diffusive and/or convective phenomenon, generated in the smooth part of the dynamic field might
described by the vorticity transport equation (6). appear as a precurser of the finite amplitude waves,
Recent successes in mimicking the chaotic, turbulent although it is not produced by the direct dynamic action
motions o5 vortical flows with the vorticity transport within the finite amplitude wave itself and does not
equation[

2
] tend to perpetuate this conviction. The forecast the pending arrival of some finite amplitude

circumstances, nevertheless, cast more mystery over the wave.
origin and mechanism of intermittency, the various
organized structures, and other dynamic turbulent The coalesced front may mean discontinuous jumps of
phenomena in shear flows[

2
]. rms vorticity and/or turbulent pressure across it, but

P3 must be continuous across the front since pressure
We propose that the wave nature of fluid turbulence discontinuiteis have been relaxed. In this sense, the

results from the pressure disturbances needed to maintain front is more like a contact discontinuity than a shock
a solenoidal velocity field of ar, incompressible fluid, wave. On the other hand, since it propagates relative
interpreted here to mean sufficiently small fluid to mass motion, it is more like a shock wave than a +
compressibility E = << 1 and large speed of sound. contact discontinuity. We are not clear about the
When a velocity pertr~ition 12 is introduced somehow physical nature and the structure of such coalesced wave
into a physical flow field (ql, pl) with div l = 0, it fronts just as we are not clear on the mathematical
has to be accompanied by a corresponding pressure events of solution bifurcation. We do not know how and
disturbance P12 that creates the 412 according to if the propagation speed is related to the jump(sl across
Newton's Law the front, both being dependent on the source distribution

d 1 = _ 72) in (i,t) and on the field geometry through which the
d - Re "2)

p  () waves propagate, interact, and reflect. It might have
some universal structure, but as yet unknown. Despite

If the disturbed velocity field q - q q is sole- our ignorance on such details we are pleasantly surprised
noidal, i.e. div 412- 0, as is riquired by' he with the few sample results computed according to the
continuity equation (2), the pair of velocity and global principle given above, where both the smooth
pressure disturbances, q12 and P1 2 is compatible with solution and the bifurcated solution with propagating
physical laws, both kinematically and dynamically. This turbulent fronts are obtained. We are particularly
disturbed field (q2, P2

) 
is physically realistic, encouraged that the calculated solutions with bifurcating

fronts display many features in agreement with experimentalAgeneral velocity disturbance, as may be created observations in turbulent shear flows. .i

by vorticity transport or by some external agents, need o v n t th w
not be solenoidal. Then the disturbed state (42, P2) We shall now explain that vorticity transport leads

will fail to satisfy the physical requirements somewhere to residual divergences of the velocity field so that the
The physical system must eliminate the residual diver- wave phenomena discussed above is general rather than
gence, by modifying both q2 and P2 further. The simplest special. We claim first that equation (3), as the
recourse of such needed dynamic adjustment is to intro- divergence of the evolution equation (1) for velocity
duce impulsive force-pairs[

12
] to annihilate the should be recognized as an evolution equation for div q,

residual divergences everywhere as was indicated in i.e. 2 u. au.
Section 2. The elimination of the residual divergences d _ i2) (7q) - [

2
p 2 (13) --4

thus leads to the opposite impulsive force-pairs super- (3" Re q P ..-
posed on P12 that will propagate into the neighboring
field as "waves" to secure dynamic equilibrium. It is only when the continuity equation (2) 

7
q = 0 is

satisfied at all times and everywhere that this evolution
These pressure waves will propagate and interact equation is reduced to the subsidiary relation:

throughout the flow field and reflect from the au. au. u. lu. - . .
boundaries to change the velocity and the pressure field 2 2 -p.. 1 . ( * x (14)
everywhere. It is possible that after a few passes of X. T ax. 4x.

the waves over the field, a smooth, continuous (q3, P3) 1

will be established without any further, apparent wave i.e. a Poisson equation relating pressure p to the
processes. In view of the very large signal speed, such solenoidal velocity field. The solution of p from this
a process of relaxation can be accomplished in a very equation can, however, include eigen solutions of the
short period of time compared with the characteristic homogeneous equation ?

2
p = 0, i.e. any harmonic function

times of vorticity transport and/or diffusion. This satisfying the particular trivial mixed blundary conditions.

relaxed state of (q3 , P3) can thus be conveniently Such eigen solutions of p do not change 7 p in equation
determined through the use of a potential function 0 (13); but will alter q development according to equation (1)

f1 A.
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These changes in q produces changes in w and it. The situation reminds us of "Bursts" . It is
au. 9u. likely a local, higher order solution bifurcation

I i non-trivially in equation (13) to bring about triggered by some steep incident wave pair. A steep
77 TX. incident wave pair may be generated directly by the

non-zero div j. It is the div q = 0 that determines the transport of large vorticity at some point on the
correct content of the harmonic eigen solution of pres- turbulent front of the large scale structure. It may -

sure that represents the wave system (pressure waves or also result from the "focusing" of such waves. In this
disturbances) generated by vorticity transport. manner, the highly localized and transient violent
Equations (13) and (14) show clearly that the transport activity of "burst" will naturally be related to the
of a large vorticity (wk) will generate correspondingly scale of the large organized structure(s) comparable to

large pressure disturbances or waves. Thus a turbulent the global thickness of the turbulence boundary layer.

front, once formed, tends to perpetuate itself. The incidence of the pair of strong impulses of opposite
sign can also produce unusual mass motion of the fluid,

The impulsive force pairs introduced as delta with oppositely faced jet streams parallel to an
functions in our computational simulation to eliminate impermeable wall eventually jetting away from the wall.

the residual divergence can also arise from errors in
- approximate procedures. The discontinuous pressure The physical model proposed above is compatible with

fronts created by the computed residual divergences the mathematical theorem as to the deterministic and
include the often dominant numerical errors in computa- discrete nature of turbulence. The model provides
tational simulation. If not suppressed, this numerically rational dynamic explanations to many perplexing
generated pressure waves would inevitably lead to experimental observations. It should remain valid for
numerical turbulence. The elimination of these residual compressible fluid with necessary modifications for finite
divergences through the potential function 0 (loop b) signal speeds. It also suggests various approaches to
prior to the quasi-linear iteration (loop c) as is the solution of practical problems quite different from
described in Section 2 is to prevent the nonlinear what may have been perceived according to the statistical ]1
interaction of the nonphysical waves to form numerical theory of turbulence.

turbulence. The appropriate content of the harmonic
pressure waves is then allowed to interact "nonlinearly" SUIA4ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
to develop into physical turbulence. The quasi-linear
form of nonlinear interactions is crude but proved A constructive demonstration of the deterministic,
adequate. The successful demonstration in the computa- discrete view of turbulence was given through computa-
tional simulation of both the smooth and non-smooth tional solution of the N-S equations in three space
solutions therefore lends considerable credibility to the dimensions. The abrupt or discrete, local transition is
proposed wave mechanism of turbulent shear flow. It not reconcilable with the quasi-periodic view of Landau-
also substantiates our suppositions that: (i) Numerical Lifshitz. The present discrete view can, however, be
turbulence can be largely eliminated by preventing the brought into harmony with the statistical theory of Taylor,.
numerical errors from participating in the nonlinear if the distribution function is no longer conceived as
interaction. (ii) The correct content of the harmonic universal.
pressure-waves due to vorticity convection can be pre-
served by enforcing the solenoidal velocity field with A physical basis of the deterministic model of

large numerical errors suppressed. (iii) Quasi- turbulence is proposed as a complex wave phenomenon
linearization can be adequate for computational induced by vorticity transport. Wave coalescence like
simulation of nonlinear interaction to permit the repeated solution bifurcation ad infinitum leads to
physical pressure-waves to develop into fluid turbulence. "ultimate turbulence". This model provides rational

explanations to various experimental observations in
The propagation, interaction and coalescence of all turbulent shear flows of incompressible fluids. This

of these pressure-waves are much dependent on the loca- model is equally applicable to turbulent shear flows of
tion, configuration and nature of the boundary. Thus, compressible fluids.
the ensemble average of the many realizations with

the same boundary will appear "coherent" although REFERENCES
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tion. In such flames the mean pressure gradients can be
self-induced but more generally depend along with the

A theoretical study is made of the structure of Reynolds stress gradients on the hydrodynamics of the

t the fully turbulent boundary layer which is obtained by flow in which the turbulent flame is embedded. It is
* injecting a fresh reactant mixture through a porous clearly of interest to determine the importance of these

flat plate into an incoming flow of hot products. The processes in other turbulent flows involving density
aerothermochmistry is described by a joint probability inhomogeneities. To that end the present work is a
density function of the velocity field and the product theoretical study of the structure of a turbulent layer
mass fraction. The flow is described by means of similar which results from injection through a porous plate of
solutions of the complete set of equations for mean a fresh reactant mixture into an external potential flow
quantities and second order correlations. The model is of the fully burned products of that mixture. Such a
validated through a comparison with available experimen- configuration has been already studied in the case of
tal data, in the case of small heat release and moderate non premixed combustion. The work of Rosner (1975) deals
injection rate. with the cooling of a plate by injecting H2 and gives a

NOELATURE numerical calculation of the energy and mass transfer
rates at the wall. An experimental study of the turbulent
velocity field is made by Wooldridge and Muzzy (1966).

c product mass fraction
f similar part of the stream function More recently Send at al (1976, 1979) have presented
F injection rate measurements of the turbulent velocity and temperature
I fields in both cases of reactive and non-reactive flows.", 1 length scale of turbulence Concerning the case studied in the present paper, i.e.

S L similar part of Is p artsufe Iinjection of premixed air and reactant, the laminar pro-
P pressure blem has been treated by Libby and Economos (1963) who
P probability density function assumed similarity to solve the system of balance equa- "

smass weightd kioeticenergyot tions for velocity and mass fraction fields.
Q similar part of
T temperature Our objective is to describe the flow field by
V(u,v,w) velocity field means of similar solutions of the complete set of equa-
x,y,z cartesian coordinates tions for mean velocity, mean product mass traction and
a*8,y parameters of]P all second order correlation and using the Bray-Moss-

boundary layer thicknWa• Libby model for the aerothermochemistry of premixed
eab dissipation rate of a"b" turbulent combustion. Accordingly, no restrictive closu-
n similarity variable re assumptici, such as the introduction of a positive
0 density eddy viscosity, are made. This allows the Xistenceand
T heat release parameter validity of gradient laws for the fluxes u'v" and vc"
4" chemical production rate to be investigated.
a" similar part of.

a external-
p product (c i 1) - -- - - --

r reactant (c • 0) ( p-i "" •-,w wall (T ---0)
OVZRSCRIPTS c
1, a* mean and fluctuating part of a, conventionalI
11 average
a, a" mean and fluctuating part of a, mass weighted Reactunt. Ar (Tr)

average.
Fig. I - Schematic representation of the reactive

INIVODCTIONboundary layer.

*In a saris of paper Bray, Libby and coworkers ANALYSIS
(Bray, Moss, 1977 Libby, Bray, t981 ; Bray et al,1981) show that within turbulent pramixed flames an Figure I indicates schematically the physical confi-

interaction between the density fluctuations due to guration of the flow investigated. The fresh reactant
heat release andforce fields due to gradients of either mixture is injected through a porous plate at a rate
the man pressure or Reynolds stresses results in new defined by
processes of turbulent transport and turbulent produc-
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,p' F = - (1) B .-.6 .
?. u =c xm

The usual approximations made in studies of pre- and a stream function W is introduced such that
mixed turbulent combustion are retained, namely the
Lewis number is assumed to be unity ; the Mach number U 6 flr) (14)

is everywhere small so that the pressure is negligible
and the flow is adiabatic. Under these circumstance and where n is the similarity variable defined by
with the assumptions of fast chemistry and intense tur-
bulence the Bray-Moss thermochemistry applies so we have: y = t dt

n bWcte ryM s T dt (15)"- 2 ~I + -C e(2 
"'

.J. * =-- - -(2)0 e

0 so that:
where T is a heat release parameter clearly defined as : u df

T
T - 1 (3)

r The introduction of equations (14)-(15) into eqs

A further consequence of these approximations is (6) and (8) shows that, taking d6/dx as a small para-
that the multivariate p.d.f. of velocity and progress meter, the existence of a similar solution, at first

. variable is : order in d6/dx, requires

W(vc;x) - a 6(c)P(v,O;x) + B 60-0v uP(v,l;x)+0(() (4) u.v" 46 G (n) + .... ) (16)

with ye dU uv

where on the right side are conditional p.d.f. 's for d6
reactant and products. c u ( G (n) * .... ) (17) .-

The following balance equatons for the boundary and the chemical production term must be such that
layer involving Favre averages are now needed in a
second mooment formulation : - U u edd

- mass - 6 dx

- + -- = 0 (5) where n is ;. ven by Libby and Bray (1980)
ax ay

- x omentum n= k(]-) 1 c(1 - C) (19)

-ay ax Similar considerations applied to the balance
equations for the second order correlations, Eqs (9)-(13)

- y momentum are more complex and details are not given here. Result
L 0- of the analysis indicates that a consistent formulation

( P () imposes restriction on the terms describing the effectsy ayay of dissipation and pressure fluctuations and leads to the

- product mass fraction well known approximation associated with balancing the
. + a two dominant terms in each equation, those describing
Dc () production and dissipation. Thus introduc.ig new dimen-

ay sionless variables

- Reynolds shear stress ul d6
-ab - - E (n) a, b - u, V, w (20)

.. ~" _ __6 dx ab
BE- T G -' 3"

*t ay a Ua e d6
- - a au ap - a" -p  

2 -- P - - -p (n) a, b - u, v, w (21)
2iU - U a dx aa

ay ay ax uv
eqs (9) - (13) reduce to

"7 *a y (u E + P +0GV dn 2 (22)

2 u 2. (10) daf d6ay ax uu E + P * 2* G = (- ) (23)uu uu uv dn dx

av" (P ) 2 v-ap -' (11) d)
ot ay y v E + P - E + pw = 

O(-) (24)
- ~ a - ~vv. vv ww ww dx

- -" - W wwa P + p(* G. (12y( cv cv -vvdi l+T dr

.* - transverse species flux

. , ,o(a) (25)
-Dc'* ( v'c") - -d-"

Ot ay
Equations for u and c become in due course the

a - - - principal equations. The closing of these two equations ,.
(" 7 - requires expressions for G and G (cf. eqs (16)-(17)),

ay ay reursepesin o
which are obtained throughUeqs (22yE(26 ). The modelling

where D/Vt is the mean convective operator. of the various Eab and Pab quantities is made after

Similar solutions of equations (5)-(13) are sought noticing that the boundary layer we consider involve

by defining a boundary layer thickness 6(x) and an region of uniform composition = 1 and region of uni-
external velocity profile u x such that form composition Z - 0. Since in these regions the

- distributions of the statistical properties of the
velocity components are not uniform, it is necessary
to supplement the model used in studies of the premixed

0.
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turbulent flames reflecting va ;iabla density effects we conclude from Eqs (32) - (33) that in a turbulent

(Bray, Libby, 1980) with conventionnal models for cons- boundary layer described by a similarity solution the

tant density turbulence. Within the context of Bray- dissipation due to chemical reaction, found to be impor-
Moss thermochemistry, we deal with the three regions tant within turbulent flames, is unimportant and thatassociated with - 01, a * I and y << I and introduce on the contrary the operative dissipation is associatedclosure approximations which describe the effects in with the regions of constant density.

all three. Accordingly in eqs (20)-(25) the dissipation The various effects due to pressure fluctuations
7c of a quantity g is written as are a special problem in reacting flows since heat re-
.o lease provides a distinct source of such fluctuations.

-(m 0r 0 p )• (26) At present we must ignore this source and assume that
",' g gPC the conventional models for these effects are adequate.S,.Accordingly we use the expressions given by Launder et
where - and -, are conditioned dissipation terms al (1975) and Hanjalic and Launder (1972) as transcribed

weeC 9'r an g,p a- odtoe dsito em for Favre-averaging and have
within reactant and products respectively-ig is the
dissipation due to chemical reaction (Libby, Bray, 1980) _ _"_ ."
Eq (26) has the virtue of having the paper behaviour in P, au" au. £ F

the limiting cases of Z = 0, 1 and may be expected to +- (- - c A7(" 2
describe satisfacorily dissipation for general values a q x 1 i 3

of Z. Derivation of new balance equations for these 2U.2.
-- . conditionned dissipation rates is an uneasy task which - c (P - 2 6 P) - cq- c (V 2--P.

leads to new closure problems. To avoid this difficulty 3ax .•  
(i 34 )3

we choose to use the well known algebraic model (34)

qa *c a-rp (27) with ij -

where 1 is the length scale for dissipation in both au
reactants and products and c is an empirical constant and " - +

with the value 0.09. Now aerothermochemical considera- i I ,..
tions related to the effect of temperature on the kine- 1
matic viscosity and to the rates of strain in reactants P P kk
and products lead to the relation

Cq,r q,p/( T) where c-c 5 depend explicitely on c1 and c 2 , empirical
q~r pco stniswith widely accepted values

when combined with the values of a and 8 this leads to
""2(8)c 3 = (c 2  8)/11, c 4 = (30 c2-2)/55,c 5 .(8c 2 - 2)/11% 3/2 3 242

C q h(c)/l + (28) c 04
q c 1- .5 c 2 - .4V:

(%++(_'/,T8/3 3/2 12
with h(c) " c c c c c It is easy to verify that these pressure-velocity

correlations have the form required by Eqs. (20 -(21)

After using the boundary layer assumptions and introdu-<',," ~In a similar fashion the additional dissipation ngsilryfosofheeafowied ePb"

terms are modeled with the contributions in the constant cing similarity forms of the mean flow field, the
density regions determined after Launder et al (1975), defined by Eqs. (21)-(25) are

and with those within the reaction region after Libby E d

at al (1981) ; we have Puv = c1 Guy -(c3Gvv + c5Uuu- c-4) (c 3=+ c 07')

* & ,.*E (2 c 3 -4 c 5 )a"b" -2 3 5d' f 0-g"
('7- C - ) ab U, v, w (29) P = c (G -  +Q) G P* -- .)) %

ab 'i q eb 'vv IQ Tv 3 uv dii dx
q

% 2 (4 c 3 - 2 c 5 )  da f d6
C cA (30) P c -(Guu - - GuvP* - O .(-

uu c (30) uuu 3 u d dx

where E ,p - ( 2 2 df + d 6
where - - Pww 1 Q ww -( c5 )Gu d ()-

k a"c" bc 'a a,b * u, v, w (31) (3")
ab- " ab ( .) (35) - .

(' 1- 'C))2

The pressure-scalar correlation is taken from
If Eqs. (29) and (30) are put into similarity form, Hanjalic and Launder (1972) and transcrted into Fevre-

they yield averaged quantities. In terms of similarity variables

E dS we find:

E Ga 0(2-) a,b- u, v, w (32) (36)
ab ab dx Pcv G vc".c " Cc vc'"

.[ 046) (33) where c is an empirical constant with the widely
cv dx Ic

accepteO value of 3.2.

with E h Q3 2 /L We are now able to assemble the expressions for Zab
q and Pab in Eqs. (21)-(25) and to express the second-

and Gmoment correlations in terms of d f/dn'. The following
aa results

where L is a dimensionless length scale defined by : G - A Q

,uu u
1.- d6 1/2 -AQ (37)

6() L(n) v

and is to be a specified function of n. Gy v AuvQ

Since the and terms are absent to lowest order, where the kinetic energy of turbulence Q isen ab



geometry and parameters are in the best agreement with
the assumptions made In the present study. Then, mean

Q (A L o d f / dnA5 1 (38) velocity and turbulent kinetic energy profiles are com-
• h... pared with measurements by Send& et al. in the limiting

case : T a 0.1, S a 0 and no chemical production. This
*: ':" with A * (cexperiment is characterized by a Reynolds number at the

wit u 33(0 + c (15 + 11 21 + 6 c2 > 0 measurement location x which is about 104. The numeri- -

cal value of d6/dx is evaluated to be 0.04. Thus accor-

(2 ding to eq. (44) the lower value of the injection rate
A . 3 ) (12 + 11 c I - 15 c ) > 0 F used by Senda et al. (1979) corresponds to f(o) = 0.05 .

3 1 c1  11c- 5c >0 in our study.
A c + - 1/2 1/2 Comparisonseare given in figures 2a and 2b and " -

uv 3  )A cu + c4) t(I/2< 0. show a relatively good agreement. The small discrepan-
cies observed at both edges of the boundary layer for •1
q are due to the fact that u", 7T, 7 depart slightly

from similar profiles.

1.0

It Is finally shown that fluxes G.,v and G~ are
* expressed as follows

S d'f2
Gu KI 0 . 2 L 2f Ulu*.

vc - 2 d d 2 2 1 _ -) + /-"

* f (40)

where K and K are two constants related to A , A
.Auv, whose numrical walues are 3.33, 6.37 respect vely.

0.5 yls 1.0

Thus the usual gradient approximation is proved Fig. 2a - Velocity profile.
to be still valid for the Reynolds 4  esa but a new 1 Sends et al. (1979)
term appears in the expression of vc (Gc) which is pesnt o.

non zero when T # 0.

Final similar solutions of (5)-( 8) can be written:

d' f dG

% G
(1%"8) d- cv - . 0 (42)_ + n 0 (42) 0,1

dn dnr iV2e  0 ..

with S - (43.P 0.05- 0 .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equations (41)-(42) for f and c are integrated
% using the quasi-linearization technique with 5 boundary 0t

conditions including the wall law (n - 0) for f, df/dn,
. and external flow conditions (n - + -) for c and f. Fig. 2b - Kinetic energy of turbulence.In particular F and f(o) must be related through : c Sends et al. (1979)

- present work.

F -(1 + S) A6 f(o) (44)
dx In the general case, figures 3 and 4 show the mean

Nsa nrvelocity and product mass fraction profiles through the
Numerical solutions are obtained for a range of boundary layer for different values of the heat releasevalues of the heat parameter , the injectilon ratepameranteincio rt.
,.. paramter and the injection rate. J'

f(o) and the external pressure parameter S. The numeri-
cal solution of the equations, for any values of T and The effect of the transverse mean pressure gradient
S, is found to be increasingly difficult as f(o) increa- on the turbulent diffusion, through the flux term 'T". -
see. Thus practical considerations limit our results is illustrated in figure 5 where a comparison is drawn
to f(o) - 0.2, which correspond to a moderate but not between results obtained from those same equations (39)-
uninteresting injection rate. (42) where the transverse pressure term is numerically

_ Before presenting and discussing general results dropped. It appears that this effect is relatively smallfrom n r*"ntnqan oiscus. general rts except in the vicinity of the outer edge of the boundary
fr numerical integration of eqs. (41)-(42) it is of layer ; this difference increasing when dP/dx increases.
interest to compare the numerical predictions with
available experimental data. As we have already pointed * Experimental results are directly compared with Favre

out, the experiment of Meunier et al. (1982) corresponds mass weighted averages. This justified when the heat
to injection rates which are out of the range permitted release parameter is small.

% by the numerical analysis performed in this paper. We
have selectdthe experiment of Sends et al. (1979) whose
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Thus the usual gradient law is found to overpredict the
actual value of the flux v,"c" close to the wall and un-
der predict it close to the outer edge of the boundary
layer.

The distribution of turbulent kinetic energy through
the boundary layer is shown in figures 6, 7, 8 for dif-
ferent values of T, S and f(o). In figure 6 we present
the Q profiles for three different values of the heat
release parameter. The decrease of the maximum value of
Q for increasing T is due to the dilatation of the fluid.
The displacement of the maximum of Q towards the outer
edge of the boundary layer which occurs when the injec-
tion rate is increased is clearly indicated in figure 7.
This mechanism has been observed experimentally by(D Z Meunier et al. (1983) in flows with higher injection

~ r*~~rates.

,1,

Q

Fig: 3 - Mean velocity and mass fraction profiles " ".
f(o) - 0.05, S - 0.17.

/, to0

Fig. 6 - Variation of the kinetic energy of turbulence
profile with the heat release.
f(o) - - 0.05,. S * 0.17.

(D f,,0) -kos o -2i?-.• "

T t(O) .U

~f -0.2:0.

-0.f 0 ..-005

Fig. 4 - Mean velocity and mass fraction profiles
- - 2.4, S = 0.17. 05 y I$ 1.0'"

Fig. 7 - Variation of the kinetic energy of turbulence
profile with injection.

0 T.- 2.4, S 0.17. I
. - 02 24 05cfet.1%.. t 0 %I.',

- s 8 f-d/x) nth roie

fS =OA 02 ~*24

05
|.:., Fig. 5 - Effect of transversal pressure gradient on c 5 0

,.equaton
, Jf(O) -- 0.2, T 2.4, S - .5. Fig. 8 -Effect of (dP/dx) e on the Q profile. '

f(o) = - 0.2, T 2.4., '.-

|..,- .0 .
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gated theoretically. It has been assumed that this
combustion is mixing limited and a bi-modal probability
density function of velocity and product mass fraction

*. fields has been introduced, according to the Bray-Moss-
* Libby theory of turbulent combustion. Then we have

shown that, when the derivative d6/dx is taken as a
small Parameter, similar solutions of the reactive.-
boundary layer equations can be derived in this case.
The following results are obtained from the analysis
of the problem and numerical calculations.

at firstorder in d6/dx balance equations for 'd.3,
'vw, v c reduce to four "super-equilibriums".

Moreover, as no third order correlation appear in these
* equilibriums, no further closure assumption is required

to solve the system at this stage.

(ii) in the case of the flux uY", the usual gradient
is shown to be valid. -I

(iii) in the case of the scalar v-77 , the gradient law
is modified by an additional term proportional to the

," heat release and to the mean transverse pressure gra-
dient. This term, in the numerical cases investigated I
here, is always smaller than the gradient term, except
in the vicinity of the outer edge of the boundary layer.

*" (iv) dissipation through the flamelets as defined by
Libby and Bray (1980) appears in the equations at a
lower order than the usual small scale model. Then the

,* dissipation rate of turbulence in the reactive boundary
" layer is directly related to dissipation rates in

fresh mLxture and burnt gas.
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LAGRANGIAN MODELS FOR TURBULENT COMBUSTION
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ABSTRACT The Lagrangian models, as they are discussec lhere,
are able to bring new lights on the prediction of

Turbulent combustion is discussed with a turbulent combustion influenced by the velocity
Larantian point of view. It is shown that simple fluctuations, and not, on the contrary, on the velocity
models can be derived, or already known models can be fluctuations modified by the combustion ; this part of
very well explained. In the case of non homogeneous the general problem is to be attacked by classical
turbulent flow field, a model is proposed that is able Eularian equations.
to handle multispecies, non infinitely fast chemistry

. in a turbulent medium. I. LAGRANGIAN MODELS FOR TURBULENT HOMOGENEOUS
"* REACTING FLOWS

I1UTIOOUCTZOU
We consider in this section only statistically

During the five or ton peat years, the prediction homogeneous turbulent flows.
of turbulent flow. with combustion has been classically II.1. The I.E.M. Laoranian Model
led by numerical means, giving fairly detailed results. For many years, chemical engineers have been using
But these results are only approximate, because they a Lagrangian model called Interaction by exchange with
are obtained from equations where many physical phe- the mean (I.E.M.), in which the mass fraction of a
nomena are modlledw or, even, simplified, and the fluid particle satisfies the Lagrangian balance
accuracy of each approximation is difficult to assess. equation

Two types of methods have mainly been used :the
first one is based on the calculation of the LY y
probability density fuqction of species and tempera- dt Z
ture, (p.d.F.) by means of a balance equation, as
ntroduced first in the field of ocmbustion by Dopezo The fluid particle is mall enough for the
and O'Brien (1974). reaction rate 4 (which is assumed here for simplicity

The second one is a method where the p.d.f. is to depend on one variable!Y only) to be given by
S approximately calculated from the moments, which are chemical kinetics only ; the mass fraction Y is

themselves given by the solution of their balance randomly fluctuating, due to the turbulent exchanges
equationsLockwood and Naguib (1-'5), Bray and Moss b.tween this fluid particle and the others. The term
(1977), orghli and Moreau (1977) and Donaldson and (Y-YVte4 mdels these exchanges, and is the core of
Varma (1976). the equation. It assumes that there is an exchange

* These two methods suffer from deficiencies of two frequency 1I/ex, which is known, depending only on the
types : the right modelling of physical phenomena is turbulence itself, and that all the exchanges with any
difficult, and the computation time, especially for the other particle are well represented by an exchangejith

* first method, be prohibitive if a multidimensional a "mean particle", that is having a mass fraction Y,
p.d.f. is needed. One way to remedy to these facts the mean value for all the particles.
could he the use of Lagrangian models, which are able The prevl.ous equation for T is not a random
to improve the physical significance of modelling equation, t"sre is no random term in it ; but Y is
assumptions and to simplify numerical integration. The random due v. two things : first, the initial
first advantage of Lagrangian models has been conditions car be random, second, the residence time
emphasized by D.B. Spalding (1977) and led him to within the homogeneous flow field is random.
propose his ESCIMO. The second one has been noted by S. In a steady homogeneous turbulent medium (an idealPope (1979), who established a correspondanoe between configuration more or less realized in the "well

p.d.f. balance equations and Lagrangian stirred iaeactorn of cheUical engineers), we can write
models (or "particle models', as called by S. Pope Y (Y) iy
(1979). Anyway, Lagrangian model have been used where, P (Y) is the p.d.f. of Y,
previously in the field of chemical engineering as well an
Tammaki, and Ichigawa (1970) or, even, turbulent com-ra
bustion (Frost (1975)). j . 1)0'()(QP.(Y.)>td Y-

This paper will first discuss in details the y
perspective of Lagranglian models for turbulent where f (t) is the residence time
combustion with respect to their ability to use more distribution, and Po(Yo)
physical oloeure assumptions. However, for practical the p.d.f. at the inlet (t z 0) ; and similarly for all
use (and for the moment), it will be proposed to adopt other moments of Y.
an Sulerian-Lagrongian calculation method in order to This Lagranglan model has been used by Aubry and
compute non homogeneous turbulent flows with Villermaux (1975), Yamazaki and lohigawa (1970) in
combustion; a particular example will be solved and, in particular. S. Pope (1979), recently, demonstrated
addition, an Rulerian-Lagrangian version of ESCIMO will that, in the same homogeneous turbulent flow field, the
be given. p.d.f. balance equation found by Dopazo and O'R-ien

AND Lab d ThmmO,,m,,eW. U' kM o s Na. 71 30 Ms, AiMgna (1974), namely
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Of 2urse, we do not know for the moment neither_ ) -(. Y)pc))4. k -)P(' Y1, nor Ti, but it is easy to see that, ifwe know
to aT P vi- Po (Ylo,rio) and J_(t), or equivalentely P.L(i), it is p

was exactly equivalent to the I.E.K. model with possible to find Pi (Yi) and consequently Yi ; indeed

And, in general, any p...
mixing term is g(Y), is equivalent to a Lagrangian '
model where the exchange is modelled as: 'f (Y) g

* (Y)/P(!) or simply, in the case of fig. 1
The study of V.A. Frost (7979) takes as starting

point a LAgrangian model of about the same type •

where ri (Ti) is the equation of the two trajectories
and I ad Y,4/zi'.. Whatever P1 (YI) can be, the I.E.M.

. In addition, he uses a Lagrangian model for the model leads to the result that the multidimensional
velocity fluctuations, in the form of a Lan evin p.d.f. occupies, in the multidimensional phase plane,
equation 0- -b only the trajectories determined by the Lagrangian

ekU 4~pybalance equation and the kniown Wnet conditions. In the
simple case where the homogeneous flow field is feeded

rk by two different jets of known composition, the P
where f is random force, of mlkovi- type, related to multidimensional p.d.f. is then only one dimensional

r the turbulence kinetic energy. He was able to derive it occupies only a segment of a curved line. More
the joint probability density funotionT (Y, as details on these trajectories can be foune by Borghi

uA- and Pourbaix (1981).
__-,.- fjU

"  P 2 . i -- This very simple conclusion will allow us to
. attempt very easily the computation of multireactive

a2  turbulent flows. Previously, more than two-dimensional-
L<Y) p.d.f. was clearly improper to numerical computation,

., G"i 1 either with the p.d.f. equation or with the moments

equations (may be the monte carlo method of Flagan and
Appleton (1974) or Pope (1981) remained the only hope).

; which is exactly similar, concerning Y, to the one of In 3dition, we can see that simplifications like the
Dopazo and O'Brien . one used by Janicka and Kollman (1978), which assumes

In the I.E.M. model, Ir, , as well as Zy and , that a reactive species Yi and an inert one Yi are
in the Frost model, or 6d/ i4 In the Dopazo-O'Brien fluctuating indpendently
equation, has to be prescribe;d, related to the P (Ti,Yl) - fi (Yi). (Yl) are clearly in
turbulence. Indeed, a turbulence model need to be joint contradiction with the simple I.E.M. model : here Yi
with the turbulent combustion model in order to compute and Y1 are so strongly related that Y1 = Y4(nI).

the time scale r . A classical assumption is to
simply relate '' ptoportionally t , T being 11.3. Possible Improvements of the I.E.M. Model
defined as a time scale of the velocity fluctuations, a) Of course, the I.E.M. model is just a model,
for instance k./G , if a k-4 model is used. and we have for the moment no direct proof that it is

realistic. In fact, we already know that the Dopazo
U1.2. The I.E.M. Model Anolied to Multirea4tive O'Brien closure assumption is in some aspect
Mixture unrealistic, and it follows that the I.E.M. model F ap..
It is easy to generalize the I.E.M. model to possesses the same discrepancy. The Curl model, or the

multireactive mixtures, and this will allow us to one proposed by Janicka et al. (1978), seem more

compute very simply the multidimensional p.d.f., satisfactory ; they have been proposed as closure
knowing only the p.d.f. for one particular species, for assumption for the p.d.f., equation, and can be
instance an inert tracer. incorporated into a Lagrangian model ; the differential

In a mltireactive mixture, the I.E.M. model equation would be more complicated that the one with
reads: the I.E.M. model, and the mixing term would involve P1 -

- L = L " .. (Ti) ibeelf and not only Yi.
• It is easy to see that the important property

found in 11.2, that is P (Y1, Ti) occupies oc !y known
lines in the (Yi, Yi) plane, holds also with these new

Assuming for the m t that the Yi are known, the models ; in fact any mixing term of the type %/ e .r g
preious equations can be simultaneously interated to (Pi (Yi)) will give the same result. The crucial point

give Ti a Ti (t, Tio),Vi ; if we consider now the phase is the knowledge of the exchange frequency : if 'reg
plane where T1, one inert tracer, and one Ti are on the is a non random quantity, the previous property holds.
two axes, both relations Y1 • T1 (t, YI ) and Yi z Yi b) A better model would be probably one involving
(t, Tio) represent a single trajectory eginning at a random exchange frequency. Indeed k/m represents
(Ylo, io) and finilng, for t a - , at the same only a mean turbulent time scale, and a full spectrum
point where JZ.(Y.-'h/snd Ti • !i. of ' exists, ranging from a few times k/S to ,'

In the particular cae where Po(To) is the Kolmogorov time scale (a (-/e, )-1/2). In order
concentrated at the two points (Tio, T1) and (o,o), to incorporate this in the I.E.M. model, or the others
the figure 1 shows an example of the two trajectories extracted from the Curl or Janicka assumptions, we need
obtained. only to consider the same differential equation, but

with 1i', random parameter, instead of 1/Zoex.
1Y The Joint p.d.f. 1(YI, Yi) in the (Y1, Ti) plane

"Y,0 - is then thickened as shown by the trajectories of fig.

I I i bis. '1

Y, - - - - -

I "v.

; I Y

Fig. I bis - Each trajectory correon"ds to value of f/r.
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Of course, the p.d.f. of 1/Z is now to be given, and oxidizer, for instance F .O-,P, and where YO and
or calculated, in order to get the complete P (Ti, Yi). YF have the same diffusion coefficient ; in this case
In an homogeneou turbulent medium, this new p.d.f. is the very fast reaction assumption implies that either
to be related to the autooorrelation curve for the YF or Yo are zero, and that ON -YF - Yo is a
velocity fluctuations. conserved species ; the trajectores are then composed

It is to be noticed that, if Ti was an inert ofYP :0 when T,1 < Y11st: Y /(Y. pF. +.,) and a
species like Y1,,.Jwth the same molecular diffusion, the straight segment joining (Yi1t, 0) to (Y10, TFO) when
joint p.d.f. of P (Y1, Yi) would not be thickened by Y1 > 1st. In the case where the combustion cannot be
the fluctuations of r . Indeed, if we consider the represented by a single reaction, and if the Lewis
simple case of fig. 1, the joint p.d.f. would always be numbers of all involved species are unity, the two
the straight line 113 Yi.Y7. followimlfrom the similarity straight lines become one curve, corresponding to the
of the exact balance equation for Y1 and Yi (see Borghi chemical equilibrium to the mixture, which is shown as
(1979)). Then, the effect of the random nature of 1 is the broken heavy line on the diagram.
amplified by the reaction, and because combustion is a All Lagrangian models must exhibit such a
non linear reaction (that is a reaction with a strongly behaviour in these limiting cases. The IM model with
varying time scale) the mean line of the joint p.d.f of infinitely small chemical time does give the right
fig. 1 bi is not a curve corresponding to the mean answer in both cases.
1/' ; it corresponds to another trajectory given by a The differential equation
LagrangJan model where 1/V is not constant but d*.l(- Y-Yft UJJ (i ) with very large w leads
depending on the w. in a very short time to the qual steady state for

c) In the limiting case where the combustion is reactive species, where WiLu 4- /Qwhile the inert
very fast with respect to the mixing (and the Reynolds tracer behaves gently. • "."
and Peclet numbers are very large), the previous In the case of a premixed lean flame, the
trajectories are easier to find. Let us consider first trajectory issued from Y10, YpO is then a straight time
the case of a premixed combustion in a ideally parallel to the YF axis, followed by a line very close
homogeneous burner feeded by fresh mixture and to the T1 axis, corresponding to the quasi steady
perfectly burnt gases (for stabilization). If the state, which is, for ,F, ,F = 0. The quasi steady state
combustion is very fast, the p.d.f. of the fuel, for leads to
instance, is Composed only by two peaks, corresponding A Cr (Y-)
to the fresh mixture or to perfectly burnt gases on
the other hand the p.d.f. for the tracer involves
intermediate states. We obtain therefore fig. 2. If we integrate th, relation in order to otain

the mean reactlon rate 4F, one gets easily that wr :

(F20). -iZ Vhee (YF -- 0) is the areaPl
of the peak situated in Y TF 0 on the Y e p.d.f. ; but

6 (YF x 0) = I- (yFx YFo) = "VFYpo, and that
gives finally

P1 I Y1) / 'Co.

PF~yv:)This formula is exacty the one derived from the
Bray and Moss model (1977), and very similar to Eddy
break up model of D.B. Spalding

In the case of the diffusion flame, the trajectory
issued from (T10 , YFo) attain instantaneously the quasi

YF steady state too, but it corresponds here to Y. = 0
and YF varies according to .W + Y, with r
until I beomes zero (and ' 'I';Ist) at this point

Fig. 2-Jointp.d.f. for Yl,. YF in& fuel en ommixed fame with very we cross the stoechimetric line and, after that, YF
faWs corfndution (Yor the fuefl frtIon, remains close to zero. The instantaneous reaction rate

-Nwp can also be deduced from the I.E.M. model ; when Y1
Let us consider now the case of a diffusion flaMMe > Y11t, 4or iand when Y1 < ist, -.

when the chemical reactions are very Cst. Fig. 2 bis ; we obtain finally
shows the trajectories obtained, and P,(,) related. , W_ ( -

YJ 0 Yy C14))A I,
10 This formula is the diffusional version of the

Eddy Break up model ; of course it is fully possible to ...
avoid the use of such a formula in order to compute ry,

-- v1,,-- as we can have it simply by:

P, (Y,) 7,/'i

o where Y7F (Y1) is the equation of the straight segment
joining (T1st, 0) to (YI, YFo). This later formula is

PFIyF)" I evidently the same one that derived following the ideas
originated by Toor (see for instance Lin and O'Brien
(1974)).

b) The real Lagrangian equation is, in any case

The role of Lagrangian models is to approximate
fi. 2iit -Joint o.d.f Yy, YFfor#diffumonflwmew,.l'Veryf8estr ion. the first term on the right hand side, because it is

impossible to compute for turbulent flows.

When we suspect that the turbuient motion acts only
The heavy lines, on the TI, T7 plane correspond to to randomly displace flame fronts or diffusion fronts

the case where a single reaction occurs between fuel
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(that is any length scale and time scale of the we consider that the initial points Ti0 of the
turbulence are large enough with respect to the ones differential equations do not correspond to the streams
related to the laainarFiaav), we can replace this A and B, but constitue a set of parameters, to be
equation by its known solution (by experimental or chosen conveniently. With this principle in mind, we
theoretical means) for purely laminar flame. Then the can propose the following -ulerian-Lagrangian method.
tra3ectories in any plane Y1, Yi are given by the i) We know that the turbulent flow field can be
deterministic relation Yi (Y1) existing in the calculated with Eulerian balance equations for mean
corresponding laminar flame. velocity, turbulent kinetic energy k, disipatioArate

We join here the "flamelet model" use recently by with equations for the mean concentration Y1 of
Bray, Moss (1981) in order to compute CO production in an inert Wcies (assumed injected with B only) and the
a turbulent diffusion flame. variance T' , we can compute at each point of the

When the time scales of the turbulence are small flow, the p.d.f. of Ti, assuming a particular shape
enough to interact with the ones of the laminar flame, (for instance a/S -function) ; it is possible also to
these laminar flamelets are stretched by the compute V (Y) more exact'v but less easily, with a
turbulence. There are many trajectories : Yi (Y1, b ) balance equation convenientLy closed.
each one corresponding to a laminar flame with a ii) Then, considering all the reactive speCies Yi,
particular stretching rate ' . If we can know, we can compute the two trajectories issued from A and
theoretically or experimentally, the relation Yi (Y1,1) B, with the homogeneous Lagrangian model applied to
, we can use it, jointly with the probability density each point of the flow, and with the balsnce equation

function of Y1 and Y (which, perhaps, may be separated for Yi
in two independent p.d.f'-), to compute all Yi etc...
We join here the recent discussion of N. Peters (1983), (_ ." ,
and similarly the ideas of D.B. Spalding for ESCIMO .
(1977), and of Broadwell and Marble for their "Coherent
flame model" (1977). But when the length scales of the We need for that to rely Dt and^ex to k and E
turbulence are small enough compared to the laminar and we use classical relations
flame length scales, the flamelets do not exist anyway;
instead of flamelets, the turbulent reacting medium is t% ) k? /
occupied by interactions of flamelets, and the solution
of the lagrangian equation cannot be performed for each The chemical source term is closed owing the knowledge
individual flamelet. Physical modelling is then needed of the trajectories in the phase space_.nd Pi (Yi).
in this case, and, in particular, the model I.E.M. iiI) Wean also compute all the Pi (Yi), and
intend to address these phenomena. recalculate Yi by

III. EULERIAN-LAGRANGIAN METHODS FOR NON HOMOGENEOUS i

TURBULENT REACTING FLOWS
III. 1. Extension to Non Homogeneous Turbulent
Reacting Flows This new Yiwill not coincide with the one
We consider now a non homogeneous turbulent flow, computed with the Eulerian balance equation, because

and, more precisely, the case of a turbulent flame the p.d.f. 's are wrong :only two trajectories have
within the mixing zone of two parallel streamsA and B, been considered, as in the case of homogeneous flows.
as sch matized fig. 3. But we can correct all the Pi (Yi) with other

/////// // / / trajectories, one for each Yi, in order to get
coincidenoe in the two values of Yi. This implies only
a linear set of equations to be solved if the initial

*1n p points Yi0 are chosen ; if these initial points are
Flame chosen on the limits of the domain allowed for P(YI,

B Ti), as shown in fig. 3bis, the linear set of equation
A will have always a physical solution.

' f// /// //// Y__/________

* Fig. 3 -

The problem that we intend now to discuss is the

*., use of Lagrangian models for non homogeneous flows. The ¥' - -

model of Frost (1975) is a way to solve this problem ;
", but Frost, in fact, did not solve directly the D

Lagrangian equations ; he solves the p.d.f. equation to YF
what the model led. A

... In the case of very fast reactions and when the A
*.Lewis nubers of all Involved species are unity, the Fig 3bis - Allowed domein end trajectories for P (Y1. Ypj J wh" VF in

generalization to non homogeneous flows is the fuel consumed by r,ationat the point P of the fleme of Fig. 4.
straightforward. Neither for premixed flames, non for

... diffusion flames, the trajectories of fig. 2 and 2 b iv) It is possible again to refine the shape of P
, have to be influenced by the non homogeneity. It i ) addin n e aectore ine to veify(Y1, Yi) adding now trajectories, in or lr to verify

S. uff ices, then, to get a right calculation of (T1 ; the Eulerian balance.Vuations for the YT.; after that,
x), at each point of the flow field, to solve the we canconsider the Y1T{ and so on

* problem. If the heat release is low, the steps ii), iii),
We shall now propose two LaSrangian non iv) .... would not modify the step i) ; but this is

homogeneous models, which will leads to Eulerian- generally not the case for combustions, and iterations
Lagrangian calculation methods. One is the extension of have to be performed there is no guaranty that they
the I.E.M. model, the other one appears almost will converge, but our experience has shown that they
equivalent to the ESCIMO model of D.3. Spalding. (1977) do._._up n ha e

111.2. The Eulerian-Lagrangian Extension of I.E.M. We remark that the way to compute the turbulence
Model in this method is fully classical ; of course, we can
A Lagrangian model as discussed .eviogly cannot improve that, when it is necessary, following the

be applied directly, because neither -9 or Pi (Yi), nor results of new researches on the influence of
TeX are constants along the physical trajectories combustion on turbulence.
between A, or B, the inlet streams, and the point P. The Eulerian-Lagrangian method explained
But we can continue to use the homogeneous model, in previously has been success-fully applied to the case
the vicinity of any particular point P, provided, that of a premixed turbulent flame in a parabolic mixins.
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layer, where the combustion has been modeled as a precise; in particular, is o to be proportional to the
single reaction, and using the simple I.E.M. model. The integral scale lk3/ 2 /c or the Taylor microscale ?
steps i), ii), iII), have been operated with for the species.j ? The question is of Importance : in
satisfactory convergence in Borghi and Pourbaix (1983). the first case 47 would be influenced by the molecular
A first attempt to compute a more complicated chemistry diffusivity and a chemical time, both appearing through
has also been made, but only with the step i) and ii) uF ; in the second one the molecular diffusivity would
(see Borghi and Pourbaix (1981)). disappears, as uFA d1 / 2 as well as

III.3. The Eulerian-Lagrangian Version of ESCIMO b) Taking into account only one birth point (Yb -
a) ESCIMO is a Lagrangian model too ; but the Yj) is probably a shortcoming of the ESCIMO moel. It

fluid particle that is considered is not as small as is possible to avoid that, taking advantage of P1 (Y).
the previous one : there is a structure inside, which We will now identify the folds with fluid
consists in a laminar flame (or quasi laminar) particles, and the birth points will be defined as
propagating ; the turbulence itself acts at the scale points where a turbulence time is equal to a given
of the fluid particle (called here a "fold"), chemical time. Suppose we know an ignition delay, as a
stretching it without any exchanges of mass . These function of temperature and concentrations, for a given
particular types of fluid particles have to be produced reaction ; nonburning fluid particles corresponding to
in the mixing and reaction zone ; consequently, in a point on the diagonal in the planeY1, YF)have, each
addition a birth rate and a Pb (YI) of these folds have one, an ignition delay " ('); if, for the same
to be prescribed. Particle, there is a rangt of turbulence times around

This is, strongly sumarized, the essence of the mean value k/s. , the probability that the particle
ESCIMO. will be ignited is the probability that .

One can represent, in the plane (Y 1 , YF), the P We propose then a model where Pb (Y1) is a curve
(YI, YP) that is implied by the model ; here Y1 and YF depending on two parameters : the first one, the mean
are the mas fraction of one inert and the fuel, value 

T
b, is to be related to the ignitio__,hoW13try

respectively, within the fold : they are mean values at and k/c ; the second one, caracterizing Yb, is to be
the scales smaller than the fold itself. The fig. 4 related,in addition,to Ti. In terms of Pb (Yi)_
shows the trajectories obtained, referring to Fig. 4, one can easily show that YFIp(as

defined in sec. 111.2) is given ty

Yb-

b I/ 140
I where Xb (Y) =

bb

// i I I "- ' .

, I I one obtain also:
YF -X(1) (Y) Y

F , ""I Ye --

Fig. 4 - Trsjectoiw in te can of a model of th type of ESCIMO. with
un' sudden combustion. Tb can be prescribed such that k/e ,(

being an appropriate chmical model for the

" Before the birth points, nothing can occur, ignition Jelay. After that YT has to be adjusted to
except, perhaps, small scale mixing ; then all birth identify YF and TF calculaV from the Eulerian balance
Points are on the straight line AB. After, each fold equation with the previous wF ; simple shapes for Pb,
evolution is such that the inert matter inside is depending on three parameters, can be used, as the
constant and the fuel is decreasing. Of course, this clipped gaussian one, or one with peaks and
stops when there is no more fuel. rectangles...

The the ESCINO model appears as a Lagrangian
model with very sudden combustion, but not very fast IV CONCLUDING REMARKS
combustion. In the first calculation, D.B. Spalding
chose only one birth point : this can be, at first The use of a Lagrangian view is usefull to study
sight, justified by the fact that the "folds" are not turbulent combustion. The main results of the
Fluid particles, but "coherent structures", and their discussions presented here can be summarized as follows
p.d.f. are consequently thinner than PI (YI) itself. As
a first approximation, we can assume that Pb (Ti) =i) A Lagrangian view in the "phases plane" for a
(Y1-YT, and, n an homogeneous medium, it follows that reactive (consumed) species and an inert one give us

ib Y1. simple, or less simple, turbulent combustion models.
The Lagrangian equations of ESCIMO are ii) The problem of Mlt1species, non infinitely

".+ ! , Air. -ii. x - fast turbulent combustion can be attacked also with

laminar flame pe" (inside the fold) and some chances of success, contrary to the previous
" &\,/tit N / Z ; by elimination of t and X it p.d.f, approaches.

, c-- mes: -- iii) A coupling " meen Lagrangian calculations in
the phases planes, and Eulerian calculations in the:J: yr/C Yj A F /K. Physical plane is very suitable for non homogeneous _

where T is the turbulent stretching time (again kl ), Flow fields. First practical calculations have been
. and Xthe size of the folds at their birth, that is a successfully performed by Borghi and Pourbaix (1981).

turbulence length scale for the inert species Y1 . By . .C
averaging 4p, we simply obtain REFERENCES

" Aubry, C., Villeux, J., (1975) "Representation du
Au Ci ru,(7 "

This formula consitutes the mean reaction rate of m6lange imparfait de deux courants de r6actifs dans un
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF VELOCITY AND SCALARS IN A TURBULENT
NONPREMIXED FLAME BY COMBINED LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY

AND LASER RAMA.N SCATTERING

R. W. DIBBLE

R.W. SCHEFER
Sandia National Laboratories,

Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT flows, largely due to the hostile enviroments associated with
turbulent combustion which make conventional measurements

This paper describes a new combined, laqer Doppler veloci- difficult, if lot impossible. The emergence of laser-based
meter-laser Raman scattering apparatus which simultaneously diagnostics in the last decade has improved the prospects
measures velocity and scalars. Measurements in a ducted of making the necessary measurements in turbulent rec-
nonpremixed turbulent flame using this apparatus are pre- tive flows. This paper presents a combined laser Doppler
sented. Results include an analysis of the turbulent momen- velocimeter (LDV)-laser Raman scattering system which simul-
turn transport and both conventional and Favre averages of taneously measures velocity, temperature, and species con-
variables. centration. The paper also presents recent measurements ob-

tained in a turbulent nonpremixed flame. These new simul-INTRODUCTION.
taneous measurements allow direct comparison of aforemen-

Analytical and numerical solutions of the time-dependent tioned correlation terms for which an empircal model must be
* postulated. The data reduction scheme presented here em-Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent fluid flow are not in

general possible with existing methods, and such solutions are phasizes obtaining velocity and density measurements in an

* improbable for the forseeable future. In lieu of direct solution adiabatic, chemical equilibrium flow with large variation in
* the density. From the simultaneous measurements of densityof the Navier-Stokes equations, the most common approach is

numerical solution of the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equa- with velocity, the turbulent momentum transport as well as

Nthe density-weighted (Favre) velocity are deduced. A closingAtions. It is not possible to solve the time-averaged equations t y e ) y d A
without relying on empiricism to model the new correlation comment is made on the possibility of using the apparatus in

terms that emerge as a consequence of time-averaging the nonadiabatic and nonequilibrium flows.
nonlinear terms. This empirical approach has been most suc-

* cessful for constant-density, nonreacting flows for which the ER! TA 1
"* largest set of experimental observations exists. The extension

of these submodels to turbulent combustion presents two ad- All measurements were made in the Sandia Turbulent

ditional problems: 1) how to incorporate the variable den- Diffusion Flame Facility, an induced-draft, horizontal wind ..
sity aspect of the flow into the model and 2) how to model tunnel with an axisymmetric fuel jet located at the upstream
.the chemical reactions (which have an exponential tempera-end of a test section. A fully windowed test section has a 30-

tue dependence) when the temporal and spatial fluctuations cm-square cross section and is 200 cm long. The fuel nozzle

of temperature are comparable to the mean temperature. inside diameter D is 0.53 cm. The bulk velocity of the fuel

Progress in the modeling of turbulent combustion will be ac- mixture (22 mole percent argon in hydrogen) is 154 m/s, and

celerated by obtaining measurements which address these two the the velocity of the coflowing air stream is 8.5 m/s. The jet
problems. Reynolds number, based on the pipe inside diameter and bulk -

fuel velocity, is 24,000. The use of this fuel mixture allows

Measurements In turbulent reacting flows have been fewer direct comparison to earlier LDV-Rayleigh measurements in

and of greater uncertainty than measurements in nonreacting the same facility (Driscoll, et ai. 1983). %
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Velocity-scalar correlations are obtained from simultan- Q, from a given photomultiplier tube is linearly related to

eous measurements of the velocity and the associated scalar. laser energy Qj-,,r and species concentration [N,] as follows:

". In this work, the simultaneous measurements are made with

a combined LDV-laser Raman scattering apparatus. Because Q= ksQis..[Nfj(T). Eq.(1)

this apparatus (Fig.1) has recently been discussed by Dibble,

,' . e~ t al. (1983), only the salient features will be addressed here. The proportionality constant I is dependent on the vibra-
tional Raman cross section and optical collection efficiency.

An LDV event triggers the pulsed dye laser. Species con-
-cetration and temperature are determined from measure- System calibration to determine ki was accomplished using

leR nctnfm s it po vibrational Raman scattering from gas samples at room tem-,'.-" merits of laser Raman scattering from gases in the probe -
perature and pressure. The bandwidth factor fi(T) accounts

volume for the temperature-dependent distribution of molecules in

S"Ves their allowed quantum states. Also convolved into the band-
The LDV was a commercially available forward- scattering

systm. eioimeer ase bems (88n, 4Wat) wre ocued width factor fi(T) are the spectral location, shape, and band-
in'  aotavlehi ada trfwidth of the spectrometer and the bandwidth of the laser.in an optical volume having a diameter of 0.5mm and a

length of 2.0mm. Through this optical probe volume w The bandwidth factor can be calculated for N2 , 02, and

focused light from a flashlamp-pumped dye laser (1 J/pulse, 1 ; however, the calculation is less reliable for triatomic
" pulse/s, 2-as pulsewidth, ),=514.5m, A=f0.lm), which species such as H 2 0 (e.g. Stephenson, 1981) Alter calibra-

was located 20 m from the test facility in an adjacent room. tion, a measurement of species concentration requires that

Raman-scattered light was collected at right angles by a 30- laser pulse energy, Raman signal, and temperature be mea-

cm-focal-length, f/2 collection lens and was relayed at X3 sured. The need for a temperature measurement can be
magnification to the entrance slit of a 3/4-in grating spectra- eliminated by careful attention to the parameters that affect

• "-" the bandwidth factor as was done by Eckbreth (1979) and -"-
meter. The entrance slit width determined the length of the th o w et 9
Raman probe volume (1mm) while the height of the probe Smith (1980). Under these circumstances, Smith (1980) showed

'- :'- that the bandwidth factor could be made equal to unity """
volume was determined by the laser beam diameter (less than th o uao

1mm). Since the slit height was 6mm, the measured Raman with an uncertainty of +/- 3% over the entire temperature
m, .'.' range of interest here. The 3% uncertainty may be further --.

signal was not sensitive to small movement of the laser beam, re rTr tt

which could result from beam steering by the turbulent flame reduced by relating the temperature to another measured

(Starner and Bilger, 1980). Five photomultiplier tubes were quantity such as the nitrogen concentration; i.e., fN.(T) =-. .(QN )) Suchne an specfictr, is0) posibl phwohenpie local were

positioned at the exit plane of the spectrometer to receive the fN2 (T([N 2 ])). Such a specification is possible when local chemi-
Stokes-shifted vibrational Raman scattered light from N2 , cal equilibrium and adiabaticity are assumed. These assump-

02, H2 , H20, and the anti-Stokes vibrational Raman scatter- tions were previously examined by Dibble, et al. (1983) and

ing from N2 . In addition, elastically scattered (Rayleigh found to be acceptable for this flame. With these assump-
tions, there exists a unique relationship between the nitrogen! '.-J, and Me) laser light was measured. Laser pulse energy was "'-

measured with a vacuum photodiode which received the at- concentration and the density, as illustrated in Fig. 2a for the

tenuated laser light after it had passed through the test sec- present fuel mixture and as illustrated in Fig. 2b for the

tion. Electrical outputs from the phototubes were connected e of pure hydrogen fuel. Figure 2b will be discussed below.

to a twelve-channel charge integrator (CAMAC), which was RESULTS AN) DISSCUSSION

*: gated open for the duration of the laser pulse. As an in-

dication of the overall efficiency of the Raman collection A typical experiment yields a data matrix with 160 rows

system, 3000 photoelectrons per Joule of laser light were (laser shots) and 8 columns: axial velocity (u), QN,, Qo0, -

collected from vibrational Raman scattering of N2 in room QH., QHO, QN,-aUti-Stokes, QRayligh, and Qaue. For the
air. purpose of measuring temperature and density in this flow,

it suffices to measure QN, and Ql--, and then to infer the
DATA REDUCTION density and temperature through Eq. 1 and Fig. 2a.

The use of laser Raman scattering for thermometry and Figure 3 shows scatter plots of velocity and density fluc-

concentration measurement has been reviewed by several auth- tuations ut and p'. This data was collected in the middle of

ors (Lapp and Penney, 1973; Lederman, 1977; Eckbreth, the shear layer at radial location y/D-4 and at axial loca-
1981; and Rahn, st a., 1981). In brief, the integrated charge tion x/D=50 which is near the mean location of the flame
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tip. The fluctuations were determined by subtracting the in spite of measurements which show that the axial tur-
mean velocity U and mean density from each simultaneously bulent transport is often counter to the gradient (Driscoll,

measured velocity-density pair p - u. Each point represents et al. 1983). The Favre average of other scalars can be J
a single LDV-Raman event. Scatter in the data is due to generated using equations analogous to Eq. (2). The radial
the fluctuations, which are fundamental to turbulence. The profiles of mean and Favre mean temperature are presented ii '

correlation of these points pul is directly related to turbulent Fig. 4b. The difference between the two means implies a
transport. Data presented in Figs. 3a, b, and c were collected negative value for the density-temperature correlation -'T,

in the same manner except that the time delay At between which might have been anticipated a priori by noting the in-

the LDV event and the Raman laser pulse was increased from verse relationship between temperature and density in Fig.
At=40 us in Fig 3a to At=2000 iss in Fig 3b to At> Is 2a.

in Fig 3c In comparison to Fig 3a, the data points in Fig.

3b are more randomly distributed, and, correspondingly, the The difference between the mean and the Favre mean

correlation -  is reduced. In Fig. 3c, the time delay is is relatively insensitive to the position inside the shear layer
sufficiently large so that the correlation is, within statistical (see Fig. 4a and b). Plotted in Fig. 4c are the radial

error, zero. By systematically varying the time delay, an profiles of mean density Y and rms of density fluctuation
integral time scale r, is determined (Tennekes and Lumley, , When density fluctions are zero the mean and the

- 1972). The product rU is an integral length scale X,, 2cm. Favre mean should be the same, as they are outside the
Since the integral length scale is large compared to the largest shear layer (i.e. y/D > 8 or y/D < -8). Therefore, one

dimension of the probe volume (1mm), the spatial resolution might expect that since the rms of the density fluctuations go
of the LDV-Raman probe is adequate for the integral scale. through a minimum at the centerline, the difference between

However, the probe dimension is six times larger than the the mean and Favre mean (Fig. 4a and b) should do so as well.

Kolmogoroff microscale (0.15mm) calculated for the measure- Such expectations overlook the corresponding minimum at

meat location and conditions of Fig. 3 (Goulard, et al. 1976). the centerline of the mean density which has a compensating

The spatial averaging is not expected to be significant since effect.
the amplitude of the microscale fluctuations is expected to

be small. Comments on the Potential Application to Heat 2?ansfer

Research: In both turbulent combustion and turbulent heat
It has been suggested that notions gained from modeling transfer, variable density flows are accompanied by heat trans-

constant density flows can be extended to the analogous vari- fer without mass transfer and, possibly large departures from P"
able density flows through the use of density-weighted (Favre) chemical equilibrium. In order to investigate this class of

variables (Libby and Williams, 1980; Jones and Whitelaw, flows with the LDV-Raman apparatus (Fig. 1) it will be

1982). In addition to providing direct measurement of the necessary to relax the assumptions of adiabaticity and chemi-
turbulent momentum transport, the correlation u can be cal equilibrium. A limiting case of chemical nonequilibrium.

used to generate the Favre mean velocity ft via the identity occurs when there is mixing without chemical reaction. In

this case, the relationship between density and nitrogen con-
+ 7u Eq.(2)

centration is represented by a straight line which (see above

Fig. 2a) connects fuel density with air density. This pure-
Radial profiles of the mean velocity and the Favre mean mixing line is coincident with the line which results from

velocity are pre ;ented in Fig. 4a. The close agreement between the assumption of any amount of chemical reaction, assum-
the two velocitiej is a consequence of the small value of the ing nitrogen to be inert, but neglects chemical heat release.

correlation 7"7" relative to the product of the mean density Between the mixing line and the adiabatic equilibrium line

and the mean velocity U. Correspondingly, the turbulent is the set of allowed states obtainable by the inclusion or

transport of axial momentum, which is equal to the-density removal of chemical energy, i.e., the relationship between
velocity correlation u7, is negligible when compared to the density and nitrogen concentration is bounded by the pure
convective transport A U. Hence, overall model predictions mixing line and by the adiabatic chemical equilibrium line.

for this flow system are insensitive to the modeling of this Thus, there is an uncertainty in assigning a density to a

. term. In particular, this explains why a model which incor- given measurement of nitrogen concentration. The uncer-
porates a gradient diffusion for the axial turbulence transport tainty is largest when the nitrogen concentration is equal

does not produce unreasonable agreement with observations, to 0.08; at this concentration the density may be between
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0.16 kg/rn 3 and 0.51 kg/m 3 . The use of hydrocarbon fuels, REFERENCES

which have molecular weights greater than present argon-in-

hydrogen fuel, would exacerbate the uncertainty problem. Dibble, R. W., Kollmann, W., and Schefer, R. W. (1983),

Since telationship between the nitrogen concentration and Conserved Scalx Fluxes Measured in a Turbulent Non.

the density no longer exists. it becomes ueccessary to simul- premixed Flame, Comb. and Flame, (to appear)

taneously measure the temperature and the density of all of Driscoll, J. F, Schefer, R. W., and Dibble, R. W. (1983),

the major species. Such an undertaking is, at best, difficult, Mass Fluxes 7 and 77 Measured in a Turbulent

particularly if the more advanced laser diagnostics such s Nonpremixed Flame, Nineteenth Symposium (Interna-

CARS or inverse Raman (Rahn l a? @1. 1981) are to be used. tional) on Combustion, The Combustion Institute, 447.

However, an alternative does exist. One can note that the un- Eckbreth, A. C., Bonczyk, P. A., and Verdieck, J. F. (1979),

certainty in the relationship between density and nitrogen Combustion Diagnostics by Laser Raman and Fluores-

concentration would not exist if the fuel had zero mass. As cence Techniques. Prog. Energy Combust. Sci., 5, 253.

Fig. 2b illustrates, the ideal of a massless fuel is reasonably Eckbreth, A. C. (1981), Recent Advances in Laser Diagnostics

approximated when pure hydrogen is used as fuel. When the for Temperature and Species Concentration in Combus-

fuel is hydrogen, the conculsion is that the measurement of tion, Eighteenth Symposium (International) on Combus-

. the nitrogen concentration will allow the density to be in- tion, The Combustion Institute, 1471.

ferred with small uncertainty; in particular, the LDV-Raman Goulard, R., Mellor, A. M., and Bilger, R. W. (1976), Coin-

- apparatus presented in Fig. 1 could be used to investigate bustion Measurements in Air Breathing Propulsion En-

S"varible density flows which have both heat transfer and depar- gines. Survey and Research Needs, Comb. Sci. and

tures from chemical equilibrium. Tech 14, 195.
Jones, W. P. and Whitelaw, J. H. (1982), Calculation Methods

.SUM ARY for Reacting Turbulent Flows: A Review, Comb. and
FLame, 48,1.

_ This paper describes a new LDV-laser Raman system Lapp, M. and Penney, C. M., eds. (1973), Laser Raman Goas

with which one can simultaneously measure velocity, density, .iagostics, Plenum Press, New York.

and species concentration. Simultaneous measurements in a Lederman, S. (1977), The Use of Laser Raman Diagnostics in

turbulent nonpremixed flame are reported. From the simul- Flow Fields and Combustion, Prog. Energy Combust.

taneous measurements, one can compute the density-velocity Sci., 3, 1.

" correlation which is the turbulent momentum transport. In Libby, P. A. and Williams, F. A. (1980), Turbulent Reacting

addition, this correlation and the density-temperature cor- Flow., (P. A. Libby and F. A. Williams, Eds.) Springer-

relation are used to compute the density weighted (Favre) Verlag, New York, 65.

mean of the axial velocity ii and temperature t. Comparison Rahn, L. A., Mattern, P. L., and Farrow, R. L. (1981), "*.'-

between the unweighted means and density-weighted means A Comparison of Coherent and Spontaneous Raman

show the density-weighted mean to be smaller than the mean Combustion Diagnostics, Eighteenth Symposium (Inter-

by no more than 10%. The potential application of this LDV- national) on Combustion, The Combustion Institute,

,.. laser Raman system to investigations into turbulent heat 1533.

transfer has been discussed. Smith, J. R. (1980), Temperature and Density Measurements -
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A TRACT Turbulent Smog Chambe

The mixing of two air strem doped respectively The TSC consists of 0.15 mm thick polyethylene film
with NO nd 03 in an isothemal turbulent flow and the formed into a roughly cylindrical bag of diameter 2.8 m,
resulting nonequilibrium chemical reaction have been length 9 m and total volume 50 M 3. Two 1 m diameter,
studied using a recently developed Turbulent Smog chai- 1 m - opposed air jets enter the chamber close to one
ber and relatively fast chmoiluminescent analyser. end as shown in Fig. 1 The co-ordinate system used here
Joint probability density functions of reactant concen- is also shown in this figure. Turbulence and swirl in
tration, mixture fraction, reaction progress variable,
reaction time end mean reaction rates are presented and

* interpreted in the light of preliminary flow character-
* isation results. MM

Programs in the theory of turbulent reacting flow
(see e.g. Libby 4 Willi-m (1980)) has been hampered by
the lack of exper monta. data with sufficient time d d
space resolution to elucidate the effects of turbulence
and chemical kinetic time scales on the instantaneous
concentrations of reactive species. While some data 19
using laser-Aan spectroecopy (Dake et al, 1981) and
fibre optic absor ption probes (B3att (17)adSherikar
and Chevray (1981)) have become available the concentra-
tion requimnts of these techniques are so hig that TOP VIEW SIDE VIEW
the results have only obtained whre kinetic effects
are smll and the reaction and species concentrations Figure 1. Geometry and dimensions (W) of the inlet end
are essentially mixing limited, of the Turbulent Smog Chamber with cartesian co-ordinate

system shown. Inlet nozzle separation = 2m,
One chemically reacting system of particular in-

tamest is that in the atospere during the formation of the inlet jets are ninimised through the use of a per-
hotcchemical mg. The reaction between ozone (03) - d forated plate, an anti-swirl honeycomb and a woven wire
nitric oxide (NO) is known (Xilger (1980)) to be affected screen. The flow leaves the chamber via a 0.7 m diameter
by turbulent mixing and it is also probable that the butterfly valve at the far and of the chamber.
rates of chemical reaction and of turbulent mixing are btsfyvlea h a n ftecabr
of the swm order so that coupling between these pheno- The slight reactivity of polyethylene with ozone is
sena should be evident n the instantaneous concentre- not considered a problem in the present experiments
tions of the reacting species. (Mudford and Bilger (1983)). Polyethylene has the advan-

tages of being easy to fabricate and being resistant to
in the experiments reported here a laboratory simu- tearing and damage by folding. Also, it is transparent

lation of the atsheric reaction between ozone and to ultra-violet radiition, a property required in experi-
nitric oxide is aette ed. Large scale, slowly moving ments to be conducted later.
turbulence is produced In a Turbulent Sang Chamber so
that the time scales of samled species concentration
fluctuations are sufficiently low (< 1 second) that

adequate information can be obtained using chemilumi-
naecent analyser. with 12 Ka frequency response. Con- NO and 03 concentrations are measured by two fast
, esitationa of the reactants can be varied so that a (12HZ) high sensitivity (-0.4 Hz ppt

-1
1 chemiluminescent

ran e of ratio@ of chadcal t Jim sale to turbulence analysers which employ the chemiluminescent properties of
rane ofAls ca be pro cm over the range of interet, the NO + 03 reaction. Sample withdrawal from the TSC
ime.wre sle ca e poduhed n ovrdner e, flow is accomplished through a 2.4 m long, 4.5 mm i.d.
S i.e. whtere they are of the same order, teflon tube with a critical metering orifice at the in-

AM APATUS take end. The presence of the sample tube in this confi-
guration leads to negligible degradation of the frequency

A detailed deecription of the Turbulent Smog Chamber response which is limited by the -10 msec residence time
(TSC) and associated instrumentation appears in Mudford in the reaction cell. Sample withdrawal rate is
and Bileer (1943). Brieflv the comoonent carts of the 150 cm s at TSC conditions implying a sample volume
apparatus are as follow. in the TSC per cell changeover of - 1.5 cm'.
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Swinging Hot Wire on the horizontal mid-plane (z - 0). Jet half width b•
shown for x - 1.7 m station. Experimental error bars

The high turbulence intensities and the occurrence as shown.
of back flow in most regions of the TSC flow preclude
the use of a fixed hot wire anemometer which requires At x - 1.7 m, the flow consists of a jet with peak
the presence of a large mean velocity for the successful U, = 0.86 ms

" 
at y = - 0.07 m flanked by slower moving

interpretation of the output signals (Bradshaw (1971)). fluid with ux = 0.2 ms
" 1. We shall define the jet half-

In order to overcome this problem, a "swinging" hot wire width, b, as the distance from the jet peak location to
has been developed. This apparatus intermittently sweep the point where uX - (peak ux + flanking ux)/2 as illus-
the hot wire through a sm11 portion of the flow thus trated in Fig. 2. For x - 1.7 m, then, b - 0.2 m.
artificially inducing a large mean velocity over the
wire. The instantaneous components of velocity being By x - 3.9 m, the jet observed upstream has been
measured are then yielded by subtraction of the wire dissipated. Mean velocitv is then u. a 0.25 ms-1 across
velocity from the effective cooling velocity, recorded the range of y surveyea. At both stations the turbulence
by the anemometer, in a manner appropriate to the type intensity based on us is very high, varying from . 0.5 at
of probe being used. the jet peak to - 1.0 elsewhere.

Twin Resistance Thermometers Integral length scales have been measured for a
small number of locations and directions. The results

Integral length scales of the turbulence, based are shown in Table 1. The scales in the cross-stream (y)

here on the fluctuations of a conserved scalar, were direction show linear growth with x and their magnitude
" estimated by heating one of the inlet streams and cor- at (x, y, z) - (1.7, 0, 0) accords with the 0.2 m jet

relating the temperature fluctuations recorded by two half width found there. On the basis of these velocities
resistance thermometers at various separation distances, and length scales the Reynolds Number and the turbulent
r, along the desired direction. The integral length Reynolds Number are both 1 K 10in the body of the flow.

scale measure used is that given by Bradshaw (1971),

L --- Rdr FIXED PROBE LOCATION ____ LENGTH
- IRETION SCALE -. -.

where R - correlation coefficient.
x (m) y (m) z (m) L (m)

Data Collection 1.7 -0.06 0 + y 0.14
2.45 -0.06 0 + y 0.18 .

Signals from the above instruments were recorded on
3.7 -0.06 0 + y 0.26a Honeywell 5600C FM tape recorder and later played beck 1.7 -0.7 0 + y 0.14

via an A/D converter into a VAX 11/80 computer for 2.4 0 0 - z 0.24
analysis.___________________________

VELOCITY FIELD Table 1. Integral length scale measurements

Experiments and Results The observation of a narrow (2b - 20% of inlet duct
separation), rapidly decaying, high turbulence intensity

Preliminary measurements of the variation of the x jet agrees qualitatively with the work of Witze and
component of velocity, ux, across the horizontal mid- Dwyer (1976) on impinging axisymmetric jets. Quantitat-
plane (z - 0) have been made at two downstream stations ive agreemnt appears to be precluded by the significant
using the swinging hot wire fitted with a 'u' probe. differences in geometry and operating conditions between
The means and standard deviations of ux are shown in their apparatus and that of the present study.
Fig. 2 as a function of cross-stream distance, y.

The flowfield in the chamber appears to be stable
%.,, -. and repeatable. The velocity results presented in Fig. 2

11 //were obtained over several days with the flow turned off
I' between most runs. Deployment of an aerodynamic tuft

* f17.0) •' /showed that the impingement region between the jets lies
04 / T 01 within 0.1 m of the vertical centre plane (y - 0). This

position is unaffected by start-up procedure, temporary
blocking of one jet etc. A small increase in the inlet

0.4- . duct separation, of the order of 20%, does, however, have
... "'.. a marked effect on the impingement region moving it away

from its central location. This is in agreement with
02 - Luna (1965) who reports that the impingement region

location is indeterminate for opposed jets with separation
distances between 2 and 8 jet diameters.

C .03 -o -06 -0. -02 0 02 0.4 ob _ -'
-0 Extension of these preliminary flow field experiments

CAMS STEM CSTAKE. y lm) is in progress and a more complete picture of the chamber
flow should be available in the near future.

-. 04 - SCALAR FIELDS

Experimentst In the scalar field experiments reported here, the

-- -'-.._ inlet jet denoted STREAM 1 in Fig. 1 was doped uniformly
0. an4d steadily with NO to produce [NO), 1 ppe in that

jet. STREAM 2 was similarly doped with 03 to Produce
[03)2 2 1 ppe. The inlet jets thus formed the two

"k e .2 o stream- of a two stream mixing problem. All experiments.j@".. . 0 0 0 .were performed in the UV dark so that the only reaction

OM-STAM OISIANC.ylei present was
k3Figure 2. Mean (0) and standard deviation (K) of the NO + 0 3 NO + 0 k 0.376 pp() '

s-componet of velocity, Us, vs. cross-stream distance y 3 2 2 3
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A survey was carried out in which simultaneous
measureents of [NO] and (03] were made at a large
number of points in the x > 0 region. The sampling
locations are given in Table 2 and those lying on the
horizontal mid-plane are shown in Fig. 3.

SAMPLING POINT MIXTURE FRACTION, tc [NO] (pphm) [03] (pphm) [NO]03] [NO) [03] 

EXPT. x(m) y(m) z(m) MEAN STD.DEV. SKEWNESS KURTOSIS MEAN STD.DEV. MEAN STD.DEV. phm) [03]-o

T 0.3 -0.2 -0.4 1 0 - - 94.6 0 0 0 0 -

b 0.36 -0.35 -0.45 0.956 0.082 -1.43 4.24 53.0 13.1 1.1 2.0 37.7 0.65
a 0.36 -0.35 -0.40 0.806 0.104 0.32 2.24 54.2 16.6 4.8 3.0 220.6 0.85
U 0.40 -0.28 -0.63 1 0 - - 94.6 0 0 0 0 -

A 0.41 -0.07 0 0.344 0.366 0.68 1.95 29.2 34.5 60.1 33.6 605.0 0.34

Q 0.42 -0.31 0.45 1 0 - - 94.6 0 0 0 0 -

c 0.44 -0.26 -0.45 0.960 0.089 -1.75 10.31 81.5 14.6 1.4 3.3 89.7 0.79
N 0.50 -0.38 -0.91 0.689 0.089 1.03 4.37 41.4 13.5 8.8 3.6 324.4 0.89

*,N 0.50 -0.38 -0.74 0.782 0.122 0.33 2.16 56.2 19.3 6.0 4.1 267.6 0.79
0 0.50 -0.38 -0.57 0.938 0.103 -1.21 3.23 80.4 16.5 1.7 2.6 96.9 0.71

P 0.50 -0.38 0.58 0.865 0.127 -0.38 2.70 68.8 19.8 4.9 5.1 264.8 0.79

d 0.63 -0.33 -0.40 0.781 0.069 0.61 3.45 50.8 11.5 4.8 2.4 228.3 0.94
• 0.63 -0.33 0 0.789 0.058 0.63 3.67 47.8 9.2 6.7 2.9 307.4 0.96

, f 0.80 -0.32 0 0.744 0.043 0.44 4.55 44.9 6.6 6.9 2.7 301.9 0.97 .-

D 0.90 -0.20 0 0.819 0.081 -0.63 8.51 65.7 12.8 4.9 4.4 306.1 0.95
C 0.90 0 0 0.184 0.268 1.91 5.66 12.5 25.5 69.9 26.9 291.4 0.33 '

4* S 0.90 0.08 -0.45 0.186 0.122 1.53 10.78 4.8 8.5 66.3 17.9 298.4 0.94 ."-"°_

R 0.90 0.08 0.45 0.260 0.074 -0.41 7.17 4.4 3.3 51.9 12.3 218.2 0.96

B , 0.90 0.20 0 0.267 0.094 -0.65 2.88 6.4 2.3 50.1 15.4 295.6 0.92
F 1.10 -0.22 0 0.774 0.086 -2.63 2.01 56.1 10.4 7.7 9.2 424.7 0.98
i 1.10 -0.17 0 0.754 0.087 -2.85 18.83 41.6 17.3 3.5 10.2 130.2 0.89

h 1.10 -0.08 0 0.772 0.157 -2.45 10.61 52.0 14.9 8.7 18.5 358.7 0.79

g 1.10 0 0 0.555 0.330 -0.19 1.46 40.0 30.7 38.S 34.9 583.2 0.38

E 1.10 0 0 0.481 0.304 0.11 1.47 40.0 33.5 42.6 31.0 803.6 0.47

G 1.10 0.22 0 0.367 0.070 0.74 18.08 9.7 6.8 36.3 10.1 348.4 0.99

K 1.70 -0.40 0 0.783 0.055 -3.37 27.91 55.8 6.4 5.7 5.0 310.4 0.98

" 1.70 -0.20 0 0.737 0.110 -2.10 8.33 53.0 11.3 11.5 11.0 545.4 0.89

I 1.70 0 0 0.585 0.169 -0.24 1.85 40.6 19.2 23.3 14.6 732.7 0.77

H 1.70 0.20 0 0.447 0.119 1.39 4.60 21.5 15.2 32.7 9.6 617.0 0.88

j 2.40 0.24 0 0.564 0.110 0.16 1.96 22.8 12.4 20.2 9.9 336.9 0.73

k 2.50 -0.03 0 0.620 0.103 -0.60 2.51 28.0 10.3 13.9 10.3 295.7 0.76

Table 2. Sampling locations for the scalar field survey together with fundamental statistical measures for the
mixture fraction measure, &, and the reacting scalars (NO] and [03]. Also shown are parameters associated
with mean reaction rates for the locations.

The lines marked FR and EQ on these plots are the
'." . frozen and equilibrium chemistry limits, respectively,

for samples formed by the mixing of the inlet jet'0.4 material. The majority of samples can be seen to lie
0.2 0 B G. H. far from both these limits indicating a high degree of I

chemical nonequilibrium. The experiment is thus well-
designed with chemical kinetic and turbulent mixing

hA # E - - time scales of the same order.
- , -0.2 0. F:V J. ' '

-0.2 o. : * The simultaneous progress of mixing and reaction

_h-0 K* with increasing downstream distance, x, can be seen
clearly in Fig. 4. p([NO],[0 3 ) at location A consists

-0.6 of two peaks at ((NO]/[NO] 1 ,[0 3 ]/[0 3 ] 2 ) = (1,0) and (0,1)
0 0A 0.8 1-2 16 20 24 representing pure inlet jet material and a plateau, con-

DOWNSTREAM ISTANCE x (i) taining - 40% of the data, lying between the peaks, re-
presenting material which has mixed but has not yet
reacted significantly. At location k, p([NO],[0 3 1) is

Figure 3. Horizontal mid-plane (z - 0) sampling confined to the lower left hand corner of the region
locations for the [((], [03] survey. Letters refer to between the frozen and equilibrium limits indicating
list in Table 2. that both mixing and chemical reaction are well-advanced

although the system is still some distance from the end-
Results point for this experiment at ([NO],[0 3 ]) - (0,0).

Species Concentrations. Insight into the mixing
and chemical reaction processes occurring in the TSC can p(NO], [03]) for locations F and G, lying -0.22m and
be meet readily gained by consideration of the spatial +0.22m, respectively, in the cross-stream direction (y)
variation of the joint probability density function of from location g, are shown together in Fig. 5. The well-
the raw data variables [NO] and (03], denoted p( [NO] ,(03]). reacted nature of the material at these locations is to
p(([O] ,[0 3 ]) for sampling locations A, g, I and k, which be expected from the lower velocities, and thus higher
lie along or close to the TSC centreline, (y,z) - (0,0), mean residence times, pertaining there. Comparison of1 are shown in Fig. 4 in normalised form, the normalisation Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the two well-reacted lobes
factors being the respective inlet jet concentrations appearing in p( (NO], [03]) at g arise from incursions onto
[Noll and (0312. the chamber centreline of material from either side of
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25 encloses that 25% of data having the highest probabi-
L.2 , lity density. FR, EQ denote the frozen and equilibriuM

chemistry lines.

1..2

to A
25

L4I

as .L - F.4
L2 85 .

is-. 85 F/. 75 F

]to L,,b-2 '2. 50

I3.2 3.4 3. 6 3 ".8 .3 .2

1.2 -0.2 , I ' I , , ,] .

-6.28.6 2L Ot . -

Figure 5. Joint probability density function p( [NO],
.L -2 FR (03]) for off-centreline sampling locations F and G.

See Fig. 4 for key to numbers etc.
fto

,,.5 the centreline (the z-dependence of p(,) is weak in the
survey region). The nearly frozen material occurring at

L 3.4 g has doubtless been advected from the region between the
50 inlet jets by the centreline jet discussed above.

L.2 * 25
-0Mixture Fraction. A quantitative measure of the

..3 degree of mixing in a sample can be obtained by defining
a mixture fraction, &, as the mass fraction, in the

-32 sample, of material originating in stream 1. A measure
-4.0 -L 2 L4 3 8 1. 1. of can be formulated from tne (NO] and [03] measurements

as
1.2 . [NO] - [031 + [0 3 12  (2)

(. - NO], + (03]2

3.3 FR due to the conserved nature of the scalar [NO] - 0F 05 Lines of &C . constant are, parallel straight lines
to. of positive slope on the ((NO], (03]1) plane.

L. 5 The means (r ), standard deviations and the'2 moment coefficienis of skewness and kurtosii of the pro-
L2 bability density functions p(&c ) are given in Table 2

for each sampling location together with the means and
3. standard deviations of the reacting scalars (NO] and [03].

..,2 * I In Fig. 6 the contours of c and &2 are shown on

1ZL 32 L34 3. 3. 13 1.2 the z - 0 plane. p(& for the chamber centreline samp-
S0/061 ling locations A, g, I and k and those for the off-

centreline locations F and G appear in Figs. 7 and 8
L , , ,~' , respectively. The rapid progress of mixing, noted above, ...

1, is seen again here with ac/ decreasing

markedly, with increasing x, over only two jet diameters. - -
to k The decrease of &c with increasing y and the p(&) for

F and G show that the contributions to the mterial on
"o -L8each side of the chamber originate predominantly,

FP although not exclusively, from the jet on that side of
. 8the chamber.

L - 25\ on the centreline, clearly linked to the latter phenomena,0% is the persistence of the bimodal nature of the di.tri-

.1 O . bution with the simultaneous rapid decrease in .

*l, I * * I * I I

1.20.1 L2 L4 16 l6 1.A L2
O6/001 Reaction Progress and Reaction Time. In order to

measure the degree of chemical reaction which has taken
place in a sample we define a reaction progress variable
as.- .,.

Figure 4. Joint probability density functions, p( [NO],
[03]), for sampling locations A, g. I and k on or close o[0 0 (
to TISC cntreline. Numbers associated with contours sh' " 3 f.0.<'

the percentage of data enclosed by them summing from the r F to J [0 ,0< <"(3)
highest probability density regions, e.g. contour denoted 3 [3]
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SFigure 8. Probability density function, p(Ec ) for off-
I ? centreline sampling locations F (- and G -.0.160

where subscripts f and e refer to the frozen and equi-

25 0  librium concentrations at the sample mixture fraction.
0 0.3 --- u The interpretation of r in termso phe ,afor of a 'age' f-

S-0.2 _ sample is complicated by the rate of change of r at- " constant , saybeing dependent on Additionally,

R"o.4 r -1 only as time allowed for reaction - .In order
.. . . . . . to provide a more direct measure of sample age, we define "''

0 0. 0.8 12 1.6 2.0 2.4 the parameter t as the time for reaction to produce the "./.measured (NO03 ) from the frozen reactant concentrat-
DOWNSTREAM ITANCE, xcImo ions at the sample mixture fraction, viz

Figure 6. Contours of mixture fraction mean ( c) and tc E- k (.NO [ 1 ,n (NO)S.3 03f-03 f

standard deviation c n ad on the horizontal mid-planey

(z - 0). (4) " ...-

where s is the stoichiomeric mixture fraction. An

equivalent expression for t may be formulated as a i

function of [NO]. The signiFicance of tc as a flow para- "- -"
meter is that it is the minimum time required to produce e .
a sample with a given No ,03 from inletant cmaterialt

A via mixing and chemical reaction processes i.e. t c 9 ts 9 _i mean residencpmem of the sample con tituents,
where Fiu0 is defined for each sample portion to be thet-nl- I.
twme at which it underwent its first mixing operation.

A simple proof of this assertion may be formulated

as follows. Initially, tc  Ts - 0 by definition for all
material entering the chamnber. By definition, also,du
chemical reaction prucesses, in the absence of further

/ ~ ~~mixing will maintain the inequality as At c . At s . Now - - =
the surface tc(iNOme03) in ([NO , [03sm tc) space is con-

cave from above (i.e.from t c large). Tis can be shown•
by plotting eqn. (4) on the (N03f) plane. Suppose

that tc 4 7E for two samples A and B represented by two
points on this surface. Mixing these samples in propor-
tion 8 then yields a mixture with

[ 1Im 1 I8 A + (l - B)

and t t + (1-8)tS,m sA S,B

but witht 4 St + (1-8) tc. 1t

cm c,A cB sm

-3. , 3 I4 0. 8.91, , 1.6 h .2 ,hBecause both chemical reaction and mixing preserve the
NIX. FUAC.. ZIC initial inequality we can conclude that tc < ts .

The joint probability density functions P(&c' r) and
P(&c, tc) are shown for sampling locations g and k in
Figs. 9 and 10 respectively. These plots contain condi-
tionally sampled data in that 35% of the data at g and 1%

Figure 7. Probability density function, p(c) , for of that at k has been excluded on the grounds that,
sampling locations A, g, I and k on or close to TSC was outside the range (0.05. 0.95), thereby producing-
centrelin., indeterminate values of r and tc, or [031 was outside the --

range ([03]e,[03] f) due to instrument noise etc.

-T1-0



jd- - - k (NO ) k NO)3([ [03 NO]30 ]' "

25 i.e. as the sum of a product of means and a covariance.
L| F SOThe values of [NO] [03] and [NO] 0 /( ] [N]03]) are given

I = '3in Table 2 for the survey sampling locations. In some
95 Lregions of the flow the latter parameter is as low as

L4 0.33 indicating that for this flow the use of

1 -k 3 [NO] (03] as a mean reaction rate could lead to
significant errors.

CONCLUSION

-L2 Measurements with good spatial and temporal resolu-
-LIZW LZ L '.6 6 6 1.2 tion have been made of the concentrations of the two

MI reactants, NO and 03, in an isothermal turbulent flow in
I hI . which the turbulent mixing and chemical kinetic rates

.a k are of the same order. Joint probability density func-
tions of reactant concentrations and other parameters of

LO 2interest obtained from the measurements showed in detail
c5 the development of the flow under the influence of these

as- 7 two competing processes.

Results of preliminary flowfield characterisationLA
experiments showed a number of features, such as a jet

L2 on the chamber centreline, which could be simply related
to the scalar field results.

L9 Data such as that presented here should provide a

.2 . good test of models of nonequilibrium chemistry in tur- -

NIL rjr- ZICbulent flows.

Figure 9. Joint probability density function, P(&c, r), ACKOLEDGEMENTS
for sampling locations g and k on TSC centreline. See
Fig. 4 for key to numbers etc. This work is supported by the Australian Research
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ABSTRACT 0 density

Prandtl or Schmidt number, or Stefan Boltzmar.
The k-c model of turbulence and an algebraic stress constant

, model have been tested and the implications of their a scalar quantity
*i use are discussed. Both of them were tested for axi-

symmetric gaseous jet diffusion flames and a direct Subscripts
comparison of the performance of these models shows the c CO2
k-c model to be superior. co CO

centre-line
The effect of radiation losses is examined and it is d destruction

proven to be significant. The implications of neglecting f formation
these losses - which was the general practice up to the fu fuel
present day - in combustion calculations are explored g gas
and discussed. ox oxygen

5 sOot wt
NOMENCLATUPE w water

a acceleration of gravity Superscripts
ag grey gas weighting coefficient f u g
bglnb 2 ,n constants in grey gas expressions fcan r

c soot concentration (kg/m
3
) "O T

c. p mean specific heat INTRODUCTION
- i activation energy-".f mxture fraction There have been relatively few attempts to predict

g mean square mixture fraction fluctuations the turbulent round jet diffusion flame using modern
h enthalpy computation#l procedures. In part this has been due to
H calorific value of the fuel a scarcity of suitable data for validation purposes
k turbulence energy/gas absorption coefficient although this problem has now largely been eliminated

" L geometric path length due to the perseverance of a handful of experimentalists
m mass fraction working in the field, see for example (I to 5). It is
n grey gas index for gas/soot also partly because there is no possibility of succeed-
P production of turbulence energy ing in the task in the absence of a good turbulence

p partial pressure/probability density function model and turbulence modellers have been hard enough
-ad rradatedenergynpr un volume pressed to devise reliable simulations of non-reacting
R perfect gas constant jet flows.

* r. stoichiometric oxygen requirement to burn
1 kg of soot The available turbulence models range from zero- to

S source term multi-equation ones, an orderly description of them is
.- Sfu stoichiometric air requirement to burn 1 kg presented by Launder and Spalding (6) . The two-equation
'-' of fuel k-E model was originally applied in flow computations
T instantaneous temperature by Jones and Launder (7) and Launder and Spalding (8) and
U instantaneous streamwise velocity has since become widely used in engineering calculations.
u fluctuating part of U It appears to combine an optimal mix of computer economy
V instantaneous cross-stream velocity and predictive precision. it is least satisfactory in
v fluctuating part of V the presence of body forces such as those due to swirl
w fluctuating part of the velocity normal to or buoyancy both of which are often significant in

the x,y plane practical combustors. In the former case the isotropic
x streaswise direction effective viscosity implied by the k-c model is less than
y cross-stream direction satisfactory, while in the latter case the striking

discrepancies between horizontal and vertical buoyant
-- 6 volumetric expansion oefficient shear layers are for example not well simulated by the
6 width of the jet simple k-c model.%'."-" au, maxim~um velocity difference across the jet ".U maxiumc veociy diferenaoss thejSome workers, for example Launder et al (9) and

:.. turbulence energy dissipation
Cg emissivity of the gas/soot mixture Gibson and Launder (1O) have examined multi-equation
-effctive viscosity Reynolds stress turbulence models with some small
u.- e i s advantage. However, the extra computational burden is( a* o.2  (Rodi (IS)) very significant and has not so far been superimposed

'3x- on the already heavily charged background of combustion
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calculations. Zn an effort to enhance significantly - uv + 1C 2  r k /ay k
2 3U

the validity of turbulence models researchers have C1  k CT C aJ/3yj ay
explored diverse avenues such as the formulation of u "09

multiple time scale equations (e.g. (11)). The reader k 0.94 (10)
is referred to a 'state of the art' review by Gibson.-et al (12). v-  C22 i0-53

r 3 C I 5

In sum no new turbulence model has emerged which -2
affords more than a marginal improvement in predictive = 0.53 (12)
ability and this is always at tne expense of greatly k 1 .k.-.
increased computational costs. There is no doubt that _vT--, = - k _ T (13)
industry would pay dearly for absolutely trustworthy CIT k £ ay
and precise predictions but they cannot as yet be so - 1k -3~ u~
satisfied. Fortunately combustor predictions of useful uT'- a -T [u + (1 - C2)v- -6 ag(l -C2T ]
engineering accuracy are often procurable at a correspond- (14)
ingly acceptable expense with the simple k-c model. To The constants in eqs. (10) to (12) for the normal P
some extent this is because other processes such as the stresses are empirical and, strictly, pertain only to
thermal radiation often exercise a dominating influence non-combusting flows (16). The equation for the
and an accurate representation of the turbulence is temperature fluctuations is solved in its full form
not essential, since to do so makes no additional modelling demands.Zt

is (12):
THE TURBULENCE MO5DELS ,'7 _ _ k, 'r -T' .

P =.+ QV i,~~ ~P E -+ uv
The k-C Model=X a ay E y

The parabolic and axisymmetric forms of the
equations for the turbulence energy, k, and turbulence - 2OvT' T P T, (15)* y C' k (5 "':

energy dissipation, E, are: T " C;'

0 + , P k 10. _(y tak) P The values of additional constants needed fr the
ax a y aV- y a + P - o +Bo0au (1) algebraic stress model are given in Table II (14).

OU LE _ + PV( Ccj PC ) CC -L~T' Table 11 values of Additional Constants Prann
ax ay zay O G -y k (E 2 to Algebraic Stress Model

where the production term is given by: C1  C 2  CI C2T Cc3  Cg

0(7- &+ U - 7 + ) 2.2 0.55 3.2 0.5 1.0 1.1 0.11ay uy y v a. -.-
From dimensional considerations the turbulence The Combustion Model
viscosity is: k2

Ut - 00C ? (3) The formulation embodied by the 'simple chemically
Assuminglaminar flow analogy the turbulence reacting system' concept, as originally used by Pun
stresses may be expressed as (13): and Spalding (17), was adopted. This model has formed

the basis of all the attempts to predict the turbulent
-- OW Ut (4) diffusion flame by modern computational methods. The

- ay underlying ,ssumptions are: a single step global2 2 .- u 2 - + 2U (5) reaction which excludes intermediate species, a chemical
T kinetic rate which is fast compared to the turbulence

2 2 DV mixing rate, equality of the turbulent mass diffusionOV_ - pk + 2ut (6) rt,..
2 y coefficients, and low Mach number.

PW - k + 2p, (7)
TO _y The statistical description of non-linear functions

When the flow is reacting an additional turbulence of the mean flow parameters is assisted by the use of a
equation for the mea sqare of the mixture fraction probability density function (pdf) the shape of which
fluctuations, g _(f-T), is required: may be calculated (e.g. (18, 19)) or assumed. Since the

0, + PV a -Z~ _ 2 ~1) +~ cgt (if.)2 -c pdf equation is little explored and its computation is
x+ 3y a ay gljt " 9 as yet too expensive for engineering purposes we adopt

(8) the latter course. Two assumed forms for the pdf of
The preceeding equations constitute the usual k-C mixture fraction are commonly used, the clipped Gaussian

model, or more properly the k-C-g model for reacting function (20) and the Beta function (21) . We have
parabolic flows. They are solved along with those for explored both and found that there is little to choose
continuity, U-momentum conservation, energy conservation between them with the latter exhiLiting perhaps some
and mixture fraction, f, conservation. The last buoyancy marginal predictive superiority.
production term in eq. (1) is exact for small temperature
variations and can be modelled by a simple gradient Mean values of all properties 0, such as T,
approximation. The corresponding term of eq. (2) is which are non-linear functions of f are determined from:
a modelled one proposed by Bossain and Rodi (14). We - f (f)p(f)df (16)
have found that these terms do not improve the predictions o
in a straightforward application of the k-C-g model and wre p(f) is the assumed (Favre-averaged) pdf. In the
they are omitted for the predictions shown. All case of the Beta function assumption:
correlations Involvinq density fluctuations are ignored
so the system is equivalent to a Favre-averaqed one. The f (1-f) -"0,f.1(17values of the model constants are given in Table I. P(f) = 0 < f < (17)

Table I Values of Constants for k-c Model f&-(1-f) b-ldf

CI cr CE2  Cg Cg2 1 "c I Cof Ig with
0.900&a 1 - , b --- a (18).0.-o.0o 1.44 1.92-0.0?t 2.8 2.0 1.0 1.31 0.7 0.7 - .] , - f)

The Algebraic Stress Model The temperature is calculated from:

The algebraic relations for the Reynolds stresses h - mfu H
are extracted by assuming local equilibrium of turbulence T - (19)

* production and dissipation (16). The relations which p
have been derived for non-reacting flows are (14,16) : where c is calculated according to Tribus (22).
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T- T7 77-77-7

Since a fast reaction is presumed it might be al (26):
thought more appropriate to compute T from equilibrium Sf p E/RT) (25)
chemistry. Experience reveals (23) that this is not .C.

satisfactory in the fuel-rich region where, for example, where p is the fuel artial pressure, 0 is the equ.va-
CO is significantly overpredicted. It seems likely lence raio = S (f/l-f), S - the fuel stoichiometric
that this fault can probably be eliminated by the air requirement, the parameters E/R, n and Cf are
imposition of flaability limits but this remedy is respectively assigned the values 20140, 3, and 0.01 as a
insufficiently explored, result of validation studies.

Previous workers have always assumed that the flame The soot particles are so small (typical size is
is adiabatic in which case the enthalpy is, for the 1= in spray flames (27) and in gaseous ones, as in the
above specified reaction model, a linear function of f. present study, much smaller) that their consumption rate
In the present work we allow radiation losses to the will be determined by laws applicable to gas species.
surroundings. The appropriate functional relation We adopt the simple expression of Magnussen at al (28)
between h and f is then not evident, and this too in who, by adopting the conventional assumption to the
an underexplored subject. We presume that hrad - had effect that the reaction rates controlled by turbulence
at f_- 0 and f - i, hrad - had - radiation source at decay, link the soot burn out rate to the product of its
f - f, and that the relations between these three points mean concentration and the turbulence time scale e/k:

are linear. This prescription cannot be greatly in Amox m€rs . "
ero.S anErs s s s + Mfu Sfu.-.-error. S minAm .

The Radiation Model where A is an adjustable constant assigned (28) the value
The radiation loss from the flame to the surround- of 4. The second term restricts the soot consumption

inqs has been ignored in most previous attempts to in the absence of sufficient oxygen.
predict laboratory turbulent diffusion flames. Although
it has been argued that the radiation loss is probably TEE NUMRICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE
rather small its neglect is none the less, as we shall
sea, to the detriment of model validation studies The governing differential equations were solved
specially since the available data are mainly for using a parabolic version (29) of the Imperial College

temperature. TEACH code (30) . The code features a grid which is
caused to expand with the flow. The expansion is

Since the experimental flames have all been accommodated by appropriate alterations of the cell face
situated in cool, open laboratories the transfer of convection and diffusion coefficients. The non-
radiative energy from the surroundings to the flame orthoganality of the grid is small and the orthogonal
may be ignored. And since these laboratory flames are forms of the governing differential equations are
optically rather thin we should also without too much retained with little error (31) . Because substantial changes

• error be able to neglect self-absorption. The flame is in density and temperature may occur between adjacent
then a simple emitter and the rate of heat emission per streamwise stations iteration is employed. For the first
unit volume is: iteration the V-velocities at the downstream station are

4set equal to the corresponding upstream ones. Subsequently:
a 4k aT4  

(20) (i) the downstream U-velocities are determined, (ii) new
rad g downstream V's are obtained from the continuity equation,

where 0 is the Stefan Boltzman constant and kg is the (iii) the remaining downstream dependent variables are
grey gas absorption coefficient. Strictly the emission solved for along with the density and other ancillary
behaviour of the emitting gases and the soot is non- information, and (iv) the sequence returns to i) until
grey but this complication can be circumvented by a convergence criteronis satisfied. Note that a pressure
imagining the real gas and soot to be replaced by a correction equation is not solved, it is expedient and
mixture of grey gases plus one clear gas (24). This sufficiently precise to ignore the small cross-stream
formulation has been adopted by Truelove (25) who pressure variations.
presumes a mixture of two grey gases, a clear gas, and
soot, and provides a correlation for the total emittance COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS WITS DATA
of the form:

There now exist a good number of data sets for
g Z a a n (T )  exp(-k n  +  o

turbulent diffusion flames. The scope of this study is
n~ ,T e k n(pw + PC + Pco) arbitrarily restricted to four experimental hydrocarbon

4 k (21) flames. We have considered two flames of Lockwood and - _"-k k PC 4 ) Moneib (1), both for methane fuel but one with the fuel

stream mass diluted by 42 per cent by volume of nitrogen.where a (T) b + b T(22) i
,* g,n l,n b2 ,nT we have included the German natural gas flame of Wittmer

and Ganther (4) and Lenz and Ganther (3). And we haveThe absorption coefficient may be deduced from a pseudo considered the town gas flame of Lockwood and Odidi (5).
' grey relation: All of these flames had Reynolds numbers in excess of

-kL 15,000. The various flames studied are summarized in
£g ( 1 -•g ) (23) Table III.

The Soot Model Mean Velocities
Mean velocity data for the Lockwood and Moneib

The luminousity of laboratory flames is usually methane flames are reported in (2) . Velocity data are
, rather small, all the same soot is highly emitting and also reported by Wittmer and Gnther (4). Predictions are

some account of its presence must be given if radiation compared with these data in panels (a) to (d) of Fig. I.
S transfer is not neglected, We solve a balance equation The predicted jet spread of the algebraic stress model

for the soot mass fraction: is excessive. Tamanini (32) mentions a similar

pt + I a wt ail discrepancy although he shows no predictions. The k-
T-74y +S S (24) predictions are superior, and the effect of radiation on Poa w S - , o formtion rate and the velocity is evidently mall.

f d., itseebu_1ion rate. The Scheidt member s is se- The marked superiority of the k-C model is
equal to 0.7. surprising. In common with other workers (e.g. (32)) we %

-'. The chemical kinetics of soot formation is a find only marginal difference between them, in favour of
tremendously complex subject and for this reason it is the algebraic stress model for inert flows. We might
little developed. We choose a very simple expression expect the algebraic stress formulation to exhibit again
which exhibits the right behavioural features. It has exettalebric str fmulain to bia gai
its origins in diesel engine studies and has been used marginal superlority for flames since the buoyancy
with some success in steady flow combustors by Abbast influences should be better modelled. That it does not
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overpredicts the CO concentration levels, delaying burn
Table III Experimental Flame Conditions out. Combustion models based on 'T;i.:ibrium chemistry

Fuel volumetric Burner would appear to require the introduction of an extinction
Flame diameter (mm) Re component based on the flammability limits. At this

composition Rpoint it should be noted that Liew st al (23) appear to

Methane 93.63% CH4  obtain satisfactory concentration predictions by straight-
flame (1) 5.54% hydro- 7.74 15,0O forwardly applying the concentration versus mixture . .

carbons fraction functions determined from laminar flame
0.83% inerts experiments.

Nitrogen As above but Fluctuating Velocity
diluted diluted with 7.74 15,000 A few data for the fluctuating velocity components
methane 42% by volume exist and these are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 along with the
flame (i) N2 corresponding predictions of the algebraic stress

Methane 81.1% C 4  formulation. On the whole the agreement is surprisingly
flame of 15.3% 8.00 37,000 good. In general the level of turbuence is somewhatf3,4m 0.3% H2  overpredicted, with the values of (u2)1 /2 being least in

2.9% hydro- error. The algebraic stress model overpredicts the jet

carbons spread with significant adverse consequences for the
owngas 55%temperature predictions. The predicted uv correlation

Town gas 55% H2 which has higher values than the measured ones, for the . -"
flame (5) 27% C4 Witt er and Gnther flame (4) as shown in Fig. 6(c),

4% CO 5.00 24,000 is responsible for this discrepancy.
2% C2H6
8% C02 Some k-t predictions of uv are shown in the same .
4% N2  Fig. 6(c) and it is obvious that they are in much better

agreement with the data. Radiation losses have only a
small effect on the fluctuating velocity calculations.

is presumably due to inconsistencies in the derivation
of the present algebraic stress model when substantial Fluctuating Temperature
density fluctuations occur. We are currently rederiving Somewhat more fluctuating temperature data are
the model for this variable density case. It is of available than for fluctuating velocities (Figs. 8,9,10).
interest to note that when the last (buoyancy generation) The on-axis r.m.s. temperature is generally underpredicted
terms are dropped from eqns. (1) and (2) the discrepancies in the upstream region. The poorer performance pattern
in the algebraic stress predictions are made only slightly of the present algebraic stress predictions re-emerges
worse, here. Allowing for the thermal radio ton both increases

and decreases the magnitude of (T ' )  but, on the whole
The last term of the k equation is an example of one its effect is smaller than for mean temperatures and the

for which the effect of the large density variations are predictions are here not generally improved by its
incorrectly simulated since the use of B in the term inclusion. The peak r.m.s. temperatures of the methane
implies small temerature fluctuations. The unapproxi- flames of (1) tend to be overpredicted by both methods
mated term is g u p'. it would be of interest to retain (Figs. 8(b),(c) and 9(b),(c)) and this may possibly
the correct term and solve a modelled equation for the indicate insufficient compensation of the thermocouple
correlation u P'. We have so far simply expressed it data. The best predictions are for the nitrogen plumes.
as - Dug' - (Ut/og) a/ax. The predictions are little in a sense the natural gas flames of (3) may also be con-
affected by this "improvement'. We also note that the sidered as nitrogen diluted because of the high nitrogen
dissipation of the u T' equation assumes a uniform content of the fuel.
fluid specific heat and thermal conductivity but in view
of the preceeding observation we would expect this to CONCLUDING REMRKS Li-
be of small consequence. Wi conclude that the possible .

inconsistencies associated with the fluctuating density The most striking outcome of these straightforward
and the fluctuating pressure (see Bilger (33) and validation studies has been that the role of the thermal
Jones (34)) arise in the simplifications used to procure radiation transfer is much greater than had previously
the algebraic stress relations. been suspected. Satisfactory model validation studies,

especially, can therefore not be performed for the typical
Mean Temerature laboratory turbulent jet flame if the radiation transfer

Mean temperature data are available for all five is neglected.
flames; they are compared with the predictions in the
several panels of Figs. 2 to 5. The influence of Oe The k-C turbulence model, combined with a standard Apt
thermal radiation loss is significant, rather less so fast reaction combustion model, is able to simulate
for the cleaner burning nitrogen diluted (Fig. 3) and these flames fairly satisfactorily. The effect of the
town gas (Fig. 5) flames. The poor performance of the additional buoyancy source terms on these equations is
algebraic stress model, in particular its over prediction small. These results should give heart to the mathematicaL
of the spreading rate, is again seen here. modellers of combustion equipment who would prefer for

reasons of economy the simple k- model.
It has mainly been assumed in previous studies that

the radiation loss from these laboratory flames is small, The algebraic stress model performs poorly. This
and this caused us to believe that the present crude is not the case for inert flows of the present kind where
model would be more than sufficient. It is clear that it is marginally superior. This may be due to two main
a more elaborate radiation simulation is called for. reasons. The first one is that the large density

etter sinple models exist which are quite easy to fluctuations that occur in reacting flows are not properly
incorporate (35). We may expect the inclusion of self- modelled. The assumptions made which are based on non-
absorption will raise the predicted temperatures and so reacting flows are precarious in this case. The second
enhance the already rather satisfactory performance of one is that pressure variation correlations that appear
the k-E model. in the Reynolds stress and turbulent flux equations (see

(34)) may be significantly big to influence the calculat-
Godoy (36) has presented k-c predictions for the ions. Sigler (33) discusses the possible effects of a

undiluted flame of (1) based on the presumption of full similar term appearing in the turbulence energy equation.
chemical equilibrium chemistry (Figures 2(a), (b) and We have not worked out a consistent formulation of the "'" "
4(e), (b)). Although radiation was neglected it is algebraic stress expressions, but we suspect that it may
clear that the on-axis temperature peak would be somewhat well prove more expedient to solve the stress equations
too far downstream were the results to be corrected for in their full forms. Finally, we might note that the
the radiation loss. The reason is that in the fuel rich time scale of the temperature fluctuations decay rate
regions the chemical equilibrium supposition substantially appears not to be equal to the turbulence time scale, end
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In modelling the dissipation term in the =V equation Institute, Standford University Press.
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ABSTRACT T* time scale for the fine structure

Tch chemical time scale

In this paper a model for local extinction in tur- TA time scale for the fine structure regions

bulent flow is developed The model is based on the TM bulk mixing timescale

Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) for chemical reaction in

turbulent flow developed by Magnussen (1981)1. A review INTRODUCTION

of this concept is included in the paper. The (EDC) is

a reactor concept which is unique in that it takes into Local extinction in a practical turbulent combust-

account the intermittent behaviour of the smallscale ion situation can influence important combustion

structures of turbulence, as well as the effect of the characteristics like stability, noise generation, flame

fine structures on the chemical reactions. Both fast and propangation, fuel consumption and heat transfer. These "

slow chemical reactions can be treated simultanelously characteristics are of main importance for the perform-

and consequently the extinction process. In this paper ance and operation of combustion engines, combustion

the extinction is assumed to take place in the fine chambers, flare burners and fire fighting equipment.

structure. The lift-off and blow-out conditions for tur- From a fundamental point of view the extinction

bulent diffusion flame are calculated and compared with characteristics of chemical reactions in turbulent flow

experimental data. The turbulent flams propangation velo- can give some new information about the geometry and the

city is also discussed with regards to the same concept. dynamics of the smell scale turbulent structure and the J.

interaction between the structure and chemical reactions

NOMENCLATURE which is some of the main problems in turbulence. The

classical way to treat extinction phenomena is to apply
concentration (kg/u) Karlovitz-Kovasnays criterium resently used in a tur-

specific heat bulent combustion situation by Chomiak (1982)2. Turbulent

D nozzle diameter structure models have been developed and used by 4

F flatness factor Lockwood and Megahed (1978)3 and Tabaczynski (1981)

F characteristic fine structure flatness factor Comon for these models is that the chemical kinetical

AHH reaction enthalpy difference properties of the fluid is expressed through the A. ',

k turbulence kinetic energy laminar flame speed.

L* characteristic length scale of fine structures Recently Peters (1982) treated the extinction

L' characteristic turbulence length scale mixing process in turbulent flow by considering the quenching %

length of diffusive flamelets where both the intermittant be-

L", Ln characteristic turbulence length at different haviour of turbulence and chemical kinetics were taken

structure level into account.
i exchange rate of mass with fine structures
Re turbulence Reynolds number REVIEW OF EDC

r stoichiometric oxygen requirement to burn 1 kg C rte a
fuel Chemical reactions take place when reactants ar

T temperature (K) mixed at molecular scale at sufficiently high tempera-

6T excess temperature of reacting fine structures ture. In turbulent flow the reactant consumption is

UB  turbulent flame velocity strongly dependent on the molecular mixing. It is known -

U mean flow velocity that the microscale processes which are decisive for

u* characteristic velocity of fine structures the molecular mixing as well as dissipation of turbu-

u' turbulence velocity lence energy into heat are severely intermittent i.e.

u",un characteristic turbulence velocity at different concentrated in isolated regions whose entire volume is

structure level a small fraction of the volume of the fluid.

A axial coordinate These regions are occupied by fine structures

Y fractional conversion parameter whose dimensions are small in one or two directions,

y lateral coordinate however not in the third. These fine structures are

0 density believed to be vortex tubes, sheets or slabs whose

e rate of dissipation of turbulence characteristic dimensions are of the same magnitude as

kinetic energy the Kolmogorov microscale. 6,7,8,9,10

Ut effective turbulent viscocity The fine structures are responsible for the dissi-

v kinemetic viscosity pation of turbulence into heat. Within these structures

intermittency factor one can therefore assume that reactants will be mixed

mess fraction occupied by fine structures at molecular scale. These structures thus create the

mess fraction occupied by fine structures reaction space for non-uniformly distributed reactants.

regions

10.32
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In a modelling context one can assume that the "_"_"_"
reactants are homogeneously mixed within the fine struc- TURBULENT ENER Y TRANSFER
tures. Thus, in order to be able to treat the reactions R .xIN COW.PT
within this space, it is necessary to iow the reaction
volume and the mass transfer rate between the structures
and the surrounding fluid. WORK FR F LOW

The folloving describes a concept for treating
chemical reactions in turbulent flow which include basic
features of the preceeding. 7 -1E1EATl:, . . -,T GEEPTION ~i

Turbulence energy dissipation WORK TDRANSFER

In turbulent flow energy from the mean flow is
transferred through the bigger eddies to the fine struc- HEAT
tures where mechanical energy is dissipated into heat.
This process is schematically described in Fig. 1. OK

4 4 .Z, .- ,.-AT

TUO.ERT OIM TRANFER

FI MEA HEAT.

16 EMY 
" ""-'"Y

Fig. 2. A modelling concept for transfer of energy from

bigger to smaller turbulent structures

NEAT GENERA TION

The next structures level represent part of the

turbulence spectrum characterized by a vorticity

ClIACTERISTIC SCMS : ,. ', -2 - 2w.' (4)

velocity, u", and length scale, L". The transfer of
energy from the first level to the second level is

expressed by
Fig. I. Turbulent energy transfer w - 2 122-r (5)

In general, high Reynolds number turbulent flow Similarly the transfer of energy from the second _

will consist of a spectrum of eddies of different sizes, to the third level where
Mechanical energy is mainly transferred betvaen neigh-
bouring eddy structures as indicated in Fig. I. For the w"' .W" (6)

same reason the main production of turbulence kinetic
energy will be performed by the interactions between is expressed

,* bigger eddies and the mean flow. 2 u" .," 2 (7)
The dissipation of kinetic energy into heat, which w ( 12 -u"

is due to work done by molecular forces on the turbulence
eddies, on the other hand mainly takes place in the The part which is directly dissipated into heat is
smallest eddies. expressed

Important turbulent flow characteristics can for
nearly isotropic turbulence be related to a turbulence q,, 22 (8)
velocity. u', and a turbulent length, L'. These quanti-

, ties are linked to each other through the turbulent eddy
velocity: The turbulence energy ballance for the second

structure level is concequently given by
u"a #2 2 + u"

2 •u2 u (i 2 u" ) u12 1u
2  

i " ,,,2u' 2

Modelling interstructural energy transfer This sequence of turbulence structure levels can be con-

Figure 2 schematically illustrates a model for the tinued down to a level where all the produced turbulence

transfer of mechanical energy from bigger to smaller kinetic energy is dissipated into heat. This is the fine

turbulent structures
1
. structure level characterized by, u*, L", and wk.

The first structure level represents the whole The turbulence energy transferred to the fine

spectrum of turbulence which in an ordinary way is structure is expressed by *w__

characterised by a turbulence velocity, u', a length . 2 u * 2
scale, L', and vorticity, or characteristic strain rate w* • 6 !-- u

2  (10)

wa' w u'/L' (2) and the dissipation by
2 * 2

The rate of dissipation can for this level be ex- q* 2 . 15V (2-) (11)
pressed by L

S (1 u' u"
2 
* 15 • V( )2) (3) According to this model nearly no dissipation of

energy into heat takes place at the highest structure . -

ubere is a mmerical constant.
10- -3
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level. Similarly it can be shown that 3/4 of the dissi- Modelling characteristics of the fine structures
pation takes place at the fine structure level. It is assumed that the mass fraction occupied by

Taking this into account and by introducing ; =0.18 the fine structures, on the basis of consideration of the
the following three equations are obtained for the dissi- tu
pation of turbulence kinetic energy for nearly isotropic enerx transfer to these structures (eqs. 12 and 13) can

turbulence: be expressed by

U.
3  * 3

u(12) Y*u.(18)L- 0.2 -- ) (18)

If it is assumed that the fine structures are local-
U*3 ized in nearly constant energy regions, then the massu - 0.267 L- (13) fraction occupied by the fine structure regions can be

expressed by u* 2

u* 2 7* " Y X . (ur) (19)

c - 0.67 v (t.) (14).,

giving the following expression
Introducing the Taylor microscale a fourth equation u*
is obtained 2 X , -r (20)

E' -.5V (! )( 5

. 15 v (-(15) Assuming nearly isotropic turbulence and intro-

ducing the turbulence kinetic energy and its rate of
By combination of equations (13) and (14) the dissipation the following expressions are obtained:

following characteristics (scales) for the fine struc- ._3/4
tures are obtained y* - 9.7 . (21)

*- 1.74 (t.v)1/
4  

(16) k
and

* and 1/4
3/4 1/4 y, = 2.13"(j) (22)

L* 1.43v /C (17) k

where u* is the mass average fine structure velocity. Similarly by introducing the turbulence Reynolds
The scales are closely related to the Kolmogorov scales. number

" y* 40.2 • R3/e (23)
The fine structures

The tendency towards strong dissipation inter-
mittency in high Reynolds number turbulence was dis- and

covered by Batchelor and Townsend
11

, and then studied 342 - R-1/2 (24)
from two points of view; different statistical models A . .• 

/  
..

for the cascade of energy starting from a hypothesis s8
, of local invariance or selfsimilarities between motions Kuo and Corrain have given some results for the

of different scales, and then by consideration of hydro- flatness factor of au/at as a function of Re (Fig. 5).
dynamic vorticity production due to stretching of vortex In order to compare the above results with tAse results
lines, an empirical expression has been developed for the rela-

It can be concluded that the smallscale structures tionship between the flatness factor and the intermittency
who are responsible for the main part of the dissipation factor:
are generated in a very localized fashion. It is assumed
that these structures consist typically of large thin FM - 1.5-(0 + 1/y) (25)
vortex sheets, ribbons of vorticity of vortex tubes of
random extension folded or tangeled throughout the flow Figure 4 shows a comparison between some experi-
(Fig. 3). mental results1 O and the given empirical expression.

0.4

0.3 i/FM

0.2 
1
/Fexp

ag"0.1
DEELMPNT OF FINE STRUCTURES
ON A CONSTANT ENER6Y SURFACE

'Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of fine structures 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

developed on a constant energy surface Y

The fine structures are localized in certain fine Fig. 4. Comparison between experimental results and
structure regions whose linear dimensions are consider- empirical expression for the flatness factor as
ably larger than the fine structures therein10 . These a function of the intermittency factor.
retions appear in the highly stained regions between the
bigger eddies.
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When eq. (25) is applied the following expression It is now possible to put up balance equations for

for the flatness factor for the fine structures is reacting fine structures and the surrounding fluid

obtained, including chemical kinetic rate expressions.

. 1.5 + 0.44 .Re 1
0
.
5  

(26) Combustion rates

If the rate of reaction between fuel and oxygen is
Equation (26) is compared with the experimental considered infinitely fast, the rate of reaction will be

results of Kuo and Corrsin
9 

in Fig. 5. limited by the mass transfer between the bulk and the

fine structures. In this case the concentration of fuel
or oxygen will be very small within the reacting fine

100 structures. If the reaction took place in all the fine
structures, the rate of combustion would be expressed . "

50 by: c."S

0 f min (32)20 fu..?..

l0 where cn is the smallest of Cf and Z02 /rfu, where

0 cf and ZO are the local mean concentrations of fuel

and oxygen, and r the stoichiometric oxygen require-

2mnt. Not all the fine structures will be sufficiently m
heated to react. This is obviously the case in com-

1 bustion of premixed gases where both fuel and oxygen are3 4.
10 100 10

3  
10 present in the fine structures.

R* The fraction of the fine structures which reacts
can be assumed proportional to the ratio between the

local concentration of reacted fuel and the total fuel
conc entrat ion:

Fig. 5. Flatness factor of au/at as a function of Re c
compared with theoretical flatness factor for F /((1
the fine structures. X pr fu A (33)

cp /(1+rf) + Cf

From this comparison it can be concluded that the

* overall features of the physics seem to have been taken where cpr is the local mean concentration of reaction

care of by the suggested expressions. products. Equation (33) implies the assumption that

on the basis of simple geometrical considerations the reaction products are kept within the fine structure

-he transfer of mass per unit of fluid and unit of time region until a concentration is reached which yields X

between the fine structures and the surrounding can be equal to unity.

expressed as follows By combination of equations (32) and (33) the
following general equation is obtained for the rate of

2 Y* (l/s) (27) combustion at infinite reaction rate between fuel and
oxygen:

Expressed by k and c for nearly isotropic turbulence %
eq. (27) turns into Rfu 1 -• * • F m (34)

31/4 - Y*1/ m(n (4

k k The reacting fine structures under these conditions
will have a temperature, AT, in excess of the local mean
temperature: """

' 
-

Molecular mizint and reaction processes tempeature

The rate of molecular mixing is determined by the AL• . .n.(5.*
rate of mixing between the fine structures and the AT - min (35)

surrounding fluid. c
The man mass transfer rate between a certain P

fraction, X, of the fine structures and the rest of the where AHR is the heat of reaction and c the local speci-

fluid, Ri, can for a certain specie, i, be expressed as fic heat capacity. The temperature, T*, of the reacting

follows: o fine structures is consequently:

R t (29)
i 0 0 T* - T + AT (36)

where * and 0 refer to conditions in the fine structures and the surrounding temperature:

and the surrounding. To - AT -'* " (37)
The mass transfer rate can also be expressed per 1 - y*. X

unit volume in the fine structure fraction, X, as

o where i is the local rime mean temperature.
" ) (30)

Chemical controlled reaction rate

Finally, the concentration of a specie, i, in the On the basis of the precious there can be defined
fraction, X, of the fine structures and in the surround- characteristic mixing time scales:
ing is related to the mean concentration by: The bulk mixing time scale

C c* ca TM " l/m (38)

__ *. X * X) (31)
r *f. 

e  
- (1 - yP* The fine structure time scales

T* - y*/ (39)

T, . Y-/I (40)



-"* These time scales can be compared with chemical

kinetic time scales in order to establish whether the c (T* - T0)00
reaction is mixing or chemical controlled, and even Y = (43) .
established criteria for extinction of flames. 

(43)

MODELING FLAME EXTINCTION AND TURBULENT FLAME PROPAGATION where the fine structure is considered to be adiabatic
ACCORDING TO THE EDC and the specific heat of the fluid is assumed to be

constant. The extinction time scale can then be found

Extinction from eq. (42) and (43) according to Fig. 7, where the
extinction time scale T* is indicated.

According to the previous concept heat and mass 
e..

balance including chemical kinetics can easily be set up 1.0
for the fine structures and the surrounding fluid. Con- Tt

sequently, knowing the chemical kinetics, a criterium for T 4..
the extinction of the fine structures can be obtained. ., T
When a typical timescale for the combustion reaction is
small compared to T* the fuel consumption is independent Eq.(43) 3
of chemical kinetics and is a purely hydrodynamic problem.

,. .~, However when the residence time becomes smaller than a
typical chemical time scale the reaction will not be com-
pleted in the fine ztructure and the fuel consumption is
strongly influenced by chemical kinetics. As the resi-
dence time decreases extinction will finally occur.

The chemical time scale, however, is not a uniquely
defined quantity. Many different expressions can be
found in the literature describing the various steps in 0
the reaction process. In addition it is very difficult 0 T.""
to find relevant data for different fuels. T.

When studying turbulent extinction a comon substi-
tute for the lacking chemical kinetic data has been time Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of Extinction in the
scales based on the laminar flame propagation behaviour fine structure T* > T* > T.*

of the mixture
3
,
4
. These time scales are, however, more 1 ext 3

dependent on the diffusive properties of the fluid than
the chemical kinetics. Another time scale that has been
used is the chemical induction time or ignition delay Turbulent flame propagation
time. This time scale is usually measured in shock tube
experiments where the reaction starts from the very low The propagation of a plane flame in turbulent flow
radical concentration level of the unheated gases. This can be expressed by
is not the case in flames and other reacting systems 2
where there exists a source of free radicals somewhere acfu VT a
in the system. Here the induction time is much shorter. UB Rfu (a4) 2 f
In a typical turbulent combustion situation it is be- ax
leved that radicals are already present in the regions

where the fine structures are located. When it is further where U is the turbulent flame propagation velocity,
assumed that the internal mixing inside the fine struc- VT is tie turbulent viscosity and o is the turbulent

tures are fast then the fine structures can be considered Schmid! number. With R. expressed according to Eq. (34), I
as a well stirred reactor. the only physical meaningful solution to Eq. (44) reads

On the basis of the previous the fractional con-
version parameter for the reactor is defined as (cfr. U= 1/2

Fig. 6) o 2 ( !1(
c o .c * o,.--

Y fu fu PT
cf 0 (41) By introducing the turbulent viscosity from the k-c-

model this transforms into

Reactants rProducts2
In a typical shear flow situation k a u 2 

and as 1.
This gives a turbulent flame propagation velocity

_ Fine L UB ; 2u' (47)
S., structure - , .
C , reactor This is generally in relatively close agreement with 14
fu Cfu the experimental data collected by Bradley et.a. (1981)

oOou.....s.a...... * * When the fine structure-time scale T* is reduced to0 T P T the same magnitude as the chemical time scale, the turbu-

Surrounding fluid lent flame speed is reduced due to local extinction in the
fine structures. At a critical value of the fine strut-
ture-time scale the flame will be quenched by the

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of a reacting fine turbulence. This leads to the following general qualita-
structure tiv relation for the turbulent flame speed:

For a one step irreversible reaction the mess and heat UB "*) (48) (48)
balance for the fine structure can be expressed as 7u ch

, " e Due to the strong interaction between T* and T*_/,.

y ..-- (42) the flame quenching appears like a catastrophy as

cfu indicated in fig. 8.
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The abrupt extinction has been shown experimentally by
Chomiak et. al. (1982) 3 • In these experiments extinction Fig. 10. Comparison between experimental and predicted
for a methane mixture occured at a fine structure time lift-off heights.
scale of approximately T* X 10-4 s This in close agree-

* ment with the chemical time scale deduced from the global For a constant nozzle diameter the fine structure
reaction rate used by Bradley et.al.(1976) 1  16 and is timescale at the stabilization points was nearly constant
also in reasonable agreement with the ultistep kinetic as shown both in Figs. 9 and 10, indicating that the fine
calculations for methane-air mixture reported by Martenay structures are of main importance in the extinction pro-
(1970)17. cess. The time scale did, however, decrease with in-

creasing diameter, as indicated in Table 1.

Table 1. Mean structure time scale at the stabilisation

* Lift-off and blow-off of turbulent diffusion flames point for different nozzle diameters.

-. According to the extinction model and the result for
- the turbulent flame speed a lifted diffusion flame will D (mm) 4 6 8 10
"' be stabilized near the position on the stochiometric

contour where the fine structure time scale equals the- 4
chemical time scale. The reason why the stabilization t10 (a) 1.18 0.80 0.67 0.56
point is located at or near the stochiometric contour is
that the reaction rate has its maximum near this contour.
This ii shown in fig. 9. where also some calculated fine We assume that this diameter effect is due to radi-
structure time scales at the stabilization points are ative heat transfer between the fine structures at the
indicated. By gradually increasing the exit velocity the flame stabilization point and its surroundings. This
stabilization point moves further downstreams. This effect will tend to increase the fine structure tempera-
continues until the stabilization point is at a position tures and consequently reduce the extinction time scales
where the mean flow velocity is nearly equal to the for increased nozzle diameter. As such this effect can
maximum flame propagation velocity, then the flame is readily be handled by the described concept. At the
blown-off. This is shown in Fig. 9 where also some calcu- blow-off point the ratio of a typical turbulence velocity
lated fine structure timescales at the stabilization to the mean flow velocity was nearly equal to u'/U z 0.5.
points are inducated. This is shown in Fig. 9 and table 2.

Table 2. Turbulence intensity at blow-off point for

(r,.lO
4 

S) u 0.5different nozzle diameters.

4.5

3 D (mm) 4 6 8 10

pont0.1 0.47 0.49 0.48

Stoichiometric According to the previous, the mean velocity is
contour nearly equal to the maximum turbulent flame propagation

velocity at the blow-off point.

00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 CONCLUSIONS

SX/D The previous have shown that extinction processes in

Fig. 9. Localisation of lift-off and blow-off points turbulent combustion ca he treated by the eddy dissipa-
. for , round free jet. Experimental data from tion concept (EDC) of M&,.ussen. Predictions deduced
SIHorch (18) for D - 0.01 m. from the proposed extinc 'n model compares well with

experimental data.
The flame stabilization poinr for iifted diffusion -

The extinction model has been tested by performing .'.flame slo tabati oineri or tortndifs
numerical calculations of the jet flow based on the k-c flames is located at the stoichiometric contour and at
model of turbulence and then extracting the quenching time psitionswere the fine structure mixing time scale T*

*, scales by comparison with the experimental data of Horch is approximately equal to the chemical time scale th
(1978)18. An expression for the turbulent flame propagation

velocity is deduced from the EDC. This expression givesi Figure 10 shows a comparison between experimental
and predicted lift-off heights. The predictions have results which are in close agreement with experimental " >1been besed on a constant fine structure timescale, T* data. It is shown that blow-off for tu:oulent diffusion
0.56 b 0n4  a flames occurs at a point where the maximum turbulent flame
0.6.1 propagation velocity is equal to the mean flow velocity.
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TRANSITION FROM A HORIZONTAL TURBULENT BUOYANT JET TO A MIXING LAYER: AN ENTRAINMENT MODEL

Gerhard H. Jirka
School of Civil and Environmental Engineering

Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853

ABSTRACT shown in Fig. 2 with a variable initial bulk Richardson "
number Ri - 0 037 and 0.105, respectively, in which Rio Jk

An entrainment model for the transition from a hot- " po ho 372/mo3/2 and ho is the height of the discharge
zontal turbulent buoyant jet to a mixing layer is devel- slot.
oped using the mean energy equation for closure. The A special comment is in order as to the type of
model predicts the reduced entrainment and the mean pro- equations and boundary conditions governing this two-di-
file distortion that occur in such motions. mensional flow situation. For small x, the flow is

clearly of jet-type and purely upstream controlled. It
INTRODUCTION is supercritical as defined by a bulk densimetric Froude

number F > 1, in which F - u (g*h) - 1 /
2 , u. - characteris-

Many geophysical flow situations and engineering tic velocity, g* - characteristic buoyancy and h - layer
applications involve the horizontal inflow of a buoyant depth and hence can be described by a parabolic equation
fluid into a larger basin at, and parallel to a horizon- system in the bulk integrated form. For larger x, how-

tal boundary. This may be in the form of a light fluid ever, the finite jet momemtum is increasingly opposed by
at the surface of water body (e.g. river flows into the the buoyant pressure force an the layer increases in
ocean) or of heavy fluid at the bottom (e.g. cold air thickness. Ultimately, therefore, the flow will reach a
flows or sediment currents). Frequently the initial subcritical regime, F < 1. In the sense of classical
flow condition is jet-like with intense shearing and long wave dynamics - wave length of the order of layer
turbulence generation. The influence of buoyancy makes depth h - the flow will then be influenced by the down-
itself felt, however, by a gradual damping of the turbu- stream boundary condition as well and is, in fact, of

. .~ lent structure and, in second consequence, an overall the elliptic type. Several consequences arise at this
modification of the flow geometry. Ultimately, the flow point: If the domain is unlimited, x * -, there exists
approaches a buoyant mixing layer structure in which the no steady-state solution and the downstream flow will
turbulence generation is limited to a thin and continu- increase in thickness due to the effect of interfacial -' -.
ously contracting shear layer zone while the remainder shear. This will lead to jump-like transitions to the
of the flow approaches shear flow conditions, upstream regime, until the jet becomes full submerged

This structure is illustrated in Fig I for a two- ("flooded"). Similar conditions may arise for finite,
dimensional flow situation with the upper boundary of but large, x or if some blocking exists at the down-
the unlimited fluid being slip-like, such a a free we- stream boundary. Several devices can be used in prac-
tsr surface. The flow is generated by the steady-state tice (see Jirka, 1982) to generate flows that are jump-
injection of a horizontal momentum flux per unit width free and predominantly upstream controlled - although

o and a buoyancy flux par unit width po adjacent to the never purely upstream controlled in the sense of the
bounding surface. Two photographs from laboratory ex- definition diagram, Fig, 1. These are a slight co-flow

periments by Rajaratnam and Subramanyan (1983) are in the lower layer, a slight slope of the bounding sur-

'; . ~ ~Ef f Iluxhug.i2-

ms, Pg

entrainment--. -

Nominal jet "'''

.Small Rih boundary

jet-like Large Rih

mixing layer-like
Fig. 1: Definition Diagram. ',.



o* mixing layer (Fig. 1). The first mechanism is a stabi-
lizing one, while the second destabilizes by increasing
the value of the gradient Richardson number. The model
describes this interplay with-the result that for large
Rib the jet tends to a stable non-entrainment condition
without ever completely attaining it.
Reduction of Shear Stress by Buoyancy: Reference is .-.

made to the structural kinship between non-buoyant jets
and mixing layers, as regards the shape of f (mean ve-

locity) and f (turbulent shear stress) profiles for the
shear zones, denoted in general by a width 6 (see Fig.
1). The numerical value of f, and hence of the result-
ing integral, is smaller by about 2 for the non-buoyant
mixing layer (data of Bradshaw at al., 1964) but this

a) Rio 0.037 variation is neglected relative to further approxima-
tions. Considering then a slightly buoyant jet or mix-
ing layer, it is assumed that the shape of the man flow
profile f is unaffected by buoyancy while the shear
stress profile fB is similar in shape to, but differs in
magnitude from, the non-buoyant case. Both of these as-
sumptions are well supported by Gartrell's (1979) data.
Using the transverse momentum equation and subtracting
its non-buoyant counterpart, it can be shown that the

Ri~

transverse Reynolds stress profile may be expressed

".: ) (2)N'. Ri.

whreLi -g~c
2 is the bulk Richardson number of .

b) ji t = 0.102 the shear zone alone and Li - 1/4 its theoretical (and

Fig. 2: florizontal buoyant Jet experiments. Jet flow experimental) limit value for turbulence damping. The
(left to right) is confined to top portion of assumptions leading to Eq. 2 are similar to those for
flume. From Rajaratnam and Subramanyan (1983). rapid-distortion theory (e.g. Townsend, 1976), namely - I

in the present case - the buoyancy-turbulence inerac-
face, a slightly non-conservative buoyancy flux (e.g. tion is instantaneous while the effect on the mean flow
heat lose), a gradual expansion or the vicinity of a field is delayed. A result similar to Eq. 2 is also in-
control section (with suction or release into a wide herent in Launder's (1975) algebraic stress equation for
reservoir), buoyancy-turbulence interaction.

The entrainment modal development given below Is Gradual Distortlon of Flow Profiles: The ratio Rid/Ri.
directed at an ideal, jump-fre and upstream controlled in Eq. 2 can also be seen as a ratio 6/6* where 6* is
transition frum a jet to a mixing layer regime. Its the critical shear layer thickness that, for a given g'"
primary purpose Is to study the effects of the small and Uc, insures stability. As long as the flow is tur-
w wave dynamics - of order of the shear layer depth 6, 6 < bulent the actual shear layer thickness 6 is smaller the

- h, see Fig. 1 - on jet entrainment. Although not given 6., but tends toward it, 6 * 6*. This approach is con-
here, some of the "non-ideal', second-order effects sidered in two asymptotic stages: (i) Initial stage,
(e.g. boundary slope) can be incorporated into the 6* h > 8, i.e. the deviation from the pure jet pro-
model. file. (ii) Final stage, h > 6* 5, i.e. the approach

to uniform profile with a thin attached shear layer. In
MODEL FORMULATION each of these stages en argument similar to the Monin-

Obukhov theory in atmospheric boundary layer analysis is
A turbulent entrainment model for this transition used to predict an intensification of the rate of strain

flow is developed using the integral approach for free of the notion. Algebraic matching between these two
% turbulent notions. An entrainment coefficient a is de- limiting cases results in

fined as a- i.. in which q is the volume flux, uc the
jet or mixing s~r centerline velocity and x the horn- Ri5 _ Rib
zontal distance. The functional dependence on bulk . (3)
Richardson number, a = c(Rih). is the object of the Ri, 6 2+ 2)1/2
analysis in which Ri h - Ch/ue where h is the total jet
or layer thickness and gc its centerlins buoyancy.

Using the four conservation equations for jet dis- Combining Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 yields the complete en-
charge, horizontal momentum, mean kinetic energy and trainment law
buoyancy flux it is possible to derive the following ex-
pression for the entrainment coefficient by the require- Ri b
ment of internal consistency (Jirka, 1982) 0 (0 2 2/2

) 
(1 + R h- (4)

1 (Ri h + Li*)

(1 21. 1 f1 df of three major contributions: (1) a 0 (-211/

13 2 15 13) fo f df is the entrainment constant for the turbu-
( + lnt non-buoyant jet motion (a. - 0.06 based on direct

3 volume flux messurements or on the above integration of
.r measured Reynolds stress profiles). (2) The first par-

in which f(n) is the non-dimensignal velocity profile, enthesis represents the modification by buoyancy of the t..
varying between zero and unity, fB(n) the associated turbulent structure, i.e. intensity reduction and pro-
shear acress profile under the influence of buoyancy, n file distortion. (3) The second parenthesis represents
the transverse normalised coordinate end 11, 13, end 1, the additional work against the longitudinal pressure
different in'gral constants. The integral fo fB df in gradient that must be done by the flow and therefore isEq. 1 is different frau that for the non-buoyant jet not available for turbulent entrainment. The overall
(Rih - 0) because of two simultaneous effects: first, derivation of Eq. 4 from the mean energy equation is in

" the reduction of the turbulent stress intensity due to line with Townsend's (1970) conclusion that the entrain-

the stable buoyancy gradient, and second, the distortion ment rate "depends on overall properties of flow, in

of the jet profile to a uniform profile with an attached particular, on those that control the energy balance"



AGREEMENT WITH DATA ;

Different data sources have been analyzed. Fig. 3 u A,

gives a comparison of Eq. 4 with Ellison and Turner's u c  ox Ri = 0.19 "
(1959) data, the only detailed experiments on horizontal 06 4/3
buoyant jets that include measurement of the mean an- (" • F =2.3 h F0 4/3
trainment rate. Also included in Fig. 3 are related ex- F 2. 0 0

periments on inclined plumes or horizontal motions in 4L 4.8
croseflow. The agreement is satisfactory both in trend . 9.7
and magnitude. A 14.6• A 14.6 ."'''

4 + 19.4
X 24.3

r 29.1

0.08 * * * Surface jets 'Ellison and +.' 34.0

V --- - Inclined plumes Turner (1959) 2-
* A-Non-buoyant a Mixing layer Sprang (1971) - ex()

v w .,Wall jet in" "
0.06 %VT cross flow - Hopfinger(1972)

- Theory, Eq. 3 " -

0.04 \~
+ 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

0.02 + :

, Fig. 4: Observed distortion in velocity profile as a
function of distance. After Rajaratnam and

3: ,, ,Subramanyan (1983).

Rih uniform flow with an attached shear layer for large dis-
tancee. In particular, the solid line indicates a ratio
6/h - 1/4 which is in agreemen with Eq. 7 since at this

Fig. 3: Entrainmsent as a function of Richardson number. position the local bulk Richardson number Rih - 1, i.e.
Comparison of theory and experiments, the transition to the mixing layer is largely completed.

Similar agreement is found with the limited observations
The behavior of Eq. 4 in the limiting stages is also of by Wilkinson and Wood (1971) and Stefan (1972).
interest: In the initial stage, Rih 4 RiL. < 1, one ob- In summary, an entrainment model is presented that
tains predicts both the reduced entrainment and the mean pro-

* file changes that occur as a horizontal jet flow collap-

- (1 
8  1 /2h) ses into a buoyant mixing layer. Such transitions are a",/u o  .I - Li h /R ,  -(Q + 8R )(5) feature of a wide class of buoyant shear flows and the.-..,

model appears applicable in these cases. Further exten-
with Ri* - 1/4. This is almost identical to Hunk and sions of the model, to incorporate such effects as boun-
Anderson's (1948) expression for the vertical momentum dary slope and shear into the governing equations, and
transfer coefficient in weakly stratified flow if we hence into the ntrainment formulation, are under inves-
note the similarity between n and the eddy viscosity. tigation.
In the final stage, Rih > Ri*, one obtains
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'V ABTRACTBULK MODEMS OF KATARATIC WINDS

This paper introduces a one-dimensional model of
katabatic winds in opposing flow that includes advection Modal Presentation
effects and examines the consequences of using empirical In this section I generalize the bulk (integrated

- laboratory relations to parmeterize entrainment, in the vertical) theory of gravity winds in the boundary

INTIODUCTION layer by adding the effect of an ambient wind. slog

Ball (1957) found katabatic wind equations throughTwo cmoents of ountain-valley wind syst ems are analogy wth open channel hydraulics. Ellison and"..-•slope winds driven by radiative cooling on the valley Tner with ope channE soEed ion andwalls at night and a lIrger-scale outflow down the Turner (1959, referred to as ET) showed how the growth
valley floor. This paper deals only with slope winds, of a dense layer flowing down a slope could be under-
vlle flor. thi pe r dalns thaonl r wt slpewin, stood as an entrainment problem. Their laboratory ob-
defined here to be local winds that occur on large, servations led to an empirical relationship between the

J homogeneous slopes, along which channelling of the flow nu defined by
by topography is not a dominant influence. In parti- trainment rate and a bulk Richardson number

the flow. Their theoretical formulation of the en-cular, the aim is to examine the derivation of existing training gravity current formed the basis for the sub-
one-dimensional models from the shallow fluid equations sequent work by Sith (1975) on deep boundary currents
of motion and to extend them to include cases in which sente orkn bynith (95 on deep bouda ryfcrretosein the cean. ears and Sawford (1979, referred to as. .the retarding effect of an opposing abient wind is MS) extended this approach to the atmosphere by in-•• strong. cluding effects of ambient stratification and cooling

This work resulted from questions raised during a grating the equations of motion up to a constant refe-
field project conducted by the author in the mountains rent height. This contrasts in a subtle way from the
along the coast of the Gulf of Nexico in Veracruz state, second method in which the equations are integrated up

* Mexico. A regular katabatic wind occurs in this region to a variable height. e"nr t ad

in the summer months, but its onset time is in the ta rbe i .
morning hours, sometimes even after sunrise. The Coordinate directions are down a slope inclined at
sequence of profiles in Fig. 1 shows that dowslope angle * to the horizontal (s direction) and normal to
motion begins just after 0533 LST and subsequently that slope (n direction) Assue that a turbulent
thickens until the surface layer becomes unstable by boundary layer exists below an inviscid ambient flow,
0300. This is extremely late in comparison with onset
time reported at many other places in the world which serves as a reference state. Since observations
(Atkinson, t982). onder ths thenoeo of Manins and Sawford (1979b) show the gradient

Richardson number to be small near the top of the kate-immediate application in the formulation of schemes to batic layer, it is reasonable to concentrate on turbu-
predict the ventilation of and consequent abatement of lance generated within the ka
nocturnal pollutant concentrations in ci.ties located on 1odegtabatic layer. Additional
slopes. Two qualitative explanations come to mind for el assumptions are:
the late developmnt of the katabatic wind. First, the (a) The incompressible continuity equation holds.
dmslope wind in Veracruz in seer is opposed by
regular easterly trade winds; second, one might expect (b) Flow normal to the slope in an approximate ,4
that radiative cooling rates in the humid environment of hydrostatic balance. ahrt (1982) shows that
costhal r xitiecotobelnres than the inmidatitoe othis requires that the aspect ratio of the.coastal Mexico to be less than thoe in aidltitude flow and/or the slope angle be small.--. mountainous areas. Each of these influence$ would delay.

the growth of the katabatic wind; the model presented (c) Coriolis terms are negligible and there is no
here was made to study their relative importance. flow parallel to the slope. Coriolis effectsflow paale to th lp.Croi fet

Nanins and Savford (1979ab) argued that shear- play a role in flows of large horizontal
i ne aimet f (air into the thof aat sr- extent at relatively high latitudes if theyinduced entrainment of air into the top of a katabtic last long enough (Mahrt, 1982), but here thelayer dominates its mass, momentum, and thermodynamic emphasis is on diurnal development along

budgets. In prototype, the flow is one-dimensional tropical slopes. Neglecting cross-slope winds
with Archimedean accelerations downhill being opposed by eliminates the possibility of modeling terrain
entrainment and frictional effects in the uphill channeling effects that sometimes influence
direction. It appears that the uncomplicated nature of cabicind e g. t anis n flrdc

this prototype makes it especially suitable for compa- 1979b) "("a-'

rison with laboratory fluid dynamics experiments. 1-79b)

(d) Turbulent entrainment into the flow is a
function only of bulk Richardson numbers
characteristic of the flow.
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I write wind components in the boundary layer as ue is not zero. In the following equations, setting
u * ue (down the slope) and w + we (normal to the S& -S= 1 and omitting underlined terms recovers
slope), where u and w are relative winds and subscript a the formulation of MS. Setting S - I gives the formu-
denotes an ambient value, and subtract a steady ambient lation using the variable height integration. In the
fomentum equation from the boundary-layer shallow slope well-mixed limit, the left sides of these equations are
flow solution given by Mahrt (1982). equivalent to those of Z82. Underlined terms result

from use of the Leibnitz rule.
Bulk models of katabatic winds result from inte- (h) t  Ch&(SU us)], * UhN

2
(sinn - S3Ecosn) - w "

grating the basic equations from the surface to the top ae " .a
of the boundary layer h(a,t) (as in Zeman, 1982, re- 7
ferred to as Z82), or to a constant height at which the [ -[% -0  & B (2.6a)
effects of the flow are negligible, H (as in MS). In PrCpevr r
the former case, I define h to be the level at which the (Uh)t  [Uh(SuU + u )] - weu (2.6b)
wind speed and temperature are effectively the sane as a u a a
ambient conditions, and turbulent heat and momentum 1
fluxes are negligible. In practice, one can set - (S h A co -a S2h& sin a .(.h -.
criteria to define h based on the percentage deviation .
of a quantity from its ambient value, where Rh and Re are the contribution to the buoyancy ,, .

Oner-dimensional models derived by vertical deficit ho due to radiative fluxes at h and at the

surface; Q0 is the surface layer temperature flux, T0 isgration of the basic equations described the evolution the surface layer stress, c is the specific heat of
of average boundary layer properties. The distinction air at constant pressure and 

6
a gd/Or evaluated at

between the two integration methods occurs both in the h. The temperature and momentum fluxes and the buoyancy
definition of average properties and in the presence of deficit at the upper level are assumed zero. Except in
terms that result from applying Leibnitz' rule. Defi- Section 4(s), the definitions of h and H imply that the
nitions of these averages (Table 1) are different for turbulent stress at boundary layer top, Tn, is zero.
the tan integration techniques. The pressure gradient Formally and intuitively, the Leibnitz approach is pre-
force appears in the integrated model as the twice- ferable to the constant H approach, especially when
integrated form ()S, Mahrt, 1982): ambient wind effects are being considered. The net

h or R effect of cooling along the slope is included in a pars-
f dn f d coia) dn' meter B, defined in (2.6a), and held constant here.
0 n vr

To close the equations, the boundary fluxes of heat
and related to the bulk scales by definition f), and momentum must be related to the state variables.
Table I. Variable d is the deviation of the potential For steady solutions the model employs' a quadratic drag
temperature in the katabatic layer from its ambient formulation with a constant drag coefficient for the
value. Note that the definition of h in the constant-H surface stress:

integration method results from simultaneous solution of -
definition a) for oh and definition b) for U2h, equi- r0 = 

2  
. C (U + u4)2sign(U + u (2.7)

valent to setting momentum and displacement thicknesses Pr D a

equal. In the Leibnitz model, definitions of average r
qatities are more conventional. With the exception of ....

qUantes sae mor convional With thly < I in Manins and Sawford (1979b) suggested that surface stress
, the shape factors in Table 1 are normaly is not a critical control on katabatic flows.

realistic situations, equalling one in well-mixed flow.

Here SA - 0.8 and SU , 1.4, values appropriate toEnrimtofarwhabetmmnumldso:"the vertical structure given by Prandtl's (1952) solu- Entrainment of air wi~th ambient momentum leads to
the v etal s1tru0.uregin by. Teanit de (1952) hee an effective stress in the katabatic layer. Moving the
tion and let S n 0.5 as in MS. The magnitude of these second term on the left in (2.6b) to the right leads to
parameters in real atmospheric flows is not Yetof which is -U(SUU u)h s .
established. Additional observations must be made to Using (2.5) and writing we = EU, this leads to a term
improve these estimates. -eU - -EU

2
, an effective retarding stress. If one

The integrated continuity equation illustrates an uses the constant-H result (2.5) this stress term is

important distinction between the two methods. A defi- -E(U~u8 )U, leading to zero effective stress when

nition for the growth of the boundary layer top height U - - a time at which the stress should be large.
is (282): Thus, rigorous application of the constant H integrationis (Z82): h h2) leads to a model that is wrong when there is opposing

ht  ush * w w (2.1) flow. It is interesting to note that ET stated the
correct, steady form of (2.4) in their paper, though

where we is the ambient vertical velocity at h and they gave no derivation.

* we describes the growth of the boundary layer through
turbulent entrainent" . If the model is made by nte- Bulk models require specification of the entrain-trbulent euainu f the most height U, ment rate of ambient air into the gravity current.
gtgqt Deardorff and Willis (1982) review work that dmon-

= w(2.2) strates that the entrainment rate depends on the velo-w~a "a /;
city jump at the top of the layer and also on the shear . .

The incompressible flow continuity equation is inte- stress at a nearby surface. Z82 noted that entrainment
formulas presented thus far apply to specific situations

grated: and geometries only. He presented an interpolation for-

h h mula that applies both to convective and stable situ-
f (u + ue)4sdo f (w + wan dn - 0 (2.3) ations. Deardorff (1983) has made an entrainment formu-
0 0 lation that has the correct behavior in certain asymp-

totic situations. Tennekes and Lumley (1972) indicate

For integration to variable h, (2.6) and (2.8) sum to that the neutral value of the entrainment rate should be *O
produce: near 0.3 us, a limit approached by the Z82 and Dear-

ht * [(U us)h] s  * we (2.4) dorff (1983) entrainment relations. Zeman's formula was
based on analysis of the mean kinetic energy equation, .'" "'"
and entraiment due to shear in the outer of two layers

Integration to constant R leads to: was modeled using an eddy viscosity. This eddy visco- " .

(Oh) w (2.5) sity depends directly on us, a feature that makes the
a ) Z82 formula inapplicable here. When a wind initially

moving uphill reverses as a slope wind develops, us

When us - 0 and at steady state, the continuity passes through zero but shear-induced entrainment may be
equations are identical, but (2.5) is not correct when larte at this time. Deardorff's (1983) entrainmentC"i::ii



parmterization is based on the deasitY fluctuation and the development time of the katabatic wind. When this

turbulent kinetic energy budgets. This scheme relates time is short, steady solutions are important in their

the entrainent rate to Richardson nmbers based on the oVn right. Typically, authors (MS; Kahrt, 1982)

convective, stress, and shear velocity scales, respect- classify types of steady solutions based on bulk

ively. lre, convective effects are ignored and only Richardson or froude number criteria. With an ambient

& hA/u*
2 

and Ri - h&/U
2 are considered. This wind, the shear-based Richardson number is not identical

parmeteriation waa tumed with the surface jet measure- to the Froude amber, and the criteria are changed. In

ments of T in the limit whore entrainment is dominated this section I discuss general types of steady solutions

by shear-induced turbulence. It provides a mooth way of (2.11) and show how previous solutions by ST and MS
to move from the regime where mixing is dominated by are special cases.

stress effects and to the regime (I. large, Ri mall)

where mixing is done primarily by shear-induced Solutions presented in this section apply only if

effects. Deardorff's relations for entraiment as a entraiment is a function of Ri alone, requiring in the

function of R. and Ri are shown in Fig. 2. When R. Deardorff formulation that r be large. Using the

is large, as mould be the case in the developed kata- steady form of the model equations and the definition of

batic flow, this relation indicates that there is negli- Ri, one can generate an expression for the change of Ri

gible entraiment when Ri > 0.8. KS used the form: along the slope.

4 " u (2.8a) Solutions of the steady equations are degenerate

A (2.Sb along the Line where i/as is undeterminate. The de- ...

1 A (2.8b) generacy is often related to a Froude nmber (Mahrt, . -
K 1982), hee defined as:

with A, K, and S1 chosen to agree with the laboratory--sL u-2
data given in IT for inclined plumes. Deardorff's fit r = 1 Ri (3.1)

was done so that the entraiment at Ri - 0 would agree
,.with wall jet values. In this application, the entrain- The inverse of this Froude number is the same as the

meat when A - 0 is due to surface stress effects and not shear-based bulk Richardson number when there is no

to shear effects. When R, is large, either the MS ambient wind. Recall that Pr compares the interfacial
relation or the Deardorff one agrees satisfactorily with ware speed to the flov speed; Ri determines the amount
the laboratory results of I"T. Since there is a good of entrainment occurring. The degenerate condition

deal of scatter, new measurements would improve the forms the boundary between two types of steady flow

entraiment estimate. However, only the Deardorff regimes, called "shooting" and "tranquil" respectively,
*scheme was designed to be in accordance with data at the in analogy with the hydraulic jump Froude number con-

mall Ri,R, limit. For steady flows RT will be ditions (Ball, 1957; ST). When there is an ambient.
large, and I present results using the MS method. The wind, this condition is:

KS chm has the advantage of being analytic. The 2(U/u 2) S u /
iterative scheme in Deardorff's method is cumbersome CRi- U (3.2)
when implemented in the model. Semple comparisons U/u I 1--
between the two methods are prcsented later. S W SAUu W

It is useful to present the equations in nondimen-
sional form based on a base scaling distance ar and When the flow is well-mixed (S U - S& - 1) and the
using the mbient wind to scale velocities. The model scaled us  -1, the critical criterion is:
equations in nondimensional form are: - 2

ht  [(U + us)h] w (2.9a)--

(hal * r( U * c 2 ( - C 5 )U = B (2.9b Steady shooting flows moving downhill (U > 1) can occur

, a only for relatively mall values of CRi. Shooting flows
(h) *Uh(SuU + U)] e a moving uphill occur only for relatively mall values of

C (h ha - 0  (2.9c)

', 2 h The quantity in square brackets on the left side of

(2.11b) is the buoyancy deficit flux in the katabatic

a ma in (2.6s) is assmed zero for convenience. Sub- layer. Calling this flux F, and integrating the re- A

sequently, dimensional variables will be denoted by the lation results in:
superscript asterisk. This nondimensional form removes F u [(S1U Ua)hA] - Be - F0  (3.3) .
the explicit appearance of the elope angle though such a..3
dependence is contained in C. One can interpret solu-
tions using either MS scaling or the one based on slope where F0 is the value of F at the beginning of the
distance imd the ambient wind speed. Smple values slope. When B - 0, the flux is constant, and the
illustrate the mbient wind scaling: If modeled situation is akin to that in laboratory experi-
Ju.J - 10 m s-1 (uphill), a - 5', and sr - 1O in, ments, where a constant source ol heavy salt solution is
then the height scale is 200 m, the entrainment scale is injected into a fresh-water flow at a point. Because
0.02, and a nondimensional cooling rate B - 0.25 car- the source of negative buoyancy driving the flow is

.responds o cooling of 2 K h-
1 

over 100 a. The size of external to processes on the slope, one may call the

the scaling for cooling depends strongly on the ambient B " 0 limit, drainage flow. When F - 0 and B * 0, the
wind. If u s  " 5 m s - 1 , the nondimensional cooling katabatic wind is produced along the slope and one may
rate equal to one corresponds to cooling of 1 K h-1 over call this limit, elope flow. Since the steady equations
100; . are three ordinary differential equations, their solu-

tions may be presented in a phase space of three vari-

I In this paper I set C2 - 0, restricting to neutral ables. It is convenient here to choose CRi as one axis,
stability, or to the situation in which the advective constructing a phase space with axes Cli, U, and Uh, the
time scale (Tm) is such shorter than the Brunt-Vlisvll latter known as "discharge" in ordinary hydraulics. . -

period (T./TN << 1), and assume that the aebient Subsequent discussion features the phase plane Cli
wind speed is constant. In the scaled equations this vs U. For the remainder of this paper I set C to 0.11,
means that us . -1, 0, 41 refers to ambient flow down- corresponding to a 5 slope. The boundary between
hill, zero, and uphill, respectively, shooting and tranquil flow (3.2) is shown on the phase

plane in Fig. 3. When us - 0, this boundary is CRi =

STADY SOLUTIONS SU, corresponding to the limit U/ua * -. Note that
the form of the boundary when us * 0 depends on the

Description of the ultimate steady state the system shape factors. When S& < 1, there are two branches of

(2.4) and (2.6) approaches is preliminary to studying shooting flow. Shooting flows that move downhill are



retricted for the meat part to small values of Cl. A •where underlined terms contain s derivatives.
i.mport-,t feature of the solution type boundary when
SA < I is that steady shooting flows are not allowed Constant Thickness Transient Solutions Along a
near the stagnation point (U lual), reflecting the
fact that the flow speed cannot excend the wave speed if Homogeneous Slope
the flow is early stagnating. Becauae the flow speed If h is constant, (4.1a) indicates that there is no
is maler than the gravity wave speed, trsnqul flows entrainment. To nodal the stress effect of mbient
are subject to downatrem control. Tranquil flows in an winds on the momentum balance in the katabatic layer, ve
ambient wind are not charaterized necessarily by mall mesentraimmnt sod large h, asl Nhart (1982) noted when suer consider the tangential stress at h,'T h . This.--
us -tr.a hent fdlg stagaes , tstress is zero according to the definition of h used in

, 0. hen the flow stagnate, the Proude number all other sections of this paper. oever, if h cannot
gaes to aero, but Ni may still be stall enough to allow
appreciable entrainmant. Lines of constant buoyancy vary, one can expect some turbulence at that level, and
deficit flux (3.3) are also shown on the phase plane. hence, a nonzero Th. Mahrt (1982) has also suggested

that not all stress effects in the katabatic layer needDracnrs e flom oc a long a given iolne; slope flo be associated with mass entrainment. I write Th r.increase. cU 2 , with c being a general momentum exchange coeffi-
cient, and also replace the surface drag coefficient

Steady Slope Flow with Local Coolin (3 a 0, u * 0). CD/EM in (4.1) with e, a simplification introduced
(4 to facilitate an analytical solution of a simple modelMS presented analytic solutio (2n14 that has basic properties of opposed katabatic flow.C 0O. Solutions with constant Richardson number alongie ersi 41 do u yth ooeet

tie slope are possible. For Cli ) I ("tranquil flow") Underpined ters in (.1) drop out by the homogeneity
they found the steady solutions to be unstable to assumption and (4.1s) becomes a - (B/h)t, assuming that

spatial inhomogeneities. The flow stagnates as the A a 0 at the initial moment. The momentum equation• " " " (4.1€) reduces to: .. ;.
pressure gradient force due to the increasing thickness (.c eue o
of the boqndary layer balances the downslope Archimedean Ut a (B/h)t-(c/h)(U+ua)2sign(Uu-)-(c/h)U2 (4.2)
force. Ratraimment effects are mall for tranquil flow
situations when ua - 0, shown by MS to refer to flows This simplified model now resembles the layer model of A
on slope* of mall angles. For Cli < 1 ("shooting (Defant 1933, in F. Defant, 1949). Consider a situation .' "
flow") the solutions are stable. Trajectories of their with %bient wind uphill (u a < 0) with U(t0) = ua/2
solutions approach horizontal lines on the phase plane. corresponding to an initial steady state. Define tf

*0csa sotnaeop-to be the time required for the flow to stagnate
When us , 0, constant i solutions are not pos- (U + ua , 0), a lower estimate for the onset time for

sible. limver, if U increases along the slope, (3.2) t "ttiwn If 0
indicates that in an ambient wind the sol-ition
approaches the slope Mi found by MS when ua - 0, but tf = (-u h/2) 1 / 2

this limit may occur very far down the slope. Pure a - --

slope flow (F = 0) is only possible if 1i + 0 as s 0. %
Trajectories of steady solutions for constant ambient For a 5 degree slope (see Table 2) with u• - -10 n~- "
wind uphill (scaled ua - -1) are shown in Fig. 4 for h - ZO0 a, and B , 2.5 x 10 msf is about 20

.given initial conditions and several values of the bulk minutes, consistent with the observation that the onset *.

.4 cooLing rate, B. Examples A and E in Fig. 4 refer to occurs shortly after sunset if ambient wind stress ..
flows in motion at the top of a slope. At some distance effects are mall. If e $ 0, tf is determined by the

" along a slope, cooling causes deceleration that makes solution of
all uphill-moving solutions critical (Example A).
Rumple E describes a downhill-moving flow for which tf - exp[2u (e/h)tI + (2u (C/h)" -
entrainment effects cause deceleration going down the .a a
slope. The flow has too much momentum initially, but it - ua(c/h)(B/h)-l = 0 (4.3)
approaches the equilibrium solution for flow with no
initial momentum in one distance scale. This is an .>.-'.u
exaiple of combined drainage and slope flow. One easily When tf (2 Us(C/h)] 1 , the asmptotic solution is
can integrate the steady equations given an initial tf I - (/)Bh- - (2 u (/)- 44
buoyancy deficit flux at some part of the slope, but 5 a a
these exmples describe layers that have momentum as
they enter or leave the slope. I discuss types of Solutions of (4.3) and (4.4) plotted on the 3/h versus ' "
steady solutions the flow approaches starting from a e/h plane in Fig. 4 indicate that if e/h > 0.5, (4.4) is
neutral state when one specifies only the slope and a a good approximation. Only mall relative cooling rates
cooling rate (R.mples B, C, and D) below. combined with a large stress coefficient can result in

large values of tf.

TRANSUM SOLUTIONSIfh.0nuy -mad5 w
If h* - 50 m, u* -5 a, and B* - 5 x "--.

Now I consider transient solutions to address the 10 " m2 s 3 (0.5 K h over 100 m), the stagnation tine
questions: t; can reach -.5 hours with stress coefficient

(1) aow long does it take for the katabatic wind = 3.6 x 10", more than a hundred times larger than
to develop in opposing flow? the value (3 x 10") assumed for the surface bulk drag

(2) Under what circumstances do advective effects coefficient.
dominate the solutions?

(3) What type of steady solutions evolve from an Transient Solutions with Entrainment Alona a Homogeneous
initially neutral upslope flow subjected to cooling? slope

It is convenient to rewite (2.13) in advective When h is constant, Fig. 4 gives the conditions
form: needed to produce large values to tf, but gives no

indication how to choose the stress coefficient e. Can
ht * (U * u a)h 8 we - hOs  (4.1s) such large stress effects at h result from the entrain-

At  (SU * ua)A - ment described in the laboratory experiments of ET?

(A * we( - A) + A1I - SA)Uhl 5 }/h (4.1b) at which r 3 and temperature fluxes vanish, allow
entrainmenL , and retain the assumption of homogeneity

Ut *(SuU 4 U)U s  along the slope. I solved the model, now (4.la,b,c),omitting the underlined terms, as a standard set of
SA /h - (C /E )(U u )2/h Chas - cah ordinary differential equations, assuming &(0) - 0,

th/h D M a 2 s as h(O) - 0.3, and U(O) to be the small value determined by

renuiring the initial momentum balance to be steady.

+ v4( )+U[ UUllh (.c
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Note that shape factors are irrelevant in this case and period in which the contours are approximately hore-

. that information about the slope angle enters only zontal. The speed with which information about the top

through the entraimment scaling parameter, EM. of the slope progresses down the slope, defined here

Solutions for tf a a function of B (Fig. 9) indicate: arbitrarily as the time at which the contours of U f t" 
%

(1) That the Deardorff entrainment method gives only ua are at 45, is approximately 3.5, 3, and 2 units of

slightly larger values than the KS method, and (2) that us for B equal to 0.5, 1, and 2, respectively. The

for 3 < 0.2, tf can be quite large. The reciprocal solutions after ten time units are plotted on the phase

relation between tf and B found for the constant h plane in Fig. 5 (Cases B, C, and D). Note that the

case (4.4) continues to hold. equilibrim being approached in each case is tranquil, .
and that solutions fall nearly along the sm line.

to d imn sin al t e , t* - s /", "and'
u

3 .  
hus, increaing us at constant Three time characteristics of the katabatic wind

cooling rate makes nondimensional B mall, making tf may be defined using the model solutions: (1) the time

potentially large. For the 5 degree slope case in t, required for the flw to reverse and begin to move

Table 2, 3 . 0.8, corresponding to a cooling rate of downhill (identified by the zero contour of U + ua),

2 X h-
1 

over 100 a when u *s -5 i s
- 1

, leads to (2) the time t2 required for the flow to reach approxi-
mate equilibrium (when all variable contours are appro-

tf* - 1.1 hours, but if e, - -10 a sv1, the 2i8ately vertical), and (3) the time t3 required for a

m cooling rate leads to B * 0.1 with tf* - 2.8 parcel originally moving uphill to return to its ori-

hour,. ginal starting point (when the trajectory crosses the
original s). The time t3 is relevant to the problem of

Transient Solutions with Entrainment and Advection predicting pollutant concentration on the slope. The

same air returns to pass over a source some hours later

Advection of lower momentum from uphill establishes when motions parallel to the slope are not important,

the balance that determines the steady solutions dis- though concentrations might be reduced because of

cussed earlier, indicating that conditions at the top of boundary layer growth in the interim. For example, with

the slope are important to the final steady solution all B = 0.5, a parcel initially at a - 1.9 returns there

along the slope. Transient solutions with no advective about ten time units later and the flow speed is very

effects do not approach a steady scate. Solutions that mall along the slope above the point. On a 5' slope

include both effects presented in this section allow one 20 We long with an opposing ambient wind of S m s
-
, a

to determine when and where each effect is most im- dimensionless cooling rate 0.5 corresponds to cooling of

portant. The model used is now (4.1a,b,c) including all I K h-
1 

over 100 a, a reasonable estimate for the situ-

terms. ation in Veracruz mentioned in Section 1. Since the

time unit is about 1.1 hours, a delay in the onset of

The systm of model equations is hyperbolic, and in downslope motion of 4 to 8 hours caused by the retarding

principle may be solved by the method of character- effect of the ambient wind is predicted by the model, in

istics. Because of the presence of the pressure rough agreement with observations. Presuaably, the

gradient term due to the changing depth of the flow, the variation of onset time could be related to variation in

characteristics are not simply described by the respect- ambient wind strength. As the coolins rate is in-

ive advection velocities for each variable. (Note thatvbamthesha fctos d~inrest r utthecreased , as sight be expected in midlatitudes, the re-

when the shapeuld occur very quickly.if t oo h
advection velocities are different for U, h, and 6). 1 v w o e u

solved (4.1) in finite-difference fovs, using the Rvra iet sasrn ucino hS positive-definite dvoction scheme wi.th mall i~plcit Reversal time t1 isa •strong function of the

difusion-describ dvby scemiec• (with ) smallcooling rate. With the large cooling rate B - 2, re-

diffusion described by Solarkeiec • (1983). versal occurs at points along the slope for s > 0.5 is'

The initial conditions for all model calculations less than one time period. For B - 0.5, the flow does

presented below are h " 0.3, U - 0.05, and A , 0. This not reverse for < 0.5 even after ten tie units, and

value of U makes the flow steady initially with a for s > 0.5 reversal occurs after three to ton time

balance between the pressure gradient force 
that drives units.

the uniform ambient velocity and surface stress that The equilibrium adjustment time t2 , from 4 to 8

results from assuming that the drag coefficient CD is time units (see Fig. 8), is smaller for h and U than for

3 z 10. Although this initial value of h is necessa-" rily arbitrary, it is small compared to solutions that A. As the cooling rate increases, the adjustment toward
develop a ter several time" unit. Since A - 0 a the the advectively determined steady solution occurs more

start, the time referred to may be compared to the time rapidly, end the A gradient becoms concentrated near_

after sunset in the actual situation. te top of the slope.

Results found using the two alternative entrainment CONCLUSIONS

parameteriaations discussed earlier indicate that the

main difference between the solutions is that the total The katabatic wind model presented here is con-
effect of entrnment using the eardorff form is larger sistent with previous work in the limits of opposing

.; than when using the MS form. This must occur through ambient flow with no cooling along the slope (Ellison
hancentai nt in the early st of the ine- and Turner, 1959), no ambient wind with cooling along a

eraion, since is quite large near the end. Sub- slope (Manin and Savford, 1979a), and homogeneously
seqen sies s uente lae e th nrien So. mixed heavy layers on a horizontal plane (Zeman, 1982).

Development ties f r the k ttabatic wind would be The developeent of a more general one-dimensional model

selotl ties ifo the satabotic wihod woud• of katabatic winds in opposing flow indicates that it is

preferable to integrate equations of 
shallow fluid flow

As the cooling rate B is increased, the modeled on a slope to a variable height, where terms from appli-

ind reverses direction more quickly. Contours of the cation of Leibnitz' rule enter, than to integrate to a

variable magnitudes on time-slope distance diagrams 
fixed height.

illustrate the dependence of the solutions on B. For U Steady solutions in opposing flow divide naturally

us (Fig. 7) trajectories of the flow in time 
are i te so tis i o ng f l divid rnatual

analogous, but not identical, to familiar plots of solu- into shooting (supercritical) and tranquil (subcritical)

tion characteristics for hyperbolic equations. Plots of flows depending on s Frode nuber (or bulk Richardsonh adl & sre shown in Fig. 8. The trajectory of the man number) condition, as is the case when there is no am- _

wind in all of these plots is a straight oine whose bient flow, but tranquil flows can be characterized by
appreciable entrainment. Katabatic winds resulting from

slope is -I. cooling along the slope, defined here as slope flows,

Along the slope, contours of a variable 
are hori- are tranquil.

sontal if local effects determine the solution and ver- If _.

tical if advective effects dominate, as in the steady If entraiment into katabtic winds behaves as it

state. Models of homogeneous slopes are limited to the does in inclined laboratory gravity currents, modelresults indicate that the katabatic wind onset time is
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very sensitive to the retarding effect of opposig flow Fig. 2 Entrainment rate as function of Ri for values

as well as to the cooling rate on the slope. The thick- of R. (A) RT - 10-2, (B) ft q 1, (C)

ness of the katabatic layer that grows against opposing T 102. (D) R u 102.
, flow should be seen to increase steadily even though Fig. 3 Phase plane CRi vs. relative speed U. Note

boundary-layer wind speeds do not change appreciably. that U > 1 refers to downhill notion. Solid
Another qualitative feature predicted here is that tes- lines divide "ranquil flows (above and to the
peratures along the slope should go to a minimm and in- right) fro, shooting flows. Lines of constant
crease toward a somewhat warmer value later (see buoyancy deficit flux are dashed: (A)
Fig. 8), as initial local cooling is overcome by eon- -0.0625, (B) -0.0833, (C) -0.125, (D) -0.25,
trainment and advective effects, and ultimately () .1, (F) 1.33, (G) 2, (H) 4.
approaches a cooler steady value. Fig. 4 Solutions plotted on the phase plane. Letters

indicate conditions at the top of the slope:
A Scxu inuwS (A) Uphill-moving shooting flow (dotted), B

0.10; transient solutions at t = 10 (Section
This work was dome during an Advanced Study Program 4); (B) B a 0.5; (C) B - 1.0; (D) B = 2.0.

Fellowship at the National Center for Atmospheric (E) Steady shooting flow moving downhill, B
Research. Many people offered valuable suggestions; 1.0 (dotted).
those of Jms Drake and Dale Darran were particularly Fig. 5 Contours of the time tf required for flow
useful. Special thanks go to Piotr Soolarkewieca, who initially neutral and moving uphill to reverse
offered patient explanations of numerical methods an as a function of the stress coefficient e and
help in implementing his advection scheme. Ursula the cooling rate B. Boundary-layer thickness
Roaner did an excellent job typing several early drafts h is constant for this model. Dashed lines
and the firil version. Jo Ann Fankhauser also helped in give solutions of approximation (4.4). All
preparing early drafts. values are dimensionless.

e yFig. 6 The relation between tf, the time for flow

RW ERYNC initially neutral and moving uphill at equi-
4" librium to reverse, and B, the boundary-layer
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FIGURZ CAPTIONS

Fig. I Wind profiles on 23 July 1980 at times (LST).
Ticks on the ordinate represent units of 100 m
altitude. (1) 0533; (2) 0621; (3) 0643; (4)
0707; (5) 0805. The components parallel to
ad normal to the fall lines are shown by
solid and dashed lines respectively. A thin
dasbed line indicates zero speed.
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TURBULENCE STRUCTURE IN STRATIFIED TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW

HORIZONTALLY DISCHARGED AT WATER SURFACE
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

, Characteristics and hydraulic roles of the large Shearing flow in a stratified fluid is commonly A
scale quasi-ordered structure observed in the initial observed in oceans and atmosphere, of which typical
development of the buoyant surface discharge were inves- examples in engineering are disposal of waste water,
tigated by means of detailed measurements of density and thermal discharge from power plants, etc. Therefore,
streamwise and vertical velocity fluctuations. The cross substantial works have been done on the behaviors of the
sectional averages of turbulent energy and volume flux discharging water, the entrainment reduction, and devel-
are evaluated by integrating the mean kinetic energy opment of schemes predicting the concentration and
equation and the continuity equation respectively, and temperature fields caused by such discharges into envi-
then, streamwise variations of turbulent energy balance ronment. The works, however, have been less fruitful in
and an entrainmet velocity are exam~ned. It becomes making clear the dynamics of entrainment and the mecha-
clear that the quasi-ordered structues evolution and nism of turbulent transport under the influence of
their active coalescence process is the essential mecha- stratification. Very scant reliable data have been
nism of the energy proeuction and entrainment, 'y which accumulated on the turbulence structure.
the shear layer grows. The stratification due to the If a stable stratification is int..d'4uced into a
density difference controls tho development of the quasi- turbulent field, the vertical motion of fluid is sup-
ordered structure and reduces the vertical movement of pressed due to'the buoyancy force. This results in the
fluid and the Reynolds stress production. The shear layer reduction of the Reynolds stress and may cause the decay

- width is dependent of a characteristic length scale of turbulence and the dimution of the vertical exchange
determined by the buoyancy force, of momentum, heat or substan,!es. Therefore, the fluid

motion in the stratified shear flow is supposed to
NOMENCLATURE remarkably differ from the motion in a homogeneous shear k_2t

flow even under the same boundary conditions.
B mean buoyancy = (pa-p)/pag When the energy production rate by shear is larger
b buoyancy fluctuation than the removal rate of the energy by the buoyancy
-7v buoyancy flux in vertical direction force, tha entrainment and intense mixing take place
f frequency across the stratified interface. On the contrary, when
fv frequency of vortex passing the buoyancy force is dominant, tae gravitational
g gravitational acceleration stability is superior to the turbulent production,
H local jet width resulting in the more stable stratification. Holmboe
h maximum stope thikness 1962) and Hazel (1972) have theoretically analyzed the
Lb local buoyancy length scale - U2/B temporal instability in such a system, and Browand and
P power spectra of vertics veA4city fluctuation Winant (1972), Thc-pe (1973) and Koop and Browand (1979)
q urbulent netic ener u ( u )/2 experimentally investigated the spatial growth charac-
Hi overall Richardson number teristics of disturbances. They concluded that (1) the

. Ruv cross correlation coefficients - turbulence in the shear flow can not be maintained in
- U mean flow velocity in streamwise direction the presence of even very slight amount of stratifica-

Uc convection velocity in streamwise direction tion, and (2) the critical initial Richardson number is
u velocity fluctuation in streanwise direction 0.08 - 0.125 and the turbulence structure is expected to
-uv mean Reynolds stress change drastically at this critica value. There exist
Ve entrainment velocity across stratified interface two distinct modes of instability depending on the
v velocity fluctuation in vertical direction degree of stratification; (a) an active turbulent Ray-
x streanvise coordinate leigh mode that is characterized by the presence of the
z vertical coordinate large scale quasi-ordered vortical structures very
J" root mean square value familiar in homogeneous flows and (b) a small scale
6 turbulent shear layer length scale Holmboe mode in which no roll-up occurs and breaking is
C dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy less violent because of the strong stratification.
8 momentum thickness According to many recent researches on various
v kinematic viscosity of fluid turbulent shear flows since Brown and Roshko (1974), the
0 density coalescence of adjacent vortical structures is believed

-* T time parameter to be the fundamental mechanism governing the shear- ' .
I, layer growth. The entrainment of fluid into the turbu- '. "

Subscripts lent shear layer is, of course, controlled by the quasi-
ordered vortical structures. Quantitative information

a ambient fluid about the structure in the stratified shear flow has
a outlet been obtained by some researchers such as Perry and
9 water surface Hoffman (1976), and Rajagopalan and Antonia (1981) main-
2 Jet width ly by means of conditional sampling and averaging '1



techniques. In spite of significant previous studies,
questions still rema~in, i.e. how this quasi-ordered
structure is affected by the stratification and how it
correlates with the turbulent transport process.

Recently, the authors (1983) presented flow-visual- - .
ization of the large scale quasi-ordered vortical struc-
ture behaviors, and provided quantitative information on
their evolution and interactions in the initial develop- 5 cm
ing region of the two-dimensional buoyant surface jet. C

The main purpose of this paper is to present more
comprehensive results relating to the vortical structure Photo 1. Rolling-up of quasi-ordered structure.
evolution under the stratification and to specify its
hydraulic roles on the shear-layer growth and decay -_"_ -'_ _
process by means of measurements of density and stream-
wise and vertical velocity fluctuations. Aft vortex .. _"

EXPERMETAL ANIIAGDEET AND DATA PROCESSING

The experiments were carried out in a rectangular
,. straight flume of 600 cm long, 15 cm wide and 50 cm deep Fore vortex

made of lucid acrylic plate. The flume 
was equipped with

a horizontally located 
guide plate to supply 

smoothly

fresh water at an outlet and a valve to supply salt Photo 2. Coalescence of neighbouring structures.
water into the lower layer. Fresh water was discharged

, horizontally at the = .ter surface into the flume Small disturbances, which characterize the linear
initially filled up with salt water. Through all the instability stage, are evident on the left-hand side of-*.
experiments, salt water was fed into the lower layer in Photo 1. After two or three wavelengths, the dye markaiug

- proportion to an entrained volume and a weir height at the fluid with vorticity becomes concentrated into a
the downstream end of the flume was skillfully adjusted periodic train in discrete vortical structures and it
in order to keep a steady state of the buoyant surface rolls the low-speed heavier fluid up in the high-speed
Jet. lighter fluid accompanied with its growing. These large

All measurements were made at a free-stream veloci- scale structures are observed to be two-dimensional. In h
ty UO of 10 cm/s and the outlet depth HO was about 2 cm the breakdown of these rolling-up structures, the intense
at the outlet. The density difference between the mixing between both fluids takes place. The similar . -

discharging and the ambient fluid is varied in four steps phenomenon is observed in homogeneous shear flows. In the
0.0, 0.0013, 0.0050 and 0.0100 g/cm 3. Therefore, the stratified case, an additional vorticity is generated by

initial Richardson number, Rio , based on the maximum the buoyancy force, which opposes the growth of such
slope thickness is in the range from 0.004 to 0.059 structures. As a result, although there is also an
depending on the density difference, initial growth stage, vortical lumps soon collapse. Both

Measurements of fluctuating velocities and density types of the structures are easily distinguished visually.
were made with a X-type film probe operated at a constant Photo 2 demonstrates that the large scale structures
temperature anemometer ( KANOMAX 2.1-1312 ) and a platinum are continually rotating around one another in pairs and
black coated platinum wire operated with a hand-made merge into a single larger structure. During this coa-
salino-meter, respectively. The spanwise separation of .lescence process, the low-speed heavier fluid is entrain-
two probes was 1.2 cm. The output signals from both ed or digested by the engulfment of the fluid entrapped
instruments were stored in a data recorder ( TEAC R-210 ) between the fore and aft structures. This process is
and were converted to digital signals ( TEAC DR-2100A ) observed to occur repeatedly, controlling the growth and
of 3000 samples with a frequency of 100 Hz. The digitiz- overall characteristics of the shear layer.
ed data were processed with a computer ACOS-S1000 at
Data Processing Center of Osaka University. The CI-- VORTEX EVOLUTION UNDER TAE INFLUENCE OF STRATIFICATION
concentration-density calibration curve was then used
for calculation of the actual fluctuating density p and There are two analyses in clarifying quantitatively
the buoyancy fluctuations b a- a)/g, in which p a evolution of the quasi-ordered vortical structure. One is
is the ambient fluid density, a Lagrangian method to trace the identifiable vortex

Data were collected at 14 x-stations in the range paths on a space-time diagram from aligned displays of
of llO cm downstream from the outlet, and at various cine-film frame sequences. The other is an Eulerian point

vertical depths from 12 to 16 inside the buoyant dis- measuring of velocities and density fluctuations.
charges in each station. Experimental results on the basis of the former

The flow was also made visible by fluorescent dye- method was reported in the latest authors' paper (1983).
cloud injected on the lower side of the shear layer near An example is presented in Fig. 1. It shows the variation

-N the outlet through a needle of an injector. Brilliant
% dye-cloud was recorded photographically with a high-

speed 16 am cine camera ( PHOTO-SONIC ).

' FLOW-VISUALIZATION
tc i

The evolution of the large scale quasi-ordered C3 As . tructure is roughly divided into four stages : (1) the vO 0""""'[

shear layer instability, (2) the initial nonlinear .
rolling-up, (3) the mutual interaction of neighbouring 0 -
vorticies, and (4) the breakdown. The shear layer growth
in the very early stage (1) is predicted theoretically 0
and experimentally by the linear instability theory. The 08 Rio fo(Hz) 0 8

mechanism of nonlinear-predominating stages (2) and (3) o 0.0013 3.75
cannot but lean on the help of experiments because of o 0.017 3.60 0
difficulties containing in analysis. Besides, these a 0.033 3.57
stages are of great importance to the shear-layer growth.

Photos 1 and 2 show the characteristic vortical 0"_00_I I_ _ _

motion observed in the shear layer of the buoyant surface 0.6.)10.00.0 5. X (CM) 1
jet of Rio a 0.017, in which typical, but infrequently
occuring events of organization are recognized. Partial
fractions slightly tinged with black represent the fluo- Fig. 1. Frequency of individual vortical structure
rescent dye-C.Loud illuisinated by the thin slot light, passages as a function of downstream position.



of an individual vortex passage frequency, f w/fo with
distance, in which fo represents the occuring frequency
of the vortical structure. The passage frequency was Rio
calculated as a reciprocal of an average period at each - 0.004

selected downstream position with the distance 1 cm, X:9Ocm 0.033"
which was obtained from the trajectories of about two
hundred structures. The value of fv/fo has an inclina- ____

tion to decrease with distance. Since the decrease of X-"-
fv/fo might be caused by the above-mentioned coalescence
of neighbouring structures, its degree can be roughly
considered as an occurence rate of the coalescence. It X:35an

is evident that about twenty five percents of the occur-
1mg structures disappear even in the range of x < 10 cm. -0CM -

It requires that half the structures should be partici-___
pated in the coalescence process; so that the movements
of fluid is conjectured to be under the influence of X=10
strong nonlinear interactions. In the case of the larger
Richardson number, its rate is slightly small. This 3
means that the stratification suppresses the evolution X ,
and the coalescence of the vortical structures.

Figures 2 and 3 show the variations of power spectra X=6cm
tions in order to elucidate the dynamic features of the P

vortex evolution. The measuring points are the depth in m "

which the value of the Reynolds stress is maximum at
each downstream position. The vertical velocity fluctua- 10"- 10- 100 10'
tions were adopted in evaluating the power spectra. This f (Hz)
is due to the reason that movements of the vortical P.
structure are well reflected in them, and this fact Fig. 2. Variation of power spectra of vertical velocity

appears evidently in the vertical convection velocity fluctuations ( Ri o = 0.004 and 0.033 ).
variation of the adjacent structures undergoing coa-
lescence as pointed out by the authors (1983) and Acton's 6

-, simulation (1976) of the vortex evolution.
In Fig. 2, the spectra of Rio = 0.004 and 0.033 are RAO

included for comparison. The structure originated near A7
the point of x - 1.5 cm begin to be affected by nonlinear -. 00'"
interactions with distance. The spectra at x = 14 cm
indicates predominant double peaks in both cases. -20 -o .0 1.0;'-,-'o-
Further-downstream, double peeks are absorbed into a x-c t (S)
lower frequency peak at x - 8 am. It Is worthy to note X=6-m
that its frequency agrees precisely with half the occur-
ence frequency. This means that the first round of coa- , ,"{

lescence would take place in the range of x < 8 cm. In X=]0cm

the region downstream, the coalescence occurs so repeat- RU-)
edly that the peak frequency shifts gradually to the
lower frequency range and that the ratio of energy " 10. .0 ""

containing in the lower frequency range to the total
energy become increasing. Its tendency is quite incon- -2.0 --

sistent with the cascade of energy from the largest, C (S)
energy extracting scales to the smallest, dissipating -X 0a
scales.

Judging from the variations of power spectra, the - X=35ca "..",
coalescence comes to an end at the range of x < 50 cm
for Ri a 0.004, and x < 35 cm for Rio = 0.033. When -- X=9Ocm

* %,normazed by an initial momentum thickness at the outlet,
the value of x/ o is less than almost 280 for both cases. Fig. 3. Cross-correlation coefficients between stream- - -

This range is shorter than the value of x/eo 14 1000, wise and vertical velocities as a function of
obtained at the homogeneous mixing layer by Bradshaw ( downstram position ( Rio  0.004 ).

-. 1966). It is obvious from this fact that the quasi-order-
4-: ed structures would soon break down by the influence of

str- ification. After breakdown, peaks observed in the ._.,.
powa. spectra disappears, shifting to aperfect turbulent 0.4-
state followed by the -5/3 power laws. 6

This tendency is also recognized in the nondimen- Ria Ri6 L-

sional cross-correlation coefficients between streamwise Lb

and vertical velocity fluctuations, Ruv. Figure 3 is a 0.3
Case of Rio a 0.004. In the range of x a 4 - 10 cm, the .'-- 'Z =- '"-
value of Ruv changes little with downstream distance, 0 / f,
i.e., Ruv(o) a -0.58, ttus indicating highly correlated A .o

u- and v- fluctuations. In addition, respective auto- 0.2 9
correlation coefficients are significantly similar in / Rio
this range. It indicates the fluid motion to be fairly / ,6 Ri
quasi-ordered. The coefficients Ruv, however, decreases / -) 0.004
with increase of the distance from the outlet. 0.1

Next, in order to clarify the influence of stratiti- 0 -C-0.033

cation on the shear-layer development, characteristic __O- 0..' '
length scales are examined. They are a local buoyancy 0.
Slength scale, Ib * U

2
/B, and a turbulent shear layer

length, 6. In this case, five times ofthe characteristic 0 50 X (cm) 100
integral length scale determined by a buoyancy profile
is adopted as the turbulent shear layer length, 6 a 58b,
because it agrees well with the observed shear layer Fig. 4. Variation of shear layer Richardson number with
thickness. Figure 4 shows the ratio of these length downstream dstance. -

.4 ,



y. m_ -I

scales, 6/Lb. It can be put in the following form;

6/Lb. B6/U 2 - Rid (i) 10': 1

Then, it also represents the local shear layer Richard- -o
son number. 0

The value of Rid is monotonously increasing with 1 3
downstream distance from an initial value of Rio to the -Go
final maximum value of 0.28. This means that the turbu-
lent shear layer length scale finally approaches to the to,
equilibrium value against the local buoyancy lenth 0
scale; that is, the former is dependent of the latter. __ • 9 M
The mximum shear layer Richardson number is comparati- A m 6 0 . .
vely consistent with the data of Koop and Browand or E A A

Thorpe considering different definition of 6. Their p 0 ms
result is 0.32 t 0.02 for Rio < 0.1. Since an increase * O ,, 0.017 m.

in Ri6 indicates that the stratification due to the A A A 0.033 - -

buoyancy force is predominant to the inertia force, the * 0 0 0.059
shear layer spreading d6/dx decreases gradually associ- 10................I I
ated with a distance from the outlet and with increase 10 10 X () 10Z

in Ri6 . Therefore, the higher the initial Richardson
number, the shorter is the distance. The buoyant surface Fig. 5. Variation of turbulent inten ities of buoyancy
Jet clearly lacks self-similarity as the value of Ri6  and velocity fluctuations :;b, /u and /v.
approaches to the maximum.

TURBULENT INTENSITIES AND REYNOLDS STRESS ,
0

Figure 5 shows the maximum values of the rms veloc- Rio o
ity and buoyancy fluctuations at each downstream position O 0.00 " 8"
for several values of the initial Richardson number, 0 0 0.017 0 00
which are normalized by the time-mean streamwise veloci- C). 0.017 0 0
ty and buoyancy at the outlet. The effect of the vortex & 0.033 a 0 8 0 0 8 0
evolution on the turbulent intensities is clearly 0 0.059a 0 a
produced in the initial development region, and in the o o 0 0
far downstream region of x > 8 - 10 cm there is no long- - -0
er a definite effect of vortical structures. In general, 0.2 a o-
the turbulent intensities reach their maximums at nearly 4x = 8 cm and then shaely fall off downstream. The O 0

variation curve or rbz/B0 larger than the correspond- 0
ing curves for /il/UO and /i'/Uo, but these variations
resemble each other quantitatively and qualitatively.
The data of Koop and Browand 79) differ from the 0. .
present data for Keep Bn and l1-/U) in the far downstream I0T 101 X .. 10,
region, whose data collapse to a single curve provided
for Rio < 0.125. Fig. 6. Variation of anisotropy between streamwise and

If examined in detail, the maximum values for each vertical velocity fluctuations, 72/u"-
intensity increase with decrease of the initial Richard-
son number. This means that the variation of turbulent
fluctuations would be systematically influenced by the .-i-' -.-i--
stratification even in the region where the quasi-order- ,."+
ed structures are predominant. Furthermore, beyond the 0.00 UC 0.01 0.00 U 0.01
point of maximum shear layer Richardson number, the 0 1 0 -
buoyancy fluctuations intensities show a decay of R.sO.OR;=0.033"
proportional to x"% . This rate of decay coincides with . R. 003
that of scalar quantities in the isotropic grid turbu- .
lance as measured by Lin and Pan (1979) and in the. .---
stratified shear flow by Koop and Browand (1979).

Th* similar tendency is not seen for the velocity 1 -. /-..; "
fluctuations. In particular, the magnitude of/d' changes
depending on the initial Richardson number. Then, the Z 0 / Z
ratio of the intensities of vertical and streemvise H. He xlon)
,elocity fluctuations in the form ( 7/7 ) is presented _ .'
in Fig. 6. The measuring point is a depth of maximum - 6
Re nolds stress for each downstream position. In general,
v/u increases sharply at around x -8cm. After once' 2' 2 8

2 10decreasing, it reaches a -m near at x = 50 - 90 ca. - 15 .
The first peak is intensely connected with the vortex -- 20
evolution in the initial development. It confirms the -- 35
authors' flow-visualization results that the mutual
interactions and coalescence of the quasi-ordered struc-
tures give rise to the vertical motion of fluid. And, Fig. 7. Distributions of Reynolds stress -u as a func-
the second peak corresponds to the region where the tion of downstream position.
stratification due to the buoyancy force begins predomi-
nating. In that region theproduction of u is reduced, and to spread over the shear layer width. However, in the
and then, the value of v-u becomes larger, since the far downstream region of x > 15 cm, the Reynolds stress
vertical gradients of streamwise velocity profiles become gradually decreases, although it continues to spread
sMiller and the behavior of Reynolds stress fluctuations within the layer. The depth, in which the Reynolds stress
is suppressed by the stratification, is maximum, is about x/Ho - 0.8 - 0.9, which changes

The distributions of Reynolds stress at each down- little in streamwise direction. It can be seen that the '.,%
strem position is shown in Fig. 7 for two different magnitude of _rvu for Rio . 0.004 is about half the value
initial Richardson numbers. As the quasi-ordered struc- for Rio - 0.033. This comparison reveals that the Reynolds
tures are brought up in the initial development region, stress reduction would be directly caused by the strati-
the Penolds stress are also seen to increase rapidly fication due to the buoyancy force.



ROLES OF QUASI-ORDER STRUCTURES

, Conditional sampling and averaging methods have been
used by many researchers for obtaining the quantitative Ric

* properties of the quasi-ordered structures in various 0 0 0 0.004
shear flows. Although the distributions of the Reynolds 0.005 a • m 0
stress, turbulent buoyancy fluxes, etc. can be resolved

,within the educed structure in detail by applying this
methods, it is difficult to evaluate quantitatively the Gain 6 U;

effect of the quasi-ordered structure upon the shear .""

layer development or the relationship between the quasi- - "
ordered structure's evolution and the stratification. 

all 0

Therefore, in this section the flow properties integrat-
ed across the cross section for each downstream position 0.00 1 A

will be discussed.

TURBULENT ENERGY BALANCE L
If integrated the turbulent energy equation across Loss .-* .

the jet width considering two bounctar conditions
V a 0 and v - 0 at z a 0, V = -Ve, q = U and p = 0 at
z - H ), the diffusion and the pressure terms integrat- -0.005 .

ed ar canceled, and then, cross-sectional averages of 0 20 40 60
turbulent energr are computed from the following
equation;

Fig. 8. Variation of energy balance cross-sectionally
Rd 1  a uI - 1 H integrated at each downstream position.

W 07[ENTRAINMENT VELOCITY
Convection Shear-production Buoyancy-production Entrainment is commonly understood as the process

of mass transport across an interface between two
adjacent flowing fluids with different densities. The

+ edz 0 (2) entrainment volume transport is named the entrainment
velocity, because it has the same dimension as velocity,

Dissipation the volume passing across unit area in unit time.
w2 a a u uTherefore, the degree of mixture is determined by the
where ?--/ 

- 
+ 2 v and e = v ( aui/axj aui/ ). -maitude of the entrainment velocity. The entrainment

The convection term is approximately represented by is estimated by integrating the continuity equation
-2 across the jet width in the following form;

Uc a J q dz]/ax, (3)e H"

makIng use of the flow visualization result that the Ve (x) UF0  ( )4

turbulent energy 7 could be transported by the quasi-

ordered structure with a convection velocity of Uc in which V a 0 at z - 0, and V - Ve at z - H..
0.56 Uo. Then, the convection term and the production That is to say, it represents the rate of volume flux
terms due to both shear and buoyancy can be directly integrated across the cross section in streamvise direc-
computed from the measured profiles. The remaining tion and can be easily evaluated by use of the measured
dissipation term could be estimated as the residual of profiles of U(x,z).
the turbulent energy equation. Figure 9 shove the variation of the entrainment

In Fig. 8 the variation of the integrated turbulent velocity normalized by U0 . In the initial development
energy balance is presented, normalized by Uo,. The region ( x < 10 cm ), the value of Ve/U o is to be larger
energy production due to the buoyancy force is not than 0.02 for Rio a 0.004 and 0.017, and larger than
included in this figure, since 0.01 for Rio . 0.033. This means that the intense mass
three order smaller compared with another term. It is transport from a heavier and lover velocity fluid to the
apparent that the energ production due to the shear turbulent higher velocity one would take place in this
force rapidly increases accompanied with increasing the region. Moreover, the position in which Ve/U o approaches
Reynolds stress in a range of x < 6 - 8 cm, and that to zero is about 70 cm and 35 cm respectively. This
almost all of them are transformed to the kinetic energy. distance from the outlet is equivalent to the disappear-
In the far downstream region, the production gradually ance point of the quasi-ordered structures' coalescence
decreases with downstream distance, which bears propor- mentioned-above. Then, the entrainment of ambient fluid,
tion to the dissipation. That is to say, since the in other words, the spread of turbulent fluid is conjec-
productd energy is almost digested by the viscosity tured to be closely related to movements of the quasi-
dissipation, the turbulent energy balance is estimated ordered structure.
to be well proportioned. The energy production comes to
an end at x 0 70 cm for Rio a 0.004 and at x 4 35 cm for I I -
Rio a 0.033. It is interesting to note that these posi- 0.03-0
tions correspond to the terminal position in which the V.
active coalescence of the quasi-ordered structures is _ -R

over, from a Judgmant of the power spectra changes as U 0.00/
shown in Fig. 2. These facts clarify that the energy -C- 0.017
production is closely related to the vitalities of the QL02 ---- 0.033
large scale quasi-ordered structures. This result is 0.033
also supported by the fact that the amount of energy ..
production becomes larger in the case of smaller initial
Richardson numbers. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the
coalescence frequently occurs in such cases. 0.01

From the facts described above, we may conclude
that the buoyancy effect contributes to the reduction of -
the Reynolds stress or the diminution of energy produc-

tion due to the shear force in the manner that the I.*,

stratification due to the buoyancy force controls the 0.00 50 XI cm) 100
evolution and coalescence process of the large scale so X(cm) 100
quasi-ordered structures. Fig 9 VaiI  ~ ~Fig. 9. Variation of entrainment velocity..,

4-.



The effect of stratification on the entrainment
phenomena at the interface can be estimated by evaluat- 0.08 "
ing the Richardson number based on the local structure
of the turbulence, such as the intensity and scales of 0 Rio
velocity and buoyancy distributions. The detailed exper- V O.0
iments on buoyant surface jets have been attempted by 

Ve 0 0.017

many researchers. Among of them are well known Ellison Us Shea aye, A 0.033
and Turner (1959) and Chu and Vanvari (1976), who used typ e- 0.059
differently defined characteristic scales in estimating

the Richardson number. There is considerably discrepancy O
between their data, even though the different difinitions "4

are taken account. The results of the present study
agree very well with those of Ellison and Turner, when
compared with three data in respective formulation. 

,3

Since Chu and Vanvari's definition is- based on t2 self-O0 a -der wove type

preserving hypothesis, their data show considerab.j.-
smaller entrainment rates. Their definition is not suit-
able for a larger initial Richardson number in which the 0I
motion of fluid changes from a jet-like flow to a. 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
stratified flow Rib 4

Then, the relationship between the entrainment
velocity Ve/U. and the local shear layer Richardson Fig. 10. Nondimensionalized entrainment velocity plotted
number Rib is presented in Fig. 10, in which Us and Bs  against shear layer Richardson number.
are the surface velocity and buoyancy respectively at
each downstream position, and Rib u Bs h / U2, based on ACKNOWLEEMENT
the maximum slope thikness h = Us /(aU/z),a. The data
in this figure are a little scattered compared with The authors are grateful to Mr. T.Togami (a graduate
Ellison and Turner's data. It is also clear that the student )for his assistance in this work.
slope of an approximate curve changes distinctly at Rib
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AB STRACT tions.

In principle, this scaling could be broken either
We present a new scheme of atmospheric turbulence: by non-scaling boundary conditionor a non-scaling for-

small scales stracures are continuously flattened at cing. However, Handelbrot (1982) has found evidence that
larger and larger scales, This continuous deformation the topography is scaling up to planetary scales, and
may be characterised by defining an " elliptical dimen- different analyses ( Gautier (1982-personnal co " "unica-
sion " D . We show both theoretically and empirically tion), Lovejoy(1982), Schertzer and Simonin (1982), and
that D - 23/9 *2.56. Atmospheric notions are Simonin (1982)) of the sources and sinks of diabatic
therefoie never " flat " D -2), nor isotropic ( De heating indicate also a scaling behaviour.
3). el el Because of the non-linear coupling between the

Intermittency, in the context of this " elliptical different meteorological fields, the exisence of a
turbulence " is discussed: dimension of the support of characteristic length scale in one, is likely to mani-
turbulence and divergence of higher statistical moments fast itself in the others. It is therefore likely that
of the different fields. over a given range all fields are scaling.

We may add that our current understanding of inter-
INTRODUCTION mittency ( e.g. Batchelor (1969) or Curry at Al.(1982))

as the frequent transitions between quiescence and chaos
The classical scheme of acmospheric motions ( e.g. leadcus to doubt the existence of a well-defined tran-

Monin (1972)), considers the large scale as two-dimen- sition ( such as the " meso-scale gap")).
sional, and the small scale as three-dimensional, a
transition named, for obvious reasons, a " dimensional THE VERTICAL STRUCTURE
transition" by Schertzer and Lovejoy (1983), is expected
to occur in the mso-scale, possibly in association Perhaps the most serious objection to the hypothesis
with a "meso-scale gap" ( Van der Hoven (1957)). of a .scaling behaviour of atmospheric motions arises

This scheme favours the simplistic idea that at from the special 12le of the vertical axis. Indeed,there
planetary scales the atmosphere look like a thin enve- has been a deluge papers based on non-scaling techniques '-.

lope, whereas at human scales, it looks more like an which reject implicitely a priori any possibility of
isotropic volume, vertical scaling ( e.g. " one point closures "). In

what follows, it will be apparent that this rejection "-.
A dimensional transition, if it were to occur, has had unfortunate consequences.

would be likely to have fairly drastic consequences
because of the significant qualitative difference of The vertical direction plays a key role for the
turbulence in two and three dimensions (Fjortoft (1953), following reasons:
Kraichnan (1967), Batchelor (1969)): the all important i) The gravity field defines a direction at every point.
streching and folding of vortex tubes, in three dimen- ii) The atmosphere is globally stratified.
siot cannot occurs in two dimension. iii) It has a well defined thickness ( exponential

* Since the 50's, there has been a wide debate over decrease of the mean pressure). r
*the effective dimension of atmospheric turbulence, due iv) The fundamental sources of disturbances are the

in particular to the extension of two-dimensional results vertical shear and the buoyancy force (e.g. the Alvin- ."
to the case of quasi-geostrophy ( Charney (1971), Herring lHelmotz instability).

Although, a dimensional transition should be reoai- In the following, we examine the possibility that
ly observable, experiments over the last 15 years have the atmosphere is in fact scaling in the vertical as
failed to detect it (Pinus (1968), Vinnechenko (1969), well as in the horizontal direction. To do so, we
Morel and Larchevique (1974), Macpherson and Issac(1977), examine the wind and temperature fields, attempting to
Gage (1979), Gilet at Al. (1980), Lovejoy (1982), Larsen capture two basic and conceptually distinct properties
et Al. (1962), Lilly and Peterson (1983), Nostrum and of these fields:

age (1983)). There is a large body of evidence consis-
tent with a uniform scaling on the horizontal up to, at Scaling: The scaling relation relates the fluctus-
least 1500 ks. tions AX of a field X for large scaleas&z ("A>>) to

the smell scales As by:
Schertzer and Lovejoy (1983) have examined the

different theoretical. ideas underlying these experi- X(A~z) 9 Al A X(Az)
mantels rtvJs. They Pointed out that the prevalence C..where H is the scaling parameter and "'" means equality ,.

of this uniform scaling should be connected with the in probability distributions. Note that the exponent of
fact that many non-linear equations do not introduce the corresponding power spectrum (-f) is related to H
a characteristic length, and thus admit scaling solu- by p - 2H +1, in the case of finite variance.



proba".itylawOne is particularly interested in the We obtain:
tail of this law, since it controls the relative frequen- H 1- 3/5 ot 2 5
cy of the extreme (intermittent) behaviour. For instance, n .091 Vn9w1/

L
0
'L

if the distribution has an algebraic fall-off at large Ri
fluctuations, then the degree of intermittency can be

*characterised by the exponent %t(the hyperbolicicy): The H's and c.('s are given rational expiessions.
9. nsince, as explained below, they can often be deduced by

Pr(A V> a)i Ax7 ; .Z dimensional considerations.

where "Pr" denotes "probability". Another quantity of interest is the flux of non-
linear transfer of energy (C). This is the fundamental

This. kind of distributions have been invoked in dynamical quantity in a turbulent cascade of energy from
other fields of physics (e.g. " Holtamark distribution", large to small scales. We obtained a probability distri-
Feller (1971), see Mandelbro (1982) for ocher examples), bution by reploting Mercerec's aircraft data. The result,
and are usualy called " hyperbolic distributions". Beha- see Fig. 4, leads to:

Shviour of this sort was predicted for the non-linear
flux of energy in turbulence according to a phenomenolo- Prh fd
gical model of intermittency (Mandelbroe(1974)). Mercerec (1976) obtained h as value of E by calcu-

Note that, in the case of hyperbolic distributions, lacing averaged spectrum of horizontal wind fluctuations
all moments of orderooor higher diverge, a fact chat that every second ( e t raOOm e"
has important consequences. Levy (1937) and Feller (1971) We assume this average to have been taken over an
are standard texts, in the case a< 2, (cf. the Levy- horizontal straight line ( the bar notation indicates
stable lava which form a convolution semi-group). a one dimensional spatial average).

We shall primarly be interested in the vertical THE TURBULENT RICHARDSON NUMBER
fluctuations of the horizontal velocity field ( dv) and The fluctuations fo the Richardson number are very
in the buoyancy force per unit mass acting across a layer large, sinceaieven its mean may not converge ( if
of thickness dz : df - gd Ln 0, where is the potantial a( ..< ). Thisgfact seems to have been recognised since
temperature, and g the accelaration of gravity. These a ong time if one considers the series of "modified"
quantities are related to two fundamental frequencies: Richardson numbers ( based on the ratio of two statistics
hcat of the vertical shear ( s ) and the (runt-Vaisala and not the ratio o o the random variables s and n), for .

frequency ( n or instance the Richardson of flux R

2 The erratic nature of Ri is irectly related to the
a - dv/dz and n gdLna df/dz phenomenon of intermittency, since it controls the onset

of turbulence. Its law can be easily uoderstood since s
The ratio of the squares of these frequencies and n are weakly correlated .048 - .018) and have

defines the dimensionless Richardson number :a non-zero probability density at the origin (e.g.

- ~ TeserRi - n Z/S 2 Student's distribution) and thus lead to a Cauchy-type *

heq en she frequency characterises the dynamical
processes, and the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, the stabili- ELLIPTICAL TURULENCE
ty (and gravity waves). The dominant process has the
highest frequency. To determine their scaling regime, Considering the velocity-field, we find an exponent
Fourier analysis could be used. Here, we analyse direct- of the vertical scaling: H -3/5 . This exponent is
ly the scaling of the probability law by measuring confirmed by Adelfang (197e) up to 14 ki, and Endlich et
quantities across atmospheric layers of thickness & z. A1.0969) found #- 5/2 ( thus , H - 3/4) up to 16 km.
This has the advantage that it enables the scaling pars- The slight discrepancy of the latter result seems due c
meters (H's) and the hyperbolicities ( 's) to be considerable interpolation of the data. In any case, no
obtained simultaneously. We therefore define: evidence of characteristic vertical length scales is.

found.
2 2 2 2 A similar result was predicted almost 25 years ago
a" ige 2 ( r)quen2y. o deeri ) h galng(regime for the directionaly averaged spectrum in the so-called
Ri (A Z) - n2 (A Z)/ s( A Z) "buoyancy subrange", by Obukhov (1959), and independenly

by Bogliano (1959). The vertical scaling can be thus
DATA ANALYSI sadeduced by the same derivation or by considering directly

the physically meaningful quantity + the flux of buoyan-
cy force variance . The latter derivation has the advan-

qa n ,itie ores elatpedi laro the hihkeslution16)fon -5/ hs / pt 1 m :

T ,is h R wher e valuatd fromn e the slin r- Tage that it does not depend on the Boussinesq approxi-
radiosonde data obtained in the 1975 experiment inmain
Landes, France. 4, v and the humidity were obtained m o
every second (.w3m 1n the vertical) and processed to 2 o) ifte aza
yield low noise data every 5s ( 15-20m, see Tardieu (1979) ( z)- 1 O) &f()
for more details). All estimates of n, a, Ri were made where (Az) is a characteristic time for the transfer
over layers at least 50m. thick, and from the ground up process. Dimensional analysis yields
to the arbitrary height of 6km. The data examined are
from 60 soundings taken at 3 hour intervals at Landes. v( ) *dz1/5~~' (1)

Fro, the Log-Log plots sha~m in Fig. 1, 2, 3 it
can easily be verified that the probability distributions

of 2A, A) and i exhibit both scaling and hyperbolic While the quite different Kolmogorov scaling is supposed
behaviour. The easiest way to so* this, is to recall to hold in the horizontal:
that for hyperbolic distributionshc

dv(Ax) ~ x Ax(2
Pr(A'>AX) % ( AX/Ax*' xvA) ~ 1/ 2

A AA S ihs thphyho h itibtooObjects which scale in the sam e way in all direc-
cions are calleself-similar fractals because the large

of the fluctuations. Scaling implies then that the width scale can be simply viewed as a magnification of the
grows with the separation as small scale. In the atmosphere, we have argued chat

A'(A a) z scaling, although present in all directions, and over a
wide range of lengths, is quite different in the vertical

this isaobervate b 0y thcan s roithe gforoundch and horizontal. Large scale structures can no longer be

thisa insi obevared th oat hobift dist2 fribeachn
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THE SPHERO-SCALE ~ 4 : ~~l S~j
The distinction between isotropy and anisotropy #~''..I *I *

is profound. An horizontal cross-section will have -~.# ~ ~ - ' *

%an area proportional to Zwhereas a verticil cross- 2~ ~
1

4.4
section will have an ares proportional tot Their J 4  .... ,*.''
ratio gives a quantitative measure of the verticalness .-

of the vortex. at J.
p.*Teeteeoeexists a scale at which this ratio .: A j- t

4

is 1, the turbulence appears the as iratropic three- ~~~
dimensional : the horizontal and vertical fluctuations **.q:*'

1 ...
have the same amplitude. This scale, that we call ~ 1 ' - ~ ~
"sphero-scale" for obvious reasons, will depend on the ~~..I f

*relative fluctuations of land f (due to equations 1 and - - pi.+-r ..-
2) both of which show large fluctuations. The size of 1. 'j--g.i J-

thsscl myvary in an extremely erratic manner, Fv=4 .*-. . --p .
unless F and f.are totaly dependent. .. *4. *

STOCHASTIC STRATIFICATION besen.

rteasterslofastochastic process, hence a Ap 4"~ik z Irs

tropic gaussian fil ihH 12adD -2, Fig.6b :-L kr.. .~ . .. Ff1
shows the corresponding field for D - 3/2 (the ~~.
same vhite noise field was used in b8 6 cases to -Jv2~i~ . 4 Lq ~ 44

* generate via Fourier transforms, the random fields). ~~~A ~ 4 .p
* ~~Investigations of this process for the logarithm j~ar'j a.. ca a.. t :a

of the pressurelnd the temperature will be pursued
elsewhere. Note that the hydrostatic relation is reco-
vered by assuming that the vertical scaling of Log p Fig.6a. A random isotropic field with H- 1/2., the
has the parameter: R v(Log p) ' 1. in-tensity of the field is proportional to the shade

of the grey.
INEITTENCY

Intermittency expresses the fact, that , roughly E
speaking, the turbulence doesn't fill all the volume -. ~a
of the space available to it, th .sotinss of.... ... .*

turbulence (Batchelor and Townsend(1949), Batchelor ra ~ '. . . .-

(1951)). This~frelated to Leray's (1933) conjecture on ~.
the existence of a set of singularities of the Euler ., - .
equations.

Kolmogorov (1962) and Yaglom (1966) presented a 2'!
corrected spectrum to take into account intermittency, u-
by assuming a log-normal distribution of ~.Orssag .!gn

* (1970), Mandeibrot (1974) have pointed out several ~ mL-- ,

theor.etical difficulties with this hypothesis. .42' ~ *1.

In particular, Mandelbrot, building u$ an earlier, expli 1 9~jf
* cit model for " spottiness " (Novikov and Steward (1964)) - ~ "U '""

showed that log-normality may only be expected under RR""0
rather special conditions, whereas hyperbolic behaviour ~ iU~~IUUr

.%us likely. This latter possibility was unfortunately .JU ~"'~uw_
%4dropped in Kraichnan((1974) and Frisch et Al (1978), "7

and subsequent works which retained only the notion of*di
the fractal dimension of the support of turbulence, D 14m...g-

)Iandelbrot's model is in fact quite general and. -w'Un
can be divided in two cases. The first is "curdling", it -~...,"~

generates eddies strictly into either completely "dead" *..m * ur

or uniformly "active"regions at each stage of the cas- !W.I... ..

cade. It is often refered as the "-model". This is the .,,..~
only case where no divergence of moments occurs whatever -7. n.~ id ... -~

the dimension of the spatial average. The second i. .. ..-

case is "weighted curdling" where active regions ow lm,
hovt uniform intensity. Schertzer and Loveoy(l98SJj, Fig.6b :An example of stochastic stratification. This
who extended this model to the case of "elliptical figure is the same as Fig.6a, except that D - 1.5elturbulience", stressed the fact that in this case diver- instead of 2 ( both figures are obtained by taking
Sagece occurs for any spatial average of dimension D0 the sane gaussian white noise) .In one direction, H -1
such as: D < D < D -D A. and in the direction perpendicular , H- 1/2 , the

61 2 A 01- "aphero-scale" has a value of - 12 of the length ofwhere Dcharacterises the dimension of the "very activeon siefth fgue
regions". They proposed that this latter case could beon siefthfgu .
called "I% - model", because of the hyperbolic exponent
it introduces.

Note that the various dimensions intervening in DIVERGENCE OF THE FIFTH MOMENT OF THE VELOCITY
the case of the "%- model" may be intesrpreted in terns
of a "auti-fractal" (Parisi, private comunication, Since we may assume, either on physical arguments
(1963)) composed of different fractals , on each of or only dimensional arguments ( see equation 2):
them the velocity field has a certain scaling (i.e. a !(4A) A v (x) / 4x
certain -singularity type, described by its hence: Q( - v /3
scaling parameter).v

The experimental results obtained indicate: thus our present results based on radiosonde data and
mercert's ones confirm at V1 5 ; ~5/3; o23/9 D e > Ds > D 1 D )D av
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This shows also that various fields may be not only
related by simple algebraic equations satisfied by their
scaling exponent4 the same should be true for their
hyperbolic exponents.

For, instance relation between dynamics and rain- ~ 'i.
field is urgently needed , because it is a case where
)umerical modeling is notoriously difficult. Indeed,

.joy (1981) shows thatchanges of the rate of rain
aisolated storms havt an hyperbolic law 1(09 5/3,1

bur this quantity is a 2-D lagrangian statistic , and
C is a I-D eulerian one in our study .)'.'-

An interexting feature of hyperbolic distributions
is that they are presumably related to the classical
phenomenology of meteorological fields : Handelbrot and
Wallis (1969) pointed out that they have the effect of t
causing that the largest fluctuations have an overwhel-
ming effect, which they called "Noah effect". This is
invatigated in detail for the horizontal rain areas
by Lovejoy (1981), Lovejoy and Mandalbrot (1983

Fig.7 shows an "hyperbolic fractal animal" obtained
by stochastic simulation in an anisotopic space : one
main "animal" dominates the smaller ones. It could
correspond to a vertical section of a rain-field.

HYPERBOLIC RENORMALIZATION AND ELLIPTICAL TURBULENCE

The results obtained here ktvfW jL ob the . the
renormalization procedures used in turbulence. Usualy .
called "spectral closures" (e.g. Herring et Al (198:3)',
they have been developed in a quasi-gaussian framework
which is no longer tenable if the hyperbolic behaviour h

of the different fields is confirmed.
Conversely, placing renormalization procedures in

an hyperbolic context should be particularly rewarding .
since renormalization has encountered , in the quasi-
gaussian context, three closely linked fundamental
difficulties : random gallilean invariance , renormali-

zation of the vertex, intermittency. Until now, the
two former have been overcome only by more or less
ad-hoc procedures. By stating the problem of intermit-
tency as the problem of renormalizing in a hyperbolic Fig. 7: An example of a hyperbolic fractal animal on

context , it suggeststo develop what one might call an anisotropic spacae with dimension Del- .80. The log
"hyperbolic renormalization". intensities are indicated by the intensities of grey.

On the other hand, the "fractally anisotropic" This model is on an. 800X800 point gri4 and the sphero-

fram e ork ofthe "elli ti t r blnc e" a ot opi " scale has the value of 30 pixels. The fine structure°iframe,-work of the "elliptical turbulence" ( i.e. a is therefore oriented perpendicularly to the overall

scaling anisotropy)may also be essential to overcome shape.
difficulties encountered in anisotropic -ases where so
far only formal manipulation of renormaiization schemes On the other hand, intermittency plays a key role
have succeded ( e.g. Kraichnsn (1964))'. at the different scales , due to the low hyperbolic ex-

ponents observed. In particular as 9v 5, the fifth
COKCLUSI(Y AND COITS statistical moment of the velocity field may diverg,

and as( ,-1, even the statistical mean of the Richard-
We have investigated the scaling and the hyperbolic son numner may diverge. This points out that use of

behaviour of the vertical shear, the buoyancy force and theory based on limited expansions in Ri (e.g. Lilly
the Richardson number. (1983)) are to be understood in a widely intermittent

We think that the hypothesis of a dimensional transi- context: there is no uniform separation between waves
tion (2D/3D) between large scales and 'small scales is no and turbulent regimes.
longer tenable either theoraticallyor empirically.

The observed structure, of the atmosphere can be ex- This new scheme of atmospheric turbulence introdu-
plained by a simpler hypothesis; it is anisotropic and ces some new notions which have been briefly discussed
scaling throughout, a fact that can be characterised by (the "sphero-scale ", "stochastic stratification"...)
the "elliptical dimension": Dl - 23/9 - 2.56o We questioned the relevance of certain of the usual

(i.e. "two plus tht scaling of Kolmogorov over the one assumptions of existing renormalisation methods in
of Bogliano and ObeukdhW . the case of strongly intermittent and anisotropic flows.

It is hoped that the phenomenonology of the different
animals crowding the meteorological zoo (e.g. fronts ""

On the other hand , intermittency plays a key role bands . dust devils. blocks etc.) may be understood
at the different scales, due to the low hyperbolic ax- as the result of scaling in an anisotropic hyperbolic-
pomots observed. In particular as , -.5, the fifth ally intermittent context (in particular, the "Noah
statistical moment of thevelocity field may diverge , effect'l
and as . tk%1 even the statistical mean of the Richard- Although.f@r more work is needed to provide defin-
son number my diverge. This points out that use of ate answers tAifferent questions, we may safely
theory based n limited expansions in Ri (e.g. Lilly conclude that atmospheric turbulence is fractally
(193) ) are to be understood in a widely intermittent homogeneous (highly intermittent, and fractally
context : there is no uniform separation between waves anisotropic (anisotropic scalin .J
and turbulent regimes. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT&
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ABSTRACT strongly affect the non-linear terms in the equations of
motion. To analyze the multicomponent flows, we suggest

The spatial nonuniformities and the interactions a weighted averaging by a local volume whose dimensions
between the components determine the flow behavior of are related to the length scale of turbulence. The
multicomponent systems. A space/time averaging approach weighted averaging is appropriate since it is known that ..-
of the governing equations modelling these factors is the spatial cross-correlations in turbulent flow decrease
presented in this paper. It is defined for a weighted with the space interval. The computation of the compon-
averaging volume which is related to the local scale of ent velocities and concentrations is performed using an
turbulence. Numerical solutions for concentration and appropriate integral finite volume technique. The
velocity distributions are obtained using integral fi- results are compared with a large set of experimental
nite voli me techniques. The predictions are compared results considering one to five species of particles
with good results tc multi-species particle slurry flows (of size up to d < 13 mm) flowing with water in various
in pipelines, pipes (rectangular, circular D - 40-495 mm).
INTRODUCTION In the space allowed by this paper we detail as-

pects related to the momentum equation and concentration
The hydraulic handling of bulk materials of broad calculation.

size distribution (coal, limestone, etc.) is widely
applied in mining, chemical and other industrial pro- COMPOSED AVERAGED EQUATIONS
ceases. Despte the large ares of application, the."cess ept h ag'ae fapiain h The local volume averaging of the differential equa-
known models do not completely satisfy the scientific
rigor and engineering needs for numerical predictions. tions has to be performed in agreement with the averag-
Increased research activities have been oriented in this ing of the quantities used in equations. A typical sit-
domain in the last few years. uation is when the temporal averaged measurement of the 6-7d i n e t w aconsidered quantities is taken over a prescribed volume

This paper presents a model for the turbulent flow or surface. This is the case for our velocity measure-
of multi-species particle suspensions, in which a new ments reported later in the paper. Another situation
set of equations is derived using a space/time averaging occurs when the time dependent flow is analyzed using
approach. the instantaneous spatial averages in the equations. In

this case the averaging space is related to the flow con-
bulent flors arl show mithe n nflow equations using ditions. Sometimes, the volume averaging may be also
b t w e w t a f e i uconsidered to improve the continuity and derivability of
time averaging. The Reynolds stresses appear in this
way in momentum equations and have predominant values the variables. The spatial averaging has a supplementary

meaning and computational significance when finite volume .compared to the viscous stresses. To express the spatial tehiusaeepoe.Alhsesuaosae
techniusaeepoe.Alteestain rnonuniformities in multicomponent flows it is also nec- n e dss
covered by the weighted average by volume proposed in the

esary to average the governing equations by volume. As floigprgah
the time averaging yields terms showing new qualitative

. effects, so the space averaging is expected to reveal Alternatively, to calculate the instantaneous point
not only quantitative changes of the nonlinear terms but variables one must use the time dependent equations with
also some new qualitative aspects of the component inter- a very fine grid compared to the length scale of turbul-
actions ence and a small timestep. This approach was tested

The formulation of the governing equations for only for single fluid flow in small domains and proved
heterogeneous flows has been done either by considering to be very expensive and thus without imediate practical
each phase separately with corresponding interaction interest.

% terms, by assuming a continuum medium with averaged
field quantities, or by using volume averaging (see Soo, Space/Time Averaging Approach

1967; Whitaker, 1973; Hestroni, 1982). The local volume Let us consider a flowing mixture of N solid com-
averaging procedure for multiphase systems may be per- ponents in an incompressible fluid. The space/time aver-
formed in various ways related to the specific flow con- age of a function f for the K-th component at a position
ditions (for porous media Slattery, 1967; for fluidized r and time t, in steady-state mean flow, is:
beds. Anderson and Jackson, 1967; for boiling, Vernier
and Delhaye, 1968, etc.). In this paper we discuss an t+&T/2
averaging approach specifically for multicomponent cur- -K . _• K
bulent flow. &T - cT(,t)'K <f(rt)> d- (1)

it-6T/ 2
"dP The spatial nonuniformities in mulri-species parti-

cie flow are reflected in the random distribucions of the where:

flow components, as well as in particle cluster formation -(rt)>K bulk space averaged concentration for
in shear suspension flows. The spatial nonuniformities the K-th component, , -.



IV

<f(_,t)>- intrinisic space average of f for the K-tb The intrinsic volume averaging about r is:

weighr odb~Eulriane oss..corr<fcr,t)>K- f(Lt) * K(rt) - dv /

f(~~~,t)~ -J r intnaeudoclvleo

AT - averaging tim intervalvav vle ao r(iu

The volume averaging for the K-th component isif K( c,t) o N(-e) r dv (3weighted by the Eulerian cross-correlation for veto- --f

cities RK(-r), which gives a measure of the influence AV
of flow parametars at L on the flol parameters at r where:oth

f(i,t) - instantaneous local value of fn t-ui e t

rV - averaging volume, about r (Figure ) 'omaivi(_s) •vjc ..
R (L-r) - i raction bewe h (2) a- ietqraor pont in v m en

1 if compoent K resides at ist):

Ahere: K(oit) - "-',-).-
t oherwLe ..- '

VT(r), vf(g) - itstantaneous fluctuating velocities -.
of the K-th component, at r and PRK(.o-. b spatial cross-correlation, defined in (2)

BypusingThe averaging volame should e taken as a domain
If the same lump of fluid, or the sawe turbulent eddy, large enough to contain large scale turbulent eddies. !

involves both points r and L, the RK In usual situations only an ellipsoid with the main axes
eq fl to the mixing lengths around r may be sufficint a

RK(a) - 0 no interaction between the surbulence parT-
mters at L and r occurs. It is well known that in ur- (at its boundaries RK is very small or approaches lcO. ss-or

bulent flows theRlargest eddies may have dimensions The bulk spac thre diensiof concentration is: ea.
close to the character1sic length of rhe flow domain.r

A goba mesur o th crss-orrlaion Ry(L-r) s aalytica consdertions.(- Sic ther are fewer data4

the w ixing length Ay .  -- --
AV AV

The first integral is the weighted averaging volume

By using this averaging approach (i ) one can take
- into account the spatial non-uniformltes which affect

th flow behavior at a point, including cluster formauconse•

mant macroturbulent sructure. The volume averages (3)
and (4) can be used if data on the spatial cross-correla-
hrtfon (-) and particle distributions K(,t) are avail-
able. "oe data can be obtained using various experimen-RK(jC -r) Const. tal techniques (three dimensional camera, Graham et.al., -""

Cblneh 1982; laser apparatus, Lee and Durst, 1982) or from e
analytical considerations. Since there are fewer data
on volume integrals we present here a conversion from the

0 weighted space integrals to weighted time integrals. oy

-~ ~ ~ Fo a Volume d eain byAto u weAeiaghing fnto

There are to reasons to replac te space withroughr&A time integrals; (1) it is easier to measure the time"."'
variations at a point (Eulerian description), (2) the "'"

mathmatical schemes already used for time averaging areraval iable . .- ".
/ ~In an isotropic turbulent flow about a position r '-'::

I~ ~ ~ ~ h ing ac elpod e ital inerlRnAvfo 3 n

/ R - -the Fiurfe ofb), asumi thr sare spherical, and the aver---- aging volume"Av may be taken as a sphere. When the tur- -- "

bulence has an ansotropic character the averaging volume .

cross-correlation (2). The presence of solid walis may -

produce an asymwetrcal surface of constant RK(i-n)When the sheared flow has a predominant direction, so has • .. '

Sthe averaging volume. A simplified approach is to employ
-- -- a volume defined by AK , without weighting function RK  "

zig (gate, 1983). .
J Let u: consider he stream ube passing through , ""

11 RK (C-r)'K(C.,t) which should be alo g the largest semiaxis of he averag- "''i

J ____e-- --- J lg ellipsoid. The initial integrals on 6v from (3) and ..g,
I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~p r)-" --T 'J R ( r'K(C.0)' ls (4) are replaced by integrals on stream tubes Av' - AA'As '-'--A AS T(igure l,b), assuming the sme spatial nonuniformity ...

i ~ ~~occurs on both averaging volumes. Changing the variable '""

at At - 6s/V K we obtain from (3): i:

%'- t+At/2 '"
<f(rlt)> f(j.,T) •K(r,T) • (T-t) •d-r .. "

Figure 1. Averaging volume (Av). t-At/2 ,..;-

t+"/2

12.2r,T) •K(T-t) d.

12.2 -"-"-



where: T-lI-rI/v 1  ,
in which j and r are on' the same stream Kax K"j".i-

tube, and VK is the mean velocity of the
K-th component. t+iT/2

V() V(t- ) T J z
R(-)-K() -K 7-t-AT/2 K mn-Il' (11)T

V'-t)
2

K where: i,j xy,z

RK(T-t) is the Eulerian time correlation f is a simplified notation of
fV - fluctuating part of f given in (9)t +at/2, ,

K( r)• - (T-t) • dT - ZK • co(r,t)> K  (7) Uji, Uj - projections of the fluctuating velo-
-/ city, in the i and j directions,

respectively.
in which Z is the Eulerian time scale for the K-th con- Z .... . - projection in the i direction of the
ponent. -K interactions due to other flow components

The time-apace averaging operator (1) becomes a K' - 1, N.K, including viscous friction,
collisions and Coulombic contacts be-

double time averaging operator:twecopnts twean components...-.

t+&T/2 t+At/2 m - denotes the number of an interface be-
(8) rtween K and other component K' passingt--t/- Tl2 t- Kl2 -- through r during the interval at.

- velocity vector of the interface point

dTj crossing r"

( stress tensor between the K-th and K'-th

components

A local instantaneous value differs from the main sK - unit normal vector to component K

value fK by two fluctuating components: one reflecting e - unit vector in the i direction
the spatial nonuniformities (fk)t, the second the time
nonumiformities of the spatial average (fVKT- Assuming low correlations between a* and pi (i.e.

"o P r neglected) the following terms in equations (11)
N -f .4 (f) have to be modeled:q f K ¢ Yt + (YT (9)

where: (fK fy - < >  
, Y KI KiUKj U n d

K 
-r

(fPT <5. interaction terms Z I...1
-K

Averased Conervation Eoluatios To obtain engineering models for these terms we fol-

The local instantaneous conservation equation can low the steps: (1) find the physical interpretation,
be written for each component K, as well as for the (2) identify the local parameters (dimensionless num-
entire lxture, in a general form: bars, ratio particle size/turbulence scale, etc.) affec-

ting the terms, and (3) propose constitutive equations

) ( U) V01 based on comparison of the mean flow predictions with a
U) J S 0 (10) large set of experiments.

where: o - density We observe that the tensor in the interaction

U_- velocity vector term ZE....] has components corresponding to TK£

* - specific quantity attached to mass and U' . It means that the
Kr-i-la(UKiUKJ) 'Ki Kj

J - flux term same types of interactions occur between particles of

S - source trm the same species and particles of different species, i.e.
similar models for both groups of terms may be employed.

By averaging for each component K 1, N the con- The physical interpretation of these terms is:

servation equations of mesa, momentum and energy dissi- (1) T - stress transmitted by Coulombic con-
pation one obtains a new system of equations to deter- Ki

* mime mean velocity, concentration and turbulence index tacts between solid particles or by viscous
distributions. We rearranged the equations in such a effects when the flow component is a fluid.
way for solutions to be conveniently obtained by an The Coulombic shear stress depends on the nor-
iterative explicit scheme. mal stress transmitted by particle contacts

Let us consider the momentum equation in the i di- (rKZi )and a friction coefficient (tanS)in-
rection: *1 corresponds to the projection of the velo- ii
city vector, j to the projection of the shear stress dependent of the rate of strain (Roco and

tensor and SK to the projection of the body force Shook, 1982):

vector. T / tanB (12)
The space/time averaging process of the local instan- iKZji KEiji

taneous momentum equation in the i direction yields for where T1 1  can be estimated as a supported 77
the K-tb component in steady-state regime without compo- load.

mnent generation (no attrition) is: load....

(2) oKa (U.U ) and a ' - stresses caused
0 K -a-  (o OKi UKj) -o K oK bi - ( + )_ +

j - ' PK by elastic and plastic particle collisions,
respectively. The global value of the repul-[. +-- j (OL rj + GK  Kj-E sive normal stress (aD ' acting between

ax .' -'_1D
Z:" ,

[" ."-3



sheared layers of suspensions due to colli- 1 - 6t i - .)]
*ions depends on the shear stress TSij and a • ( • a a_) +-Ktone X Kit-K t  K: IK
coefficient of dynamic friction (tane): " -K -it

TEl) (Z2)
jj c---+Sj (13)-

(DSjUJn -K£K ' -O)-

ii - K -K)

where: tane may be related to the local
Froude number, taking values about tans - .5 (Fl) (F2)
(Roco and Shook, 1983).

(3 u - turbulent inertial stress due aK K0 (16)

to the random exchange of particles between (C)
neighboring layers. In our study two models
for this term were used in parallel: where: I denotes the sum over all components except K. "

-K
- eddy viscosity tK model (Boussinesq) The "concentration equation" for a component K

(16) can be interpreted as an equilibrium between elemen-
SauK tal forces acting on the ensemble of particles K, under

- E-i i (14) the influence of gravitation (G), relative acceleration
-i Kj K ax (A), relative mean flow compared to other flow compo-ii i nents (B), mixing effects due to turbulent fluctuating

velocities of component K (Cl) and of the virtual mixtture ,r- stramtube diffusion coefficient XK i model
(Rots, 1980) -K (C2), dispersive stress from particle collisions in

flowing suspensions (Dl, D2 - plastic collisions; El, E2

- elastic collisions) and Coulombic contacts between

-U' U, =2(5 particles (Fl, F2).
KiUK aj Let us consider the equation (16) for the vertical

S direction y in a pipe. In the absence of the secondary

The Boussinesq model was used in conjunction with currents the term (A) vanishes. The contributions of
the transport equation for the dissipation rate (Roco the interaction term between different species (W) may be
and Balakrishnan, 1982). The second model was applied combined with the interaction terms between particles of
for two-phase liquid solid particle flow using a speci- the same species (C2), (D2), (E2) and (F2). The models
fic distance from the pipe wall (Roco and Shook, 1981). for the characteristic terms (12) - (15) are affected by
In both approaches the mixture turbulence parameter is the spatial nonuniformities in the averaging volume and
obtained by taking the sum of the contributions of all by the ratio particle dimension/length scale of turbu-
the flow components. lence. Specific aspects resulting from the model appli-

The new set of equations resulting from the space/ cation will be discussed later here.
time averaging (8) of the conservation equations was re- Alorithm for Velocities and Turbulence Parameter-
arranged for an iterative explicit scheme to calculate
successively concentrations, velocities and turbulence The following calculation approaches were adopted
parameter. The concentration equation is detailed in previous work:
further in this paper. (1) By suming the corresponding equation (11) in
oncentration aio the same direction i for all flow components

one obtains the mixture momentum equation
The equation for the K-th component is derived by where the interactions terms between components

subtracting from the momentum equation for the K-th com- are reciprocally eliminated (similar to Roco
- ponent the equivalent momentum equation for a virtual and Shook, 1982). Together with the equations

mixture (-K) composed from all other components except K. written for the relative velocity between each ' %-
The last equation is obtained by suming momentum equa- component and the mixture, the system of equa-
tions for solid compounds K' - 1, ..., K - 1, K + 1, ..N tions for mean velocities VK can be solved.
and for the carrying liquid, multiplying the intermediate Compared to Soo's (1980), the equation has
results by CK/0_K and space/time averaging (where aK - two additional terms due to the dispersive

- .Neglecting ( the equation is: stress and Coulombic contacts between parti-
KK cles. Also, the mixture density in the con-

vective term is weighted by the momentum flux
- [ U "-K £  + and the space/time averaging for turbulent flow
ax K L"T iffjxi 0 -K UK'iUK'J/;KJ is applied in our approach.j -K

(2) The transport equation for mixture eddy visco-
(A) sity contains terms due to diffusion, genera-

tion, decay and acceleration (c model, Roco
t+AT/2 and Balakrishnan, 1982). A coherent calcula-

--iK' "K R(-t) I/i-K tion approach is used for both eddy viscosity
SAT AKK-- (used in the velocity calculation) and eddy-

_K tAT/2ZY .94M,-n4diffusivity (employed in the concentration
e (B) equation).

d . (3) For the streamtube diffusion coefficient XKi jd- I / (15) a computational scheme was proposed whichdt K X -K superposes the effects of various flow compo-

nents (A model, Roco and Shook, 1981).
(Cl) (C2)

*, EXPERImITAL

I [iKx;L " i K a "z K + The model has been tested with data obtained in
' i -i closed loop laboratory systems, using circular or ret-

(DI) (D2) tangular conduits. In addition to the conventional de-
terminations of frictional headloss as a function of mean
velocity (magnetic flux flowmeters) and slurry

'5 12.4
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Figure 2. Scheme for solid particle velocity probe. Figure 3. Concentration fluctuation Cross-correlation
(R/R0 ) vs. distance between electrods (x).

concentration, the particle concentration distribution With larger particles, of diameter greater than the
was obtained experimentally in all the tests. These sensor electrode displacement, the autocorrelations sug-
employed either gama ray absorption (chord-average con- gest that the electrodes respond to the passage of indi-
centrations) or a photographic technique (Scarlett and vidual particles. For the finer particles, it is ap-
Grumley, 1974). In some of the studies, particle velo- parently clusters which produce the resistivity fluctua-
cities were determined using the probe shown in Figure 2. tions to which the device responds. Such concentration
The amplitude of the cross-correlation, normalized with fluctuations are always visually apparent at the pipe
the autocorrelations, was determined a function of posi- wall for slurries which display a concentration gradient
t"on (Brown and Shook, 1982). within the pipe.

For this last device, resistivity changes resulting With increasing electrode pair separation distances
" from concentration fluctuations (a') produce voltage (x values) the amplitude of the cross-correlation decays,

fluctuations at sensor electrodes displaced in the ap- presumably as a consequence of diffusion processes.
plied potential field normal to the direction of mean Recent measurements of these amplitudes (R), normalized
flow. The transit time for the distance x is determined with the autocorrelations (R0), are shown in Figure 3
by cross correlation of the signals from the sensor for a 0.165 = sand in a 50 mm I.D. pipeline, at a mean

* electrode pairs. From this, a mean velocity for the concentration of 10 by volume. For a sand of similar
region defined by the sensor electrodes can be deter- size in a 500 mm pipeline the decay process was cor-
mined. For turbulent slurry flow, calibration studies respondingly slower, requiring 100 mm to produce the
showed particle retardation by the probe to be of the same relative decrease as that produced at x - 10 = in
order of 3% of the local velocity provided conditions a 50 =s pipeline. S
near deposition of particles at the bottom of the pipe ' "
were avoided. For a properly aligned probe, mean velo- APPLICATION FOR TWO- AND MULTICOMPONENT FLOWS
cities varied little with the location or spacing x, The general approach was applied for uniform par-
provided a suitable displacement from the nose of the ticle slurry flow in pipes, as well as for multispecies
probe was mintained, particle mixtures. The main set of experiments used for

In addition to mean velocities, the probe has pro- tests is given in Table 1, for various materials sand
vided at least a qualitative indication of the structure (S - 2.65), glass (S = 2.7), coal (S - 1.3 - 1.7). The
of the flow through comparison of autocorrelations and tests were performed at various flow conditions: pipe
cross correlations of electrode signals. With a sands diameter between 50 ma and 500 mm, concentrations up.to.

- of d a 0.17 sm and sensor electrode displacements of the 40% by volume, particle diameters up to 13 mm and velo-
order of 1 mm, autocorrelations in pipelines of 50 and cities up to three times the critical speed. Samples of
500 mm I.D. indicate mixing lengths approximately pro- experiments with sand and other solids in rectangular pipes
portional to pipe diameter. (Roco and Shook, 1983) were tested also with positive re-

sults.

Table 1. Experimental Data in Circular Pipes Used for Model Development

Run Material Specific Pipe Particle Average Average
No: Density Diameter Diameter Velocity Concentration A

- S(-) D(m) d(m) V (m/s) C(l by vol.)M
Al-A20 2.65 51.5,263,495 .165 1.66-4.33 8.4-34.1

Bl-86 sand 2.65 51.5 .48 1.66-3.44 6.3-29.6

Cl-C5 2.65 50.7 .52 1.9 -4.0 11.4-24.7

D1-D2 2.65 263 13.0 3.2 -4.0 9.5-10.2

Gl-G6 glass 2.7 40 .58 1.05-2.88 7.0-12.0

mi-mcoal 1.31-1.73 158,495 0-6.5 1.68-3.16 s 45.4

(multispecies particles)



The system of equations for concentrations, velo- slurry flowing in 495 mm pipe employing X model are
cities and eddy-viscosity (or streautube diffusion co- given in Figure 5. Five species of coal particles of
efficient respectively) was solved numerically using dimensions d1 - 4.8 me, d 2 = 1.2 me, d3 - .51 me, d4 -
'Integral Finite Volume techniques. The calculation do- .22 mm, d5 - .01 mm and specific densities S1 - 1.7,
main is discretized and the variable are chosen at in- S2 - 1.43, S 3 = 1.23, S4 = 1.23, Ss - 1.23 were con-
teror nodes. The integrals of the differential equa- sidered. The total coal concentration at an elevation-
tions over a finite volume are transformed to a surface Y over the pipe bottom a6 is compared to gama-ray mea- I .
integral. The computation is performed using the inter- surements. Experimental and computed distributions of
faces between volumes to store and count the data. The concentration aS and velocity for sand .165 me/water
Interpolation law is suitable for large convective mixture flow in 51.5 me pipe are presented in Figures
teors. The algorithm can be applied in 2-D and 3-D 6 and 7. Measured and predicted headlosses i in a
problems (Roco and Balakrishnan, 1982). 50.7 am pipe with flowing suspension of sand .52 me are

The calculation model is applied for uniform flow plotted versus averaged velocity in Figure 8. The
in linear section. of horizontal pipe.. The volume comparisons (Fig. 4-7) show the numerical simulations

averaging is reflected in the supplementary terms re- predict with good approximtion considered sets of
sulted from averaging and in their models. For model- experimental data.
ling one can consider either the statistical analysis of The suggested general approach may be applied to
the mixture flow characteristics using local instan- steady and unsteady flows, and can be extended to other
taneous measurements, or dimensional analysis of the two- or multicomponent flow patterns.
main local parameters in the averaging volume. For the

* first approach there is not yet available a complete set C-
of data. Adopting the second approach, we found the CONCLUSIONS

main local parameters to be the ratio between the gravi- 1. The suggested space/time averaging of differential
tation and inertial forces (Fg/Fi) and the relative equations maintains a good amount of information
dimension of solid particles compared to the averaging abutithe turbulenc phenomn on,.n eel-h
volume, i.e. the local scale of turbulence (d/A) (Roco about the turbulence phenomenon, and reveals the i,- and Shook, 1982 and 1983; Roco, 1983). The dispersive significance (order of magnitude) of some term in..-

and ho,18 n 93 oo 93.Tedsesv the equations of motion related to the ratio par-
and supported loads are determined by the first local the e nsio/ln sle o thence.
dimensionless parameter. At the same time, the ratio tide dimension/length scale of turbulence.
d/A determines the predominant terms in equation (11), 2. The computational approach for multi-species parti-
the relative values of the fluctuating components (f)T cle turbulent flow contains some new components,
and (fk)t, the ratio between eddy-viscosity and eddy- re turbulent flow of comp es -diffusivity, t!at are specific for turbulent flow of incompressi-

ble mixtures. Integral Finite Volume techniques
The comparisons with experimental data show the are 3mployed to numerically solve the system of .0.

ability of the calculation model to predict the velocity differential equations derived from the conserva-
and concentration distributions in the pipe cross- tion laws. The terms due to particle interactions
section, as well as headlosses along the pipe. In Fig- are predominants at high concentrations and large ""
ure 4 it is illustrated the computed concentration dis- particles.
cribution aS in single species glass sphere (d - .58 m)/
water mixture flow compared to photography measurements 3. The tests performed with different solid materials -- L
(Scarlett and Grimley, 1974). In this first test e model for various flow parameters in pipes show a satis- .

and Integral Finite volume were used. Numerical predic- factory agreement of the predictions to experimental
tions of concentration for multispecies coal/water results. Design calculations can be made for any

ILL

S-- experimental, calculated.21:.

Figure 4. Experimental (Scarlett end Grimley, 1974) and calculated concentration
distribution of glass sphere .58 am/water mixture flow (Run G2). "
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A TWO-EQUATION TURBULENCE MODEL FOR TWO-PHASE JETS

S. Elghobashi, T. Abou-Arab, M. Rizk and A. Hostafa
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ABSTRACT
MATHEKATICAL MODEL'

A recently-developed two-equation turbulence model
for two-phase flows [6) is tested for the flow of a Equations of the Mean Motion
turbulent xisymoetric gaseous jet laden with spherical
Solid particles of uniform size. The agreement between The mean otion of each phase is governed by its
the predictions and experimental data is good. momentum equations in the axial and radial directions

and the conservation of its volume fraction. These
INTRODUCTION equations were written in Cartesian tensor notations by

Elghobashi and Abou-Arab [61; they will be cast here in
Particle-laden turbulent jets occur in many cylindrical coordinates for the axi-symetric jet flow.

engineering applications. Pulverised-coal combustors,
diesel-engine sprays, aerosols and rocket plumes are The modeled form [61 of the mean momentum equation
some examples. In order to enhance the understanding of of the carrier fluid in the axial (x) direction is:
the interaction between the dispersed phase and the
carrier fluid in the" jets parallel experimental and 01  -. U ,UU 0 F
theoretical studies are needed. The need Xor this x x'x 1 lrx'r -lx F*2 (Ux'Vx)
coordinated effort stem from the fact that until very 1 v
recently it was impossible to find in the literature a + -

well-documented experimental study of a two-phase r x r a# (l*r ) 
,r +c.i-r "

turbulent jet. In fact until a year ago the only two V I% .k:
available experimental studies of two-phase turbulent + C 1 (t ru U ) (-1
jets 11,21 did not report the radial profiles of the C5 ; 

C  
t x,r ,ra 1,r ,r

main dependent variables at the nozzle exit. This U
ktinformation is essential for accurately predicting such + C#5 - ItU " r r

flow as it is known that the dependence of the 'x,r (a ,r rr )
downstream flow upon the nozzle conditions persists for
at least 50 nozzle diaesters (31. The recent experiment The momentum equation of the solid phase in the axial
of Modarress at l (4,51, which was performed in (x) direction is
parallel with the present work, provided a much needed
data to help understand the behavior of two-phase p2 *2 VV + p2* 2 V
turbulent jots and validate their theoretical models. XVxx 2Vrxr
,.gbobashl and Abou-Arab [6) reviewed existing 1
turbulence models for two-phase flow and indicated that - + -(U -V
the" models are based on ad hoc modifications of 2 

p x 2 x-x r 22VpVx'r)'r
single-phse turbulence models. They developed (61 a
two-equation turbulence model for incompressible dilute + (P-o)g (2) ..
two-phase flow which undergo no phase changes. The new
model was based on rigorously derived transport where cml - 0.4 and c,5 - 0.1.
equatiome for the two phases. The purpose of this paper 65

is to apply this model to the flow of a turbulent In the above equations the coms-suffix notation
axisymmetric gaseous jet laden with solid, uniform-size indicates differentiation with respect to the spatial
particles and compare the predictions with the data of coordinates x and r. U and V are respectively the mean
Modarrese at al [4,51. velocities of the carrier fluid and dispersed phase.

The subscripts 1 and 2 denote respectively the carrier
THE FLOW COWSIMDOD fluid and the dispersed phase. p is the material

density, 0 the mean volume fraction, p the mean
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the two-phase turbulent pressure, m the eddy viscosity of the fluid, v the p.,.

Jet considered in this work. Air carrying uniform size kinematic eddy viscosity of the dispersed phase, 9 the
glass beads issues vertically downwards from a kinematic eddy viscosity of the fluid, a the turbdlent
cylindrical pipe of dlameter D (-.0. a). The jet is Schmidt number of the volume fraction and g is the
enclosed in a cylindrical container of diameter equal to gravitational acceleration.
30 D to avoid sbieat disturbances. Low velocity air
stream surrounds the nozzle and extends to the container We assumed in the above equations that the
val to provide well-defined boundary conditions. Table diffusional fluxes in the radial direction are much
I lists the experimental conditions at 0.1 D downstream larger than those in the axial direction for the jet
of the pipe exit. flow considered. The momentum equations of both phases

in the radial direction can be written in a similar
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usaner and will not be presented here due to space The Turbulence Model
limitation.

The modeled form of the turbulence kinetic
The quantities F and v are evaluated in the equation (k) of the carrier fluid; according to

following section. P Elghobashi and Abou-Arab [61 is

The Interphase Friction Factor F 1*Uk 1 + Pii1Urkr PlolVtU.,rUx,r

The interphase friction factor F is given by

F - Z(18 it/d
2
) (3) + ) t )U

1~3 1 05 cc , r ,r r,r
* where d is the particle diamter, u is the dynamic

viscosity of the fluid, and Z is a korrection factor of -r
the Stokes' drag la which depends on the particle - 5(A) U
Reynolds number and can be obtained from the standard P 1,r xr xr.

.*., drag curve of steady flow around a sphere [7) as follows

S- 1 +. 0.1315 !, ( 0 .82-0.05 1ogloRe), 0.01 < 
te 4 20; " ( k[1' .( )f()d] - F(Ur-V

and Z,- I + 0.1935 R.
0
-
630 5

, 20 < (, 4 260 24) ' - '0 .,

The particle Reynolds number Re is calculated from + ct( - fo
(  

)f()d]( 1l,r),r

where IU'4I* is the magnitude of the total relative + P 0  ' k~) - C (12)
* velocity vector between the two phases, and v is the .-,k....

kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 1
The turbulence energy dissipation rate equation (t) is

Turbulent Diffusivity of Solid Particles

The turbulent diffusivity of solid particles is 11 x 'x + Ol1Urt'r c k1  [11Vt~ xzrxr

-. evaluated by introducing the particle Schmidt
number ap defined as: 4 V

+ c Cr45 )( l,r)Ur,r-. ..'

-p (6)

Since solid particles do not in general follow tthe. 
-- 

t ,r r x,r x,r

* notion of the surrounding fluid from one point to
, another it is expected that a ill be different from 01-0l

unity and vary with the partille relaxation time and - c3 ! [Fo 2 k (1 - 1: 4
-
1

-- f(w)du)
local turbulence quantities. Alonso 181 reviewed the 0 22
recent developments in evaluating ap and recommended the
use of Peskin's [91 formla v

+ F(U-Vr)4t )

-2 - (1/a) I - (3/2)(L/))2[IQ2 /(Q+2)] (7)

where - V - ff(w)dw)(,..

i.Li~ ~ ~~~~~ 2 /r L  8 #1 1(-Ire¢,
) r

"c2 0#€ (13) :i,:.

The local Lagrangian integral time sacle, T is 1),r 1

evaluated assuming Isotropic turbulence (i10; thus

The terms, in (12) and (13), involving integration in
c - 15v u2/A2 and A2 

24 vTL which give the frequency domain (w) represent additional

dissipation of k or c due to the slip between the
TL - (5/12)k/c (9) particles and the fluid and depend on the magnitude of

correlation between their respective instantaneous
The local Lagranian length scale, LL, appearing in (7), velocities. Details of the derivation of these term
and the Eulerian microscale X are calclulated from are given in reference [6J.

, The Lagrangian frequency function, f(w) is in
LL - TL  (10) generAl affected by the presence of the dispersed

phase. In the low frequency range (inertial subrange),
the modulation of the Lagrangian frequency function of

X,- of10 v (1) the carrier fluid by the dispersed phase can be

neglected [11. Thus in the present work the Lagrangian
When (L,./X) is such lass than unity the fluid elements frequency function is given by [12].
in the eighborhood of the solid particle will have
similar velocities (i.e. homogeneous flow). 

TL
Consequently, the correlation of fluid velocities f(W) - (2) (15)
encountered by the particle will be similar to the 1,+- TL

Lagrangian fluid correlation and a , from (7), will '-

*approach unity. On the other hand as LL~ becomes larger where w ranges from I to 10 (sc)and TLis
than A the particle will be surrounded by random fluid calculated from (9).
velocities snd its diffusivicy will decrease relative to The functions Q., a , a , and B are evaluated
tha o the fluid, according to [6j frgn

12.10
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2- 32 In what follows we compare the predicted with the
- (-+.' (- +3Q'.)-4 Q'~1/2+1 ;measured distributions of the mean velocities, volume

fractions of the two phases, turbulence intensity and
shear stress of the gaseous phase and the jet spreading

g71(w)2.r6 (-)w rate

Figure 2 shown the radial profiles of the mean

axial velocities of the two phases at z/D - 20,
- [(1-o)iw(a8)J ; normalized by the centerlins velocity of the single-

phase Jet,u 0 'lh .  The flow conditions are those of
-Case Jet .e. Also shown is the man velocity

profile of the turbulent single-phase jet having the
8 a 3o 1 /(20 2 + 01) (16) sam Reynolds umber (14100) at the pipe exit.

The values of the coefficients appearing in equations It is seen that the centerline velocity of the
(12) and (13) are listed in Table (2) below, dispersed phase is about 1.8 times that of the carrier

fluid although the latter is 1.3 times the former at the
Table 2 Coefficients of the Thrbulence Model pipe exit. This can he explained by the fact th"

large-diameter (> 10 it) particles do not reapo " to
the fluid turbulent fluctuations (Eqs. (7) & (8"a_ t _ ak _ U  o_ _ 0___ e,.l e2 c3 Indicate that for a fixed 0 2 and TL we get v < for
small F, i.e. large d) thus the mein force thit

1 1 k-e 1 1.3 0.1 1.4 k-re 1.2 accelerates a particle in the radial direction . "e
[31 (131 viscous drag exerted on the particle by the flu , al

velocity, Ur.  Now this drag force is proportio
, It is see that three new coefficients (a ,c ,c ) are (Ur-Vr) and since Ur is negative in the outer r

now added to the mall-establishd k-c coetfi lent'i for the jet (and Vr<Ur) the resulting force will be ad
single-phase flows, namely ok,, .,c~ 1  and c , The inwards thus limiting the radial spread of the

* values of the nw coefficlen.1s Iav b Ln optizod to particles. This is evident in Figure 3 where the
produce good agreement with the data of ref. [4,5 for concentration of the solid particles vanish at a radial
ome particle also (200 microns) and then used to predict distance of r/x - 0.12 while the fluid spreads to at
the daza of the other size (50 microns). It should he least three times this distance. Conservation of
emphasized that more validation testing is required to momentum of each phase then results in the solid-phase
establish the universality of these coefficients. axial velocity being such higher than that of the fluid,

and in turn the particles continue to he a source of
boundary Conditions momentum for the fluid. It is also clear from Figure 3

that the single-phase jet is wider than the "particle-
The parabolic flow considered here requires the laden jet; this will he discussed later in this

prescription of three boundary conditions for each section. Both figures 2 and 3 display in general good
dependent variable. Table (1) provides thse conditions agreement between the measured and predicted velocity
at the pipe exit plane and at the jet boundary. At the and concentration profiles.
axis of syetry (r-o) all the radial gradients are set
to zero, in addition to the vanishing radial velocity of The measured and predicted mean velocity profiles
each phase. for Cae 2 (d - 0 u, * 0.85, Re- 13300) are shown

in Figure 4. S;iilar quilitative behavior to that of
MERICAL SOLUTON P E Case 3 is exhibited hare except that now the ratio

between the experimental velocities of the solid and the
The mrching finite-difference procedure employed fluid is only about 1.15 instead of 1.8 in Case 3

in this work is a modified version of that developed and (d - 200 4 , 4 - 0.8 , B a 14100). The nmin
described by Spalding [14] for laminar two-phase flows difference between the two cases is the particle
and thue only a brief outline is given here. diameter, and thus any quantitative change in the man

velocity profiles is attributed to the interphase
The coordinates of the expanding finite-difference surface area acted on by the viscous drag. This surface

ire x and 9 , the stream function based on the man area in Case 2 is four times that in Case 3, since, for
gas-pbase properties, i.e. nearly the same loading ratio, the umher of the

50 u particles is 64 times that of the 200 p
*" #1 U rdr . (17) particles. This increase in the number of particles and

interphase area results in augmenting the momentum
The steps followed to obtain the solution at a given sources of the carrier fluid thus reducing the rate of
axial location are: decay of its centerline velocity.

I - Gaes the downstream distribution. The agreement is very good between the measured and2 - Solve for Uz downstream, predicted fluid velocity while the solid-phase velocity

- 3 - Solve for k and c; obtain r's and solve is underestimated by 8% in the inner region, a
for Ur's. discrepancy well within the bounds of experimental

4 - Obtain p(r) from Ur equation, error. Figure 5 shows the man velocity profiles at
5 - Solve for downstream V , 4#and got 4, x/D = 20 for Case 1 (50 u , ia - 13300, _ 0.32)
6 - Cmpare the new # wit1 the g sed an . which ha a lower lo.ding ratio, * , than 0 Case 2,

* repeat steps I througi 5 until the solut1i n otherwise the two cases are identical. Again the
coSwerges before marching to the next station. behavior of the two phases is similar to that observed

in the other two cases except that now the experimental
It wes found that 3 iterations ae noeded at each ratio between the centerline velocities of the solid and
station to achieve convergence. the fluid is 1.2 instead of 1.15 in the higher-loading

case (Case 2). This indicates that, ocher conditions
INSUTS An DISCUSSIONS being the same, higher loading reduces the rate of decay

of the fluid centerline velocity. This is a result of
* The results presented here were obtained using 40 the increase in the number of particles and hence their

lateral mos to spos the flow domain between the contribution to the fluid momentum as discussed earlier.
conterlne of the jet sd Its outer edge. Grid-
dependence tests were conducted with 30, 40 and 50 In order to distinguish between the dispersed phase
lateral modes sod different axial stop sizes and effects on the mean motion (inertia and drag) and on
cencluded that the 40 node grid results are virtually turbulence (diffusion) we show (Fig. 5) the man
gid-indspndent. velocity profiles obtained by solving the complete two- . "-."
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phase momentum equations (1). (2) together with the (S Modarress, 0., Tan, H. and Elghobashi, S., 1983,
single-phase k and e equations (i.e. Eqs. (3), (4) "Two-Component LDA Measurement in a Two-Phase
without the additional production and dissipation terms Turbulent Jet," AIAA 21st Aerospace Sciences
due to the dispersed phase). We see that the resulting Meeting, Reno, Nevada.
increase in the fluid centerline velocity, as compared
to that of the single-phase jet, is only half that [6] Elghobashi, S. and Abou-rab, T.W., 1983, "A Two-
measured and predicted by the new k-c model. Stated Equation Turbulence Model for Two-Phase Flows,"
differently, the modulation of the fluid mean-velocity Phys. Fluids, 26, 931.
profile by the dispersed phase is not only due to the
particles inertia and drag but equally important due to [71 Clift, R., Grace, J.L_ and Weber, M.E., 1978,
the additional turbulence dissipation. This in turn "Bubbles, Drops and Particles," Academic Press, New
reduces the fluid momentum diffusivity with the result York.
of a peaked velocity profile near the jet centerline.
The additional turbulence dissipation is caused mainly [81 Alonso, C.V., 1981, "Stochastic Models of Suspended
by the fluctuating particle slip velocity and its Sediment Dispersion," A.S.C.E., 107, 733.

correlation with the fluid velocity fluctuation [61.
The consequent reduction in the fluid turbulence [91 Peskin, R.L., 1971, "Stochastic Estimation
intensity and shear stress is displayed in figures 6 and Applications to Turbulent Diffusion," Int.
7 where the agreement between the measurement and Symposium on Stochastic Diffusion, C.L. Chiu, ad.,

" prediction is good. Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa., 251.

Figure 8 shows the effect of the dispersed phase on [10] Calabrese, &.V. and Middleman, S., 1979, "The
the spreading rate of the jet by comparing the Dispersion of Discrete Particles in a Turbulent
different Y/2 x distributions of the three cases, Fluid Field," A.l.Ch.E., 25, 1025. -
where Y i~teradius at which the fluid mean axial
volocit /is half that at the centerline. While for a [111 AL Taweel, A.M. and Landau, J., 1977, "Turbulence

* turbulent single-phase jet the value of the slope Modulation in Two-Phase Jets," Int. J. Multiphase
- (d!i/2/dx) is constant (x 0.08), that for a two-phase Flow, 3, 341.
*" jet is a function of the dispersed phase properties such

as particle diamter and density and loading ratio. [12] Hinze, J.O., 1975, "Turbulence," McGraw-Hill. N.Y.
This dependence is displayed in the figure. For Case 3
(d - 200u, * = 0.8) the predicted slope value is [131 Launder, B.Z., Morse, A., Rodi, W. & Spalding,
0.053, for Cis* 2 (d - 50u, # - 0.85 ) it is 0.046, and D.B., 1972, "The Prediction of Free Shear Flows-a I
for Case I(d 5d , a 0.32 ) it is 0.064. Cases 3 Comparison of the Performance of Six Turbulence

" and 2 have nearly the eame loading ratio but the Models," Imperial College, T'/TN/19.
particle diameter in the latter is one quarter that of
the former; the result being a reduction of the [14] Spalding, D.B., 1979, "Numerical Compuiation of
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ABSTRACT void fraction le3s than 10% is very high, %
but they show less of a correlation when the

This paper deals with experimental results void fraction exceeds 10%.

concerning pressure fluctuations On the surface Of a (1) The separation point of the cylinder's
circular cylinder Immersed perpendicular to a two-phase boundary layer Moves downward along the

air-water bubble flow, and velocity fluctuations in the cylinder's surface when the void traction
cylinder's separated flow region with respect to void eces1%
fraction. A critical two-phase flow void fraction (3) The turbulent structure of the separated

Value exists to markedly Classify flow two-phase flow around the cylinder resembles
characteristics: When the void traction is less than that of single-phase water flow when the
the critical value, the flow structure resembles that void fraction is es than 10%, but seems to

of a single-phase fluid flow and, for a void traction differ from that for a higher void fraction,

more than that value, this flow becomes very implying that the wake becomes narrower,

distinctive, shear flow becomes thicker, and no vortex
shedding occurs.

* INTRODUCTION
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

Two-phase gas-liquid flows inevitably occur in

energy-generation facilities such as large condensers, Experimental Test Loop

- steal generators, or civil engineering structures like The experimental test loop in this study consisted

pilings submerged in a wave flow containing bubbles, mainly of a diffuser, a settling chamber, a nozzle, a

Vibrations induced by the two-phase flow aggravate rectangular test section, upper and lower tanks, a

troubles in such facilities, pump, and an air compressor. The loop was vertically
Investigation centering, first, on a single installed. The test section, at the center of which a

* cylinder is the most important way to clarify the circular cylinder was set, had a 30 x 100 mm cross

" nature of flow-induced, unsteady forces acting on a section and was 200 mm long. The nozzle connected to

cylinder and to further the understanding and the test section had an area contraction ratio of 9: 1.

prevention of two-phase flow induced vibrations in Two layers of honeycomb net installed 80 mm apart in

cylindrical structures involved in the construction of the middle of the chamber produced a uniform velocity

tube banks or offshore pilings, profile at the test section's entrance. The approach

Hara(1982) reported interesting results concerning velocity profile was examined using an OEI laser

- the unsteady lift force acting on a stationary circular doppler anemometer (LDA) And found to be uniform within

cylinder in a two-phase air-water cross flow: The 1% outside boundary layers. The intensity of the main

force is rather periodic and less dependent on the flow's turbulence was approximately 10% at a flow

two-phase flow void fraction when it is volumetrically velocity of 0.6 m/s in the test section.

less than 10%. For a void fraction exceeding 10%, Air was injected into the water flow at the exit

. however, the fluid force becomes less periodic and of the settling chamber through 11 one-mm-diameter . -

: increases rapidly with the void fraction. circular holes located at a 15 - pitch in a 10-m-

To understand this characteristic of the two-phase brass tube with a wall 1 W thick. The average air

flow induced lift force, it is necessary to study flow bubble was 5 mm in the test section.

characteristics around a circular cylinder, paying The circular test cylinder was 15 mm in diameter
particular attention to vortices shed in the cylinder's and 30 mm long. Two 1 mm holes for measuring pressure
separated flow region. fluctuations were made in the middle section of the

"4 This paper deals with experimental results cylinder, one located at the cylinder's base and the

concerning pressure fluctuations on the surface of a other at a 900 angle point of the cylinder.
circular cylinder immersed perpendicular to a two-phase The cylinder was installed at the center of the test

air-water bubble flow and velocity fluctuations in a section, perpendicular to the flow.

separated flow region of the cylinder with respect to
air bubble concentration in the flow. Statistical Instrurentation

values such as root mean square, power spectral Pressure. Pressure fluctuations of the cylinder
density, and coherency are evaluated for both surface and a test section wall were measured using twonuctuations and compared with those for a single-phase strain gage pressure transducers, and were amplified by

water flow. The major results are as follows: dynamic strain amplifiers. Electric signals from these

(1) The correlation between the pressure fluctuations ware transmitted to a microcomputer, which

fluctuation at a point on the cylinder's calculated differential pressure fluctuations.

surface at a 900 angle to the flow and Velocity. Average flow velocity and fluctuation

velocity fluctuation near that point for a were measured using an OEI 5 mW LDA system around the



test cylinder and transmitted to the microcomputer for velocity component distribution against the cylinder's
further data processing. circumferential coordinate, in degrees. The two-phase

Bubble Motion. Air bubble size and rise velocity flow void fraction ranged from 0.0--a single-phase
were measured by a bubble detector consisting of two water flow--to 20%. .1
light-emitting diodes driven by an electric pulse time This indicates that the point where average -
series with different frequencies, two photodiodes for circumferential velocity was zero remained at the same
detecting light passing through the test section, and position ( 6 1100, corresponding to the separation
an electronic logic circuit to measure the duration point of a circular cylinder) as that of water flow for

* when no light was detected. a two-phase flow with a void fr-action 1ess than or
. Data Processing. Pressure and velocity equal to 7%. However, when the void fraction rose
. fluctuations transduced to electric signals were above that value, the zero velocity point moved

digitized by an AD converter with a sampling period of downward with void fraction increase, reaching
0.01 S. 1024 data for each fluctuation were used to 2 s 1220.
evaluate average value, RMS, PSD, and coherency. From Figure 5 shows the distribution of turbulence
data obtained by the bubble detector, bubble size in intensity of the circumferential velocity around the

. the flow direction and speed of rising bubbles were cylinder for void fractions from 0.0 to 20%. At
- calculated by the microcomputer using 1024 data sampled e = 1100, the intensity of water flow did not show a
. at 0.01 a. clear peak, but point e 1 1100 was concluded to be

the separation point for the cylinder according to
Experimental Conditions Schlichting (1965). For a two-phase flow with a void

%The approach velocity in the test section was fraction less than or equal to 7%, the intensity had a
0.60 M/s with a turbulence within 10% and uniformly sharp peak at point e 1100, meaning the two-phase
distributed across the tTst section within 1%. The flow separation point for the cylinder remained at the
Reynolds number based on the cylinder's diameter was same position as that for a water flow. This finding
0.9 x 104. The Strouhal number was 0.22 for a is also supported by Figure 4. The peak in turbulence
single-phase water flow. intensity distribution moved downward with a void

The void fraction defined as air volume flow rate fraction increase up to 205.
Q- divided by total air and water flow rate This and the downward shift of the zero
Qa Qwj was 0.0, 0.024, 0.048, 0.070, 0.091, 0.12, circumferential velocity point in Figure 4 indicate
0.15, and 0.20 for measuring pressure fluctuations and that the two-phase flow separation point moved toward
circumferential flow fluctuations near the cylinder the cylinder's base with void fraction increase when
surface (Figure 1). For flow fluctuation measurement the void fraction exceeded a certain value--9% in our
in the separated region, a void fraction less than 10% case, for example.
was used.

Figure I gives measurement points of flow velocity Velocity Fluctuation in a Separated Flow Region
fluctuations, where points along the cylinder surface In-line Axis Distribution. Along an in-line axis
are only for measuring the circumferential component of at X/D z8/15, the in-line flow-velocity component was
velocity fluctuations, points on the X z 8 line for measured using the LDA system. Figure 6 gives the
in-line components, and points on the Y z 9 line for average velocity against Y/D for a void fraction from
in-line and cross-flow components. Pressure 0.0 to 9.1%. The shape of the distribution is roughly
fluctuations were measured at a point at a 900 angle similar for each void fraction. The minimum point of
to the flow and at the cylinder's base. the average velocity corresponded to the position in

" Uncertainty in RMS values of velocity fluctuations the shear flow region closest to the cylinder's %
due to bubbles passing the LDA measurement area was separation point.
evaluated and found to be less than about 10%. Due to air bubbles flowing upward with a slip

Bubble size in the flow direction measured by the velocity to water flow, the average velocity in the
bubble detector was 5 to 6 m, depending on the in-line direction became larger than that of the water
two-phase flow void fraction. Thus, the ratio of flow.
bubble size to cylinder diameter was about 0.33:0.4. Figure 7 illustrates turbulence intensity in the

in-line flow component against Y/D for water and
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS two-phase flows, showing a similar distribution for

each case. The dominant peak in the distribution
Correlation between Pressure and Velocity Fluctuations corresponded to the minimum average velocity point in

The intensity of pressure fluctuation at a point Figure 6. For a two-phase flow with a small void
900 from the stagnation point in the mid section of fraction--e.g., o( 6 9.1% --turbulence intensity was
the cylinder's surface is given in Figure 2 in terms of markedly reduced in the region of Y/D being 0.2 and
RMS value against void fraction. Pressure fluctuation 0.6, which belongs to the cylinder's shear flow region,

S.. increased slightly with a void fraction less than 9%. because the qverage velocity was almost twice that of
It increased rapidly, however, for void fractions more water flow, while the RMS value of flow velocity

" than 10%. Cylinder surface pressure fluctuation thus fluctuation was slightly smaller than that for water
showed two different trends for low and high void flow.
fractions, also reported by Hara(1982). Cross Axis Distribution. In-line and cross-flow

Figure 2 also indicates velocity fluctuation in components of velocity fluctuation along the axis at
the main flow direction at point X/D a 8/15 and Y/D = 3/5 were measured using the LDA system, and their
YD 2 0.0, showing a trend very similar to that of average and RMS values evaluated. Figure 8 gives
pressure fluctuations. average values of flow velocity fluctuation in the

Note that the dominant frequency component in in-line direction for void fractions from 0.0 to 9.1%.
pressure and velocity fluctuations was 9.0 Hz for void The distribution shape with respect to coordinate X/D
fractions less than 9%, equal to that of vortex was very similar for each void fraction. There was,
shedding from the cylinder, however, a very significant trend in distributions:

Figure 3 gives coherency between pressure and When the void fraction increased, the zero cross point
| velocity fluctuations measured at the same points as in of the average velocity moved slightly Inward, meaning

Figure 2. For void fractions less than 9%, both had that the shear layer, defined as the average velocity
good coherency at 9.0 Hz, meaning a high correlation derivative dU/dX being positive, became widened L

due to an identical vortex-shedding cause. However, Slightly as Void fraction increased.
for 04 z 9.1%, coherency at 9.0 Hz was comparatively Figure 9 gives the cross-flow component of the
small. average velocity against coordinate X/D. This

component was rather small compared with the in-line
Circumferential Velocity Fluctuation Around a Cylinder component, but the distribution shape was complicated.

Average and fluctuating circumferential velocity In the region whore X/D was larger than about 3/5,
at points from the stagnation point to the base and the distribution shape was very similar ,or each case.
0.5 am away from the cylinder surface (Figure 1) were In the region from minimum to maximum points of

measured by an LDA system. Figure 4 shows the average distribution, however, a recognizable difference was
found, meaning that, when voil fraction increased,



distribution shifted inward. i.0 at 9.0 Hz for void fractions C x : 0.0 to 7M),
Figure 10 gives the vector diagram of average flow meaning pressure fluctuation may be said to be mainly

velocity along line Y/D x 3/5, where solid arrows produced by velocity fluctuation even for two-phase
indicate water flow and empty ones two-phase flow with flow with a low void fraction. Considering the water
a void fraction of 9.1%. flow situation, velocity fluctuations near a separation

This diagram indicates the following: point are generated by vortex shedding from the
(1) Flow in the wake directed toward he cylinder.

cylinder and wake region narrowed more for a Figures 4 and 5, then, indicate that the two-phase
two-phase flow with a void fraction of 9.1% flow separation point of the cylinder remained at the
than for water flow. sme location as that in water flow for low void

(2) Corresponding to this, the shear flow region fractions.
widened more for the two-phase flow than for Thus, two-phase flow velocity fluctuations at a
water flow. point close to the separation point may most probably

(3) Inside and outside the shear flow region, be generated by vortex shedding for low void
U became slightly larger for the two-phase tractions. We thus conclude that, when a two-phase
flow than for water flow and, in the wake, flow void fraction is less than or equal to about 10%,
both components (U , V ) of the average a circular cylinder sheds vortices in a way similar to
two-phase flow velocity were larger than for those in a single-phase fluid flow.
a single-phase water flow. This indicates
bubble motion mainly influenced the in-line Two-phase Flow Separation Point
component of average velocity in and outside Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the two-phase flow
the shear flow, but, owing to the very small separation point of a circular cylinder remained at the
flow-velocity value in the wake, bubble same position as that of water flow when the void
motion in the wake region affected both fraction was less than or equal to 7%. When the void
velocity components, fraction was more than about 10%, however, the

Figure 11 gives RMS values of flow velocity separation point moved downward and reached the 1220
fluctuations in both directions for X/D at Y/D 2 3/5, point of the cylinder for cX a 20%. This is a marked
where empty symbols correspond to water flow and Influence of air bubbles on the flow structure around a
half-solid symbols to a two-phase flow with a void circular cylinder.
fraction of 9.1%. Triangles correspond to fluctuations Figure 14 aids in understanding this air bubble
in the in-line direction and circles for the cross-flow effect, and indicates bubble arrival frequency,
direction component. The RMS of the in-line velocity measured by the bubble detector, against the void
fluctuation had a large peak at X/D 2 8/15 for water fraction, where solid circles indicate the average and
and two-phase flows and, in the wake region, the the broken lines indicate average-standard deviation.
magnitude was almost the same. When the void fraction was about 9%, the

There was a large difference in RMS value between average-minus-standard-deviation frequency crossed the
water and two-phase flows in the main flow region: The line of vortex shedding frequency St z 0.22.
RMS was almost twice for a two-phase flow with Rising air bubbles are known to produce turbulence

9.1% to that of water flow. The cross-flow component around them. Thus, bubbles flowing upward with a slip
of velocity fluctuation had a local peak in its RMS velocity near a cylinder's surface may disturb the flow
distribution against coordinate X/D for both flow in the boundary layer. The more frequently air bubbles
situations, and the peak position shifted inward for pass near the boundary layer, the more intensely the
the two-phase flow compared with water flow. In the flow is disturbed.

" wake, the cross-flow component of two-phase flow This indicates that the two-phase flow boundary
velocity fluctuation was slightly smaller than that of layer of a cylinder may become very turbulent when the

• water flow but, in main and shear flow regions, both void fraction becomes larger than about 10%, leading to
components of two-phase flow velocity fluctuation the analogy that the turbulent boundary layer of a
became somewhat larger than those of water flow. two-phase flow forces the cylinder's separation point

Figure 12 gives turbulence intensity OA / 7 of to move downward.
the in-line component of velocity fluctuation against

. coordinate X/D at Y/D : 3/5. The distribution shape Turbulence Structure in a Separated Flow
" was very similar for each case, and the dominant peak In-line Axis Turbulence Structure. As Figure 7

located at X/D z 2/5 (. 0.4) for both water flow and the indicates, two-phase flow turbulence intensity was
two-phase flow with a void fraction less than or equal almost half that of water flow in the shear flow
to 7%. However, for a void fraction of 9.1%, the peak region. This reduction in intensity is mostly due to
moved slightly inward. Turbulence intensity in the the large increase in average velocity in the shear
wake was somewhat smaller for two-phase flow than that flow region owing to the relatively large velocity of
of single-phase water flow. However, in the main flow air bubble rise. The structure of two-phase flow
region, the intensity for two-phase flow was larger turbulence intensity distribution was very similar to
than that of water flow. that of water flow, as indicated in Figure 7, but the

Figure 13 gives the turbulence intensity for the dominant peak in intensity distributions, apparently
cross-flow component, where the vertical axis expresses generated by vortex shedding from the cylinder,

* turbulence intensity O'v/ V and the horizontal axis decreased markedly in magnitude for a two-phase bubbly
coordinate X/D at Y/D a 8/15. The void fraction ranged flow.

* from 0.0 to 9.1%. Peak location at X/D 2 2/3 was not This may indicate that vortex shedding contributes
influenced by adding air bubbles to the flow. This less to turbulence in the two-phase flow:
peak position coincided with the point V x 0 at Bubble-mot ion-generated disturbance may contribute more
X/D a 2/3 in Figure 9, or the outer edge of the shear to flow turbulence than vortex shedding.
flow region (Figure 8). The inner peak shifted Cross-axis Turbulence Structure
slightly inward for the two-phase flow due to bubble Figures 11, 12, and 13 summarize the peak location . -

motiqn because of a very small flow velocity in that of turbulence intensities OCu/[and Ov/V, and of RMS
direction. value C'u, with respect to coordinate X/D and void

fraction cC in Figure 15, where symbols with
, 3CUJSIO0 parentheses ( ) indicate uncertainties in experimental

data not being small due to high _ air-bubble
Vortex Sledding in a Two-phase Flow concentration in the flow. The T u/ Ui peak in

The cylinder's Strouhal number was 0.22 in Figure 12 indicates the inner edge of the shear flow
' single-phase water flow. When dominant frequency f of region because of V a 0 at the position of this

pressure fluctuations at the 900 point on the peak. The outer peak of Tv/" indicates the outer
cylinder's surface is employed for nondimensional boundary, because 7 was almost zero at X/D 2 2/3
nimter fD/U, this number equals Strouhal number 0.22 (Figure 9). It may thus be said that air bubbles in
eveM in two-phase flow with a void fraction less than the flow did not influence the width of the shear flow
or equal to 9. 1%. Figure 3 indicates that coherency region when the void fraction was less than or equal to
oet'e pressure and velocity fluctuations was almost 7%. For a void fraction over 9%, however, the inner
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and outer edges of the two-phase flow shear layer (2) The two-phase flow separation point of the
generated by the circular cylinder were refracted circular cylinder stayed at the same
inward and outward. position as that of water flow when the void

The position of the 0u peak ooincides with fraction was less than about 9%. It moved
the trajectory of the vortex center flowing dOWnstrea downstream, however, to the cylinder for a
because at the position on the vortex center high void fraction two-phase flow (C >10%).
trajectory, flow fluctuation in both directions may be (3) The shear flow region generated by a
maximum for single-phase flow. This is supported by circular cylinder immersed perpendicular to
the fact that peaks in 0u and OGv for water flow were a two-phase bubble flow had almost the same ".

located at almost the same position, X/D 0.57, as flow structure as that of water flow when
Indicated in Figure 11. the void fraotion was less than 9%. For a

The peak magnitude of Ou for Ot a 9.1% two-phase void fraction higher than 10%, the shear
flow was slightly larger than that for water flow, and flow region was widened inwardly and
the difference between thee seems to have been caused outwardly.
by air bubble motion in the flow. Thus, the peak of (4) Corresponding to (3), above, the wake
0% for both water and two-phase flows ( 0( 9. 1%) may narrowed compared with that of water flow
be produced by vortices shed from the cylinder, when the void fraction was higher than 9%.

The discussion above indicates that the vortex (5) The vortex center trajectory was not greatly
center's trajectory is bent inward with an increase in influenced by disturbance generated through
the two-phase flow void fraction. bubble motion in the two-phase flow.

(6) Critical void fraction d(c was about 10%,
which classified flow characteristics into
two--one similar to that of a single phase

This paper dealt with experimental results on fluid flow and the other peculiar to a
turbulence characteristics of a separated two-phase two-phase bubble flow.
bubbly flow around a circular cylinder, and showed the
following major conclusions:

(1) Vortex shedding from a circular cylinder BIBLIOGRAPHY

still occurred in a two-phase bubble flow Herm, F., 1982, "Two-Phase Flow-Induced Forces Acting on
when the void fraction was less than about a Circular Cylinder", ASHE PVP-Vol.63, 9.
9% and the bubble/cylinder diameter ratio Schlichting, H., 1965,"Grenzschicht-Theorie", Verlag G.
was about 0.4. Braun, 736
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A COMARISON OF TRIPLE-MOMENT TEMPERATURE-VELOCITY CORRELATIONS

IN THE ASYMIETRIC HEATED JET WITH ALTERNATIVE CLOSURE MODELS

by

I. Dekeyser, B.E. Launder,
IMST, Marseille, UMIST, Manchester,

. France. England.

ABSTRACT temperature variance, e2 occur are not coincident.

In these circumstances there is liable to be
Measurements are reported of all triple moments of departure from the commonly prescribed simple connections

velocity and temperature in a heated asymmetric two- between the scalar and dynamic fields - such as a
dimensional turbulent jet involving velocity fluctu- uniform turbulent Prandtl number or time-scale ratio
ations in the x -x 2 plane. The data thus obtained have R (Launder, 1976). The experiment, which is one of
been compared with those given by alternative algebraic several on asymuetric turbulent flows to have been
models of the triple moments using, in the model performed at the IMST in recent years (for earlier
formulae, experimental values of the second-moment studies see Beguier et al (1978), Keffer et al (1979))
quantities and the dissipation rate of kinetic energy, has given special attention to the measurement of the
The study supports the view that in strongly asy snetric triple products of velocity and temperature which appear
flows the contribution of mean temperature gradients to as the diffusive transport terms in the conservation
the triple moments can be appreciable. The comparison equations for the second-moments. These measurements
also provides some support for the use of the general- are directly compared with various simple models that
ized gradient transport hypothesis in approximating express the triple-moments in terms of second-moments
dissipation of the triple moments. and their gradients. In addition to forms already in

the literature the present work considers the addition
1. INTRODUCTION of two further elements that extrapolate to the triple

products ideas that have in the past been widely used in
Host current efforts in second-moment closure closing the second-moment equations.

adopt highly simplistic representations of the triple
correlations appearing as unknowns in the transport 2. TRE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
equations for the second-moments. This practice may be
regarded as both an invocation of the principle of Apparatus
receding influence and an appreciation that, since the A full account of the complete experimental
non-zero triple moments are more numerous than those of progr e is provided by Dekeyser (1982, 1983).
second-rank, to adopt other than a rudimentary approxi- Accordingly we here provide only a brief summary with
mation may let the computer budget get out of hand. lh.le emphasis on the measurement of the triple-moments.
undoubtedly a cruder approximation suffices for third The shear flow is formed by a heated high-velocity
than for second-moments it is not by any mans air jet (- 30 m/s) discharged through a slot 10 mm high
established that the currently popular algebraic models and 200 wide. The sir is heated in passage through a
give sufficient accuracy or width of applicability, low-velocity settling chamber upstream of the jet contr- .
Indeed, Lumley, Zeman & Siege (1978) have argued action. The chamber consists of a dozen grills, each
persuasively that the diurnal growth of the mixed layer comprising 8 cylindrical electrical heaters. In the
in the atmospheric boundary layer is crucially dependent experiments reported here the air at discharge from the
on the triple-moment approximations and that an explicit slot is warmed to approximately 32

0
C above ambient

" . account of gravitational contributions to the triple- temperature. Buoyancy effects are entirely negligible.
. moment balances must be included

1
. On its lower side the heated jet mixes with what, for the

IThe presnt paper has arisen from an exanation of purposes of the present study, may be considered an
another flow - one with more direct connection with infinite uniform-density stream. It is in fact a low
engineering flow probleme - in which diffuaive transport velocity (8 m/s) unheated air stream discharged through
is mre than usually important. This is the heated a square opening 200 m high. The low-velocity stream
asymenatric jet shown in figure 1. A heated plane jet is bounded on its lower side by a smooth wall. The hot
mixes on one side with stagnant surroundings and on the jet is free to entrain stagnant ambient air on its upper
other with a moving stream. The shear flow has two edge. Side walls are provided to constrain the shear --
features of particular interest: firstly the scale and flow to an essentially two-dimensional development;
the intensity of turbulent motions on the side of the measurements showed that the streausise enthalpy flux

* jet mixing with stagnant fluid is markedly higher than was conserved within 5% over a development from 40-100
on the other; secondly the unequal entrainment rates slot heights downstream.
that result produce, after some development distance.
a flow in which the maximum temperature is shifted Instrumentation
laterally with respect to that for velocity. Thus, The mean velocity and temperature fields were mapped
unlike the sysoetric jet or wake, the regions where the respectively by a pitot tube and chromel-constantan
"generation rates of turbulence energy k and mean-square thermocouple, the sensitivity of the latter offering a
", precision of about 0.2K. To improve stability the cold
This point of view is implicitly supported by the junction was in facz placed in the unheated uniform
earlier third-moment closure study of the same stream.
problem reported by Andrd et &l. Temperature fluctuations were measured by a "cold"
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platinum wire lu in diameter and 0.4mm long with a crude ones, of the exact third-moment equations. It is

resistance of about 1002. The wire is placed on a reasonable to regard the formula resulting from any

Wheatstone bridge circuit and heated by a constant closure as a "package" whose usefulness does not

current of about 10uA. There is a 3000:1 signal necessarily reflect the correctness (or otherwise) of

amplification and an electronic compensation circuit the individual closure assumptions made along the

for thermal inertia. The overall sensitivity is way. For example, all models considered here explicitly

approximately 5OuV/K. For the majority of the measure- neglect convective transport of the triple-moments and

ments the cold wire, which was aligned normal to the it is likely that the more successful schemes are

flow, formed part of a 3-wire probe. The other two implicitly making some accounting for this in the choices

wires, of 5u diameter platinum were arranged as cross- made for the various empirical constants. Our attention

wires (the angle between the wires being approximately is confined to relatively simple schemes that can be

900); the planes formed by each of the three wires with adopted without greatly adding to the computational P.

the mean flow vector were mutually parallel. It was labour involved in numerical simulations of turbulent -

operated with an overheat coefficient of 0.8 giving a shear flows with second-moment closures.

wire temperature of approximately 200K above ambient. The exact equation for the transport of triple

The sensitivities of the wires to velocity and tempera- velocity products for a uniform density shear flow

ture fluctuations were determined by constricting unaffected by external force fields may be written:

calibration curves for wire emf as a function of velocity

for a series of different mean temperatures spanning the Dutu
range encountered in the experiment. The cold wire-T -- 1 P. k + Pijkz + disk2 + bijk-

sensibly responded only to temperature fluctuations; t .j-. j ij"
the hot wires were significantly sensitive to both 

9
Ceneration' Diffusion Pressure

velocity and temperature fluctuations though, as we see interactions
in figure 2, the rate of change of E

2 
with voltage was

independent of velocity. This encouraged the decision (1)

that the hot wires should be employed without linearizers. 3ijk (
The separation of the instantaneous fluctuating velocity .4 ,

components and temperatures was achieved by means of an Dissipation
anologue circuit consisting of operational amplifiers where

similar to those used by Schon and Baille (1972). To
obtain the triple correlations the separated velocity +(uu km, uki ujum,m Ujk iUm,m)

and temperature signals were passed through two

successive amplifiers (the second a quadratic amplifier), u U
mltiplier and a high-pass filter with a low- ijk2 

=
- iujUm Uk,m 

+  m Uj,m uju
kum

frequency cut-off set at liz to remove the continuous -.-

part of the quadratic signal. The ame circuit allowed d - + ".'." I

simultaneous measurement of the double and triple ik - iUkUm 2P -
k 

6im + ukui 'aM

correlations with the help of a DISA correlator.
+ u. u. - u6u

The Measurements 
i 1 m

All the measurements reported hereunder were obtained u u. u

50 jet slot heights downstream of discharge. The mean 4ijk - (P/n)(uij,k ukui,j 
+ 
UjUk,

i

velocity and temperature profiles in figure 3 indicate
that the temperature maximum is displaced relative to t..j . um + u. 2M -jiumu,m
the velocity maximum in the direction of the stagnant
surroundings. Figures 4 and 5 show the profiles of Th ndy

rms velocity and temperature fluctuations. The data of The notation is given under Nomenclature but is, in any
figure 4 were taken without heating the jet. The case, what is standardly adopted. The pressure-
diffrent stsere taken with theire the containing correlation 0--k may be decomposed into adifferent sets were taken with the wires in the x -x2 n-lerpati-l olodpulyofutain

plae A,0, , , ) o te ~ plane (4 a , V1 as non-linear part *ijkl coia~osed purely of fluctuatingplane (6, 0, A, 4, 0) or the x -x 3  pl n ( ,j j)ks - -

noted above, iilimearised sign3ls were used except for quantities and a J linear part , comprising
oed ave, (A). ne d Thg were ised anp encouran uproducts of triple-moments and meaivilocity gradients. .' .

one case () There is an encouraging uniformity Cormack at al (1978) in drawing comparisons with severalo b t a i n e d f r m t h e v ar i ou s r u n s . A s w o u l d b e e x p e c t e d ,si p e t p l - l o t y c s u e r p s a s o n ud d h t

the peak turbulence intensities occur on the upper side simple triple-velocity closure proposals concluded that
of the jet mixing with stagnant surroundimp. The the scheme of Hnjalic and Launder (1972) performed the

temperature variance is more symmtric than the turbu-
lence intensities, reflecting the fact that the mean

temperature profile is also fairly symetric. The three e neglecting convection and diffusive transport by
sets of data included in figure 5 were obtained from pressure and molecular action
a single 'cold' wire alone (0), a cold wire incorporated o approximating the pressure interactions by
in the 3-wire probe but with the two hot wires turned
off (6), and from the 3-wire probe in which the hot 7ik -- uk/T (2)

wires were functioning. There is close agreement between 1. "3

the first two profiles but some contamination of the and neglecting OiJk
cold proble signal by the hot wires is evident on the 2
side of the jet mixing with stgnant surroundings making the Gaussian approximation for the quadruple

though this only becomes serious for values of n greater velocity moment in d
than unity. It is, of course, necessary to use this -.- '

last operating mode for finding 6 when forming corral- - uu. u u uu uuu (3)
ations with the velocity field. uiujukum  U kUm UjUk i u Ki m

The experimental data for the triple-moments are
compared with the various model proposals in section 4. s retaining Pikjl exactly but neglecting Pijk2 and cijk

The resultant algebraic equation may be reorganized to

The present section outlines the models of t h e c"uu 4u ,. 8 1

triple asents to be compared with data of the asymetric or, for brevity, -uiuuk coTCij k  (4)

jet in she next secz ,; approximations are provided for
uiujul , uleuk and * u, which appear in the second- The time-scale T in equations (2) and (4) is taken "

mment qustions for the Reynold stress (7-), scalar (k/) and the recouaended value of the empirical
flux (u.4) and scalar variance (e).It is cgnvenient coefficient c is 0.11. A similar, though simpler,

to present the various models as closures, albeit very version of the above form was earlier proposed by Daly
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and Hlarlow (1970): from considering the e' budget in the atmospheric

-uu. * c' T uu uu,(5) boundary layer that the usual assumption of local
uk 3 isotropy cannot be too freely applied to the triple . ..

moments. The viscous destruction terms in (1) consist
Eq. (5) may be thought of either as a simplification of of products of velocities and velocity gradients. Local
(4) (in which just the first term is retained) or, more isotropy would lead us to discard these terms because
directly, as invoking the general gradient transport fine-scale motions (wherein the velocity gradients are
hypothesis dominant) are generally held to be uninfluenced by

large-scale activities. It is now accepted, however,
-; -' " ' ,,£ (6) that there is some measure of linkage between the two:

the most energetic large eddies are also the ones carry- - -

a proposition extensively employed by the Los Alamos ing the most intense fine-scale activity. In view of

group in the late '60's and early '70's. In fact the the foregoing it might appear reasonable to apply the
value for c' of 2.0 suggested by Daly and Harlow (1970) general gradient transport hypothesis to model ti...
has not beed found to be usable by other groups. From eq. (6) and the definition of Eij k (followini eq.
Wyngaard and Coti (1974) employed the same model but (1)) we obtain: . .
with c' - 0.3 while Launder et al (1975) adopted 0.22. "

Bisides the established simple proposals represent- tijk (-  k ij,z +Uuu Iikk + uu tjk,.)
ed by equations (4) and (6), certain elaborations of
them have been here examined. The first is purely (11)
the inclusion of mean-strain generation, P.k2 No
approximations are needed and the triple moent where t.. a 2uu. u. . oreover, if we now apply to

model that results may be expressed: iJ i, j,m
the second-moment dissipation term the usual assumption

c"T(G.. -of local isotropy t.. - 2 6..t we finally obtain:
'-i-uuk ik Tk,- (7) 7 1 3,

ijk6. '1ki j t k 'u i + i jk)This form has been compared with the present measurements ik * -c T tg (kuij + 6ki + 6j) (12)
of Dekeyser (1982) with some overall improvement on Three models of -aq. (6). However, a weakness (at least in concept) of Three molsof u.u.u o are compared with the measurementseq n h folwn keto hs re q ()(h
eq. (7) is that if one decides to include P.. one intallawnge Todelr; eq. ( 4) the
should also introduce a model for the -k,2o Hanjalic-Launder model); eq. (7) with the further
mean-strain contribution to 0.. (the part referred to as addition of dissipation, eq. (12); and eq. (7) with the
meansr~a i~k addition of dissipation (eq. (12)) and non-dispersive

At eecond-moment 1Jlevel a simple yet
useful and very widely-used approximation for the pressure interactions (eqs. (9) and (10)). The veryeffects of pressure fluctuations on mean-strain simple gradient diffusion version given by eq. (5) did

generation is that known as the 'isontrpization of somewhat less well overall than eq. (4) (Dekeyser, 1982)
production' model: and to avoid unnecessary clutter its variation is not

prduton odl shown on the curves in question.

i -c2 (P1 j - . 6iPjkk) (8) Precisely parallel treatments to those discussed above at

where ',j2 and P.. are respectively the non-dispersive some length have been applied to the correlations giving
pre r inter tion and stress-generationratesin rise to scaler flux usionu-Ga t diffusion ofthe scalar variance u 0. For the former case, omittingthe u.u. transport equations associated with mean molecular transport keffects, the exact equation may be
stai 3 (for further details see, for example, Launder written %

* et al, 1975). This same idea has been applied to model
pressure effects on stress generation rates by buoyant D-.--ui8 = + d
forces and to the corresponding non-dispersive oressure Du kiel ki02 ki'l + i +kie2
effects on scalar flux generation rates, Launder (1975). Dt
The coefficient c and the corresponding constants
that arise in appioximating the other processes "kie (13)
mentioned by this isotropization-of-production idea are
usually chosen in the range 0.5 ± 0.1. The model has where the symbols on the right side of (13) have an
never been applied, so far as we know, to the triple- analogous significance to those in eq. (1).
monta but it would seem an obvious extension to The most widely applied algebraic approximations to
suppose: (13) neglect convective transport, molecular dissipation,

0 O. Pgeneration due to mean field gradients P.... and the
* ij -5 Pijk2 (9) contribution of pressure transport in d ki8"A2ki6. -- ,

Closure is effected by approximating the pressure
Here, as in corresponding approximations later, we set interaction as:

., the coefficient equal to 0.5 on the grounds that that
value is roughly what has been used in models involving = - lc;1 ui-/T (14a)
the double moments and that, in view of other uncertain-- kiel 6 ' i
ties, it is unlikely that any more refined tuning of
the individual coefficients can be contemplated at - 0 (14b)
present in view of the relative imprecision of the kie2
experimental data. In fact, if we are to apply the assuming a normal distribution for the quadruple
isotropization-of-production idea consistently we correlation in d
should assume that pressure fluctuations remove 50% of
.... too. Launder (1982) points out that the exact dke -"u.-- gm

(but unclosed) expression for 0.. obtained by ki - (u-ui
eliminating the pressure (via solutioAjkl of its + um )(15)

Poisson equation) in favour of velocity fluctuations 1) k,
does indeed suggest the need for such a process. and by retaining Pki61 withcut the need for approximation:"' Accordingly we would take ki.Il

~~~~7 -J e i  + (16) "...c*ijl " (10) Pkiel um.. + ui 7m, + 7 i ,m (16)
Introduction of eq. (14) - (16) into (13) produces:

The neglect of the dissipative terms in equation (I) is -u--7.6 - ct(ukum ui + uiu 8 + um uuk,) (17)
usually justified on the grounds of local isotropy. a 1 ,m I m uk6,m m i ,

Wyngaard and bunuararajan (1979) among others have shown a form essentially the same as that proposed by Deardorff
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(1973). This is equivalent in its modelling concept to Some workers (e.g. Launder and Samaraweera, 1979) have
eq. (4). Simpler derivatives have been used in which retained just the first term in parentheses to
the last term on the right is discarded (Owen, 1973) or facilitate numerical solution. However, this truncation

- the last rwo terms (Wyngaard and Cotd, 1974). These is less successf u han (23) in describing the measured
simpler versions are less successful than (17) in distribution of ue , Dekeyser (1962).
reproducing the distribution of u across the Two elaborations of eq. (23) are considered here.
asymmetric jet, Dekeyser (1982), ak "will therefore not One is the form which results from retaining the
be incluaed in the present comparisons, constituents of (23) but now' adding mean temperature - "

The oissipative term C denotes the following gradients from P. 2, and approximating tkeZ by the
- group of terms: ike generalized gradieni transport hypothesis. Assuming,

"___as in approximating ekiel that tk6 2 0 leads to
ij6 (aZ: ,m,m iUkm ,m) + 2v6Ui,mUkm A

(ke2 he issT pt 6,1 (24)

Application of the gradient transport idea to the first where e is the dissipation rate of T The other form
pair of items on the right of (18) produces a quantity considered includes, in addition, the IF model for

proportional to qke21:

T i k = - uk 2  - 0.5 Pke2l (25)

- However, the molecular dissipation of heat flux t. is T
zero if, as before, we asse ocal isotropy to aly ~to The two forms u reciseulyi allel the models considered

all the fine-scale, secon,'-mo,-nt correlations; the te r s f uk a uk.
are thus discarded. The ttiir.. term, while strictly not
in a form appropriate to the gradient transport idea may 4. COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS AND EXPERIMEh"IS
nevertheless be treated in C. s way if we regard the

* instantaneous temperature ab iimply a "marker" of velocity The previous section has presented models for
- fluctuations. With that assumption the model for e ik8 velocity and scalar triple moments in terms of second- -.-

emerges as: moment quantities and their gradients. Here we compare
.C the predicted distributions of the triple moments with

-Lik c T'-£ E 6ik (19) directly measured values. In doing so we take from
* Finally, if one adopts the 'isotropization-of-production' experiment the values of the second-moment quantities

(IP) concept eq. (14a) is replaced by appearing in the various models. This goes equally for
the dissipation rates c and c though in this case the

- -0"(20) values used were those duceg as the closing term in
kie = ce-I u -05kiel (0 the kinetic energy and 8 budgets (in the former case

T with pressure diffusion neglected).
The mean-field generation rate P ",2 arises from both In the comparisons the three coefficients of (4),
velocity and temperature gradientS: (17) and (23) (i.e. c2 ,c and c* ) are, for uniformity,

--___ all set equal to 0.1 A(nS significant improvement would
Pki82 - (u7u £ + U + )(21) result from optimizing them separately). The

corresponding coefficients in the more elaborate models
Dekeyser (1982) concludes, however, that the contribu- (i.e. c,5e and S ) are taken as 0.075 irrespective of
tion of mean velocity gradients is barely significant whether or not t~e IP model is included. The dissipation
compared with that due to temperature gradients, coefficients c, c E sand "c . take the values 0.2, 0.1
Moreover, is associated only with velocity and 0.3 which mouns to c6oosing the value of the
gradients okio2 (not temperature gradients) and accord- coefficients in eq. (6) to be 0.15, the value adopted
ing to the IP model its effect will be to halve an by several workers in approximating the same correlations
already marginal contribution to P.k"e Accordingly, in the dissipation rate transport equations (wherein they
Okie2 and the first two terms on the right of appear as dif;^ion terms).

eq. (21) are omitted. Comparisons between experiment and model prediction
In section 4 we compare the distributions of are provided in figures 6, 7 and 8 for respectively the

ui-k resulting from eq. (17); from eq. (13) used in triple velocities, the scalar flux transport and the
c€n unction with eqs. (14), (15), (16) and (19); and eq. scalar variance transport. The usual thin shear flow
(13) closed by means of eqs. (15), (16), (19).. (20). approximation has been mde with only cross-stream_U aproiato hasben ad

The exact equation for the transport of ukC may be gradients of mean or turbulence quantities being
written: retained. Let us consider first the measurements of the

-M[ triple-velocity correlation. In all figures the
D. e Pke2l Pki 2  2 dk82  k82, + Pke22 stagnant stream is on the right. The large scalemkixing
D" g-.this side is reflected in the large valves of u

" Lk82 (22) u1 u2, u U2 compared with corresponding levels on "the•~ 2. -"u
Again the sy.,iols retain a physical significance consist- side of the ..ar flow entraining moving fluid. In
ent with eqs. (1) and (13). The specific correlations contrast the u profile is almost antisymmetric with the
denoted by the production and dissipation terms in (22) peak magnitudei on each side being nearly the same. This
are probably reflects the fact that this is the only one of

the triple velocities presented in which mean-strain
Pke2l - ', 2 ue, generation is negligible. The two profiles involving

odd powers of uI are fairly similar in shape with

Pk (u 2  U e8 e) positive values on the edges and negative values near
k22 L k,1 'kL ,1the.. tre. The most complicated behaviour is displayed

Sa- 2(vX) + 2 .. by u u2 with two minima and two maxima. The three models
'ke e Jk, * 2. j j, for 1 all succeed in mimicking the basic features of

The counterpart of equations (4) and (17) is obtained the profile shape; for example, they unerringly
from (22) by neglecting convective transport, molecular provide the correct number of maxima and minima for each
and pressure contributions to d 2, and mean field grad- component. The simplest of the three schemes, eq. (5),
ients. On introducing the aus,an approximation of performs less well, however, than the othe%. Of the
quadruple oments and the usual return-tooisotropy two new models tested, for all except for u , the
representation for the fllowing-for version that includes the IP model for non-Aispersiverepesetaton or ... ,the following form, due to

Deardorff (1973) ame 
2i: pressure effects does slightly better; it gives a

g.Fticularly impressive account of the undulations in
- I kB - cT i , 2. ui,£- (23) ulu2 for(x2 -x2 ) less than 3cm. For the exceptional

92~~~~~/ - * 2 L 0 u
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case, however, it produces an abrupt change of sign of The stud' does not necessarily weaken the case fcr the
the ;orrelation on the moving-stream siae whicn is two modelling ideas c'siderec herein but it does

not present in tne data. 4il__urns out to be provokec suggest that on their owt. they are insufficient. Various
by a term proportional tc u UlU, which coes not further explorations are prompted that ray leac to mcre
appear in either of the other d mocels. All schemes definitive improvements; amog. these the question cf
produce markedly lower values than measured on the adopting a single turbulent timt scale (k/c) as character-
stagnant stream side. hot-wire errors associated with izing the rates of progress of all the pressure inter-
intermittent, high-intensity turbulence will almost 4.t~ons is one of the more sez2us. In the case of
certainly produce measured values that are too high for u9 , the thermal time scale -ic would cezrainiv have
(x -xi ) > 5 . Nevertaeless,. it seems unlikely that blen preferable. Alternative modelling suggestions by
e ertental error in u.u.u k is the principal cause of Lumley (1978) also merit testing.

the difference. The po~r~agree
me
nt could point to a A major concern must be the use of the Gaussian

fundamental weaknss in the models and/or it might approximation for the quadruple moments in inter-
reflect an estimate of c (obtained as noted as the clos- mittent regions. The only reason for retaining it is
ing term in the kinetic energy equation) that was also that there is no alternative available that seems
too high near the low velocity boundary

+
. convincingly better. Lumley (1978) has correctly

The scalar flux diffusion shown in figure 7 commeented that conceptually the most satisfactory
exhibits (like the temperature and scalar variance treatment of intermittent regions is to model them as
profiles) a closer degree of symmetry about the two precisely that. One might envisage either adopting
sides of the jet. Interestingly, slightly higher P&4. a transport equation for the intermittency itself
values now occur on the moving-stream side. le u'i (Libby, 1975) or developing a scheme based on probability
displays an uncomplicated variation that for u'E sho~s density functions. Before such approaches would attract
inflectional behaviour near x4 . The t!bJe mokg also interest amongst those making practical calculations,
show quite different distributions for u .e and e in the however, they need to be shown to be necessary. Whetner

central re-zion broadly in line with measrements. In the this is so can be most effectively oetermined by incorp-
case of u e the measured levels near the shear flow edges orating the third moment models considered into a second-
are markeAly higher than given by any of the models. It moment closure stucy of the present and other asymetric
would have to be said that though the two models flows.
introduced in the present study give somewhat different
distributions than eq. (17) they cannot really be said ACEIOWLEDGE-TS
to be in any ber-er overall accord.

The scalar variance diffusion in figure 8 exhibits The experimental work was undertaken at IMST,
a complex variat. across the jet. The most striking Marseille, and is published with the permission of the
feature is that u6e takes on large negative values over Director. Especial thanks go to Dr. C. Bdguier for
the interior of tie shear flow. This reflects the fact his material help and suggestions on all aspects of the
that negative values of u, (brought by newly-entrained experimental programme. thiss L. Towers at UMIST has
fluid) are associated witA larger fluctuations about the prepared the camera-ready version of the paper. Authors'
mean temperature than those of positive uI. The same names appear alphabetically.
feature of the flow i .. sponsible for the large,

negative readings of u e for (x -x ) in the range REFERENCES
2-5 cm. None of the mdels succeedi min reproducing
these features. Apart from this (serious) weakness, Andrg, J.C., de Moor., Lacarrire, P., Therry, G. and
however, all three models capture broadly the trend of du Vachat, R. 1979. 'The clipping approximation
the 41_sributions including, for example, the fact that and inhomogeneous turbulence simulations. Turbulent
the ul0 profile should display three maxima and two Shear Flows - 1, 307. Springer Verlag, Heidelberg.
minima. The two models here introduced give rather
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NOMENCLATURE ci. s, se,." 
'

d width of exit slot

d diffusion of (likewise for velocity- I
temperature 3rd moments; subscript --
identifies quantity)

k turbulence kinetic energy Figure 1 The flow configuration

p fluctuating pressure

P.. generation rate of Reynolds stress

P generation rate of uk due to Reynolds stress

ijk gradients (1) and men strain (2)

T turbulent time scale (k/ ) 55 1 ,.1 4 ....

ui  fluctuating velocity

Ui  mean velocity U z1,8 .

U mean streamwise velocity (in x 1 direction) 
M

u, rms velocity fluctuations in x1 ,x 2 and x 50
v',w' directions

x streamwise coordinate

.2  cross stream Cartesian coordinate with origin at

velocity maximum

X x2 position of temperature maximum 45 -

x distance from x to position on stagnant stream- ,
side where U is half maximum value

x 20 distance from position of maximum temperature
difference to position on stagnant stream side 10

where Ae is half maximum value AO(C)

Yu intermittency of turbulent velocity sequel

C dissipation rate of turbulence energy Figure 2 Hot wire sensitivity to velocity-- and temperature

ijk 'dissipation' rate of uiu j k  
anepr.r

n u x2/x2 J
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§Abstract " Abttract ited by the Kolmogorov velocity and microscales and mul- ' -

Through a combination of small scale statistics and flow ied by the Komogorov owit and microscaes iand"-"-
visuliztio wewil shw tat te sallscaes f anumri- tiplied by the -5/3 Kolmogorov power law. The theoreticalvisualization we will show that the small scales of a numeri- prediction of Pao (1965) for a Kolmogorov constant of 2.45 ",

cally generated turbulent flow are strongly aligned around pedio hof a 9)r a Wolmogororicontan of "
vortex tubes. Movies of the time developing flow will be is plotted by the dashed line. While experimental values for

the Kolmogorov constant as high as 2.1 have been reported.
used to illustrate the nature of these structures. An nthis value is much higher than the usual experimental value
subrange is found with a Kolmogorov constant, a, equal of 1.4 to 1.7 (see Monin and Yagom, 1975, p.483-485. To
to 2.45. This is consistent with simulated and measured understand the apparent differences between the calculated
values for the skewness, but disagrees with experimental and experimental Kolmogorov constant we must consider
values for the Komogorov constant, which usually range the velocity derivative skewness. From this we will conclude
between 1.4 to 1.7. that fitting the calculated spectra to Pao's theoretical form

.Introduction leads to anamolously high values for the Kolmogorov con-
One approach to investigating the small scales of tur- stant.

bulence is through the higher order derivative correlations We examine three derivative skewnesses, defined as fol-
such as skewness and flatness factors. Experimentally lows: the velocity derivative skewness
(Antonia et al, 1982), this has been done for the velocity
and temperature, which is a passive scalar when buoyancy
is negligible. Our approach will be to use direct numeri- )) >,-+- "S S = --- (I) "
cal simulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa- 2 2

tion and several passive scalars to calculate a variety of <(C'7z) >
third and fourth order derivative correlations between the

* velocity and passive scalars. We will then show how these the mixed derivative skewness
correlations are related to turbulent structures seen in three
dimensional graphics. < >

The advantage of direct numerical simulation is that S.02---(2)
more detail can be obtained than experiment and the con- > < (&) 2 >
ditions can be more closely controlled. The only higher and the scalar derivative skewness
order correlations accessible to a single probe (hot wire)
experiment are the simple derivative skewness and flatness. < (2F >

But because all components of the velocity are known in so ( (3)
a simulation, one is able to study many other correlations. < ()9 >
We have studied a forced isotropic flow extensively and In our simulation the velocity and mixed derivative
begun work on an infinite shear flow with a temperature skewnesses are negative and reach a maximum amplitude
gradient. The code uses up to 128 cubed mesh points and of 0.5, independent of Prandtl number, and do not in-
Taylor microscale Reynolds numbers up to 85. Details may crease further with Reynolds number (figure 2). This
be found in Kerr (1981) and Rogallo (1980). contradicts predictions made by phenomenological models

(Kolmogorov, 1962 and Frisch et al, 1979) and experi-
.Spetna and skewnesses ments at very high Reynolds numbers (Tavoularis, 1978),

The most distinctive feature of fully developed tur- which all say that there should be a slight increase
bulence is the jA Kolmogorov inertial subrange. Because with Reynolds number. Theories by Saflman (1968)
we force the large scales in our code we are able to "drop" and Tennekes (1968) support our conclusion and experi-
Into the middle of the inertial range and do not need to ments by Klebanoff (private communication) find S, con-
waste computing power simulating large scale eddies. In stant and equal to -0.43 for R\ between 40 and 200
figure 1 we plot several three dimensional velocity spectra in a boundary layer. In isotropic flow the scalar
for different Reynolds numbers. These have been normal- ",'
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LEGEN (17k) - 0.2. It the calculated Kolmogorov constant is
57 R - 8_.2 to be consistent with the experiments (that is a -- 1.7),

X 37.2 then at wavenumbers less than those simulated the correct,
37.2 spectrum must be below Pao's form for a = 2.45. The 4-

,-) FAO skewness would not change in this case because the major
-----------------.. contribution to it comes from the wavenumber regime al-

- ready simulated. Experimental spectra by Champagne et
al (1977) show an ultraviolet bump which is similiar to
the spectral shape we have proposed. Additional experi-

- ments which determine both the Kolmogorov constant and

the skewness and make detailed comparisons with Pao's
spectral form would help answer these questions.

C." "- §Fourth-order correlations
,,.,,"" Four fourth order rotationally invariant velocity deriva-

10 "  10 -  1 0 tive correlations identified by Siggia (1981) are

-. -,-< C > (8)
derivative skewness will be zero. But experiments in '.=-C

shear flow with a temperature gradient (Sreenivasan and C2
Tavoularis, 1980) show it to be the order of one. Initial 12 - (9)
anisotropic simulations of ours support this result.

In isotropic flow it can be shown that the velocity deriva- I =< Waiei3 ejkWk > (10)
tive skewness is related to the fourth-order moment of the and
spectrum. To do this we use the following equation. and-< .t>, (11)

Id f f where e is the rate of strain and w is the vorticity.
,k 2Tk kE,(k) dk. (4) w

2v .dt f f2vj Experimentally only one fourth order velocity derivative
correlation has been measured,

I f --0, we fnd that --- 15 ;i< (;--)4 > 1 () ":-:

"2 f k2 T(k)dk 2 2if k'E(k) (5) f 2  
2  F T=7 < e2 >2 ' (12

r ; .'. 5 ( r .) ! 5 ( T J 7 )1 : ? '
~F I GURE 3-,

When we integrate our spectra by this formula we find "DRE CS-. F'OURTH-OROER VELOCITY CORRELATI ONS
S, - -0.5. If we integrate the spectral form of Pao (1965),

to ""E(k) -ac2/
3k-518exp(- 1.5ave-113k0 3 ) (6)

LEGEND
we find o- F1.

S. -2.40a9 /2 . (7) o - 3F2
.-F3

For S. = -0.5, a = 2.85. For a typical experimental +- F4
Kolmogorov constant, a = 1.7, (7) gives S, = -1.08, ,
which disagrees with the experimental measurements of the - -

skewness. If the experimental values for the Kolmogorov C-.-."'r

constant and the skewness are correct, then Pao's spectral 1 . -4'' . . .. ..
form is clearly a poor approximation to the experimen- 6 '.10" '1'0
tal spectra. There are also significant differences between
the calculated spectra of figure I and Pao's form near
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It increases with Reynolds number (Antonia et al, 1982), second correlation, , shows a strong anti-correlation
with an exponent between 0.25 and 0.32. When normalized between the direction of vorticity and the direction of the
by the rate of strain, ,, 12, and 14 increase with Reynolds scalar gradient.
numbers in our simulation in a similiar manner, but each
has a different exponent (figure 3). If power laws are applied §Graphics
to F, , F2 , and F4 in figure 3 for R, greater that 28 we find While the assortment of statistics presented might seem
exponents of 0.18 ± 0.03 , 0.29 ± 0.03, and 0.37 ± 0.03. bewildering, each one predicts a different aspect of how the
respectively. The lack of a single scaling exponent seems small scales are aligned. To demonstate the alignment we
to contradict a major assumption of the phenomenological have plotted short lines which represent the vorticity, scalar
models. Using crossed wire probes experimentalists should gradient, and rate of strain fields in figures 5 to 7. These
be able to measure some of the correlations we have studied are poor black and white, two dimensional projections of

and test our results. what our color movies will show. The fields have been
The scalar derivative flatness conditionally sampled and only those grid points where

the field is above a threshold are shown. The vorticity
( 4A and scalar gradient are vectors and their direction can be

F#- = (13) represented by short lines easily. The most striking fea-
Z )2 >2 ture of the vorticity is its tendency to align in tubes, with

the vorticity along the tubes. The scalar gradient is also p-
is observed to increase with Reynolds number in a man- found in structures, with the gradient perpendicular to the --

* ner similiar to the velocity flatness both in experiments structures. Our movies will show that these structures are -'" -

(Antonia et al, 1982) and our simulation, but with a larger sheets wrapped around the vortex tubes. The low value for
exponent (figure 4 This implies th e temperature the second vorticity-scalar correlation (17) predicts that the
field is in some sense more intermittent. The scaling ex- scalar gradient and the vorticity should be aligned in this
ponent depends on the Prandtl number. If Fe - 3&") scanneo

for Prandtl numbers 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 we found ap = 0.45 manner.
0.4, Pand 0.36,espet0.I 0. 1The rate of strain is a tensor and cannot be represented -,0.40, and 0.36, respectively, by single lines. Instead we plot only one of the principal

There are four rotationally invariant correlations between rs s trin ata we plot the largest
rates of strain at a time. In figure T we plot the largest

the velocity and scalar derivatives which are discussed in principal rate of strain at the conditionally sampled grid
detail by Kerr (1981) and Kerr (1983). These are points. In all cases this is the compressive component. It

can be shown that the velocity derivative skewness is related

F < V 2> 2 > (14) to the trace of the rate of strain cubed, and that because p
F l V < 2 > < C

2 > the skewness is negative, we expect the compressive com-
3 < 8O/OzieSejk 8/OZ@k > (fsmc.-: F w -- (15) potent of the rate of strain to dominate at the conditionally ..._

<~e =9 <e< VO2 > < e2 > sampled points. One should notice that the rate of strain

__ V#~,2 >structures are not as concentrated as the vortex structures
(16) of figure 5. This is expected because the vorticity flatness< V62 > < W2 > (11) is larger than the strain flatness (8). The rate of strain

< (V . W)2 > structures are found near, but outside the vortex tubes and
< VO > < W2 > (17) are strongly aligned with the scalar gradient structures. We

expect them to be near the vortex tubes because F2 is large,
Both correlations between the strain and the scalar deriva- but because F3 is small we expect the largest compobent of
tive show a tendency to increase with Reynolds number, the rate of strain (the compression) to be aligned perpen-
suggesting that the scalar gradients align themselves with dicular to the tubes. Comparison between figures 6 and 7
the rate-of-strain. The first vorticity-scalar gradient cor- shows that the coxrressive component of the rate of strain
relation, Fv#wi, is barely different than its uncorrelated is strongly aligned with the scalar gradient. We expect the
value, showing that there is little correlation between the rate of strain to be aligned with the scalar gradient because
magnitudes of the vorticity and scalar derivative. But the the correlations between them (14,15) are large. We expect

F I G U R 4 4 the compressive component of the strain to be aligned with

VELOCITY PNO D C9LR FLATNESSES the scalar gradient because the mixed skewness is negative.

Our movies will rotate flow fields similiar to those in
LEGEND figures 5 to 7 to give one a better perspective of the three

b o -PR - 2.0 dimensional character of the structures. Then we will show
o - PR - 1.0 the fields evolving in time. Additional graphics planned in-

- PR - C.1 cl ude pictures of the stretching terms in the rate of strain
+ -- - CO 1 and their correlation to the vortex tubes. Figures 5 to 7

come from a 64 cubed simulation at R, = 58. Graphics for
a 128 cubed simulation at R = 83 continue to show strong ..

alignment on the small scales, but more random orienta-
tion with respect to the large scales. Very large numerical
simulations are necessary if one wants to study detail as fine

,,,,"Irri as we have considered. We have made two suggestions to - ..-

!0. :0 1 1 experimentalists. First, that they check the consistency of
the velocity derivative skewness and the Kolmogorov con-
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F I CG L RE s stant. Second, that they use cross wired probes to measure
more of the fourth order velocity derivative correlations.
With this new understanding of the small scales, we hope

that more progress can be made in finding effective means
of modeling the small scales.
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INTRODUCTION
n V.v v 

-

Free boundaries of turbulent shear flows show an 0 0

intermittent character with a sharp interface
separating instantaneously turbulent and non-turbulent Then follows that the indicator function is transported
zones shown by Corrsin and Kistler (1954). Prediction with points on the interface, which are not material
models for turbulent shear flows did not take this point. Thus
intermittent character into account so far. In this
paper a second order closure model for turbulent - -

shear flows based on conditional variables (Dopazo
(1977)) is presented, that allows prediction of and the derivatives of the indicator function can be

intermittency factor, zone-conditioned mean velocities expressed in terms of the interface properties

and Reynolds-stresses. It is based on an earlier
closure for Intermittency factor, mean velocities and p- ()
kinetic energy and dissipation rate (Byggstoyl and and

Kollmann (1981)) which used the concept of turbulent R-
pseudo-viscosity for the turbulent zone. The - ,'(3) (3)
equations for conditional moments contain explicitly
terms accounting for the relative motion of turbulent Turbulent-zone moments are defined by

and non-turbulent zones and the transport of various
quantities through it. Some of. those terms are .W (.Z -"
non-closed on the second- order level and their 5 o%50-f
closure will be discussed. The resulting conditional
Reynolds-stress model will be evaluated by comparison
of calculated properties of various thin shear flows where f <I> is the intermittency factor and non-
with experimental results. turbulent zone moments by

CLOSURE MODEL.

The definition of conditional moments requires
the notion of a non-negative discriminator variable "
(x,t) such that 0 > * > 0 corresponds to turbulent The equations for intermittency factor r and
Tfow at the point (x,t) considered and g < 4 to zone-conditioned moments follow then using standard L
nonturbulent. If randomness and nonzero vorticity methods (see Dopazo (1977) and Byggstoyl and Kollmann
are accepted as properties defining the turbulent (1981) appendix). The equations for first and second ..F-
state of the flow, the scalar is given by order conditional moments contain correlations

0 , , analogous to the unconditional case and new
44 &L correlations representing the interface movement and

transport of mass and momentum through it. The
where L Is the vorticity fluctuation. The closure of these new correlations will be discussed
threshold e for discrimination nmst be larger than subsequently in some detail.

zero for finite Reynolds numbers, because of the
elliptic nature of the differential equations Intermittency factor
governing the motion. Then the indicator function .1
I(L,t) can be defined The exact transport equation for -follows from

[.0 foro(x,t) < c (1) by averaging

-Lit f"rl ,t ~fr, -*"

The equation

S(x,t) -,.t) 0

defines implicitly a surface within the instantaneous
interface separating turbulent and non-turbulent The intermlttency source < V cs)> which is the rate

zones. If the interface velocity is denoted by of entrainment of non-turbulent tluid per unit volume

o the speed V with which the interface requires closure. The model of Byggstoyl and Kollmann

progresses in its normal nz (positive into (1981) can be applied in the form

turbulent zone) relative to the fluid is given by



6v1's - ___ ~with source term4 -

2 Since the equations for Al and k; can be combined
'- , - "et' r/-) (s) according to (Byggstoyl and Kollmann (1981), appendix)

with C 1 1.875, Co2 - 0.06, C93  - 0.1. The and
first on the t hand side represents the

growth of the turbulent zone due to the mean strain,"- - -
the iecond the enhanced transport due to spatial
inhomogeneity and the last term the shrinking of the
turbulent zone due to viscous effects. The last term V's
in (5) reflects the fact that a finite threshold
level for the variable 0 discriminating between
turbulent and nonturbulent zones is used. to the equation for the unconditional mean , the
Consequently should Cg3 be a fuhction of this level following relation for the conditional momentum
such that Co3 vanishes if the threshold value for0 sources is obtained
vanishes. Ior the present calculations however C.3  J- . - -
was simply kept at the given value. Y - i--

The difference of the conditional mean
velocities, which acts as turbulent flux for the

%. intermittency factor, is included in the closure where S a <V (S)> is the source term of the
model. For parabolic flows however only the intermittency equation (4). An order of magnitude
longitudinal components are calculated and it is analysis shows that both terms on the right hand side
advantageous to model the difference of the cross- of (9) are of the same order for the longitudinal
flow components. Thus component in thin shear layers. For the cross-flow

component the pressure-difference term is dominant
and balances the left hand side of (9). Relation (9)
is important for the closure of equation (8) for the
non-turbulent zone mean velocity.

is applied forA- 2 only (C8 .0.15, zi - 1.5). Non-Turbulent Zone Stress Tensor

Conditional Momentum Sources If the discriminating scalar 0 is defined as

enstrophy &4,e , then follows that the vorticity
Conditional averaging of the momentum equations fluctuations in the non-turbulent zone are below the

leads to new correlations representing momentum threshold and therefore negligible. This condition
sources. The turbulent zone mean velocity can be expressed analytically in the Corrsin-Kistler
satisfies (1954) equation (see Dopazo (1977)) for the

nonturbulent zone stress tensor

- # " ' (- (7) where k. _..L and k- k' denote kinetic

energy in the non-turbulent zone. This relation has
interesting properties: The diffusive term

* ~where A t
which appears in (8), can be split into diffusion due

- to normal stresses analogous to the mean pressure and
Z. A diffusion due to shear and normal stresses which are

created at the interface. Furthermore follows that
the interface term can be represented as divergence
of a flux

The source term can be cast in the form -(/0-)

JL The equation for the non-turbulent zone mean velocity
appears now in a form consistent with (9) and (11) as

The non-turbulent zone mean velocity V is governed 4 V - - 5
by ...1.1

i-.. .-- 7 .-]° _-, _ ,: _ , _.:...

Foo V'



It should be noted that in the derivation of (12) the center spike corresponding to the small
only the fluctuations of velocity in the fluctuations in the non-turbulent zone is removed in
non-turbulent zone are assumed irrotational. The the conditional case, thus bringing the flatness
mean vorticity may be non-zero, factors closer to the Gaussian value. The interface

group (exact forms see Byggstoyl and Kollmann (1981))
Turbulent-zone mean velocity requires new considerations. The turbulent zone

propagates into the non-turbulent by increasing the
All conditional moment equations can be cast in a vorticity of irrotational parcels of fluid. This

form analogous to the equation for the unconditional propagation is only possible if the net effect on the
moment plus a collection of interface terms (denoted turbulent zone stress is gain at the expense of
by A with the appropriate indices). For 7 these non-turbulent-zone fluctuations. Thus
terms follow from (7) as

,4 -, 7(- (/g
The contribution due to relative motion follows from

From the closure of the intermittency factor equation model assumptions on entrainment and momentum
follows the expression for the second part without transport introduced above. Then the interface group
new assumptions as is given by

- C5( 141 k; ' '"'' A 9c-r 0::-,j
7L (12v.. -2V1 -X d

For the closure of the first part the exchange of
momentum between the turbulent and nonturbulent zones
is considered. If the turbulent zone is faster It .. ...
will loose momentumn to the non-turbulent zone "T24 -- (k i)
proportional to the velocity difference of the zones "-.

and vice versa. The amount of momentum transferred
depends on the turbulent time scale and the crossing where C5 = 0.5.
frequency of the interface which is given by S N- be ze ss o
Then the following expression emerges Non-turbulent zone stress tensor-.

The principal axis of turbulent-zone and
---- non-turbulent zone stress tensors are not aligned.

Z " Experimental evidence (Byggstoyl and Koilmann (1981))
6'/') suggests that the gradient of the intermittency

where the model for the intermittency source is given factor is close to a principal axis of the
by (5) and c4 - 5.0, z2 .2.0 non-turbulent stress tensor. In the present closure

model these consideraons were taken into account
Non-turbulent zone mean velocity simpj by setting i-r proportional to

S-with a factor C1i . 0.5 for normal
For the closure of equation (12) two assumptions stresses and C12 . 0.2 for the shear stress. These

are required. First the flux 2 must be expressed ad hoc relations do not enter the calculations
in terms of known moments and second the pressure directly and are applied to determine unconditional
difference must be dealt with. For the flux the model stress components only.

Dissipation rate

The dissipation rate in the non-turbulent zone is
negligible, thus provides the propagation of the_.

which is a turbulent viscosity model with CD* = 0.2 CD jnterface a gain of dissipation rate. The model for
reduced constant. The pressure difference terms is S Is then - aassumed to balance with the following group c d, "-

& where C6 .1.0. The complete interface group is
-- given by

% M
Thus the closed equation for k,' is obtained using
(15). It is given in the appendix where the complete
model equations are assembled.

Turbulent-zone stress tensor

The terms analogous to the unconditional forms (are modelled by carrying over the closure assumptions
of the unconditional case (Lumley (1978) and Launder,
Reece, and Rodi (1975)) to the turbulent zone APPLICATIONS
variables. Closure assumptions like quasi- -

Gausslanity of the fourth moment for velocity The conditional Reynolds-stress model was applied
fluctuations have certainly more justification for to several (parabolic) shear flows. For the plane
the conditional case than the unconditional because jet the intermittency factor in fig. 1 shows the -7.
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expected distribution in agreement with the Turbulent zone mean velocity J;."-
measurements of Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976). The
turbulent zone and unconditional mean velocities - V ". -." -) - -
U, in fig. 2 agree well with the experiments of ('f
Gutnark and Wygnanski (1976). The two normal stress --1 f' k.
components for the turbulent zone in fig. 3 show
reasonable agreement with the measurements of Gutmark . - / i
and Wygnanski (1976). In the core region the -A J- ) /C (-iY- ...
predictions are determined by the same modelling '-.
assumptions as the unconditional model whereas in the
outer part the interface terms became significant.
In the outer part of the turbulent zone stresses
l t hofdecrease slower than the experimental values. This k ,42) --:; leads to the smooth mean velocity profiles in fig. 2 61,' .

agreeing well with measurements in the outer part ofthe flow field. The round jet claculation requires a

change of the return to isotropy constant ci (see The intermittency source S=. is given by (5).
appendix) with the present closure to obtain the
correct spreading rate. Then good agreement with Non-turbulent zone mean velocity '-

• -experiments of Wygnanski and Fiedler (1969) is found
for intermittency factor fig. 4 mean velocities (not
shown) and normal stresses fig. 5 and fig. 6. 'c_ --- , + .

CONCLUSIONS

The closure of conditional moment equations leads
to detailed information on the properties of the flowin turbulent and non-turbulent zones. The 2J - -" "
interaction of the zones requires some new model -

assumptions, which are however guided by the ""(""2-.

condition that conditional sources must combine
appropriately to zero for the unconditional moment. -
This approach has further applications such as -- %') L/' ' (AS)
combusting flow, where the instantaneous flame front .1-."3)

S..can be considered as interface.
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APPENDIX

The complete set of model equations for Cartesian , _-- ,,_
coordinates is given here in the form such that
convection along unconditional mean streamlines is 3 _.
balanced by diffusion and sources. 30e, --

""-;'...Intermittency factoyv : " ; ,:,'. -,.. "

'9- Irk g _.
- I l ' 4'd'.9~J where

71,- r,6

101F
• "%

- Z --a ..L rJ

The constants are ci = 1.5 (cI - 2.5 for round
jets) and c2  . 0.4 of Launder, Reece, and Rodi -'"

(1975).

14.1i6,..



Dissipation rate --

e- "-'

" is given by (21) and the constants are co =

015, C =eg " 1.44, C92 " 1.92 of Launder, ReLce,
and RodI (1975).
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THE ASYMPTOTIC DEVELOPMENT OF NEARLY HOMOGENEOUS
TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW

U. Karnik and S. Tavoularis
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Ottawa, Canada KIN 6N5

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

T l f w u r n o gNearly homogeneous turbulent shear flows have been"Turbulent flows with uniform mean velocity gra-

dients and transversely homogeneous statistical fea- generated and studied by several investigators, most

tures have been generated in a specially designed wind- notably by Rose (1966, 1970), Champagne et al 7'Aulhearn

tunnel. Values of the mea shear in the range 13.4 to and Luxton (1970), Harris et al. (1977) and Tavoularis-"%~ andel Valuesn (191) Thee expramnt cana be divided1.4to'

84 s l were achieved by adjusting the centreline speed and Corrsin (1g81). These experiments can be divided

and by inserting grids of different mesh sizes. In all into two distinct groups: the former three correspond

cases, the components of the dimensionless Reynolds to mean shears dU1/dx 2 much lower than that in the lat-

stress tensor attained quasi-universal asymptotic values, ter two. Although the high rhear experiments demons-

while the Reynolds stresses and the turbulent kinetic trate a monotonic downstream increase of turbulent kine-

energy grew exponentially downstream. The present data tic energy, q
2 

-u- i1 in the low-shear experiments, q
2

as well as previous ones are utilized in a search for appears to level down to a roughly constant value.

universal asymptotic features of uniformly sheared tur- Harris et al. (1977) have attributed this discrepancy to

bulence. insufficient flow development time for the low-shear

NOMENCLATURE experiments. Since there is little overlap between the

ranges of parameters of the two groups of experiments,
h height of test section the existing information is insufficient for a conclu-

K normalized Reynolds stress tensor sive study of uniformly sheared turbulence.

L1 streamwise velocity integral length scale Most recently, Tavoularis (1983) has presented a

. I characteristic length semi-analytical prediction of the asymptotic features of

M grid mesh size such flows, which concluded that q2(as well as all indi-

P turbulent kinetic energy production rate vidual Reynolds stresses) and L11 (the integral length2 turbulent kinetic energy would grow exponentially as
q turbulent kinetic energy )
u "barrier velocity" 2 2(x- x r)/(
b q2(x1) - q r (1)
ui  velocity fluctuation in i direction and

i and (xi - x)/
ti streamwise mean velocity L11 - Liir e Ir (2)

, c centreline mean velocity where the characteristic length t, defined as
Xg downstream position of grid Ucq 2  -l

I - - (I - 1 (3)
Sco-ordinate axes; x, is parallel to the flow, ,...

X2  is parallel to the mean shear and X3 is,"
"

"-"Is parallel to the ane is a constant for a given flow; in expression (3), P is
:z. erpedicuar t theabove

Greek Symbols the turbulent kinetic energy production rate

C turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate - UU2dU1 /dx2 and e is the turbulent kinetic energy

v kinematic viscosity dissipation rate. Expressions (1) and (2) have been

verified by the data of Tavoularis and Corrsin (1981).
Suffixes

The purpose of the present study is to generate
) root-mean-square value flows with a wide range of mean shear and initial condi-

() time averaged quantity tions, which will provide sufficient basis for a univer-

)r reference value sal description of uniformly sheared turbulence.



FLOW FACILITY AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES fixed factor (2.2 for the M 2.54 cm grid and 3.0 for the

All xpeimets ereconucte ina secillyde- M 5.08 cm grid) for the entire range of variation of theAll experiments were conducted in a specially de-

signed open-circuit wind-tunnel at the University of centreline speed. The shear reduction factor was also

Ottawa. The air-flow was produced by two centrifugal independent of the downstream position of insertion of

blowers and after passing through a filter, a honeycomb, the grid.

a settling chamber with several turbulence-reducing (b) The Reynolds Stresses

screens and a 16:1 rectangular contraction, it entered The degree of transverse homogeneity of the Reynolds

the final section (shown in Figure 1) which was 30.5 cm stresses was generally comparable to these in earlier

high, nominally 45.7 cm wide, and 518 cm long. The ver- realizations of uniformly shear flows (Figure 3), s0

tical walls of the downstream end (about 304 cm long) of only velocity fluctuation measurements along the wind-

the wind-tunnel had adjustable distance for boundary tunnel central axis will be presented here. To facili-

layer compensation. The free-stream turbulent intensity tate comparisons with the predictions of Tavoularis

at all examined speeds was below 0.3 %. (1983), the data are plotted in semi-logarithmic coor-

The desired mean velocity profile was produced with dinates.

the use of a shear generator, inserted in the flow imme- Typical ireasurements of the centreline development

diately following the contraction. The shear generator of the turbulent kinetic enery q2, the three mean-

consisted of a set of 12 parallel aluminum plates, 15 cm squared velocity components u3, u2 , u3  and the shear

wide and 2.54 cm apart, which separated the flow into 12 stress ulu 2  are shown in Figure 4, which contains one

channels, and a system of interchangeable screens stret- unobstructed flow case (Figure 4 a ) and two cases of

ched across each channel which provided the desired chan- interaction with the two grids (Figures 4b and c). In

nel pressure drop. A flow separator, consisting of 12 all cases, the data followed the exponential law (1).

parallel aluminum plates 61 cm long and aligned with Asymptotic self-similarity of the turbulence structure

those in the shear generator, was inserted in the flow within a major part of the test-section is demonstrated

in order to produce transverse uniformity of the turbu- by the parallel growth of all Reynolds stresses. As in

lent length scales. previous experiments, the order of magnitudes was

As shown in Figure 1, the test section was 442 cm u2 > u u2 > - u

long and was equipped with four frames for the insertion In general, the turbulent intensities presented a

of grids and other flow obstructions. All grids used in nearly stepwise increase across the grid plane. However,

the present experiments consisted of parallel cylindrical grid-generated turbulence decayed rapidly downstream, so

rods and had a solidity of 0.35. Results using two grids that the asymptotic flow development was dominated by

with mesh sizes, M, respectively 2.54 cm and 5.08 cm are turbulent energy production due to shear.

reported here, while measurements using other grids are (c) The Turbulent Kinetic Energy

still in progress. Several measurements of the centreline turbulent

The fluctuating velocity was measured with conven- kinetic energy are plotted together in Figure 5. All

' tional, linearized, single- and cross-wire anemometers; data -re compatible with the exponential asymptotic law

" data acquisition and processing was done using analog (1); the unobstructed flow and the M 2.54 cm grid flow

instrumentation as well as an LSI 11/23 digital micro- correspond to positive exponent coefficients while the

computer. M 5.08 cm grid flow seems to have a nearly zero exponent.

THE MEASUREMENTS Another interesting observation is that, for each of the

(a) The Mean Shear three presented cases, q2  shows almost universal values

The shear generator was designed and, later, further at any given downstream position, when normalized with

adjusted by trial and error, in order to produce the the centreline mean velocity U * Although the value of
c

highest possible shear within the wind-tunnel llmitations. U should not be a factor for determining the asymptotic
The maximum shear measured exceeded 100 s"- but corres- turbulence structure, it seems to act as a scale for de-

ponded to unstable fan operation. Typical stable values termining turbulent intensity level.

of the mean shear attained Included 43, 60 and 84 sl (d) The Dimensionless Reynolds Stress Tensor

corresponding to centreline speeds U equal to 6, 9 and In all examined cases, all components of the dimen-
13 m/s. In all cases, the mean shear remained constant sionless Reynolds stress tensor, Kij. retained constant

in the entire test section, excluding the boundary layers asymptotic values within significant regions of the test

near the four walls (Figure 2(a)). section, as shown typically in Figure 6. Characteristi-

As expected, insertion of a grid resulted in signi- cally, in all cases the Initial values of K11 , K2 2 , K33
ficant reduction of the mean shear, although the resulting were closer to each other than the asymptotic ones; fur-

flow also had uniform mean velocity gradient (Figure 2(b)) thermore, a reversal of the relative magnitude of K22
and nearly homogeneous velocity fluctuations. Interes- and K33  occurred for the two grid cases. These obser-

tingly, each of the two grids reduced the mean shear by a vatlons confirm the predictions that the asymptotic tur-
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bulence structure depends on the shearing mechanism tions) had widely different values of the above para-

,. alone and that all initial condition effects disappear meters; the same happened when the dimensionless total

downstream. strain (.xi/Uc) dU1 /dx2  was used as the independent

(e) The Integral Length Scales variable.

Preliminary measurements of the streamwise veloci- At this point we recall that Hasen's (1967) stabi-

ty fluctuation integral length scale M  are presented lity analysis predicts a "stability barrier" for the

in Figure 7; these scales were determined by integrating initial disturbance of turbulent kinetic energy that can

the corresponding autocorrelation function up to its be expressed as

first zero. Considering the crudeness of the measure- L dUl/dx2  (6)

ments, it appears that for each type of flow, L11 de- Ub R2 /3

velops independently of the values of the mean shear Substituting for the Reynolds number R - (dUl/dx2 )/v

dU1 /dx2 and the centreline velocity U C The develop- one gets

ment law of L11  depends strongly on the grid mesh size. 1 dU 1/3 2/3
4 The available data on L 1 are compatible with exponen- Ub dX2 ) v (7)

tial development laws but with exponent coefficients dif- Figure 8 shows an excellent correlation of the ex-

ferent from those of the corresponding turbulent kinetic ponential coefficient l/ with u bV From this figure,

energy. it appears that, in flows with u > 4.5, q2 grows ex-

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS ponentially, while in flows with 3 < ub < 4.5, q2  rea- .

The present and earlier experiments span sufficient- ches a constant asymptotic state. Ongoing research is

ly wide ranges of mean shear, Reynolds number, dimension- expected to resolve remaining questions.
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stability criteria for uniformly sheared flows. The ex- -

ponential law (1) permits three possibilities for the

downstream evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy q2,

depending on the value of the ratio c/P: exponential

growth for P > c, constant value for P s c and exponen-

tial decay for P < c; these three cases correspond to

positive, zero and negative values of the inverse charac-

teristic length l/t. As Table I shows, only the first

two cases have been observed experimentally, the third one

possibly corresponding to extremely weakly-sheared turbu-

lence. An attempt to correlate the values of c/P and

1/1 with the value of mean shear failed because experi-

ments with the same dU1/dx2 (but differing initial condi-



TABLE 1

Unobstructed M 2.54 cm grid M 5.08 cm grid Tavoularis Champagne Rose Mulhearn Units

flow at x/h - 4.5 at x/h - 1.04 & Corrsin et al. & Luxton

Uc  6 9 13 6 9 13 6 9 13 12.4 22.21 15.15 4.5 m s -1

dU,/dx2  43.5 60 84 18.4 28 38.4 13.4 20 29 48 12.9 13.7 5.45 s

K11  0.59 0.56 0.55 0.58 0.55 0.53 0.57 0.55 0.52 n.53 0.47 0.50 0.47 -

K22  0.19 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.19 0.25 0.22 0.22 -

K33  0.22 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.24 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.31 -

-K12  0.165 0.165 0.165 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.155 0.155 0.155 0.14 0.165 0.16 0.165 -

3.02 3.32 3.18 5.75 4.54 4.44 - - 4.36 m

/P 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.66 0.58 0.55 1 1 1 0.57 1 1 1 -

LI, 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.053 0.051 0.037 0.0254 m

(xj/h-11) ms

ub 6.06 6.74 7.55 4.48 5.16 5.73 3.11 3.56 4.03 5.89 3.85 4.36 3.64 m s
L b x 103

16:1 contraction
slots for grids "d/Uct A

shear generator 1 2

flow separator 108 /
1 0

0 o -i.:-
8 0 0

442c 6 • •• v

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the wind tunnel. 2
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0,,,ii-' Figure 3. Typical transverse distribution of rms turbu-
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. u , o- uIU 2/:2; U 13 m/s,

x-'" - 7. , oxj/h -10.0, 0 xl/h-13.0. (a) dU1/dx 2 - 84 s" , (b) dU/dx2 38.4s
"-,

(b) with M 2.54 cm grid; U -13 m/s, (c) dUi/dx2 - 29 S..

Sd1/dX2 -.38.4 s'; grid position:

xg/h-1.04, 0 x /h - 4.5.
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A COMPUTATIONAL PRESTON TUBE METHOD

W NITSCHE. R.THUNKERC.HASERLAND
INSTITUT FUjR LUFT- UND RAUMFANRT.TU-B3ERLIN (FRG)

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION AD PRELIMINARY REMARKS

* A computational Preston tube method to determine Local wall friction forces are one of the main quan-
local wall friction forces is presented, which unlike tities of interest in experimental boundary-layer in-
the conventional Preston tube method offers a greater vestigations, as the local wall shear stress represents

* scope of application. The method is based on measuring one of the boundary conditions of wall shear layers. Con-
the dynamic pressures of two wall-Pitot tubes of dif- siderable effort has been made to develop dependable me-
ferent diameters and determining the local wall shear thods to measure these wall friction forces. A survey is
stress by applying a mathematical boundary-layer law to given by WINTER (1977).
the flow velocities corresponding to the measured dyna- The Preston tube method (PRESTON, 1954) is one of

* mic pressures. The method is verified experimentally in the most widely used shear stress measuring techniques
a laminar-turbulent transition flow of a flat plate, in due to its simple construction and practicability. It is
a pipe entrance flow, in a turbulent pive flow with sud- based on the similarity law of turbulent boundary-layers
den enlargement, in strongly non-adiabatic turbulent uy

aboundary-layer flows and in turbulent boundary-layer u + f(y) ; u + y - . (1)
flows with adverse pressure gradient. u

This law of the wall is used to the effect that a
NONCLATURE measured quantity proportional to the velocity (in this

case the dynamic pressure of a wall-Pitot tube) can be
A+ Van Driest constant coirelated to the local shear stress at known distance of - "

A 2Speed of sound the measuring point from the wall (yeff). The correlation
cf - Tw/P.u2 Skin friction coefficient between the dynamic pressure and the corresponding wall
cp Specific heat shear stress is usually represented by a calibration
D,Di,2 Pipe diameters curve of the type:
d,di,2 Preston tube diameters + d2 

+ T d2

d u.d/v Non-dimens. Preston tube diameter q - F(T
+
) ; q+4 , T (2)

K Displacement factor
% Y 1,2..-i Iteration parameters The calibration parameters q+ and T can be obtained

.T - u1 /aw Friction Mach number directly from the variables of the law of the wall Eq.(]),
p Static pressure when half the diameter of the Preston tube is taken as
p + (v/O"'.4)

4
d B.-l. pressure parameter the characteristic wall distance: 2

q + q2 2 Dynamic pressure, Ptotal -Pstatic +uT d/2 )2 UT d/22
- qd /4p"v Non-dimens. dynamic pressure q+ - (- ) (- ) (3)

Heat flux rate 2uT 1
" Re Reynolds number This direct relationship between th- calibration pa-
" T Temperature rameters and the boundary-layer variables permits the ca-

u Mean flow velocity libration curve according to Eq. (2) to be calculated
u- u/uT Non-dimens. mean velocity directly from the wall law (NITSCHE, 1980), Fig. 1.
uT u Vt1  Shear stress velocity
x Longitudinal coordinate __ . . . ..______________--__

y Distance from wall
y * U.y/V Non-dimens. distance from wall W.-

Bq 
6.w/(P'cp.T)w'u T B.-I. heat flux parameter

K v. Kirmin constant
X- 8TW/0i Friction factor ",-.
XV kThermal conductivity
0 Density
Tw Wall shear stress
* Tw-d2 /40p.V2  Non-dimens. wall shear stress

v Kinematic viscosity -

S Subscripts --- NPL~~~.... CAtLCULAM (K-t) _"% .
", DDiameter n'3 ,.

e Boundary-layer edge "-'.','. e,
f Fluid ___________________________

alMean value dition D O EU e' - -
W Wall condition DMNSIONLESS PRESSURE q

x Longitudinal direction
Free stream condition FIC. I: CONVENTIONAL PRESTON TUBE CALISRATION CURVE



" This calculation was carried out using the appropri- 30
ate law of the wall of turbulent flat plate flow and

* ,.fully developed turbulent pipe flow respectively accord- T,- 3A
ing to VAN DRIEST (1956) u T.., 4'& ,C

u+2 dy ()20 -VAN ONEST

Kt - 0.4 ; A
+ 

= 26 "

and the simplified relationship for the effective T.
wall distance z ." "-C

r, % Yeff. " (d/2)K ; K 1.3. (5)M r/ m~ u smes ."..

The results compare well with the empirical calibra-

tion curves according to PRESTON (1954), PATEL (1965) 0 62
and the N.P.L. (1961), and hence, this calculation illus- 10* 10' y; 10' 10.
trates some essentials of the Preston tube method: 101.

(1) The Preston tube calibration curve is mainly CALIOJTI cuW415
about the transformation of a boundary-layer sim- q',,(T7 /"
ilarity law into directly measurable quantities
of a wall-Pitot tube. The term 'calibration
curve' is justified in so far as the correlation I0-'
of the dynamic pressure to the effective wall
distance of the corresponding velocity is an in- 

, -.-

plicit part of the calibration, whereas the calcu- _7
lation assumes Yeff to be known. 1O1 TA.

(2) For boundary-layer flows whose law of the wall
deviate from the classical case, the calibration
curve shown in Fig. I no longer holds true and "
unrestricted use leads to principle measuring
errors. 101-

(3) To determine wall friction forces correctly in 
0 q

such cases (due to the direct relationship be-
t een boundary-layer law and the calibration FIG. 3: MEASURING ERRORS IN NON-ADIABATIC FLOWS
curve), we have to take into account calibration (a): LAW OF THE WALL (b): CALIBRATION CURVES
curves that have been modified accordingly. In-
vestigations for some boundary-layer parameters flows, whose law of the wall deviate significantly
(dimensionless pressure gradient, heat flux, from Eq. (4), is exemplified in Fig. 3. To represent the
friction Mach number, wall roughness) have been measured boundary-layer profile of a strongly non-adia-
carried out by NITSCHE (1980) and HABERLAND/ batic turbulent flow (heat flux rate 4w--120 0 W/m2 ) in
NITSCHE (1982). law of the wall coordinates, the wall shear stresses re-

( sulting from the classical calibration curve for three
(4) aliratin crve canot e frmultedforPreston tubes of different diameters were used. As shown

boundary-layer flows whose similarity law is un- in Fig. 3a, increasing probe diameter causes growing de-
known, and the classical Preston tube method as viation in the measurement as compared to that obtained
well as the extensions based on the use of the from a aublayer fence. This effect is explicable from
similarity laws fail. Fig. 3b, which shows the calibration curve for this flow

The correlation of the dynamic pressure to the type, calculated from the law of the wall of non-adia-
effective wall distance mentioned in (1) has been simpli- batic turbulent flows given by NITSCHE, TH!)NKER, HABER-

. fied according to Eq. (5) in the calculation of Fig. 1. LAND (1983), compared to the classical calibration curve.
As shown in Fig. 2, a more accurate function of the dis- Increases in dimensionless pressure due to larger probe

9. placement factor K can be obtained by means of an approx- diameters lead to increasing measuring errors when using
imation of the calculated calibration curve to empirical the classical calibration curve and to considerable devi-
formulas. For the following calculations we use a K-func- ations when the boundary-layer is represented in law of
tion close to the curve obtained from the PATEL formulas wall coordinates, Fig. 3a.
but for d+>lO0 fitted to the experimental results of The need to consider modified calibration curves for
Mc MILLAN (1956). changed wall laws, as mentioned in (3), is evident from

The principle measuring errors mentioned in (2) Fig. 3. A further example is depicted in Fig. 4, which
using the classical calibration curve in boundary-layer shows the calculated calibration curves for compressible

flows given by HABERLAND/NITSCHE (1982) as compared with
.7 the experimental results of ALLEN (1973) and the empir-U Y _ CALCULATED FROM ical set of calibration curves according to BRADSHAW/

YORI.K CALIBRATION CURVES: UNSWORTH (1973) based on these measurements.
X- PATEL

.URMY/A 00 ~.103 096
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-oo This extended Preston tube method based on physical
boundary-layer similarity laws, offers additional possi- 7I

bilities in terms of applications. However, since we can- BASIUS

not assume the boundary-layer laws to be known as a mat- " -0
ter of principle for all flow types, general validity
has to be ruled out. In addition, there are hardly any
promising formulations available which describe the ..4
boundary-layer for many flows by means of similarity

laws. Thus, the demand for a more generally valid Pres- PRESSURE DROPton tube method necessarily requires the separation of W-
the method from physical boundary-layer laws in order to I- 0 CP (d..mm)(Boaic ra) -
overcome the restrictions they always involve. 7i

COMPUTATIONAL PRESTON TUBE METHOD REYNOLDS NUMBER R e
As has been mentioned in the introduction, the con-
vn as breen umentod in the introdio, xteson- FIG. 6: FRICTION FACTORS OF FULLY DEVELOPED TURBULENT

*ventional Preston tube method as well as its extensions PIPE FLOW. CPM AND PRESSURE DROP DATA
are based on the unambiguous correlation of a velocity,
corresponding to the measured dynamic pressure, to a replace the classical Preston tube method. Fig. 6 il-
characteristic wall distance and the wall shear stress
determination via a boundary-layer similarity law. The lustrates this with a comparison between the measured
dtnaions ovthi s bodrrelation selaresseby the friction factors of a fully developed turbulent pipe flow,unambiguousness of this correlation is expressed by the which were determined with the aid of this computational
fact that the diameter of the probe can be chosen freely method and by means of pressure drop measurements respec- I:.
within the range of validity of the assumed boundary-lay- tively.
er law, i.e. identical wall shear stresses are measured
using probes of different diameters. The unambiguousness Extension To Boundary-Layers With Unknown Law Of The Wall
of the measured shear stress has naturally to play a very
important part in extending the Preston tube method to
boundary-layer flows with unknown wall law: The former As a consequence of the assumed wall law, the compu-

method fails due to the assumption of a non-appropriate tational Preston tube method in its basic version is cer-methd filsdue o te asumpionof nonappoprate tainly subjected to the same restricti ons as the conven- .
* law of the wall, as can be recognized by different wall til ujce otesm etitosa h ovnshear stresses obtained from probes of different diame- tional method. However, it may be used in boundary-layers

te. stesses ac tainexent tm preesa of if t al- with known parameters of influence, for example in thelors To a certain extent, the reversal of this fact al- case of non-adiabatic turbulent flows as shown in Fig. 3,l o w s c o r r e c t me a s u r i n g v a l u e s t o b e e x p e c t e d f o r a n u n -th o g a n l o u ap i c i n o f p r p i t e w l l w s
-"known wall law, if we succeed in formulating a boundary- through analogous application of appropriate wall laws. ...

known w l, w u eHowever, even this method has to fail in measuringlayer law which yields identical wall shear stresses when the wall friction for unknown wall law, as the necessary
applied to dynamic pressures of Preston tubes of differ- una u rrtion o f measuredadnami pressr to

S ent da trsbiguous correlation of measured dynmic pressures to
the wall law can no longer be formulated. The intended ex-

Basic Method tension thus requires the introduction of the unambiguous-
ness of the resulting measured value of Tw as an addi-
tional criteria. The basic method described above can re- %As shown in Fig. 1, the conventional Preston tube main the starting point, it is, however, applied to the

calibration curve can be computed by numerical integra- measu-ed dynamic pressures of two Preston tubes of differ-
tion of the wall law, Eq. (4), taking into account a re-
lationship for the effective wall distance. In practical urt dyamiesure ofe sinle eton be. n casa~plcaton f rhiscalbraion ur~, te pire vaues ured dynamic pressure of a single Preston tube. In case-".

pplication of this calibration curve, the paired values the resulting wall shear stressC3 do not coincide, the
q+ and t

+ 
can be interpolated, however, it is more conve- need for a wall law arises which - even when only mathe-

nient to apply the numerical calculation method by an it- matically formulated - will yield identical wall shear
eration process to the measured dynamic Preston tube stresses for both measured dynamic pressures.
pressure. Fig. 5 illustrates this procedure: In the first In order to achieve a great scope of application,
step, (i-) the boundary-layer profile for a given ini- the law of the wall used here necessarily has tO permittial wall shear stress value is calculated with the aid etensi e aionse w hut ye siola fundamtt extensive variations without yet violating fundamental
of rom the wreaeton t e i wall distance (oba principles of the boundary-layer theory, especially the
taned from the Preston tube diaeter and the displace- boundary condition at the wall. Hence, it is convenient to
ment function in Fig. 2). base this formal law on that of turbulent boundary-layer

Since the velocity ui calculated at Yeff. does not flows, Eq. (4). By including the extension for near-sepa-
satisfy the velocity corresponding to the measured dynam- ration boundary-layer flows, as proposed by SZABLEWSKI
ic pressure, the wall shear stress in the boundary-layer (1969), Eq. (4) can be formulated as a wall law with
computation is varied iteratively, until the calculation three free parameters
matches the measured velocity. The local wall friction
thus determined is equivalent to the TV-value obtained 2(0 + K3 y+)dy

+
"

from the conventional calibration curve, Fig. I, and this 6
computer aided measuring technique can thus completely J [ 4 (Ky

+
)
2 
((+K6y))(I]exp(y+ i+.y/K 2))

2
] .

1- with K, formally corresponding to the v.Kirmin constant, -
y-4 d .o 06-usuf(*, K2 to the Van Driest constant A

+ 
and K3 to the dimension- - .

less pressure parameter p+. For KI-0.4, K2-26, and K3 -O.

G o ut, ./'p-' this wall law is identical to Eq. (4).

Fig. 7 shows a parametric representation of Eq. (6)
IlS' and illustrates the influence of the free parameters as

S-. -u well as the range of application of this wall law.

.4 The flow chart shown in Fig. 8 illustrates the prac-
tical application of the computational Preston tube meth-

,.+ od based on this mathematical wall law. Initially, both
wall shear stresses resulting from the classical law of

T.;tlJi the wall (K1-O.4, K2-26, K3-0O) at'se calculated from theI.measured dynamic pressuresof the two probes. This first

step is identical to the basic method, Fig. 5. In case
L .. I the two resulting wall shear stresses do not coincide,
0.0 00 10.0 15.0 the parameters Ki in the mathematical wall law are gradu-

Ui i ally varied by means of an trial-and-error iteration so

ITERATION IN THE BASIC TOD that the difference between Twl and decreases andFIG. 5: BO1UDART-LAYER thatTIO the difernc betweenHO



K,-0 11 02 a . EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
U . U

In order to verify the computational Preston tube
p 5 method, experimental set-ups were planned which could be

~.*f4~*Oe~pected to show considerable deviations in the boundary-
4 layer laws from the classical cases of a turbulent flat

plate and fully developed turbulent pipe flow. The first
"" ' Kr Z e facility, the ILR-Thermo Wind Tunnel, is shown in Fig.10.

"This tunnel consists of two separate circuits for hot and
cold air with infinitely variable flow velocity and ter-
perature, Fig. 10a. The upper test section wall, Fig. l0b,

FIG. 7: BOUNDARY-LAYER MDEL USED IN THE CPM could be inclined with respect to the tunnel axis to
achieve a positive pressure gradient, as well as heated

vanishes in the last iteration step. Figs. 9a and or cooled with water to produce a positive or negative
*9b are examples illustrating this iteration using a K1 - heat flux in the boundary-layer. Furthermore, the trip

variation for measuring the skin friction in a laminar- wire in the inlet nozzle could be removed, to obtain a
turbulent transition flow of a flat plate. The basic laminar-turbulent transition flow. The probe arrangements
method (K1-o.4) yields a lower shear stress for the smal- at the test section wall are shown in the details of Al
ler Preston tube than for the larger one (Twi-0.238 , and A2: Skin friction measuring probes to be used as ref-
Tw F ..2 8 7  mR), Fig. 9b. This becomes likewise clear erence measuring devices were mounted in the wall close

frmtefirst boundary-layer calculations, Fig. 9a, to the tip of the Preston tubes (A, : Surface hot film
which show a larger velocity gradient at the wall for probe and thermocouples to control wall and probe support
the measuring point 2. temperatures in order to avoid measuring errors caused by

temperature effects (NITSCHE, HABERLAND, 1983), A2 : Sub-
layer fence and thermocouples in the tunnel wall to de-
termine the heat flux rate and the reference temperature
to calculate the velocity from the dynamic pressure).

INPUT tThe static pressure distribution was measured by pressure
taps along the tunnel axis, the dynamic pressure of the

MATEMArIC rlPreston tubes determined by the total pressure of the
LAYER M~ODEL tK., 26, K,.O1 probe and the static pressure obtained from a pressure

tap at least ten probe diameters across the probe tip.
h eo t. The test pipe shown in Fig. 1i was used as the s ec-

ond experimental set-up, whose probe arrangement was ba-

sically the same used in the Thermo Wind Tunnel.

TM II I AIO so*"h W afnnroaulae eveoiy fo h

K1 K2. aOfz..

. ondv experimena sep se prob aragmn a

.. ,. suestieemietepoeta drcin f Acold bhe shiftued towrd the TeoWin unlel up-to "ID5

th i o ppgasha tesewt hbsi aus(i,-ntefolw rn stto in a -n pie oud ecopld t.h

.-. FIG. 8: CPM FLOW CHART FIr.. I: THERMO WIND TUNNEL AND EXPERIMNTAL ARRANGEMENTS ""-"

The first stop of the main iteration loop (U-1, The measuring station of the 50 mm test pipe, detail |: ;
Ki-O.45) is used to determine the potential direction of A,, could be shifted towards the inlet nozzle up to x/D-5 -:
the iteration procedure by comparing the resulting wall for experiments in the inlet region. In addition, a meas-
shear stresses with thebasic values (i-O). In the follow- uring station in a 80 mm pipe could be coupled at the

ing iteration steps the value of K1 which yields identi- outlet side of the 50 mm pipe, detail A2 , enabling tests
cal wall shear stresses for both probes i determined in a pipe flow with sudden enlargement.
iteratively (KI .0156, Tw- 20.171 N/m2

), Fig. 9b. The
convergence of the two w1 shear stresses through the
iteration process can as well be recognized from the re-
spective boundary-layer profiles, Fig. 9a, which con-
verge progressively and collapse on one another for 7 7t
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0.2 1 0 6 1 2 M s a 5 FIG. II: TEST PIPE AND EXPERIMENTAL AP.RANGEMENTS
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ILRInstitut f~r Luft- und Raumfahrt (Department of Aero-
FIG. 9: BOUDARY-LAYER ITERATION IN THE CPM nautics and Astronautics) at Berlin Technical Univers.
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RESULTS data obtained with different probe diameters. In con-
trast, the results of the computational Preston tube meth-

Preliminary tests were first conducted on both the od in the respective lower diagrams are in good agree-

test facilities, in order to calibrate the reference meas- ment with the sublayer fence and surface hot film data
uring devices. Fig. 12a shows the skin friction coeffi- and give an impression of the wide range of application
cients measured in the Thermo Wind Tunnel (adiabatic tur- of this measuring technique.
bulent flow, constant pressure) and Fig.!* the meas- In these investigations, the sublayer fence readings
urd friction factors in the 50 mm at x/D-70. Inde- were corrected with respect to the local pressure gra-
pendent of the measuring technique and of the used Pres- dient (if necessary) according to PATEL (1965), and the
ton tube diameters, good agreement between the data and influence of changed temperatures (Fig. 12f) on the sub-
the respective theoretical friction laws can be stated, layer fence calibration curve was compensated by treating

The results of the skin friction measurements con- the fence formally like a very small Preston tube, i.e.
ducted for varied test conditions are also sunmarized in all the properties in the calibration formula were taken
Fig. 12. The Figs. I2b and c show the results obtained in at wall temperature, except for the density in the dimen-
the test pipe (b: Entrance flow, c: Sudden enlargement), sionless pressure, which was taken at a reference tempe-
the Figs. 12d-f the measurements carried out in the Ther- rature at half the height of the fence.
mo Wind Tunnel (d: Laminar-turbulent transition, removed The measurements of negative shear stresses close to
trip wire, e: Adverse pressure gradient, inclined plate, the backward facing step of the pipe (x/D2<2), Fig. 12c,
f: 3Lrong heating and cooling, -46°C<T-fluid< 3OOOC,+2OoC became possible by calibrating the fence in the foreward
<T-wall<+400 C). The respective upper diagrams include the and backward mode (turning of the pipe).
data obtained from the reference measuring devices and The CPM-results shown in Figs. 12b*-d " 

were obtained
from the conventional Preston tube method and indicate with a twin-probe, Fig. 13, the results in Figs. 12e' and
the breakdown of this method, illustrated by deviating f* with two single probes of different diameter.

, PRELIMINARY TESTS > PIPE ENTRANCE >PIPE WITH SUDDEN ENLAREMENT
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS _- FIG. 16:

SBLAYER 1  - ., . ERROR SENSITIVITY
All the results of the computational Preston tube ENCE q2- -.--- DUE TO MEASURING

method shown in Fig. 12 were obtained by means of an K-- q - I ERRORS IN DYNAMC
iteration without any exception. Certainly the question 2 % PRESSURES
arises about the results we would obtain using the 112 03
parameters K2 and K 3. Particularly, the unambiguousness -
of the measured wall shear stress had to be investigated.
For that purpose, comparative computations using the K1 ,

- K2 and K 3 parameters have been carried out. The results -"
of the pipe flow with sudden enlargement, Fig. 14a, clear- 01
ly indicate that for this flow type, the KI parameter is - 2 -/Iz 3

the most useful one and renders possible shear stress 1 1 2 3 4 S -
determinations up to the reattachment point. Closer than x/0 2

xJD22 to the step, we obtain no results, since the math- probe diameter ratio should be dl/d 2=1.5, in order
ematical wall law, Eq. (6), does not include recirculat- to get significant differences in the basic shear stresses.
ing effects. The variation parameters K2 and K 3 are not Concluded, the results obtained from the computation-
as useful as K1, particularly the K2-variation yields al Preston tube method are very encouraging and offerhope
only results for x/D2>5. However, the main conclusion of for skin friction measurements in erbitraryboundary-layer
these comparative computations is the fact that an un- flows. Future efforts will concentrate on further exten-
suitable iteration parameter does not yield irregular sions, for example the introduction of additional itera-
wall shear stresses but no results at all. This is obvi- tion parameters, which might be necessary for other flow
ous from an K, and K 2 iteration for the measured dynamic types than the ones investigated here. Furthermore, a
pressures at x/D 2-2.6, shown in Fig. 15. Whereas the K, third Preston tube could be added to the iteration proce-
iteration yields coinciding wall shear stresses in the dure in order to improve the measuring accuracy, especial-
course of the computations, the K2 iteration leads to no ly to decrease the sensitivity due to measuring errors in
result, indicated by the convergence of the resulting dynamic pressures by considering the least mean squares
wall shear stresses in the beginning of the iteration between the computed and measured velocities.
process but divergence for K2<20 without matching in the
whole course of iteration. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE WALL SHEAR STRESS IN BOUNDARY-LAYER FLOWS

°-4

M. Acharya and M.P. Escudier
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ABSTRACT
In the following, measurements of the wall shear

stress made using a floating element device are pre-
It is argued that a direct measurement of the wall sented for two different situations: a fully developed

shear stress is important in all but the simplest of turbulent boundary layer on a rough (cast) surface,
boundary-layer flow situations. Wall shear stress data and a boundary layer undergoing laminar-to-turbulent
obtained with a floating element device are presented transition on a smooth wall. In both cases the flow is
for a fully developed turbulent boundary layer on a incompressible, with a low external turbulence level
rough (cast) surface, and for boundary layer transition and zero pressure gradient. The data are examined and
on a smooth wall. Comparisons of the data with esti- discussed in the context of currently accepted ideas
mates of the wall shear stress obtained from indirect about such flows.

-" techniques in comon use show considerable differences.

FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION
INTRODUCTION

Wind Tunnel

An accurate measure of the wall shear stress T is The experiments were conducted in an open-circuit
essential to the proper understanding of the behavigur low-speed boundary-layer tunnel of a design similar to
of any boundary-layer flow. The techniques generally that of Bradshaw (1972). An aerofoil-type centrifugal
used to determine T may be classified into three cate- blower is followed by a straight-sided wide-angle dif-
gories: momentum mithods, wall similarity techniques fuser leading to a settling chamber with nominal di-
and direct measurements. A description of these dif- mensions of 800xOO m. A honeycomb and screens are
ferent approaches and their limitations so far as tur- installed in the settling chamber which is followed by
bulent boundary layers are concerned is contained in an 8:1 two-dimensional contraction leading into the
articles by Brown and Joubert (1969) and Winter (1977). working section. This entire flow-conditioning section

is mounted on a frame so as to be moveable as a unit.
The present paper underlines the importance of a The 3 m-long test section has an entry cross-section of

means for the direct determination of the wall shear 800x100 mm and is mounted on an independent frame. The
stress in all but the simplest of boundary-layer flow upper wall of the test section is the working wall on
situations. Similarity tcchniques are all based on the which the boundary layer of interest develops; the low-
existence of a region adjacent to the surface where a er flexible wall may be adjusted to generate the de-
universal law of the wall u/u = f(uy/v) is assumed to sired streamwise pressure gradient. The test section
exist, and are practically liited t6 turbulent boundary and contraction may be bolted together directly or, for
layers on smooth surfaces. The limitations of momentum transition experiments, a boundary-layer bleed device
integral methods to obtain the wall shear stress are may be inserted in between to obtain a laminar boundary
well known, especially in rapidly developing flows and layer with a well defined origin. Maximum airspeed for
in the presence of pressure gradients. Even for nom- zero pressure gradient is about 45 m/s. A feedback
inally two-dimensional zero-pressure-gradient boundary control circuit regulates the blower speed to maintain
layers, an extremely small change in flow cross-section the static pressure difference across the contraction
suffices to introduce significant errors into the de- (i.e., essentially the dynamic pressure at the contrac-
duced skin friction. tion outlet) at a desired value. Different test plates

with the desired surface characteristics may be install-
In view of these limitations, questions are fre- ed. Each plate carries a series of 90 mm access ports

quently raised about the validity and accuracy of skin with interchangeable plugs, so as to enable access to
friction data obtained using such techniques in the boundary layer with a floating element device or
'non-standard' boundary layers such as those undergoing probe traverse.
transition, or flows with wall roughness, pressure
gradients, or three-dimensional effects. Efforts are Instrumentation
being made to use laser anemometry for the measurement
of the mean velocity gradient close to the wall With the exception of the floating element device,
(Nazusmder et.al.(1981), Reynolds (1983)) which could all instrumentation used is standard and will not be de-
provide a useful alternative to obtain the wall shear scribed here. Data acquisition is accomplished through
stress for flow over smooth surfaces. However, at a custom-built interface to a PDP 11/04 minicomputer.
present, the direct measurement of wall shear stress The system enables simultaneous acquisition of 8 chan-
using a floating element device is the only viable nels of data, with a maximum data rate of 500 kHz for
possibility in most instances, even though the use of single-channel operation. Up to four channels of data
such devices in the presence of pressure gradients is can be pre-conditioned (biased and amplified) to make
beset with difficulties.
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best use of the ± 10 V (10 bit resolution) dynamic Extensive tests were conducted to establish the
range of the ADC. Boundary layer profiles are meas- limits of accuracy and reliability of the device ii.'
ured under computer control and the data either flows with and without pressure gradients. A detailed
processed on-line or stored for subsequent processing. description of these tests, especially the behaviour of
Floating element data are individually recorded, with the element in the presence of pressure gradients will
the element being checked for proper operation at each be presented elsewhere. For present purposes it suf-
measurement. fices to say that in both laminar and fully developed

turbulent boundary layers on smooth walls with zero
Floating Element pressure gradient, measurements with the floating ele-

ment were in agreement with exeected values to better
The floating .1ement, shown schematically in Figure than 5 % (see Figure 7).

" 1, is of the nulling type, with a range of 1000 pN, and
a resolution of 1 pN. The central component, which acts
as a balance, is the movement of a precision galvanom- THE ROUGH SURFACE BOUNDARY LAYER
eter which supports the element itself, a disc of 20 m
diameter . The movement is carried on an assembly of
five aluminium slabs . Nine differential screws, each There have been many investigations of the influ-
with a movement of 50 pm/turn, permit accurate posi- ence of surface roughness on the turbulent boundary
tioning of the element in the surrounding baseplate. layer. A large number of these have dealt with regular
The position of the black-white interface on a target roughness geometries which, while giving some insight
mounted on the back of the element is detected by a into the problem of roughness characterisation, are not
fibre-optic scanner with a spatial definition of of direct practical interest.
0.25 pm.

- The measurements on a cast aluminium surface de-
scribed here are part of a project aimed at examining

Ihousing rough surfaces with microgeometries similar to those
* -encountered in engineering practice, as produced by

eLE and various manufacturing and finishing processes. The
scremicrogeometry of such a surface may be characterised by

A _ a set of statistical quantities including, for example,
the arithmetic average roughness, the distribution and

--ec 7 autocorrelation of the surface height and the surface
slope angle distribution. One of the aims is to estab-
lish which quantities are the most relevant and the
minimum number which yield an acceptable description.

goivanometer Another aim is to determine if a correlation can be
miovement ibre-optic found between the skin friction developed on a rough

/bundissurface and such statistical descriptors for the
surface

a ustm t The zero-pressure-gradient boundary layer over the '"sc- castsurface has been documented in detail, including

measurements of the mean velocity, turbulence intensity
L and Reynolds shear stress profiles . The wall shear

stress was measured using a floating element. The data
were examined to investigate the feasiblity of deriving

n I, the wall shear stress from a fit to the measured mean
velocity distribution within the boundary layer.

floating'
ement trget In most investigations of turbulent boundary layers

over rough walls that have been reported in the litera-
-0 ture, the mean velocity profile has been represented

following Perry and Joubert (1963) as a combination
of the profile forms proposed by Clauser (1954) and

FIGURE 1 SCHEHATIC DRAWING OF FLOATING ELEMENT. Coles (1956):
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Here u is the mean velocity, y the normal distance
The galvanometer coil system and optical position from the aerodynamic origin (i.e., where u effectively

detector operate in a feedback control loop. A force goes to zero), v is the kinematic viscosity of the
applied to the element moves it away from its null fluid, K and B are universal constants with values of
position. The resulting output of the position detector 0.41 and 5.0 respectively, and uv is the friction ve-"
is amplified and integrated to produce a current through locity (-4T /p), T being the wl1 shear stress and p
the coil which imposes a counteracting torque to drive the fluid d~nsity). Au/u1 is a measure of the influ-
the element back towards its null position. A ence of the roughness on the velocity profile (zero by
proportional-integral-differential (PID) controller is definition for an aerodynamically smooth surface) known
used to ensure high accuracy and good transient behav- as the roughness function. The last term in equation
iour. The coil current is directly proportional to the (1) models the wake-like behaviour of the outer region
imposed force. A digital readout indicates the value of the boundary layer. Since it is in general the case
of this force directly in micronewtons. The basic that the aerodynamic origin does not coincide with
calibration of the instrument is against a precision either the mean surface location or the origin chosen
(0.1 %) 100 mg weight hung from the face of the element for the measurements, y is replaced by y +E, where y
with the coil axis and the arm supporting the element in is the distance measured from some arbitrTry origin a~d
a horizontal plane. E is the incremental distance to the aerodynamic origin

(again zero for a smooth surface). It has been usual in "
The entire floating-element mechanism is enclosed the past to use some procedure to fit measured mean ye-

in a sealed housing and, during operation, the pressure locity profiles to a representation of this kind, there-
difference across the element maintained close to zero. by obtaining a value for the wall shear stress together

with the three other independent parameters: 6,E, and

Au/u
Iuu.I:-" -
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An indirect meth d of the kind just described to 1.0
determine the wall stear stress is a direct extension of U
the procedure used tor flow over smooth surfaces, where 7-0
c and Au/u are identcally zero, and there are no es- 0.8 .e
sential d ficulties in determining Ts and 6 by matching
equation (1) to measured lata. In fact, since the con-
tribution of the wake compouent is usually negligible
for y/6 < 0.5, T may easily be determined graphically 0.6-

using the method first suggested by Clauser (1954):
the mean velocity data are plotted in semilogarithmic
coordinates u/u versus ln(uoy/v), and compared with 0.4 -
a fan of straigtt lines representing the velocity var- Au
iation in the fully turbulent core, with c (E2T /pu 2) f "

as the only parameter. The line which best matches a 0.2 * RAW DATA
measured velocity profile plotted on such a chart then 0.00381 4.06
yields a value for the corresponding skin friction 0.00342 2.98

coefficient cf. 0.0 , 1 , I , - - -I

Figure 2 shows a typical Clauser chart for data 102 1O1 ""C •40

taken in a zero pressure gradient fully developed smooth

FIGURE 3 MEAN VELOCITY PROFILE IN A CAST SURFACE
.00 , ,BOUNDARY LAYER (THE SECOND AND THIRD CURVES HAVE BEEN

SHIFTED DOWN RELATIVE TO THE FIRST FOR THE SAKE OF
u I CLARITY).

00 2P intercept (&u/u ) generally result in a much "better"
0.75- fit in a statisical sense, but can produce erroneous

0. ivalues for these quantities. In fact, it is possible to

•OT obtain more than one set of values for the different
0parameters which yield essentially the same "goodness"

0.50- of fit. Figure 3 shows the result of such a fitting .
procedure applied to a mean velocity profile measured
in the cast surface boundary layer. The first curve
represents the raw data; the second the results of a
"best" fit. Also shown is the result obtained when the
value of T , independently measured using the floating
element, ws used as an input, thus eliminating one
degree of freedom from the fitting procedure. The dif-
ference in values of cf in this case is seen to be
about 12 1. Differences as large as 30 % have been

I 0.01 found in other cases. The results from a fitting pro-

102 j03 104 105 106 cedure with all parameters to be determined were often
found to be physically unrealistic : e.g. I was-

yU. found to increase with Reynolds number in some cases, " -
V and negative values of Au/u were obtained in otherinstances. On the other ha~d, when the values Of T ,•'

FIGURE 2 CLAUSER CHART FOR A MEAN VELOCITY PROFILE IN A intanes. fo a th o atdn whmen teaues t,SOT-ALOUDYLAR.obtained from a direct floating element measurement, "-
SMOOTH-WALLBOUNDARY LAYER. were used as an input to the fitting procedure, the

resultant Au/u1 exhibited a consistent trend with
wall bnrle TeaeocReynolds number. The skin friction data obtained with
wall boundary layer. The values of cf obtained from a the floating element for the cast surface are plotted in
Clauser chart and by fitting equation (1) (with e and Figure 4 against the momentum thickness Reynolds number.
Au/u set equal to zero) to measurements according to a The corresponding values of the roughness function Au/u1

* linear regression algorithm are generally within 2 or 3 are plotted against a roughness Reynolds number in

per cent of each other, and are in good agreement with Figure 5.
both Preston tube and direct floating element
measurements of the wall shear stress. 5.0

" For a rough surface, there is in principle again no c10 LUWIEG -TILLAN CORRELATION
difficulty in determining values for cf and the two --- DFO.TING ELEMENT DATA.
additional parameters E and Au/u such that there is a 4.5 SMOOTH SURFACE
minimum rms deviation, say, betwien equation (1) and an * CAST SURFACE =8s.7 l '/I
experimental profile. In practice, however, the process . C SU s .c,=.4, .yields highly inaccurate values of c, because of a cru- aTU C.44
cial difference between the rough anA smooth situations. 4.0 .
This difference stems from the small deviations from
linearity that are commonly found in the mean velocity
profile in these coordinates (see Coles (1968)). For
smooth surfaces these deviations are not of major sig- 3.5-
nificance. When a fitting procedure with only the two "
free parameters c and 6 is used, these deviations from
a semilogarithmil behaviour merely result in an in-
creased rms scatter. For rough surfaces, on the other 3.0 e S'NI
hand, the situation is quite different: the inclusion
of the additional parameters e and Au/u1  forces the
measured profile to be as linear as possible in semi- ,
logarithmic coordinates, i.e., deviations, which may 2.5
well be inherent to the data set, e.g., due to the 0 5 10 15

influence of an individual roughness element, are Re. 10-
reduced to a minimum. The additional degrees of freedom F E R O N I N C Tallowed by the simultaneous choice of slope (cf) and FIGURE 4 VARIATION OF SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT WITH

f MOMENTUM THICKNESS REYNOLDS NUMBER FOR THE CAST SURFACE. I

15.9



BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION

Au
UT The second type of flow examined is the low free

5 /stream turbulence, zero-pressure gradient boundary layer
/PRANDTL- undergoing natural transition on a smooth wall. In such

/ SCHLICHTING a situation it is important to consider the response of
4 " SAND GRAIN the floating element, which was designed to measure

:/ forces with steady time mean values, to sudden changes
3in the wall shear force that occur in the transiti

3 /region due to the passage of a turbulent spot. As de-
/ uem/) x ( m) scribed in an earlier section, a PID controller is

2 / 1 0.3-2.6 used to integrate the error signal and provide the
/ 0.-necessary restoring coil current. Since the time con-
/ 34.4 0.3-2.63 stant of this system to a step input is about 0.5
/ 11.7-34.4 4.28 seconds, the instrument cannot follow rapid changes in

/ 11.7-34.4 1.73 the imposed shear force. Nevertheless, it will register

a true mean value of this force, as long as the changes
0 in the force are not so large as to drive the instrument

out of the operating range of the position detector. The
-I --- '.- ,J output of the controller was monitored during the meas-

5 10 50 100 urements, and it was established that the element re-
r UT mained within this operating range and yielded consis-

tent and repeatable values for the wall shear force,
except for small values of wall intermittency (y < 0.1).

FIGURE 5 VARIATION OF ROUGHNESS FUNCTION WITH ROUGHNESS At the start of the transition region the element was
REYNOLDS NUMBER FOR THE CAST SURFACE. A LINE PARALLEL occasionally driven out of balance, presumably by the
TO THE PRANDTL-SCHLICHTING SAND GRAIN LINE HAS BEEN passage of a turbulent spot, and it took some time for
DRAWN THROUGH THE DATA TO AID IN COMPARISON. equilibrium to be reestablished. For the transition

measurements reported here, upper and lower bounds of

The difficulties associated with an extended the force registered by the element were recorded in

Clauser plot approach of this sort have also been noted . addition to the mean value.

by Perry, Schofield and Joubert (1969). The effect is Ewh e
illustrated most vividly if the fitting procedure for a Experiments were conducted in which the wall shear

S. rough surface is applied to smooth surface data, i.e. 6 stress was measured with a floating element and profiles
and Au/u are not set identically equal to zero. The of the mean velocity and streamwise turbulent intensity
results Sf such an exercise for the data of Figure 2 are through the boundary layer were determined for a number
%hown in Figure 6. The upper curve shows a comparison of streamwise locations covering the laminar, transition

and turbulent regions, and for a number of different
free stream velocities. For each case, a zero pressure

1.0 .. cf gradient was maintained and the free stream turbulence
"u .00278 level was nominally the same (about 0.4 %). The mean

-U 0 .003t4 velocity measurements upstream of transition showed ex-
0.8- cellent agreement with the Blasius profile for all

cases. From Figure 7, which shows the variation of skin
friction coefficient with momentum thickness Reynolds

0.6 number, Re,, it can be seen that the value of Re8 at
which transition begins decreases with increasing free
stream velocity. This result rs different from the

0.4 "
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FIGURE 6 ROUGH SURFACE FITTING PROCEDURE APPLIED TO 4 6.2t6.9 - ".

SMOOTH SURFACE DATA (THE SECOND CURVE HAS BEEN SHIFTED 19..
DOWNWARD FOR THE SAKE OF CLARITY). 1 48.9

*21.9
* 24.5

with a "log-law" line corresponding to the value c = 2.
0.00278 obtained from the floating element. The dcond
curve shows the results of the fit: a value of 1.11 is .0001
obtained for Au/u and the value of 0.00314 obtained for 10' 10 jQ04 .
c is 13% higher Than the floating-element value. How- Re#
eAer, the match between the measured points and the
logarithmic velocity distribution is excellent. About FIGURE 7 VARIATION OF SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT WITH
20 smooth wall profiles were processed in this fashion. MOMENTUM THICKNESS REYNOLDS NUMBER THROUGH THE L=

-'

The average error in c was 12 %, with a maximum devia- TRANSITION REGION.
tion of 20 %, and valuls for Au/u were in the range
0.3 to 2.0.

generally accepted view that for a given pressure gra-
It is thus seen that signif.. ant errors can be made dient and free stream turbulence level, the value of

in the estimation of the wall shear stress using Re8 at the start of transition is unique. The variation
indirect techniques which apparently lead to excellent of Re8 with Re5  for the different cases, shown plotted
agreement with a standard representation of the mean in Figure 8, is consistent with the floating element
velocity profile, data of Figure 7.
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CONCLUSIONS

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 It has been shown that indirect techniques for the
determination of wall shear stress for boundary layers

Re1 10 - 6 developing on rough surfaces and those undergoing tran-
sition lead to considerable errors. A direct measurement

- FIGURE 8 VARIATION OF MOMENTUM THICKNESS REYNOLDS NUMBER of the wall shear stress is seen to be essential for
WITH THE X-REYNOLDS NUMBER FOR THE DATA OF FIGURE 7. these and other 'non-standard' situations.
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN HOT-WR= AND PLtSED-WIRE MEASUMHENTS IN TU.B-EN FNLOWS

P. Dengel and J.-D. Vagt

Technische Universitit Berlin

ABSTRACT More recently Bartenwerfer '9~tested numerically some
response equations, evaluated from series expansions and

Comparative hot-wire and pulsed-wire measurements squared equations, using simple functions. But it is not
were performed in a free jet and a boundary layer. Be- clear whether these results can be use,; for real measure-
cause the pulsed-wire system is independent of turbulent ments because the functions used for the calculations are
intensities and structures, it is an instrument espe- step-functions.
cially well suited to check hot-wire response equations Nevertheless some of these results are very interes-
in highly turbulent flows. The use of different correc- ting. He finds that
tions and their limitations (with and without rectifi- (1) the error expected in hot-wire measurements using
cation effects) for normal hot-wires are discussed. squared signals is often larger than using non-squa-

red signals and that
INTRODUCTION (2) higher order response equations like those of Vagt

(1969) do not necessarily give better results.
There are many reasons for taking measurements in Thus, a standard for hot-wire measurements in highly tur-

highly turbulent flows. Not-wire probes, single or multi bulent flow can only be established by other measuring
sensor probes, are often not accurate enough at turbulent techniques which are independent of turbulent intensities
intensities higher than 20 %. So the following question and structures. Apart from Laser-techniques - error iis-
arises: How high must the turbulent intensity be before cussions start to appear - the only other technique which
errors caused by inadequate or ill-defined yaw-response is applicable in highly turbulent flows is the pulsed- -

*characteristic of the sensor are no longer neglibigle wire one according to Bradbury and Castro 1971). Finally
(Castro 1975)? Of course, for different types of probes another system should be mentioned which has a different
we find different answers. For example a single-wire pro- physical background, that is the flying-hot-wire accor-
be can be used (apparently) at higher turbulent inten- ding to Coles and Wadoock (1979), but here we expect con-
sities than an x-wire probe because the range of the yaw siderable inferference problems.
response of an x-wire - a cone with an angle of about Because the pulsed wire is much cheaper than a Laser.
20 - is much smaller. This is also true for three-wire velocimeter and can be handled more easily as far as data
probes which theoretically measure the instantaneous we- processing is concerned it is a very suitable instrument
locity, but only if this vector lies within the well de- to check hot-wire response equations in highly turbulent
fined region of yaw response. flows.

There are many attempts to correct hot-wire measure-
ments in highly turbulent flows or to give an error esti- PULSED-WIRE AN4EMOMETER
mate for them. This was mainly done by considering higher
order terms of series expansions like that of Champagne Since the pulsed-wire anemometer has not beer. spon-
et al.(1967), for example. Among others corrections were sored so heavily as the LV-system and is therefore less
developed by Heskestad (1965), Guitton (1968) and Vagt well known, some introductory remarks seem to be indica-
(1969). It is astonishing that the difference between ted.
various results evaluated from complex or more simpler
considerations are small (see Vagt 1971). But in all these
calculations the structure of the turbulence in terms of
probabiliy density distributions or statistical quanti-
ties was hardly ever taken into account. Furthermore the
problem of reverse flow was first convincingly discussed
by Tutu and Chevray (1975). They developed corrections
for hot-wire measurements in highly turbulent flows with
and without rectification effects based on probability

44density assumptions.
* There was one attempt to overcome the problem of

series expansion using squared response equations (Rodi
1975) at least for some Reynolds stress terms and for
the mean velocity. Based on that analysis Acrivlellis 7(1977/78) tried to extend these considerations to flow
fields of any turbulence. No rectification effects are
discussed, however, in his paper and so the range of
applicability of his theory must necessarily exclude all
those turbulent flows which have reverse flow. Further-
more, as Gessner (1982) mentioned, not only response mo-
dels have to be developed, a validation must follow in
order to test how well posed or how ill conditioned the
coefficient matrix may be. Fig. 1Sketch of a pulsed-wire probe.
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The pulsed-wire probe consists of t-ree wires supor-ed n7 sue i-nfluen-e see Fg. Z • ""

by prongs and a ste Fig. ' The central wire is tne "i
p." pulsed-wire. Because of a voltage pulse of about 5 - -

sec. duration the wire temperature rises near.' instanta--
neously to about 3000C. A heat tracer is formed and con- 1 A -

vected away with the velocity u of the flow. The rime
taken for the tracer to reach a sensor wire ideally is Bradbury

!,"s 2 - ',

T* u I r
where s is the distance between the pulsed wire and the _ .
sensor wires and 1 the angle between the instantenous 01

* direction of the velocity vector and the normal to the h - wire
sensor wires. The largest angular deviation of the flow 0 : * : * D U hot-wire
direction detected by the sensor is given by * s , I p' *puisecl-wire.

-1tan- P I Pos , . ..-
max t -s 0.8 * Ised-wire.

where Z is the length of the pick-up sensor wires. To '. POS(
obtain both the mean velocity and the rms-values of the

. fluctuations it is necessary to record a number of sam- 0
ples and average them. 

IST0. rabrN _ Imr/s Tutu & C Brodbury
u u.l andSortererfer

= 12( ui) 2

1 0.2-

where N is the total number of samples and u. is the ye- bockftow events
locity of the ith heat-tracer. 0

Because of diffusion and electronic processing it 0 1 2 30 tO 50
is necessary to calibrate the pulsed-wire probe. 0 10 20 30 40 50

y (mm] -

ZXPERINENTS
Comparative measurements were performed in a free Fig. 2 A comparison between pulsed-wire and hot-wire

jet and in a boundary layer. Both flows were nominally measurements in a free jet.
isothermal and incompressible. For the free jet experi- Fig. 2 shows measurements performed by a hot wire and by
mert we used a DISA-calibration tunnel. The diameter of a pulsed wire in a free jet at the same downstream posi-
the nozzle was d - 3.9 mm. Free jet profiles have been tion. Two things may be noted: (1) Repeatability between
obtained at xfd * 56 where x is the distance between the two subsequent measurements is good, (- the mean values
nozzle and the measuring station along the jet axis. The of the velocity T measured by the two different techni-
velocity at the nozzle exit was about 40 m/s. ques show good agreement (differences up to ,, at most)

The boundary layer experiment was performed in an up to radial distances Y /d - 8 where Y is measured
axisymetric turbulent boundary layer with a severe ad- F F
verse pressure gradient on the verge of separation (Den- from the jet axis and d is the nozzle diameter. At posi-
gel, Fernholz and Vagt 1981). tion further out in the jet the pulsed-wire has a dis-

Mean and fluctuating velocities were measured by tinct advantage over the hot wire in that it gives a ye- A
means of single normal hot-wire probes. These probes locity distribution which tends to zero at the edge of t I
were developed in the laboratory (Dahm and Va 1977) the free jet. Since the hot wire "adds up" its signal, %
and operated by means of a DFVLR (HDA III) constant tem- the mean value of the velocity is necessarily larger
perature anemometer unit (Froebel 1972). For the measu- than zero at the jet edge.
rements of velocity fluctuations a DFVLR (TGM III) tur- As far as the rms-values of the fluctuation veloci- - . -.

bulence-intensity measuring device was used (Froebel and ty in i-direction are concerned (Fig.2) the hot wire re-
, Var 1977). The averaging time constant was about 15 sec. sults are approximately 8 % smaller than the pulsed-wire

For pulsed-wire measurements a Bradbury made pulsed- data for YF smaller than 32 mm. This difference is how- t-

wire unit was used (Bradbury and Castro 1971) in conjunc- ever rather small if one takes into account that the lo-
tion with a PET 3032 and Bradbury/Castro made software. cal turbulence level is about 60 %. Even at Y, * 36 mm
The number of samples for each point was 4000.

where the turbulence level is approximately 80 t the rms-

FREE JET MEASUREMENTS values agree fairly well.
Since the mean velocity in this range is so small

The calibrations were performed on the centre line that differences given in percent are not very useful,
in the core of the free jet. The flow velocity was mea- one should discuss absolute differences only. At Y -
sured by means of an automatic micro-manometer (Froebel 36 mm this difference is about 0.2 m/sec. F
and Vagt 197T4) using the pressure in the settling cham-

*1. ber. The contraction of the nozzle was about 25 : 1. The BOUNDARY LAYER
hot-wire probes were calibrated between 0 - 10 m/s, the
pulsed-wire probe between - 9 m/s to + 9 m/s (positive The second part of this investigation was performed

, and negative sensors). The hot wire calibration curves in a boundary layer with incipient separation (Denge.,
were linearized by a poly nominal linearizer (Froebel Fernholz and Vat 1981). In Fig. 3 pulsed-wire and hot-
1969). Though the calibration procedure was only "accu- wire measurements are compared at an x-station without
rate" down to 1 mls, the linearized output agrees well reverse flow events. The agreement between both measuring
with the results from a small carriage type calibration techniques is good, both for the mean and the fluctuating
dvice t for t velocity r;e 0 - 1ms (Vat and velocities which are plotted against the distance y nor-dengel 8) U n thity e f ci o dvice one mal to the wall. Differences do occur, however, when theDngel 1980). Using thi type of calibration device one

calibration very - turbulence level is small. This is due to specific pro-
tely in the range down to 0.1 m/s if the max. velocity perties ot' toe pulsea-wire tecniiiue, li e electronic

is not higher than 7 m/s. noise, heat-tracer diffusion, tunnel vibration and per-

Because of the sensor-wire length pulsed-wire mea- haps sensor and pulsed-wire vibration which must be im-
surements have been performed in two different positions proved by further development work. A typical distribu- -
of the stem to find influences which may have been cau- tion of mean and fluctuating velocities at a position with . -'

sed by different spatial integration.There appears to be nearly zero skin friction is shown in Fig. 4. The mean



density distributions obained by means :,f the zulsed-
wire tec.nique. The f'lowing distnctions snouda bemade : .

a, High local turbulence lve. at -ow mea. veociCties
without any bac'flow.

o -High local turbulence level at somewnat larger mean W
a1 s we velocities without any backf.ow.

4 _ pro" c)High loca. turb'lence !evel at -o and hign mean
_______ velocity range with backflow.

The probability lensity distributions in the free
jet (Fig. 5; at the position Y_/d = 5 and x',d =

2 show no negative flow events. The mean velocity is small

,< 3 m/s) but the local turbulence level su u 2 is
large (36'). If one remembers that the hot-wire "feels"

0: _L only positive flow events agreement between the two tecn-
1"'0 10 2 30 0 -10 niques should perhaps be expected. This is to be seen

independently of nonlinearities in the not-wire response
equation). At this high level of turbulence differenceE

Fig. 3 A comparison between pulsed-wire and hot-wire of about 55 10% may be considered as small, ecause
measurements in a boundary layer without back the mean velocity is small and its accurate measurement.
flow events. rather difficult.

velocity, measured with both pulsed-wire and hot-wire,
agrees fairly well in the outer region of the boundary
layer (y > 13 mm). Closer to the wall (y < 13 mm) the -
pulsed-vire technique gives the correct results. The hot- -
wire data are too large here since the hot-wire cannot E yF" 20mm
distinguish upstream ind downstream flow velocities and ain xF/d = 56 ..-
adds up the signals. For the rms-distribution of the
fluctuation velocity (x-component) the results of the 0 yF/d = 5
two measuring techniques differ largely from each other
in the range y < 40 mm. At y - 40 mm the local turbuien-
ce level is 21 measured with the hot-wire whereas the
pulsed-wire gives 22.6%. This is a difference of about D
7% based on the pulsed-wire measurements. At y - 20 mm Z
the respective values are 50% measured by the hot-ire - 0 1 2 3 1 5 6
and 64% by the pulsed-wire, which is a difference of
28%. It is interesting to note that correction procedu- U [m/s] -
res (dealt with below) for hot-wire measurements at high
turbulence levels improve agreement between hot-wire and Fig. 5 Histogram (free jet).
pulsed-wire measurements considerably.

-The histogram presented in Fig.6 shows a few negative
samples in a free jet at YF ' 34 mm (YF/d - 9 mm) and

,I w aa . -- agreement between the two technques should still be
good. If one could measure the same histogram by means
of a hot wire it would nevertheless look slightly dif-

,WU Sferent. The "negative" samples would be found added up
on the right hand side and the width of the histogram

,~ 2wroft would consequently be smaller. This means that the hot
-K -1 ars of go ,.,omm. wire is seeing a slightly larger mean velocity and a

on"p. PYVU.Ys" slightly smaller turbulence intensity. The latter is
directly proportional to the "width" of the histogram.

, At YF 46 mm (YF/d = 12) the number of positive

" , p o"f t, :. "and negative samples is of the same order, and the dis-
"" P • . tribution is very narrow. Assuming again the negative

0 samples added to the corresponding positive samples -
.' IMM) that is what the hot-wire really "feels" - the indicated

mean velocity will be larger, but the turbulence inten-
sity becomes smaller.

We now turn to probability density distribution
Fig. 4 A comparison between pulsed and hot-wire taken in an adverse pressure gradient turbulent boundary

measurements in a boundary layer. Effect of hot- layer (Dengel -t al. 1981).
wire corrections. Fig. 7 shows a histogram at a distance from the wall

(y = 45 mm) where no "negative" flow events have occured.
The form of the histogram is quite different from any

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS of these which we have observed in the free jet (Fig. 5
to 7) in that it is skewed. Since there are no "negative

The hot-wire and pulsed-wire intensity measurements events" agreement between the two measuring techniques
obtained so far show that the two measuring techniques should be good. The mean velocity is 7.8 and 7.7 i/s
agree well in the free jet up to local turbulence levels measured by the pulsed wire and the hot wire respectively
of 80% and disagree in the boundary layer from turbulen- and the intensities given by the two techniques are al-
ce levels of about 20% upward. It is obvious therefore most identical.
that the magnitude of the turbulence level cannot serve
as a sufficient criterion for the applicability of the Moving the probe further towards the wall the first
hot-wire technique but that the type of flow or some negative events occur at y a 30 mm (Fig. 8). Their num-
other property of the turbulence field must play a r~le. ber increases with decreasing wall distance.
An explanation for the behaviour of the hot-wire in If we apply the reasoning presented above to the

, different flows can be given by locking at probability behaviour of a hot wire applied under the conditions



shown in Fig. 2, we can deduce that the value of the (we know that the not wire does not: work very satisfa:-

mean velocity would be relat.ve:y unaffected as long as tordly at velocities near zero because of insu.
f !fic e

the integral over the negative veloc:ties remains smal approximation by a polynomina 'inearizer the values

but that the intensity would be seriously erroneous. are still closer to the hot-wire res-lts short dasned- ,"

This latter effect augmented by the fact that the line "arrow" . The remaining difere ce is etc n-t

square of e J erence - u, enters into the calcu- being able to simulate completely the "adding up" crocess

lation of the intensity. This 4ffect becomes even stron- performed by the hot wire.
ger in the vicinity of the wall. In the range y < 10 mm
the "folding-rrocedure" influences the mean velocity
as well, since the distribution is now extremely chan-
ged. To confirm this model another test was made. 60
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u m/s] J Fig. 8 Pulsed-wire measurements in a boundary layer.

Measuring range of pulsed - wire -utu & Chevray (1975) and Bradbury (1976) have developed

error estimates for the mean and fluatuating velocity

* Fig. 6 Histogram (free jet). signals of normal hot wires.

It is possible to change the pulsed-wire program so that
only positive events will be counted. This means that
the pulsed-wire works almost in the same way as a hot
wire with the important exception that the negative sam-
pies are not added to the positive samples as in the ca- 401A
se ,f the hot wire. The result is shown in Fig. 4 as the

* long dashed-line "arrow". The intensities, measured by -,.,weet
the pulsed wire are smaller when the negative samples with bckflow events
are not counted and this brings the results closer to
the (erroneous) hot-wire results. In addition we now ne-
glect signals indicating velocities smaller than 1ms 0P x.a3i m"

p, ~ ~Del, Ferrhoz, '._.""
Vogt 11981)

70 Y-
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Fig. 7 Histogram (boundary layer). Fig. 9 A comparison betweeo. r .sed-wire and hot-wire in
a boundary layer.



These error estimates or corrections can now be checked B7BLIOG-APh.by comparing the hot-wire data with the pulsed-wire

measurements under the assumo~tion that the culsed-wire Acriviellis, M., 1977, "Hot-wire measurements infLowS

signal are correct. Such a comparison has been per- of low and high turbulence intensity",.SAnfrm. 2-,
formed for the intensity and the mean value in Fig. 2 15-2C.
(free jet), for the intensity in Fig. - (boundary layer Acriviellis, M., 1975, "An improved method for Jeterming
close to seoaration) and for the turbulence level the flow field of multidimensional flows of any tur:u-
-Tu u /U in Fig. 9 (boundary layer). Discussing lence intensity", DISA Inform. 23,

Fig. 4 first, one may notice that the mean velocities Bartenwerfer, M., 1981, "Zur Analyse Von Hitzdrahtsigna-
measured by the two techniques differ only slightly len turbulenter Strdmungen", Diss. im FB 9 der -' BerLzn.
(differences up to 10% occur at turbulence level of 50%) Bradbury, L.J.S. and Castro, I.P., '', "A pulsed-
from each other whereas differences between the inten- wire technique for velocity measurements in highly
sities are large. Using the error estimate given by the turbulent flows", J. Fluid Mech., Vol. 49, pp. 65--691.
above authors which start from the true value the hot- Bradbury, L.J.S., 1976, "Measurements with a pulsed-
wire signal can be predicted. This prediction is given wire and a hot-wire anemometer in tne highly turbulent
by the full-line arrows. The agreement between predic- wake of a normal flat plate", J. Fluid Mech., Vol. 77,
tion and measurement is surprisingly good. The same is part 3, pp. 473-497.
true for the free jet experiment which is shown in Castro, I.P., 1975, "Statistics of the instantaneous
Fig. 2. In Fig. 9 corrections for hot wires are given velocity vector and the consequent errors in anemometer
using again error estimates from Tutu and Chevray and measurements", presented at Euromech 63, Technical .ni-
Bradbury. versity of Denmark.

Fig. 10 shows examples for correction functions Champagne, F.H., Sleicher, C.A. and Wenrmann, ^.H., 1967,
developed for normal-wire probes. In addition we pre- "Turbulence measurements with inclined hot-wires, Part "', .
sent a curve developed from the free jet measurements, J. Fluid Mech., Vol. 28, pp. 153-176.
where it is again assumed that the pulsed-wire gives Coles, D. and Wadcock, A.J., 1979, "Flying hot-wire
the true answer. This curve is very flat for study of two-dimensional turbulent separation on a NACA
(U,7) 11 /2 < 0.5 and rises steeply beyond Tu = 60%. Two 4412 airfoil at maximum lift", AIAA J., Vol. 17,
limits for the corrections may be noted. The lower limit pp. 321-329.
is given by Bradbury (1976) or Tutu and Chevray (1975), Dahm, A. and Vagt, J.D., 1977, "Entwicklung und Her-
and the upper limit is given by a direct comparison be- stellung interferenzarmer Hitzdrahtsonden", Instituts-
tween hot-wire and pulsed-wire measurements, here per- bericht 01/77 Hermann-Fbttinger-Institut fUr Thermo-
formed in a free jet. In the mid range and further to u. Fluiddynamik, TU Berlin.

- the left similar correction curves for x-wires can be Dengel, P., Fernholz, H.H. and Vagt, J.-D., 1981,
drawn like that of Bartenwerfer (1981), Tutu and "Turbulence and mean flow measurements in an incompres-
Chevray (1975) and Vagt (1969). sible axisymmetric boundary layer with incipient sepa-

-vration", Third Symposium on Turbulent Shear Flows,

Davis, USA.
20- Froebel, E., 1969, "A new linearizer unit for hot-wire

K,1 anemometry", DFVLR Institut fuir Turbulenzforschung,
Int. Rep.
Froebel, E., 1972, "Beschreibung und Betriebsanleitung
zum Hitzdrahtanemometer HDA III", Int. Bericht,

.r1.8 DFVLR.
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Gessner, F.B., 1982, "Comments in: Three-dimensional

from,' " je turbulent boundary layers", IUTAM Symposium Berlin,
I L A " - p. 387 ff, Springer-Verlag Berlin, Heidelberg,

an h04-10) New York.
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1.2 -Tutu & / Chevry interference", Mech. Eng. Res. Laboratories. McGill Uni-
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Hasselbusch, H., 1981, "Messung der mittleren 3eschwin-
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Fig. 10 Correction functions for hot-wires. Tutu, N.K. and Chevray, R., 1975, "Cross-wire anemometry
in high intensity turbulence", J. Fluid Mech. Vol. 71,

With the correction curves shown in Fig. 10, it 785-800.
would now be possible to correct hot-wire signals if Vagt, J.D., 1969, "Hot-wire measurement technique in a
the turbulence level of the shear flow investigated is highly turbulent flow and the calculation of intensities!%
below, say 50%, and if the probability density distri- Inf. Seminar on Heat and Mass Transfer, Herceg-Novi,
bution of the flow is similar to the ones which the Yugoslavia.
correction procedures of Tutu & Chevray and Bradbury Vagt, J.-D., 1971, "Hot-wire measurement technique -

are based on. This means that if the p.d.f. assumed for some basic problems", von Karman Institut, Lecture
the correction procedure and that of the actual flow Series 36 Turbulent Jet Flows.
approximately agree, then the correction procedure
works (of Figs. 2, 4 and 9). If the two p.d.fs. disa-
gree as in a shear flow with even weak reverse flow,
then the "theoreticas" correction underestimates the
error and "experimental" correction curves are neces-
sary which may be obtained by means of measuring tech-
niques independent of p.d.f. such as the pulsed wire.
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A MULTIPOINT DETECTION METHOD TO IDENTIFY COHERENT TEMPERATURE FRONTS IN A

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER OVER A ROUGH SURFACE
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and
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ABSTRACT on information obtained at several points in space. The
method is applied to temperature fronts obtained in a

A conditional technique, based on the detection of slightly heated rough wall boundary layer. The fronts
temperature fronts at several points in the spanwise were identified using one-dimensional arrays of cold wires
direction in a turbulent boundary layer, is developed deplcyed in either the spanwise (y) or main shear (z)
and compared with a one point technique (VITA) and a directions. In view of the likely three-dimensionality of
method based on the visual detection of fronts. The the structure, it was considered important to incorporate
aultipoint approach represents an improvement over the information simultaneously obtained in both these direc-
one point technique. Conditional averages of temperature tions. For this purpose, a cross-like arrangement of cold
obtained with both techniques, are presented. wires, deployed in both y and z directions, was also used.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The technique of conditional sampling and averaging Figure 1 shows the co-ordinate system and (schematic-
(e.g. Kaplan, 1973; Antonia, 1980, 1981) has contribut- ally) the experimental set-up in the environmental wind
ed in closing the gap between measurements often made in tunnel of the C.S.I.R.O., Division of Environmental Mech-
a Eulerian frame with information in a Lagrangian frame, antics. The K-type rough surface consisted of densely
inferred from flow visualisation experiments. The study packed gravel (average height = 7 m) glued to baseboards
of the organised large scale motion in different turbu- located on the floor of the working section (11 m long,
lent shear flows has benefited from the use of an array 1.8 m wide and 0.65 m high). With the aid of an upstream

• of sensors to simultaneously measure velocity or scalar trip (a 50 ur high fence), this surface generated a thick
field fluctuations at a number of points in the flow field turbulent boundary layer in which the maximum wind speed
(e.g. Blackwelder, 1979; Wygnanski, 1979; Van Atta, Up was 11 ms-1 . The artificial thickening was intended to
1979). Such an array can, at least in principle, help simulate the flow within a neutral atmospheric surface -_-.

with the identification of the large scale motion and per- layer. The height z, (= 540 mr) corresponding to Up at
haps also shed some light on its generation, evolution x - 6.48 m represents an approximation to the boundary

<a with respect to space and time and obliteration or des- layer thickness. In view of the lack of a free stream at
truction. this location, z and Up cannot strictly be identified

A common approach in experimental turbulence research with 6 and UI . The roughness length z0 = 0.15 mm and the
has been to apply the conditional sampling technique on zero plane displacement of the rough surface was 6 mm.
information obtained at only one point of space. Such an
approach has obvious limitations in the study of the large
scale motion since the existence of a large structure
implies that there should be some correlation and definite Curv~ed Moa adjusted for zero
phase relationships between the motion at points through- Pressur -nt .

" out a region of space occupied by the structure. It Z1w) U-0.u
should be made clear however that conditional averaging e,---
can be usefully applied to information obtained at one x(U)------
point of space provided the detection of the structure is Cont ion--
based on a significant region of space. One example is section Theral
the relatively happy marriage of simultaneous flow visual- - yer
isation and one point hot wire or film anemometry (e.g. G ,. . .

Falco, 1977). The possibility exists for one point con- -___________ et______'"
ditional sampling technique such as VITA (variable inter- W-ppig- feoted
val time averaging) to be tested against the detection fence SOmm sectin
based on a multi-point scheme. Such a test was carried X.0 X.1.8 xs3.6 x..4Sm .

out by Subramanian at aZ (1982), hereinafter referred to
as 1, who compared VITA and other one point techniques
with a method based on the visual detection of the temper-
ature fronts (e.g. Chen and Blackwelder, 1978) sensed by FIGURE 1 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT IN THE WIND TUNNEL AND
one-dImensional array of cold wires, deployed in the DEFINITION OF CO-ORDINATE AXES

direction of main shear of a turbulent boundary layer.
The comparison indicated that qualitative, but not quanti-
tative, agreement could be obtained. Reliable estimates Part of the rough surface was made into s planar heat
of the contribution of the large structure to the momentum source by running heated Nichrome wires laterally over the
and heat fluxes, required that a relatively high level of gravel, with a spacing of 2 cm between wires. The wires
confidence is achieved for conditional averages of the rested on the gravel and provided an effective heat source
appropriate turbulent quantities, which spanned the tunnel width and had a streamvise extent

In the present paper, an attempt is made to extend of 2.88 m. Measurements were made at the downstream end
- the one point method to one where the detection is based of the heated section, 6.48 m from the fence. The "inter-

4,,A
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FIGURE 2 TEMPERATURE TRACES e fi USING AN ARRAY OF SENSORS DEPLOYED IN BOTH y AND) z DIRECTIONS

nal" thermal layer (Figure 1) had a thickness, estimated
from the mean temperature profile, of about 0.37 Zp at the 0.0

", ~measurement station."-.,
In all experiments, an X-probe/cold wire arrangement

was traversed in the z direction to measure velocity fluc-
tuation components u and w and the temperature fluctuation .2

0. This arrangement was always at the same x and y lea-
S~tions as the cold wire array deployed in the z direction.
. All cold wires were made of 0.63 um Pt-0% Rh Wollas- i-

ton wires and operated with circuits supplying a constant
current of 0.1 mA. The X-wires were made of 5 u, Pt-lO'
Rh and were operated with TSI 1050-1 CTA's at a resist-
ance ratio of 1.8. Signals from the array of cold wires 0.4 1

* and X-ire/cold wire combination were first recorded on
an 8-channel FM tape recorder (HP3968A) at a speed of

19 cms-1 and later digitised into a PDP 11/34 computer at
a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. The duration of the
digital records was about 60 s.

SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

_- The measured kinematic Reynolds shear stress T/O =
-uw was approximately constant up to z* = 0.2 (z* - Z/Zp, .
where z is measured from the zero plane displacement sur-
face). yielding a friction velocity uT - 0.50 ms - 1 .

SDisplayed in Figure 2 are simultaneous temperature
traces from an array of cold wires deployed in both y and '..
z directions. Digital lump-sum filtering, equivalent to
low-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency f* = 9.8 (the %

asterisk denotes normalisation with respect to either Zp,
Up or both) was applied to these signals. The filterng -1.2 -0.4 04 1.2
was applied to allow easier visual focusing on signatures
associated with the large scale motion, at the expense of t

some degradation in the sharpness of the front. The
traces of Ofi (the subscript f refers to filtered signals
while i denotes a particular sensor in the array) reveal FIGURE 3 SPACE-TIME SPANWISE CORRELATIONS OF SPANWISE
the characteristic slow increase in e followed by a rela- TEMPERATURE AT z* - 0.16
tively sudden decrease at the temperature front and indi- The values of y* for the six wires used are -0.18 (wire 6),
cat* good coherence over confined three-dimensional regions -0.11 (5), -0.06 (4), 0 (3), +0.04 (2), +0.10 (1)
of space. The front is detected at approximately the same
instant of time by wires at the ame height z but at dif-
ferent spanwise location (the lower three traces in Figure but different y values. The correlation coefficient
2) but occurs at increasingly earlier times as z increases. R(Ay,T) - e03 (y,t-)ei(y+ty,t)/e ej (T is the time delay;

* Whenever a temperature front is detected on all sensors of the prime denotes the standard Jeviation) is determined
the z array, the spanwise sensors also detect the front, between e measured at wire 3 (located beside the X-probe
In view of the relatively small separation between the at y - 0) and the temperature at any other spanvise loca-
spanrise sensors (Figure 2), temperature fronts detected tion. R(ay,T) always exhibited a single maximum at T = 0
by these sensors are not always detected by all the ver- (Figure 3) lending some support to the two-dimensionality
tical sensors. of the front. given the limited range of spanwise separa-

Correlation coefficients have been obtained between tions considered here.

temperature fluctuatiors obtained at the same z location Distributions of R(Ay,O) in Figure 4 compare well



cut-off at T.
toG In MPVITA, advantage was taken of the fact that

fronts were observed to occur (Figure 2) at essentially/ \ the same time, at least over a limited spanwise extent.
0.0 / \VITA was first applied to each of a selected number N of

points in the spanwise direction. The maximum value of
0-6 N used here was 3 with the spacing between adjacent points

e. 0.6 .approximately equal. At each point j, the VITA algorithm
/8 yielded a pulse train Dj equal to one or zero depending

04/O -\ on whether or not conditions (1) were satisfied. The out-
o \ put D of the detection algorithm for MPVITA was set equal

0 ON to one every time the product of all the Dj's changed from
0.2 0 oa zero to one, viz.

0 00 Dj 1 (2)

-0. [ I I D was set to zero otherwise. Conditions (2) obviously
-A* -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 represent a more restrictive set of conditions than (1).

AFrom an experimental viewpoint, one would expect the use
, Aye of (2), instead of (1), to lead to an improvement in the

quality of detection, perhaps at the expense of statistic-
al accuracy due to a reduction in the detected number of
fronts for a time series of a given duration. Kovasznay

FIGURE 4 SPANWISE CORRELATION AT ZERO TIME DELAY (1979) has already pointed out that the penalty incurred
0, z* - 0.33; 0, 0.16; A, 0.06; 9, 0.02; -, Fulachier with multipoint conditional sampling is a reduction in the
et a7 (1974), z/6 - 0.03; -, Rajagopalan et at (1982), number of samples with a concomitant increase in the total

z/6 - 0.5 averaging time to achieve stable averages. We believe
that this penalty is more than offset by the improved
quality of detection.

"' with the smooth wall results of Fulachier at at (1974) and
Rajagopalan et at (1982). Although the internal thermal COMPARISONS BETWEEN DETECTION SYSTEMS
layer is smaller than Zp. the similarity between the pres-
ent correlations and those obtained in a smooth wall The sensitivity of the frequency f* of temperature
boundary layer suggest that, in the present experiment, fronts, using MPVITA, to the threshold k, the number N of
the temperature marking of the large structure effectively points used and the maximum separation covered by these
extends to the edge of the thermal layer in the z direc- points was investigated, using as reference the number of ...
tion. (This limitation is not serious since, for the fronts detected with RAKE. For N = 3 and equal spacing
technique developed here, use is made of the spanwise between sensors, values of k equal to 0.15 and 0.3 seemed
information only). optimum for separations iAy*lax equal to 0.21 and 0.10

respectively.
DESCRIPTION OF CONDITIONING METHODS The Table shows a comparison between fronts detected

by RAKE (using two different observers), VITA and MPVITA.
As in the study I, a detection criterion is applied The total number of fronts detected by both observers was

to one or more signals (in this case 8i ) with the aim of about the same (120) but the agreement between observers
identifying the signature of the temperature front. From was only about 74%. For VITA and MVITA, k and T* were ."
a complete time history, the detection algorithm selects adjusted so that the detected frequency of fronts corres-
n time points ... , n, at each of which the signature ponded roughly to the visual estimate of RAKE. The impor-
is detected. ihe output D of this algorithm is equal to tant message in the Table is the relatively high corres-
unity at these time points and is zero otherwise. The pondence of fronts achieved between MPVITA and RAKE. This
conditional average of a variable g is then defined by correspondence, averaged between the two observers, is

1
<gt>-1 g(,t:+t) .,.

n'' g~) I gCorrespondence Between Fronts Detected by RAKE, VITA .

and MPVITA (z* - 0.18)

so that <g(t)> represents the average behaviour of g in
the neighbourhood of a detection point Ti. The time t - Method f* No. of Correspondence Between
O arbitrarily corresponds to the position where all points Fronts Fronts
Ti are made to coincide.

The three conditional techniques used here are RAKE, Visual
VITA (at one point) and MPVITA (multipoint VITA). RAKE Observer Observer
is used, as in 1, as the reference technique; the fronts A B

are recognised visually on simultaneous temperature traces
obtained with the cold wire array spanning a sufficiently Observer A 0.24 125 125 91
large range of either z* (0.02 < z* < 0.35) or y* (1y*1 S (100%) (73%)
0.1) or both. It is clear that there will be some arbi- 9AE
trariness, apart from that associated with the visual Observer B 0.23 122 91 122
selection, as a result of the magnitude of the z* and y* (75%) (100%)
ranges, covered by the sensors.

In VITA, D is set equal to 1 when the conditions VITA (k - 0.75, 0.24 130 76 66
-.2 2 T* - 0.34) (58%) (51%)
a > k 9' a and e ' 0 (1)

k - 0.135 0.23 111 65 77
are first satisfied. The dot denotes a time derivative, (59%) (69%) f
k is a threshold parameter and the tilde represents the MPVITA

.0w.I4g average k - 0.20 0.16 85 53 67
". • ly* l- x(62%) (79%)--' -,

lay*l x
k- 0  -2 k- 0.30 0.09 50 39 44

O f0 W I J f(t) dt (78%) (88%) '-

t-T""

whadh is essentIally a low-pass filtering operation with Values in brackets denote the percentage correspondence
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CONCLUSIOI Measurements in Unsteady Flows 1978, Marseille/Baltimore,

191-211.
The one point VITA technique has been extended to

include detection of temperature fronts at several span-
wise points. This extension represents an improvement in
terms of correspondence of detection with the visual
recognition of the fronts and should lead to more reliable
conditional averages of velocity or temperature.
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A NEW DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE FOR SIMULTANEOUS, TIME-RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS OF
CONCENTRATION AND VELOCITY IN SIMPLE TURBULENT FLOW SYSTEMS

William M. Pitts, B. J. McCaffrey, and Takashi Kashiwagi
Center for Fire Research

National Bureau of Standards
Washington, DC 20234

ABSTRACT which is required to balance convective heat losses is '. -

often analyzed in terms of King's law, (King 1915):
A new experimental method is described which allows 2 .C-the smltneous rel-time measurement of concentration E2  A + BX. (1) ""-."

and velocity in simple flow fields of binary gas mix-
tures. This method combines the use of Rayleigh light E is the voltage drop across the wire, and V is the
scattering for concentration measurements and hot-wire projected velocity normal to the wire. A and B are . .

(or hot-film) anemometry. Calibration methods and parameters which depend on the wire dimensions and the
representative results are discussed, composition of the surrounding gas.

Since E depends on both the composition and velocity
., INTRODUCTION of the gas, a single hot-wire or film cannot yield con-

centration and velocity in a flow where both properties
As the first stage in a long range investigation of are fluctuating. Way and Libby (1970) and McQuaid and

the complex coupling of aerodynamics and chemical heat Wright (1973) have attempted to overcome this limitation
release which occurs in chemically reacting turbulent by using two different hot-wires (or a hot-wire and a
flows, we have initiated an investigation of the effects hot-film) chosen so that the A and B values of each
on turbulent mixing of density differences between a differed widely. For this case two independent equations
simple gas jet and the surrounding gas. We have recently are available, and in principle both concentration and
shown (Pitts and Kashiwagi 1983, 1983a) that laser- velocity can be measured. However, the variations in
induced Rayleigh light scattering can be used as a simple voltage outputs for most gas pairs are not large enough
diagnostic for absolute measurements of concentration in to ensure accurate measurements. Some results have been
simple flow systems of two different gases. This tech- reported by using a suitable choice of gas pairs
nique is capable of high spatial and temporal resolution. (McQuaid and Wright 1974) or by letting the wires .

In order to more completely characterize the interact (Way and Libby 1971, Sirivat and Warhaft 1982).
turbulent behavior in these flows it is also necessary to Unfortunately, this method is difficult to apply and has
measure the velocity behavior. Ideally, it should be not come into widespread use.
possible to measure concentration and velocity behavior It is clear that a much better means of obtaining
simultaneously. Such measurements allow correlations to reliable velocity values in a binary gas mixture using

- be calculated for the scalar value (concentration) and hot-wires is to measure concentration with an independent
the vector quantity (velocity). Correlations of this technique and then use this concentration value to derive ..
type appear when the momentum equations describing tur- values of A and B for substitution in Eq. (1). We have
bulent flow are Reynolds- or Favre-averaged. A large previously shown (Pitts and Kashiwagi 1983, 1983a) that
portion of turbulence modelers' effort is required to the laser-induced Rayleigh scattering intensity from a
estimate and justify values for these correlations, binary gas mixture can be used to accurately determine
Despite the importance of these terms in turbulence the concentrations of the two gases. If hot-wire or film

; theory and a great deal of effort to develop diagnostic measurements could be made simultaneously within the same
techniques capable of simultaneous measurements of spatial volume, both concentration and velocity measure-
scalars and velocity, very few reliable results are ments could be obtained. In practice, this is not
cavailable. In this work we will describe a new method possible since scattering from the hot-wire or film will .

based on the combination of Rayleigh light scattering overwhelm the Rayleigh scattering intensity. However,
and hot-wire or film techniques which will allow when the scattering volume of the laser beam and the
simultaneous velocity and concentration measurements hot-wire can be located close enough together to ensure
in simple flow systems consisting of two gases. that their separation is small compared to the spatial

scales of the concentration and velocity fluctuations,
BACKGROUND Eq. (1) can be used to obtain "simultaneous measurements"

of concentration and velocity.
The hot-wire and hot-film are velocity sensitive

devices which have been widely used for velocity EXPERIMENTAL
measurements in flows of single gases. For constant
temperature operation, the electrical input to the device Both hot-wires (d - 4 um, l/d = 330) and hot-films

(d - 51 um, I/d - 20) have been used in this study. The
* Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials probes as well as the anemometer electronics (model 1050)
are identified in this paper in order to adequately are from TSI, Inc.* All measurements have been made in
specify the experimental procedure. Such identification the constant temperature mode. Standard velocities for
does not imply recomendation or endorsement by the anemometer calibrations were provided by a TSI calibrator
National Bureau of Standards, nor does it imply that the (model 1125). Calibrations were performed for pure gases
materials or equipment are necessarily the best available (air, CH4 , C3H8, and C02 ) and binary gas mixtures which
for the purpose. were premixed in a holding tank.
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Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus used to which are less than 5% for the velocity ranges
perform simultaneous concentration and velocity measure- investigated.
ments. It consists of the Rayleigh light scattering Figure 2 shows changes in the voltage drop across a
equipment which has been described in detail elsewhere hot-wire as a function of velocity for several different
(Pitts and Kashiwagi 1983, 1983a) and the anemometry methane/air mixtures. The solid curves drawn through the
set-up. experimental points are least squares curve fits of Eq..-

The flow system consists of an axisymmetric jet (1). The insert within the figure shows the behavior of
generated by a 6.35 mm i.d. nozzle and a 10.2 cm square the parameters A and B as a function of methane mole
glass enclosure through which a slow flow of the ' fraction. These parameters have a linear dependence on
secondary gas is passed. The enclosure is necessary to concentration as indicated by the straight lines obtained
prevent dust from entering the observation volume of the from linear least squares curve fits.
laser. The coflow volume flow rate is high enough to The simple empirical heat transfer law of Kramers
ensure that recirculation effects are absent. Both gas (1946) can be used to predict the behavior of the Nusselt
flows are filtered to remove particles. The entire flow number (Nu) for heat transfer from a cylinder.
system is mounted on a lathe bed which allows the fixed
observation volume to be moved throughout the flow field. Nu = 0.42(Pr) 0.2 + 0.57(Pr)033(Re)

0
.
5  

(2)
Results will be reported for jet flows of CH4 and

C3H8 into air. Table 1 summarizes the flow conditions, where Nu - hD/k, Pr - UCp/k, and the Reynolds number is
Vo is the average velocity for the jet, Vs is the that appropriate for flow past a cylinder. h is the heat
surrounding coflow velocity, and Re is the Reynolds transfer coefficient for the wire or film, k is the
number defined as oDVo/u, where o is the jet gas density, thermal c.nductivity of the gas, Cp is the specific heat
D is the jet diameter, and . is the dynamic viscosity, of the gas, and the other molecular properties are as
Flow volumes are measured using calibrated rotameters. previously defined. The molecular properties are

Rayleigh scattering is induced by a CW argon ion evaluated at the average of the heated wire or film and
laser with an output power of 7 W at 488 nm. The laser is ambient gas temperatures. Using this law, it can be shown
focused to a diameter of 40 ijm, and the observation volume (Perry 1982) that the parameters A and B should have the
is 400 Wm in length. After collection at 900 the following dependencies on molecular properties:
scattered light is detected by a photomultiplier. A 0.2
frequency cutoff filter attentuates the high frequency A- k(Pr) (3)
components in the photomultiplier output before the time- 0 33.0
resolved signal is digitized and stored in a Nicolet 1180 B -k(Pr) (1/)0

. (4)
signal averaging computer.

The hot-wire or film is placed 1-2 mm above the The kinetic theory of gases shows that the transpart
center of the observation volume of the laser beam and is properties of CH4 /air mixtures should be linearly
aligned along the propagation direction of the beam. This dependent on methane mole fraction. Since both Pr and v
detector geometry makes the hot-film or wire sensitive to (kinematic viscosity) are found to differ very little for

* the axial component (U) of the flow velocity. CH4 and air, A and B are predicted to be linearly depen-
The anemometer output is digitized and stored dent on CH4 mole fraction, which is in good agreement

simultaneously with the photomultiplier output. Up to with experimental observation.
16,384 channels of each signal can be stored. For the A plot of E

2 
versus (V)0.5 for a hot-film in

experiments reported here, the digitization rate was 10 different C3H8 /air mixtures is shown in Fig. 3. A slight Pt
kHz. By performing calibrations for scattering from the curvature can be seen in the plots, but linear least

. pure gases, thr Rayleigh signal can be converted directly squares curve fits provide good representations of the
into a time record of the concentration behavior. These experimental data. A and B values derived from these fits

- concentrations are then ased to generate values of A and are shown as a function of C3H8 mole fraction in Fig. 4.
B which are substituted into Eq. (1). Velocity values are The dependence of the parameters on mole fraction is
then computed using the recorded voltages. The concentra- highly nonlinear. Attempts to fit the dependencies of A
tion and voltage time records can be offset by a fixed and B to Eqs. 3 and 4 were unsuccessful. However, Fig. 5
number of channels to allow for the time required for the shows that the C3H8 /air mixture results as well as other
fluid to flow from the observation volume of the laser pure gas and mixture data can be well represented by

*' . beam to that of the velocity probe. Software has been 0.18-(5
written to calculate the average (17) and rms (U) of the A -k(Ra) (5)
time-resolved velocity data record. In addition, the
correlation coefficient (R ) for the velocity and where Ra is the Rayleigh number, which is equal to Pr'Gr.
concentration can be calculated. This correlation Gr is the Grashof number and is expressed as Gr -
coefficient is equal to (o-)('-)/ . go2D3e0B/U2, where g is the gravitational constant, AO is

the temperature difference of the wire and surrounding
RESULTS gas, and 6 is the thermal coefficient of expansion for the

gas. The dependence of A on Ra is somewhat surprising
Hot-Wire and Film Calibra:ions in Gas Mixtures since most heat transfer laws for cylinders do not

As already noted, both hot-wires and films have been indicate a dependence on Gr, but an analysis of the
employed in this study. Hot-films have the advantage of physical dimensions of the hot-film and molecular gas
being more sturdy and less likely to be broken. This properties indicates that mixed natural and forced
advantage is offset somewhat by the smaller length to convection effects should be important (Perry 1982).
diameter ratio of the film compared to the wire. This Figure 6 shows that the B values have a dependence on
smaller ratio complicates the application of heat molecular properties which can be written as
transfer laws for infinite cylinders to the prediction of 0.21 0.71
changes in hot-film response to variations in molecular B-k(Pr)0 /G) (6)
properties and velocity. Additionally, earlier work (see
Comte-Ballot (1977) for a discussion) indicates that a The fit of this equation is rather poor, and there are
flow transition, which changes the heat transfer systematic variations in the data which indicate that B
properties of the fi! or wire, occurs for Re%44. This may have a more complicated dep-:,eence on molecular
effect is only imporcdnt for the hot-film at the flow properties.
velocities used in this study. Using the results shown in Figs. 5 and 6, it would

State-of-the-art calibrations of hot-wires or film- be possible to calculate values of A and B for qny gas
generally avoid using heat transfer relations and instead mixture involving C3H8, C02, air, or CH4 . However, it
fit polynomials directly to plots of voltage drop as a would be necessary to generate the molecular properties
function of velocity. Despite this, we have chosen to fit for each different mixture. For this reason, we have

* our data using Eq. (1). In tnis way we are able to corre- chosen to model the dependencies of A and B on mole
* late the large amount of calibration data required, and fraction for each gas pair using polynomial least squares

t the calculation of corrected velocities from recorded curve fits. Such fits using second degree polynomials are
anemometer outputs is simplified. Our results indicate shown in Fig. 4 for C3H8/air mixtures. The calculated
the use of this equation introduces errors in the results curves give a good representation of the experimental
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data. Similar curves were found for C3H8 /CO2 mixtures, measurements are also included in Table 2.

while linear dependencies were found for CH4 /air mix-
tures for both the hot-film and hot-wire. Using these DISCUSSION
analytical expressions, it is possible to rapidly
calculate accurate A and B values for any mixture of the The goal of this work has been to demonstrate the
gases we have studied. Once the A and B values are feasibility of performing simultaneous real-time
available, Eq. (1) can be used to convert a measured measurements of concentration and velocity in binary gas
voltage drop across the hot-film or wire into a mixtures. A validation of the technique requires answers
calculated velocity. to two questions: 1) Can suitable relationships be found

to describe the behaviors of hot-wires and films in flows
Measurements in Turbulent Flows of variable gas composition?, and 2) Is the time response ,. .

Figure 7 shows Rayleigh scattering intensity sufficiently high and the noise level sufficiently low
(converted to concentration values), voltage behavior of to allow accurate measurements of ' and RUX? We will
the hot-wire, and calculated velocity plotted as a show that the answer to the first question is "yes" and
function of time for a CH4 jet flowing into air. This to the second a qualified "yes".
plot represents only a small portion of the entire Our calculations have shown that the determination
real-time data record. These measurements were recorded of U for C3H8 /air flows is strongly dependent on the
at a downstream distance of z/ro (ro is the pipe radius) average voltage drop across the sensor and the cali-
of 35 and an off-axis distance (r/ro) of 6.9. This bration parameters used in Eq. (1). The intensity of . -

location is in the intermittent region of the jet, and the concentration or velocity fluctuations has very
both probes will spend part of the time in the coflow and little effect on the calculated value of 7. These
part in the jet. This effect can be clearly seen in the measurements thus provide an answer to the first
concentration data where distinct "bursts" of CH4 /air question. In Table 2 we list a comparison of r recorded
mixtures appear as spikes. The Rayleigh scattering using both a hot-film and a pitot tube at varying posi-
intensity is noisy due to Poisson statistics which govern tions along the centerline of the jet. On the average
the detection of photons. Some of this noise is the hot-film gives results for U which are 4.6% less than
transferred to the velocity results when Eq. (1) is used those obtained from the pitot tube. Given the widely
to calculate U. However, it is clear that this noise is different responses of these devices to concentration
considerably less than the velocity fluctuations and will changes and the approximate nature of the hot-film
have a small effect on the statistical properties calibrations, this agreement is considered excellent.
calculated for the time profile. A second test of the r measurements can be made by

Examination of these plots shows that there is a comparison of these results with those found in other
partial correlation of the concentration and velocity, studies. In general, it has been shown that plots of
For instance, many of the large "bursts" of CH4 are Uo/u c versus z/ro are linear. Figure 9 shows the results
accompanied by sharp increases in flow velocity. This is of Table 2 plotted in this way. A very good straight
expected since the presence of CH4 indicates that the line is found which can be represented as
observation volume is within the boundary of the jet
flow. The jet is turbulent and will have a higher U M cU, (-IU)/ro
velocity. Note that the velocities measured outside of U0 c l 1 0 )/r (8)
the jet boundary (as indicated by the absence of CH4) are C1  is the slope of the line, and zo  is a virtual origin
close to the air coflow velocity of 0.27 m/s. for the plot. The data shown in the plot give C -'

The average velocity at this point in the flow field 0.065 and z. -7.0r o . Thring and Newby (1953) have
is 0.38 m/s. A measurement on the jet centerline at the argued that plots of this type for different density je-
same downstream distance gives 2.76 m/s. Such a velocity can be collapsed to a single curve by using the concepL
falloff as a function of radial distance is expected for of an effective radius (r) where

* an axisymnetric jet. ./2
Similar measurements have been made for a propane r - ro(p )/0a . (9) "..

jet flowing into air. In this case a hot-film was used. propane air
Figure 8 shows time history plots of C3H8 concentration, When ' /M is plotted against r the slope (Cl ) is found
anemometer voltage output, and calculated velocity on the to be 8.0§2. List (1982) has compared many studies in the

, centerline of the jet at z/ro - 31.5. Note that the con- literature and recommends a value equivalent to (C)ai_ - '\'.'"
* centration data are less noisy than those for CH4 (Fig. 0.081 for air/air jets. T>,. greement of this value with '..

7). Propane scattering is much stronger than that of our result is outstanding.
CH4 , and the Poisson noise is substantially reduced. Like Due to the large differences in the molecular
the CH4 jet, the velocity and concentration fluctuations properties of C3H8 and air, velocity measurements in mix-
are partially correlated, but the correlation is clearly tures of these gases are extremely sensitive to changes
not total. in molecular composition. These mixtures are thus

Measurements have been made for the C3H8 /air flow at an excellent test of the ability of this technique to
several axial downstream positions. By varying the time measure velocities in variable composition flows. The
delay between the concentration data and anemometer results discussed above indicate that this new technique
voltage data we find that the calculated average velocity is capable of measuring accurate average velocities and
(U) is relatively insensitive to time delay, whereas the that our hot-film calibrations and calculational methods
rme (t) and, in particular, the cross correlation are adequate.
coefficient (Rux) are extremely sensitive to the choice It is very difficult to show that our calculated
of this parameter. Calculations show that V minimizes velocity time profiles accurately reflect the actual
and RUX maximizes at equivalent time delays, which we behavior of the fluid velocity. There are many reports
denote TD" rD was chosen as the appropriate time delay of problems associated with the use of hot-wires and
to use for the calculations. Table 2 lists values of TD, films (eg. Comte-Bellot 1977, Perry 1982) in the absence
U, 16, and RUX for several downstream positions. In addi- of the complications introduced by concentration fluctua-
tion, U and TD have been used to calculate the effective tions and the separation of the observational volumes for
separation of the laser and hot-film. This separation is the Rayleigh scattering and the heated cylinder.
denoted zS, and values are included in Table 2. Furthermore, there are very few reliable studies with

Pitot tube measurements of average velocity ('pitot) which to compare our results for 6 and Rux. In this con-
have been made for the same downstream positions as the text, perhaps the best we can hope to show is that our
hot-film measurements. These results have been corrected results are reasonable and are consistent with similar
for gas density (from the Rayleigh scattering results) measurements which can be found in the literature.
and velocity fluctuations (from the hot-film results) Two important points which must be addressed are the
using this relation, time response of the technique and the effect of the

spatial separation of the concentration and velocity
Up (2AP/0)(l4V/F2(7-6 =(U- )Aa). (7) probes. The time response of the Rayleigh scattering
pitot measurements has been analyzed (Pitts and Kashiwagi 1983,

AP is the pressure drop across the pitot tube, and the 1983a) and for this study was 5 kHz. The time response
other symbols are as already defined. Results of these behavior of the hot-wire or film to combined velocity and
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concentration fluctuations is very difficult to predict. provides a powerful new diagnostic for simultaneous
However, visual comparisons of the light scattering and concentration and velocity measurement. Further work is
voltage time profiles shown in Figs. 7 and 8 indicate required to assess possible sources of errors and
that the response of each is fast enough to follow limitations on such measurements. We hope that this work
changes which occur in the flows investigated here. This will stimulate other workers to adopt the use of heated
conclusion is supported by calculated power spectra for probes in velocity fields having varying composition.
the Rayleigh scattering and voltage data which are nearlyU identical. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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This work has demonstrated that the combination of
Rayleigh light scattering and hot-probe techniques
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Table 2 Table 3

Results for C3H8/Air Jet Selected Values of RuLx for Air/Air Jets

z/ro T DSs(s) z5(mm) U(m/s) i Pitot(m/s) '(m/s) RPLI z/r 0 X Marker Reference

15.7 0.34 1.4 4.06 4.39 0.73 0.26 30 0.39 heat Antonia er al. (1975) S
23.6 0.45 1.5 3.19 3.30 0.59 0.25 118 0.48 heai Chevray and Tutu (1978)

31.5 0.6 1.5 2.57 2.61 0.47 0.40 16 0.40 particles Catalano et el. (1976)

39.4 0.7 1.4 2.02 2.15 0.38 0.38

47.2 0.9 1.6 1.74 1.81 0.34 0.39 5
155.1 1.1 1.7 1.55 1 1.59 0.30 0.46
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Figure 3. Plot of hot-film voltages squared versus the
square root of velocity for the propane concentrations

TOUL.PtE listed. Solid lines are linear least squares fits of the
Cv camdata.

Figure 1. Experimental apparatus for simultaneous
concentration and velocity measurements.
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Figure 4. Values of A and B (from Eq. 1) for a hot-filmV(m/s 1  as a function of propane concentration. Solid lines are

least squares curve fits of data to second degree

Figure 2. Voltage drop across a hot-wire as a function of polynomials.
flow velocity for several different methane-air mixtures
(values of CH 4 mole fraction listed beside curves).
Solid lines are least squares curve fits of Eq. 1. Insert
shows corresponding A and B values fit to linear least

squares curve fits.
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Figure 5. Log-log plot of A/k versus Pr/v , in arbitrary TIME (ins)
units, for the pure gases and mixtures listed. The solid TIME (ms)
line is a linear least squares curve fit of the data. For
constant hot-film temperature Gr -1/v

2  and the line is Figure 8. Time histories of concentration, hot-film ,.. -

proportional to (Pr.Gr)O.l
8 ,(Ra)O.l8. output, and calculated velocity for a propane-air jet.

The probes are located at z/ro-31.5, r/ro-O.
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Figure 6. Log-log plot of arbitrary values for S(v)0 5/k 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
versus Pr/v for pure gases and mixtures. Symbols are the
same as in Fig. 5. The solid line is a least squares f"it z/'',, of the results and indicates 3'-kPr/(v)

0.71
.O ..,,

Figure 9. Inverse centerline velocity (normalized by exit
T E E Tvelocity) of a propane jet is plotted as a function of

Mnondimensionalized downstream distance. The solid line is
a linear least squares fit of the data.
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S. e t s o r nFigure 10. Inverse centerline rms velocity (normalized by

Figure 7. Tim* histories of concentration, hot-wire exit velocity) of a propane jet is plotted as a function
output, and calculated velocity for a methane-air jet. of nondimensionalized downstream distance. The solid line
The probes are located at z/ro-35, r/r-6.9. is a linear least squares fit of the data.
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TRANSITION TO TURBULENCE IN A SPHERICAL GAP
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• ABSTRACT" 2-.o

I I

,'. The present investigation deals with the transition to .

turbulence and the behaviour of turbulent flow in spheri-

cal gaps. Different initial and boundary conditions re-

sult in different routes of the transition from laminar

to turbulent flows. The observed bifurcations are visu- inner

alized and described. An analysis of the onset of turbu- sphere "

lence is given for the case of a "sudden-acceleration"

of the inner sphere.

INTRODUCTION

Basic aspects of the transition to turbulence are dis- 
_ 2 S

*T', cussed for the gap flow between two concentric rotating -

spheres. Such aspects of these transitions are described
in the book of SWINNEY and GOLLUB (1981) and in the paper

of GOLLUB and BENSON (1980). Several authors try to de-

scribe the transition to turbulent flow with simplified

mathematical models. The present situation may be summa- "
rized by MARSDEN's (1977) remark, that no solution of the o

* 'i Navier-Stokes equation is known that described a turbu- sphere -.'*-.

lent flow. In view of the exceptional mathematical diffi-

culties connected with bifurcation processes, flows are

of interest, which exhibit a sudden transition to turbu-
lence, SCHULTZ-GRUNOW (1980). Such a process without dis-
crete bifurcations can be realized in the spherical gap

flow with a "sudden-acceleration" of the inner sphere. Fig. 1: Gap geometry of the experimental arrangements

R.= 75 m, R -63.75 mm, n= RI/R 2 = 0.85,

SPHERICAL-GAP GEOMETRY

The experimental arrangement is principially shown in SPHERICAL-GAP FLOW

figure 1. The inner rotating sphere is surrounded by a The non-uniqueness of the solutions in the case of sphe-

transparent outer sphere at rest. The gap is filled with rical gap flows at the same Reynolds number were first
silicone oil with a kinematic viscosity of v-=8. 10-6_a shown by SAWATZKI and ZIEREP (1970). The three different

m2/s. Small aluminium flakes makes the flow visible. The steady modes are shown schematically in figure 2. Mode I

dynamical behaviour of the flow is recorded by pressure represents the rotationally symmetric three-dimensional

measurements through holes in the equatorial plane of the basic flow without vortices. Mode III contains two vor-

outer sphere. tices near the equator. Due to the basic flow the vor-

16.1



OUAS.SA.r: INCREASE O REYNOLDS NUMBER

The flow regions for tne different modes are plotted as

a function of the Reynolds numoer in figure 3. The solic

line represents laminar flow whereas dasned line snows

partial or full turbulent flow regions. Characteristic

instabilities are marked separately in figure 3.

Mode I: Figure 4 shows flow patterns for different Rey-

W nolds numbers. Shear instabilities directed from the

poles toward the equator as shown in figure 4a occur for

Reynolds numbers Re>4000. Due to these shear instabili-

ties the flow in the equatorial plane becomes wavy. For

-- 4...Reynolds numbers Re> 6000 Stuart vortices formed near
the poles. The interaction between Stuart vortices and

I shear instabilities leads to a stochastic motion as shown
in figure 4b. With increasing Reynolds number the turbu-

lent flow region increases from the poles toward the ."

equator and results in a large scale structure of the

turbulent flow as shown in figure 4c. The characteristic

length scale of the turbulent motion is of the order of

the gap width, as marked by the distance of the two
arrows. The waviness in the equatorial plane exists up

to a Reynolds number Re= 10000. With increasing Reynolds

number the influence of the secondary motion must be con-
0 sidered. Then,the length scale of the turbulence struc-

ture shrinks since with increasing Reynolds number the
Fig. 2: Different steady and rotational synmetric modes

of flow at supercritical Reynolds number boundary-layer thickness decreases.

%. Mode III: Typical flow states are shown in figure 5 for

different Reynolds numbers. These modes become unstable
C. near the poles with respect to Stuart vortices for Rey-

flow moAde a show instality nolds numbers Re> 6500. These vortices with spiral axes
o Stuart vortices are seen in figure 5a. Near Re= 7000 a sudden onset of
-laminar flow
-- turn flow stochastic motion occurs in the two vortices. The struc-

ture of these turbulent vortices can be seen clearly in

N figure 5b. For Reynolds numbers Re> 8200 shear instabi-

33a sgga Ility becomes important, resulting in a waviness of the

I 1 vortex boundaries and in a turbulent motion as shown in
---- figure 5c. For Reynolds numbers Re> 11 000 the vortices

disappear in the basic flow so that mode I is established,

0 50000 15000 Re but in a turbulent state.

Mode IV: This flow state with four vortices near the
equator is shown in figure 6a. For Reynolds numbers Re >Fig. 3: Existence regions of the flow modes and different

kind of instabilities 5000 shear instability is found in spiral form from the

poles toward the vortices. This leads to a waviness of
tices are directed inwards in the equatorial plane. Mode the vortex boundaries as shown in figure 6b. For Reynolds

IV consists of four vortices near the equator. These mo- numbers Re> 5900 Stu,-t vortices occur. The interaction

des can be realized by different accelerations of the between these Stuart vortices and shear instability leads
inner sphere as shown by WIMMER (1976). Other aspects of to a stochastic motion as shown in figure 6c. If the tur-

these flows are also investigated by YAVORSKAYA et al. bulent region reaches the vortices near Re> 6000, a tran-

(1980) theoretically and experimentally. Based on these sition takes place to mode III. At this Reynolds number

modes the transition to turbulence is now investigated then the flow is completely laminar.

for increasing Reynolds number.
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two boundary layers near the inner ano outer spnere. Be-

tween tnese boundary layers the angular momentur is
v(*-Ot) V'(**sOt) transferred by turbulent fluctuations. This transitior

w 1  R, w,
from the laminar to the turbulent circumferential velo-

city distribution depends on the meridional coordinate
*1 while the circumferential velocity decreases with in-

creasing.*. This fact is given by formula 1(I).

-,: vR, 45 ") a R ""Cos 0*(I '-?-

C % 82 • r The development of the boundary layer in radial directiona r -461 12 i-

is given by relation (2).

14v ( r ,0 * , t ) = v ( R ,0 * ) .e r f c r. . . 2

<1 Fig. 8: Characteristic circumferential velocity distribu- 2v t (1T , -)ef
tion at the equator, on the left just before and
on the right after the onset of turbulent motion r* is the gap coordinate and erfc the complementary error

function.

For t < 1 the asymptotic solution is

cos 7 = 1 with T - (3)

This relation describes for a short time the onset of m'.

turbulent motion independent of the final Reynolds num-

75" ber. Experimental results are shown in figure 9 for fi-

nal Reynolds numbers of 8. 103<ReE< 4 • 10'. Figure 9
Co 0_ _ includes also the analytical solution. Within the experi-

45 - mental error a good agreement between theory and experi-

ment is found.J0 .0 ..

CONCLUSION '-

" The experimental results show different routes for the
0 t laminar-turbulent transition of spherical gap flows.

S36Starting from different initial conditions one obtains

over discrete bifurcations various transitions to tur-
Fig. 9: Comparison of theoretical and experimental re- bulence. By means of the "sudden-start" experiment a di-sults rect transition turbulence without bifurcations is

achieved. The time- and space-dependent onset of turbu-

SUDDEN INCREASE OF REYNOLDS NUMBER lent motion can be described by a universal relation de-

rived from the Rayleigh-Stokes problem for the flat
In the case of a "sudden-start" of the inner sphere to a plate.

final Reynolds number ReE B. 8000 the secondary motion

starts suddenly in a turbulent form. The visualization

of such an experiment is shown in figure 7. The turbulent REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT the vortex pair model. We analyse here those
pictures using image processing and computer

A three-dimensional model of the plane graphic techniques with the purpose of recon-
mixing layer is constructed by applying digital structing the three-dimensional topology of the . -
image processing and computer graphic tech- flow and of determining the influence of the
niques to laser fluorescent motion pictures of longitudinal structure on mixing.
its transversal sections. A system of stream-
wise vortex pairs is shown to exist on top of EXPERIMENT AND DATA PROCESSING
the classical spanwise eddies. Its influence
on mixing is examined. The experimental arrangement and the oni-

ginal motion pictures are described in Bernal
INTRODUCTION (1981b). The apparatus itself is the same one

used by Breidenthal (1981). A mixing layer is
Some evidence has appeared lately implying established between two water streams in a

that the nominally plane turbulent mixing layer tunnel with a 7x11 cm. cross section. One of
contains secondary structures involving the the streams - the low speed one - contains a
deformation of the primary large scale eddies dye that fluoresces when illuminated with a
along their'span (Tonrad, 1976, Browand and sheet of laser liqht of the proper wavelength,
Troutt, 1980, Roshko, 1980, Jimenez, 1983). and which is arranged perpendicular to the
That structure has been interpreted in some stream direction. Since the dye is transparent
cases as being produced by an array of longi- to the fluorescent radiation, the illuminated
tudinal (streaawise) vortex pairs sitting section can be observed through the body of the
approximately on the braids connecting consec- dyed stream (Dimotakis, unpublished). For our
utive primary (spanwise) eddies (see Figure 1). analysis we have used motion pictures of the
Such an arrangement had been predicted theoret- time evolution of one such section. A frame
ically on the grounds that any streamwise vor- from one of the films is shown in Figure 2.a;
ticity injected accidentally into the braids the flow comes towards the observer with the
would be stretched by the straining field prod- -dye being contained in the light region on top.
uced by the primary eddies into long longitudi- That section corresponds to a braid separating
nal vortices (Corcos, 1979). Some measurements two large eddies, and the "curly" structures
of the strength of these proposed vortices are visible in the irterface are the ones due to
given in Jimenez (1983), where their circu- the longitudinal vortices.
lation Is shown to be of the same order as that

* contained in each wavelength of the primary
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability responsible for
the formation of the primary eddies. This sug-
gests that the longitudinal structures form as U

,, a result of the deiurmation of those initial
two-dimensional eddies due to a
three-dimensional instability.

Such instabilities have been studied the-
oretically by Pierrehumbert and Widnall (1982)

- and take the form of a wavelike deformation
along the span of the two-dimensional vortices.
Such a wavelike structure is strongly implied
by pictures of the transition region published
by Dreidenthal (1981). The idea is that those
waves will be stretched by the Corcos (1979)
mechanism to give the elongated structures
observed later in the flow. The motion pic-
tures published in (Roshko, 1980, Bernal,
1981b) offer a direct visualisation of spanwise
sections of the concentration field and clearly
show longitudinal structures compatible with FIG. 1.- MODEL FOR STREAMWISE VORTICITY DIS-

TRIBUTION. AFTER BERNAL (1981).

* Present address, Jet Propulsion Laboratories, Pasadena, Ca. 91109
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Another section, taken at a higher Rey- Film Ul U2 (Ul-U2)x/v 9 x/0
nolds number, is shown in Figure 2.b. All the cm/s cm/s cm ..
images were taken at a distance of 17 cm. from
the splitter plate, and the Reynolds number was
controlled by changing the free stream veloci- 1 15 6.4 14,600 .052 330
ties. The momentum thickness of the boundary
layers at the high speed side of the splitter II 52 20 54,400 .028 613
plate were not measured directly in this exper-
iment, but can be inferrcj from the values giv- TABLE l.- FLOW PARAMETERS IN THE FILMS USED-
en by Breidenthal (1981) for the same
apparatus. A summary of the relevant flow

' parameters for the two films used in this paper
is given in Table 1. The downstream position of -
the illuminated section, expressed as a multi-
ple of the initial boundary layer thickness, 0'
is seen to be about 300 for the low Reynolds
number case and 600 for the high Reynolds num-
ber one. According to the values given for the
three-dimensional transition by Breidenthal I . .

(1981) and Jimenez (1983), the first film cor-
responds to the growth region of the
three-dimensional instability, while the second
one is already in the well developed region.From these films we have extracted three

sequences, two corresponding to the low, and
one to the high Reynolds number case. Each -
sequence is formed by approximately 200 consec-
utive frames. Each frame was digitised and
treated as the transverse section of a
three-dimensional solid in which the third
dimension, time, can be converted to space (x)
by using a fixed convection velocity equal to
the average between the two free stream speeds;
the adequacy of this hypothesis will be dis-
cussed later. Digitisation converts each frame
into a large numerical matrix in which each

.V value represents the optical transmissivity at
one point of the photographic negative. When
all the consecutive frames are stacked togeth-
er, they form a three-dimensional array which FIG. 3.- STREAMWISE SECTIONS OF TWO OF THE
is a digital model of fluorescent Intensity in SEQUENCES USED IN THE RECONSTRUCTION.
the flow. Any section of this array, not just
the original transversal ones, can now be dis- longitudinal sections of two of the sequences.
played on a computer terminal. Figure 3 shows These sections correspond to the classical

two-dimensional ones shown, for example, in
Brown and Roshko (1974) but, because in this N
case the coordinates are y-t instead of y-x,
the eddies are all at the same stage of their
development and do not appear to grow. owl

The next step is to relate the optical
,._density in the negatives to dye concentration

,V. ~4. J.,, in the fluid. In principle this density is pro-
portional to the amount of light emitted by one

.4 . point in the fluid which, in turn, is propor-
*+ + tional to the product of the laser beam inten- ,.,,,

I sity and the concentration of dye. in practice
the beam intensity is unknown and changes with-
in the picture, mainly due to absorption by the
dye and, although calibration is possible, it
was not done when the present films were

""_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ obtained. In the absence of that information
we have taken the concentration to be propor-
tional to the gray level, normalised by the
initial light intensity estimated for each
incoming (vertical) ray. There is no guarantee
that the resulting images are adequate for more
than a qualitative analysis of the concen-
tration field.

Each frame was filtered using a local
sliding average over a 5x5 pixel neighbourhood,
and classified into three homogeneous regions
on the basis of the resulting concentration.
These regions are intended to represent each of
the free streams and an intermediate "mixed"
region; the choice of the thresholds separating
them is somewlat arbitrary. In general it is
quite easy to define thresholds giving the
approximate "outer" limits of the mixing layer
since, particularly in the low Reynolds number
case, there is a visually sharp interface out-
side which the fluid is unmixed. Isolevel

FIG. 2.- TWO FRAMES FROM THE FILMS ANALYSED IN lines outside these thresholds have a very con-
THIS PAPER. TOP: FILM 1, BOTTOM: 2. voluted shape, typical of photographic noise
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structinq, for each section, a snort cvlinder
(actually a prism) based or. its contour an.
extendina in the direction of the flow witn a
depth eaual to the convection distance between
frames. These prisms are then stacked tocetner
to form a polyhedral body (see Figure 5).

The resulting solid is displayed in a
black and white monitor and photooraphed1 directly from the screen. The method used for
hidden surface elimination is a slichtly modi-
fied depth buffer (see Foley and Van Dam, 19d2,
ch. 15). Shading of the surfaces is done assum-
ing that the object is matte and illuminated ty
a single point source, with a small amount of
extra isotropic illumination (Phong, 1975). No S
shadows are computed, but the resulting unna-
tural aspect of the rerresentations is cont-
rolled by keeping the light source relatively

FIG. 4.- SEGMENTED VERSION OF THE FIGURE 2.A, close to the observer. Both the orientation of
AFTER CLASSIFICATION AND FILTERING. the model and the position of the source can be

controlled interactively, as is the clippino of
while, inside them, they are much smoother. In the model by an arbitrary plane. The computer
the high Reynolds case the distinction is not time needed for a complete display is between-5
so clear but an outer limit can still be one and three minutes.
defined. The model for sequence number I, extracted

Note that, because of the beam absorption from the low Reynolds number film, is shown in
problem, it is not possible to assign a single Figure 6. The flow runs from the top right to
brightness level to each stream and to compute the bottom left corners of the picture and the
the thresholds as fractions of those levels, two large horizontal eddies are the classical

The classified frames have to be smoothed Brown-Roshko structures. The mixing layer is
further to eliminate the "salt and pepper" seen from its low speed side and a remarkably
noise. This is done by using a regular array of streamwise structures is seen -
three-dimensional majority voting scheme. Each superimposed on the primary eddies. The high
element in the three-dimensional classified speed side of the second eddy of the sequence
array is considered as the centre of a 3x3x3 is shown in Figure 7. The same streamwise
cube; the number of elements in the cube structure is present, and a section by a hori-
belonging to each class is counted, and the zontal plane shows that the interior of at
centre pixel is assigned to the class of the least the central streamer contains two hollow
majority. The result of classification and (unmixed) tubes strongly suggestive of a vortex
filtering on Figure 2.a is shown-in Figure 4. pair.

The amount of storage needed for each The thresholds used to isolate the ri .xed
sequence, when stored in this fashion, is rela- fluid for these two figures were the outer"
tively large. Each numerical array is approxi- ones described above and, therefore, the model
mately 200x350x450 and, therefore, contains shown should contain most of the fluid actually
over 30 million elements. As a result, the mixed. In is somewhat surprising that a fairly
arrays have to be kept in magnetic tape and can large amount of mixed fluid is apparently pres-
not be accessed fast enough for interactive ent in the thick streamers of the braid region,
display. To comoact the information, the con- where mixing would normally not be expected.
tours of the class corresponding to the "mixed" Figure 8 shows this not to be the case; in the

- fluid are extracted, approximated by polygons top part, a streamer has been isolated by clip-
and stored in a suitable designed data base. ping the same sequence used in Figure 6 with a

* Each sequence can then be stored in approxi- pal- of vertical streamwise planes; the bottom
mately 400 Kbytes of disk space and accessed part shows the same clipped portion turned
easily. The software used in this step is upside down. In the braid region the streamers, " "
described in Jimenez and Navalon (1982). although apparently thick, are seen to be only - -

a thin deformed shell containing a relatively
THREE DIMENSIONAL RECONSTRUCTION small amount of mixed fluid. Interestingly, the S

densest concentration of mixed fluid is not
The polygons stored in the data beoes gen- found at the core of the 3arge eddies; Figure 8

erated above represent sections of a shows quite a lot of empty :unmixed) space in
three-dimensional model of the mixing layer. that region. Most of the mixing seems to happen
Several methods are available for the display above and below the eddy, and this impression
of complex three-dimensional objects, many of is generally supported by other sections of
which are surveyed in the book by Foley and Van the low Reynolds number film.
Dam (1982). We generate our solid model by con-

FIG. 5.- RECONSTRUCTION OF A THREE
DIMENSIONAL SOLID FROM THE
TRANSVERSAL SECTIONS.
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FIG. 6.- THE LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER MIXING LAYER.
FLOW IS FROM TOP RIGHT TO BOTTOM LEFT.
VIEW IS FROM LOW SPEED SIDE.

Lk

FIG. 8.- SINGLE STREAMER ISOLATED FROM FIG. 6.
TOP VIEW IS FROM LOW SPEED SIDE. BOT-
TOM, HIGH.

,, • o a,

FIG. 7.- SAME LAYER AS FIG. 6. HIGH SPEED SIDE.
NOTE HORIZONTAL CUT SIIOWING INTERIOR .
OF STREAMER. 2-

FIG. 10.- THE HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER MIXING LAY-
ER.* FIG. 9. PRODUCT INTERMITTENCY IN THE LOW (TOP)

AND HIGH (BOTTOM) REYNOLDS CASE. AVER-
AGE CONCENTRATION PROFILE INCLUDED FOR
RFF.RE NCE.
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To check that this is indeed the case, a
product intermittency was defined as the frac- -

tion of the time that mixed fluid was present .
at a given y position in the layer (inteqrated
along the span). The result for sequence I is .
shown on the ton part of Figure 9. The two ___-

curves in this plot correspond to the use of -.
two different thresholds in the definition of - -
mixed versus unmixed fluid, and they show that
the character of the result does not depend on I

that choice. Although the result refers only to
two eddies and is subject to all the inaccura-
cies noted above in the measurement of the con-
centration, it is interesting that the plot is
bimodal with most of the mixed fluid above and __-- .---

below the centre line, consistent with the _

impression derived from the three-dimensional -.

model.
The bottom part of Figure 9 shows the same -

quantity for the high Reynolds number film. No
trace of bimodality is found in this case, and
the presence of mixed fluid is generally much
higher than in the previous one. A s.iilar ..

increase in the amount of mixing across the
three-dimensional transition was first docu-
mented by Konrad (1976) and later by other
investigators, but no bimodal profiles have FIG. 12.- TOP AND BOTTOM VIEW OF SPATIALLY
been reported. It is possible that, over longer GROWING LAYER SHOWING CONVECTION
periods, the distribution is smeared by the VELOCITY. TOP, HIGH SPEED SIDE. BOT-
different transverse position of the eddies and TOM, LOW.
by the effect of amalgamations. In fact, when a
profile is computed for a sequence containing a A simple explanation is possible. At low
pairing, the distribution obtained is very flat Reynolds numbers the vorticity field is two
but not bimodal, dimensional, concentrated in the spanwise

cores, and the mixing is low. During the tran-
sition, the streamwise vortices appear in the
braids, but the vorticity is still largely
two-dimensional both in the cores (spanwise)
and in the braids (streamwise). The only real
three-dimensionality is at those places where
both systems intersect, above and below the
classical cores. It is only there that mixing
is enhanced. Further downstream, small scale
turbulence is either produced or convected
throughout the layer and mixing is more uni-
formly distributed.

A picture of the high Reynolds number
sequence is shown in Figure 10. The lack of
any interior voids containing unmixed fluid is
apparent, but the longitudinal structures are
still present. However, since in this case
they are immersed in a sea of uniform mixing,Vit is difficult to say whether they correspond
to active structures or to passive regions
remaining from earlier stages in the develop-
ment of the layer.

Figure 11 is a view of a sequence contain-
ing a pairing from the low Reynolds number .. .,.

film. In the top part of the picture the layer
is seen from its high speed side. The pairing
appears as a long "hook' extending from below

* '. .the second eddy into the third. The low speed
4" "side of the same sequence is shown in the bot-

tom part of the picture; the pairing is now a
r single continuous structure embracing the two

eddies. The difference between the two views
is striking but, most probably, is due to a

ffailure of the convection hypothesis. As a
pairing occurs, the downstream eddy is carried
far into the low speed stream and is deceler-
ated, at the same time that the other eddy is
accelerated by the fast stream. As a conse-
quence, and since we are observing the layer at
a fixed downstream station, the former eddy
stays longer in our field of view and looks
elongated, while the latter is accelerated past
the observation section and looks shorter. In

• 'fact, what we are seeing in Figure 11 is not
the same object seen from two different points
of view but an earlier and a later version of

M. 11.- LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER, INCLUDING A the same phenomenon. It is fascinating never-
PAIRING. TOP IS HIGH SPEED SIDE, theless to observe that, in the low speed
3OTTOM, LOW. paired view, only three longitudinal streamers

--- IA~~-7 __ _ _ _ -_
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ot er side. Apparently the flow is able to are, not only very marked, but strikingly well
sense the cnanue in scale of the primary struc- organised. Those structu-res give strong support
ture and to adapt itself so as to maintain to the interpretation that they are due to ion-
geometric similarity. gitudinal vortex pairs topologically uncon-

The two different views in Fioure 11 raise nected to the main soanwise vortices, in
the question of the validity of the convection general agreement with the model in Figure 1.
hypothesis; more precisely, whether the same At that Reynolds number the intersection of te
convection velocity can be used throughout the two orthoaonal systems of vortices seems to
layer. Figure 12 shows data extracted fror a control the location of small scale mixina.
different film; in this case a spanwise aver- Further downstream, the longitudinal structure
aged view of a mixing layer between gases of persists but it is now submerged in a broader
similar density (Bernal, 1981a) . This is the region of qeneralised mixing and its dynamical
same film used by Hernan and Jimenez (1982). significance is harder to decide.
The outlines of the mixing region have been
extracted by a process very similar to the one
used for the spanwise sections. There is no We want to acknowledge the help of Dr. 41
attempt of perspective in those pictures. Each M.A.Hernan in digitising some of the film
section has been displaced upwards by a fixed sequences used in this paper. J.L.Navalon is
amount and backwards by a distance correspond- responsible for much of the contour extraction
ing to the average convection velocity. The top software. Dr. A.Roshko contributed with many
picture shows the view from the fast stream, helpful discussions in the interpretation of
and the bottom one has been reflected on a hor- the pictures. M.Cogollos was partially sup-
izontal plane to show the low speed side. If ported by an IBM study fellowship.
everything moved with a single convection
velocity the traces of all the eddies would be REFERENCES
vertical in the page; the fact that they are
not, proves that each side of the layer moves BERNAL,L.P. 1981a The coherent structure in
at a different speed. In fact, this figure sug- turbulent mixing layers, I: Similarity of
gests a view of the mixing layer which is the primary vortex structure. PhD. The-
slightly different from the normal one. sis, Caltech.

In the average convection frame an eddy BERNAL,L-.P. 1981b The coherent structure in
grows and is deformed by the mean shear in such turbulent mixing layers, II: Secondary
a way that the high speed part moves forward streamwise vortex structure PhD. Thesis,

. while the low speed part lags behind. These two Caltech.
- parts follow fairly straight trajectories but BREIDENTHAL,R.E. 1981 Structure in turbulent -.

the growth is enough to prevent them from mixino layers and wakes using a chemical - -"

splitting apart. In the process, the eddy just reaction. J.Fluid Mech. 116, 1-24
upstream, which is usually smaller because it BROWAND,F.K. & TROUTT,T.R. 1980 A note on span-
is at an earlier stage of development, is occa- wise structure in the two dimensional mix-
sionally engulfed and disappears: the large ing layer. J.Fluid Mech. 97, 771-781

* eddy is not specially perturbed by this proc- BROWN,G.L. & ROSHKO,A. 1974 On density effects
ess. Since the smaller eddy is normally the one and large structure in turbulent mixing

" that is carried into the fast stream, this cre- layers. J.Fluid Mech. 64, 775-816
ates an asymmetry between the two sides of the CORCOS,G.M. 1979 The mixing layer: Determinis-
layer which is evident in Figure 12; the high tic models of a turbulent flow. Report
speed side contains only one set of velocities, FM-79-2 Univ. California, Berkeley.
those of the tops of the large eddies which are FOLEY,J.D. & VAN DAM,A. 1982 Fundamentals of
not changed during pairings; the low speed side interactive computer graphics. Addi-
contains the velocities of the lower part of son-Wesley, Reading, Mass.
these eddies, but these velocities change occa- HERNAN,M.A. & JIMENEZ,J, 1982 Computer analysis
sionally when a pairing is involved. This of a high-speed film of the plane turbu-
asymmetry is interesting in view of the reports lent mixing layer. J.Fluid Mech. 119
by various investigators of different amounts 323-345
of entrainment on both sides of the mixing lay- JIMENEZ,J. 1983 A spanwise structure in the
er. plane mixinq layer. J.Fluid Mech. 122,

In our case the ratio of the two con- 319-336.
vection velocities (approx. 1.3) is not large JIMENEZJ. & NAVALON,J.L. 1982 Some experiments
enough to invalidate the approximate use of the in image vectorisation, IBM J. Res. and
convection hypothesis in the construction of Development, 26, 724-734.
the models. The only exception is probably dur- KONRAD,J.H. 1976 An experimental investigation
ing pairings. Figure 12, while suggesting a of mixing in two-dimensional turbulent
diffevent behaviour of the pairing on both shear flows with applications to dif-
sides of the layer, is not consistent with the fusion-limited chemical reactions. PhD.
large differences shown in Figure 11 while, on Thesis, Caltech.
the other hand, shows that convection veloci- PHONG,B.T. 1975 Illumination for computer gen-
ties can vary enough during amalgamation to erated pictures. Comm.ACM, 18, 311-317
explain the discrepancy. PIERREHUMBERT,R.T. & WIDNALL,S.E. 1982 The two

and three-dimensional instabilities of a
spatially periodic shear layer. J.Fluid

CONCLUSIONS Mech., 114, 59-82
ROSHKOA.-9T0 The plane mixing layer, flow

We have presented three-dimensional recon- visualisation results and three dimen-
structions of the concentration field of a nom- sional effects. In The Role of Coherent
Inally plane mixing layer. In the section Structures in Mode Turbulence and
corresponding to the developing region of the Aixinq, (ed. J.Jimenez) Lecture Notes in
three-dimensional transition, the recon- Phsics, vol 126. 208-217, Springer.
struction shows longitudinal structures which
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ABSTRACT lines cross the real axis. Circumventing the branch cut -. -

by means of a proper deformation of integration contours, ""

It is often assumed that damped instability modes however, facilitates the calculation eigenvalues and
may exist even in the absence of viscosity, if during eigenfunctions and it was speculated by Tam and Morris
the downstream evolution of the waves velocity gradients that this method may give the analytic continuation of
become too small to support amplified disturbances. A the Orr-Sommerfeld solutions in the limit of infinite
modified inviscid calculation of damped modes is done Reynolds number.
and the inviscid results are used in a slow divergence In the present paper we use the contour integral
stability theory and in a linear turbulence model. This method to calculate the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
yields theoretical predictions for amplitudes, phases of damped modes in circular jets. Furthermore, these
and coherence functions that are in reasonable agreement quantities are used to establish a slow flow divergence
with experimental trends. theory covering axial locations outside the potential

core.
INTRODUCTION We also use these results to extend a linear model

for the calculation of large coherent structures [Plaschko
Such experimentalists as Fuchs (1972,1973),Armstrong (1981)]. Let us now review the salient assumptions of

(1981), Chan (1977) and Moore (1977) have been strongly this model: First of all, the analysis is restricted
interested in the problems of jet turbulence during the to the calculation of second order moments of the fluc-
last decade. Artificial excitation has been used to tuating pressure in inviscid incompressible jet flows.

raise more or less regular patterns above the random The jet turbulence is assumed to be stationary and homo-
background and it has been demonstrated that there is a geneous with respect to the azimuthal angle. The latter
large-scale structure of considerable coherence volume, condition implies the statistical independence of the
The influence of the Mach number has also been found to different helical modes. This assumption restricts the
be small, and it was shown that only the lower order application of the model to circular jet turbulence. S .z
helical modes are important. Next we assume that the large coherent structures

Crighton and Gaster (1976) and Plaschko (1979) first are created exclusively at the jet orifice and other
treated inviscid instability of slowly divergent jets possible excitation mechanisms are ignored. Furthermore,
which can only predict growing disturbances. The paral- we assume that the amplitudes and phases of large coher-
lel-flow problem reappears in the leading order approxi- ent structures can be described by superposing linear

mation. The influence of the divergence is incorporated instability waves for a slowly divergent jet flow. The

in the higher order corrections, and is contained in a fictious turbulent velocity profile is assumed to be

set of amplitude functions that vary slowly in the down- suitable modelled by the Michalke-Crighton-Gaster pro-

stream direction. The growth of the disturbance is ar- file. The parabolic structure of the stability equations
rested by the influence of the flow divergence and the requires that their solutions contain unknown constants

amplitudes grow exponentially only in the first down- of the integration. These quantities are regarded as
stream positions. Farther downstream the amplitudes random functions of the frequency and they are deter-

tend toward maximal values and it was supposed that they mined by the application of a stochastical initial con-

decrease under the action of viscosity. Since the calcu- dition. This initial condition describes, in an over-
lation of damped modes is beyond the scope of an elemen- all manner, the excitation of the large scale structures

tary inviscid theory, the study of the downstream evolu- at the position of the jet orifice. In the case of jet __

tion was terminated at axial positions close to neutral- turbulence, however, a white-noise type excitation

t hy. certainly does not take place. Hence, the spectral vari-

The main reason for the limitation to the inviscid ation of the excitation has to be established by using

case is the large computing time needed to handle slow an additional hypothesis. In the absence of reliable

flow divergence approximation to the viscous modes. This data on spectra close to the orifice we refrained from

is because the calculation of an eigenvalue by means of formulating such an hypothesis and resorted to fitting

solving the Orr-Sommerfeld equations requires a computing to experimental data.

time two orders of magnitude higher than the correspond- Spectral quantities are considered exclusively and

ing computing time for an inviscid eigenvalue. Since only the lowest helical modes are taken into account to

the slow flow divergence theory deals with a great number describe the fluctuating pressure (experiments of Fuchs

of manipulations of the parallel flow quantities, the (1973) indicate that the decomposition of fluctuating

problem of comouting time may render the development of velocities may need a greater number of helical con-

such an Orr-Somerfeld stability theory impractical. stituents). In a previous paper we have shown that this

Meanwhile, Tam and Morris (1980) proposed another model can predict the experimental trends of radial as

metnod for calculating the eigenvalues inviscidly. They well as .ircumferential coherence functions fairly well.

solved the inviscid disturbance equation in the complex Difficulties arise, however, when we consider axial co-

plane. This equation is satisfied on the real axis ex- herence functions. This is because higher order helical

cept in a narrow region where pole branch cuts at certain modes are already damped, at a given location, while the
lower ones continue to grow. Since the calculation of



damped modes is beyond the scope of an elementary invis- initial condition reflecting the excitation of the large¢4 id stability' theory, an attempt was undertaken to alle- coherent structures at the )et orifice. fience, we put -"-'

viate these complications by means of either a cut off (R is the jet radius)
approximation or continuation of inviscid quantities be-
yond the locations of neutrality. Such procedures lead '(x= 0, r= R, ;,t)
to such unsatisfying results as discontinuities of the m=, = exp(mFmt C)

axial coherence at the position of the cut off.
The central goal of this paper is therefore to ex- '

tend this linear inviscid turbulence model by means of Though the stochastic excitation functions Fmit ) are un-

the contour integral method of calculating damped modes, known, we may demand that
This method offers a simple, and computing time

saving, tool to enlarge the regime where the linear tur- <Fm(t)> = 0 and <F (tJF (t +r)> = .om , (8)
bulence model can be applied. Since inviscid modes are n .(,J
the most unstable and the least damped, we believe that
the inviscidly calculated amplitudes represent an upper where 6n,m is Kronecker's delta and <a> is the ensemble
limit to the crests of large coherent structures. How- average of a. Equation (8) warrants the stationarity
ever, as a result of neglecting viscid effects, there and azimuthal homogeneity of the yet turbulence.
exists a certain region of forbidden radial locations Note that because of linearity, there would be no
within which the model fails to give predictions. fluctuations (p' E 0) if there is no excitation at the

orifice (Fm = 0 for all m's).

ANALYSIS Equations (1) to (8) are now sufficient to calcu-
late the second order moments. As a result of linearity

We shall survey the analysis only briefly, the helical modes do not interact and because of (8) each I
The study is restricted to the investigation of the mode makes it individual contribution to the second order

fluctuating pressure p'. This quantity is analyzed in moments.
. cylindrical coordinates and it is represented by a super- When we calculate spectral quantities, Sm(6) the

position of partial instability waves as given by slow Fourier transformation of the unknown autocorrelation
flow divergence theory. Hence we put functions of the excitation gm(T) will appear. The

spectra Sm are determined by fitting to experimental data

-1 exp(im) f exp(-iot) A (x,$) F(xr,8)dB, (1) at each value of the frequency. The theoretically pre-

m = - m dicted coherence functions, however, are remarkedly in-
sensitive to this fitting procedure. It was shown that

* where B is the frequency and m is the helicity index, fitting to different experimental data (radial or cir-he ria ae sape fnc is e find e cumferential coherence function at distinct spatial loca-
regular solution of the second order Inviscid disturbance tions) yields to ignorable small deviations of the theo-

equation (c $ 8/a; a is the wavenumber) retically predicted quantites.

a 2  I 2aUx/ar a 2 o DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH
c[ 

+  
+- - )] F°=0p , (2) EXPERIMENTSx r U

At the beginning of the iteration routines to
where Ux (x,r) is the velocity profile to be introduced determine the wave numbers, an initial estimate of the
later. In the slow flow divergence approximation, the pole location was made and the corresponding branch cut '
amplitudes Am are given by was distantly circumvented. After the eigenvalue was

x located, however, the contour was contracted and at the
Am  exp [f (ia - L /km) dx], (3) same time the path-independence of the wave numbers was

0 investigated. Claiming a six digit accuracy, the con-

traction was terminated whenever this accuracy limit was
and the term &m/km represents the first order WKB-correc- violated. Carefully performed numerical studies show
tion to the parallel flow amplitudes. The quantities that the contour may be drawn fairly close to the loca-
,m and km are functionals of F

0 
and its adjoint F

0 
of the tion of the branch cut. Because of the possibility of

type p p closely circumventing the branch cut in a rectangular
- manner, we may conclude that the branch cut exhibits the

GF
0
, o Ux...)dr" (4) shape of a straight line.

p p x

The velocity profile Uxis'a fictious quantity in the
framework of linear stability theory. A reasonable ap-
proximation for fully turbulent jet flow seems to be the

*Michalke-Crighton-Gaster model. It is given by
S/f..

U (x,r) - O.SU,(x) {l + tanh [ 25 r)] (5)x 13x'-4 r)] 5

Ul(x) is the centerline velocity being modelled by two I Il 70
alternative forms (a1 and a2 are empirical constants) ./ m- .

60
1 2'* .s

Ul (x) ,I so so

*xp-ax /(Ia 2 x A. ()0

A singularity at Ux c arises in (2). It is easy 0, 05 06 07 S

to show that the pole lies in the upper half plane for a 60 30

dampd modes a 0; CL. Im(o) and in the lower half
plane (a < 0) for amplified modes, respectively. These .o
poles 1.r4 connected with branch cuts extending from the
position of the pole downward to minus infinity. Hence
for damped modes, we elude the pole and its branch cut
with integration paths in the complex radial plane.

The regular solution of (2) contains a constant of
the integration. It is assumed to be a random function Figure 1: Location of the fundamental poles in the

of the frequency and is determined by a stochastic complex radial plane.
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Figure 1 gives a survey of locations of the funds- In agreement with Chan's experiments we find that
mental poles. For parallel flow, each of these curves the higher the index of heiit) r is, the lower the
coincides into a single point. The tendency of these phase velocity will be. Furthermore, the tendency of
locations is to move with increasing values of x toward cph to reach a minimum and increase farther downstreamr.
the centerline of the Jet. Hence we may conclude that is confirmed by the experiments of Mloore. Moore found
there exists a regime of forbidden radial locations ex- the minimum of ch for St = 0.48 and r = 0 to be close
tending from positions close to the center of the bound- to xmin/R = 3. he deviation of our theoretical results iwk,
ary layer inward to the centerline. (m = 0: x n/R - 2, for St = 0.5 and r/R = 1.05) might

Accordingly, in Figures 2 and 3 the pressure gains be caused Y the different radial locations.
and phase speeds are plotted for a position outside of Looking on Figs. 2 and 3 we may conclude that the
this forbidden region but fairly close to the center of influence of the centerline velocity decay is fairly
the boundary layer. The quantities were calculated by small within the range of axial positions that was con-
deforming the contour of the functionals (4) in the sidered.
usual manner and by testing the path-independence of the Some numerical results pertaining the linear turbu-
corresponding results. The waves grow in an initial lence model are represented in the last two figures. For
stage exponentially, reach a peak, and decay slowly, the sake of comparison with measurements done by Fuchs,
farther downstream. Chan's observations of pressure in Figs. 4 and 5 the quantity
gains reveal lower peaks at positions somewhat further

' upstream, and a markedly higher rate decay. These devia- " 1/2
tions might partially be the result of the non-linear R = W (W W )9)/2
forcing levels used in this experiments. However, it plP2 PlP2,r plpl p2P2
seems to be obvious, that an inviscid theory predicts a
comparatively small rate of decay. We can therefore con- is depicted. Wp p, is the real part of the pressure
conclude that inviscid calculated amplitudes represent an cross-spectral din ily and the power densities are de-
upper limit to the downstream evolution of the crests of noted by WP p1 and W0,p,, respectively. One pressure
large structures. probe is ket at a fiei position (xl = 6R and rl = 0)

and the other probe varies in the axial direction. It
is important to note that the fitting constants [the
normalized excitation spectra S (B)/So(B)] are determined

s from Fuchs' experimental data for the circumferential
- -. coherence function at x = 3R.

The axial coherence function plotted in Fig. 5 cor-
20 responds to two radial locations where the axisymetric

mode is dominant. Hence the corresponding coherence
• function is somewhat lower than is the case represented

1-• - in Fig. 4 with the moving probe located where the in-
fluence of the higher helical modes is greater. These

st -0 5 figures show that the wave lengths of the axial coherence
nA * 1.05functions are fairly well predicted. Some deviation
U'.1 occurs, however, in the case of the coherence function -

the envelope of these curves. This is certainly because
2 the rate of amplitude decay is underpredicted. The com-

paratively greater deviations of experimental and theo-
retical values of R in Fig. 5 however, might be at-
tributed to the diefeirnt radial positions of the moving

- probe within a regime of high gradients of the radial mode
Figure 2: Pressure gains at radial positions close to shape function.

the center of the boundary layer. _

a', , ,, , - .=°

a-0

* as

m .0. 0"

a 07 0

0:s m2 .4 -2 6 2

s-0.o Fiure 4: Axial coherence functions (- theory;-
-u 1. experiments of Fuchs (1972)).

CONCLUSIONS %

2f A previously established linear turbulence model is
extended with the aid of inviscid computation of dampedu/N modes. This method allows for the calculation of eigen-

values, eigenfunctions, gains and coherence functions
outside a definite region of radial locations. Since
the damping is caused merely by the attenuation of ve-
locity gradients, the amplitudes and gains thus calcula-
ted represent an upper limit to the crests of the large

Figure 3: Phase speeds of pressure waves (x/R •1.05). coherent structures. However, the model is capable of
predicting the experimental trends of phases, gains, and
coherence functions of pressure waves. Hence, the con-
clusion emerges that a turbulence model based on a super-
position of linear waves excited randomly at the orifice



R ~Theory r? 1OS R

*~.2 0 2 4 6 S

heIR

- Figure 5: Axial coherence functions (for lengend see
a Fig. 4).

represents a reasonable method of predicting the evolu-
tion of large coherent structures in jet turbulence.
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* A MODEL OF THE EXCITATION OF ORDERLY STRUCTURES IN A SHEAR LAYER
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ABSTRACT 2. ONE STREAM MODEL

, The artificial excitation of shear layers is investi- The objective of this paper is to investigate quanti- - 3.
gated theoreti'ally and ex.erimentally. The present pa- tatively the coupling between a forcing sound field and
per describes quantitatively the coupling between excit- the generation of instability waves in shear layers. .. i ,
ing sound field and shear layer fluctuations. The mathe- Fig. I shows the simplified configuration which will be
matical model is restricted to low Strouhal numbers at modelled mathematically. We assume that there is no flow
which large scale structures are occuring. The theory above the shear layer. There is no basic difficulty,
does not contain any empirical constants and is confirmed however, to extend the calculations to two streams on
by the experiments in the expected validity range. both sides of the shear layer, having different veloci-

ties and densities 12,13 . The acoustic field is assumed
1. INSTRODUCTION to be produced by a two-dimensional pulsating source out-

side the shear layer in the fluid at rest. The following
In previous investigations it has been shown that the simplifying assumptions are introduced:

occurence of orderly structures and the spreading rate 1. two-dimensional problem
of shear layers depend strongly on the perturbation of 2. parallel mean flow
the flow 1-4. The excitation of the shear layer can be 2. all man flow3. all futaigquantities harmonic in time,produced either by sound or by vorticity convected with i e e•
the flow. The jet shear layer is excited even in such 4. inviscid flow
situations where, inadvertently, sound is generated by 5. linearized problem
the apparatus to produce the flow itself. The present 6. incompressible flow
paper deals with the mechanism of the introduction of
such perturbations into the shear layer. In the mathema- 7. infinitesimally thin shear layer

tical model a thi', semi-infinite shear layer is consid-
ered, which is shel from a semi-infinite plate. The
shear layer is exposed to acoustical excitation. This
simple configuratioh is well tractable mathematically region " x- pulsating source
and the analysis provides some insight into the inter-
action process, which would be less readily obtained by
a purely numerical approach. The present research has pressure difference
been motivated by a number of observations with techno- 4p"2
logical relevance: .__te - - _,
(i) The excitation of large scale structures in a jet plot--.

can enhance the radiated broad band jet noise sig- ;L X."
nflfcantly5,6 . This effect has drawn considerable sha.-e
attention from aircraft and aero-engine producers7. -

(ii) The production of instability waves in the jet Iregion "2"
shear layer can extract energy from the exciting
sound field. This latter effect is quite dramatic
at low frequencies and it can be considered as a
genuine sound absorption effect, different from Fig. 1 Configuration of the analytic model.
the conventional dissipative absorption mechanisms The first five simplifications are com-on in the stabili-
8,9.

ty theory of free jets. The assumption of an inviscid
(ill) Shear layer excitation plays an important role flow works quite well at sufficiently high Reynolds num-

also in the flow around bluff bodies. :t has been ber14 ,15. The linearization is valid for relatively low
shown recently 10,11, that theseparated shear fluctuation velocities which are found in the interaction
layers in such a flow are sensitive to exterior region near the end of the splitter plate15 ,16 . The
perturbations by sound and convected vorticity. By assumption of incompressibility is equivalent to the re-
this mechanism the drag of bluff bodies can be striction to small Mach numbers and small Helmholtz num-
both increased or decreased, depending on the bers, where the Helmholtz number-s defined as the ratio ...-
actual configuration, of the typical length of the problem to the wavelength of

the sound waves. For our problem, the latter conditionThe present paper i a condensed version of a fairly ela- means, that the interaction region close to the lip
borate DFVLR reportl2 and of a AIAA-paperl 3. Thus, only should be small compared to the acoustic wavelength. It
besic ideas will be outlined and results will be discus- will turn out, that this region has a dimension of the
sedithout providing all details of the calculations. order Uo/f (where 0 is the mean flow velocity and f the

the sound frequency). Consequently, we should have



U/f << ao/f, where ao/f is the acoustic wavelength.
T~is is equivalent to M U ao << 1, i.e., again tne if i p~ f
condition of small Mach numger. The seventh assumption, 'Y 7 at y:0
the restriction to an infinitesimally thin shear layer
will limit the validity range of the theory to tne case These conditions for tne pressure gradients in y-oirec-
where the shear layer thickness is small compared to the tion can be inserted into the 2nd Euler equation wnicn
wavelength of the instability waves. In other words, the gives U ;
Strouhal number f;/U should be small. e is the momentum Uo 2s .
thickness of the shegr layer. V~s 7x is

The classical approach would be to fulfill the - .
boundary conditions at both sides of the shear layer. + ov2f
This means that both the displacement h and the pressure v 2f + i 'I-= vf
locity v are connected in the following way Equations (7) and (8) can be added using eq. (4), Should b cneclthedrin the foisemn w a dtee

v L) v+ * i i 
2- +x v = 2vf (9)

*" For a harmonic motion we find therefore (see also Fig.1) This is the desired second equation for v and v..

Th0 (2) The velocity v,f is not an unknown quantity, it is the
v 2 v + velocity which is generated by the exterior forcing

This is an equation connecting the v-components of the without the mean flow being present, but in the presence
fluctuation velocities at both sides of the shear layer. of the semi-infinite plate. Equation (2) can be inserted

*... A second equation for v and v will be derived into eq. (9) to obtain the non-nomogeneous differential

subsequently from a considerition o the pressure field equation
and its gradients at the shear layer. We start out by D dv 0 2d2v1
taking the x-derivative of the first Euler equation and 2v1  + 2i - (-- 2vif .(10)

the y-derivative of the second Euler equation. Both de- T e isf a
rivatives are added and some terms are eliminated using The complete solution of this type of differential equa-
the continuity equation. We end up with tion can be found in textbooks of mathematicsl

7. We find

av au (3) V = CieX1X+Ce X2X +
77= -2p 7y % 2 %Xx (11)

In our model (see Fig. 1), the mean velocity profile if - i e1Xvfdx
jumps from o =0 for positive y to 0 a Ofor negative y. O0  o 0 o
Thus, the right hand side of eq. (3) exists only in the
shear layer. Eq. (3) can be considered as a non-homo- with the abbreviationgeneous, Laplacean equation with a source distribution (i 1 ) (12)

of varying strength in the shear layer. It should be 1,2 "
stressed here, that these sources in the shear layer are Up
pressure sources. A discussion on the nature of these The first two terms of eq. (11) are the solutions of the
sources is given in our report 12, but for the further homogeneous differential equation. They are identical to
progress of our calculation, a detailed knowledge of the the well-known spatial instability waves for an infini-
pressure sources is not necessary. At the surface of the tesimally thin shear layer, extended from x = -= to
semi-infinite plate we have v and av/ax equal to zero. x = += which we will call the Helmholtz solutions.The
Consequently, the pressure source strenghth is zero on constants C and C2 have the dimension of a velocity and ..
the plate surface. The only other location where v2pis will be detirmined with the boundary conditions. Equa-
non-zero is at the location of the exterior pulsating tion (1I) is a general solution and it has to be evalu- l
source (see Fig. 1). ated for different excitation velocity distributions v.f.

* The basic idea of the present approach is, that the Before doing this, however, we will discuss briefly the .
pressure distribution in the whole field can be split question of the Kutta condition in conjunction with the
into two contributions: determination of the constants C1  and C.. In the full

(1) a pressure field which is syeic with re- paper12 the complete solution is evaluated for a fairly
spect to the shear layer a~n w icis caused general case, where a sound source of any kind is located 4'

by the pressure source distribution in the farther away from the trailing edge of the semi-infinite
shear layer itself, plate. It is shown there 2, that the forcing induced ve-

(2) a pressure field which is produced by the ex- lovity close to the trailing edge is then
terior forcing, e.g., a Pulsating source. The

. pressure fluctuations of this contribution are vf = C /"x (13)
- transmitted through the shear layer. The pres- if'.

sure gradient of this contribution is conti- where the coefficient C depends on strength, location
nuous through the shear layer and therefore it and type of the source 18. Equation (11) can be evalu-
is antisymmetric close to the shear layer. ated with this distribution

As a result of this splitting process we have V, .CeA lxC 2X2X +p1  = p1e + pc;e= + (14)

" I PIS Plf; P2  P2 S 
+ 

P 2 f (4) (14)(14)
eV ( 2X e~l

v, a vIS v~f; V2  • v2 S + v2 f + 3 '. 2x

The index s stands for shear layer and the index f labels 0 21

the exterior forcing. Tlae boundary conditions at both valid for x a o and y = ±o. For x<o we have v =o. Using
* sides of the ihear layer have to be fulfilled by the the condition of equal displacement on both sies of the

summations of the individual constituents, i.e., by v, shear layer (eq. (2)) we can determine also v,. By using
and v,, as before. On the other hand, we have some new eq. (2) we fulfill the condition of equal displacement
Information: Since the induced field of the pressure on both sides of the shear layer. The condition of equal
sources in the shear layer is symmetrical (it is pro- pressures on both sides of the shear layer leads aftersome
duced by sources of symmetrical directivity in a field intermediate calculations 2,i3, to the finding that both
with symmetrical boundary conditions) we obtain: C1 and C2 must be zero. This finding has important conse-

Pls aP2s quences:
a - - at y ±0( (1) Within the framework of the present linearized

and for the continuous pressure of the exterior forcing theory with symmetrical boundary conditions
only forced shear layer motions are possible.



(2) Tne flow leaves the trailing edge tangentially 4. A REERENCE OUANTITY
since v. -x1 5 for small x. This is equivalent
to a Kutta condition. is of general concern in snear layer experiments

These conclusions have been drawn earlier1 8 , but to nave a reference quantity for the acoustical excita-
without detailed proof. Due to the confusion about t nT tion. :n our above derivation, we nave devided the pres- j
Kutta condition still caused by Orszag & Crow's paper e field into two constituents1, The ressure field
this issue r -1 be revisited. Of course our conclu- radiated by the shear laver, wnich is symmetrical and
sions are or -lid for low Strouhal numbers f/U , (21 tne pressure field of the excitation which is con-
where the the , with an infinitesimally thin sheaP tinuously transmitted tnrougn the shear layer and which -.
layer applies, is antisymmetrical close to the snear layer.

Two microphones upstream of the trailing edge and
3. THE u-VELOCITY FIELD arranged as in Fig. I can be used to isolate the excita-

tion field only. If we take the difference of the ores-
-' By a procedure very similar to the preceding one sures p. - p i.p. we eliminate the symmetrical shear

we can also derive analytic solutions for u. and u-. layer signal completely. By a fairly simple calculation12

The details are given in our report 12 . We find we can also relate the excitation velocity distribution
'i - "2 eX v1f to the pressure difference 1p,..u -C (e e ") v 1f - x i  (16)

U, i3 Vi ir -- *x. ' - -

0 'O2 (15) In this equation 1 is the distance between microohones
- (e - e"1x) and plate edge (see Fig. 1). The coefficient i is equi-

ue3=C+ - ) valent to a 901 phase shift. Also the coefficient Cin
Su' eq. (15) is determined by eq. (16). We have, e.g., foru2

. valid only for xao. These are the u-distributions just u2 :-i 4P2 e e1 . 17)
above and below the shear layer Cy+=o). For a compari- o-T T T J
son with experiments, it is also interesting to know If we are mainly interested in tne modulus of u, for

, the velocity field in the flow region (y<o, see Fig.l) distances slightly downstream of the plate edge wnere
A source distribution approach is used to compute u2  the decaying wave has vanished, we find
from v2 at y = -o. v is given analytically for all x.
In Fig. 2 the computed curves of the modulus of uz are lU , e-X/ for x al-/f (18)
plotted in nondimensionalized form versus y = yL/U o for 4u'fl • 6.(1
different downstream distances i = xw/0f from the plate We will verify this equation experimentally in order to
edge. The vertical scaling in Fig. 2 is logarithmical. test the present theory. In the experiments we may useTherefore, an exponential curve appears as a straight tp12/,T as a reference quantity because it does not
line. Such straight lines are found for locations depend on the mean flow conditions, or we nondimensiona-
farther downstream of the edge. At x = 2, e.g., which lize the fluctuating velocity in the following way
corresponds to 1/3 wavelength of the instability waves
the induced field is already dominated by the amplified u = u2 " -'- u

-- . (19)
instability wave. On the other hand, upstream of the It is also convenient to nondimensionalize the down-edge at x = -2, the u-fluctuation is governed by the stream distance x
acoustic excitation field alone. For these two regions
we find also fairly simple asymptotic equations 12 . X = xw/u0  (20)

10 5. THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE EDGE REGION
8 First, we should mention, that in this and the fol-
8 ,lowing sections we confince our considerations again to
6 the one stream case with no flow above the shear layer.

There is no particular difficulty, however, to extend
5 all following considerations to the case of having two

4 X3 different streams on both sides of the shear layer. In
section 2 it had been assumed that under almost all con-

S- -ceivable circumstances, a parabolic pressure field is
332. created close to the plate edge. The relevance of this

region to the shear layer excitation will be shown with
2 a simple model (see Fig. 3).

1 (b)
4 .. PuLsoi ng source

.1-.6 W// ~a
.5 . .7pLate 10 I

3 00 C shear Layer

.2. ... ... . -.,- -. -. -,;

Y Fig. 3 Shear layer excitation by a monopole source.

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 7 The shear layer velocity v, far downstream of the edge
will be determined, if a pulsating (two-dimensional) mo-

Fig. 2 Computed distribution ofiu,!for various x and y-. nopole source is located at different positions (a)
--- downstream amplified instability wave alone, close to the shear layer, (b) above the edge or (C) up-

acoustic excitation alone, stream of the edge (see Fig. 3). In the following calcu-



lation we will only consider the amr'ified instao 4
!ity slor Iror thns is, that tne Da~at'oc -,ec a: -ne :'-:e

.1 wave constituent and not the decaying :' e, oecaise t11s eoae cominates if tne source is --se. aa.
is irrelevant at great distances x >. . ve nave from ecae. -onsioer tne situatior snor 4,; i .r.
eq. (11) witnc = 0. = o: ca::r: a, 'b or :c O tne sou-ce w"- tne ":e -

•. / action oe the strongest? Eouation 24 w.: e a clearv:= e> x  -:vx (2.) answer: at ,(c, , upstream o-f the snear !aye-.
e e V.d In that context an interestinc cuestion is, now far j

asuts r
0 an "exterior excitation" can come om the turbulent

or- wh.o) snear layer itself downstream of tne plate eoge in a real
ofor x >> with flow situation. In our model, tne pressure sources of

the shear layer motion lie in tne y = c plane. -herefore,' in this model ,no feedoack from the downstream pe'turoa-

If the upper boundary of the integral in eq. (11) is set ins is mo"-l n o thow e am in a re a -

equal to infinity, like in eq. (21), the total influence tions is ossible (sin/2 = 0). Howeve-, in a real.

of the excitation is included. This expansion will pro- situation Tp = 0 is still valid outside the shear layer.

vide the magnitude of the instability wave downstream of The pressure sources are in a region of small -&
,. Tnere- -

the interaction region with the monopole field. In a pre- fore, a very weak feedback of the downstream turoulent
vious oaper we nad already given the induced field of flow is possible. This consideration is not tnat na'ive

a monopole above a semi-infinite plate. We have for Vf as it seems at the first glance, because the equation
72p :-2:a/ y •v/ x is also valid in three dimensions.

"'r (22) The source term on the right hand side might looK
________xr slightly different in a nonlinear 'low situation, out the

S: 2 (o-o) )+y concept of having linearly superposable pressure sources
0  in the shear layer will not break down, because the ores-

with r x + and Q being the source strength sure is a linear quantity in all our equations, ano oe-owit+t. O viations of this linearity will occur only if the pres-
Q = Q- ' sure perturbation is of the same order as the ambient gas
After carrying out the integration of eq. (21) we end up pressure. Anyway, eq. (24) shows clearly, why shear
with the following analytic solution layers are highly sensitive to perturbations (such as

sound) coming from upstream and not very sensitive to
o" V 1x ,- x perturbations having their origin downstream of the edgeoe o 1erfc ' + in the shear layer.

0 0 (23) 6. THE EDGE EXCITATION

T - erfc ' ]_
e Those who know recent experiments on excited jets

0 know that an excitation close to the lip is very efficient

with z •x0+iy; i=x -iy The preceding calculations did not consider this case,0 0 0 because it was assumed, tnat wr /U >>. On the otherhand,
i(ro+xo)- i(ro+xO) eq. (23) can be also expanded f8r ro/Oo<<l, which would

T a 1+ 0 o 0 include the lip excitation case.After some intermediate
YO Yocalculations we find

The solution contains x only in the instability wave Q. eX -
term e lx,but the coefficient governing the magnitude of v, e: [eXoxl cos (yo,.) - (27)
these waves is fairly complex. We will, therefore, expand 2 0

* the solution for two typical cases, i.e., an excitation I7E -. -
by a monopole source farther away from the lip (rob/U>1) - 2 sin ]
and an excitation directly at the lip of the semi-infini-
te plate. with k (i+I) and valid for

For the excitation at large distances, we have to U 0
expand the complex error functions for large arguments. &r < 1 and~x/O > 1
If we take only the first term of the series expansion, oo'
we find after some intermediate calculations for the mo- There is some interesting hvsics hidden in eq. (27).
dulus of v1: wx Assume that yoX -+ o and ,.7 sin-,/2- o. Then we

Qo LO sOo have a source just above the sha layer at small, say,
IVi -1 n • . e >< positive x . The source acts then as a 6-function with

Vrlr7o ; (24) the strength 0/2 on the shear layer. Q/2 is just the flux
0 02 which penetrates through the shear layer plane. With this

0 (cosi+ cos 2i )] in mind we reconsider the general solution for the shear-., - 7 layer motion, eq. (11) *). For vzf we have

for r/0 >> I and x >> ro. vf- 6(x-xo ) at y = +o. (28)
0f 00

The first part of this equation resembles very much the
excitation velocity in the neighbourhood of the plate With eq. (11) we find the complete solution at once:

edge - - i . 1 (25) v, . QE [eX1
x . e * xo - ek2x• eX zxo] (29)

2r- 7- 20
0 r2U 0

for x < r0  For the pure lip excitation with, Xx x -0 we have a
fsimple analytic solution which might ge utilized if the

One would obtain the following expression free shear layer is excited just at the plate edge-.

wx v1  - (ex - e 2x) (30)

IvIl a Qosin %% -e~o (26; o
0'4 Also the u-distribution in the whole ambient field can be

for wx/O >3 1 written in closed form. It contains exponential integrals
If one calculated the excitation by the parabolic field of complex argument for the induced field of the instabi-
at the plate edge (eq. (25)) alone. Therefore, the ex- lity waves truncated at (v = o for x o) and of

presslon in brackets in eq. (24) reflects the additional the induced field of the sourcel2 2
. For distances

interaction with the source field farther downstream of farther downstream, we have a ultra-simple equation for
the plate edge. The deviations from the pure interaction
at the plate edge become smallif wro/ 0, > 1. The conclu- *w.tl I C2  0 0

0"



- o

the magnitude of the instability waves, where Iv I o
lv'1 " lull - Iu2l. We find vibrating plate* v1- u1a u1 We/ :find:

* u 2  = 
9

- eo at y - -o (31)
20 shear layer

and with the introduction of the decay in y direction air suction -
f(X--Iy,

: [ Ul,1 (40 e O0 (32) ''''''

x / 0  hot wire probe

Q isothe volume fux (say, in m2/s) of the excita-
tion source. In a real situation with an arrangement I I
like the one shown below (see Fig. 4) we suspect, that
more than half of the volume flux Q penetrates through
the y - o plane. Therefore, the efficiency might be even vibrating plate rectangular channel

slightly higher than suggested by eq. (32).

Fig. 5 Experimental arrangement.

is measured by two microphones on both sides of the
splitter plate. The pressure difference p, - P22 AP12
is taken electronically and is a direct measure for the
acoustic excitation.

In order to prevent effects of the suction slit on
shear Layer the sound field, the oscillating flow through the slit

is compensated acoustically by a piston speaker in the
suction duct. This piston speaker is adjusted in magni-

... tude and phase so that zero oscillating flow condition
00 Xthrough the slit is achieved. This is checked by a
U2  second hot wire probe (not shown in Fig. 5) inserted

-------- Xinto the slit.
Fig. 6 shows a typical measurement taken by a hot

wire probe. The mean velocity 0 and the fluctuating velo-
city u2 are taken at a constant downstream location x.
The probe is moved perpendicularly (in y-direction) to

Fig. 4 Real edge excitation configuration, the shear layer. For each data set the linearity between
excitation pressure and velocity u2 is tested by varying
the excitation level. Only such data were chosen where
linearity holds.

X const.

7. FURTHER EXTENSIONS OF THE THEORY I

The theory has been extended to the case of two Y
streams of differe velocity and density on both sides -
of the shear layer1'. Also the influence of additional I
walls for the c#1e of a shear layer in a channel has x const.
been consideredlz. The influence of a finite shear layer
thickness has been also discussed1 2,13. If one compares
the present approach (with an Infinitesimally thin shear log lu21
layer) to the case of instability waves In a shear layer
of finite momentum thickness 9, one finds that devia- lu21yo.
tions from the theory are to be expected at Strouhal y

nibters above about S % O.005-O.O1.The regime of ampli-
fied waves lies In thl range of S between 0 and 0.04.
Therefore, the theory covers about the lower fourth of
the amplified instability waves. This is also the
regime of large scale structures" in a shear layer.

Fig. 6 Mean velocity 0 and modulus of fluctuation u .
8. EXPERIMENTS plotted versus y at constant downstream locationx

Before we show the experimental data we have to The modulus of u. is plotted versus y on semiloga- .P .
outline the way in which the data are takan and proces- rithmic paper. Thus, an exponential decay of u lin the
sed. Fig. 5 shows the experimental setup. The splitter (minus) y-direction yields a straight line. s I thi
plate in the center of a rectangular channel separates straight line is extrapolated to the center of the shear
a region of very slow entrainment flow (040.1 0at y)o) layer, we find Ju, at y a o, which is also predicted by
from the mean flow region (0 . 0 at yco). The Initial our theory. As we see from the comoutations in Fig. 2,
shear layer thickness can be controlled by boundary this extrapolation scheme will fail only for values very '.'-
layer suction through a slit in the splitter plate near close to the plate edge. -.*-.-
the plate edge. In Fig. 7 our present data of iu at y - o are

The excitation is provided by two vibrating plates plotted versus x at different StrouhaT numbers Se. Iu21
drivm electromagnetically and operating in antiphase and x are nondimensionalized as suggested by the theory
so that a surging motion around the edge of the splitter (eqs (19) and (20)). The data compare well with our
plate is prouced. The magnitude of the excitation field prediction, eq. (18). At increasing Strouhal numbers we

.. '"
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Large-scale Coherent Structure and Far-field Jet Noise

by

K. B. N. Q. Zeman
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665, USA

Abetract profiles with thin boundary layers were obtained at
all speeds, the turbulence intensity at the exit

The phenomenon of broadband noise center was les than 0.2 percent. The far-field
-mplification/suppression under controlled noise was measured by one-half inch (36K)
excitation is investigated. The suppression is microphones held fixed on an arc of a circle having
found to occur only at low jet speeds when the exit the nozzle exit at the cancer; the microphones were
boundary layer is lainar; excitation at at a distance R/D - 120 with the nozzle exit
Stq a 0.017 results in optimm suppression of the diameter D being 2.54 ca. Standard constant
far-field broadband noise es well as of the temperature anemometry was used for the flow
near-flow-field turbulence. The noise amplification measurements. The excitation was provided by means
is found to be a function of the Mach number, the of two loudspeakers attached to the settling
amplification is higher at higher Mach number for a chamber, the cavity resonances wre utilized to
given excitation Strouhal number and level. The obtain the plans wave excitation. The excitation
amplification also depends on the Stroubal number level at the jet exit was niontored by measurement
(StD), the maxim occurring in the range of the filtered rnm component of the velocity
0.65-0.65. Vortex pairing induced by the excitation (UWfe) at the driving frequency. The
appears to be at the heart of the noise corresponding excitation level in terms of the SPL
amplification phenomenon under excitation. (Le) we monitored by a ane-eighth inch microphone

fitted with a nose-cone and placed such that the
jet exit plans bisected the opening in the

* Introduction nose-cone. All spectra, as wall as u'fe and Le,
were obtained by 1000-line narrow-band analysis

*Recent experimental evidences make It using a Spectral Dynamics (SD360) analyzer. All
abundantly clear that the noise-producing data acquisition, probe traverses, etc were done
near-flow-field of en axisymetric jet is dominated under remote computer (PDP 1170) control from an
by large-scale, coherent, vortical structures (see, adjacent room which housed all the instrumentation.
e.g., 11-41). Several experimental investigations
have also made it quite clear that these coherent
structures can be significantly altered or Results and Discussion
manipulated under controlled, artificial excitation
[2-81. Rowever, relatively little Is known about In order to evaluate the changes in the jet
the details of the effect of controlled excitation noise brought about by the excitation, a knowledge
on the radiated noise and about the link between of the unexcited jet noise was necessary. The
observed modification of the noise and the altered scaling of the power spectral density (PSD) of the
states of the coherent structures. An experimental far-field noise of subeonic, unheated, axisymetric
investigation s currently in progress with the jets had been addressed in a prior study [lOS, based
objective of achieving a better grasp on this link, on a collection of data from the literature as well

* obtaining a clearer understanding of the jet noise as data taken in the preliminary phase of the
production mechanim being the ultimate goal. Some present experiment. A principal result of this
preliminary results of this study are presented previous study that concerns the results to be
here. Attention Is focused in this paper on the presented here in briefly described below.
conditions of excitation which result In en The non-dimensionalized PSD of the far-field
amplification or suppression of the broadband noise at G - 90' obtained in the present jet
components of the far-field noise. The question of facility is shown in figure 1; e is the angle of the
a 'Reynolds number barrier', in this regard (9j, is measurement from the downstream jet axis. P* equals

- also addressed. (p/(pU
2
))

2
(R/D)

2
(U/(&fD)), where p is the ro

pressure fluctuation, p is the density of the
ambient air, U the jet exit velocity, R the distance N

Exrprimental Procedures of the measurement point from the jet exit center,
and Af the bandwidth of analysis. Note that

The experiments were carried out n a 9.1 a P*e" 3 "5 is plotted versus the Strouhal number
x x 6.1 a x 7.6 s anechoic chamber. The jet flow we StD; here M (-U/a o ) is the Mach number, so
obtained by passing compressed air through an being the sound speed in the ambient sdium. It was
upright, 20 o diameter, cylindrical settling shown in [10J that these are the coordinates which
chamber. The flow finally passed through a best collapsed the PSD data at 90". (See 110J for
convergent nosale which ended in a short straight further details and scaling of the PSD at other
section. A 2.54 co diameter nosale was used for angles). These data should provide a basis for
met date reported here. Top-hat mean velocity comparison of the far-field noise modification



3"10 1 ' ' ' ' ' I"I I (i.e., exit boundary layer state) end also of the
excitation Strouhal number. The Reynolds number
dependence enters the picture simply because for a
given (untripped) jet, the initial boundary layer
becomes transitional above a certain ReD. It

"/ appears that this transitional ReD in the
., - / _ investigations reporting sup~resion as summarized

i.-.' 10 -e /
I ! by Crighton, happened to be about 10i in all

ii '3. cases. Indeed, the transitional ROD in the
peA

3  
.

5
/ present jet is also found to be about 105 . But

N this author believes from past experience that the
transitional ReD can be practically any number
depending on the size of the jet and the care with

/ which it is built. The following points are
pertinent in connection with the broadband noise

" suppression:

2"1 .03 (a) A reduction in the broadband turbulence at some

point in the flow does not necessarily result in a
broadband noise suppression. This is illustrated in

Fig. 1 PSD of far-field noise at 9.90% figures 2(a) and (b). Figure 2(a) shows that the
, -0.84; , M-0.78; excitation inducing stable vortex pairing (i.e.,
, M-0.68; , M-0.57; periodic pairing of the vortex rings yielding the

*1022 f -0.52 c all.59. subharmonic spike; [4,51) results in a large
"D-2 c Mt.5 suppression of the broadband turbulence at locations
n" Dnearer to the jet exit; Su is u-spectrum shown

with arbitrary vertical scale. The corresponding
far-field noise at 90" (figure 2b), however, shows a

u e i i eyconsistent increase in the broadband components alli"£ undr ex c.tat on and in dtect on of ay over the f rqu n cy ran p. : --
peculiarities in the unexcited jet noise PSD.
However, in order to assess the precise effect of (b) The suppression phenomenon is dependent upon
the excitation, the excited case data are always I
cp d t t c e nnid s athe Strouhal number of excitation. Significant

p take succssivecly, suppression of the far-field noise occurred only inin figuresdoenot the 'shear layer mode' of excitation, i.e., at_- The peas of the D curves ure 1 doStrouhaL numbers falling close to the mot unstable
show any sharp variation with the Reynolds number, mode of the exit shear layer. ptimm suppression
over the easurement range 1.7 x 10 - occurred at the most unstable Strouhal number
5.0 x 1 Based on their own data at low RaD S 0.017 121, where Ste (of ./U) in the
and data at Igh ReD from the .iterture, Long at Strouhal number based on the e Ut shear layer
al [lIJ had observed a 10 d3 variation in the SPL momentum thickness e. Thus, the same flow which
above and below R&D a 3 x 105. • 

The present data shows a broadband noise Iplification at
as well as several sets of data taken from the

" literature did not bear out such a 'RD-barrier' StD - 0.88 in figure 2(b), shows a suppression
when excited at Ste - 0.017 as shown in figurefor the far-field noise alitude 3(b). In the latter case, there is broadband

Based on jet excitation data from the suppression in both near-field turbulence (figure
literature, Crighton 191 bed, at first, obeerved a upeso nbt erfedtruec fgr
similar 'Reynolds number barrier' In connection with 3a) and far-field noise. Note that excitation at

the phenomenon of broadband noise aplification/ Ste - 0.017 had been shown in a previous study

suppression. He obeerved that artificial excitation [131 to be the condition resulting in meximunm

resulted in an amplification of the broadband turbulence suppression for different free shear
(of turbulence and/or far-field flows with initially laminar boundary layers. It isspectlt cmhonet bo onoteworthy, and perhaps, disappointing, that While

noise) If the jet Reynolds number we above about the ear-field turbulence suffers suppression of the
105, but a suppression occurred when the R&D was
below 105. Data taken in the present experiment total intensity (resultant of broadband, excitation

show that the broedband noise suppression phenomenon tone and (sub)harmonics), the suppression in the
showathera fucoo the jeotd , i itial cpp ondpitioon far-field noise is only in the broadbandis rher a function of the et initial conition components. The total fluctuation intensity u' in

100
f. (a) 100 fP (b)

* ,,~-

10 - 1 1 2

10~

'" 12 3 45 0 12345
StD StD

Fig. 2 Excitation inducing stable vortex pairing.
StD-O.8, u'fe/UlZ, 14.0.12, Re o60000. Dotted traces for unexcited W
case. (a) u-spectrum at x/D.1.3 on the jet axis. (b) PSD at 0-90'.
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Fig. 3 Excitation inducing turbulence and broadband noise suppression. Dotted curves
for unexcited case. Stg*0.017, u'fe/U-

0
.0

3
%, M-0.12, ReD-

60 000
.

(a) u-spectrum at x/D-l.5 on jet axis. (b) PSD at 0-90.

4 0.

*figure 3(a) for the excited case is only 24 percent 3(b) and figure 1.* The suppression phenomenon
of the corresponding u' in the unexcited case; but brings this level down to the asymptotic lower level

* the total SF1. at 9W for excitation (figure 3b) far found for the higher Mt cases. The turbulence
*exceeded the corresponding unexcited value, suppression under excitation also behaves in a

similar fashion. For the unexcited-case, the
(c) Significant broadband noise suppression (like near-field turbulence intensity is higher, and
in figure 3b) could not he observed under any excitation at Ste0  0.017 can only bring this
excitation condition for Initially tripped jet or level down to levels encountered in high Mt or
for the untripped jet operated at high M (or R&O initially turbulent boundary layer cases. As a

*when the Initial boundary layer becae matter of fact, the centerline u' variation for
transitional. For the untripped 2.54 cm jet in the excitation at Ste - 0.017 for ReD - 21000
present experiment, the exit boundary layer waseotdi 11 greecletywt

foun tobe nditurbd lzinr fr U 60alsbutcorresponding data in the present jet at H - 0.*44
became 'nominally laminar' above this velocity. (A (see figure 10 later).
Inominally laminar' boundary layer can be defined as

one which heo a U-profile agreeing fairly with the In the above context, the far-field broadband
B lasius profile but which suffers significant noise suppression phenomenon appears to he a special
fluctuation intensity, say above 1 percent of U; see case, as far as practical jet noise suppression is
[141 for adiscussion on this). Measurements up to concerned, and is observed only when the jet
U - 173 mls showed that, the boundary layer still ehbt ihrrltv eest tr ih
remained 'nominally lsainar' or 'disturbed laminar' xiishge eaiv aest tr ih

anddidnotbecome 'fully turbulent' Th* ei
boundary layer characteristics in the present jet Broadband Noise Amplification
are shown in figure 4 for two speeds below and above
the onset of transition. Wihen the unexcited jet noise is at the lower

(d) he nexite je noie ~1.~K ( ft 1~)asymptotic level as in figure 1, excitation can only

with Initially laminar boundary layer Is relatively
*higher-so should be evident by comparison of figure

-4

1.00
.8 e .04

.2

0 . 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Fig. 4 Exit boundary layer characteristics. 0,.3 1 t1 3
U-60 U/s;@0, U-O 95 as. Open data for mean
velocity (U Profiles, solid data for rus Fig- 5 PSD at 0-90%. H0.44. StD0-44,
fluctuation Intensity Wu) profiles. Solid u'fe/U-0.462 (LO6 138 dB). Dotted curve

le represents Blasius profile, for unexcited case.

Ifi-2fi7i
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became more with increasing M for the sane
-4 excitation level. This is demonstrated in figures

10 6(a) through 6(d). Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show that

the amplification is more at H - 0.58 than at
N - 0.44 for the eam excitation level (0.15

PaI-3.S percent). Similarly, while U'fe/U - 0.07 percent
failed to produce any noticeable amplification at

10' M - 0.44, U'fe/U - 0.053 percent (maximum
available) at M - 0.65 clearly resulted in a
noticeable amplification. Note that figures 5, 6(a)
and 6(c) show that increasing excitation level
results in increasing broadband noise amplification;

1 0 -  
curiously, the increase in the broadband level
varies almost linearly with the logarithm of

U'fe/U or the SPL level at the exit (L.).

Note that essentially a reverse Mach number
effect was reported in [81, in which the excitation

10.0 3 level was monitored in terms of Le; that is, the
.03 I StD amplification decreased with increasing M for the

@m StD ad Le . Preliminary data in the
present facility show that keeping a constant Le

Fig. 6 FD at 0-90". Mach number effect. Dotted rather results in a constant broadband noise
curves for unexcited cases. amplification for different N. This apparent

* (a) M=0.58, StD-O.4, u'fe/U-O.15Z (Le-131 d). conflict will be addressed later but one has to P
.(b) 11.8, StD-O.4, u'fe/UO.1

5
Z (Le-6 dl). remember that several factors come into play in this

e (c) M0.", StD-O., u'fe/U-O.OT7 (L*-125 dB). connection. For example, at higher M, a higher fp
(d) 1.0.65, StD-O. 44 , u'fe/U-0.053Z (t e'l30 d ). (required to achieve the same StD) My be

approaching the cut-on frequency for higher order
modes. In such case, the global excitation

" -% characteristics at the exit plane can become
result in am amplification. The broadband jet noise different. (The cut-on frequency for the first

Smplfication phenomenon has been observed by many asimauthal mode through the nozzle was 5 kl while
previous researchers 13,8,15,161. Typical broadband fp - 3880 Us for figure 6d).
noise amplification to shown In figure 5. The
excitation In this casm results In a uniform lift of
the broadband level. The phenomenon is also Strouhal Number Effect: The Strouhal number affect
essentially independent of the angle 0; this is why on the broadband noise amplification is demonstrated
data for 0 a 900 only are presented here, the in figure 7(a) through 7(d)-all for N - 0.44 and
inferences drawn from which ae general and u'fe/U - 0.15 percent. Comparison of these four
Independent of the angle of observation . figures and figure 6(a) shows that maximum broadband

.4. In this study, it has been established that for noise amplification occurs at StD - 0.68. Based
a given level of excitation, the broadband noise on similar sets of data at other N and for different
amplification is a function of the Mach ==br and a D, the optimum amplification was found to occur in
stre function of the excitation Stroubal number. the StD range of 0.65-0.85. Figures 8(a) and 8(b)

are further included for a lower M, to support this
observation. Note that the unexcited jet noise at

Mob Bomber Zecti The lach number effect becmeN - 0.28 in figure 8 shows deviations from the
""rt whle attempting to reproduce the results characteristic PSD's of figure 1-and indicate the
reprted in 1151. bechert and Pfiaesmier observed presence of other competing noise sources. However,

, about 70 increase in the SYL for excitation at it is clear that excitation at StD - 0.67
:to - 0.44 for K - 0.6 with excitation level dramatically increases the broadband noise compared

3'fe . perceaL. Initially. excitation at the to the StD - 0.39 case.
isame lvel but at lower N in the present experiment

failed to prodce as imch increase in the iPL. It had been shown in [4], with detailed
"* .bsequently, it becam clear that the amplification measurements in Si, that excitation at StD - 0.85
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(d) cases at significantly higher or lower Strouhal
numbers.

1 Thus, it seems that artificially induced

interactions of the vortical structures is
pew- 3 .5 responsible for such of the broadband noise

amplification. Enhancing the large-scale structures
5 (i.e., making then more energetic) but not inducing

1 0- 5  
any interaction does not result in any significant
amplification. The excitation cases at the lower
Strouhal numbers (e.g., at StD - 0.24 in figure
7b) bear evidence to this observation.

101
Concluding Remarks

The broadband noise amplification/suppression
I" phenomenon has been investigated in some detail. - -

'____ IIIIIt _I The suppression of the broadband noise is found to
.131 .3 occur only at low Reynolds numbers (and low Mach

StD numbers) when the initial boundary layer is
laminar. The suppression is found to occur when the

Fig. 7 P8 at S-90". Strouhal number effect, excitation is provided at the unstable frequency

Dotted curves for unexcited case.,range of the exit shear layer, St8 a 0.017

(a) M"0.,44 StD-0.-1, U'fe/U-O15 (L -l
2 0 

dB). resulting in miximum suppression. In this
.. (b) H.A, StD0.

24
, U'feU0,1Z (L5 2

1 
d3) excitation condition there is also a remarkable

(c) M-0.04 StD-O.68, u'fe/U-
0
.15 (L

e- 1
34 dB). suppression of the near-field turbulence. However,

(d) HO.M, StD0 .19, U'fe/UO0.1I (Le-125 dB). while the total turbulence intensity drops well(d) M-044 (below the corresponding unexcited level, the
suppression in the far-field noise occurs only in

the broadband components. The broadband noise• "i results In the 'Jot column nuts' of vortex pairing. suppression occurs in situations where the unexcited ...

With initially laminar boundary layer, the jet noise in 'unclean' to begin with, having a xcte

excitation at StD = 0.85 results in 'stable' higher (nondimensional) PSD level compared to the
:1 pairing of the vortices. Initially turbulent (or asymptotically lower PSD level found at higher Mach

transitional) boundary layer cannot support stable numbers.
pairing, but the strongest pairing activity is still --
induced at StD * 0.85. Such pairing results in a When the unexcited jet noise Is at the

broadband, but distinct, hump at the subbarmonic asymptotically lower level, which is the case at

frequency (instead of a spike). The pairing higher H (and ROD), the excitation can only result

activity end the resulting hump at the subbarmonic in an amplification of the broadband noise. The
frequency, for excitation at St0 - 0.68 (figure broadband noise amplification is found to be a
7), is demonstrated in figure 9. It is also function of the Mach number; with increasing K, the
noteworthy that both unstable pairing (figures 7c, amplification is more for excitation at the same
9) md stable pairing (figures 2(a) and 2(b)) result StD med level. As previously found by others, the
in significant increase in the broadband noise. The' amplification is also observed to be a function of b. ....
variation of the longitudinal turbulence intensity the excitation Strouhal number. It is shown in this

* along the jet mais for StD - 0.68 is compared with work that the maximum amplification occurs at a
- the unexcited case and the case of excitation at StD of 0.65 to 0.85. Excitation in this Strouhal

StD - 0.44 In figure 10. These variations agree number range had been found to induce strongest
well with the data in [41 where the pairing vortex pairing activity in the near-flow-field.

Spbeomsnon vms studied at such lower Mach number. Thus, the broadband amplification under excitation
* Imitation results in an upstream shift of the u'(x) appears to be linked with the induced interactions

curves associated with a faster spreading of the of the large-scale structures. This result should
jet. The It0 - 0.67, inducing iring, yields the bring up renewed/reinforced emphasis on the role of

fstest spread of the jet compared to excitation vortex pairing in jet noise production.
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A large set of data has been obtained for
typical cases of broadband noise asplification under

%excitation. ThesecassInclude excitation at .16 .
StD - 0.44 and 0.68 at M - 0.44 and the

corresponding unexcited case. Detailed tim-average
and spectral evolution data for the flow-fiald an
wall a the near-pressure field, have been acquired .12
on a cross-sectional plane. Conditional smpling

easureuments are also being carried out for the U -,
eduction of the large-scale structures In the-su c f./.
flows. Tbhese results are expected to shed further .08
light on the mechanics of broadband noise
simplification under excitation and on jet noise
production mechanism in general, and will be /
,u.--rlsd In a publication In the mar future. .04

teent: Thi research has been carried out ._ "-_." "
iwt~lami Utr beld a National Research Council i "--

0. 4.0 8.0 x/D 12.0 16.0
ef rec Fig. 10 Variation of longitudinal turbulence

erc intensity along the jet axis for M,O.44 jet.

1. Browad, F. IL md Laufer, J. 1975, Turb. in O , StD-0.44 , u'fe/U-0 .15l;
Llde 5, 333, U. of issourl-Roll. M , St-00.68, u'fe/U-O.1SZ;

2. Ca, S. . ad mieal"n, F. i. 1971, J. Fluid A , unexcited jet.
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VERIFICATION OF THE EXTENDED GRADIENT DIFFUSION MODEL BY MEASUREMENTS OF THlE MEAN AND
FLUCTUATING TEMPERATURE FIELDS IN SODIUM FLOW DOWNSTREAM OF A MULTI - BORE JET BLOCK

L. Krebs

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Institut flr Reaktorbauelemente
Postfach 3640, 7500 Karlsruhe I
Federal Republic of Germany

and

K. Breuhorst
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Queensland, St. Lucia
Queensland 4067, Australia

ABSTRACT be expected to be affected only marginally. In both
cases, the downstream flow will be similar to a grid

A diffusivity based model previously developed by generated flow. Turbulence decay laws are, therefore,
* the authors for the prediction of mean and fluctuating similar to the present ones have been discussed by

temperatures in water flow downstream of a multi-bore jet Brodkey (1975) and Gal-el-Hak and Morton (1979), but in
block in which one jet is heated, has been applied to both cases the blockage ratios are significantly differ-
flow of aodium in apparatus of identical geometry to ent as also are the geometric details. Mathematical

. , that used for the water flow. Since the dynarmc proper- models suitable for present purposes are also absent.
ties of water and sodium are vry similar, the effect of
the grossly different Prandtl numbers can be examined in- MATHEMATICAL MODEL

*" dependent of the velocity field. Molecular conductivity
terms are neglected re.ative to turbulent diffusion ones The basic flow variables and .he coordinate system

" for water but are included for the sodium flow. In other are shown in Fig. I. For steady incompressible flow with
S. respects the model is the same for both flows. Calcula- negligible heating by dissipation and no internal heat

ted and measured mean temperatures in sodium show a sources, the energy equation reduces to
small difference when using model parameters determined
in the water flow but show excellent agreement at dif- r a 1 -.
ferent Reynolds numbers when an adjustment is made to U. T a a -T
the constant of proportionality in the diffusivity model.. i L ".
Measurements of the turbulence intensity downstream of
the jet block in sodium using a miniature electromagne- where the usual Reynolds decomposition has been used and
tic probe indicate that this adjustment is necessary due the Einstein summation applies to repeated indices.
to a difference in the velocity field of water and
sodium rather than oversimplification of the model. -7

IN1TMOUCTION

Coolant flow monitoring in fuel rod subassemblies T
iy,. of sodium cooled nuclear pover reactors is important for

safety as wall as perfor mance purposes. Reliable instru- ,.*,.

mentation for velocity measurements is not yet available,
particularly, if turbulence quantities are required. It Heated jet

is necessary, therefore, to be able to interpret tempera-
"* ture measurements by means of mathematical models which

will give some insight into the velocity field from tem- H__d _ U"'-
perature data. Such mathematical models are generally M
extensively tested by use of geometrically similar models . V
in water since water and liquid sodium have similar
kinematic viscosities - within a factor of tvo or three
under normally used laboratory conditions - and nearly
identical densities thus giving dynamic similarity. In
the absence of a suitable velocity transducer for use in
sodium the velocity field can, therefore, be obtained in
water. If these velocity data can then be used in a J

I I
l"

model relating the velocity field to the temperature J black
field when ap*rt of the flow is heated, much can be de-
duced from just temperature measuremnts in the sodium " -.~floe.

In this work, an eddy diffusivity and gradient

diffusion approach has been used to solve the mean and
fluctuating temperature equations. Details of the model
for the case of negligible molecular conductivity as in
water have already been presented by Krebs at al. (1981).

Simulatioa of the flow through tube bundles is by means
of a mlti-bore jet block set in a containment pipe. Injection of searately
While the geometry of the flow cross-section is the in- heated sodium
verse to that in the rod bundle, the downstream flow can

FIG. I COORDINATE SYSTEM AND FLOW VARIABLES.

"" ".
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Closure of Eq. (I) is obtained by use of the Boussinesq For isotropic turbulence, X6 is related to the corres-
assumption ponding velocity microscale by

U'. -- (2) A(
• I -E ax f 3 l

if power laws are valid for the decay of the square of

Except in the imediate vicinity of the exit, the flow turbulence 7 and of the square of temperature fluctua-

is uniform in the radial and azimuthal directions, and tion intensity 62 with power Ai and m respectively and if
• rapid changes in T are restricted to the radial direc- turbulence Reynous number, u f/v, and the turbulence

t tion. oE, the eddy diffusivity, is therefore a function Peclet number, VuZX6 /o, are small, Hinze (1975). This was . r
* only of x, the streamwise coordinate. Unlike for water, the case for water and will therefore also be the case

Krebs at al. (1981), the molecular diffusivity is not for sodium. As will be seen later from the measurements
negligible so that the simplified energy equation be- the decay exponent of turbulence nI is independent of the
comes in cylindrical coordinates Reynolds number whereas the decay exponent of temperature " ":'."

fluctuation intensity depends on Reynolds and Prandtl

Fm4  r~ Y+~2 ] (3 number. Combining Eqs. (10) and (11) yields3
ax Lo aE__x __F_ _r 2o "

2 H- 2-a 20v (12a)
where U is the local mean streamwise velocity. The ax. n. ..f
Lagrangian description of diffusion B .-]

.E(x) . VILL (4) nI x

is used to relate the eddy diffusivity to the velocity where it has been assumed that X
2  Vx/ which was veri-f -

field. The particle velocity v
I 

is assumed to be propor- fied experimentally for the water case. Thus B/M will be
tional to the streamsiise velocity fluctuation, u, and constant and independent of the fluid.
the Lagrangian length scale, LL, is assumed to be pro- Further simplification is possible since ,.

portional to the Eulerian one, Lf. Introduction of the - a a , ,
power law relationships found in water by Krebs at al. (a) U -x ax x and
(1981) , .

= -0833 (b) a2 =6I6x 2 is negligible compared with the corres-
- 0.73 (;) (5a) ponding derivatives in the other two coordinate direc-

, tions. Molecular diffusion must, however, be retained in

Lf x 0. this case due to the high conductivity of sodium. In
.- 0 0.4 (4 (5b) cylindrical coordinates, Eq. (8) reduces to

* permits oE(x) to be expressed in the power law form 2 af 21
Ax n-I U~U - 2(x)L2  -r2 ,

ar6 a Q x J (13)-E(x) - ( ) (6) ax + 
2 -7  3 -BE

where A -0.102 d2Uiun 3 s- , d is in mm, U inm s-1 and M -n+mEx =t
n - 0.61 if the proportionality factors in the change of 

-L- r njz

v I 
and LL to measurable quantities are assumed to be

unity. For x/d > 5 (approximately) and the boundary con- for which the following boundary conditions apply

dition that for large r, T - Tk, the solution of Eq. (3) a
becomes (x, D/2) -0 and T (x, D/2)] = 0

r 1-[-T for D -width of temperature field, in this case D being
kexp r 2  

(7) the diameter of the containment pipe.
E 4w nI mE(x)Jx

• APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION
4-.' where oE(x) is given by Eq. (6), S - U.T(,d 2

/4) - volume
flow of heated jet, Tk is the temperature of the fluid Experimental data were obtained in the sodium test

surrounding the heated jet and T E is the mean temperature section of Fig. 2 which has the same jet block geometry
of the heated jet at the jet block exit plane. At Ray- and containment pipe diameter as the water test section
olds number 308 000 in water, A - 3020 m-

3
s-l. In that used for earlier experiments. The test section consists

case, an experiment conducted at Re - 154 000 gave ex- of a containment pipe of 110 mm diameter, a multi-bore

cellent agreement between.measured and predicted tempe- jet block which could be moved inside the test section
rature data for A - 1510 m3s-1 thus confirming the relative to two fixed radial traversing stations, screens
velocity depenjlce of A. This is, of course, a necessary for smoothing the velocity profile upstream of the jet

condition if iu'U and Lf/d are approximately independent block and provision for injection of heated sodium into
of Reynolds number. the central channel of the jet block. The latter has 158

The steady state balance for temperature fluctua- bores of 7.2 mm diameter, placed on a triangular pitch of

tions is, Launder (1976), 8.2 me with a length-to-diameter ratio of 16.7:1 for the
individual bores. In order to minimize heat loss from the

.- " - au. a a 7  ad,3dheated sodium in the injection pipe to the central jet, a
U" j- - - 2u6 ~ x (7.-) -

2
a, a. (8) double pipe construction was used with the space between

1 x ax1 x 1 1 1 the pipes being evacuated. The mess flow rate to the
central jet was controlled independently of the main flow

w.7 is given by the Boussinesq approximation, Eq. (2), to ensure that the flow left the jet block with the same
-"V is modelled by the gradient approximation velocity as surrounding jets.

Mean temperatures and temperature fluctuations were
U - a (9) measured with a 0.25 mm outside diameter, sheathed thermo-ax couple. The insulating material was boron nitride with a L

with a a il,(x) as used by grabs et *1. (1991). The dissi thermal conductivity equal to that of the stainless steel
patian tee in Eq. (8) can be expressed in terms of the sheath. This ensures a smell time constant. Cut-off
temperature microscale, frequencies are in excess of 40 Hz which ensures that the

energy containing part of the spectrum is captured with
minimal attenuation. A thermocouple was also placed at

2 , 3 1 (10) the outlet of the central jet to permit measurement ofaxi axi 6- the temperature of the separately heated sodium. The in-

.
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sensor junction permanent magnets ra.s r/'D

E1  I  FIG. 4 MEAN VELOCITY PROFILES DOWNSTREAM OF THE JET
BLOCK - Re - 308 000, U - 1.13 ms- -.

0

calculation for water (A - 3020 mm3s-1, -. 9K
are also shown from which the significant contribution to

*~ ~ 20-.-4 -3 the spread of heat in sodium by its high molecular diffu-
sivity can be seen. -

FIG. 3 MINIATURE ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOWHETER PROBE - Axial decay of the maximum mean temperature with
* DI)NSIONS IN mm. downstream distance for two Reynolds numbers is given in
* Fig. 6. If the model were strictly correct, the transfer

let temperature of the sodium flow into the remaining of the value of A required for solution of Eq. (7) should
jet block was also measured, be possible from the water experiments to those in

Velocity measurements were performed with a inis- sodium. Simple considerations lead to the relation
ture permanent magnet flowmeter probe, Fig. 3, MlEler at AN& -AH 20vNa/vH 2O with vNa( -3000C 0.4 0 (T-200C).
al. (1982). Two disc shaped magnets A and B with diametral Using water,A amounts to 3020 ms- at Re 308 000. The

- magnetization are contained in a cladding tube which also corresponding value for sodium should be 1208 m
3

s-
1 

but
carries the +E and -E electrodes. As the conducting at the higher Reynolds number. Eq. (7) with A -825 mm3s

1  
.. -

liquid sodiu mves normal to the magnetic field of the is seen to give a good fit. Since A - U, halving the
two magnets, voltages are induced in the flow and are Reynolds number requires halving the value of A. The re-
sensed by the electrodes. Although the magnetic field sults of Fig. 6 confirm this proportionality for sodium
which permeates the surrounding flow, is not homogeneous, which was also obtained for water in the previous aes- -Y
the voltage induced was found to be proportional to the surements. However, in contrast to water, the decay of
flow velocity over a wide range of velocities. Typical maximum mean temperature in sodium is dependent on the
sensitivities are of the order of 20 pV per ms-. The Reynolds number due to the influence of the molecular

* purpose of the two sets of magnets and electrodes is to diffusivity which can be derived also from Eq. (7).
permit measurements of transit times. Unfortunately, the On the left hand side of Fig. 7 the measured tempe-
dimensions of the probe are still somewhat large in rela- rature fluctuation intensity profiles are shown at the
tion to the length scale of the flow which is set by the distance x/d - 28 for sodium and water. These profiles
hole diameters of the jet block. It must, therefore, be are used as initial conditions for Eq. (13). On the
expected that the man velocity will be measured accura- right hand side of the figure the measured and calculated

., tely but turbulence measurements will probably be affec- profiles are compared at the distance x/d - 97. The
ted by the lack of adequate spatial resolution, radial spread of the profiles for sodium is seen to be

larger than for water.
WASUZErTS AND COMPARISON WITH CALCULATIONS The measured and calculated axial decay of tempera-

ture fluctuations is shown in Fig. 8. The axial decay
The measured mean velocity field in sodium flow is exponents of the maximum of the square of temperature

illustated in Fig. A for various downstream stations. fluctuation intensities 62 are evaluated from the mea-
Minor deviations from a flat profile in the core region surements shown in this figure. For Re - 308 000 a decay
are observed. This is typical for such a device where exponent a --. 7 and for Re -154 000 a decay exponent
there are many nearly identical flow paths in parallel. n--2.O are obtained in sodium flow compared to m--1.O

Measured mean temperature profiles at two axial for both Reynolds numbers in water. The power laws 6-x-
stations are shown in Fig. 5 together with Eq. (7) fitted are valid for axial distances of about x/d > 20 from the
for sodi

-m 
flow with A-825 inis

" 1. AT-E -f k -24.8 K, jet block. The axial decay of the temperature fluctua- ..

S is giveni by the mean exit flow velocity and hole area tions in sodium is consequently much more rapid and un-
and a a 0.61 as obtained in the exferiments with water like for water, is Reynolds number dependent too.
by Krebs at al. (1981). The corresponding masurement and

11,,7' -
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9In order to obtain sowe check on the quality of the
teepeorature fluctuation measurements, a spectral analysis
was perforusdl of the signals. The spectrum of Fig. 9 is
typical and indicates that the thermocouples with a cut-
off frequency of above 40 Hz are only just adequate. Very
little change in the spectrum was noted with changing lo
dounatreon distance. A

Since a key aspect of the model used is the adoption I. .
of parmters determined in a water flow some check on FI10
the velocity parameters should be attempted. Fig. 10
shovs the decay of stromeiset turbulence in water and
s odium. Ideally these two results should have been ideze- 30
tical. At this stage, the sodium results moat bis treated
with caution as they would moat likely have been affected
by lack of spatial resolution of the miniature electro- lo" to o
manetic probe. In fact, near the jet block, turbulence frequency lizI
scales will be smller than further downtream. This
could be the reason for the smaller slope of the intent- FI.9TICLEMRARESCRU - /-40

* ~sity curve as well as its generally lower overall level. 02

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS we/ter on 073 Idr"

A general discussion and comparison of the model .16f
developed relative to esisting turbulence models has al-
ready been presented by Krebs at &1. (1981). Additional UZI-
comets with the aid of the results in sodium are now .sS-
warranted. Theo factor A in Eq. (6) is proportional to
velocity if it is amemd that the turbulence intensity, 30 M
Eq. (So), and the integral length scale, Eq. (5b), are -

isapendent of laynolds numer. For isotropic turbulence,
Riass (1975) shcues from theoretical considerations that 0.02
both have a lasel dmntdepeftnence. for the small
range of Aeynsoldosuabers weed in the present work, this , ,
depoedences couold not be detected whoicho is consistent with 001 -
other eatperiseutal evideace behind grids as cited by I . ldu

Available5) oerimtal data for the flow downtream
of the jet block are consistent with the model deriveed 000
except that the value of A required for solution of Eq. 200 10 20
(7) ecm omly reooy be transferred fro, the water dtanct o/d

FIG. 10 AXIAL DECAY OF STREAI4JISE TURBULENCE IN WATER
AND SODIUM DOWNSTREAMO OF THlE JET BLOCK.



experiments to those in sodium. In view of the turbulence
intensity measurements of Fig. I0 which show that the
turbulence levels in sodium could be lower at a given
x/d than in water, it is preferred to doubt this aspect
rather than the basic model and its various assumptions.
The dashed line in Fig. 10 representing the equation

/Y 0. 5 (1 -0.83 3 )".-."
(-) (14)md

shows how little change from the measured intensities
would be required in order to remove this discrepancy.
Unfortunately, clarification of this aspect will have to
&wait the development of a velocity sensor with better
spatial resolution or the repeat of the whole experimen-
tal program with a much larger geometry. If the integral
scale, Lf, is also affected by the change from water to
sodium, then the validity of the present model could be '
further enhanced.

The assumption that the eddy diffusivity of heat,
a, and the eddy diffusivity of the temperature fluctua-
tions, a, are equal was introduced with more formal than
physical arguments. The present results do not permit
further insight to be gained but it is noteworthy that
except for a constant, this is in agreement with Launder1.(976).

Other assumptions contained in the development of

the temperature fluctuation equation, Eq. (13), are the '*
relation between the velociti and temperature micro-
scales, Eq. (1)), and that A f - vx/M. These are in agree-
ment with theoretical predictions for isotropic turbu-
lence, Rinse (1975). Assuming the same decay exponent
nj - -5/3 for the turbulence square u

z 
in "ater and in

sodium, the dissipation of the temperature fluctuations
changes with the decay exponent m of 6.. Different values
of m were obtained for water and sodium and in the case
of sodium for different Reynolds numbers too. Up to now
the decay exponent m can not be predicted as a function
of Prandtl and Reynolds numbers. Further investigations
are necessary to define this correlation. Calculating
the dissipation of temperature fluctuations with the
measured values of m and the constant BE/U - 3.7 which
was derived from the water experiments, a remarkable fit
was achieved for measured and calculated profiles of tem-
perature fluctuation intensities. Consequently, the fac-
tor B in Eq. (12b) will be proportional to the stream
velocity, or B /U takes on the form of a universal con-
stant. Present results appear to confirm this conclusion.
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THE INTERFEENCE OF MULTIPLE LIME SOURCES I GRID TURBULENCE

Z. Warhaft

Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 USA

ABSTRACT variations in the spacing (and downstream location from
the grid) of the mandolins wires.

The interference of two (and more) thermal line If we consider two line sources located in a tur-
sources in decaying grid turbulence is studied by using bulent flow (decaying grid turbulence for the situation
the inference method described by Warhaft (1981) to to be studied here) the resultant temperature variance
determine the cross-correlation coefficient p between will be
two sources. The evolution of p as a function of
downstream distance, for O.075<d/tLO1, where d is the e2 - ~ 22 - 8 2 + 2p6 2 (1)
wire spacing and I is the length scale of the

* -. turbulence, is determined for a pair of sources located where 01 and 62 are the thermal fluctuations produced
S- at various downstream distances from the grid (x/M by each wire and p is the cross-correlation coefficient

varying from 5 to 60 where o is the distance of the between the fluctuations produced by each wire.
.. sources from the grid and n is the grid mesh length). buahat (181 has hn r two dsrte l in

It is shown that a mandoline (Warhaft and Lumley, 1978) soures ) th e red byperatge ac

._ sures that sorps may evluio inere by oprasn eauncinoh

may be thought of, in a more fundamental way, as the"
interference of a number of line sources. Thus new thermal source separately (thus determining 612 and
light is shed on the rate of decay of scalar 2 B2)
dissipation. New data for the thermal field very close 2 ) and then both together (determinin Equation

by each ire and0 is th o -oreaIn cefficetd '-
varyingm then be sove for p.er Her thi Ih ditac ohohd,-

to a line source is also presented. Full details of1 ten e lvedafor p re thisainferec metho
the work described here will appear in Warhaft 1983. is used to study the interference of two parallel line

sources placed in a plane, parallel to and downstream

*INTRODUCTION from, the grid (fig. 1).
Equation 1 can also be extended to examine the

ii ter miing of assve sclare ontami s in interference of multiple line sources. Here the

* turbulence continues to be an active area of research relan f the tmetue varinis
both because of its practical importance in such areas
as pollution dispersion and chemical reactions and - h e h

because it is a fundamental, clearly defined, yet T
unsolved problem (even for a completely determined -6 . .. 4 2 1 / 2 e 2

+036.13 +.(2
velocity field). One of the simplest ways of injecting Equation 2 shows that for a mandoline (a parallel array
a scalar into a turbulent field is by means of placing of evenly spaced, heated wires) the evolution of the
a fine heated wire In the flow. I the wire is fine temperature variance is solely a function of the
enough and if the wire over-heat is small enough temperature variance of each wire and p. The
neither the wire's physical prssence nor the resultant interference of multiple line sources is also described
thermal wake will change the background velocity here.
field, ie., the resultant scalar field will be a
passive contaminant. Important experiments concerning APPARATUS
the spreading rates of both the mean and fluctuating
thermal field for such a line source have been The eeriment was'carried out in a vertically

" previously carried out by Uberoi and Cerrin (1953) and orientated wind tunnel (Warhaft 1981) with a test
by Townsend (1954) although these workers have not section of 170 mesh lengths (M.025m) and cross
concerned themselves with the thermal field in the section of 16 X 16 mesh lengths. The grid was a
immediate vicinity of the source. biplanar arrangement of 0.476 cm square section brass

rods; the solidity was 0.34. The thermal line sources
The interference of two or more passive thermal were nichrome wire of 0.127 diameter (and for some

wakes downstream of parallel line sources is an experiments 0.203mm). Thus the (cold) wire Re was 57
important and non-trivial extension of the case of a (and sometimes 91). However for the study of the
single source. The way these line sources mix will be thermal field very close to the heated wire, <8M,
a function of their spacing and the length scale and 0.025m diameter platinum wire was used. For this
Intensity of the turbulence. Experimental knowledge of case, the cold wire Re was 11. Care was taken to align

* this axing is important in testing two particle the wire of the probe parallel to the heated line
dispersion theories such as that recently developed by source in order to avoid resolution problems. For x'/M
Durbin (1960) (see also Sawford 1983). Furthermore, a greater than about 10, where x' is the distance from
study of the interaction of multiple line sources the thermal source (placed at x.) (fig. 1)
should provide deeper insight into the problem of experiments show (Warhaft 1983) that the spreading rate
scalar variance dissipation: the mandolins used by of the mean and variance of the thermal field is
Warhaft and Lumley (1978) consists of an array of independent of wire diameter for (at least) the
parallel wires and the non-unique value of the scaler Reynolds number range 39 to 280.

* dissipation rate observed in that study was e o to
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Fig. 1. Sketch of wind tunnel showing two heated Q4-
wires. When two or more heated wires are used the
transverse direction y (through which the probe is +
moved) is measured from the midpoint between the two + •o
central wires. For experiments with one wire only 0I0•
(figs. 2, 3 and 4) the transverse direction y' is 0 0.-
measured from the wire itself. '--"";i ,.0 - X'" - .

0.,0

.3 "2 -I 0 I 2 3

Fig. :3. rm temperature profiles normalized by the "-"-"
center-line tw values.-'.-'-"

0.02- a 0.2 "•0'6"

0.0

0.6 lateral distance from the line source (fig. 1)• Up
until 8 N, ie, approximately until the end of the-¢-;

0. A...2

linear spreading region, the fine (0•025mm) wire was ""..
[* - used; thereafter, in order to produce a larger signal, '''.

[..2 o. the 0.•127m wire was used. The curves match well. The -. ]
[ .5 power in the fine wire was .4 watt/mter, that in the"""..

.is similar to that observed by Uberoi and Corri

(1953). Note that the product of the half width and
the peak (center line) temperature should be constant

- , • , t l . ,. I .i , Ifor a particular wire heating, as is observed..• .--

|•z"•IM Figure 3 shows the evolution of the rms 8 ".%,1.
profiles, normlized by their center line values, as a

* Fig. 2. Nalf width of the mean temperature wake behind function of x'/M. As for fig. 2 the 0.025me wire was...•.'
a single wire (left hand axis) and center-line used until x'/N18•, thereafter the 0•127in wire was ,%•-
(peak)temperature of the man temperature (right hand used Notice that until approximately x'/H .8 the t
axis) (a), x'/N<.8, 0.02 e heated wire. (b) x'/N>8, profiles are double peaked. The length of the arc of

0. 127 wire. Open circles are for peak temperature, the flapping of the heated wae is comparble to its

S filled cirlee and creeses are for the half width. (mlecular diffusive) spreading width for smll ,
hdistances from the source. Thus the largest gradients

The thermal wakes wre measured by means of in temperature, and hence the highest values of ina 8e
conventional thermocouplet nd fest response resistance will occur off the center line, producing the double

thrmometers. -thermal fields were tranIversed in peak. Alter about x/ ,8, the profiles become single

* the y direction by mesans of a precision traversing peaked. However as will be shown in Warhaft 1983 (see..,.mchaniam and stepping motor, also fig. 5 below), if the thermal source is placed

closer to the grid (xo/m<20) a double peak re-emerges
RSULTS far downstream. • .-".-

The man velocity, U, ws st at 7 /s and the The evolution of 8 r/T (center line values) is"
roeshow in figure 4(a)• (for clarity the horizontal axis

velocity variance, uo was found to follow the relation has also been Aplified ten-fold for the data points up

(patmitaueoto x'/me8). The peak of 8 rms/T is at about x'/h0 ...
a (, /u - 0.121 (x/h)

"  (3) (ile approximately the end of the linear spreading of "

region). Thereafter it appears to asymptote to s value

fille rce of about 0.7. This is consistent with the values far

TFiure 2 hod the evolution of the mean downstream from the source observed by Uberoi andients ."4

center-line tepera ure, as well the half width of Corrain (1953). The loer graph (fig. 4b) shows the

the mean profile, for a single wire placed st evolution of the half width (50 if the center line
xo/met2. The men profiles wre Gussin; the half value) of the a profiles of fig. 3. Note that this
width is defined as hal h of the iof theroi n alfwidth is considerably larger than the mean profile
its level is 50U of the mTximo (center line value), half widths.

The tandrd deviaton for a f uSin profile is 0.849 a -e a

times the half width. The ordinate y'/H refers to the

the a p

%[-2 h a rflswriGusa;tehl ale fterspoie ffg .Nt htti
widt is.7 defne ashl-h,-t'o h rfl hn afwdhi osieal agrtantema rfl
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Fig. 4. )r -/meo.n T, center line values. For5

clrity, the horizontal axis has also been amplified 0. 0 1 10 , , , .1

ten-fold for the data points up to x'/M-8. (b) rms " 0 50 ' 00 ISO
profile half width. /M

Fig. 6. p vs. x'/M for experiments such as shown in
-- -- - -- ' fig. 5. p is for the midpoint between the wires (y-O,

o. fig. 1). The numbers are the wire spacing, d(mm).

0.6 -4'

0.4 ts />a 1.0

1 0 , 4 350 !O I, ' '

-...

00 0 1 0 , -

1.0 'Ile. 0

,Vt  .,uu ,,m.,o e* -
101 101 -1111

WD0.-\ V, .-

0 . 1 " . 2 3 2 1 0 1 2" . .

Fig. 5. Bottom graphs show rs 0 profiles for a pair W.0 so50 I.- '
of wires operating separately (I and 2) and together
(B). Top graphs show a, inferred from graphs such as
the bottom ones, for various d and x'/M. All Fig. 7. Re-plot of fig. 6. p vs. d (wire spacing) for
horizontal oe are y/. Wires are at x/N - 20. various values of x / (labeled on the graph).

Comparison of spreading rates of rum and mean more generally d/t, see below). For very small d the
profiles for values of x/H other than 52 will be cross correlation coefficient rapidly increases from -1
given in Warhaft 1983. close to the wires to a value close to +1. (The

evolution of p for very small d and small x'/M is
The Interference of Multiple Line Sources described in Warhaft 1983.) Close to the wires the two

.. We consider first the interference of two line wakes are separate and thus a should be -1 since the
sources. Fig. 5 (lower curves) shows some examples of probe senses one wake or the other but not both at the
r 0m S profiles for two wires (placed at xO/M - 20) same time nor the ambient air. However as the wakes
for different wire spacings and for the probe placed at merge together; p rises to a value of +1 (when they are
different locations from the sources. The integral completely Mixed). For slightly larger d, this merging
scale, 1, for xo/M - 20 is 1.02 X 1O

2
m. Curves I process occurs at a slower rate. For large d, (the

and 2 are for each wire operating separately, curve B effect is clear for d>Smm) p first decreases and then
is for each wire operating together. From such begins to increase. For these cases the sensor may
profiles, the upper curves of figure 5 were obtained by initially sample one wake or the other (but not both).
solving equation 1 for p. These curves show the However it will mainly be sampling ambient air and p

variation of p as the field is traversed in the y will be close to zero. As the two wakes begin to
direction for a particular value of x'/. Notice that broaden (is. as x'/M increases) less of the time will
the curves have distinct minima at the points be spent sampling ambient air and the negative
intermediate between the two wires (y - 0, fig. 1). correlation will build up and should approach -1 as
From such families of curves at other x'/M and other only one wake or the other is sampled. However mixing
spacings fig. 6 was produced. These correlation of the tvo wakes will also begin to occur and this has
coefficients are for the probe location at y - 0, for the effect of reversing the negative trend in p; the
various values of d and x'/M. Wires are at xo/M - 20. mixing will drive p to +1 as for the small d case.

Notice that for d>50m only the initial decrease in -
The evolution of 0 is clearly a function of d (or
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:., Fig. 8. 0 vs. normaslized (convective) time (x'/d) (u/U) for pairs of wires located

-., at as/N=3, 20, 42, 52 and 60. 1 is calculated at the 1o/M location of the wires.0.075 1. 8(b), d/ varying from 2 to 10.

*' is observed. Also, £ or these larger d, no mEaningful (the turbulence intensity and integral scale .
* " value of p could be determined for mall x'/M since respectively, determined at the location of the wires). .

"-there was no over-lap of the rue profiles. as well as x' snd d were varied. Figure 8 sumarizes ..
- ~the results of these experiments. The two dimension- P

.The effect of varying d but holding the probe at a less variables chosen have been d/i and (x'/d)(u/U). 1
-. particular downetrei- location is shown in fig. 7 which This later variable may be thought of as the time to "" %

is a re-plot of fig. 6. As the wire separation is the probe (x'/U) non-dimansionazsed by a lateral :-:-'
*: increased p decreases froi its initial value near convective time scale (u/d). (Note that the turbulence" :

". unity, however this trend reverses for large separe- is close to isotropic; u~w), The collapse of the , "
• tion, for the reason described above. Note that as data points is remarkable. The task of relating these ...

x'/N decreases, the reversal occurs for smaller d, as curves to various turbulence models is described in.-

would be expected. Warhaft 1983. Notice, of course, that the form of the ,!

*Teevolution of the cross correlation coefficient curvs ae siila to ig.6.
i p is a function of u/U, 1, d and x' (in Warhaft 1983 it Finally we show how a mandolins my be synthesised .""'

"" is shown that the wire diameter itself plays no role), from a number of parallel line sources. Figure 9a • -
M. easurements of p such as those showrn in figs. 6 and 7 shows the individual rue 8 profiles for four line...o

, were don for the pairs of wies placed at xo/N-5, sources located at xo/N-20, with wire spacing 1 N. .
42. 52 and 60 as well as zo/M-20, Thus u/U and I Also shown on the figure is the effect of operating the" '..

line sources in various combinations, as well as the _

.*0 17,9
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value of rms e if no interference were present (p-,
0.2 -' 3e equation 1). Note that if extra wires were added to.

the set (placed I M apart) for this downstream location

.".+ 
o .4cs'

1 . 2 3 4. . s % ei ( x ' / M -6 3 ) t h e c e n t e r l i n e ( y / M -0 ) v a l u e o f t h e t o t a l/- e would hardly be effected because the spread of
01"4 \ the rms profile would be inaufficient to reach y-0

V. (consider the addition of wire 5 placed at y/M - 2.5
-- + * . f o r e x a m p l e ) . T h u s t h e m a n d o l i n e , f o r t h i s x ' M , c a n

*~O. be considered of consisting of four interfering wires

"b 'only. (Closer to the source less wires wi ll be needed ,

~further away, more). Fig. 9b shows the cross
a correlation profiles for the data of fig. 9a. From

these and the individial rms profiles, equation 2 couldbe solved for 82. Fig. 10 shows the decay of 8 - for a

0. •.full 
mandoline (all wires operating). 

Alsob shown is. 3 2 1 0 8 2 3 the value of - 
for x'/M-63 (figure 9s). It is clear

- .6 & . t h a t t h e i n t e r f e r e n c e o f f o u r w i r e s a t t h i s l o c a t i o n
W(b produces the same variance as a full mandolins.
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DIFFUSION BEHIND A LINE SOURCE IN GRID TURBULENCE

M. S. Anand and S. B. Pope

Sibley School of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering
Cornell University

Ithaca, New York 14853

ABSTRACT <w2 >/U 2 
- A(x/M)' . (1)

The flow considered is the thermal wake downstream In the measurements of Warhaft (3) - with which the
of a fine heated wire in grid turbulence. The calculations are compared - the conditions are:
inability of generally-applicable turbulent diffusion U - 7.0 m/s, M - 25 mm, xo/M - 52, A - 0.0714,
models and second-order closures to calculate the mean - 1.32, d - 0.025 me (for measurements up to x./M '

and variance of the temperature is reviewed. 8.1), and d - 0.127 me (for measurements beyond

Calculations based on the transport equation for the - 8.1).
joint probability density function (pdf) of velocity The wire is intended to be sufficiently fine that %" ., -

and temperature show good agreement with measurements it does not significantly affect the mean or
of man temperature but not with those of the fluctuating velocity field. Although the wire is quite r
variance. Better calculations of the variance are hot, the excess temperature rapidly falls to a few

obtained with a method based on the joint pf degrees Celsius. Thus, except in the immediate

conditional on the lateral velocity at the source, vicinity of the wire, the excess temperature is a

INTRODUCTION conserved, passive scalar.

The principal qantities of interest are the mean

The thermal wake downstream of a heated wire in <> and variance <' > of the normalized excess

grid turbulence has been the subject of several temperature 0(x,t). (Angled brackets and primes denote

experimental (1-4) and theoretical studies (s-1, for means and fluctuations about the mean, respectively.)

example). Thef ow is of fundamental theoret-ic At any distance xw downstream of the source (i.e. the

importance and is also relevant to the practical heated wire), the profile of <0> is found to be

problem of the dispersion of heat and pollutants in the Gaussian (1-4),

environment (11).
In comparison to free shear flows - jets, 1 1 2/2

wakes, mixing layers - the tral<(xz)> - (oar exp(- L z 2/a 2- (2)

simple: the man velocity is uniform and the
turbulence is Isotropic. But turbulence models that .
are applicable to free shear flows (e.g. k-c and The integral f <#(x ,Z)>dz is a conserved quantity, and

Reynolds-stress models) produce qualitatively incorrect * is normalize o that this tnt gral is unity.

results for the thermal wake (9). This is because the Profiles of <* > (but not of 0' >) also appear to be
thermal wake thickness a is, initially, much smeller Gaussian (4).

than the integral length scale, and because we are There is an anology (1) between the thermal wake
interested in the wake at convection times that are and the temperature field resulting from the

much smaller then the integral time scale of the instantaneous production (at time t-0) of an excess

turbulence, temperature distribution along the plane z-0. Thermal
In this work, the thermal wake is studied using wake statistics at (xw,z) are similar to those at

velocity-temperature joint pdf transport equations (t,z) resulting from the plane source, where t -

(12,13). It is found that the standard (unconditional) x?/U. The aealogy depends upon the turbulence

pdf method is successful in calculating the mean intensity <u >I/2/U being small and mean axial
temperature field, but not the temperature variance. A gradients being small in comparison with lateral

second method - based on the joint pdf conditional gradients. In common with previous work, our
on the lateral velocity at the heated wire - is calculations are of the statistically one-dimensional,
successful in calculating the normalized variance time dependent evolution of the temperature field from
profiles and calculates the absolute magnitude of the the plane source in decaying homogeneous turbulence.

variance to within a factor of two. This level of The results at time t are compared with the thermal
accuracy is comparable with that obtained using wake data of Warheft at xw - Ut. (Henceforth t is
two-particle dispersion models (4). used interchangeably with xw/U).

THERMAL WAKE PREVIOUS WORK

The thermal wake Is sketched on Fig. 1. A fine Mean Temperature
heated wire of diameter d is placed normal to the flow, A theory should predict A Gaussian mean
a distance xo downstream of a turbulence-generating temperature profile (Eq. 2) and should determine the

grid of mash size M. The mean velocity U is uniform evolution of the width of the profile o(t). In high
amd the turbulence intensity normal to the flow and the Reynolds-number, non-decaying, homogeneous turbulence,
wire is found to vary according to the power law: there are three regimes:

17.11
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Moeua ifuin <r< 2 >a2.'." Molecular diffusion, t<<T/<w2>: o-2'rt. The simplest modelling assumption for t is that the

Turbulent convectionr/<w
2 

X<t< < T 02. 2* scalar-dissipation time scale 1/2<0'2>/C0 is
proportional to the mechanical-dissipation time scale

Turbulent diffusion, t>>T: O2.2rt
t.  k/: then to is given by

Here r is the thermal diffusivity, T is the Langrsngian £o - C! . <0,2>,/k (10)

integral time scale, and rt is the turbulent 2
diffusion coefficient. Taylor (5) neglected molecular
diffusion and obtained an expression for a in term of The data of Warhaft and Lumley (17) suggest that C$
the Lagrangian velocity autocorrelation function. This is not a universal constant, but a value of Co - 2.0

expression (which can readily be generalized to the is commonly employed (e.g. 12 ).

case of decaying turbulence (4)) correctly accounts for The validity of Eq. 10 for the thermal wake can be

the turbulent convection and diffusion regimes. The tested rather directly. Let 1(t) be the integral of

effect of molecular diffusion is simply to increase o2 the scalar variance:
by 2rt (2).

The exact equation for the mean of 0 is I <2 (t) "

S a2 <0> <>wo
r (3)

at z7•az Then, from Eqs. 3 and 8 and the knowledge that the

profile of <0> is Gaussian, we obtain
• -. Turbulence models attempt to approximate the scalar

flux <w*> so that Eq. 3 can be solved for (>. dl c £

Turbulent diffusion models (mixing length, k-c P C* I ,(12) .
% etc.) approximate the scalar flux by 

--'

where

<V#> - -r a<#> (4)

(-- 2 0
3
/7 . (13)

As their name implies, these models are applicable only 2 dt

to the turbulent diffusion regime: early on (t<<T)
they predict far too rapid spreading. For example, It may be noted that a knowledge of o(t) is sufficient

according to the k-c model (see e.g. 14) the turbulent to determine the production term P. In the next

diffusion coefficient is section a model that accurately determines a is
described (see the solid line on Fig. 2). Using this

result (Eq. A7) V(t) was evaluated and then Eq. 12 was

rt - - k2 /6' (5) integrated numerically to yield 1(t). The result is
SfO compared with Warhaft's data on Fig. 3.

It may be seen from Fig. 3 that with the

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy (k - 3/2 <w
2
> conventional value Co - 2.0, the calculated integral

variance I exceed the measured value by, typically, a
dissipation factor of 7 to 12. With the higher value C - 4.0,

this range is reduced to 4 to 7. Since a(t) given by

c - -dk/dt. (6) Eq. A7 agrees extremely well with the data (see Fig.
2), the only significant assumption in the analysis is

The model constants are taken to be u - 0.09 and the modelling of the scalar dissipation, Eq. 10. The
07 t e b c c g o gresults shown on Fig. 3 clearly indicate, therefore,

On that this model is grossly in error for the thermal
Eq. 1, the k-c model yields (neglecting molecular wake. If towere determined instead from a.-. diffusion)
diffusion) consistently-modelled transport equation (16) the

t 3AM2C (2-m) x (2-m) result would be little different.

a2.- f 2rt (t')dt' - U - (7) In light of these observations, Sykes, Lewellen
- m(2-m)a f M - and Parker (7) replaced Eq. 10 with a ndel for C in

14 . terms of a scalar length scale, for which a modelted
ordinary differential equation was solved. They were

On Fig. 2, the broken line shows this predicted then able to obtain accurate calculations of the scalar
evolution of a compared to Warhaft's data variance, including the effect of the source size.
(triangles). It my be seen that Eq. 7 is qualitative- While this method succeeded for the case considered,
ly and quantitatively incorrect. At the first measure- because of the way in which both <w

2
0> and to are

ment station, the calculated width is over three times modelled, the model does not appear to be applicable to
that measured. the general case (i.e. more than one transported scalar

*.- Turbulent diffusion models can be made to work, by (16), or more than one source (7)).
making rt an explicit function of a or t (9,10). But - A completely different method of calculating the
such ad hoc modifications are inconsistent with the temperature variance is based on the relative
principles of invariant modelling (15,16) and have dispersion of two fluid particles or, better, of two
little general utility. molecules. There has been considerable work on this

Second-order closures experience the same problem method recently (see 8 for references) culminating in -
(,9). The correct evolution of o can be obtained only the comparison of theo'-ry and experiment by Stapountzis,
by modifying the transport coefficient for the third Sawford, Hunt and Britter (4). The mean thermal wake
moment <w *> to be a function of the temperature field. width o(t) is calculated to ithin experiment error;

Temstuie-Variance the variance is calculated to within a factor of two;
exact equation for the variance of 4 is and normalized variance profiles agree well with the

32#,>data.
a<,'2> r<w*'

2
> a2 - $2> a<2 -2d ata

at 2 (8) a UNCONDITIONAL PDF METHOD

where the scalar dissipation is Turbulent diffusion models are unsuccessful in
calculating the mean wake thickness o(t) because the

'scond moment <w> is approximated by a gradient
axi ax1  diffusion model. Similarly, in second-order closures a
I "" gridient-diffusion model is used for the third moment

<w 0> and consequently a is not calculated correctly.
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lut gradient-diffusion models can be entirely avoided w - w(x-0,t-O). (18)
by making use of the velocity-calar joint df -- (1

equation.
For a general flow, f(V,*;x,t) is the probability Indeed, at very early times, the temperature profile is

density of the joint events U(xt) = V and O(x,t) completely determined by o .  It is a laminar wake of.

The four new independent variables V1,V2,V3 ,40 form the thickness v/_2r that has been convected laterally a
velocity-temperature space. An exact equation for the distance Wet.
joint pdf can be derived (12): for the flow under We shall therefgre consider statistical quantities
consideration, the equation for f(V,4,;t,t) iscodtne onw-w - prmil f(,wxt)

af a the joint probability of U-V and 0-ip, conditional upon
- + V3  - - - f-._ {f <rv,,,>} - L Jf<ailV,*>j, (14) we B w(x-0,t-0) - w. The unconditional joint pdf (ata at at a* avi any x,tT can readily be recovered by

where, for any function Q, <QIV,*> is the expectation -- .wd.()
of Q conditional upon the joirt events U - V and * = g. f(V,*) f (V,*jw)g(W)d , (19)

. The fluid particle acceleration is %
""- _____ (15) where g(;) is the pdf of wo which (in grid

"'"xx p turbulence) is known to be Gaussian (18):
.. 3~~xjaxj a xi .. ,';

"- g(w) - 1 exp(- 1 /<W
2
) • (20)

where v is the kinematic viscosity and p the density. w 2 0

In the joint pdf equation only the terms on the 0

right-hand side need to be modelled. It may be seen
that the convective term V3af/az is in closed form and The conditional mean profile is

hence no transport model 9s required. Stochastic
models for the terms in V * and ai have been , - - ff w) dVd * (21) .
described previously (12,13). The joint pdf equation
incorporating these models can be integrated to form and, again, the unconditional mean is recovered by

transport equations for the scalar flux and scalar
variance: <0> - f<*Iw>g(w)d; • (22)

a a 2 2> a 2  
(Here, and henceforth, the limits of integratign 

+ 
-

" at at a a are not explicitly indicatgd. Note also that 0 and 5"
," ,> , (16) (defined below) depend on w as well as on x,t).

- <w> (16) The principal virtue of this spproach-is that
m k fluctuations in * can be decomposed into two parts:

the difference between conditional aid unconditional
I -+- w, a 2  

means <5I, and fluctuations about the conditional
<#12> + L <.vZ + 2<.#> L <*> - r <,2 mean 5" =-5. The unconditional variance can then be

at a: at a: expressed as

-" c C <0,2> . (17)
<#12> f g(;)(_<5>)2d; + f g(;) 5- d; , (23)

These equations illustrate the effect of the model where the conditional variance is
constants which were chosen to be C - 2.9 and C# -2.0. 70.1 21.' < -<w>2p "-. (27I:-

The modelled joint pdf equation was solved by a <.w> - <(+-o5.>) lv> (24)

Monte Carlo method (13) for the conditions of Warhaft's T i o o tid oexperimnt. The proTlso # er on oh The first contribution to < ,2> is due to the..".i

Gaussian and the development of o(t) (circles on Fig. meandering or flapping of the wake (6,4). The second

2) is in excellent agreement with the data. In contribution is due to fluctuations about the
2 _conditional mean.

high-teynolds number decaying turbulence (<w
2
> x w , The exact transport equation for f is

a can he expected to vary as xw, x, and xw -a/2) I .
respectively, in the three regimes - molecular V 21 V {<rV2 . ..
diffusion, turbulent convection, turbulent diffusion. at Iax a- low"
The calculations exhibit the correct variations in the a (25)
first two regimes, and are consistent with the third - (25)
regime. Neither the calculations nor the measurements i
extend far enough to show the third regime distinctly.

It my be seen that the equation for the variance Since the conditional joint pdf contains two-time
derived from the modelled pdf equation (Eq. 17) is just Lagrangian information, the modelling of the condition-
the exact equation (Eq. 8) with the scalar dissipation al expectations should be consistent with our knowledge
modelled according to Eq. 10. Consequently, the into- of such statistics (19). The following model, which is
grated variance l(t) obtained from the pdf equation is based on Langevin's equation (20), is consistent with
the sme as that obtained previously (Eqs. 12-13, Fig. Kolmogorov's inertial range scaling laws:
3), and is greater than the measured value by, typi-
cally, a factor of 7-12.

Thus this unconditional pdf method is successful <at  ax
in calculating the man spreading, but the calculated i
variance is grossly in error. - 1/2(1 + CL ) - {Vi - W- " (26)

4CONDITIONAL PDF METHOD ka

In order to obtain more accurate calculations of And, according to Kologorov's second hypothesis, CL
the temperature variance, we seek a more complete is a universal constant.
statistical description of the thermal wake. In the For the scalar dissipation term, the model
early stages, the random variable that hae most
influence upon the wake's development is wo - the
lateral velocity at the source at time zero:

1- 1_-_



- <rvyicv,,w> } - r (4). (It my be noted that these authors' calcula-if" -rv r-- tions extend to xw/M - 20 even though their measure-
L {(.)}/ (27 ments extend to xw/M - 85. As with our calculation,

+ L (27) it appears that the agreement between their theory and
,, experiment deteriorates beyond x/M = 10.)

is exact for the man and variance (although it my b In order to calculate profiles of <.2> we need

inaccurate for higher moments). And, although it one more piece of information. Assum-qnx <t2> to have a. inccurte or hgher oants) And alhoug itGaussian proflli (4) with variance Xc , then the .

proved inapplicable in the unconditional case, weGasinroil ()wthvinc X ,hnte

hpotheized happl e nuconditional lerdisspatn cn profiles of <4' > can be determined from a, I and X.
hypothesize that the conditional scaler dissipation can But from our analysis X is not known. If there were
be modelled by: only flapping (i.e. I-0), then X could be

determined, since <4' >flap is known: the value of X
wc- .]w> - CA (28) obtainec thus we denote by Xflap. In the early

axI ax 2 stages of the wake, flapping is the dominant
contribution to I, and Xflap can be expected to be a
good approximation to X. Figure 5 shows normalized rmsEquations 25-28 could bg solved (for given ) by a profiles".""

Monte Carlo method to yield f. Then the unconditional
pdf could be obtained from Eq. 19. Instead of 21/2
following this approach, we obtain (in the Appendix) .' (o12>/<0,2> (33)
approximate analytical solutions.

The conditional mean profile of 4 is Gaussian based on the
at the first three measuring stations bsdo h
calculated values of o, I and Xflap. It may be seen

<01; >  (z;) 2 /), (29) that there is good agreement with the data. The
ow 2 location and magnitude of the peak away from the plane

of symmetry is calculated reasonably well.
Expressions are given in the Appendix for the At the measurement stations further downstream,
conditionally-expected lgcation of the center of the the peak value of <#.2> is on the plane of symmetry and
wake z(t) and its width o. The unconditional wake the profites are approximately self similar. Figure 6
thickness a, obtained from Eqs. 22 and 29, is shown as shows a comparison of the measured and calculated
the full line on Fig. 2. Even though the constant profiles at the last measurement station xw/M100.

value CL - 3.125 was chosen with respect to this Here, Ic is the dominant contribution to I, and it

data. the agreement over the whole range of x,/M would be fortuitous if Xflap approximated X. It can
lends support to the modelling. (CL was not be seen that the calculated profile (with C=2.0)

• determined to four figures; rather the quantity based on a, I and Xflap - 1.59 is significantly
(2CL)1/2 - 2.5 was determined to two figures.) narrower than the experimental profile: but with the

We now turn our attention to the determination of value X - 1.0, the agreement is improved. Better
the unconditional vari nce <0,2>. As previously agreement still is obtained with Co - 4.0, X = 1.39.

" mentioned, Eq. 23, <#It> can be decomposed into a
contribution from the wake flapping DISCUSSION

2(30) Both the conditional and unconditional pdf methodsflap are capable of describing the mean spreading of the

thermal wake through all three stages of its
and a contribution from fluctuations about the development. This ability is due to the fact that
conditional mean convection appears in closed form in the pdf equations,

0"2> and gradient-diffusion models are avoided.
c -g(w)

2
dw . (31) The conditional pdf method succeeds in calculating

the temperature variance (to within a factor of 2)

whereas the unconditional method does not. The crucial
Similarly, the integral variance I, Eq. 11, can be differ-nce between the two methods is revealed in the

(unconditional) integral variance equation:

4I I + 1 ,(32)flap c d32) P - 2' (34)

where Ilap and Ic are the integrals of <,'2.2flap dt

and <0 '>c. where
Since Ox resions for both <#) and 4 have been

obtained, <4' >flap can be determined from Eq. 30,
and Tflsp by integrating the result: the results are TOS f C, dz. (35)
given In the Appendix. The conditional integral
variance 1c can be determined in the same way a I.
It satisfies Eq. 12 (with Ic replaging I), with the n is the sAe for both modelsThe integral production i h ~ o ohmdl
production P given by Eq. 13 with a replacing a (see (see Eq. 13). For the unconditional model, the
Appendix). This equation was integrated numerically to integral dissipation is
determine Ic•

The calculated integral variance I and the
flapping contribution Iflap are shown on Fig. 4 for k- 1/2 C I, (36)
two values of the model constant C4 . It may be seen
that up to xw/M - 1.0, Iflap contributes more than
902 of the variance, whereas beyond xw/M - 10 it whereas for the conditional model it is

contributes less than 25%. At the first two £" (-3 o-3) (3 ".'
measurement locations (xw/N - 0.36 and 0.62) the 7 - 1/2 C ' .I-Ilp) + r (a -3). (37)
calculations are in excellent agreement with the data. C flap 4
By 3,./M - 8.1, where the influence of C# begins to
appear, the calculated variance is about twice the Figures 3 and 4 show that the modelled terms (that
measured value. With C* - 2.0, the calculated contains C4 ) have no effect until beyond the first
variance is four times the measured value at xw/M - measurement station. The success of the conditional
100, whereas with C# - 4.0, the calculations never model in calculating the variance at xw/M - 0.36 is
exceed the measurements by more than a factor of two. due, therefore, to the last term in Eq. 37. (At this
This level of agreement (at least with C$-4.0) is location, the unconditional model yields a variance
comparable with that obtained by Stapountzis et al. larger by a factor of 3). The term--which is exact

• ,
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Sand r I 1/2 m(CL-I)+1, From the conditional profile Noting that the shape of the prgfile of # (though

and Eq. 22, the unconditional wake width o is n-tsma postht ishanpen of he p eassum
determined to be similarly, thatithe shape of the profile of 4"--is also

02 - zrt + A2  (A7) independent of w. Then, the integral variance due to

conditional fluctuations is, Eq. 31,

where
wc " s<(,<" l>)2 1w>dz, (AM,

; 2(C+t/t )r, (1+t/to)-a where any value can be selected for w. From the

A 2 2<w
2
>t

2
{ 0 + 0 . . } . (AS) modelled conditional pdf equation, a modelled equation

* 0 0 r(r-s) rs s(r-) for Ic can be obtained. By exploiting the symmetries

* resulting from the choice w - 0 this equation can be

From the conditional and unconditionaj man reduced to
profiles, the flapping contribution 

to <# > can be

determined. Performing the integration in Eq. 30 dI

yields c I (A13)
% dt c k c

1 ezp(- z2 M/) exp(-z 2 /o 2 ) where:
flap(2 - 2 (A9) 2 d"-

where"ce2dt

2 '(It may be noted that these equations are the same
02. ;2 + <w2>t2[ _(I+ito)- /is (A10) (mutadis mutandis) as Eqs. 12 and 13 for the
a. 0 0[" unconditional model.)

The solution described above applies to a line

, And, integrating over z, the integral variance due to source. In the experiment, the heated wire is a source

flapping is found to be of finite size which Stapountzis et al. (4) suggest

modelling as a Gaussian temperature profile of size

a - 1.25 d. Such an initial profile can be

I f [1/;-1/o]/(2/). (All) a°hommodated in the analysis simply by changing 2rt to

0* + 2rt in Eqs. A5 and A7. The reported variance
calculations were performed with a - 1.25d, but, in
the region of the measurements, ths produced only a
small change in I compared to calculations with
O0 = 0.

0.34. I - ..-

grid
MM.'. 47/....*1 .!--.....

-U 0 z iO*2

0 wire
-22 -

--a'I~ I I i. I. _- -
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Fig. 1: Sketch of a heated wire downstream of a Fig. 2: Thermal wake thickness against distance
turbulence generating grid, from the wire.
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A Experimental data (3)
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Modelling of Scalar Transport in Homogeneous Turbulent Flows

by

W. P. Jones and P. Musonge
Department of Chemical Engineering and Chemical Technology

Imperial College, London SW7
England

ABSTRACT V kinematic viscosity

The paper describes a second order closure for 0 fluid density

calculating the flux of passive scalar quantities in a molecular Prandtl or Schmidt number
turbulent flow. One of the dominant terms appearing
the scalar flux balance equation for which a closure mechanical turbulence time scale

approximation is required is the fluctuating scalar- . q2 /2c
pressure gradient correlation. For this quantity a ma.e
n w approximation has been developed in terms of a scalar turbulence time scale
time scale characteristic of the scalar field and
linear combinations of the scalar flux and Reynolds I -
stress. The characteristic time scale is obtained
from solution of balance equations for the scalar , mean and fluctuating component of
variance and its "dissipation" rate. The constants scalar, e.g. temperature, mass

appearing in the model have been chosen to reflect fraction aranc
scalar turbulence data in a range of flows including scalar variance
strongly sheared nearly homogeneous flows, inhomo-
geneous equilibrium shear flows and decaying scalar I.T-OUC-IO
(heated) grid turbulence. The model has been applied INTRODUCTION
to the calculation of the scalar field in nearly T a i o c t t f u lhomoeneus sronly seard fora her it s sownThe ability to predict the rate of turbulent -'-'-
homogeneous strongly sheared flow where it is shown transport of scalar quantities such as heat and mass
to be capable of closely simulating the measured is important in a wide range of practicaldata.-..

applications. This requires the provision of a "

NOMENCLATURE suitable model the construction of which can be
approached at varying levels of complexity.

"- Currently it appears that second order single point
2 u closure models in which all the second order moments

b anisotropy tensor - a (including the Reynolds stress tensor and scalar flux- bij rvector) are obtained from solution of their
respective modelled transport equations represent

. 2 constants appearing in the about the simplest level at which most of the
equation essential features of turbulent flows can be directly

S,C0 ,C0 CD constants appearing in the co described. In general what would be required of a
1-2 3 4 equation complete model of this type is that it should

C 1,C costnsppaincomprise a method of calculating both Reynolds, CeCconsats appstresses and turbulent scalar fluxes and should be
1 '2 equation able to cope with possible variations in fluid

, p fluctuating component of pressure properties such as for example fluid density.
2 uiu However, the development of suitable models for the
q2 12 turbulence kinetic energy =-- scalar field can best be carried out if first

l- 2 attention is restricted to passive scalars. In this
r time scale ratio - 6 case the scalar field has no influence on the

velocity and then scalar transport can be studied in
value of r for equilibrium flows isolation from the Reynolds stress model.

This paper is concerned with the development of at tim second order closure to describe the transport of a
U19u mean and fluctuating components of passive scalar in nearly homogeneous turbulent flows

velocity in direction x both with and without mean scalar and mean velocity

gradients. Such flows contain fundamental features 0^-
scalar flux of many scalar turbulent fields and as a consequence

the model proposed should form the basis for
xi Cartesian coordinate calculating more complex flows. For high Reynolds

and Peclet number homogeneous turbulent flow fields
dissipation rate of turbulence in the absence of buoyancy, to which the present work
energy is restricted the scalar flux transport equation

reduces to a form where a closure approximation isdestruction or "dissipation* rate needed for one term only. This term is the
of scalar variance fluctuating scalar-pressure gradient correlation and

• 4
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represents so called "pressure-scrambling". A closure equation for use in homogeneous fields without mean
approximation has been formulated for this quantity strain in which the source/sink terms depend on (in
in terms of linear combinations of the scalar fluxes addition to the two time scales) the scalar variance
and Reynolds stress (in the present context "known" production rate and the anisotropy of the velocity
quantities) and in which a time scale characteristic field. Good results were obtained when the model was
of the scalar field is required. This is obtained in applied to the range of scalar flows for which data
terms of the scalar variance and its viscous was available. Elghobashi and Launder (1981) have
destruction or "dissipation" rate. In homogeneous also applied a simplified version of this model - in
turbulent fields the scalar "dissipation" rate is the which the influence of the velocity field anisotropy
only unknown in the scalar variance equation and so was neglected - to the calculation of a thermal
the provision of a modelled form of the scalar mixing layer developing in a uniform mean velocity
destruction rate completes the present formulation. field. However as they stand neither of these

As an aid to the modelling of "pressure proposals is intended to apply to flows with mean

scrambling" the formal solution of a Poisson equation strain; additional terms it appears then become
can be used to relate the scalar-pressure gradient necessary. For this reason a model equation for to
correlation to a volume integral involving two point applicable to flows with and without mean strain has
correlations of the velocity and scalar fields. This been devised: for unstrained flows it is closely
volume integral comprises two parts, one involving similar to the proposals above.
only turbulence quantities and the other being a
function of turbulence quantities times the mean rate ANALYSIS
of strain. A conventional approach - though not one

* which will be followed here - is then to develop For a homogeneous turbulence field the set of . -

closure approximations for these two contributions balance equations describing the evolution of a
separately; for a review see Launder (1976). For the passive scalar in an incompressible high turbulence
turbulence only part post workers have used Monin's Reynolos/Peclet number flow in the absence of

(1965) linear relaxation model though more complex bouyancy forces can be written in the form:
models have been proposed and used e.g. Lumley
(1975); in practically all applications the necessary d T. aUi - )
time scale has been assumed to be the mechanical 1+ uiu 4  = - ax. ..
turbulence time scale (5 q2 /2c). For the mean + 77 Tj 3 ...
strain contribution two models have found popular
use. These are the quasi-homogeneous model whereby
the volume integral is modelled as a linear functiond a = v (I".
of the scalar flux with the properties of the t uii ax a ax" ()
integral being used to eliminate (all) the constants -
and the proposal of Launder (1975) that the term be
proportional to the mean strain part of the scalar
flux generation rate. From these proposals d c, ao ao au"
Samaraweera (1978) has assembled two models which 2 - 2 (1)2 ( l (3)
were then applied to a range of free flows with good dt ax i ax4 ax4  "i ax "

results. However in this paper it is shown that when
these two models are used to calculate scalar In writing the above equation set certain viscous
transport in the homogeneous shear flow of Tavoularis terms negligible at high turbulence Reynolds numbers
and Corrsin (1981) then the results obtained are have been omitted and the assumption of local
extremely poor; a result which remains unchanged with isotropy (Monin and Yaglom 1975) has been invoked
the replacement of the mechanical turbulence time with the consequence that terms such as
scale with a scalar field time scale. To overcome (a /axi)(aui/ax) have been discarded. In
this, in addition to the current proposals a number order io estabfish values for the various constants
of more complex formulations are possible. Prominent which appear in the formulated model the equations -
here is the work of Lumley (1978) who has attempted describing the turbulence energy and its dissipation
to construct more general models which satisfy the rate are needed. In the present work the following
requirements of realizability (which the above and forms appropriate to homogeneous turbulent flows are
currently proposed model do not). However formu- adopted:

* latlons satisfying all of the requirements of
realizabilty are necessarily exceedingly complex 2 au

*. involving as they must a number of invariant uj..uiu.. . (4)
functions whose form must be determined from
experiment. Since amongst other things realizability

" requires proper behaviour of the model as the deq^J C 2  2).
turbulence becomes two dimensional (where there is - C u. 2 C q (5)
little experimental data) the construction of " q a c2
suitable models and functions is a difficult task. .
It is not pursued in the present work: we prefer where q2 /2 = u-'Til and where C = 1.45 and C - 1.9.

instead to attempt to construct a model which works II £C 9
over a more limited but practically important range

of flows while acknowledging failure is likely if the Morse, 1980. The requirements of homogeneity imply
turbulence alproaches, for example, that the mean scalar and mean velocity gradients must

, two-dimenslonality. be uniform over the complete flow domain and are thus
The scalar field time scale used in the present known. Hence in order to produce a closed set of

work requires the scalar variance dissipation rate to equations closure approximations must be developed
, be determined. About the simplest method of for the terms on the right hand side of (1) to (3)
* obtaining this is that adopted by Spalding (1971) and in addition the characteristics of the velocity

where it is assumed to be given by field including the Reynolds stress tensor must be
known. In the context of a full second order closure

2' 2 the Reynolds stress would be obtained from solution
m CD (2e/q of its own modelled balance equation. However in the

present case where we are concerned only with the
and where the constant CO is proportional to the development of closure approximations for the scalar
ratio of the scalar and velocity field time scales. field it is immaterial whether the stress is obtained
However it is extremely likely that the time scale from measurement or calculation; that is providing
ratio will be different in different flows and a more the Reynolds stress model is capable of providing an
detailed model for co is then required; a model accurate representation of the measurements. The
transport equation ? is needed, Newman, Reynolds stress is therefore in the present work

Launder, and Lumley (1981 have devised such an taken to be a "known" quantity.
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i. The scalar flux equation (1) contains a single
term which must be modelled; a correlation between 3Ui aU.2 a:
the fluctuating scalar and the gradient of the 0 ui u -- Wa-x- .ax 2 j
pressure fluctuations - so called "pressure mx -j
scrambling". For homogeneous flows the solution of a
Poisson equation for the pressure can be used to aua
relate this quantity to volume integral involving two + C -UT + C .i  -1 (8)

- point quantities, viz 03 J ix 64 J a1

". f a um  a6 If, for situations where only - and L are none"'• a u m 2 ' ax2  ax
*~ T 7 x ~ x ~ .ax ax ax . 210SVol / m negligible equation (8) is written for both the

d Vol longitudinal (x ) and lateral (x2 ) directions afterI - (a) (b) (6) 1- -2
---7 some manipulation there results:

* where the terms with and without primes denote values u u u 2 2
" at x' and x, respectively. Equation (6) indicates C - 2 C (-)( ( ) - C t  (1+0t)

thaF (01p)(ap/axi) comprises two types of terms, 3 0 q

one involving turbulence quantities only and another
* proportional to the mean strain. For these reasons

the two terms have conventionally been modelled 2 C 2
independently. The resulting complete closure u2 at (
approximation then consists of a term involving only 64 t t - 2 C
turbulence quantities plus a function of the scalar ..1 2  q qj
flux (and sometimes the Reynolds stress) times the
mean rate of strain, for example see Launder (1976), where a is the turbulent Prandtl number. If the
Lumley (1978). However an exact balance equation for followi~g values of the various ratios representative
the "turbulence only" component of the complete of measurements in equilibrium flows:
pressure scrambling term can be derived, Musonge
(1983) and while this equation is too complicated to 2 7 Champagne,
be of much direct use in modelling it does indicate uu/q - - 0.17 ; 2/u7u - 1.45 Harris, and

* that the contribution (a) in equation (6) depends Corrsin (1970)
both on the turbulence field and the mean scalar and and
mean velocity gradients. If it is accepted that both
parts of the integral in equation (6) depend on the u(1964 - 1.2 ; 0.7 (1964)
mean field then there is little or no advantage to be
gained by modelling them separately and it is for are inserted into the equation we obtain:
this reason that the complete term is modelled C -0408 C -07 C + 1.7
collectively in the present work. C3 0 1 2

If it is assumed that the turbulence is 3
quasi-steady then it seems reasonable to postulate C - - 0.283 C - 0.309 C + 0.841
that the dependence of (Ojp)/IpI(axj) can be 64 61 62
expressed as:

" The remaining two constant values were estimated using
._-_ u q2 a4 + d (7) free shear flow data, see Musonge (1973) with the result

p ax. C1 To C02 b a dijk axk  that the following set of constants were obtained

where bij is the anisotropy tensor and where diik C6121.9 ; 0.23 C63 -1.08 and C64 0.23
is a third rank linear tensor function of the scalar C 02 0 8 0.
flux given by:

di " .ij C 4  + C k To complete the formulation a method must be
ijk 63 ij k C64 ik .1 6 1k 1 devised for calculating the scalar field time scale

which in the present case requires the scale
The parameters C are taken to be constants dissipation rate to be determined. As was mentioned

.a-, 5) in the introduction there have been a number of
and T6 is a time scale characteristics of the scalar previous attempts at devising model balance equatimns

for bT, though none of these formulations appear to
field, here taken to be given by - 6/c. In the be intended (in unmodified form) to be applicable to
,absence of mean gradients equation(7) redces to the flows with mean strain. The strategy followed here
approximation proposed by Monin (1954). It should follows the spirit of these previous attempts at
also be noted that the constant C6  plays no role in formulating an ct equation though there are some

constant density flows. Equation5 (7) has been differences in detail. For the high Reynolds/Peclet
formulated in the belief that mean scalar gradients number flows considered in the present work the
have no influence in isotropic turbulence and that following modelled form of the co equation is
-I. (//plaxAT should depend, at least to a first adopted:
approximat o , only linearly on turbulence quantities. 2
To obtain values of the constants which appear in dc C2 C
equation (7) measurements made in near equilibrimn .C. .2 C23£ 60
flows can be used. For this case convective and 1 617 q D I a
diffusive transport are negligible and production and 6
dissipation rates are approximately equal. Applied
to these flows on insertion of equation (7) into the c - au-.
scalar flux equation there results: - CD - - (10)

4 q .1

where the coefficients C0 1. C , C and C are
1 2 3 4

constants. For flows without mean strain equation (8)
reduces to a form identical to that of Elghobashi and
Launder (1981). In order to determine the constants



appearing in equation (10) use can be made of data him as SF1 and SF2 - which when applied by him to a
obtained in decaying homogeneous scalar turbulence range of free shear flows Save gooo results. The tw:
and the analysis of B~guier, Dekeyser and Launder models are surmnarised below with the constants quoted
(1978) of thermal turbulence data. as used by Samaraeera

Experimental studies of decaying temperature
fluctuations downstream of a heated grid, see Warhaft SF1
and Lumley (1978) and Sirivat and Warhaft (1982), -- £ 3.u0 77 0.5 ,
have shown that the scalar to velocity field time 0 - q12 I j axscale ratio

r )/(q co) SF2 4" c u + 4 u au

remains approximately constant and equal to its - ax1  = i 4 = b a
initial value as the flow evolves. If it is assumed i q

that r remains exactly constant in these flows then 1 au.
the present model can be reduced to: 1 "'x

dr 0 
au

dt 0with bij = i.L- 2/3 6."d 0 q 12 j

-2 c, :._

2COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
-2 q "Before the equations describing the evolution of

dc 2 d2 the scalar field can be solved the Reynolds stress2 C2 cq 2  
field must be specified. In the experiment with

U"2 which we are primarily concerned - that of Tavoularis
l and Corrsin (1981) - the components of the Reynold
. If C is assigned the value of 1.9, Morse (1980) then stress were measured at locations covering the

Isoluon of the above equations gives CD = 2.0 and complete test section and these could have been curve
-. 1.8 Dfitted for use in the scalar field calculation.D 2 However, for reasons of convenience only this

The remaining two constants can be evaluated with procedure was not adopted. The Reynolds stress field
the aid of data on inhomogeneous equilibrium flows - was calculated using the closure described by Jones
that is flows in which the scalar variance and and Musonge (1983) with the results corresponding to
turbulence energy production rates are approximately the continuous lines in figures I and 2; these were
equal to their respective dissipation rates. Beguier used in all subsequent scalar calculations. As the
et al (1978) have analysed flows of this type and calculated components of the stress, including the
concluded that in this situation the time scale turbulence energy are all in very close accord with P
ratio, r had a constant value of approximately 0.5. the measured values - the maximum error is about 6% -

If to obtain an estimate of the constants turbulent no significant error in the scalar field can
transport is neglected then for equilibrium flows originate from this source. Thus any discrepancies
equation (10) becomes: which may subsequently arise between the measured and

calculated scaar variance and scalar fluxes will -
d = 2 reflect only inadequacies in the closureL' - CD + re (C D approximations adopted for "pressure-scrambling* and
"'r 1 77 the determination of the scalar dissipation rate. The

resulting set of first order ordinary differential

Using the definition of r together with equations (2), equations which arise when the present model is
(4) and (5) we can also obtain specialised to nearly homogeneous one dimensional

flows have been solved by fourth order Runge-Kutta
,d 2integration using measured initial values for the

.2r6 dependent variables.r - ~2 re (Ccl- C21"'-
t (Cl c2 0 Tavoularis and Corrsin (1981) have studiedexperimentally the nearly homogeneous turbulent

Using the quoted values for C and C together with velocity and scalar fields associated with a quasi-
i c2 uniform mean shear rate and mean temperature

r - 0.5 the following relationship is obtained: gradient. In their experiment the turbulence energy
e production to dissipation rate had a roughly constant

C 04 = 4.9 - 2 C3 value of about 1.6 and the ratio f thCalar to
turbulence energy time scales r ( -(c-o)q2 o)
had a value of about 0.35. This latter value iswhich leaves one constant and CD still to be determined significantly lower than the value found in most near

Its value was selected by requi;ng that the complete equilibrium flows (where Incidently almost all scalar
scalar field model (with modelled diffusion terms field models give good results). The results
included) produce that correct ratio of the spreading obtained when the present model is applied to the
rates of the velocity and scalar fields in free Tavoularis and Corrsin flow are shown in figures 3 to
jet/wake flows. By this means a provisional value of 5. The continuous lines represent calculations with
CD - 1 was found to be adeouate. The constants the complete model (in which the scalar field time
apearlng in the scalar dissipation rate equation are scale is calculated via the scalar dissipation rate
thus assigned the values: equation) whereas the dashed lines represent the

results obtained the scalar field time scale -4
C0 1 2 , C 1.8 , D 1.0 , C-a 0.9 To ( 2 ( /co) set equal to mechanical time

2 3 4 scale q /2. This latter expression is that
appropriate to equilibrium flows and has found common

and this completes the present formulation. use in many scalar field closures though sometimes a
For the purposes of comparison with the present constant of proprotionality is introduced. In figure

proposal two previously proposed and fairly 3 the predicted and measured values of the turbulent
extensively applied models are also considered. Prandtl number defined by
Samaraweera (1980) considered two models - denoted by

1;.21



In view of the good performance of particularly
model SF1 and to a lesser extent SF2 in free shear

S 2U flows the results obtained here might at first sight
" ' - 1 seem slightly surprising. However the reasons for

ax2  this can perhaps be understood if it is realised that
in the Tavoularis and Corrsin flow that the turbulent

and the ratio of the longitudinal to lateral Prandtl number, the flux ratio and the scalar to

components of the scalar flux are shown over the mechanical time scale ratio have values of
complete test section. As can be readily observed approximately 1.1, - 2.2 and 0.35, respectively.

the results obtained with the (two) mechanical and These are substantially different from those of 0.7,
* scalar field time scale model are in almost perfect -1.1 and 0.5 found in near equilibrium flows and the

agreement with the measurements whereas when the data thus represents a stringent test of scalar flux
mechanical time scale only - the dashed line - is models.

used the discrepancies are large; the predicted flux CONCLUDING REMARKS
ratio increases to a value of about 2.7 compared with
sc the measured value of 2.2 at the end of the test The closure approximation formulated for the

Ssection. The absolute values of coonents of the scalar-pressure gradient correlation appearing in the
flux and the scalar variance are shown in figure 4. scalar flxd lnce quation as two
Again consistent with the previous figure the fluxes passive scalar flux balance equation has two
and the variances are welc predicted with two scale omponents. These are (i) a general modelling in

aterm thf linearce coaiaton ofl theite wcata flux andl
model with the maximum discrepancy between the terms of linear combinations of the scalar flux and
measured and calculated fluxes being about 10% and Reynolds stress and (ii) the use of a characteristic

that for the variance being abiout 13%. In contrast scalar field time scale obtaine in the present work
t ain onisthen ith feig u 3 . Iwhen onytht from solution of a modelled scalar "dissipation" rate- - again consistent with .figure 3 - when only the equation. Both of these components have been shown -""
mechanical time scale is used appreciable error qon
occurs with discrepancies of the order 30% arsing, to be necessary for the model to be capable of
Finally in figure 5 the predicted and measured predicting both equilibrium and non-equilibrium
variation of the correlation coefficients for measure scalar flows. The model necessary involves a number

the two of eirical constants which have been ch
. components of the scalar flux and the scalar to ewiouriagosotiant wic hv eenctosen

* mechanical time scale ratio over the test section are (without rigorous optimisation) by reference to a

shown. Here only the complete (two time scale) model range of flow configurations which include decaying

calculations are shown and these are again in good scalar grid turbulence, inhomogeneous near *

agreement with the measured values. In view of the equilibrium free shear flows and the scalar field in
ma u 6the strongly sheared nearly homogeneous free shear,maximum 6% discrepancy between the measurmd stress flow of Tavoularis and Corrsin. In this latter flow """

,field and that used for the calculations (which is flwof'.'-.'." Crsi.I ti lterfo
fielyand tha useofo the cxperimal nc t ai n ti the appreciable departures from equilibrium arise and it ..-
probably typical of the experimental uncertainty) the thus represents a severe test of scalar flux models.overall agreement displayed in figures 3 to 5 by the When the proposed model is applied to the flow it :::

two scale model must be deemed satisfactory. In ci

concluding this we must draw attention to the fact osely simulates the measurements as it does also in

that the data of Tavoularis and Cosin was the case of equilibrium free flows. Though not
infuntia in the ch e of T hs md cosan; ay described here the model, with terms to account for.-: ~influential in the choice of the model constants; any fo nooeete dehsbe ple oa -"'

- merit in the good agreement achieved must be flow inhomogeneities added, has been applied to a
therefor temerdyrange of free flows, Musonge (1983). While the datatherefore tempered by this fact, available for comparison is limited and the scalar

From the results shown in figures 3 to 5 it is fi.
clear that the use of an independent scalar field ed predict aesometie camatedi by,.2Ltime scale is necessary to bring agreement with errors in the predicted velocity field characteristics"--

the results were generally acceptable. Howeverexperiment. It therefore seemed worthwhile to scalar field measurements and particularly those
explore whether or not any of the simpler current involving the components of the scalar flux and the
models could be made to reproduce the presently variance are limited and these latter calculations do

a considered measurements simply by replacing the not therefore provide a stringent test of the
mechanical time scale with the scalar time scale proposed or indeed any other scalar flux model. More
computed from the solution of equations (2) and (10). measurements particularly of the scalar-velocity
For this purpose the models used and denoted as SF1 correlations and scalar variance are therefore needed
and SF2 by Samaraweera (1978) have been used: both .-
models have been found to perform well for a range of to fully determine the adequacy of the proposed

free shear flows. As for the previously discussed model. It is also worth pointing out that the model
I calculations the Reynolds stress field used was that has not so far been applied to the calcul-ation of ,

c near wall flows and it may well be that further
displayed in figures 1 and 2 and the calculated adjustments of the model and its constants will then
results are shown in figures 6 to 8. Those shown in
figures 6 and 7 represent the results obtained with be necessary.

models SF1 and SF2 in their original form and as used ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
by Samaraweera (1978) while figures 8 shows the•results when the mechanical time scale, q2/2¢, is w
resltse wih thet mechnic ie scal eld, ely i/ One of the authors (PM) gratefully acknowledges .
replaced with that of the scalar field, namely /ci the financial support provided by the Government of
The results displayed in both cases are in exceengfy teUie eulco h aeonfrtepro
poor agreement with measurements. In figures 6 and 7 d h ich th e cared ot
with both models SF1 and SF2 the predicted turbulent during which this research was carried out.
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THE STRUCTURE OF TURBULENCE IN A NATURAL CONVECTION BOUNDARY LAYER

R. Cheesewright
Queen Mary College

and

A. Dastbaz
Queen Mary College
University of London

ABSTRACT velocity components. They have tended to concentrate on
the velocity field since it is the velocity field which

The paper reports on investigation into the struc- really comprises the turbulence and quantities such as
ture of the turbulence in a natural convection boundary the turbulent temperature fluctuations are secondary and
layer on an isothermal vertical surface, based on mea- result from the velocity field. In those studies which
surements of the temperature fluctuations. Two point are known tc have looked at the structure of the tern-
correlations with probe separations in one or more of the perature fluctuations, the temperature behaved like a
three coordinate directions, were used to determine the passive scalar, there being no feedback from the tern-
extent to which the structure of the turbulence is simi- perature field to the velocity field.
lar to that found in forced flows. Spanwise correla- The measurement of velocities in a turbulent natu-
tions showed a structure, very similar to the streaks ral convection flow is particularly difficult. In the
and bursts reported in forced flows, in the region near present experiment where the working fluid is air, the -
the wall, but further out the structure was different, maximum mean velocity does not exceed 0.75 m/s, and

these low velocities combined with the high level of
INTRODUCTION turbulent fluctuations of temperature make accurate hot-

wire anemometry particularly difficult. Recent mean ye-
The study of turbulent natural convection boundary locity data measured with a laser-Doppler anemometer

layers has always lagged behind the study of the corres- (Cheesevright and Ierokipiotis (1982)) have confirmed an
* ponding forced flows. Even today the important charac- earlier suspicion that, although the velocity profiles

teristics of the development of a turbulent natural con- in a laminar natural convection boundary layer can be
vection boundary layer on an isothermal, vertical plane measured with a hot-wire anemometer, the velocities in
surface (such as the variation of the boundary layer the turbulent boundary layer are under-estimated by up
thickness with distance along the surface) cannot be con- to 25%. The reason for this error is not fully under-
sidered to be known. The nrofiles of mean velocity and stood but it is believed that it is due to the support
mean temperature recently reported by Cheesewright and prongs of a typical hot-wire probe having a thermal time
lerokipiotis (1982) do at least satisfy an integral constant which is of the same order as the time constant
energy balance, unlike the earlier data of Cheesewright associated with the large eddy structure of the turbu-
(1968), Smith (1972) and Doan (1977). However, they do lence. The temperature of the prongs is thus driven by
not extend over a sufficiently large range of Grashof the turbulent fluctuations of temperature in the flow
numbers to delineate the trends of development, and the interaction with the wire comes from the fact

The setting up of experiments at large enough Gras- that at low velocities, a significant part of the energy
hof numbers is not easy and there is considerable supplied to the wire is lost by conduction to the prongs.
interest in the use of numerical techniques, together The nature of the above described problem with hot-
with appropriate turbulence models, to provide the wire anemometry suggests that the use of hot-wires to
missing data. A number of different turbulence models measure two point velocity correlations in a turbulent
are available from work on forced flows, but it is by no natural convection flow would almost certainly lead to
means certain that a model developed for use in forced serious errors. The alternative of using laser-Doppler

% flows will be satisfactory for natural convection flows anemometry is not really feasible because the provision
• . since the structure of the turbulence in the two types of of an optical system with two separate channels, one of

flow may be different. This situation suggests the need which could be traversed relative to the other, while
for experimental data on the structure of a turbulent the whole system could be traversed to any point in the
natural convection boundary layer so that such data can boundary layer would be very expensive.
be compared with the fairly extensive array of data which The difficulties with Velocity measurement gave rise
is Already available for turbulent boundary layers in to a decision to concentrate on the study of temperature
forced flows, fluctuations.

The work of Cheesewright and Doan (1978) was the Before describing the experiments it is convenient
first step in a study of the structure of the turbulence to consider the current state of knowledge regarding the
in a natural convection boundary layer. Two point corre- turbulent natural convection boundary layer.
lations of the temperature fluctuations which were repor- Characteristics of a Turbulent Natural Convection
ted in that work gave some weight to the suggestion that Boundary Layer
the structure of the turbulence in natural convection The present work used air as a working fluid so
flows was generally similar to that found in forced flows, that the thermal and flow regions in the boundary layer
The present work represents a second stage in the inves- may be assumed to be of the same extent. For example,

% tigation begun by Cheesewright and Doan and to the adjacent to the wall there will be a viscous sublayer
authors' knowledge this is still the only study of the and a conductive sublayer and the available data only

" structure of a fully turbulent natural convection flow. clearly define the edge of the latter region but we
Studies of the structure of turbulent forced flows will assume that the edge of the viscous sublayer is at

have used a range of different techniques from flow the same distance from the wall. -
isualisation to the correlation of time derivatives of
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It may be shown theoretically that the profile of same relationship is true. However, between these two
mean temperature in the sublayer should be linear and regions the buoyant 'source' ter= dominates, since tne
this has been confirmed by experiment, but the corres- shear stress 'source' passes through zero twi•ce, once
ponding cubic form of the mean velocity profile has not associated with the zero of tne Reynolds stress an.
yet been confirmed, once associated with the zero of the gradient of mean

George and Capp (1979) have suggested that the velocity.
natural convection equivalent of the inertial sublayer This review of the interaction between the tempera-
is a buoyant sublayer and they have shown that the ter- ture and velocity fields suggests that phenomena such as .,.
perature and velocity in the region should vary with a span-wise structure of low speed streaks and the asso-
the inverse cube root and the cube root of the distance ciated 'bursts', which originate at the outer edge of
from the wall respectively. However, if we allow for a the viscous sublayer, may be expected to be relatively
" buffer layer between the viscous sublayer and the similar to corresponding phenomena found in forced flows. *"

buoyant sublayer, the latter must be a much less exten- Structures which have their origin further out in the
sive region than the inertial sublayer in a typical flow may be different.
forced flow because it is bounded on the outer side by
the peak in the mean velocity profile. Figure 1 shows EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
an estimate of the extent of the various layers in the
present flow, for which the edge of the viscous sub- The vertical plate 0.6 m wide and 2.75 m high, used
layer is at approximately 1.8 mm from the wall and the to generate the natural convection boundary layer in
peak mean velocity is at 8-9 m from the wall. this work was originally constructed by Cheesewright

The presently available data do not entirely sup- (1968) and with minor modifications it has since been
port the predictions of George and Capp in respect of used by Smith (1972) and Cheesewright and Doan (1978).
the interrelation between the growth of the boundary The electrically heated plate is fitted with 0.25 mdeep
layer thickness and the growth of the maximum mean ye- side walls over its whole length and spanwise traverses

- locity. However, this may be due to the experiments in the turbulent part of the boundary layer have shoyn
* . not having been carried to high enough values of the no evidence of a lack of two-dimensionality in the mean

Grashof number, fields, over the central 0.4 m of the plate. The plate N
Because George and Capp were able to show that the surface was isothermal to better than ± 10 C but it was

near wall region is not a constant stress layer, but a not possible to eliminate a vertical stratification of
*constant heat flux layer, they suggested velocity and 1.5 to 2.0 OC/m in the laboratory. All the experiments

length scales for that region which were different to were made at a plate to ambient temperature difference
the usual ur and v/u . In order to facilitate compari- .1:2_ ! oc.
son with forced flow data the present results have been The low frequencies of the turbulence (< 25 Hz)
made dimensionless against uT and v/u rather than the allowed all the measurements to be made with 12.5 um.
new scales. The necessary values of Tw have been taken diameter chromel-alumel thermocouple probes. The traver-
from the work of lerokipiotis (1983). sing gear enabled one probe to be moved relative to the
Interaction of the Temperature and Velocity Fields other in any of the three coordinate directions while

In terms of the mean fields of temperature and ye- the whole assembly could be moved to any point in the
locity there is obviously complete interaction as the boundary layer. The two probes were always arranged so
whole flow is driven by density differences arising that their supports were in a streamwise plane but in- i"
from temperature differences. In terms of the turbu- clined at 450 to the upstream direction, one probe on
lence the picture is not clear. Buoyancy 'source' terms each side. Thus, only in the most intense turbulence

% appear in the conservation equations for both the kine- was the downstream probe in the wake of any part of the
tic energ of the turbulence and for the Reynolds stress upstream probe, except the actual junction.
(uT1) but it has been suggested by some authors that The thermocouple signals were amplified, filtered

.4 these terms are negligible in a natural convection boun- at 50 Hz and then digitised at 100 Hz with a resolution
dary layer on a vertical surface, although they are of 1/4096, which corresponded to approximately 0.025 °C.
known to be significant in boundary layers on horizontal The digital data was recorded on magnetic tape for later
and inclined surfaces. processing on a large main-frame computer. The amplifi-

A If the buoyant and shear stress 'source' terms in cation and digitisation system was calibrated before
the kinetic energy equation are each integrated across each experiment by utilising known signals in place of
the thickness of the boundary layer it is certainly the actual thermal e.m.f.s.
true that the former is negligible, but if we look at The record lengths were typically 10 minutes and

Sthe respective distributions across the layer there this together with the digitisation at 4 times the
must be a significant region in which the buoyant highest significant frequency of the turbulence meant
'source' term dominates. Approximate estimates of the that for any given experiment, sufficient data were
distributions of the major turbulence terms have been available to give statistically significant results even
made using a combination of modelling data by Leslie when filtered, time delayed, cross-correlations were
and Gibson (1982) and experimental data (where the lat- needed.
tor is available), these estimates are shown in Figure 2. All the computation of correlations was done using

It will be seen that there is a region just out- fast fourier transform techniques although a few sets of
side the viscous/conductive sublayer in which the shear
stress 'source' term dominates, and a second region
outside the peak in the mean velocity profile where the

i I/ -""
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data were also submitted to the direct multiplication Correlations with probe separation in the stream-
program used by Cheesevright and Doan, for comparison wise direction were in very close agreement with those
purposes. 'Box-car' filtering in the frequency domain reported by Cheesewright and Doan (1978) and are not
was used to generate the filtered cross correlations, shown here. However, it is of interest to consider the

When the spanise correlation data was being exa- convection velocities implied by the streamwise space-
mined in order to find the mean spacing and frequency of time correlations. Figure 3 shows the velocities as a
low speed streaks and bursts, the long period correla- function of probe separation, for a number of different
tions proved to be inconclusive so the variable interval distances from the wall and the corresponding mean velo-
short period, time averaging technique developed by cities are shown for comparison. It is notable that for
Gupta et al (1971) was used. After a number of trials y > 25 mm the convection velocities are greater than the
an averaging period of 1.024 s was used in the estima- local mean velocity.
tion of the spacing and one of 10.24 s in the estimation
of the frequency. X x 2.3m

EXPERINTAL RESULTS 200-

The notation used by Tritton (1967) is used to de- 180 . 2
fine the correlations and when reference is made to the
'fixed' probe it is always the one at the smallest x 160 10
and y. The probe separations are thus always positive so
and the sign of the time delay is taken so that the 140. 0 100
sign of the convection velocity is consistent with the
main co-ordinate system. 120
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Data obtained with probe separations normal to the is very similar to that found by Gupta et al (1971).
wall were subjected to time delayed correlation and a However, the dimensionless wavelength is in the range
typical example is shown in Figure 4 for the fixed probe 250 to 350 (the uncertainty in the value of the wall
at 2 m from the wall (at the outer edge of the viscous shear stress is rather large) but most probably near to
sublayer). The negative optimum time delay is sugges- the lower value. This compares with the value of 100
tive of a structure inclined away from the wall and which is often quoted for forced flows.
Figure 5 which shows the optimum time delay as a function In a similar way, the dimensionless period is of the .
of the fixed probe position anA the separation confirms order of 700 (TB v/uT

2 ) and again is different to values
that this phenomenon is present only in the near wall usually quoted for forced flows. Alternatively it has
region, been argued that the period should scale with the para-

Following suggestions by Cheesewright and Doan meters of the outer flow rather than with the wall para-
(1978), the effect of filtering the correlations was in- meters. TB umax/6 has a value of approximately 10 as
vestignted. Figure 6 shows filtered space-time corre- compared with the value of 5 which is often quoted for
lations in the streamvise direction. These were computed forced flows. If the displacement thickness is used in
using a fixed bandwidth of 0.2 Hz rather than a propor- place of the boundary layer thickness, the dimensionless
tional bandwidth, but the results should not be signifi- period is approximately 23 as compared with the value of
cantly different. There is more scatter in the filtered 32 quoted by Rao et al (1971) for forced flows.
correlation data but the trends are clearly evident, It is interesting that the wavelength of the sp&n-
with larger correlations at lower frequencies (larger wise structure shows a small but steady increase with in-
eddies). Filtered correlations normal to the wall creasing distance from the wall, just as in forced flows,
showed a similar behaviour, despite the fact that from y -1 0 m onwards (y+= 35)

The optimum time delays for the filtered correla- local conditions are certainly different to those in
tions were evaluated and, contrary to what has been sug- forced flows as may be seen by reference to Figures 1 and
gested by a number of authors, they do not seem to show 2. This seems to imply that the major features of the
a consistent frequency dependence (Figure 7) except at structure must be associated with the viscous sublayer
the lowest frequency. region.

In order to explore the near wall structure of the At first sight there does not seem to be any indi-
flow further, correlations were made with both stream- cation in the data presented here, of unusual effects due
wise and normal separations and isocorrelation contours to the characteristics of the flow which were highlighted
were constructed. Figure 8 shows smoothed isocorrela- in Figures 1 and 2. This lack of effect also extended to
tion contours of the spatial correlations and again there the spectra oT the temperature fluctuations which were
is a clear indication of a structure which propagates at closely similar at all positions between 2 =a from the
an angle to the wall. The isocorrelation contours with wall and 50 mm from the wall. There is however one
optimum time delay are less revealing, but the smoothed feature which is peculiar to this flow and that is shown
optimum time delay contours shown in Figure 9 serve to in Figure 3, where it may be seen that streamwise convec-
further establish the structure. tion velocities in the outer flow are consistently

The probability that the above observations were greater than the local mean velocity. This may be ex-
associated with low speed streaks and 'bursting' of the plained if we consider the probable characteristics of
type observed in forced flows suggested an examination the bursts which are implied by the spanwise correlation
of spanvwise correlations. An example of the correla- data.
tions is shown in Fig.l0. Bursts would be expected to originate from near the

When the spanwise correlation data were subjected outer edge of the viscous sublayer and the isocorrelation
to short period averaging as suggested by Gupta et al contours in Figure 8 suggest that the initial motion is
(1971) much clearer indications of a spanwise structure inclined at an angle of 15 to 200 away from the wall. As
emerged. Table 1 shows the estimated wavelength and a burst moves away from the wall it will be subjected to
period as a function of the distance from the wall, with two accelerating influences, firstly it will be moving
the standard deviations of the estimates given in each into a region of higher velocity and secondly it will
case. The estimates of the wavelength were based on comprise relatively hot fluid moving into a cooler region
correlations of the order of 0.25, while those for the and therefore being accelerated by buoyancy forces. These
period were based on correlations of 0.2 so that in each two accelerating forces will continue to act on the fluid
case we may be confident that the results are statisti- in a burst until it is some way beyond the peak in the
cally significant. mean velocity profile, but since in this region the velo-

city is decreasing with increasing distance from the wall,
TABLE 1: Wavelength and Period of Spanwise Structure the force due to the influence of the local mean velocity

will change sign and it will become a retarding force.
. Distance from the wall y/m 6 8 10 15 20 40 By this time the fluid in the burst will be travelling

Mean wavelength X/mm 71 74 73 76 79 81 faster than the local mean velocity.
Standard deviation % 31 27 25 28 27 25 It is not certain to the authors whether the shape
Mean period TB/s 3.6 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.0 3.5 of the optimum time delay contours (Figure 9) is due to
Standard deviation % 53 56 55 63 50 48 the above described characteristics of the bursts or

whether it is due to the existence of counter-rotating
It is unfortunate that data were not obtained at streamvise vertices which have often been associated with

smaller distances from the surface, but an extrapolation problems of streaks and bursts in forced flows.
of the trend in the data suggests a wavelength of the
order of 65 mm at the outer edge of the sublayer. CONCLUSIONS

It may be noted here that the above data form only
one part of an investigation of both the transitional 1. The near wall structure of a turbulent natural con-
and fully turbulent parts of the natural convection boun- vection boundary layer is closely similar to that in
dary layer which is fully reported in the PhD thesis of forced flows although the scales are different.
the second author (Dastbaz (1983)). The work relating 2. The structure of low speed streaks and bursts seems
to the transition region is expected to be reported at to be closely tied to conditions in the viscous sublayer
the 8th Australasian Fluid Mechanics Conference, Dec. and not much influenced by detailed conditions in the

1983. outer flow.
3. The outer flow consistently shows convection velo- "A

DISCUSSION cities which are greater than the local mean velocity.

Very near the wall in a turbulent natural convection
boundary layer, the flow is dominated by wall shear
stress effects and it is not surprising therefore that
the present investigation suggests that the near wall 4A structure is similar to that found in forced flows. The
pattern of 'short time averaged', spanwise correlations

.t7.29
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HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISM AND ASSOCIATED TURBULENCE STRUCTURE

IN THE NEAR-WALL REGION OF A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

Yoichiro Iritani, Nobuhide Kasagi and Masaru Hirata P
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan
'p.-

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

* Heat transfer mechanism and associated turbulence In the wall region of a turbulent boundary layer,
structure in the near-wall region of a turbulent characteristic intermittent turbulence motions are the
boundary layer have been investigated experimentally, ejection of low-momentum fluid from the wall and the
With the aid of temperature-sensitive liquid crystal and inrush of high-momentum fluid towards the wall (sweep),
hydrogen bubble method, the wall temperature fluctuation i.e., the bursting phenomena [1-3]. In the region
and the flow structure are visualized simultaneously to further close to the wall, the fluid motion is much
study directly the heat exchange between the fluid and affected by the molecular viscosity and there appear

• the wall. The structure of temperature field near the so-called low- and high-speed streaks. Characteristic
wall is further studied by the measurement of cross spatial and time scales of such streaks are known to be
correlation of temperature fluctuations in the spanwise statistically deterministic [1-4], but the turbulent
and streamwise directions. All of these experimental motions associated with streaky structures are also
results show that the turbulent temperature field near highly intermittent and non-isotropic. While the
the wall has a feature very much similar to the flow ejection and sweep motions during the bursting process

* structure in the viscous wall region, e.g., the have an important role upon not only turbulent momentum
" streamwise elongated structure with a quasi-periodicity flux [2,5] but also turbulent heat flux [5,6], the

in the spanwise direction, and are compatible with what relationship between the coherent streaky structure and
is known about the streamwise sublayer vortices the heat transfer mechanism has not been clear enough,
previously studied. due to the fact that the temperature field has been

mainly studied by the point type measurement up to the

NOMENCLATURE present. Flow field and wall pressure fluctuation have
been visualized to reveal many important features of

Cobh2 square of coherence, Eq.(5) wall turbulence [7] which are difficult to obtain by the

F bursting frequency, 1/ms point type measurement.

f frequency, Hz In this study, with the use of liquid crystal '.r
• fv .u* /v, HZ technique [8,9] combined with the hydrogen bubble

k mass transfer fluctuation method, the wall tempetature fluctuation as well as the

N number of event flow structure is visualized simultaneously to study

R correlation coefficient directly the heat exchange between the wall and the

TB bursting period, a, Eq.(1) fluid with an emphasis on streaky structures near the

t tit, wall. In addition, the temperature fluctuations are

U free stream velocity, m/s measured by a conventional thermocouple probe to obtain

* u velocity fluctuation in x-direction, m/s the cross correlations in the spanwise and streamwise

% u friction velocity, m/s directions.

v velocity fluctuation in y-direction, m/s
w velocity fluctuation in z-direction, m/s
x streaswise coordinate
y coordinate normal to the wall
z transverse coordinate
6 boundary layer thickness (0.99U.,), 
I GT thermal boundary layer thickness, m
6. displacement thickness EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES
e momentum thickness, a, or -

temperature fluctuations, C
A spanwise spacing between streaks All the experiments have been carried out in a
v kinetic viscosity, .2/s low-speed closed-loop water channel (10] and the

O sta dard deviation measurement has been made in the 2m-long test section,
shown in Fig.1, which is attached to the end of the

Superscripts nozzle ( contraction ratio is 9:1 ) of the water
channel. The test section is made of transparent

)+ non-dimensionalized with u* and v plexiglas and has a cross-section of 0.3m x 0.3m. One
.root-mn-square value of the vertical side walls of the channel is used as a

working wall on which the turbulent boundary layer is

Subscripts developed. Pressure gradient in the streamwise
direction is removed by a additional roof plate

)f low-speed streaks installed in the test channel. The cylindrical rod of

)T hlh-tsmperature streaks 4mm in diameter is introduced at the inlet of the test
( )Iv at the wall channel to promote boundary layer transition.



i,

The test plate for the visualization of wall low-pass filter. The resultant frequency response of
temperature fluctuation shown in Fig.2 is installed at this system is 35Hz (-fv/2.47). The analogue signals
the position 1600mm downstream of the inlet of test are digitized at a sampling rate of 10OHz, stored on the
section. Four stainless steel foils, each of them 300mm magnetic tapes, and successively processed by a
in lengh, 45mm in width and 30m in thickness, are mini-computer system, MELCOM 70/25. 'Fixed probe' and -
bonded by epoxy adhesive to the surface of a bakelite 'moving probe' are used. The location of the fixed
plate and connected electrically in series. Constant probe is 1.75m downstream of the trip and right above
heat flux heating is achieved by A.C. suppiy into these the center line of the test plate. The moving probe is
foils. A liquid crystal sheet, which is composed of traversed relative to the fixed probe in the spanwise
polyester sheet of 50um thickness, liquid crystal layer and streamwise directions, with the same distance from
and black paint (9,10], is attached flush on the the wall as the fixed probe. A thermocouple is soldered
heater, and the total thickness of these materials is on the backside surface of stainless steel foil heater
about 1Oumr. Thus, the wall temperature fluctuation is to measure the wall temperature fluctuation. In this
visualized as a color change of liquid crystal. The case, liquid crystal sheet is not attaced on the heater
upper limit of frequency range in this experiment, where surface to assure higher frequency limit than the liquid
the color change can be recognized, is estimated as crystal technique.
about 2Hz [9], and is approximately equal to the Basic experimental conditions are shown in Table 1.
frequency, where the spectrum of streamwise velocity The mean flow velocity is measured by the Pitot tube of
fluctuation is one tenth of its maxium value [10]. a boundary layer type and an inclined U-tube manometer

The hydrogen bubble method is used for flow of two fluid type (water and benzene). The free stream
visualization. The cathode is a tungusten wire and the turbulent intensity measured by a hot-film anemometer
pulse interval of D.C. supply is controlled as 0.1 sec. system, DISA 55M10, is about 2%, while the water
Presently, transverse and vertical wires are used in the temperature is kept at 20°C. At the location of I".
region about 1750mm downstream of the tripping rod. The measurement 1.75m downstream from the trip, the flow
transverse wire of 20um in diameter is positioned field is confirmed to be two-dimensional in the central
perpendicular to the flow direction and parallel to the 60mm region and the turbulent boundary layer is fully
wall, while the vertical wire of 50um in diameter is developed [10]. The friction velocity is determined by
positioned perpendicular to the wall. the Clauser's chart. In the present experiment, only

For the quantitative measurement of temperature the streamwise 300am length of the test plate is heated
fluctuation, copper-constantan thermocouples of 50um in with a uniform heat flux, and the thermal boundary layer
diameter are used. The frequency response is fast thickness is 9.4mm (y+-87) at the half length of the
enough and is estimated to be flat up to about 120H. heated plate. Thus the thermal contamination is
Signals obtained are recorded on a FM-type tape confined deep into the turbulent boundary layer so that
recorder, TEAC R210-B, through a DC amplifier and a 35Hz the structure of near-wall region is mainly studied.

Heating is always slight and the temperature can be
recognized as a passive contaminant.

rtf m r ae Satic Presgure Hole "..

/Table 1. Basic data of the turbulent boundary layer.

! U. 6e v-R-6  R H = U

17 0. Q204 50 6.8 4.9 1370 990 1.4 9.35-16' 9.4
MeaeILUrtnp Position

Working Wall LIemx ala

Figure 1. Schematic of the test section.

"" ERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7 S dwnsif,.m tri, , Simultaneous Visualization of Flow Structure and Wall
PJ __ Ter.,-&-ature Fluctuation

A typical photograph of the simultaneous
visualization is shown in Fig.3, where the location of
transverse wire is at y+-6. The streaky structures of

.... ".. . high-speed fluid and low-speed fluid are observed
appearing alternatively in the spanwise direction and
being elongated in the streamwise direction. The wall

r-------- temperature fluctuation visualized by the liquid crystal.- also indicates streaky pattern, and the thermal field
% consists of high-temperature streaks (black in Fig.3 buta %WWI ME actually blue) and low-temperature streaks(white but
L-- 'K~ 0 actually orange). These thermal streaks are observed

LGIN CS SAL )L.cK POLvESTER aore or less periodically in the spanwise direction and
S,42 - TAPE elongated in the streamwise direction much same as the

momentum streaks. The streamwise extent of theseY' r - thermal streaks is about l000-2000V/u* and is by an

order of magnitude longer than the spanwise spacing. In

STALESS STEE 8*mIITt the 16mm motion pictures taken in this experiment, every
FOt HEATER PLaTE thermal streak appears randomly in space and time and

vanishes out after some timespan in which it moves
downstream. It is qualitatively confirmed that the
high-temperature streaks are mostly associated with the

Filure 2. Test plate for the simultaneous visualization low-speed streaks and low-temperature streaks with the
of wall temperature fluctuation and flow field, high-speed streakm.

17.32
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Figure 3. Simultaneous visualization of wall
temperature fluctuation and flow fild (A hydrogen bubble
wire is located at y+-6).
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Figure 4. Correspondence between thermal streaks and -"'::
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streaks as a function of a distance from the Figure 5. Conceptual model of the relationship between .....

wl.thermal streaks and momentum streaks....-.:
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Figure 6-(a). Typical appearance of high-temperature Figure 6-(b). Typical appearance of low-temperature .

streak associated with lift-up event. treak associated with sweep event.



The correspondence between the thermal and momentum t,,e mean and the stndard deviation of AT are obtained
streaks is shown in Fig.4, as a function of a distance for various heat fluxes, i.e., various wall
from the wall. These data have been obtained from 20-40 temperatures, as shown in Fig.8. It is easilv
streaks in the 8 still photogra hs taken at each understood that the mean spacing between the thermal
position over 2.16sec.(=187v/u* ) by using a streaks thus defined is independent of the mean
motor-driven camera. These correspondence is remarkable temperature level of the surface liquid crystal laver in
in the region y+<10 and more than 70% of the thermal the teoperature range of TLC between the case of (C) and
streaks are uniquely associated with the prescribed (D). The value measured is 81v/u* and agrees well with
momentum streaks. But these tight relationship fades that of momentum strekas, 89v/u*. It is noted that the
out in the region y+a:30 due to the disappearence of probability density distribution can also te
streaky structures. These results agree with the approximated as a lognormal distribution. Under the
observation that the center of the streamwise vortices present experimental condition of constant wall

asocatd it tebursting phenomena lies at heat-flux, the wall temperature fluctuation can be
approximately y+-20-30 [11] (also see Fig.10). A recognized straightforward as the fluctuation of local
conceptual model of the relationship between the heat transfer coefficient. In other words, the heat
coherent streaky structures and thermal streaks is ansfer coefficient also has a quasi-periodicity of
presented in Fig.5. Aj-81 in the spanwise direction, but this result is

Simultaneous observations of the wall thermal different from the result of Shaw and Hanratty [14),
streaks and the flow pattern in the x-y plane are given where the mass transfer fluctuation has not been
by using the vertical hydrogen-bubble wire as shown in directly related to the momentum transport in the
Fig.6. Fig.6-(a) indicats a typical pattern that the viscous sublayer (also see Fig.11).
high-temperature streak is associated with the lift-up
event (1], which is presently defined as the case that
the lift-up motion of low-speed streak and the "3410C) NT High Temp. Streak
inflectional point of time lines appear within the area dT
x+.100 downstream of the wire. On the other hand, blue
Fig.6-(b) indicates that the low-temperature streak is be
formed by the sweep event, i.e., the appearance of large green "
fluid element toward the wall in the region y+<50 within yellow green 4 ...... - . -.x+_10 downstream of the wire. While 82 couples of orange yellow 30 " ---- I... LC
photograph have been obtained, the high-temperature orange 3 - -T

streaks have appeared with 70% of the total lift-up oa e 2 9
- .events, and the low-temperature streaks with 72% of the brown 8

sweep events. Low Temp Streak
From the experimental results described above, the

". heat exchange between the wall and the fluid is Z
considered primarily ruled by the streaky stractures in
the region at least y+.1O. Under the present constant Figure 7. High- and low-temperature streaks defined by
heat-flux condition, the instantaneous local heat the threshold of color change. t
transfer coefficient is relatively small and large at
the high- and low-temperature streaks, respectively.
When the local inrush towards the wall is induced by the
streamwise vortices (11-13], the local wall temperature
is rapidly decreased, and this results in the formation 200.
of the elongated low-temperature streak with the
streamwise convection of low-temperature high-momentum
fluid. During this streamwise convection, the fluid is 150 ()
decelerated by the wall shear and, at the same time, C)
heated by the wall heat flux, and this results in the - -- - - - °- °- " ""
high-temperature low-momentum streak which is eventually 1I00.-
ejected from the wall by the streamwise vortices.

so-. . .

Spanwise Spacing of Streaks

The 16mm motion pictures with the transverse wire 29 30 31 32 3, 34
positioned at y+-4 are analyzed on a screen of a motion TLc(C)
analyzer. The spanwise spacing of low-speed streaks,
Xf, is sampled and measured in every 10 flames (at an Figure 8. Mean spacing and its standard deviation of
interval of 0.417sec-36v/u*2 ). The total average high-temperature streaks.
spacing is 89v/u*, and the probability density
distribution is well approximated by a lognormal
distribution [3,10]. These experimental resulL6 are in
good agreement with the values obtained in previous
studies [1-4]. (In Ref.[4], measured values of Xf have Frequency of the occurance of Streaks
been summarized.)

In order to determine the spanwise spacing of the The visual break-up frequency of the low-speed
thermal streaks quantitatively, high- and streak [1] is counted in the motion pictures with the
low-temperature streaks are defined in the following transverse wire located at y+=4. The result is shown as
manner as shown in Fig.7. A threshold is the border a straight line in Fig.9, which indicates the frequency
between green and orange-yellow, and is presently equal of F-80 (1/ms). The passing frequancy of
to 30.9*C. Uncertainty of ±0.35*C, however, lies in low-temperature streak is also counted with the wall L.-4
identifying whether the lo~al wall temperature is below temperature range, where the measured spanwise spacing
or beyond this threshold. High-temperature streaks are is constant as described previously. The results are
defined as the regions where the temperature is higher also included in Fig.9, where a good agreement is
than the threshold. The spanwise spacing of obtained between the break-up frequency of the low-speed
high-temperature streaks,i T , is defined as the distance streak and the passing frequency of the low-temperature
between the centers of two neighboring high-temperature streak. These results again suggest that the curbulent
streaks. The time-averaged temperature of liquid motions of sublayer vortices ,which lead to the
crystal layer, TLC, depends on the heat flux given at formation of the low- and iigh-speed streaks, produce
the wall, while the free stream temperature is kept the similar pattern of wall temperature fluctuations
constant, T_ -20*C. Hence, the experimental results of show in Fig.3.



If the bursting period is defined by the following ihe resuit ot the stremwise correlation at v+ 5.5
equation; is shown in Fig.12., where a positive correlation can be

found as far as Ax+=1lO0. This length scale is
TB - 1/FXf (i) qualitatively in agreement with the streamwise extent

which has been visually confirmed by the liquid crystal
then it is 1.3sec (112v/u* 2) in the present experiment technique (see Fig.3). It also agrees with the length
and is in agreement with the values obtained previously scale suggested by Kreplin and Eckelmann [12 . The
[1,2,4] curve for the tempgerature fluctuations at y -5.5 is

again similar to : at for the spanwise velocity gradient
rather than the streamwise velocity gradient, even

-. 100 though the data by Meek and Baer is considerably
00 • ,different from the present result. All of these results

e" of spatial temperature correlations suggest not only the . -

existence of streamwise sublayer vortices [11-14] but
also their important role on the heat transfer mechanism

80 F - 80 (im s) -. in the viscous wall region.
(for low-speed streaks, In order to analyze the frequency range, of which

,0 the above cross correlations are composed, the coherence
60 is obtained by using the following equation;

coh2 (f) / (5)

In Eq.(5), )12 is a cross spectrum of 81 and 82, while
Gi and 0, are spectra of 81 and 82, respectively.

20 0 Obsere, A Numerical data reduction has been carried out by using
', 04 1 Observer E FFT and Hanning filter. As a result, it can be said

that the component of an order of the bursting frequency

0 must be a main contributor to the coherent transport
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 mechanism in the viscous sublayer.

( (S)

Figure 9. Comparison of the passing frequency of 1.G
low-temperature streaks with the break-up frequency of
low-speed streaks.

0 R w 3W

(D Blackwelder and Eckelmann
Temperature Fluctuation in the Viscous NJall Region 3 0.5

The structure of the temperature fluctuation is a:
" investigated by the analyses of cross correlations. The

cross correlation coefficient between wall temperature
. ". fluctuations and fluid temperature fluctuations is

defined as follows;

Rewe - T7/-we' (2) __.

The result is shown in Fig.10 as a function of a
distance from the wall. This figure also include the
correlation coefficient of spanwise velocity 0 so i00
,luctuations measured by Blackwelder and Eckelmann [11]. y
The temperature correlation shows a rapid decrease in the
region of yV l0 and gradually approaches zero without Figure 10. Spatial correlation of the temperature
any negative value, in contrast to the spanwise velocity fluctuations with the separation normal to the wall.
fluctuations. This discrepancy is considered primarily
due to the difference between the measured variables,
i.e., a scalor and a spanwise vector, respecti-ely.

The spanwise and streamwise cross cor..-.r ns are
defined as;

Ree(Az) - e(z)e(z+Az)/e(z)e(z+az) (3) l.0
0 Y * 60

Ree(&x) - e(x)e(x+x)/I(x)6(x+ax) (4) A 34

The present result of apanwise correlation is shown in -

Fig.11 along with the related data obtained by previous e.Meek and Baer
works (12, 14, 15]. At the edge of viscous sublayer, y+ :05- X. k Shaw and

-% 5.5, there are a negative peak at the distance of C I Hanratty'
-z+50, and a positive small peak near around at Kreplin and J".-!
Az+-100. Thus the quasi-periodicity with a period of a *ulw Eckelmann
about Az -10O can be confirmed. As the distance from the
wall increased, the distance which gives the first a o-
zero-crorsing increeses, and a negative correlation is
hardly oaserved beyond y+-34. The present data at
y+-5.5 are very much similar to the correlations of the -0.2
spanwise velocity gradient fluctuation at the wall, but 050 00 I50 200
h.At so much to those of the streamwise velocity
gradient. The data of the wall temperature fluctuations
by Meek and Beer [15] and the mass transfer fluctuations • -

- by Shaw and Hanratty (14] are somewhat different from Figure 11. Spanwise correlations of the temperature

the present data. fluctuations.
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liquid crystal technique combined with the hydrogen
bubble method, it is directly confirmed that the
high-temperature streaks are mostly associated with the
low-speed streaks and the low-temperature streaks with
the high-speed streaks. In addition, quantitative
agreements of the spacing and the frequency between
thermal and momentum streaks are obtained.

In the viscous sublayer and the buffer layer, the
fluctuating temperature field has a quasi-periodicity i'
the spanwise direction with a mean period of about

*% and has a much elongated scale in the streamwise
, direction, about 1100 v/u*, and these scales are

consistent with the scale of streamwise vortices
proposed by the previous studies. These coherent
structures are composed of the frequency components of
an order of the bursting frequency.

The turbulent motions presently studied lead to the
formation of the streaky structures and also play an
main role on the turbulent heat transfer in the
viscous-wall region, at least y+4 10.



THE STATISTICS OF THE PASSIVE SCALAR FIELD IN ANf
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ABSTRACT a qualitative analysis of simu.ltaneous veloci-
ty and temperature fluctuation records made to

Previous experi.ments (Kolovandin et al. identify some features of typical "eddies"
1983) revealed a sign reversal of streamwise responsible for the observed anomalous trend
velocity derivative skewness S au j1x n h of velocity derivative skewness.

cuter part of turbulent wake, which was presu- EXMBIMENTAL SETUP
mably attributed to the presence of large-sca- The experimental facility used was essen-
le orderly motions. This paper presents the tially the same as that described by Kolovandin
third-order statistics of streawise derivati- e l 18)

at~~ al (18)

yes of velocity and temperature fluctuations A turbulent axisymmetric wake was genera-
measured in -the temperature wake of ellipsoid. ted by an ellipsoid of revolution with the
A qualitative analysis of simultaneous velocity maim axes ratio 6:1 and the midsection d =V
and temperature fluctuation records is also ma-4
do to identify a possible shape of the repre- 0.03 m at E.. - tL.dAJ a 1.88 10L&(U. - 10 r/s).
senitative large-scale eddy structure.* The temperature field in the wake was generat-

ed by a hot jet injected into the region of* INITRODUCTION the rear stagnation point of the ellipsoid.
It is known (see, e.g., Tavoularis et al. T he temperature of the jet at x =x /d = 0.1

1978) that a negative skewness of streamwise was about 60 0C in excess of the ambient tem-
* velocity derivative bu1 /Bx1 is a ubiquitous fe- perature. The measurements were made downstre-

am of the ellipsoid within the range of the* ature of turbulence caused by generation of re- longitudinal coordinate 34 x<C 70 at two jetlatively small-scale turbulent velocity field velocities: "strong" Injection (Cd- 0.021) and
vorticity Wa~ by vortex strebching. One of thed

u ~~~~~~~"weak" injectio C-008) hrmost intriguing results of our previous inves- inCd = .33) hr d
tigation (Kolovandin et al. 1983) was a posi -j lj1 u-u -2 U2J ./d 2 i h
tive sign ofS

in te peiphey reion drag coefficient.
* of an axisymmetric wake.* It has been assumed Velocity fluctcuations were measured with

then that the vorticity usink" effect of rela- a standard DISA 55P11 5_pm dia. and 1.2 mm
tively small-scale turbulence in caused by the long not wire probe operated by a DISA 55M0l1L.
orderly structures.* Further experiments reveal- constant temperature anemometer. Temperature
ed the existence of repeating features in the fluctuations were measured with a LISA 55P31
shape of etresawise velocity fluctuation sig- IlIM dia. and 0.4 mm long "cold wire" operat-
nal in the outer region of the wake. The u - ing at a constant current of 0.7 mA. Sensors of

* signal in this region looks like a series Iof velocity and temperature prooes were placed
* randomly arising positive peaks with different normal to tae mean flow direction 0.6 mm apart.
* slopes at the leading and trailing edges. The The compensation of temperature sensitivity of

net contribution of these peaks to the mean va- velocity sensor was made by summing up the
lue f (ul/xl)3is osiive so t i reno- weighted temperature and velocity signals us-
lue f (u 1/x1)~is osiive so t i reso- ing an analog summing device.

* nable to assume that they are r eonsibie for The velocity and temperature signals were
* the observed sign reversal of deri1vative skew- amplified, differentiated and low-pass filter-
* noes. The existence of repeatable features in ed before being digitized at a sampling rate of 4

the peak shape was attributed to the organized 2-10~ samples/s. The streawise derivatives of
* motion in the wake. (The results of the above ve locity and temperature were inferred from

experiments are not presented here and will be temporal derivatives using the Taylor hypothe-
published elsewhere). To get more information sis. The digitized signals from an 8 bit A/D
on organized motion It was decided to(study converter were stored on 7.25 L! byte magnetic
some properties of 4he passive scalar (empera- discs. The data processing was carried out on

* tax.) field in the wake. 03coptr
This paper presents some results on the 03coptr

* third-order statistics of streamwise derivati- DERIVATIVE STATISTICS
ves of velocity and temperature fluctuations
measured in the axisymmetric turbulent wake of The measurements of the temperature deri-
an ellipsoid with temperature field generated vative skewness S were carried out in or-
by Injection of a heated jet. It includes also ta1w

17.37-
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der to verify the degree of the local isotropy
of temperature field. As it follows from the -.
previous measurements (see, e.g., Sreenivasan (
and Tavoularis, 1980; Tavoularis and Corrsin, / 4)o *
1981), the skewness of Bt/x I , which for an U a &
isotropic field is equal to zero, is not such
for a wide range of turbulent flows including 0
quasi-homogeneous ones behind a heated grid.

*: This may signify either a departure from the
local isotropy of small-scale turbulence at -
moderate values of turbulent Reynolds and Peo- "
let numbers .(- q),/1) and I& (- q't/ ,-

* (where q a ui is the doubled kinetic energy of
turbulenoe, X u and X t are the velocity and

" temperature mioroscales) in the case of homo-
-" geneous turbulence or be the consequence of

the statistical nonstationarity of large-scalestructuLres in the shear flows. For quasi-homo-
geneous flows it was shown that Ssa/ax # 0 0

* if and only if both the transverse meaA velo- -. . .'
city and mean temperature gradients are non- 10 ED 40 W 00 DO 200 00 I/P .

- zero and the sign of is determined by
the relationship (Tavoularii and Corrsin 1981) Figure 1. Downstream evolution of St/bxl at

Sgn S/ - - n(Ul1/ 2 )sgn(bT/5x 2 ). Cd= 0.0385 and Cd= 0.021: e, x=3; 0, x=5; a
1 x=7; , a-L0; x-15 ; 0 x=20; 0 0;In order to verify this ralationship in x40; * , x=50; A, x=O; * , x=0; ; . .

strongly nonhomogeneous turbulence, the measu- x=86 (crossed symbols correspond lo Cd= 0.01).
rements of the skewness of ft/bx1 in a non -

isothermal wake behind the ellipsoid of revolu- IS i
tion were made for two different velocities of
the injected jet. The downstream evolution of

S.bon the wake centerline (figure 1) shows
that the skewness of at/bxl corresponds to the .
sign of mean velocity gradient in the core of to-
the flow under consideration: S t/bx 4C 0 for g-p
the jet and SB. 0 for the wake. At a suf- •
fioiently large distance from the body, the va-
lue of St/ x 1 increases, while the numbers Rx i10 ,-..-.

and P>, decrease. This fact is in agreement with N"
the results of other investigations referred to " k
in the paper by Sreenivasan and Antonia (1977).
The transverse distribution of S Wa x  , shown
in figure 2 demonstrates the approac of the 0 * 0

profile of A/l(r) to some self-similar form
at a sufficiently large distance downstream of
the body. The data of figures 1 and 2 confirm I
the relationship of Tavoularis and Corrain
(1981) for the flow considered. As was shown -
earlier (Sreenivasan and Antonia 1977; Gibson
et al. 1977 and a number of subsequent studies)
the nonzero skewness of 8t/bx1 can be attribu- 110
ted to the presence of large - scale orderly
structures in the shear flow (manifesting it- Figure 2. Radial profiles of Sbt/6 x  normalized
self in a ramp-like temperature signal). How- by the oenteriine values.Z/ x / " is "N
ever, as far as the authors know, a systematic
dependence of the local nonhomogeneity of soa- the dimensionless transverse coordinate, 6,
lar field on such structures is lacking. radial diatance at which tne mean squared tem-

Along with S t/axl , the statistical pars- perature equals a quarter of its axial va-
meters of velocity and temperature derivatives lue; -, seix-simiiar zorm of tne profile; the
measured in the present experiment include symbols as in figure 1.!!STUl/bxI and _-/ )/(aUl/xl)2 V2 1)2 averaging time for each measuring point in the

T (u/bx)(at/ax) /t/x cross-section. The averaging time increased to-
wards to outer part of the waxe. The duration

In local isotropic turbulence these quantities of digital records (150 a in the outer region)
determine the rate of generation of mean-squar- was sufficient to ensure the stability of mo-
ed vorticity or velocity fielda - 2 and the ci- ments of the velocity and temperature derivati-

u 2 -- ves. Corrections of the measured values for
milar parameter for temperature fieldW t , res- electronic noise were also made.
peotively. So it was interesting to see whether The transverse distribution of the pars- ....

eoldhave.o t ame intresnd as see wemeter S ul/ax1 , presented in figure 3, gives• . ST would have the same trend as Sulx .u
n possible a good evidence for its sign reversal: on the.'"In order o ensure the hi hest pssi e wak.-eiph ry"

accuracy in evaluation of the above parameters, we rp y 1 , changes Its negative
preliminary investigations were carried out on sign to the opposite one. In the case of the lo- -
the choice of the optimum frequency band and oal isotropy this would be indicative of the



(4) Point 4 corresponds to the maximum trans-
-.', verse gradient of S ul/Xl (r a 0.9);

(5) Point 5 corresponds to the positive extre-
mum of radial S ul/bxI distribution (r -
1.2).
The positions of these points are shown

in figure 3. Digital records of velocity and .
2 temperature were made at x = xl/d - 20. At

this section the dimensionless wake half-widths
S , j I 1 

= /d and = - /d based on

radial u 1and t distributions are , Q93 5z% "" "" U t1/4 't 74 " - "

1 A - 0.81. The section under consideration seems
to be quite representative for such an analy-
sis, with the S/N ratio being here still so-

A. ceptable. Typical parts of the stored signals
have been chosen and computer plotted. Because
of the space limitations, only a few typical
ul and t records are presented. In figure 4(a),

_5 . for each pair of traces the point number and
scale factor M are given, the latter being
used prior to computer plotting when the ampli-
tudes of the events are too small. The dura-
tion of each trace is 0.0256 s (1 division-
2.56 ms).

The time histories of figure 4(a) are
useful to explain the observed S u /ex and ST

1,5 r distrioution trends as well as to Lfe i the
ii possible structure of large eddies. These tra-

Figure 3. Radial distributions of Su_/axO oes show how the ul-signal changes from a ful-
and () at x=20. r=1 she ly stochastic on t2e wake axis (point 1) to anT0), R(&4)xt-dist intermittent one with regularly shaped peaks

drensionless coordinate. Numerals (from 1 to at the wake periphery (points 4 and 5). As was
5) on the r axis correspond to the points whe- noted, the positive sign of streamwise veloci-
re an analysis of time histories is made. ty derivative skewness, Su /axl can be ex-

plained by the existence of regular positive
vorticity sink of a relatively small-scale ye- peaks in streamwise velocity signals in the
locity field, i.e. the reverse transport of outer region of the wake. Clear evidence of

*.? energy over the energy spectrum: from relative- tnis was obtained from visual inspection of s8- .'-

ly small to larger vorticies. At the same time, multaneous computer plots of ul and (buj/8x1 )

. the radial distribution of ST differs from which are not presented here. An exampi of

that of S - it tends monotonically to such a peak Is given by the ul-trace ffor point
aul/axi5 in figure 4(a). The trailing edge of the

zero towards thE outer part of the wake, where peak is somewhat steeper tnan the leading one
the temperature fluctuations are absent. It thus causing the essential difference of
should be noted that the observed behaviour of
S is consistent with the experimental "at k gr krull/xl can also be observed in points 3 and 4 but less
results reported by Reichert and Azad (1979), pronounced, though their occurrence rate seems
who detected the Sa. ,a__ sign reversal near to be somewhat higher. As the measuring point
the outer edge of the turbulent boundary layer moves towards the wake axis, the relative con-

developing over the inlet section of the tube. tribution of the positive peaks to OUl/axl)
3

It seems to be the only information on this gradually decreases while that of turbulence
quantity distribution in the outer edges of increases. In point 3, the positive contribu-
turbulent shear flows. As to the parameter ST, tion of regular peaks is approximately the sa-
it behaviour in the wake core agrees with the me as the negative contribution of relatively

*.. : reported experimental data for different types high-frequency stochastic fluctuations, so that
of flow (see, e.g., Van Atta 197) at moderate in the point considered Su 0. In the
R".' R, and N, numbers, though the fact of its dis- wake core Sbu/b. becomes negalive, ice. has
appearance in the outer region at Rxf50(Ru= the usual sig hc i i otbe

1/2 u a sin whh s typical of turbulent
' U /-f 30), 10 and Sbt/bxl # 0 is flows.30), 1In point 2, low-frequency negative velo-

also a curious one. city fluctuations appear in the ul-signal.
TIME HISTORIES AND EDDY STRUCTURE First these were regarded to be fully stochas-* tie, but later, when simultaneous two-point

Additional information on the eddy struc- velocity traces had been examined, it became
t•re of the wake can be obtained from the ana- clear that there was a strong correlation bet-
lysis of the temperature field characteristics. ween the negative peaks in the wake core and
This analysis was based on qualitative oompa- the positive ones on the wake periphery. An
riseon of simultaneous traces of velocity and example of such correlation is given in figure
temperature fluctuation signals in some typi- 4(b), where the traces of the ul-fluctuations J
oal points of the flow chosen as follows: for points 4 and 2 are presentei.
(1) Point 1 - at the wake centerline (r-0); Examination of ul and t time histories
(2).Point 2 - at the wake core where essential shows that in the outer part of the wake the

decrease of S../021 relative to its cen- temperature fluctuations, if present, always

_ trline value occurs (r - 0.6); accompany the velocity peaks. So it is natural

(3) Point 3 - in the region where SUl/bx1 is to assume that ST, being similar to
close to zero (r a 0.8); would also have the sign reversal in the waie

17-3
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-rn, m.LI periphery. But the effect of the parameter ST
I ~ sign reversal is not pronounced enough in our* I #r ' t experimmits. (S - 0.05 only in point 4, see•

figure 3). In order to explain this fact, aonlarge number of uI and t traces were carefully --..

analyzed. It was ound that in point 4 the re-
gular velocity peaks are someti s correlatedo
with the positive large-scale temperature fluc-

im,, I -. , tuations, while sometimes the latter are ab-- I -- I - - sent at all. The case of the coincidence of
*I - I these signals in point is shown in figure.'" .

___________________________ (a). In point 5, The temperature fluctuations "
are not observed though distinct positive re-*gular peaks are present. Thus, the contribution . .%.

I ,., zof these regular structures to ST is negligi-
- ble which results in the different behaviour"

I t o Usjj/j of d ST. :°..
__ __ _ __ __ _-___ _Tie dta on the value and sign of the pa- -

t I ameers Sfu/ _ and ST , as well as the uI
and t traces allow one to imagine the detected
large-scale structures as torroid-like vortices,
the generalized image of which is depicted in

-T7 figure 5 (numerals 1-5 here correspond to the
t__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ positions 'of the points in which the traces

' -- " Jwere registered):
- in point 2, located near the lower edge of

the vortex core, the vortex generates (see
the corresponding oscillogram) a negative ye-
locity peak which is due to the opposite di-

,M, 4.. retion of he longitudinal velocities of the
71C ' main stream, Ul, and of the vortex, Ul; in

I I] I this point, the positive temperature fluotua-
.... . .. tion is attributed to a more heated liquid

I i III being captured by the vortex from the wake
, L. t T1axis region;

in point 3, located nearly at the vortex co-
re center there develops a positive veloci-

_ ty peak with a smooth front caused by a slow
r/ , increase of '1 (Xl) in the vortex core and a

sharp trailing edge followed by a negative
___ __ ___ _ _ - part of the fluctuation caused, probably, by 1-

the shape of the vortex "back;.
- in point 4, located at the upper edge of the

-- vortex core, the similar positive velocity
peak U1 (t) causes a rise of temperature with
relatively small-scale temperature fluctua-
tions being absent here, since the point con-
sidered is beyond the boundary of the ther-

mal wake;
- in point 5, located at the edge of the outer

shell of the vortex the velocity rluctuati-
one are cue to regular vorticies rushing past
the point of observation; in this point, the

* Figure 4(a). Digital plots of velocity and tem- stochastic velocity and temperature signals
perature fluctuations at various radial posi- are no% observed, i.e. turbulenoe is absent
tiens in the wake eross-section, x - 20. in the point considered.
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Van Atta, C.%•, 1974, "Influence of Fluctua-
b." tions in Dissipation Rates on Some Statisti- --cal Properties of Turbulent Scalar Fields",

-. .Atmos. Ocean Fis., 10, 712.

r

Figure D. Sxetch or a typical large-scale vor-

tex in che wake or an axisymmeTric body: wrtis
"tie veiocivy vector of the vortex; '1 t he
streamwise component or vejuQ.ty generated by
the vortex; T, the mean temperature; S. , the
thickness of momentum wake; S , the thickness
of scalar wake.

C ONC LUS ION3

All of the conclusions on the possible
Sc. shape of the large-scale structure responsible

for the observed trends in S and ST.b ==llO T
distributions were based on the qualitative

* interpretation of u1 and t plots. An addition-
al quantitative analysis is clearly needed. It
is believed that further valuable information
can be gained from conditional sampling, mul-
tiprobe arrays and spatial correlation measu-
rements.
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Turbulence Measurements Related To Heat Transfer In An Axisymmetric Confined Jet

With Laser Doppler Anemometer
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nozzle. Turbulence measurements have been made in this
ABSTRACT recirculating flow region. The size of the recirculating

'flow region can easily be changed only by changing the
Measurements of the turbulence in the recirculating above mentioned momentum ratio. This is the major reason

flow region have been made for an axisymmtric confined why the confined jet has been chosen as the test flow in
jet. Based on the results of such experiments, disc4s- the present study.
sions are given to the physical background of the fact
previously found such that the maximum heat transfer
occurs within the recirculating flow region. Some
further discussions are also given to the structure of
the turbulence in the recirculating flow region.

The wall heat transfer was found to he very much 01
augmented by the generation of recirculating flows by
Krall and Sparrow (1966) for the tube flow in the down- 0
stream of an inserted orifice and by Rang et al (1979)"#H

" for confined jets. Thus, it is of practical importance SNIFTER
to study on the mechanism of wall heat transfer in such
partially recirculating flows. The simultaneous visual- WNCROSCO R WATER

ization by Kang et al (1982) of surface flow and wall
temperature revealed that the maximum heat transfer
position does not necessarily coincide with the reattach-
ment point of average flow stream line in the cases of -M I
partially separated flows. This was successfully
predicted by Kang and Suzuki (1982) and Suzuki et al
(1982) through the numerical prediction employing the
k-c two-equation model of turbulence for both of the two
types of the flows studied by Krall and Sparrow and by
Kang et al. From the results of these numerical compu-
taions, a conjecture was given for the physical back- Figure 1 Outlines of Test tube
ground of this spatial separation between the maximu and Measuring Devices
heat transfer position and the average flow reattachment
point. The inactive viscous sublayer controlling the
major part of heat transfer resistance was guessed to be Ct Uj Uf U* Re*
activated by the near wall turbulence which was predict- m/s m/s m/s
ed to be highest in intensity within the recirculating 0.26 8.96 0.08 0.370 34200
flow region. 0.50 8.94 0.17 0.368 34000

In the present study, the measurements of the turbu- 0.82 8.83 0.28 0.361 33300
lence in the recirculating flow regions have been initi-
ated for the axisysmetric confined jet with the Laser Table 1 Experimental Conditions
Doppler Anemometer to prove the above mentioned conjec-
ture and to get deeper insight into the heat transfer The experimental apparatus used in the present study
mechanism in the turbulent recirculating flow region. is schematically shown in Figure 1. Different from the
In this first stage of the experiments, attention has previous studies, a water flow test loop was newly con-
been paid only to the streamwise averaged and fluctuat- structed for the present purpose and a small amount of
ing velocity components. The present experimental data milk was introduced into the water flow. Finely dis-
will also be compared with the nuerical results and the parsed milk droplets serve as the scattering particles._
experimental data reported previously. Experiments were made at the three flow rate condi- ale

tions tabulated in Table 1. Uj and Uf in the table are
WDV ftAL A"PARTUS AND Pr4ODCURE respectively the outlet average velocity of central jet

and the one of the concurrent stream. Ct is the Crays-
An axisymt ric confined jet is a coaxial jet issued Crtet number, a similitude parameter of the flow pattern

into a concurrent stream flowing in a circular tube. and heat transfer as shown by Decker at al (1963) and by
This is a kind of partially recirculating flow. When Kang et al (1979), and is defined as follows:
the momentum ratio between the central jet and the con- Uk
current stream is high enough, a reversed flow appears CtU -

near the tube wall at same distance from the central jet '. -U"



U -L - u /2) -".-.-

Ud- (Ua -Uf /2)dA Ct 0.26

A0 in the above general definitions of Ud and Uk is the -.. ""
cross sectional area of the tube at X-0, the outlet
position of the nozzle. The values of the characteris- .
tic velocity U* and the Reynolds number based on U* and I

On the tube diameter D are also shown in Table 1. The
* tube inner diameter and the central nozzle outlet port ,

diameter used in the present study are 120um and 5 , mm.
respectively. In the case of the axisyumetric confined 1.33 183 2.33 283 3.33 (X ID)
jet, the recirculating flow appears when Ct< 0.7.
Therefore, the range of Ct chosen in this experiment
covers the flow patterns both with and without recircu-lating flow.

In Figure 1 are also shown the outlines of the
measuring system. 50rn He-Ne Laser was used as the .
light source. To detect the reversed flow velocity, 0 0.5 1.0 MIS
40MMz optical frequency shift was given first by making Ct-0.50
use of a Bragg cell to one of the two beams separated
with a beam splitter. The intersection angle of the two 7 .... "

beams was kept constant at 5.71 degree in air in all the - - -- ./ """
experiments and the position of the beam intersection--- - - 7

= or the measurement control volue was determined by "
calculation followinq the geometrical optics.

The scattered light signal from the measuring
control volume at the intersection of the two Laser beams ,
was detected with a photomultiplier and the detected

* optically shifted signal was shifted down in frequency 1.33 t83 2.33 2.83 3.33 (XID)
electronically with a frequency shifter DISA 55N10 by an
appropriate magnitude in order to secure the linearity
between the output signal and the flow velocity. The
frequency signal was converted into voltage signal with
a frequency tracker DISA 55N20. The output signal
corresponding to the flow velocity and the "drop-out"
signal from the tracker were recorded on a digital mag- 0
netic tape recorder. These digitized signals were 0 0.S 1.0 MIS ,,.
afterward processed with a digital computer discarding Ct 0.82
the portion of the velocity signal in the drop-out phafe..-
The discarded portion of the signal was less than twenty
percent of the total length of the recorded signal. - - - . ,-

The calibration of the measuring system was perform- " ",
ed in the outlet flow from an orifice inserted into the I-
same flow loop. The magnitude of an error caused by the 1/
signal broadening due to several possible causes was .
evaluated referring to Durst et al (1976). in this
evaluation, the value of the dissipation rate of the 1.33 1.83 2.33 Z83 (X 10)
turbulence kinetic energy cosuted with a scheme used by
Kang and Suzuki (1978) was assigned to its required
value. The level of such an error was confirmed to be
a negligible order of magnitude.

Figure 2 Radial Profile of Streamwisa
SUMICL MC Averaged Velocity

3xerimental data will be comared with the corres- The finite difference analogues of these equations were
Sponding numrical results computed with the k-c two- solved nmerically together with those of the momentum
, equation model of turbulence. In this computation, a equations for the axial and radial velocity components.

schem used by Kang and Suzuki (1978, 1982) was used. For the computation of heat transfer, an additional
This is a modified version of 2/Z/FIX developed by Pun equation for the enthalpy was also solved simultaneously.
and Spalding (1976). The turbulence model used in this I
computation consists of the following two equations for ZXPfZlRZW'AL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
k and c.

In iigure 2 is shown how the radial profile of the
1 1 1 Ua k 1 1 ( ,gus 1k) measurd streaiwise velocity develops with the axial

(0l)zr-r ax O alx r r Ok 3r distance from the nozzle. The abscissa of the figure is , . .

+ G- the axial distance downstream from the outlet port of the.central jet nozzle, non-dimensionalized with the tube , ,
diameter D. In the case when Ct- 0.82, there appears no -

(O0).-- (rVe)1 C- ) - r- ) average flow reversal, but in other two cases of smallerS r- Or ) Tx g 77 r + r 73 3r Ct number, a recirculating flow region is found to exist.

"p~ C At Ct-0.50, the reversed flow is found near the tube+ - wall at the positions of X/D-1.83- 2.83. In the last
m U+C90k=/C case when Ct.0.26, the reversed flow starts already from

me m * +ut - m + CookX/D 1.33. The recirculating flow region expands
a V Uupstream with the decrease of Ct value, agreeing with the

@. - C2(2 )h,(1V )Z•(.. T X M experimental results with a pitot-tube by Backer st al
ax (1963). The dashed curves in the figures show the com-

puted results. As seen in the figures, the experimental
and nmerical results agree fairly well with each other



in two cases of higher value of Ct number. The velocity partially been accomplished. in order to clarify why the
decay in the central part of the jet delays in the com- intensity of the near wall turbulence becomes maximum
putation in the case of the highest momentum ratio within the recirculating flow region, further systematic
between the central jet and the concurrent stream ( Ct = experiments are desired to be done in future, not only
0.26). This feature of the numerical results with the forthe value of u' but also for the fluctuating intensi-
k-c two-equation model of turbulence was previously ties of other velocity components v1 and w.
pointed out by Kang and Suzuki (1978). In Figure 3 are Comparing the measured profile of u' and the corn-
compared the present results on the position where the puted profile of Y/3 plotted in Figure 5 with each
axial velocity is zero with the counterparts given by other, the measured value of u' is found about two times
Backer et al (1963). Fair agreement can be found between larger than the computed value of 2k/3. Since
he two experimental results although the measuring means k- (u' 2 +v' 2 +w'2 )/2, the largest possible value of the

are different from each other. The predicted zero aver- ratio u'12k/ is /3. This largest value occurs when
aged velcity contour is indicated to agree rather better both of the other two components v' and w' are equal to
with the present results, for example, in a point that zero. Taking account this into consideration, the com-
the front edge of the separation bubble is located puted value of k is concluded to be smaller-than actually
upstream of the corresponding results by Becker et al. expected value. More detailed discussion on this point

The measured fluctuation intensity of the stream- would also require further informations about the values
wise velocity u' is plotted in Figure 4 in the form of v' and w'. The measurements of these quantities and
normalized with the characteristic velocity U*. The of the Reynolds shear stress are now in progress.
value of U* is strongly related to the excess momentum The confined jet seems to be a simple turbulent flow
of central jet. The central part of u' profile at X/D- from the view point that the flow pattern and the Nusselt - -

%

1.33 is of a shape akin to that for the free jet, in all number distribution are characterized by the similitude
the three cases of different Ct number, while it becomes parameter Ct. However, this is not the case actually.
almost flat in shape at the position of largest X/D. The turbulent eddies generated in the jet shear layer are
The dashed curves in Figure 4 show the value of r k/ mingled with the ones entrained from the recirculating
computed with the scheme explained in the above. The
numerical results qualitatively follow the experimental
data shown in the figures. Quantitatively, the numerical
results are lower than the experimental counterparts.
One of the reasons for this is connected with a fact that
the value of u' should be higher than rik/3 in turbulent 0 l 2
shear flows... .

* ~Paying attention to the u' value obtained at the . F

points closest to the tube wall, y-R-r- 4m, its axial . -,
distribution differs from one case to another depending ' F.

on the value of Ct. In the case of Ct-0.82 when no Ct. 026 '-"-
recirculating flow region appears, it increases toward '.'..
the downstream almost monotonously. Against this case, F"'""

in other two cases of lower Ct number, a different ./F

feature can be found for the axial variation of u' obtain- _

ed at y- 4mm. Its value or the intensity of the near 1.33 13 2.33 2.83 3.33 (XM
wall turbulence becomes maximun at some position in the
measured range of X/D, where the average flow has been
found reversed near the wall in Figure 2.

In Figure 5, compariscn is made among the above
mentioned profile of u' along y- , the profile of the
Nusselt number reported by Kang et al (1979) and the

1 2profile of the computed value of /2k/3 again along y-4m.
The presently measured u' profile is very similar in . ~ ~ ~ *~1 .

shape to the profile of local Nusselt number at any case , "of different Ct nmber. In the two cases when the aver- '. -.-

. intensity of the near wall turbulence is found to occur 1 FF

very close to the maximum heat transfer position or to ,'.
the maxim position of computed value of vr"7j alongI

y- din. This gives a proof for the conjecture mentionedj" ,'.in the intrduton and the first &in of this study has1.3 18 23 .3 3 ()

t.33 1.83 2.33 Z.83 3.33 ti
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and The Profiles of u' and
2k/3 along y- 4Im. also chosen as the positions where U is nearly zero. The

two points J and K in the case of Ct-0.26 and one point
flow region. Some of them flows downstream and their I in the case of Ct -0.50 represent the positions lying
structure changes gradually to the one pertinent for the on the edge of the recirculating flow region. These
tube flow. The remaining ones are brought to the near points are also chosen based on the profiles shown in

wall region again and are conveyed upstream by the revers- Figure 2.
ed flow. In the course of this, the structure of these As seen at the points B and I in the figure for the
eddies should be deformed due to the wall interference. case of Ct -0.26, the value of Ynu is not necessarily 0.5
These cause non-equilibrium in the structure of the at the positions where the averaged axial velocity is
eddies existing in the confined jet flow. To get deeper zero. This suggests that the velocity probability
insight into this non-equilibrium in the turbulence histogram to be obtained there should be skewed in shape.
structure and its effect on the heat transfer mechanism, This will be discussed later in more detail. At the
it my be worthwhile to analyze the presently obtained points where the average flow is reversed, the value of
velocity signal from different view points. In the Ynu is larger than 0.5 but it is clearly less than unity.
following, m results obtained so far in this line are This mans that the flow is not always reversed even
discussed. at such positions. On the other hand, at the points

Simpson at al (1981) examined the velocity proba- where the average flow velocity is positive, the value of p
bility P(u) and the flow reversal interittency ynu for Ynu is not zero so that the flow is sometime reversed.

the separating turbulent boundary layer. These two The oil mist flow visualization made by Kang at al (1982)
quantities were also calculated in the present study actually reveals that the instantaneous separation point
from the recorded velocity signal and they are defined varies from time to time. The same would be true for the
as follows: reattachment point too. All the points discussed above

seem to suggest the intermittent evolvement of large -
J'P(u/u') d(u/u') - 1 eddies which can alter the flow direction from time to

0 time. Such eddies were actually observed by Barchillon

you P (u/u') d(u/u') and Curtt (1964). The effect of such large eddies may

extend even to the tube axis. This may explain such a
The above definition of the velocity probability distri- fact that the value of Ynu is not zero even on the axis.
bution with variable band width proportional to u' is This is seen, for example, at the points M and N in the
introduced in order to secure the same accuracy for its figure for the case of Ct- 0.26. But this is a feature
shape mong the cases of different level of fluctuation found noticeably only in the case of Ct- 0.26. In the
Ul. Yout expresses the fraction of time that the flow case of Ct- 0.82, Tnu is found to be almost completely
velocity is negative or that the flow is reversed, zero at the points F, G and H on the tube axis. In the

Figure 6 shows the map of the points where the case of Ct - 0.50, it is not zero at the three points on
velocity probability histograms were examined. The the axis J, K and L but is very close to zero.
centre of each circle corresponds to such positions. The The feature of the value of Ynu lastly discussed may
five points A, 2, C, 0 and 3 are on the line y- 4Im in have the relation with the axial distribution of the
all the three figures for different Ct nuImber. When intensity of the streamwis velocity fluctuation on the
Ct- 0.26, one of the above mentioned points, the point 2, tube axis. The latter is shown in Figure 7 for the three
and otber four points F, G, 8 and I are chosen so that cases of different Ct number. It is clearly seen that
they ae close to the positions of zero averaged axial the distribution of u' along the tube axis for the case .%%

velocity estimated from Figure 2. In the same manner. of Ct- 0.26 is quite different from those for other two
the the points F, G and R in the case of Ct-0.50,are cases of larger Ct number. Especially in the case of the

.0 A!
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Figure 7 Axial Distribution of u'/U on the Axis

largest Ct number, the value of u'/U on the axis distrib-
utes almost uniformly and is close to the value usually
accepted for the free jet.

In Figure 8, the velocity probability histogram
P(u/u') is plotted for all the observed positions of Ynu F,"
in the case of Ct-0.26. P(u/u) is plotted in the f
figure against u itself so that, if the comparison is -
made among the histograms with the same scale for the /
abscissa, the area under the curve connecting the K
evaluated data of P(u/u') is proportional to the inten- J
sity ul. In the figures, the values of the skewness 0 --
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I Figure 9 Examples of Velocity Probability
Histogram (Ct - 0.50)

0 tO" 10 0 o iLO "S factor F and the flatness factor F calculated for each
of the histogram are illustrated too. The flatness

F(4.06) 9.l82) factor F and the skewness factor S are defined as follows:
G3 1(0.36) 90( .6) P12.02) S.0.$4)

&(.1031) S.(0.53) U/, mtu$..

ii ,For Gaussian distribution, F- 3.0 and S-0.0. Except at
* ta few exceptional positions, the shape of each histogram

is not Gaussian. For instance, while the histogram is
0 -almost Gaussian on the jet axis in the case of free jet

as shown by Hetsroni and Sokolov (1971), the present re- .
-aG 0 "M ' 'O"T sA sult is clearly of skewed shape even for the positions on

4s 0 the axis except at the most upstream position L. Compar-
F14&.32) ing the histograms obtained at the five points at y - 4am,

F.(I.) P(3.59) F(3 ) 14.02) those at the most upstream and downstream positions A and ...
0 1 -0) FALS7I) 14.69) 106

4 1(21) E are remarkably skewed in shape. At the most upstream
A C 0 L position, large negative velocity occurs more frequently

than expected from the Gaussian distribution and the oppo-
site occurs at the most downstream position. The same

, trends are also found among the results obtained at the
positions where the average velocity is zero, i.e.0 positions F, G, H and I. The significance of these-'-

results is not clear yet but it may be connected somehow
with the intermittently evolving large eddies suggested

0' own _G 'SON-1.- Cs- 0 U4 above. In connection with this, further effort to visual- ": '
OM ize the over-all flow pattern of confined jet is now

under development.
In Figures 9 and 10 are shown other examples of .- -

Figure 8 Rxeples of velocity Probability velocity probability histograms for other two cases of
uistogzm CCt-0.26) Ct-0.50 and 0.82. The features similar to those pointed

4 N'
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0.1, tribution of u' along y 4m close to the wall agrees
qualitatively well with the distribution of , 2k/3 comput-

- 0 ed employing the k-E two-equation model of turbulence.
But they do not agree quantitatively and the computed

• *-. values are estimated to be lower. For detailed discus-

sion of this, further experiments on other fluctuating
velocity components are desirable in future. Negative
velocity intermittency factor is not zero at the posi-

•"I 1 tions where the average velocity is positive. This is

__ _true even on the axis when the recirculating flow is

0 1O 2.0(hS) 0 1.0 2.0(.S)0 LO 2.0(MIS) strong. The last suggests the possibility of intermit-
tent evolvement of large eddies in the recirculating flow
region. The velocity probability histogram is noticeably
skewed in shape at the flow reattachment point and at
the separation point. The skewness of the velocity prob-
ability histogram is also found at other position, even

o E on the jet axis. This feature may also be connected
, ' with the possible intermittent evolvement of large

eddies. To get clear picture on this, visualization of
* over-all flow pattern may be necessary.
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A conjecture given previously for the physical
VJ background of the spatial difference between the maximum

heat transfer position and the flow reattachment point
has been partially proven. The level of the near wall

* turbulence has been found to be higher within the recircu-
lating flow region. This may activate the inactive
viscous or conductive sublayer. This reduces the heat
transfer resistance there and leads to higher wall heat
transfer within the recirculating flow region. The dis-
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similar models represent quite an abstraction

ABSTRACT of reality, particularly concerning the extent

of the separated region, the pressure distri-
Characteristic vortex and turbulence bution as well as the turbulent and vortex

structures in separated flows behind two- motions. Therefore the calculation schemes

dimensional drag bodies can be demonstrated based on this idea are often quite inexact. it

*by pressure- and especially LDA-measurements appears that improvements may be made mainly
on the basis of the time-averaged approach in conjunction with intensiv experiments,

for large Reynolds numbers. The typical pres- which until now are not submitted in a suffi-

sure distributions which are always observed cient form.

in the dead water can be explained by the The aim of the experimental and theoreti-

vortex pair. In theory this quasi-stationary cal investigations presented by Leder (1983)
vortex pair can be interpreted as a supple- and Geropp (1982) is to deliver more insight

.:entary virtual displacement body as demon- into the structure of separated flows and the-

strated by panel calculations of potential reby to improve the dead water models for

theory. Finally a simple method, called theoretical applications. They are restricted
vplate-model-method", is developed to calculate to two-dimensional incompressible separated

the drag coefficient of sharp-edged cylinders, flows behind flat plates, wedges, circular
cylinders and airfoils at different angles of

INTRODUCTION attack at large Reynolds numbers (Re > 103). La-

ter on these investigations will be extended to
The calculation of flows with large three-dimensional cases, which in general are

Sseparated regions, also called 'dead water', more interesting for technical applications.

by means of the Navier Stokes equations is

impossible until now, especially for low EXPERIMENTAL ASSEMBLY AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

viscosity or high Reynolds number flows. The

turbulent boundary layer on the body but also The measurements were performed in a low

the turbulent motions in dead water require speed wind tunnel (22 kw fan-power) . The open

additional physical information in form of test section had an overall dimension of

empirical laws to help solve the MS-equations. 460 x 460 mm3. The turbulence-intensity of the%
For the determination of drag and lift of channel reached an amount of 1 %, the velocity-

airfoils with dead water calculation methods range was 9 - 25 m/s. All investigated profiles

are already existing (e.g. Grashof (1973), (flat plate, circular cylinder, wedges and

Jacob (1976), Gross (1978), Pfeiffer and NACA 2412 airfoil) had a high number of pressure

Zumwalt (1991)o They are based on a model taps. With the help of endplates the flow field

proposed by aez (1940), in which the dead got an intrinsic two-dimensional character.

.0" water is considered as a finite, closed region. The pressure distribution in the dead water

Because of limited physical knowledge about region was measured with a small Prandtl tube,

the structure of dead waters, this and other connected with a capacitive device.
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FIGURE 1. Pressure distributions in high Re-number flows.

To determine the time-averaged fluid flow Near the trailing edge however a slight pressure

velocity and direction as well as the turbu- minimum can be detected.

lence energy inside the highly separated region A gualitatively similar pattern is formed

. a one-channel Laser-Doppler-System, operating when blowing against the base side of the

in backscatter-mode, was used. A computer 150-wedge. The pressure tap measurements along

. controlled the data sampling from the counter the wedge flank show a slight pressure minimum

- via buffer interface, the positioning of the near the wedge tip projecting into the dead

* measuring volume and the storing of results. water.

The accuracy of the LDA measurements presented In the cases of the 600 -wedge, the verti-

reaches a value of 10 % in the worst case (in cal flat plate, and the circular cylinder an
the area of great velocity gradients). analogous behavior of the pressure can be ob-

served: inside the dead water a distinct
* EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS pressure minimum occurs.

The appearance of the pressure minimum can

Pressure measurements be explained by the displacement effect of the

.. At first pressure measurements were per- dead water: the separated region is 'seen' by

formed inside the dead water behind the in- the external flow - in a similar manner like

vestigated bodies. Also in the region of the rigid body contour - as a displacement body.

highly fluctuating velocity the results can be The velocity of the inviscid external flow

understood as time-averaged values because of does not reach its maximum at the position of

the slowness of the probe. Fig. 1 shows the greatest cross-sectional dimension of the cy-

pressure distributions in two-dimensional flow linder but approximately one body-width down-

for a NACA 2412 profile, a 150-and 600-wedge, stream. The static pressure of the external

.' a vertical flat plate and a circular cylinder, flow superposes the rigid wall as well as the

In all cases the pressure coefficient cp is dead water.
plotted against the position X/L respectively The calculation methods of Grashof (1973)

X/d. Caused by the high angle of attack and Jacob (1976) suppose that the pressure
- (a - 21 o, Clmax occurs for this airfoil at along the contour of the dead water remains

S- 160) a separated region is setting up over constant. With this assumption they calculate
the suction side. The nearly constant tressure the boundary of the separated region.

distribution is an indication of flow separation. The results of the pressure measurements
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clarify that the hypothesis of a constant dead turbulent and don't form a stable configuration.
water pressure is permissible for the airfoil, Above Re > 3,5 "I05 the attached flow becomes
but not for bluff bodies. The question is now: turbulent. Therefore the separation point jumps.,

which structure and extent has the dead water? to the backside of the cylinder. So the wake,

In this context we have to remember the resp. dead water, has a smaller cross-sectional

characteristic flow structures as a function dimension than at lower Re-numbers and is

of Re-number for the case of a circular cy- characterized by turbulent stochastic vortex

linder in cross flow. motions. But also in this Re-number region -

stable vortex streets can appear as shown by

- -  -  satellite-pictures taken at Re - 1010 leeward
a hill at the island of Jan Mayen. The photo-

'5- a-.,o.,, .3W graphs were analyzed by Wenderoth (1979).
All considerations mainly depended on

' 9 instantaneous pictures of the separated flows.
Because, with the exeption of Re-numbers < 40, .

-. these flows show an unsteady behavior with

periodical and mostly high frequency turbulent
motions it is obvious that a quasistationary

image of the dead water should be formed by

the time-averaging method.
In such a manner it is possible to obtain U

FIGURE 2. Influence of Re-number on the wake. steady vortex structures, which can be the base

of a dead water model for theoretical consi-
The single instantaneous pictures in fig. 2 derations.

show, that beginning above Re > 5 a first

separation occurs forming a clearly defined LDA-measurements

laminar dead water which consists of a Time-averaged Velocity Fields. Fig. 3
stationary vortex pair. Above Re > 40 first shows the results of LDA-measurements of time-
indications of an instable waving show up averaged velocity fields in separated flows

originating from the so called 'free stag- behind a 600-wedge with two different angles

nation point' (FS). In the region Re w 150
of attack and downstream of a NACA 2412 airfoil.

the vortices shed periodically from the cylin- Each vector is the result of 500 velocity

der forming the so called 'Kirmin vortex street'. measurements. For plotting each flow field more

Th lwi eeal osdrdas laminarmesrmns Fopotigecflwfldoe
The flow is generally considered alamithan 100.000 measurements had to be processed. -'.
but instationary. Until Re < 3,5 • 10s the The example of the symmetrical flow field

attached flow is laminar. The vortices still-. ~shows clearly, that beside the velocity gradient -;-.

shed periodically but now they are completely

"6. Wteo. 0...9 t 6o'-w ,. P.4o0 R.-o4 10' NACA 2412. de 18 S . Re-..4 105

i's-' -- 4..- 4,-,-- -. . .. : ? - -, - .4 -4 .- . 4- .. -_. 4_. 4-_.+._. -.-_.-- - -

A-4

.. ,*_ . . . .. . .. - ,-- -6.- U, , -. ..0.
125 *-OO25

..... ....

~~~~~0 005 - *. >025 002

0 *l2-elgl*, "

- 0 062

FIGURE 3. Time-averaged flow fields and mean streamlines.
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in Y-direction there is also a gradient in

X-direction. It is evident that downstream the
separation point the external flow is acce- 2,0- 0,25
lerated along the dead water and delayed when,

transitioning into the wake depression. This Y/D 1,0 5,00
corresponds with the pressure minimum in the
dead water. A recirculating region can be seen 0,0.
which is part of two symmetrical vortices. - "

Downstream the vortex pair a punctiform region -1,0"

appears with zero mean velocity which we call

.2 'free stagnation point'. -2,0
This pairwise time-averaged vortex

- structure is characteristic for all investiga- 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
ted dead waters. The angle of attack changes 71u 2 -

the relative sizes and vorticities of vortices, X
as shown, fig. 3, in the cases of the wedge + 0,25 "."[
with a - 40* and the inclined NACA airfoil. 2,0

To clarify the flow situations the lower 01,50
half of the pictures represents the time- YID 1,0 ,00
averaged streamlines, calculated by an inte-
gration of the measured velocity profiles. The 0,0 < .

plotted streamfunction * is normalized with

, -the free-stream velocity U. and a characteristic -1,0"
* length of the body, in the case of the wedge.

with the flank length D. -2.0
We define the zero-streamline as the

effective dead water contour embedded in the 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3
inviscid external flow. The energy of the vor- U-7IU2-,

tex pair is removed from the external flow,

dissipates and is expressed as drag. -__
" Distribution of Turbulence Energy. The FIGURE 4. Fluctuating values ury and v down-

stream the 600-wedge, a = 00, Re - 4 • 10'-results of the turbulence measurements are

plotted in normalised form. The longitudinal

fluctuation T as well as the transversal turbulent mixing. This is shown by the curve
component vy are plotted as a function of the X/D - 5.0, plotted with black square-symbols.

dimensionless coordinate Y/D. u'T und 7rZ are The lower half of fig. 4 shows, that the longi-
normalised with the square of the free stream tudinal component has a different behavior.

velocity U.. Fig. 4 represents the distribu- u7 reaches its maximum at Y/D - 0.6. For small

tions in the case of the 600-wedge. In spite X/D-values this locus lies inside the dead water, .
of the spreading of the measured values the just below the streamline *o a 0.0. At the
curve shape is determined reliablely because positions of the time-averaged vortex axises

of the dense sequence of measuring points. ur reach their absolute extreme values. Along
The diagram illustrates that the turbulent the axis of symmetry the longitudinal fluctu-
motions show a characteristic behavior. In the ations have a minimum.

external flow, far above the wedge, here at If the angle of attack a changes, the flow

- Y/D - 2.5, the turbulence energy is nearly field becomes asymmetric. Fig. 5 represents the

zero. Approaching the wedge the turbulent case of the 600-wedge with a - 400. In conjunc-

motions grow strongly. The transversal fluctu- tion with the flow field the distribution of the
ations in the upper half of fig. 4 reach a turbulence energy becomes asymmetric. Qualita- b..
maximum at Y/D - 0.0 along the axis of symme- tively the same conclusions can be drawn: the

" try. The absolute extreme value appears at the absolute extreme value in v-r again appears at

point Y/D - 0.0 and X/D - 1.5, the free stag- the free stagnation point whilst the longitu- -7

nation point. Further downstream the steep dinal fluctuations reach the extrem value at the

gradient decreases because of the intense time-averaged positions of the vortex axises.

I~a • --.-
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-1,0
-1,50 U,-.

oe 0 o ,2 0,3 0. 0,5i

200.75 0 measuremeMt -pan4 cQtulat'on. Re=9,310 3  
"" -'

0 2.5o 0:

0 2,50 FIGURE 6. Measured and calculated pressure
y Ia 5,00 distribution for a circular cylinder. i .

I ~simulating a virtual displacement body is prac- """

-I,0 ticable. But it is necessary to correct the ''
-2,0! dead water contour. Especially it is purposeful .

i ~to consider the displacement effect of the --

0.0 01 0,2 0,3 0, 05 shear layers outside the zero-streamline. . .[

"5-":-

FIGURE 5. Fluctuating values 0 and v'
*0downstream the 60-wedge, - 40, Re = 4 0.

-. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS I 1 ""%" '

*In the follow.ing some approaches for dead L
water models should be considered in which the -',.. x-

4illuetrated experimental results are approxi- \,::::

' mtely taken into account. /

, Dead water as Displacement Body -...As shown in fig. 6 for the example of a ° ment--.panel caculation.R=9 0

Z.- .

circular cylinder the displacement effect of FIGURE 7. Measured and calculated pressure
the dead water can be simulated by the zero- distribution for a 15-wedge, n - 0.

s ieamline as a virtual auxiliary body contourp.r

.%S. The preseure distribution around the contour Drag Calculation for Sharp-Edged Bodies .•is calculated by a panel-method applying the The present LDA-measurements clarified that

potential theory. The measured pressure desti- the dead water motions behind bluff sharp-edged .
bution is copared with the one calculated by bose

• the panel-method. The calculated and measured a flat plate with a corresponding angle of at-

*. pressure data agree very well directly at the tak.ihti-osrainasipemto o

., t~shark layerhs oservtezo-srasmle.to fr

*' cylinder but the pressure minimum in the dead calculating the drag of sharp-edged cylinders ""
"water is simulated with les accuracy. The

- reasons are diesipative effects in the separa- This calculation method, called "plate- '' .

U.° /6-

. ted flow which are not taken into account by model method", is explained in fig. 8. The mea- .- "
*" th ae-ehd ured drag coefficient cw for the flat plate -...-*. Fig. 7 shol corresponding reults for the and its constituing parts cwA and cwT are

example of the 15"-wedge cylinder. It also pro- plotted as a function of the angle of attackwe that the model conception of a dead water o (left side). cWA is that part of cw which

ilutae xermna eutsaeapoi

mately______ taken__intoaccount.



results from the pressure distribution produ- 120 0-wedge cylinders are plotted against the

ced by the stagnation flow in front of the angle of attack.

flat plate, the cwT-part results from the pres-

sure distributin in the dead water on the back -- a suremen"

., ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~o D Iy C1-)C +s W~~')Maueet plate-model' " j

'-+ i // 74 % : . .000 WT culations for wedges (relative vle lnghD). "°-

f The symbols indicate values measured by Kr-

mer (1964). The solid curves indicate the calcu-FIG. S. Calculation example for the 'plate-model. a r s cos e

.i.8sosthrgpr wTtb a- amd calculation attests the applicability of"" "
°-

ge ha-tisovou-ht h aretthis new method. Small differences caused of"'

edg .er P.a IS*, angl of o iustat targes T.0*1.

" .drag of flat plate exists at a = 90° decrea- angles near smooth incident flow can be explai- .. !
sing steadily to - 0. In this case only med because in reality separated bubbles are "--.'1
friction drag exists provided that the flat occurring. The plate-model method cannot con-.-.o.
plate is very thin. The resulting c-value is sierthseefecs

in this diagram. 2 -I oH °,i o I .',
In analogy to this superposition of two 1-&

C',* I .d

;., drag parts the Cw-coefficient of sharp-edged . -:.
*cylinders can be determined. First the surface / 4.. ; " l' -

" -i of the body considered should be split up into j3 -' l _ + _.
single flat plates as shown in fig. 8 for the - xW2 ° . .. l .. ....

example of the 15"-wedge cylinder with an angle W

%'.of attack of 70°. In the next step the cw-parts 1""
"'"for each single flat plate are taken from the IF=fT .-]fl..,11 ]

diagram in fig. 8. Doing this the ?osition of 11,1 "
" each wedge flank to stagnation flow and the "'

wedge angle 8 itself must be taken into account. "..5 .i-

". - The superposition of all cw-parts results in
ii:- the drag coefficient. 2IB i-

, ; ~The angle of smooth stream is relevant '..

,"-' when deciding up tO which angle the SWA- or
c -function of fig. 8 has to be taken. Varying 31 I- 111 I ir-+ , -.

~~~the angles of attack from 0O u to 160" the up- 2 l m ULmi. I __~lI 7 ' ,

i." per wedge flank of the 15"-wedge cylinder is -.

-+. turned to the dead water above the angle y-7 5e.  2.-It must be remarked tha0 the cw-values in fig.8 1,760-

Ware related to flat plates with unit length. F U de cal-

Since the flank length of the wedge is chosen v.

as a reference the factor "2 sit (9/2)" must 10 2 3 4 6 10 2 3 4 6 10 3
be chosen for the base side. The efficiency of -v penel cmlCuleasn Re -

the plate-model method is tested by the follo- o measurement--

wiaglg exnls IGR 0 ea srm in ent and w cpa e-moel i

si In fig. 9 the w-Oefficients of 15-,60 - calculations for sharp-edged cylinders (rela-

plattive value: length d).
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Also this method cannot take into account the Similar relations are observed in flows of a

dependence on Re-number because the separation single vortex or in two-dimensional wakes, where

points are fixed by the sharp edge of the flat the turbulent eddy viscosity is constant, too.

plate. Therefore the plate-model method is re- Fig. 11 demonstrates that the dead water length

stricted to cw-calculations of sharp-edged B/D u 10 for Re f 104 - 105 corresponds to the
bodies. In figure 10 measurements of Delany laminar case with Re w 30.

and Sorensen (1953) for a wedge, cylinders with It can be concluded that at high Re-num-

rhomboidal and quadratic cross-sections with bers similar turbulent structures of quasi-

different angles of attack indicate this fact. laminar character will also occur in other se-

It is evident that the cw-values calculated parated flows and dead waters than those

with the plate-model method are corresponding behind circular cylinders considered so far.

very well with measurements. Further investigations are planned in this

direction.

Free Stagnation Point

Finally it is interesting to note the CONCLUSIONS

distance B of the so called free stagnation

point (fig. 11) behind the body as a function Summarizing the most important findings of

of the Re-number. It characterises the extent these investigations presented in this paper:

" of the dead water as defined by the zero-stream- a) The pairwise occuring, time-averaged vortex

line. structure is characteristic for all investi-

In figure 11 measuring results from Ta- gated dead waters. The zero-streamline enve-

* neda (1956) and Leder and Geropp (1982) are loping the vortex pair can be understood as

plotted for the case of a circular cylinder. a displacement contour for the external flow.

There is a distinguished maximum at about Accordingly there are typical pressure distri-

" Re w 2 - 102 where first indications of turbu- butions in the dead water with a pronounced

lance in the Kirmin vortex street are known to pressure minimum. This fact is opposed to

appear. With increasing Re-numbers the length the pressure constancy assumed until now.

4 B decreases in spite of the growth of turbu- b) The distributions of turbulence energy in

lance. Above Re M 103 the value of the laminar dead waters are similar. They are anisotropic.

- case at Re w 30 is reached again. This process Characteristic maxima and minima in this

looks like a relaminarisation of vortex forma- region are evident.

tions in the dead water. In reality the experi- c) The effect of dead water on the pressure

monta show increasing turbulent fluctuations distribution on the body can be theoretically

and eddy viscosities for larger Re-numbers. In- represented by a virtual displacement contour.

deed the pairwise vortex structure in the dead d) The dead waters behind sharp-edged cylinders

water may be denoted as "quasi-laminar" at high are similar to those of flat plates with -.°

external flow Re-numbers, if an *effective Re- corresponding angles of attack.

number" with a constant turbulent eddy viscosi-

ty is accepted as the governing physical para- REFERENCES
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MASS AND MOMENTUM TURBULENT TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS WITH CONFINED COAXIAL JETS
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ABSTRACT fluorescence 'of dye In water was selected as an appro-
priate technique for this mass and maentum turbulent

An experimental study of mixing downstream of co- transport study with constant density fluids.
axial jets discharging Into an expanded circular duct
was conducted to obtain data for the evaluation and A preliminary effort at UTRC to obtain quentita-

*Improvement of turbulent transport models. A combine- tive concentration measurements with flIuorescent dye
tion of turbulent momentum transport rate and two In 1975 was described by Owen (paper 28 of Ref. 5).
components of velocity date were obtained from slmul- The current effort makes use of Improved optics, data

tane ous measurements with a two-color LV system. A handling capabilities and operative procedures. Ini-
combination of turbulent mass transport rate, concen- tial results from the current effort were presented In
tration and velocity data were, obtained from simul- Ref. 6. The experimental capabilities for the present
taneous measurements with laser velocimeter (LV) and study were expanded to Include measurement of the mass

lser Induced fluorescence (LIF) systems. transport In the z-r and z-e planes. The current
application of the combined LV/LIF measurement tech-

INTRODUCTION niques along with the available data handling proce-
dures provides an opportunity to obtain date which can

Computational procedures to predict combustion m uoed to evaluate a number of computational methods
(and other mixing) processes are being developed and and turbulent transport models. Results from the
refined by a number of researchers (e.g., see Ref. 1 present experiment can be used to evaluate (1) the
and surveys In Refs. 2 and 3). These computalonal two-equation turbulence model, (2) the Reynold stress
procedures predict the velocity, species, concentra- transport model and (3) the probability density func-

tlon temperature and reaction rate distribution within tion formulation for predicting turbulent transport 2
the combustors. Because combustors of practical Inte- and concentration fluctuations.
rest have turbulent flow, the calculation procedures The present study was initiated with a flow
usually Include mathematical models for the turbulent visualization phase to qualitatively determine the
transport of meass (or species), montum and heat. effects of velocity ratio, Uj/Uo, and the Reynolds
However, he prediction of these mixing processes with number on the flow characteristics within the duct
Improper turbulent transport models result In Ined- (Ref. 7). Results from the study were also used to
qute predictions of streamlilne location and scalar determine the streamwise locations for obtaining de-
concentration distribution. tailed velocity, concentration, and mass transport

rate measurements. A sketch of the shear regions,
The data used to formulate and validate the which existed for the flow condition measured, Is

turbulent transport models have been obtained prl- shown In Fig. 1. The four major shear regions are: a
eerily from velocity and momentum transport measure- wake region Immediately downstream of the Inner jet
cts because only a lImeted amount of concentration Inlet duct; a shear region further downstream between
and mess transport dot Is available. The mass the Inner and annular Jets, a recirculation zone, a
(species) transport data presently available for re- reattachment zone. The high speed motion pictures
circulating flows like those occurring In combustors showed (a) the turbulent eddy structure of the annular
re not sufficient to determine where Inadequacies Jot accelerating the slower moving Inner Jet which
exist In the present models or to formulate Improve- also produced large counter gradient scalar transport
ments for the models. One reason for this situation and (b) the coupling of some large scale eddies
Is that the methods used prior to the mld-1970's for between the annular jet and the recirculatlon zone and
simultaneously obtaining turbulent mess (species) and between the annular jet and Inner strem. The quantl-
momnWm transport data often have been Indirect, tetive results will be related to these shear regions
requiring compromising assumptions or require probes and mixing phenomena.
unsuitable for recirculating flows. To overcme these R.-..
limitations, new optical techniques have been
developed to simultaneously measure a scaler quantity
and velocity and, therefore. to obtain meas transport R ATICE, FULLY
data. These techniques Include fluorescence of a ANLRJT WAOt lE MREGON DEVELOPED
trace matrlal In water or gases to measure ____ LAYE DUC

concentration, Mle scattering of a trace material to T - - s ], -- JETS

mesure concentration, fluorescence of gas molecules -
t masure species and temperature, and Rayleigh
ee 1 g frest gas mol ecu l as to measure temperature
(e.g., surveys In Refs. 4 end 5). All these te:hnques .== ==:
uee laers " a light source and have been used W
recently (since 1979) with laser veloclmelry to obtain I- -OC ENTPATIO OFINERAJETPLUIO
comined nll/veloclty asesuremanl. ThecvaFig. I Sheer regions of coaxial jets in an enlarged duct
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The complete results from his experiment are de- The LIF data were digitized 24 microseconds after the
scribed In a limited distribution report (Ref. 8). LV data sample was obtained. The time between "ha LV
The statistical characteristics of the mixing process, and LIF data acquisition was less Than 0.25 and 0.02
I.e., the mean values. the rms deviation, skewness and times the minimum transit time across the probe volume

kurtosls of the velocity, concentration and turbulent diameter and length, respectively. Therefore, no

transport probability density functions, are dis- correction to the LV or LIF data was necessary for

cussed In Ref . 9. The present paper focuses on the this short time period.

itacthon between th momentum and scaiar transport One thousand peirs at data pls were tained
proclesse mid the overall results trm The experiment, at each data acquisition point (250 In slow moving re-

gions). The LV dalt acquisition rate was slowed, by

DESCRIPTION OF EXPRIIENT controlling The signal processor A+ start signal to
less than 10 per sec, to prevent the date from being

sullllmltt Tachnn m acquired too fast and probably biasing the measure-
ments with short-term statistics (Ref. 10). The data

The experimental method employed a laser velocl- were stored on flexible disks and are available for

* -"fmeer (LV) to obtain velocity data, a laser Induced future additional data processing.
fluorescence (LIF) technique to obtain concentration
data, and a microcomputer to control the data acqulsi- Flow Condltians
tion and to store and reduce the data. Conmerclally Tten w

manufactured equlpment was used for the optics and The geometry for "h experiment Is shown In Fig.

moot of the electronic components. For the LV/LIF 3. This configuration wlh coaxial jets discharging

measurements the equipment was arranged as shown in Into an enlarged circular duct Is similar to the con-
Fig. 2. The light source used was The 0.488 um line figuration used In previous momentum transport experl-

with a 1-In-dia. bea from a Spectra-Physics argon ion ments (e.g., Ref. 11). The configuration had ratios

laser. The laser was operated In The constant light of annular Jet diameter to Inner Jet diameter (Ra /Ri)
empllitude mode with a power of 0.4 rat. Fluctuations and outer wall diameter to Inner Jet diameter (Ro/Ri)
In the light Intensity were es+lated to be less than of approximately 2 and 4. The Inner Jet, annular jet,
I percent. The LV optics were arranged to use the and total flows thorugh the system were held constant
dual-bel laser-Doppler veloclmoetr system. The send- at 23.3, 200.0 and 223.3 [/min, respectively.
Ing optics consisted of a beam splliter, Bragg cell,
2.27x beam expander, and a 378 m focal length lens. L
The collection optics were arranged for forward scat-
tering. The Input to the photomultipller was optical-

ly filtered to receive only 0.488 um light. The:,'. photcoultipIlier signal was mixed to ochieve a 1.0 MHz'"-

signal for zero velocity. These optical components
;. were manufactured by TSI. The mixed signal was pro-

*cessed wlth a SCIMETRICS signal processor and the ac-
ceptable signals were fed through an electronic Inter-
fie to a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) POP 11/10
computer. The DISA 55X00 laser veloclmeter system and
the 0.5145 and 0.488 us lines of the laser were used
In the direct backscat-tr mode for the simultaneous

. two velocity measurements. Fig. 3 Sketch of inlet and test section; L 1016 mn, .

RI 12.5 m, R12 = 15.3 m, Ra 29.5 nmn,
aoiI Ro  61.0 mm

WATP The water temperature varied from 30 to 70 C
KXcausing the duct Reynolds numbers, U D /v to vary from

AMMON-KIN 30,000 to 40,000. (These Reynolds numbers are an
order of magnitude above the transitional range.) In
reducing the data, the turbulent transport charac-
teristlcs were assumed to be Independent of the
Reynolds number. All the turbulent mass transport
data and most of the velocity data were obtained over
a one-month period when the water temperature varied
less than 3C from the average value and the Reynolds

..Fg. 2 Sketch of optics arrangement number varied less than 5 percent. For a typical two
hour test period, the water tamperature varied less

The circular duct test section was enclosed In a than IC.
rectangular, glass wailed optical box filled wlih
water to reduce beo direction distortion as the Is er Axial velocity and turbulent kinetic energy
beans passed from air through the glass wall of th profiles 13 an downstream of the Inlet plane are shown
duct mid Into the test section water. A ray tracing In Fig. 4. This was the nearest upstream location to
program was used to determine that lhe radial the Inlet plane where all LY and LIF measurements
displacemet of he probe volume was less than 0.03 m could be obtained. Each symbol represents a different
and th offset of the measurement direction from azimuthal location. The results form a single profile
radial was less han 0.05 deg for r/Ro < 0.9. The LV and show the flow Is axisymmetric In the Inlet region.
probe vol me was calculated to have dimensions of 0.12 The turbulent kinetic energy results were obtained
W diameter ad 2.3 im lngt and 24 fringes, from u', v' and w' profiles.

The LIF measurement tchnique used fluorescein DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
dye a a hem element In the inner Jet of the coaxial
flow strerns. This dye absorbs light at 0.488 "m and The objective of thIs study was the acquisition,
emi1s light .lth highest Intensities at wavelengths reduction, and analysis of velocity, concentration,
between 0.5 mid 0.6 um. Direct backscatterlng, light- mass transport rate and momentum transport rate
colleclton optics were used for "ae LIF system. The measurements at seven axial locations within the duct
Iliht was focused hrough a Kodak No. 15 Wrattn test section. Data obtained at one of seven axial
filter cnt a photoultlpller tube. The photomultl- stations will be used to Illustrate the principal
plter tube current was converted to vol tage, was fil- results. Summary of the profiles obtained at all
lele with a 2 KIHt low pass filter and was fed Into a locations wIll be presented as Isogr -s.
12 bit lneig-lo-digital converter In the computer.
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20 010 direction of the flow In the high shar region and the
15 ili U - V 1 decrease In the direction of the flow in the recIrcu.

18 latlon zone, r/R0 > 0.8 and z/R0 < 3.0.

1.0 * 006-. ' I ~ ~A) U-(m/s). .._.
0.5-_ 004 1.0 01 0

0 00 0.8-02

-0. 'I
0 0.2 040.6 0.8 10 0 02 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.6

RADIUS RATIO. r/R0
" q •0.4

Fig. 4 Axial velocity and turbulent kinetic energy )16 .5.2
profiles at Z/Re-0.2 (z-13 mm) from inletO. 0.75
plane 0.2-,

0.7
The mean velocity profile at z/R0 a 1.67 (Fig. b) V-(m/s)

5) shows large velocity gradients at r/Re - 0.2 where 0,o,1.02
the annular Jet Is accelerating the Inner Jet fluid -0.02

and at r/R0 - 0.6 where the annular jet Is also 0.8-
driving an annular recirculation cell. The maximum
negative velocity In the reclrculation cell are
approximately 0.3 /s vhich Is 20 percent of the peak 0.6 *-
drlvtng velocity and consistent with previous results
In recirculating zones. The fluctuating tms axial 0.4

velocity profles (Fig. 5b) shows peak values of ul In 0.0-
, the high shear regions. The.values of v' and wt were 0.2 . .
, 60 to 80 percent of the u' values In the peak shear -... N
, regions and approximately equal to the u' value In the 0

low axial velocity gradient and shear regions. Iso- c) k-(m 2/s2 )
grans of the mean axial velocity (M, the mean radial 1.0
velocity V), and the turbulent kinetic energy (W) are 0.04-'0.12 4
presented In Fig. 6a-c. Note the length scales, r/R0  0.8- 0.06
and z/%o, on the lsogrnii are chosen unequal to show .
the variations more clearly. The axial velocity Iso- 0.02 00.12
gram, U - 0, shows the axial extent of the recircula- 0.6- 0.1
tion cell and the approximate outline of the cell. °  --:' The two velocity lsograms, U * 0.75, bounded by z/RO< " 0.4 b) 0.08

2.0 and r/Ro < 0.25 and the lower velocities between. 0.02
them are due to the Inner jet being decelerated by the 0.2
wake reg ion between the inner and annular jet and then 00 .500
being accelerated by the annular strem. The radial 00.02 00 0 0.06
velocity ) Isogram (Fig. 6b) shows (a) low positive 0
velocities at z/R 0 a 0.5 and r/Roa 0.1 due to the d)
deceleration of the I nner jet by the wake region, Cb)0.1 .2
negative values at r/R o a 0.2 and z/Ro a 1.5 as the ""..
annular Jet Is accelerating the Inner Jet fluid, (c) 0.8 0.01
all positive values at z/R 0 > 4.1 as the Jets begin to
fill the enlarged duct downstrea of the recirculation 0.6- 0.0050.02 0.1
cell and d) negative velocities In the recirculation
cell at r/Rc - 0.75 and z/Ro - 1.0. The turbulent 0..
Intensities at these locations were 5 to 8 percent and
consistent with values expected at the center of
developed duct flow. Note the peak values of It occur 0.20
near the recirculatlon zone reattaclument location and ".0 0.--6
my be doe to general unsteadiness of the flow in this 0 Itte
region. Note the growth of turbulent energy In th

2.0 u0.5
MIS u,- Mfge1 ." I . 0 .4 -0 .8 - . 2

0 02

0 0

1. 0.3- -o.,.0.6

0. 4 00150.6. U Ll y, t k eeg (k',

o 18.16
-0.4 0.2 eoi- Vtubln kntcenr (

0 oa20

01.flucaininer jet concentrations (f)RS."
0.*lmainnner jet concentrations and ) R MS1'

lk 1 0 0 ' "
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RADIUS RATIO.2RO The mean inner Jet concentrati profile at z/Ro-

Fig. 5 Mean and AI fluctuating axial velocity and - 1.67 (Fig. 5c) shows peak values near 0.9 at r/R0 a

concentration profiles at z/R.-1.67 0 and near zero values at r/%R0.4. This axial loce-
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ton Is a short distance downstream of the central shear region between the Inner and annular Jets. Note
core regions for both the Inner jet and the annular the mass transport Is outward and the momentum Note

jet. The as fluctuating concentration profile shows transport Is Inward at this location. However In the
values of 0.14 at r/R a 0 and approximately 0.01 near recirculatlon zone, r/R0 - 0.7 and z/R0 - 2.0, the
r/Ro a 0.5. At r/Ro 0 most of the concentration correlation coefficients are low, I.e., -0.12. This
values were 1.0 with lower values (0.3 to 0.5) occur- may be due to the less structured transport process In
ring occasionally. At r/R 0  0.5, the measured con- the recirculatlon zone. Note that at r/R o - 0.3 and
centration fluctuations were close to the noise levels z/Rn a 2.0, the correlation coefficient for the radial
In the photoultipIler, I.e., f' a 0.01. The mean mass transport Is 0.3 < Rvf < 0.4 though the momentum
concentration contours (Fig. 6d) show the decrease In turbuent transport Is zero, I.e., v- Ruv a 0.
the Inner stream concentration along the centerlIne ".
from a value of 1.0 at z/Ro 1 1.0 (th downstream end 0.08
of the Inner jet core) toward the volume flow averaged t -m 2

1s
2

value of 0.105 at z/R 0 > 5.0. However, note the 0.06 0.02-
concentration gradients are primarily in the radial 0 , f-/s
direction. The f a 0.2 Isoconcentration line occurs 10.04 .0 001 .
along the r/R 0  0.25 radius for z/Ro < 3.0. Note 0.02 -6
also the concentration profiles In the recirculation 0o
zone, r/R o  0.8 and z/R0 < 3.0. These concentration 0 0 0
contours also decrease In the direction of the mean -0.02 .01
flow (compare with velocity Isograms, Fig. 6a). The .002 ..0 0.0 .
accuracy of the Inner jet concentration measurements
was approximately 1 percent. Thus, the contours for f 0.0s
< 0.05 are best estimates based on the data profiles OT m/s
and the author's judgment. The us concentration 0 - .

* fluctuation profies show peak values In the region .001
near r/R0 - 0.1 and z/R0 - 2.0 where the concentration <)01
gradients are high and the turbulent kinetic energy Is -0.02-
Increasing with zlR . Note that ratio ft/f was
greater than I In the recirculation zone and .0.03
attributed to filments of high concentration Inner
jet fluid. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

* Turbulent TrananWt RADIUS RATIO. /R0 -

--Z Moentm Transwnt. A radIal profIle of W Fig. 7 MomentLan turbulent transport ( ), radial mass
at z/Re' 1.67 (Fig. 7&) shows the Inward turbulent turbulent transport (7) and axial mass tur-

transport of momentum for r/Ro > 0.35 where the annu- bulent transport (f) at z/Ro=1.67 . .
lar jet Is accelerating the Inner jet fluid and the Ms ap''lt lr"

-outward turbulent transport of momentum for r/Re ) Axial Mos Trmnnnrt. Turbulent scalr (mess)
0.35 where the annular jet Is driving the recircu- transport Is generally associated with the scalar
lation ra14. Note that the location, r/Ro a 0.35, (concentration) gradients and a transport diffusion
where v - 0 corresponds to the peak of the axial coefficient, mi a ri(af/ax ). (A recent evaluation of
velocity profile In Fig. So. Results from the seven gradient transport models Is given In Ref. 13.) how-
radial profiles are summarized In the isogrms (Fig. ever, for ame classes of flows with turbulent
So); the nature of the turbulence structure which transport, notably atmospheric transport of heat, the
produces the momentum transport Is shown In e Iso- scalar transport can be opposite the direction of the
gram of the Ruv correlation coefficient (Fig. 8b). The Scalar gradient. This class of scalar transport Is
results can be related to the shear region shown In denoted 'countergradlentO transport and requires a
Fig. 1: (a) W > 0 In the Inner jet ce region where "Reynlcis stress' formuletlon to calculate the scale
the Inner Jet is accelerating the wake flow; (b) W < (mess) transport raft 'e.g., Ref. 12). Some of the
0 where the annular jet Is accelerating the wake flow ixial laSs transport rate measurements obtained In
and the Inner jet fluid; (c) W > 0 where the annular this study fall Io the "countergradlentO diffusion
jet Is driving the recirculation cell and d) r > 0 transport category. Discussion of these flows will
downstream of the reattachment zone where the flow Is relat the mesured axial mass transport to the
beginning to develop Into duct flow. At the fuIrth est velocity Sheer field which produces the mass transport
downstrea location, z/R O . 5, the shear stres was mechanlSm.
approximately linear as expected for developed pipe
flow. However, the Stresses were factors of 30 to 50 The axil MSS transport profile at z/R 0 a 1.67
greater than them for fully developed pipe flow. (Fig. 7) shows the large negative mess turbulent
Thus the flow at thIs location was fr from equllI- transport which occurred In the central region of the
brium. The correlation coefficients show low values, teat seilon, z/R 0  4. Isogrws of uf and Ruf.
i.e., 0.1 where W > 0 and the Inner jet Is ecoele- ulrl0ttcted from profiles are shown In Filgs. 6e and
rating the wake region. The prediction of this re- Of. Note thet the peak absolute values of the axial

gin has also been troublesome (Ref. 14). The peak transpr rates were higher than the values for the
correlation coefficients In the free shear regions on radial transport (Fig. Sc) even though the peek rLadlal
"the Inside and outside of the annular strew are high, concentration gradients were me than ten times the

I.e., ftuv -0.45 end 0.50. mctel OAftonftralton gradients.
Redial Mass Traunsort. The measured radial mess The peak correlation coefflcientsp Ruf, were

transport rate profiles at z/R a 1.67 (Fig. 7s) Is -0.5 to -0.60, greater than those for the radial mass
associated with the radial grasient of the Mn transport Or the momentum transport. A comparison
concentration profiles. The peak outward mas of the correlation coefficients R Rvf and Rf shows
transport occurred at r/R 0  0.15 which Is also e the peak values for Ruv occur at Yfo ! 1.0 whrfeas
radial location of the peek concentration gradient. those for Rvf and Ruf occur at z/R 0 - 2.0. Thus, the

turbualent structure generated by the shear persistsThe transport at r a 0 approaches 0 as expected for after the momentum transport has occurred and con-
oxIsymet11Ical profiles. The negative (Inward) mess tfn;e to poe lar s al trnprt.
transport for r/R > 0.4 Is due to the turbulent tlnus to produce large scalar transport.
transport of Inner jet fluid from the recirculation
eil. The lsogrw of the radial mess transport and the The countargradlent transport process can
correlation coefficients Ruv are presented In Figs. Bc explained by considering the shape of the axial
and Sd. The greatest transport raft and correlation velocity profiles In the countergradlent transport re-
coefficients occur at r/R0 - 0.2 and z/t - 2.0. The gin (Fig. So) and the eddy structure associated with
peek corrolation coefficient Is high, i.e., 0.5 In tte the momentum transport. In the region where the Inner
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.Fig. 8 Isograms of turbulent transport rates and correlation coefficients
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jet was being acla erated by the annular jet, the
large eddies In that velocity shear layer near the CONCLUSION4S
centerline ware *roilingO withi the negative fluctuat-.

* -,Ing axial velocities near the Inner jet fluid. The The velocity, concentr-ation, and transport rate
result was that the preferred rotational orlae~tiol distributions measured downstream of coaxial jets dis-
of these eddies retarded the flow In the a!sameiiss charging Into an expanded circular duct show region-
direction and resulted In R < 0 nd hence counter- 1-reglon variations In the transport processes. The
gradient m transport. The Ions with gn acc surate prediction of the phenomena measured Is a
g00 difficult task which will probably require Improve-~gradient, ot<0, and gradlrient ) 0, alial ies
turbuent transport and .es11Iv* end aive aial snts In both the currently-used transport models and
velocity accelerions are p how In figs. aln and o. mthematIcal models. Following are the principal
eeegresults from thIs study:

The region with the countargredlnt mss turbulent:> transport (uR < 0) was largr than the region whr -" -
transpoe f u7  0) was lager J thanthregin wyhe 1. The turbulent momentum transport ratethe flow from the Inner Jetwas acce I oerated by "a measurements in the r-z plane documented the local
flow from 1he annular jet Guv g 0). The larger size cetiflesdeotubenmxng
of th scalar oountrgredlent turbulent transport entum fluxes duo to turbulent mixing.
region my be due to the response tim or distance . tu l xr-" 2. Count.orgradiont. turbulent axial mass trans- --

_ ~required to chang the character of "ae turbulent __req ure. port was measured In the shear region between Jets.
stucur.The peak axial mass transport rates wore greater than

The countergredlent axial ess turbulent trans- the peak radial mass transport rates even though the
port my be an appreciable portion of the mean con- axial concentration gradients were less than one-
.vetie asS transport. For wascple, at z/RO a 167 tenth the radial gradients.
and r/R a 0.2, the values jf if and UT are -0.025 and
0.336, Rlespetlvelys thus uf/U? -0.074. In the high 3. The countorgradlent turbulent axIal mess

_1 counter adient axial mas transport region, the ratio transport was related to the general direction of the
of u 'lUtranged from -0.05 to -0.10, an appreciable eddies between the Inner and annular Jets. The
percentage of m totsl Inner jet las flux. countergradlent axial mass transport occurred when the to

htt ne Jannular Jet was accelerating the Inner Jet fluid.
Thus, it Is agearont that th. local turbulent

transport coefficietts are not Isotropic. Further 4. The turbulent structure produced by the volo-
analysis of the experimental results and comparlsons city field caused high radial and axial mass transport
with predictions will be required to determine the ex- rafes at downstrem locations where the momentum
tent of deficiencies In the turbulent transport turbulent transport had decreased.
models. the Impact of these deficiencies on the
numericel predictions and the effects of Improved tur- .

*"-~ bulent transport modelIng on the predictions.
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TURBULENT FLOW DOWNSTREAM OF A BACKWARD-FACING STEP

J.0. Ilegbusi
Imperial College

London, UK

and
D.8. Spalding

Imperial College

London, UK

ABSTRACT energy is transported from the generation area to the
surface by convection and diffusion.

A brief account is given of a numerical and
experimental study of turbulent flow downstream Two such turbulence models are the k-c model of

- of a backward-facing step. The former involves Harlow and Nakayama (1968), and the k-W model of
the application of the latest version of the k-W model Spalding (1969). Both these models have been modified
of turbulence, k being the specific kinetic energy of since their inception e.g. in the case of k-c by
the fluctuating motion, and W the time-mean square of Jones and Launder (1972), and by Launder and Spalding
the vorticity fluctuations. (1974), and in the case of k-W by Gibson and Spalding

(1972) and Ilegbusi and Spalding (1983). The present
The experimental investigation comprises a new paper focusses attention on the last-mentioned modifi-

flow-visualization technique in which the test body is cation, and carries it somewhat further.
pulled through partially-dyed fluid. The result of
its preliminary application is presented. The k-c and k-W turbulence models both need bound-

ary conditions which represent the way in which the shear
NOM4ENCLATURE stress at the wall depends upon nearby velocities and

on the diffusion of turbulence kinetic energy. One
CIwall Wall-static pressure coefficient such condition, proposed by Spalding (1967) and recently
E Constant in near-wall description of velocity extended by Chieng and Launder (1980) in respect of the

profile (-9.0) k-c model, is here employed for the k-W model.
g Gravitational acceleration
H Step height The above-mentioned work by Ilegbusi and Spalding
k Turbulence kinetic energy (1983) has shown the k-W model to perform satisfactorily

S Length scale of turbulence fluctuation in several circumstances, including:- turbulent pipe-flow;
(ekt/W ) flow over a flat plate with intense heat transfer and

L Body length with intense mass transfer through the surface; flow
Rev Reynolds number based on the laminar sublayer and heat transfer downstream of an abrupt pipe-expansion;
t Time flow in a plane jet; flow in a i. xing layer; and flow
U Axial velocity component in a round jet.
Uo  Reference velocity (18.2 m/s)
V Cr'.js-stream velocity component In the present paper, this model is applied to the
W Time-mean square vorticity fluctuation prediction of the flow investigated by Kim et al (1978)
X Streauvise coordinate and reported at the 1981 Stanford Conference on Complex

XR Recirculation length Turbulent Flows. This concerns flow downstream of a
y Cross-stream coordinate backward-facing step in the wall of a duct. L
Yv Laminar sublayer thickness
-UV Specific turbulent shear stress it will be shown that the k-W model can perform

Von-Karman constant (=0.435) quite well in these circumstances also.

P Density
T Shear stress It is interesting to determine whether the k-W
Ts Shear stress at the wall model represents the flow better or worse than does the
a Prandtl/Schmidt number k-c model, when that is applied with precisely the same

Absolute viscosity initial and boundary conditions, and with an identical
grid and solution algorithm. Therefore the correspond-

INTRODUCTION ing k-c calculations have been performed for comparison
and are reporr-d below. It may be concluded that there

When a fluid flows steadily past a backward- is little to -hose between the two models from the
facing step, a recirculation occur6, having appreciably point of view . agreement with experiment.
higher levels of turbulence energy and stress than exist
in the upstream or far-downstream regions. The govern- The paper goes beyond the experimental investi-
ing equations are elliptic in nature. gation by providing some typical profiles of the

velocity components and of k, W and the length-scale
In recent years, various turbulence models have based on the new k-W model. These predictions, as well

been applied to such recirculating flows. The more as being interesting in themselves, also provide a body
successful ones are those which take account of one of material which future modellers and/or experimenters
important feature, namely that the turbulent motions may wish to compare with their own results.
adjacent to the surface are not produced solely by the
local shear stress, but by stresses which exist at an The paper also describes briefly a new experimental .'-

upstream location in the flow field. The turbulence flow-visualization technique, and the result of its pre-
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liminary application to flow downstream of a backward- Boundary Conditions at the Wall
facing step. The procedure involves the known practice
of pulling the test body through a fluid at rest; but The restriction of equations (1) and (2) to regions
it has the novel feature of using two fluids, one of high turbulence Reynolds number precludes specifics-
above the other, and making their flow-induced inter- tion of k and W at the wall; and the conventional log-
mingling visible by use of a dye. law wall-function does not hold in the separation region,

because larger scale turbulence diffusion seems to be

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE k-W MODEL the main mechanism bringing turbulence energy to the
wall.

Because the k-W model has had less public exposure
than the k-c one, it may be useful to present briefly For this reason therefore, a wall function has
the relevant equations, as follows. For the k-c equa- been employed, which is similar to that used by Chieng
tions, on the other hand, the reader is referred to and Launder (1980) for the k-c model. This approach
papers already cited, extends the works of Spalding (1967) and Launder

and Spalding (1974).
Differential Equations

The near-wall model is shown in Figure 1. The flux

The conservation equations for k and W are: of momentum to the wall is supposed to obey the relation:

Dk - ( g k) + (1) v 1 yk v

VVDT in Et whri (7)"

D o [div(- grad W) + Sw] .(2) wherein

W * K C4 ,(8)
time-dependence turbulence- source
and bulk diffusion and
transport transport and

E* E C4  .(9)
The source term for k is expressed as: D

S Gk - CDokW
1  

,(3) The drag law for non-equilibrium flow is obtained by
D inverting equation (7) and evaluating the resultant

in which the generation term Gk can be expressed in at node P to give:
cartesian-tensor form as: s 

= 
K*Upki/(LnE*ypkv/v) .(10)

au. au. au.
Gk ° (. .x.) . ..(4) Equations (7) and (10) are similar to se of Launder

a (x. ax. ax.J J 3 and Spalding (1974) except that the k'_- i -energy term
k is here evaluated at the edge of tI, *,7tar sublayer

No compressible-flow adjustment is employed in the rather than at node P.
present work. The turbulence kinetic energy kv is obtained by

The eddy viscosity, Pt, takes the form: extrapolating the line through kp and kE (Figure 1) to
y = Yv, thus:ut " p°kW-  . (5) ''

k v - kp + (yp-yv) (kE-p/y- P  II
Th k-k +(Y-YP

The source term for W is expressed as:

SW - G- C2pkW-i) + C ( n 2 kp is calcu ated from a balance of turbulence energy
kW(C3k 21 t( a )generation, dissipation, diffusion and convection in the

C computational cell surrounding the near-wall node. The
- 4PW 1 ,(6) thickness of the laminar sublayer yv and the mean velo-

city at the location are obtained from:

in which Q is the major component of the vorticity of
the mean motion. Yv - Re /ki (12)

v v (2

- The first term on the right of equation (6) is similar and
to Sk , the second is a relatively small term, and the
last is the term which was missing from k-U publications U - Re (7 /P) ki ,(13)

" by the present authors before 1982. v v v

The Turbulence-Model Constants wherein Rev is the sublayer Reynolds number assumed to
be 20.

The complete set of constants used in the current
k-W model is given in Table 1 below. Further details of the above treatment can be found

in Ilegbusi (1983).

The mean-square vorticity fluctuation, W, is deduced

" U CD CI C C2 C k 3 a C4 C 5 from k from the relation:
Vj' 12 C1 42.

W. .- C kp/ .(14)- ,
1.0 0.09 3.5 0.17 1.04 1.0 1.0 2.97 2.0 t41

This serves as the third boundary condition.

Table 1. The values of the constants

The first seven constants of the set were established by
earlier work on the original version (Spalding 1972)
while the remaining two, namely C4 and C5 of the new
model, were deduced in a previous paper (Ilegbusi and

Spalding, 1983).
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COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS OF SUDDEN-ENLARGEMENT CALCULATION model, while Figure 8 includes the comparable mea-
surements of Tropea and Durst (1980). XR in Figure 8

Initial and Boundary Conditions of Particular Problem is the recirculation length which, for the prediction,
is taken as the distance from the step to the point

At the inlet section, the measured velocity and
turbulence intensity are prescribed. The boundary- U V 2 k 2 Wi 2. 2
layer thicknesses at the two bounding walls there y/H - 10 7 c"
are assumed equal. o o .°.'-'.'."

At the exit boundary, a constant-pressure condition 0.18 -0.056 -1.400 2.244 5.058 1.590
is imposed. .-_

0.30 0.0096 -2.300 2.860 4.192 2.410,.'.

Grid. A partial layout of the grid network in the 0.30 -92 .- 2_

calcuation domain is shown in Figure 2. A total of 30 0.51 0.138 -3.967 3.669 3.265 2.788 p
cross-stream grids are used to span 4.5 inches, out of
which 14 nodes are used for the 1.5-inch step. The 0.63 0.226 -4.796 3.961 3.053 2.724
first interior node is 0.18 inch (0.12 step height)

from the step-side wall. The smallest axial grid 0.75 0.327 -5.529 4.055 2.898 2.560 1
* spacing is 0.3 inch and a total of 42 axial nodes-

are used. 0.87 0.439 -6.129 3.898 2.723 2.345

Effect of grid-refinement studies 0.945 0.518 -6.415 3.602 2.190 2.190

Table 2 shows the effect of the above and of five 1.065 0.651 -6.668 2.744 2.476 1.924

other grids on the turbulence-energy distribution at a 1 1.065 1. -6824 o6

location 5.33 step heights beyond the step and within 1.125 0.718 -6.669 2.139 2.489 1.779
the recirculation region. The first three columns ,'""
show the effect of forward-step size while the last

. three show the effect of cross-stream grids. It can Table 3. Predicted normalised values of flow
be seen by reading along the rows that the 30x42 grid variables at axial location 5.33
described above can be considered sufficiently refined, step-heights beyond the step
This is the one employed for the computations to be where the mean streamline is re-anchored to the wall.

-" presented.

U V 2 It 2 2. 2
grid ___________________ y/H _U c10 ~-.10 10Ua

20x30 20x42 20x47 25x42 30x42 36x42 U Uo 007,x - 1 ""

y/H k/U3 x 102 -'
0.18 -0.135 -1.304 2.008 5.288 1.562

0.18 2.201 2.210 2.216 2.229 2.244 2.248
0.30 0.190 -2.126 2.537 4.536 2.521

0.30 2.795 2.840 2.850 2.855 2.860 2.863-
0.51 0.291 -3.416 3.188 3.492 3.144

0.51 3.608 3.617 3.622 3.637 3.669 3.672 -

0.63 0.357 -4.016 3.394 3.236 3.185

0.63 3.942 3.949 3.953 3.958 3.961 3.964 -.-

0.75 b.430 -4.493 3.425 3.043 3.107

0.75 3.968 3.978 3.985 3.996 4.005 4.058 -

0.87 0.508 -4.823 3.244 2.850 2.958

0.87 3.686 3.762 3.770 3.864 3.898 3.910
0.945 0.562 -4.548 2.987 2.708 2.837

0.95 3.255 3.513 3.520 3.591 3.602 3.606 --- -

1.065 0.649 -4.985 2.339 2.589 2.609

1.065 2.641 2.708 2.716 2.726 2.744 2.747 - - 2-47

1.125 0.693 -4.931 1.914 2.575 2.476

1.125 1.988 2.116 2.121 2.130 2.139 2.139 -1

Table 4. Predicted normalised values of flow

Table 2. Effect of grid numbers on the turbulence variables at axial location 8 step-

kinetic energy, k/U6 heights beyond the step

k-c calculation DISCUSSION

In addition to the k-W model described, the Comparison with Experiment
comparable computations have been performed with the
k-E model as described by Launder & Spalding (1974). (i) Pressure. The predicted static- 'C

pressur isibution along the no-step side wall
These employ exactly the same boundary and in- in Figure 3 compares well with the measurement

ternal conditions and grid as those presented above for the k-W model. The predictions in Figure 4
for the k-W model, for the stepped wall show a decrease in Cp for

the region up to 2.2H (H being the step height)

Computer Program downstream of the step, compared with 3.4H deduced
from the data. However, except for the imnediate

All computations have been performed by means neighbourhood of the reattachment (7.2H for the
of the PHOENICS program of Spalding (1981). k-W model), the difference between prediction and

measurement is within the experimental uncertainty.
PREDICTIONS OF THE SUDDEN-ENLARGEMENT FLOW RESULTS

(ii) Mean velocity. In Figure 5, the mean velo-
The results are disp.ayed in figures 3 to 8 and city seems to be fairly well predicted. In the

in Tables 3 and 4. Also shown in the figures are the first section, which lies within the recircula-
experimental data of Kim et al (1978). Figures 3 to tion region, the peak reverse flow velocity is
6 include in addition the predictions with the k-c slightly underpredicted. The recovery of the flow
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beyond the separation region appears to be fairly well
• reproduced at the remaining two sections. THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

(iii) Shear Stress. The predicted shear-stress distri- The principle of the flow-visualization experiment
butions in Figure 6 are in fair accord with the measure-
ments. The stress first increases monotonically to its Wind tunnels and water channels are expensive to
peaks (at about y/H-0.9 for the data and 0.94 for the build and to run. It is much cheaper, and can be very
k-W model) before descending to zero at the axis. The instructive, to pull the flow-creating body through
variations become more gradual with increase in stream- fluid at rest, as is routinely performed in "towing
wise distance. tanks" for ship research.

The difference between predicted and measured peak The present technique is of the pulling-through-
shear-stresses in the three sections considered ranges fluid kind; .but it has the novel feature of using two
from -4% to +211 for the k-W model, fluids, one above the other, and making their flow-

induced intermingling visible by the use of a dye.- "•

The maximum shear stresses along the channel in i in s be.

Figures 7 and 8 are well predicted beyond the recircula- The two fluids are at first kept separate by a
tion region. This result is consistent with the ob- small difference of density, sufficient to maintain
served features in Figure 6. The prediction in Figure a perfectly horizontal and well-defined interface,
7 drops sharply from a maximum value near the step, but not so great as to influence the flow generated

* exhibits a kink at 1.3H and rises to a second maximum at by the movement of the test body. This latter con-
about 5H beyond the step. dition simply requires the Froude number U2 /gL greatly

to exceed the ratio Ao/p; where P stands for density
Figure 8 shows that the prediction agrees with the and AP is therefore the density difference.

data of Tropes and Durst (1980) in the separation region.
The data of Kim et al (1980) there may be too low, The body is at first i-mmersed at rest within
perhaps because of the use of an x-array hot-wire in the lower fluid, which is coloured with a dye. A
their measurements, steady upward force is then suddenly applied to it, so

that it rises, steadied by suitable guides, attaining
a uniform velocity before it breaks through the inter-

Comparison with k-e predictions face.

(i) Pressure. The static pressures appear in As the body emerges from the lower fluid, it is
Figures 3 and 4 to be better predicted with the k-W seen to carry with it, in its boundary layer and
model, especially for the non-stepped wall. wake, significant quantities of the lower fluid.

Entrainment of clear (upper) fluid into the boundary
(ii) Mean velocity. The predicted mean-velocity layer and wake progressively dilutes the dye, with
distribution with the k-c model (Figure 5) compares obvious visible consequences.
well with both the k-W predictions and the data.
However, the k-E underpredicts the peak reverse flow A succession of photographs enables the various
velocity in the first section (which lies in the recir- states of mixing to be recorded.
culation region) by about 40%. In addition, the k-c
model predicts a slower recovery of the flow than the Application
k-W and the data in the remaining two sections.

The new technique has been used to study flow
(iii) Shear stress. The k-c model predictions in Figure behind a wedge and behind a bar (Ilegbusi, 1983).
6 have the same trend as both the k-W predictions and Here, its application to the downstream of a backward-
the data. The peak shear-stresses occur at y/HO.91 facing step is described.
for the k-c compared to 0.94 for the k-W.

The configuration has a test-section inlet height
In the three sections considered, the k-W model of 7.62 cm with the step height of 2.54 cm, thus

appears to have a more gradual return to the free-stream giving an expansion ratio of 1.5. The axial length
*levels than the k-c model. from inlet to step is 8 step-heights, while that from

step to exit is 10.
The difference between predicted and measured peak . -

shear-stresses in these sections ranges from -17.5% to Two measures have been adopted which, together,
-11 for the k-c model as compared to -4% to +21% for the ensure that the boundary layers on the surfaces of .-
k-W. the wedge are both thick and turbulent: a wire gauze

has been affixed to the leading edge, with its plane
' Further Predictions at right-angles to the motion; and the step-side

wall has been roughened with sandpaper.
, Tables 3 and 4 show that the maximm turbulence

energy occurs in the high-shear regions away from the Figure 9 shows a succession of photographs taken
, walls. The cross-stream velocities, V, are all nega- during the rise of the body. The boundary layers and

tive, showing the expected flow towards the stepped wake are clearly visible and it is evident that the
wall located at y-O. oscillatory character of the latter has not been

completely damped by the wall. This observation lends
The normelised frequency W/I aU/ay[ shown in the support to the intermittent nature of turbulence.

*' three tables exhibits a maximum near the stepped wall
and decreases progressively towards the core. The RELATION OF THE EXPERIMENTS TO THE THEORETICAL MODELS
normalised length scale, f/3H, on the other hand, rises
gradually from the stepped wall, reaches a maximum and Although intended to provide a set of measurements
then decreases progressively towards the core. The with which the turbulence model predictions could be
tables also reveal that the magnitude of the length scale compared, the observations reported above have had a
increases with downstream distance, thus showing the more far-reaching effect; for they have made inescap-
predominance of large-scale motions beyond the recir- ably obvious the feature of turbulence which both the
culation region. k-W and k-c models leave out of account, namely its

intermittency.

So universally is this character of turbulence
revealed by sufficiently careful measurements that it
is surprising only that turbulence models of the
present kind predict the mean-flow properties as well
as they do. Refinements which still disregard inter-
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mittency no longer seem to be worthwhile. 11. Spalding, D.B., 1981, "A General Purpose Computer
Program for Multi-dimensional One and Two-phase

Accordingly, the attention of the authors is now Flow", presented at Lehigh IMACS Conference,
moving towards the use of a two-fluid model (see e.g. July, published in Mathematics and Computers in
Spalding, 1982a, 1982b, 1983) which has the ability to Simulation XIII 1981, pp. 267-276.
predict intermittency and its effects on the fluctua-
cing and time-mean character of the flow. Reports on 12. Spalding, D.B., 1982a, "Computers, Turbulence and 77
the preliminary results of this work are in preparation. 2-Phase Flow", CFDU, Imperial College, London,

Report CFD/82/3.
CONCLUSIONS .

of 7.hav 13. Spalding D.B., 1982b, "Chemical Reaction in
A revised version of the k-W model of turbulence Turbulent Fluids", CFDU, Imperial College,

has been successfully applied to turbulent flow down- London, Report CFD/82/8.

been compared with predictions based on the k-c model 14. Spalding, D.B., 1982c, "Representation of com- .7-
and with the measurements of Kim et al (1978). The k-W bustion in computer models of spark ignition",
and k-c models perform equally well in simulating the CFDU, Imperial College, London, Report CFD/82/18.~~experimental data. ,,

15. Spalding D.B., 1983, "Turbulence Modelling - a
A novel experimental technique of the pulling- State-of-the-art Review", CFDU, Imperial College,

through-fluid kind has been described and applied London, Report CFD/83/3.
to flow downstream of a backward-facing step. This has
made the intermittent nature of the turbulence in- 16. Tropes, C. and Durst, F., 1981, "Evaluators'
escapably obvious, and stimulated new efforts to include Co-c-ent", 1981 AFOSR-IFP Stanford Conference on
this feature in future turbulence models. Complex Turbulent Flows.
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ABSTRACT w wall values

Improvements to the k-c model of turbulence for INTRODUCTION
numberical computation of recirculating flow beyond
rearward-facing steps and pipe expansions are presented. The numerical computation of turbulent recircula-
The improvements involve sensitizing the models to the ting flow is an important area of contemporary engi-
effects of streamline curvature and wall-damped pres- neering research. Such calculations are far from
sure-strain interaction, through functionalizing C . A routine since recirculating turbulent flows are complex
procedure consisting of a sequence of two computatonal fluid-dynamic phenomena. Among two-dimensional recircu-

, passes is performed to obtain optimal results over the lating flows, the rearward-facing step is the simplest
" entire flow field. Both the standard and the low- flow of practical significance in which the reattachment

• " Reynolds number versions of the k-c model are used in point is not predetermined. Axisymmetric flow through ..
this procedure. Results obtained by applying the im- a pipe expansion is qualitatively similar and also is of .,

proved model to simulate four previous experimental in- great practical importance.
vestigations are presented and compared with the experi- The early studies of Abbot and Kline (1962) identify
mental data. four distinct and dissimilar flow regions or zones down-

stream of the rearward-facing step. However, the classi-
NCHENCIATURE cal division of the flow into two zones is adequate for

most engineering studies. Figure 1 shows this classical
C pressure coefficient division. The first zone downstream of the step con-
P tains the recirculating pattern of flow near the wall

* H step or expansion height moving upstream and near the dividing streamline moving
downstream. In the second zone, beyond reattachment,

k turbulent kinetic energy the flow redevelops to a reestablished turbulent boundary
layer.

p time mean pressure

Re Reynolds number based on mean inlet velocity
and step height for back step or downstream -
pipe diameter for pipe expansion

u mean velocity in the streamwise or x directionu:. % friction velocity (- ( /P) (Cu k )U. STEW

'. U free-stream mean velocity O0.f SHEA LAYER u..

a distance along the main flow direction LAY

y dimensionless value of x ( - uR x/v)
reattachment distance

XR, O(B814

- ~ y dimensionless value of y (*u~ y/v)

Greek Symbols
Fig. 1 General Behavior of Reattaching Flow

6 momentum boundary layer thicknessu
Recirculating flows in simple two-dimensional or

9 dissipation rate of turbulent energy axisymmetric geometries have recently been reviewed by

e i iEaton and Johnson (1980), Aung (1983), and Gooray(19828.
Most studies report reattachment lengths varying from

density about four-and-one-half to nine step heights downstream
P0 density of separation. The accurate prediction of reattachment

- length is an important goal in computations of recircu-wall sheer stress lating flows. Reattachment length can depend on many
physical factors. However, in turbulent flow, when re-

p-values at the first near-wall grid in standard attachment distance is normalized by step height, Reynolds
k-s model



- number has no effect. Narayan, et al. (1974) examined Gooray (1982a). The derivation proceeds from the tur-
the effects of approach boundary layer thickness on bulence model based on algebraic approximations to the
reattachment length. Their experimental results indi- Reynolds stress transport equations. Closure of this
care that the effects are slight, particularly where algebraic stress model with wall damping terms retained, ." -
the boundary layer thickness is less than one-and-one- as described by Hanjalic and Launder (1976). results in -"
half times the step height. Increasing the level of the following set of algebraic equations for the stress
free stream turbulence has been found to decrease re- components, uiui
attachment length (Etheridge and Kemp 1978).

- The standard k-c model of turbulence (Launder and
*:' Spalding (1974) has been frequently applied to numeri- u ' 2" 2
- cal computation of flows beyond rearward-facing steps k = " (P - P 6 ) + (Pij-DiJ)+ 1 6 (3)

and sudden pipe expansions, cf Gooray,et al. (1981) k £ j 3. -:
and Ciieng and Launder (1980). However, Hanjalic and where Di4 involves products of mean gradients and the
Launder (1980) and Leschziner and Rodi (1981) have u'u', an where P - 1/2 Pi is the rate of production
cited deficiencies in the standard k-c model and indi- o turbulent energy (a tArm in the k transport equa-
cared the need for including such effects as normal ties, See Appendix). The following definitions also
strains, pressure-strain interaction with wall damping, apply
and streamline curvature. Experimental measurements apply,
attest to the importance of these effects (Chandrsuda A B (1-C M)/E - 1 + C - C f(z/x (4)
and Bradshaw 1981; Bradshaw 1973).

, The present paper describes the numerical compu- and
tation of flows beyond rearward-facing steps and sud-
den pipe expansions using an improved version of the
standard k-c model of turbulence. The improvements are A C f(/x) A /(l-Cs2 )
based on the development of a generalized expression -- s w 2
for the CU term in the k-e model through incorporation In (4) and (5) the near-wall function f(L/x ) is modeled
of algebraic Reynolds stress modeling. As a result of s o nfe a nso as to take on a value of unity near a wail and zero
this modification, the turbulence model is sensitized remote from a wall. It is modeled so as to reflect the
to account for the effects of streamline curvature and importance of both side and bottom walls in the corner
pressure-strain interaction with wall damping. region of Fig. 1 so that

In order to further improve the present results 2in the vicinity of reattachmnt and beyond, the Jones 1 k 3/2 1 (/T7 1/2 ]1/2 _.w- ==
and Launder (1972) low-Reynolds number version of the f(t/x 2 ) C c + (6)(-/-

in~~~~~~~ the-y viiiyo erahetadbyn, h oe 3 2  1 112 [*
k-c model was applied in the redevelopment region down- .
stream of rtattachment. A generalized expression for Cu  where, 1/x - 0 for (D/2-y) < d/2 and D and d are the
is also derived to improve the low-Reynolds number model large and small channel widths or diameters, respective-in the redevelopment region. In the case of compute- ly. The C's are empirical constants given in Gooray, et
tions for the present geometries, a two-pass procedure al. (1983b)and tabulated in the Appendix.
(Gooray, et al. 1982b) is used to patch the two versions To include the effects of streamline curvature in
of the model together. In this procedure the improved the analysis the procedure of Leschziner and Rodi (1981)
standard k-c model is applied to the entire flov region is followed. Using this procedure, with some degree of
to predict the reattachment point. Then, with the re- approximation (3) are expressed in streamline coordi-
attachment point known, a second computational pass is nares (s,n) where coordinate s is along the streamline
performed with the improved standard k-E model applied and n is normal to the streamline. By lengthy algebraic
upstream of reattachment and the improved low-Reynolds elimination, a unique expression for the Reynolds shear
version of the model applied downstream. stress, u a uianb xpobtained. oThehfinalnexpressioni

In companion studies (Gooray, at al. 1983a; Gooray, stress, u5u n can be obtained. The final expression is

et al. 1983b) to the present research, the improved T 2 k
2  

,au uP
method was applied to predict heat transfer rates for -uSun - (A - 1) ( an R )/S4  (7)
the present geometries and for surface cavities. In C
these studies genetalized expressions were also derived in which,
for the turbulent Prandtl number. in"-ch

T R UL E E '2 us + 4 " S A'' us
s4 - 18 2 S1  2  A

£ c c
The standard k-c model of turbulence is applied to

the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations wherein the ,, au s  A
Boussinesq approximation is used to express viscous + A !n + A S2 (8)
diffusion in terms of an effective viscosity. The
effective viscosity is represented as the sum of mole- and,
cular and turbulent contributions, where

Ueff +Mt  (1) S1  aus/an + us/Rc S2  Du n +3 /R c  (9)

The turbulent viscosity ut is computed from the turbu- Rc is the radius of streamline curvature.
lent kinetic energy k and its rate of dissipation c,
where The expression for C results from comparing (7)

2 with the Boussinesq approkimation from the shear stress
Ut - CM P k /c (2) in streamline coordinates. The result is

2 .'P',

and CU is normally assumed a constant. Transport equa- CU - (A 1)/S 4 (10)
tions for k and c complete the closure. The resulting 3 4
set of equations in a form appropriate for the numeri- Equation (10) reduces to the more restrictive formulation
cal solution of two-dimensional or axisymmetric flow of Leschziner and Rodi (1981) if equilibrium of turbu-
are not reproduced here but are given in a number of lance energy is assumed and if "wall damping" corrections

p sources, cf Gooray, et a. (1981). in the pressure-strain terms are ignored, i.e. P/c-1
Some investigators (Laschziner and Rodi 1981; and A"-0,

Bumphrey and Pourahmadi 1980) have obtained more Equation (10) was not used with the low-Reynolds
realistic turbulence models by deriving functional number version of the k-c model for the redevelopment
exrsin for C hsapoc i olwdhrexpresios orU. This approach is followed here region in the two-pass procedure. Instead, a similar
with the general outline of the present derivation but more algebraically complex functionalized relation
given. The complete algebraic details are given in was obtained from the Reynolds shear expression in x-y
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coordinates. This relation is given in the Appendix. version of the k-e model discussed previously and com-
pares them with experimental values for the experiments
simulated. In the table, the expression "partially

NUMERICAL METHODS functionalized C " refers to exclusion of wall damping
corrections and imposing the equilibrium of turbulence -

The numerical computations of the present research energy assumption as the formulation of Leschziner and
were carried out using a modified version of the TEACH- Rodi (1981). "Fully improved C refers to (10). The

* T computer code (Gosman 1976). The modifications in- results indicate that employing the fully improved ex-

cluded replacement of the original hybrid interpolation pression for C yields reattachment lengths consistent
scheme by the quadratic interpolation or "QUICK" scheme with the expermental data, except for the data of Aung
of Leonard (1979), since grid independent results can and Goldstein (1972). However, the reason for over pre- .

%!,. be obtained more readily with the QUICK scheme. In diction of the Aung and Goldstein measured value is ex-
applying the iterative line solution algorithm of TEACH- plainable. In their experiments, the boundary layer
T to the QUICK scheme, care must be exercised to avoid trip was located at eleven trip-heights upstream of the
convergence difficulties associated with the lack of step, which results in the persistence of a higher level *-'

diagonal dominance of the system of discretized equa- of turbulence intensity at the step, thus influencing
tions. The present research accomplishes this by the length of the recirculating zone. Numerical experi-
partial linearization of the source terms in these equa- ments conducted to simulate this effect tend to substan-
tions, thus permitting their implicit evaluation. tiate this explanation.

" ". Conventional wall functions (Launder & Spalding

1974) were applied in the calculations involving the
standard model, although recent research (Johnson and
Launder 1982) suggests that further improvement in re-
sults can be achieved by modifying the standard wall ' -

treatment. Further details of the present numerical
methods and the prescribed numerical boundary conditions ,-

are given by Gooray (1982a).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present improvements to the k-c model were .'--

applied to the two-dimensional rearward-facing step or -- -,

pipe expansion flows studied in four experimental in-
vestigations by previous researchers (Aung and Goldstein
1972; Moss and Baker 1980; Eaton and Johnson 1980;
Zemanick and Dougall 1970). The emphasis herein is 1 L I I I

placed on comparisons between numerical and experimental MUM
hydrodynamic data. Comparisons with heat transfer data U5 , ,.-
and with previous k-c formulations are given by Gooray, * s
at al. (1983b). r1'."

Figure 2 shows a typical non-uniform grid distri-
bution used with the improved standard model in the
present study. For most of the calculations, the dimen-
sionless coordinate of the first grid point away from
the wall y+ was approximately 15. For a typical non- Fig. 2 Typical Grid Distribution
uniform grid size of 25 by 28, convergence was obtained
after about 250 iterations with CPU times on an IBM
3033S averaging around four minutes. In another numerical experiment, calcilations were

One way of testing the validity of turbulence performed using step heights of four, six and eight mil-
models is to check the accuracy and consistency of the limeters in a typical flow over a rearward-facing step
reattachment length predicted using them. Consequently, (Aung and Goldstein 1972), for the purpose of examining
in the present study various numerical experiments were the effect of step height on reattachment length. The
undertaken to assess the reliability of predictions of computed value of xR/H remained constant for all three

44 reattachment lengths. cases. These results were obtained by using both the
Table 1 su marizes reattachment lengths computed original standard k-c model and the fully improved model.

by including the various improvements in the standard As described in the introductory section of this
paper, the second pass of the two-pass procedure employs

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF FIRST-PASS PREDICTED REATTACHMENT LENGTHS

Predictions of Reattachment leth, "I

I Experimental -.1

Rearward- 4.5-5.0

facing hung and Goldstein 4.5 5.8 5.2
Step (1972)

Rearward- 5.7-6.0.

facing Moss and Baker(1980) 4.9 6.0 5.3• " StopI

Rearward- 7.97
facing Eaton and Johnson 5.1 7.5 5.9 '

".Step (1960)

Pipe 6-9
Expansion Zemanick and Dougall 6.4 8.4 7.1

(1970) D_ _ _"_,_
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the low-Reynolds number version of the k-c model. Since,
instead of utilizing wall functions, this version per-
mits computation all the way to the wall, more accurate
flow field predictions downstream of reattachment can be •001MAV EATON 4J004N7ON(O'

achieved with it. (The low-Reynolds number version's POe-O PIpOC71oN(TWO-PAssPqocE"uR."

performance is poor upstream of reattachment) since it Pit " 3A.'14r

was developed for a boundary-layer flow). The improved 0 0+
downstream results also slightly influence and improve a".-I*N 4 X"16

the results upstream of reattachment. Except for Table
1, the data presented herein were all obtained using the
two-pass procedure. Table 2 compares,for two flows, the
reattachment lengths computed from: a single pass with
the improved standard model (as in Table 1), the two-
pass procedure, and a three-pass calculation where the
reattachment point estimate from the second pass was
used to recycle the second-pass. It is fair to say I
that the single pass reattachment length results arenot significantly iproved in subsequent passes. Fur- Fi . 4 Streamwie Mean Velocity Dowstream of Sep.:''"

ther refinement in Table 2 is impossible since in the Step
terminal pass the interpolated location of the reattach-
sent point does not move beyond a grid line on the fixed
grid used.

. EXPEROMENT: EATON & JOHNSTON (0SI

TABLE 2 RESENT PREICTION

EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE PASSES ON REATTACHMENT LENGTH An- 3.4 IC' " 1W

GzaImTY No. of Passes

_____________ ________________ 1- 1.5 1(44-.5.5 z44.-10.5

Rearward-facing 5.8 1
Step co )) - --

6.1 2 u
Amog and Goldstein L........J'.-

(1972 6.1 3 0.1 0 0.1

* Pipe Expansion 8.4 1 . 4

Zoaick and 8.6 2
Dougall (1970)

8.7 3
, , . "....-

Typical computed velocity profiles are shown in
Fig. 3 where they are compared with the experimental Fig. 5 Cross Stream Pressure Variation
data of Moss and Baker (1980). A similar comparison
vith the data of Eaton and Johnston(1980) is given in
Fig. 4. In both cases, the agreement between computa-
tion and experiment is fairly good.

Figures 5 and 6 deprct typical computed and experi- * EXPERIMENT: EATON AND JOHNSTON (1980)
mental (Eaton and Johnston 1980) surface pressure co- 0.5 - PRESENT PREDICTION
efficient variation in the cross strem (y) and stream-
vise (x) directions, downstream of the step. Again, the , .,
agreement is fairly good.

Figure 7 is a plot of the streamise variation of 0.4
the peak value of k (maximm value, obtained by travers-
ing the flow in the cross stream direction) for simu-
lation of the Moss and laker (1980) experiments. As
was the case with the mean flow variables, the computed 0.3
results for this turbulence quantity agree reasonably

=p-P.well with the experimntal masuremnts. C=, o . -.. ' !

0.2U.

* I.....J * EXPINUENT: MOSsS &SAKER OM
0 0.5 1 PRESENT PREDCTION (TWO-PASS PROCEDURE) FRe = 3. 4 x I0'

- Sux IQ, 0.1

UHI 444 S-?0.0

5 10 15 20

x/H

.0.1 . " 4

Fig. 6 Streamvist Pressure Variation

CONCLUSIONS

fig.3 Sreawis Mea Veociy Dwnsteamof tepThe present results indicate that the k-c. model ofS . turbulence, improved by including the effects of stream-

line curvature and wall-damped pressure-strain inter-
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APPENDIX ,

Coefficient Variable Modeled Value
The functionalized expression for C in the redevelop- [ urblet liceit.'m'-" "aement region is CTurbulent Viscosity ...tina".,

Ak C (11) ,,1 .Affect .

+ A F + k B ) 0.22

In the above equation Cslv 0.75

0.3

C 1 k - C 2 +Cs 2 wf II (12)

Y V + C l y 1. Cwall Damping 2." M
Contributions

where J-O applies to the rearward-facing step and J-i
to the pipe expansion. Also in (11)

A. - A ; = A.. -B C 1 (13)
A A

2E 1 au A(a+) + 1-8 (14

J 2 -A y a (14),.-.

2 2

u 2kA +A 1- 1_8
3- E (w - -] \:-+ -j (15)

' a " 1 + 2A k au "-":

: -l- -+ ̂L. .3-u-1 + 2 (16)

.. 2kA au (17)

E ay

In the preceding equations

P . Vt G/p (18)

where

2 z 2 ul + j

a5 x + ay IL..

-(.u, +( ) : + - (lL)
+ ( L a (9
Oy i3 19

The values of the empirical coefficients, i.e.
the "C's", used in the present calculations are shown
in Table 2.

• - '- : .5' -' ~.- -:.

IN .
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STREAMLINE CURVATURE EFFECTS IN CONFINED ISOTHERMAL

RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELDS BEHIND AN AXISYMMETRIC BLUFF BODY: '

NUMERICAL C.LCULATIONS WITH THE k-c TURBULDNCE MODEL

rr..4-.: ;
L. grishnasurt.hy- and S. 0. Park**

'-' oFluid Mechanics Group

University of Dayt on Research Institute
Dayton, Ohio 45469 -.

ASVMT Indeed, the present interjet separation in much larger .-7

than that studied in typical coaxial jet mixing of both
,The confined turbulent recirculating flovfold due confined and unconfined flowfields in the literature.

t to the isotherltal mixing of dual coaxial stream in the The wide separation between the jets and the concomitant
near-wake region of en exia etric bluff body is nmar- presence of the toroldal recirculating bluff-body wake
ically investigated. The finite-difference computations in the mixing region have raised some interesting flow-
based upon the Reynolds-avaged Navier-Stokes equations field ramifications addressed only recently in numerical
and the k-c turbulence model examine modifications to predictions (e.g., see Krishnamurthy 1981; Sturgess and
the turbulence model to account for the effects of Syed 1982, hereafter denoted by SS; and Krishnamurthy
streamline curvature and for the preferential influence end Perk 1983, hreafter denoted by KP). Depending on
of norml stresses on turbulence disipation. Th5 a- the strength of the annular and central jets, the CBCC.
amination is fcilitated by a comparison of the pre- flowfield exhibits wake-like and jet-like characteristics
dic ted and measured results of the axial and radial under isothermal conditions (e.g., see Krishnamurthy,
distributions of the mean and hus axial velocity, the Wahrer, and Cochran 1983). Nevertheless, the juxta-
centerline stagnation points, and the axial decay of the position of the two streams with the near-wake region in
centerlie CO2 concentration. a confined configuration renders the CBCC flowfield a

IUWOCTOWhighly "complex turbulent flow," in the sense of
Bradshaw (1975). In addition to the interacting shear

This pper deals with the nmerical prediction of layers, large streamline curvature Is present. %

complex turbulent flowfield. As noted by Bradsaw
(1975), a complex turbulent flow is one which cannot be

predicted with acceptable accuracy by methods developed
in classical thin shear layers. The assmtions inher-
ent in the thin-shear-layer approximation are often in- U 4 0
validated in realistic flowfields by the presence ofm0
several features (e.g., Interacting sheer layers or highO NJ
rates of strain associated with large streamline curve-0"4-
tara The research program of which the present study
isa part Is directed at predicting en axisymetric DUC- SCREEN DtWL "
flowf ield, hereafter referred to as the centerbody com-
bustor odft igurat ion (02CC), which appears to exhibit
some of the features characteristic of complex turbulent APL CI
flows. COMIBUSTOR COMBUSTOR

Cenerbody Combustor Configuration old 25.4 CM 08. 5.10 Cm
A large-scale CSCC has been in use at the Air Force 0 14.0c CM 3.05 cm %

* Wright Aeronaetical Laboratories, Aero Propulsion d 4.80 mm d - 1.30 mm
Laboratory (APL), Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in a L 30.2 CM L ' 22.6 cm
research program aiding the evaluation ad development
of combustor models (Roquemore at ea. 1980). A small- 38 DUCT WALL4
scale model of the AM BCC operates at the Combustion TLaboratory of the University of California, Irvine (.C.)
(e.g., see Brun at &1. 1982). Ongoing experiments in 01 I
both places Involve nonreacting e nd reacting flows with Iv .
intrusive and nonintrusive diagnostics. 2Y

The upper pert of Figure 1 shows schematically the oEXIT-
large- and small-scale 0C. This Involves confinedI
turbulent mixing of en &=nlat air stream end a central
gas (C02 In isothermal experiments and C3 88 in corn0-
busting amperiments) jat In the near-wake region
downstream of a bluff body.r

(2 for the AP and 3 for the CI configurations).

Sei research niner. Prsn drss ra8 1: AXIAL NODE INEX J: RADIAL NODE INDEX.)

Advaned Inst. of Science and Technology, Seoul, Korea. Figure 1. CBCC schematic and computational domain.
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Background and Objectives TABLE 1 ..
SS and KP employed the two-equation model for the FLOWFIELD CONDITION4S

turbulent kinetic energy k nd its dissipation rate "
(Launder and Spalding 1974). This model in its stan- - -

r 
- -

dard version does not account for streamline curvature CBCC Temp. Wd WA Air ReA W CO2  ReF
effects. Its predictions overestimated the extent of K M/ Mass m/s Mas
the recirculation region in the APL CBCC compared with FloF low
the laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) data of Lightman et kg/s kg/s

(180.2 -5 kg/al. (1980). This was in contrast to the experience of xl0 xl0 x10 5  x10 -

several previous studies of turbulent recirculating
flows where significant underprediction was observed 32.91 46.76 2)0 3.08 [kg/hr)
(e.g., see Pope and Whitelaw 1976; Militzer et al. 1977; J

" Gosman at al. 1979; Durst and Rastogi 1980). Also, SS APL 51.19 167 2.44
and KP overpredicted the central jet C02 mass flow rate (6)
required to eliminate the centerline reverse air flow.
Another aspect in which the prediction was deficient 136.5 444 6.50
concerned the axial distribution of the centerline rms (16)
axial velocity component. 300 1 - 1 -

It is known that the turbulent shear stress and the 7.5 11.68 1.86 0.153
* degree of anisotropy between the normal stresses are

very sensitive to streamline curvature (Bradshaw 1973). 15.0 23.35 3.72 0.306
Thus, the presence of large curvature in the CBCC may 2 5 0
have contributed in part to the discrepancy between the 24.82 5.93 0.32
measurement and prediction. Accordingly, the main ob- (0. 213)
jective of the present study was to examine the in- - .- - ,

* fluence of curvature corrections in the prediction. Isotropy is assumed in obtaining k from the rms velocity
Recent availability of extensive isothermal LOA data

'4 from UCI, as well as DA (Lightman et al. 1983) and C02 components, according to k - (3/2)w2
, where w is the

concentration (Bradley et al. 1982) data from APL has axial rms velocity component. The inlet profile of k is
facilitated this inquiry, given y 0.03 A

2 
for the annular jet and by 0.03 2 for

The calculations with standard k-c model underpre- the central jet (see SS and KP). The required inlet

dicted the centerline recirculation length in the UCI profile for e is specified as discussed below.
CBCC. The introduction rf a curvature correction, along Inlet Turbulence-Length Scale. As in KP, we obtain
the lines suggested by Leschziner and Rodi (1981, the inlet profile of J from c = ki/2 /1, where the inlet
hereafter denoted by LR), resulted i' only a partial turbulence-lengto scale £ is given by £ - X6. Here A is
improvement of the prediction. Therefore, the second a specified constant and 6 is a characteristic reference
objective was to exa~iine the impact of the diffusion- length given by (Dd-D)/ 2 

for the annular jet and d/2 for
equation modfication considered in LR. A final objec- the central jet. KP used 0.3333 and 0.5556 for A. The
tive was the comparisor of the predictions with the former value is equivalent to - 3 used in SS (since
newer APL data to elucidate the distinctions between the they employ e - cuk

3
/

2
/t) and the latter value is used

small- and large-scale CBCC. in LR. Present results are based upon A = 0.5556.
Scop This paper deals with the isothermal flo- Streamline Curvature Correction. Curvature modifi-

field predictions. As in SS and KP, present work cations to turbulence models have been attempted by a
employs the TEACH computational procedure (Gosman and number of researchers (e.g., see LR; Humphrey and

. Ideriah 1976), and the standard features of the numerics Pourahmadi 1981; Rod. and Scheuerer 1982; and the refer-
" thereof. An additional feature considered here is the ences cited in them). A majority of these modifications
" power-law differencing scheme (Patankar 1980) in place have been concerned with the k-C model. Present numeri-

of the hybrid upwind scheme. While both the APL and the cal investigation has introduced a curvature-dependent JL_ .

UCI configurations were studied, only a limited pars- (and hence nonconstant) c into the standard k-C model.
metric range of the flowfield conditions investigated is Following LR, %e have

reported.

r21 (aws + c) W
NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS c - 2 I a s s

The details concerning th application of the TEACH where Rc is the local radius of curvature of a stream-
procedure to the CBCC flowfields are available in line, the subscripts s and n denote the coordinates
Krishnamurthy at al. (1983 and in KP and therefore are along and normal to the streamline, and K1 and K 2 are P
not repeated here. constants equal to 0.267 and -0.489 respectively.

Although an element of arbitrariness in LR is noted by
Computational Details So (1982), the discussion therein emphasize the utility

The lower part of Figure 1 shows the present corn- of the formulation of LR which is retained here. Also,
putational domain and the grid-point distribution. The as in LR, the calculations impose an arbitrary positive
grid consista of 41 axial nodes and 39 radial nodes with lower bound of 0.025 on c.
a nonuniform spacing in both directions to ensure ade- £ Modification. We employ the preferential modifi-
quate spatial resolution in flowfield regions with large cation of dissipation proposed in LR for recirculating .
gradients of the flow variables. The calculations with flowfields. Although additional work is necessary in
this grid require about 

1 7 0 ,0 0 0 R words of memory on the view of the ad hoc nature of this modification, its
CDC CYBER computer. The converged solutions are inclusion throws some light on the observed distinction
attained in less than 900 iterations, with each itera- between the small- and large-scale CBCC.
tion taking less than a second of computer time.

The results herein correspond to the conditions RESULTS AND DISCUSSION'
shown in Table 1, with uniform inlet profiles for the
mean axial velocity, corresponding to WA in the annular Pertinent Results from SS and
Jet and N7 in the central jet. The Reynolds number ReA To set the present results in context, we show in
of the air flow is based apon D and the reference vlo- Figure 2 the earlier results from SS and XP. With iden- "
City id in the duct. The.Reynolds number Rep of the C02 tical values of X (0.03 in SS), the two (grid A in KP)
flow is based upon d and WF. show good agreement in their degrees of undrprediction
Turbulence Model of the forward stagnation points (FSP) and overpredic-

The turbulent eddy viscosity lt (the effective vis- tion of the rear stagnation points (RSP) (the FSP occurs -
city ueff appearing in-the governing equations is where the central jet loses its forward momentum
given by ut + is where U is the laminar viscosity) in the entirely and the RSP is the usual and of the recir-
k-I model is obtaned from Ut - cpck

2
/, were p is the culation zone).

mesa density and o, is a constant equal to 0.09.



FORWARD STAGNATION REAR STAGNATION
POINTS POINTS

2.03- 0 .0WA-II. 6 8 n/s WF" 24.82 m/s

I 2  0 a
0 0 PREDICTION

*A 0 STAN DARD k-9 MODEL

0- . WITH CURVATURE CORRECTION
-A 0 WITH CURVATURE CORRECTION

. 0 AND e MODIFICATIONE 0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 MEASUREMENT

z/D W/WAo
Figure 2. Measured and predicted centerline stagnation . 1.0

points for APL CBCC. *, 0 LDA results: I.
Lightman et al. (1980). The predictions are
based upon hybrid upwind.differencing
scheme. - : SS (39 x 39), X - 0.3333; 0
XP, grid A (41, 34), X - 0.3333,0 : XP, 0
grid 8 (41, 34), A - 0.3333;A : KP, grid S O o 0
(41, 34), A - 0.5556, with curvature correc- 0.5 0

tion. Grid U had more nodes; in the annular0
region than grid A.

*The measurements showed that for iA - 47 /s and
W7  135 m/s (corresponding respectively to an air mass
flow of 2 kg/s and 002 ass flow of 16 kg/hr in the APL,
CBCC), W was nonnegative on the centerline. Indeed, the h~ 2 3.0 4.0
Minimum Co 2 mass flow which eliminated the centerlIne- 0.0 ;0/ 2.0 3.0 4.0

flow reversal was inferred from the measurements to be j,/ z/D
14.7 kg/hr in SS. The predictions, however, indicate
the occurrence of the centerline reverse flow (with bothL
stagnation points present) at 16 kg/hr.

Curvature Correction. The preliminary results in Figure 3. Measured (Brum et al. 1982) and predicted

KP for streamline curvature correction arecenterline mean axial velocity for C CBCC.

C02 flow rates (viz., 4 and 8 kg/hr). It must be noted Radial Distributions. The predicted radial
that the increase in A from 0.3333 to 0.5556 has masked files at four axial locations in Figures 5 and 6 include

* the effect of the correction. SS and KP have observed, foc selo~ , the increase in A (without the orrection) both the cV and C modifications. Good agreement is seenhowever,and the omparison is particularly striking at the axial -(tu hc
moves monotonically both the stagnation points upstream, ar.i t

thereby resulting in greater underprediction of the FSP.
, With the correction, the ?SP moves farther downstream WAsI [

.68
m

/s WFR 24.82m/s
towards the measured value. The degree of overpredic- +
tion of the RSP is seen greatly reduced with the larger
A and the curvature correction. Finally, the prediction
with the correction has eliminated the centerline-flow OA PREDI CTION
reversal at the C0 2 flow of 16 kg/hr. + - SNA-EMD

Unlike the good agreement for the centerline stag- WITH CURVATURE CORRECTION
nation points, the centerline peak negative mean axial WITH CURVATURE CORRECTION .

velocity Wo was overpredicted with the curvature correc- + AND c MODIFICATION
tion. Since KP had not isolated the influence of A,
hybrid upwind differencing (and the propensity for MAUE N
numerical diffusion therein) nd the rbtrarily MEASUREMENT
Modified grid U, it was essential to examine the effect 0.3 W/WA 4
of the curvature correction more systematically.

uCI Configuration
Figure 3 compares the present predictions with the

measurements. We note that the standard Model underpre- ,. A

dicts both the stagnation points by about 30%, a result
in agreement with other studies. Considerable improve- 0.2
sent is seen when the curvature correction to c, is
introduced. However, the stagnation points and Wm are
still undepredicted. With the c-equation modification
in addition to the curvature correction, excellent
aqreement is seen for 0 4 z/D 4 1.6. Farther down- +
stream, the measured recovery is greater than given by +
all the predictions. 0.+

Comerison of ras Velocity. The results seen in +
rigure 4 do not confirm the good agreement observed for
the man axial velocity. In fact, the predictions are
very poor especially for z/D < 1.3. The somewhat better
agreement seen for 2 - z/D 4 3 is not coneistent with
the greater disparity noted for the mean velocity. Of
course, a major roblem in the predictions is the 0.0 1 1 t I . I I

su ption of Isotropy, which is known to be invalid in 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
the mear wake. Furthermore, good agreement for W and z/D
poor agreement for w appear to be characteristic of
complex turbulent flows (e.g., see Wood and Bradshaw Figure 4. Measured (Brum et al. 1982) and predicted
1912). centerline rms axial velocity for UCI CSCC.
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2.0 Figures 3 and 4. A parametric dependence emerging from

these observations appears to emphasize the a' hoc
nature of the rmdifications examIned.

WA 11.68 rn/s W "r. 24.82 rn/s 1.0 -0.2

MEASUREMENT PREDICTION

1.5 O + + +
o 0.164 0.167--- -++ + +0 .111.0-- + S 8  *¢ ""
A 3.279 3.243---- 0.5 ..
x 6.557 6.695 -

a 

o-

03 -''-."r0

, , X, 0 02 3 .3 5 m A W , 0 O,
& " 7 MEASUREMENT _ PREDICTION

Figure 7. Measured (Brum at el. 1982) and predicted

centerline velocity profiles for UCI CBCC.
a I APL Configuration

-AK 0.2 0.30,,pAO 015 007 O.8 The centerline profiles of W and w for the large-
r/D scale CBCC are seen in Figures 8 through 10 for three
r/O _ diff rent values of UF. The predictions of the standard

k-c model and those with the correction for curvature
(with and without the c modification) are compared with
the LDA data of Lightman at al. (1983).

Figure 5. Mean velocity radial profiles for UCI CBCC. Measurements. The experimental data for the mean
Measurement (Brum at al. 1982). velocity differ from the earlier results (Lightman at

al. 1980). The locations of the RSP are at a z/D of 1
instead of 0.9 (see Figure 2). Figure 10 indicates a
small region of centerline-flow reversal

0.4 (0.75 4 z/D f 0.975). The newer data thus show better

agreement with the predictions in SS and KP. Indeed,
for the case of zero CO 2 flow, the RSP result of SS --ven

WA '11.68 rn/s Wp= 24.82 rn/s shows a small underprediction.
EEFigure 9 shows the FSP to occur at z/D - 0.28 which

MEASUREMENT PREDICTION more closely agrees with SS and KP in Figure 2 than the

0.3 z/0 earlier experimental data. A crucial difference in the
I 0 0.164 0.167--- two measurements which contributes to the appreciable

a 1.311 .306-_ difference in the observed FSP location is the central-
A 3.279 3.243---- x jet exit configuration. Recent experiments employed a

X 6.557 6.515- well-designed nozzle, thereby ensuring a uniform WF.
Earlier experiments involved a straight tube 15 diame- ."-.

,.Ia tars in length upstream of the exit plane, resulting in . -

a 0.2 Ua nonuniform WV. While this difference accounts for the
/. 0 decrease in the FSP location, the reason for the

X /5 increase in the RSP location is not clear.
. Predictions. In terms of the present predictions,

M-... -\ oa number of observations can be made. Calculations
0 0 with cU and c modifications are clearly inferior for all

A = X\ three CO 2 flows in all respects. The fact that the

0. 1 . _ X. three predictions do not differ significantly for
. X X. X16 kg/hr reflects that the central jet essentially

-= breaks through the recirculation region and does not
suffer the large streamline curvature effects associated
with the recirculating flow. At the lower Co 2 flows,
the dissipation modification significantly decreases the
rms velocity. For the mean velocity, the zero CO2 case

0.0 shows good agreement for the RSP and very poor agreement
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 for the velocity profile in the reverse-flow region.

r/d For the 6 kg/hr CO2 case, while the magnitude of "

agrees reasonably well with the measured value, its
Figure 6. Measured (Drum at al. 1982) and predicted location, as well as the locations of PSP and SP, are

rem velocity radial profiles for UCI CDCC. all considerably overpredicted.
The differences in the predictions based upon

location well within the recirculation region standard ciI and curvature-corrected c are not clear
(s/D - 0.17) and at the one near the RSP (z/D - 1.31). cut. At 16 kg/hr, the uncorrected prediction for W is

rlowfiold Without the Central Jet. There is a superior, while the correction yields better w predc-
marked difference in Figure 7 where the central Jet is tion, especially near the RSP (as may be anticipated).
absent. The RSP is underpredicted by about 10% but the At 6 kg/hr, the correction again predicts w better near
predicted magnitude and the axial location of Wm differ the RSP. For W, except for the location of the RSP, the
by a factor of 2 from the measured values. The rms coin- curvature correction appears to show better agreement
ponent, however, shows better agreement between the pre- with the measurement than the standard model. Both
diction and the measurement. This behavior is clearly calculations underpredct the location of m; the mag-
d4fferent from that of the nonzero central jet seen in nitude is underpredicted by the standard model and
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Figure 8. Centerlin, velocity profiles for APL CBCC. \ ~
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overpredicted by the curvature correction. For the Figure 10. Centerline velocity profiles for APL CSCC.
zero C02 flow case, the uncorrected prediction appears Air flow 2 kg/s end C0 2 flow 16 kg/hr.
to be better overall. o. : Lightnan et al. (1983).

Ca Concentrations. Comparison of the predictions 1.0
* with the measurements (Bradley at al. 1982) of CO2 mole

fractions seen in Figures 11 and 12 leads to similar
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW DOWNSTREAM OF A NORMAL FLAT PLATE

WI1TH A LONG SPLITTER PLATE-140DIFICATION OF A MODEL

R. Ruderich and H. H. Fernholz

Hermann-F.ttinger-Institut f(Ir Thermo- und Fluiddynamik

der Technischen UniversitAt Berlin

* ABSTRACT Since turbulent intensities often reach very high
levels it was interesting to compare profile data with

o Flow visualization studies and measurements by means the two techniques. In flow regions with high levels of
of pulsed-wire and hot-wire techniques lead to a better turbulence and little or no reverse flow hot-wire data,

. understanding of the complex turbulent flow downstream of which were corrected according to Tutu & Chevray (1975)
a normal plate with a long splitter plate in its plane of or Vagt (1979), agreed very well with pulsed-wire measure-
symetry. ments.

More emphasis will be laid on a description of the
INTRODUCTION separated shear layer and on the flow downstream of re-

attachment in a further paper.
The flow downstream of a normal flat plate with a

sharp beveled edge and a long splitter plate in its plane EXPERIMENT
of symetry has been investigated. The simple flow model
which is generally accepted to describe this nominally The experiments were carried out in an open-return - --

two-dimensional flow consists of a separated free shear suction tunnel described by Fernholz et al. (1982) with
layer, a recirculation region adjacent to the normal a working section measuring 0,49 m x 0,50 m and a length
plate, followed by a reattachment region downstream of of about 6 m. The normal plate (fence) was steel with a
which the attached shear layer develops into a turbulent smoothly polished surface having a thickness of 6 mm with
wall boundary layer. Despite the importance of this flow the edges machined to a sharp 30* bevel. The fence height
configuration for the investigation of relatively steady hp above the splitter plate (6 mm thick and 1.50 m long)
and defined recirculation regions with reattachment of was 22 mm, providing an aspect ratio of about 22. The
the flow, it has received relatively little attention total height h of the fence was 50 am which gives a
compared with the flow downstream of a step (e.g. Faton blockage ratio h/H of 0.10. The base pressure coefficient
& Johnston 1960), that over a fence perpendicular to a Cpb = (Pb - PM)/(O.5 p.D) for this flow configuration
wall (e.g. Ranga Raju at al. 1976) or finally with the is - 1.044 and agrees very well with data reported by
important problem of the effects of wake splitter plates Smits (1980). No end plates were used in this experiment,
on bluff-body flow (e.g. Apelt a West 1975). since both plates span the tunnel width.

The flow configuration consisting of a normal plate The undisturbed upstream velocity distribution was
and a -long" splitter plate avoids upstream effects of uniform with a maximum deviation of + 1 % from the mean
the free wake behind short splitter plates and is not velocity on the tunnel centerline. The turbulence level
influenced by the state and thickness of an approaching across the tunnel is approximately constant with
boundary layer. In the limit of decreasing fence height Tu = 0.6 %. Symmetry of the flow on both sides of the
oe obtains a blunt plate where a separation bubble may splitter plate which was located on the centerline of the
form at the leading edge with reattac1isent of the flow working section was confirmed by pressure measurements in
dowrAtrem*. Separation of the. free shear layer is fixed, front of the normal plate at different vertical and span-

All experimental investigations mentioned above, run wise positions.
into considerable difficulties when profiles of mean
velocity and turbulence quantities in the recirculation DISCUSSION OF THE FLOW PATTERN
and reattachment region have to be measured. This is
due to a high level of turbulence and to man and in- Flow visualization studies were performed using
stantaneous reverse flow. So we have supplemented hot- kerosene smoke illuminated by a rotating 3 watt laser
wire with pulsed-wire measurements both in the flow and beam (Mending & Piedler 1980) in different planes of the
at the wall, the latter to check surface-fence measure- flow field and by using a suspension of lampblack in pa-
ments and to obtain both mean and fluctuating values of raffin on the splitter plate and .on the tunnel side walls.
skin friction. The separation of the flow at the sharp edge of the

The present Investigation has throe principle ao: fence leads to the development of a free shear layer, the
to Improve our understanding of the rather complex flow flow structure of which becomes finer with increasing
4 --tream of a nozal plate with a long splitter plate, Reynolds number as is shown in figures 1 a
to investigate the importance of three-dimensional (Rehr - 1.5 x 10 ) and 1 b (RehF - 1.4 x 10'). The
effects in a nominally t o-dimensional flow, and to flow direction is from left to right, and the photograph '-",-
gather more reliable measurements (Chandrsuda a Bradshaw was taken in the center xy-plane. The scale in flow
1961) of mean velocity, turbulent intensities and skin direction is about 14 fence heights. The subsequent dis-
friction in the recirculation region. cussion refers only to flow conditions at the higher of

the two Reynolds numbers where the flow structure shows
no apparent further changes with Reynolds number. Details

* 3arlier experiments of these latter flow configurations of the flow structure as we have seen it at different
were performed, for example by Aria S Rouse (1956), times and Reynolds numbers are collected in a schematic
-Anga Raju a Garde (1970), Smits (1982), and by Sillier picture of instantaneous streamlines by Suits (1980). .
a Cherry (1961) and Kiya et al. (1962).



Figure 2 shows the oil-flow picture on the splitter where u. is the velocity in the undisturbed flow and Pref
plate revealing a spanwise almost straight limiting approximately p-.
streamline on the wall (cf. the skin friction distribu- As may be seen from figure 5 separation occurs up-
tion in figure 5), a recirculation region, a reattachment stream of the pressure minimum and reattachment just be-
region and, furthest downstream, the upstream region of fore the pressure reaches a plateau with a slight negative
the developing wall boundary layer. Reattachment occurs gradient further downstream (cf. Smits 1982). It is in-
within a range x/hF - 17.2 + 0.5 (x/h - 7.6) on the teresting to note that we find the same trend as Smits
centerline of the splitter plate, curving upstream to- (1980) in that the distance along the splitter plate to
wards the side walls. This is in excellent agreement with the point of maximum pressure made dimensionless by the
Smits (1982). The reattachment process appears to be un- bubble length increases versus blockage ratio.
steady, having a low frequency, however. Wall streamlines Skin friction was measured by means of a pulsed-wire
converge slightly towards the centerline in the recircu- wall probe (Ginder & Bradbury 1973) which was calibrated
lation region (seen from downstream) and are fairly pa- against a Preston tube in a ZPG turbulent boundary layer.
rallel downstream of reattachment. The skin-friction distribution, plotted as cf = 2Tw/pu ,,

The description of the flow pattern deals first with shows a change from ositive to negative at x/hF 3.2,
the center region, covering approximately 40 % of the a minimum of - 3-10- in the range 10 < x/hF S 12 and

span, and then with the corner regions adjacent to the reattachment at about x/hF - 17. Downstream of re-
tunnel side walls (schematic flow picture figure 3). attachment there is a sharp increase of cf reaching a
Immediately downstream of the fence and next to the sur- plateau with a value cf - 3.8-10- 3 at about x/hF- 36
face of the splitter plate the flow is in downstream which is only 30 % higher than the value in the recircu-
direction, forming a vortex with "triangular" shape and lation region. Probability density distributions of cf
the axis in spanwise direction. It extends from the show a high narrow Gaussian distribution at separation
normal plate down to a limiting wall streamline- some- and a wider (double that width) distribution at reattach-
times called reseparation - on the splitter plate. This ment.
vortex was visualized at lower Reynolds numbers (not The distribution of the r.m.s. value of the fluctuat-

. shown here). ing skin friction coefficient shows a flat peak in the
The limiting streamline separates the fluid from region of minimum mean skin friction and then falls to a

upstream and from downstream and connects an attachment roughly constant value.
(saddle) point (Bunt at al. 1978) at x/hF = 3.2 on the Although we have seen that there must be strong
centerline of the splitter plate with two "standing" three-dimensional effects in the junction of the splitter
vortices located at x/hF - 3.2 and z - + 9.10- hF , plate with the side wall, the flow in the center regio;
respectively. According to de Brederode a Bradshaw (1972) of the splitter plate should be approximately two-dimen-
who observed such vortices downstream of a step they are sional according to de Brederode (1975) if the aspect
nodal points of separation and finite circulation. Each ratio is larger than ten. A check of this statement
vortex has its axis normal to the splitter plate close to appeared to be necessary and may be carried out best by
the surface and it is curved in downstream direction as measurements of flow quantities in spanwise direction,
one moves away from the wall. The sense of rotation is such as skin friction, mean and fluctuating velocities.
such that the flow is in downstream direction on the side Figure 6 shows the spanwise skin-friction distribution in
of the vortex where it faces the tunnel side wall. Down- the recirculation region (x/hp 1 9), just downstream of
stream of the limiting streamline there is a large re- reattachment (x/hF - 24) and in the developing boundary
circulation region with a length L of approximately 14 layer (x/hF x 46). As may be expected from the oil-flow
fence heights. At the junction of the normal plate with pattern there is hardly any variation over + 20 % of the
the boundary layer of the tunnel side wall a rather span on both sides of the centerline in the middle of the
"flat" horseshoe vortex is formed (see oil flow pattern recirculation region. This is due to the fairly straight
in figure 4 and a very similar streamline picture in separation and reattachment lines in this region which
front of a circular cylinder shown by Baker 1980) with assure uniform starting conditions for the upstream near-
its legs on the upper and lower side of the splitter wall flow in the separation bubble. Since the reattach-
plate, respectively. Iediately downstream of the normal ment line is further upstream towards the tunnel side
plate the flow on 'he side wall is in downstream direc- wall, the reverse-flow region is shorter and skin fric- "
tion over the full height of the normal plate until it tion downstream correspondingly higher, increasing to a
meets with a separation point in the corner of the side value 30 % higher than on the centerline. This considera-
wall and the splitter plate. Downstream of this separa- ble increase towards the side wall is reduced to about
tion point we observe the elliptical footprint of a 14 % twenty-two fence heights further downstream showing
vortex with its axis normal to the side wall which trans- an almost uniform spanwise distribution. In all three
ports fluid from downstream along the corner and again cases the symetry of the skin-friction distribution is
in downstreams direction along a line inclined at about remarkable.
100 against the xz-plane. Side-wall vortex and corner In spanwise direction we have also measured the dis-
vortex merge with the horseshoe vortex and interact with tribution of the mean velocity Z and the Reynolds normal
the separated shear layer thus causing a complex three- stress u in the recirculation region (x/hF % 9) at two
dimensional flow field in the corner region, which makes positions obove the splitter plate (figure 7). The mean
the reattachment region on the splitter plate curve in velocity values are constant within + 5 % over the width
upstream direction, of the cf-plateau, falling to 60 % of the centerline

We were surprised to notice that the influence of value at the y/hF - 0.66 position and increasing to
the corner vortex on the three-dimensional behaviour of 160 % at y/hF - 2.2 towards the side walls. Reynolds
the flow in the recirculation region became even greater normal stress - was within ± 5 % of the centerline -

when the height of the fence was reduced to half its value over most of the span, decreasing only in the outer
original height (hF - 11 am). The corner vortex disappea- flow by 30 % towards the side walls. Again the distribu-
red completely, however, when the normal plate was re- tions are almost symmetrical but they confirm strong
moved and only the splitter plate with a blunt edge three-dimensional effects off the centerline.
(6 sm thick) remained. In this latter case the wall These measurements were supplemented by distribu-
streamlines were parallel and the flow nominally two- tions of the reverse-flow factor X (e.g. Simpson 1976)
dimensional over 80 % of the span (the oil-flow photo- defined as the ratio of the number of samples of the in-
graph is not shown here). stantaneous velocity u smaller than zero and the total

number of samples in percent, measured here by a pulsed g
ASEUIVAIUTS am THE SPLITER PLATE wire. Figure 8 shows that X is approximately 92 ' in the

center part of the flow close to the splitter plate with
Defore we discuss the spnwise behaviour of the a sharp decrease to 78 % near the side walls. This in-

flow further, measurements of static pressure, mean and dicates that about 20 % of the samples outside the center
fluctuating skin friction along the centerline are pre- region represent flow in downstream direction.
sated in figure 5. Static pressure was measured by means
of pressure tappings in the wall (0.60 me diameter) and
a Statham pressure transducer. It is plotted in the form
of a pressure coefficient cp , p- ref 0 5  
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PROFILE MASURENTS is independent of the logarithmic law. There is a clear
development towards a logarithmic law of the wall in

Velocity measurements were performed using the pul- downstream direction but there is no agreement yet 30
sod-wire technique (Bradbury & Castro 1971) with a probe step heights downstream of reattachment. Measurements

' designed by Dengel & Vagt (1982) taking 5000 to 10 000 agree, however, with the linear law in the viscous sub-
samples per data point, and conventional hot-wire anemo- layer, even relatively close to reattachment. From 24
metry (Prosser) with single normal and X-wire probes. The step heights downstream of reattachment measurements of
integration time was about 50 seconds. Figure 9 shows skin friction performed by means of a Preston tube, a
measurements of mean and fluctuating velocities by means surface fence and a pulsed-wire wall probe are within
of both techniques and the respective X-distribution ob- 10 % of each other. The constants used for the logarith-
tained by the pulsed wire plotted against y/hp. These iic law were K = 0.40 and B = 5.10 (Coles 1956).
profiles are characteristic of the flow in the recircu-
lation region. CONCLUSIONS

In figure 10 the same data are plotted against y in
a semi-logarithmic scale in order to enlarge the near- The flow downstream of a normal plate with a long
wall region. Mean velocity measurements (single normal splitter plate shows highly three-dimensional features in
wire) are presented in raw and corrected form (open and the vicinity of the tunnel side walls despite an aspect
full circles) in the outer region and in corrected form ratio of twenty-two. Between the normal plate and re-
in the recirculation region where the flow was uni- attachment the flow is rather complex due to relatively
directional, indicated by values for X of approximately large, though weak vortices and due to a large recircula-
10 or 100 %. Corrections for the high turbulence level, tion region. Although time-averaged measurements and wall-
carried Out according to Vagt (1979), were at most 11 '. flow visualization provide a plausible insight into the
The correction procedure was slightly modified, however, flow, it is arguable how well this agrees with the time
in that w' was substituted by u'. In the flow region flow picture which one observes when looking at the flow
where X was between 0 and 100 % differences between hot- by means of instantaneous flow visualization. For future
wire and pulsed-wire measurements (open triangles) were work two problems are of special interest: (a) What is

.," large, with hot-wire data too high due to rectification the spanwise extend and influence of the vortices one ob-
effects and the large transverse fluctuations. The cross- serves in the shear layer downstream of the sharp edge of
over point where the mean velocity component u changes the normal plate and (b) what is the influence of a
sign is located at y/h F - 1.50. periodically forming, large turbulence pattern (vortex?)

The importance of the reverse flow factor lies in on the movement of the reattachment line.
the fact that it determines the ra_ within which hot-

* wire measurements, both for a end u', are erraneous, REFERENCES
*, . i.e. where hot-wire anemometry measures systematically

wrong. ot-wire r.m.s. values (full squares) were correc- Apelt, C.J., and West, G.S., 1975, "The effects of split-
ted according to Tutu & Chevray (1975) - although this ter plates on bluff-body flow in the range 10- <Rc5X10 ",
is correct only under very specific conditions - and J. Fluid Mech., 71, 145-160.
showed very good agreement with pulsed-wire data (full
triangles) up to turbulence leves of 42 %. As for the Aria, M., and Rouse, H., 1956, "Experiments on two-
velocity level in the recirculation region, the mean dimensional flow over a normal wall", J. Fluid Mach. 1,
velocity reaches 30 % of the maximum velocity in the 129-141.
shear layer and the r.m.a. value is about 50 % of the
maximum and almost constant over y. Baker, C.J., 1980, "The turbulent horseshoe vortex", J.

Figure 11 shows the dimensionless distance above the Wind Engng. Indust. Aero. 6, 9-23.
splitter plate to the point of zero velocity which could "
be easily determined from the ulsdwire measurements. Bradbury, L.J.S., and Castro, I.P., 1971, "A pulsed-wire
The maximtm value is (y/h)aa0 = 1.7 at x/hr technique for velocity measurements in highly turbulent
Smits (1982) suggested this to be a length characteristic flows", J. Fluid Mech. 49, 657-691.
of the height of the recirculation region. It is slightly
dependent on blockage ratio. Bradshaw, P., and Wong, F.Y.F., 1972, "The reattachment

Furthermore we have plotted maximu values of the and relaxation of a turbulent shear layer", J. Fluid
two Reynolds normal stresses a and 71 end of the Mach., 52, 113-135.
Reynolds shear stress u'v' as a function of x/h7 along .,
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UNSTEADlY MEASUREMENTS IN SEPARATED-ANDf-REAI'ACHING FLOWS p
R. Hillier, M.E.M.P. Latour and N.J. Cherry*

Department of Aeronautics, Imperial College, .7 ,
London, England

aABSTRACT angle of the separating shear layer is varied. In
a, earlier papers Roshko and Lau (1965), amongst others,

S This paper presents prel~iminary details of an demonstrated a good collapse of mesan pressure data (in
experimental study of a series of two-dimensional appropriate reduced co-ordinates) between a variety of
separated and reattaching flows, where separation is two-dimensional configurations, and IMabey (1971)
forced to occur at a sharp edge in each case. Data are suggested that the dominant frequencies for the
confined to cases with a non-turbulent approach stream. irregular shedding of vorticity from the reattachment
Measurements include spectral data for streamwise zone correlate well when normalised by the time averaged
velocity fluctuations in the irrotational region at the reattachment length. The intention here was to explore
shear layer edge, which provide a convenient measure further the similarities in flowfield between the

a..of the large scale shear layer structure, and also various configurations.
smoke flow visualisations which illustrate the various
phases in the irregular shedding of vorticity from the Some data for these geometries have already been
bubble. presented and will be reviewed only briefly. For

geometry A, the rectangular separation body, Hillier and
NOMENCLATURE Cherry (1981) observed a significant low frequency

motion best revealed as a flapping of the shear layer
C , C 5 , C PE Pressure coefficient; values at near separation and a modulation of shedding

*1*pH separation and reattachment respectively, characteristics at reattachment; a broad band shedding
C edcd esuecefcetfrom reattachment of-vortical structures with an

p lCps average spacing of about 65% of the mean reattachment
aD maximum mc el thickness length; and fairly low spanvise correlations for

time mean reattachment length determined pressure fluctuations. Preliminary measurements on
LR fom urfae ol flws.models B and E, reported by Cherry, Hillier and Latourfosufcoiflw.(1982) showed that the low frequency fluctuations

U5  Spartionvelcity V ~U,. persist for these configurations as well,with a
X Streamwise distance measured from characteristic time scale in which shear layer

separation, disturbances could convect several bubble lengths. '

Other workers have also reported them, notably Eaton
IIMTRODUCTION and Johnson (1981) for the rearward facing step and also

McGuinness (1978) for an internial flow and Kija, Sasaki
Despite the large number of experiments which have and Arie (1982) for essentially the same configuration

been conducted in separated-and-reattaching flows there as the present model A, so that a low frequency motion
is still relatively little known about the unsteady appears to be an integral part of cavit flows.
flow structure for even the simplest of two-dimensional
geometries. This largely results from difficulties EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

%with instrumentation, since conventional hot-wire
-'S anemometry is not possishle in a large part of the flow

field. Measurements using pulsed wire (e.g. Moss and
Baker, 1980) or laser anemometry (Etheridge and Kemp, A D93 8wmIm
1978) or surface probes for instantaneous surface skin
friction or flow direction (Westphal, Eaton and 3 ~ %
Johnston, 1981; Castro and Dianat, 1982) are still lam
scam,* and often ay be prone to their own particular ' op

*difficulties of operation or interpretation. A know- C- C .2%4
ledge of the unsteady processes is essential, however, C A
phnmn an lot rvdecmaaiedt against 0 21a
which cam be tested calculation methods.* As part of
the eurrent programe of work it is intended eventually
to apply the discrete vortex method to the various
configurations studied here, since this has already ~ .......
had some success (e.g. Ashurat, 1979; Kija at at, 1982)

fFigure 1. THE TEST GEOMETRIES
The purpose of the present study was to investigateri-'

tbe various configurations shown in Figure I where te

a Prenst address: Central Electricity Research oabarr s"ories.
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The models investigated here are the sequence shown Observation of similarity in pressure distribution
in Figure 1, with shear layer separation occurring at a shape in the bubble region has led to various attempts
sharp two-dimensional- edge in each case. These models to produce a more universal correlation of mean pressure
comprise the rectangular forebody of geometry A and data (e.g. Norbury and Crabtree (1955), Roskho and Lau
several forebody/splitter-plate combinations which are (1965)). Following Roshko and Lau (1965),."in Figure 2
designed to vary the initial separation angle of the the reduced pressure recovery coefficient CP is plotted
shear layer from 900 (normal flat plate B), through 600 against X/LR, -C
and 300 (C and DO, to a zero separation angle rearward where CP -cps
step E formed by a 2 : 1 length/thickness ratio semi-
ellipse. In each case the total model length was and X is measured from separation.
considerably greater than the mean bubble length so .. .
that periodic shedding, through interaction of the "-_.__ _ _ _ _
shear layers from either edge of the forebody, is
prevented. Model A was terminated by a streamlined , ot O a .
trailing edge and all the models were fitted with a P -"
trailing edge flap for circulation control so that

* asymmetric pressure distributions top-to-bottom could be 0.3 -
generated. Unless stated otherwise all data presented 0.
here are for the symmetrical zero incidence case however,

*, achieved by first locating the model at as close to zero
incidence as possible, and then using the flap to
minimise any residual pressure difference between 0.2
several pairs of matching tappings (top-to-bottom) in
the recirculation region. Generally data can be 0
expected to be accurate within about 10.015 in C1 . The a
experiments were conducted in nominally smooth stream
conditions (<0.1% turbulence intensity) with end plates 0.1 A
employed for all tests; both the present experiments and
also Brederode's (1975) work have shown that absence of 0
end plates can cause a serious artificial extension of
the bubble by ventilation of the tunnel wall boundary 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 X/LR 2.5
layer into the cavity region. Model A spanned the 4 ". -..
0.61m width of a 0.61m x 1.02m wind tunnel, giving a
solid blockage of 3.79%. The data presented for this
model were obtained at an aspect ratio of 13.2 (span
between end plates/model thickness) but tests showed nosystematic variations in data for aspect ratios down to Figure 2. DISTRIBUTION OF REDUCED PRESSURE Cp.
9. The test Reynolds number was 3 x 104 based upon the MODEL A, d B, o; C,u ; D, x; E, *.

model thickness, giving a laminar sheay layer at
eparation with a momentum thickness, -f order O.0015D. This produces an excellent correlation of data with-

Transition in the shear layer was c %-,!ted by about in the cavity region (that is X/LR < 1.0) for geometries
O.35D or 7% of the mean bubble lengih (see Hillier and A to D, indeed better than that actually implied in the
Cherry 1981). The data for the remaining models were source paper, both in terms of the shape of the
taken in a tunnel of 0.91m x 0.91m section, enabling .stribution and also In the recovery to reattachment
higher aspect ratios to be employed. Fairly comprehen- £pR whioh p included in Table 1. The constancy of
Sive checks on aspect ratio effects (Cherry, 1982; CpR indicaes the importance of the separation dynamic
Latour, 1983) suggest that these are unlikely to be very head in controlling the pressure recovery to reattachment. ___
significant at the values employed. Geometries B, C and Indeed, deliberate offset of the trailing edge flap
D again produce very thin laminar boundary layers, but still produced a good correlation of data despite
with early subsequent transition; they were tested at a significant changes in the pressure level itself. The
Reynolds number (based upon model thickness) of 3.8 x 104. yearward step geometry E shows a slightly lnwer value of
For the rea step model, geometry E, natural tran- CpR, which possibly reflects the fact that although the
sition would occur on the forebody. This generally ap- sequence of geometries A to E was designed to produce a
pesred to occur asymmetrically top-to-bottom and caused, progressive variation in the initial shear layer
or was coupled with, asymmetry in splitter plate separation angle (and hence also in the overall shear
pressure distribution and hence a mean circulation about layer curvature), geometry E also shows a marked
the model. This problem was eliminated by the use of relative increase in separation boundary layer thickness
trip wires on the forebody for all tests; the turbulent compared with the other cases. In Chandrsuda's (1976)
boundary layer separation data have not yet been fully experiment, which seems to give the thinnest separation
analysed but give a probable momentum thickness 0 at boundary layer thicknesh of those rearward step data -
separation of 0.8m (O.5%LR). available and is therefore perhaps better for comparison ...-. *

with the sequence of geometries A to D, a value of 0.32MEAN PRESSURE DATA is obtained. There are numerous other studies of rear-
ward stepts in the literature (see Eaton and Johnston

Table 1 presents the measured data for the mean ,1981) for a review), giving a wide range of values for
pressure at separation Cps (i.e. strictly the extra- CpR which must reflect to some extent the differences in
polation of the splitter plate pressure distribution to measurement technique, accuracy, ktc. There is certainly
X a 0) and at reattaechent CpR (both uncorrected for still considerable evidence that CpR reduces with
blockage), together with the tim-mean reattachment increasing separation boundary layer-thickness, as shown
length from separation on the centre-line LR (normalised for example by the correlation of Le Balleur and Mirande , j
by the model or forebody thickness D) as determined from (1975), and our present measurements are in fact . ..
surface oil flows. consistent with this.

TABLE 1

SPECTRA OF VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS AT THE SHEAR LAYER EDGE
% solid blockage C. C L/D Cp

(based on D) p The velocity measurements presented here are
confined to the shear layer edge in the region of more- .

A 3.8 -0.74 -0.18 4.89 0.32 or-less irrotational velocity fluctuations. Figures 3, ..
B 2.5 -0.62 -0.1 8.84 0.32 4 and 5 show streamwise velocity spectra for models A,
C 2.5 -0.58 -0.07 8.00 0.32 B and E, taken along loci of 2j%, 3% and 3% local
D 2.5 -0.55 -0.05 5.26 0.32 turbulence intensities respectively. Qualitatively the

5 5 -0.39 0.00 3.0 0.28 spectral developments are similar, that is a steady fall
in characteristic frequencies from separation to about
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50% of the bubble length, which shows the progressive
growth of shear layer scales, followed by the establish-
ment of a fixed frequency for the-irregular broad band x/' O-13shedding of vorticity from the bubble. In the central X/L01

10dB 10dB *25

'scale X L5: 0053 scale 
:-.
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0-32 05
.3

--.
"'0-6 3,.

0.1
Figure 3. SPECTRA FOR STREAMWIrr VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS

ON MODEL A. TRAVERSE LOCUS OF 21% LOCAL i. 4.
INTENSITY . /U. 10 0

Figure 5. SPECTRA FOR STREAMWISE VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS
ON MODEL E. TRAVERSE LOCUS OF 3% LOCAL
INTENSITY.scale k "

25 dB
( arb i t r o r y r e f e r e n c e a.

-30

-30

90 - E

-_..1 .0 -4 0 ' .J _

120.S1 , . to nL U, 5 ..

$50 Figure 6. COMPARISON OF VELOCITY SPECTRA DOWNSTREAM OF
REATTACHMENT FOR MODELS A, B AND E.

In particular the reattachment shear layer thickness for
Model E was noticeably thinner than the other two, as
shown by the mean velocity profiles in Figure 7, so that
a characteristic shear layer thickness may eventually 07.
prove to be the more appropriate physical scale. This

,0 100 figure incidentally includes data from Chandrsuda (1976)
for a very thin separating shear layer.

Figure 4. SPECTRA FOR 1 TRZAVSE VELOC FLUCTUATIONS Figure 8 presents the variation with streamwise .-"
0N MODEL B. TRAVERSE LOCU OF 3% LOCAL distance of the frequency no.5 which divides each spectra

into two halves of equal energy. Here we have chosen to
region of the bubble an overlap between the two is just normalise the frequency by the separation velocity, which
detctable. Figtre 6 compares the apectra some distance tends to spread out the post-reattachment data compareddontre. of reattachient, where it is seen that the with (say) Figure 6 but does then allow inclusion of the

values for the peak spectral density occur in the data of McGuinness (1978), for the internal separation
frequency range 0.6 - 0.8 for nL4/U., which is comparable at a pipe inlet.
to the value initially suggested by Mabey (1971). In the initial growth region (say X/LR < 0.6) the
Clearly the free stream velocity (rather than the Inteiita rwt ein(syXL,<06 h
earaytonfreesrew velocity ) ather reatchet difference in Figure 8 between configuration A andeparation velocity Us perhaps) and the reattachment configurations B/E is rather surprising since it had beenlength Lt may not be the most appropriate scales for supposed that the separation velocity Us -ould be thegenerating a dimnsionless frequency. s
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Hillier and Cherry for configuration A. It is unclear
whether these are a natural feature of a high Reynolds

number flow, or whether they still reflect the history.
0 of the shear layer transition since the mixing layer

experiments of Browand and Troutt (196C) imply that the
Y/Ls shear layer reattachment structure is likely still to be

weakly dependent upon the transition process.
Figures 9a, b, c present smoke flow visualisations of
model A, taken using a high intensity strobe flash il-

9. A lumination of a thin segment of flow field. These
illustrate various shedding phases observed which,02 qualitatively, appear also to be typical of the other
configurations. In Figure 9a vorticity sheds from the

Sbubble as a series of more-or-less discrete turbulent

structures with streamwise spacings of order 60% to 80%
1210+ LR which corresponds to the pseudo-periodic shedding

+ phase. Figures 9b and 9c are less regular and illustrate,
A + respectively, a very vigorous shedding of large scale

+ structures and a "quiescent" phase characterised by the
46 + absence of large scale disturbances and a noticeable
001 0 + + "necking" of the shear layer downstream of reattachment.

1D + It is suggested that the low frequency motions remarked
,0+ + upon ealier perhaps correspond to the relaxation time

,, + for the flow to change between these typical shedding
46+ phases.

0-5 uIuo' 1.0

Figure 7. MEAN VELOCITY PROFILES AT REATTACHMENT FOR
MODELS. THE MEAN VELOCITY IS NORMALISED BY -.
ITS MAXIMUM VALUE. MODEL A,A; MODEL B, o,
MODEL E, +; CHANDRSUDA (1976),. .

us
n.,L. A,

A 0

+ +9

00

0- 05 10 X/L. I5

Figure 8. VARIATION OF THE HALF ENERGY FREQUENCY WITH
DISTANCE X FROM SEPARATION. MODEL A, A; B, o;
E, +; McGUINNESS (1978), X.

* most plausible normalising velocity here. The differen-
ces appear unlikely to be due to the probe reference
positions chosen (21% local intensity for configuration
A, 3% for configurations B and E), and must be attribut-
able to the detailed differences in the initial shear
layer history due to effects such as curvature, the pre- Figure 9. SMOKE FLOW VISUALISATIONS FCR MODEL A. THE
separation transition for configuration E, and the fact TIME-AVERAGED REATTACHMENT POSITION IS MARKED
that for configurations B and E the initial shear layer Fi ie t t
is relatively much more isolated from the surface than Flow visualisation studies for the flat plate/
for configuration A. It was not possible, of course, to splitter plate combination have shown the shedding from
use a hot wire to measure profiles through the full reattachment of large scale vortical structures and the
shear layer thickness in the cavity region, but some same necking phenomenon (Savill (1983), Gartashore and
such thickness together with perhaps the average large Savill (1982)).
scale disturbance convection velocity are likely to be
more appropriate normalising quantities. All these SPANWISE CORRELATIONS
points are still the subject of the present investi-
gation. At reattachment and downstream the differences There are relatively few measurements of spanvise

are the cause of less concern, since it has already correlations in separated-and-reattaching flows, despite
earlier been remarked that neither Unor LB is the obvious importance of unsteady three-dimensional

necessarily the obvious normalising parameter. The effects both in the initia2 shear layer development
Reattachment spectra of Figures 3, 4 and 5 are broad downstream of reattachment and also in the dynamics of

band and the shedding is generally an irregular process, the reattachment process. In the present experiments ns

although quasi-periodic bursts of several qrcles duration spanwise correlations of streamwise velocity fluctu~aons

are evident in velocity signals as remarked earlier by were made at the shear layer edge, in the same nearly-

.-
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irrotational region as for the earlier spectral data. reattachment would be that the separated shear layer

achieves a near fully developed stage shortly after

Figure 10 presents data at reattachment for models separation.
A, B and E. Within measurement accuracy these
correlations were unchanged by a doubling of Reynolds CONCLUDING REMARKS
number, so that the spanwise structure at reattachment
appears to show little or no dependence upon the At least three distinct phenomena appear to be
initial transition behaviour. In Figure 10 the span-. involved in the evolution of the shear layer from
wise separation Z of the hot-wires is normalised by the separation to reattachment. In the initial half of the . -

reattachment shear layer vorticity thickness 6w, which bubble there is a fall in characteristic frequency, % '

produces a satisfactory correlation between the various showing the progressive increase of shear layer scale as %
configurations. The figure also includes the data of the shear layer develops in the relative isolation from
Browand and Troutt (1980) which were measured on the low the reattachment surface. From the mid-bubble position
velocity side of a plane mixing layer (with 8 : 1 vel- onwards the development of shear layer structures
ocity ratio) at a location corresponding to about 2% becomes increasingly influenced by the presence of the
irrotational velocity fluctuations and sufficiently far reattachment surface and the spectra eventually become
from the origin for transitional effects to have dominated by the large scale (on average) shedding of
disappeared. These show generally a slightly larger vorticity from the bubble. Superimposed on the whole

bubble motion is a low frequency phenomenon, which
probably corresponds to a bubble growth/decay process as
it varies between the various shedding phases noted
earlier. Since spanwise correlation scales are less

06 than the time-averaged reattachment length it is likely
that several different shedding phases may exist

" simultaneously across the span of the model.

This paper is a preliminary report on a current
'0 study. Further measurements will concentrate on provid-

ing more detail of the unsteady structure, through space-
05 2' time correlations and spectral data.
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VELOCITY FIELD AROUND A DISK

by

D.F.G. Durio and F.C. Firmino
Instituto Superior Ticnico

Mach. Engineering Department
1096 Lisbon codex - Portugal

ABSTRACT this work with information on the existence of periodic
oscillations velocity probability distributions and

Measurements of the mean velocity and turbulence turbulence energy spectra were also obtained. The baffles
characteristics were obtained with a direction-sensitive of diameter d, could be located at different distances
laser-Doppler anemometry in the wake of two different from the jet-exit plane, xl, for different values of the
disks located in the centre line of a jet exiting from a initial maximm velocity, Uo . The influence of d, x1 and
tube. The work includes profiles of the axial and radial Uo in the characteristics of the flow was identified.

-- : mean velocity components and rum values of the three The experimental set up and measuring procedure are
fluctuating velocity components and shear stress. In an described in the next section and the results are analysed
effort to detect the presence and magnitude of predominant and discussed in the following section; the paper finishes

* • frequencies, velocity probability distributions and with main conclusions.
turbulence energy spectra were also obtained.

The results indicate a length of the recirculation 2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
region equal to 1.35 disk dimters for a 10 m diameter
baffle, increasing with disk diameter, independent of A brief description of the experimental set up is
initial velocity and slighty decreasing with the increase presented in subsection 2.1; subsection 2.2 deals with
9f the distance from the jet exit to the baffle. the optical and signal processing arrangements and the

experimental precision is referred in 2.3. More details
1. NTDmMU TON about the experimental system is given in reference (12).

Available informtion on the mean velocity and 2.1 FlConfir ion
turbulence characteristics of wake flows with Disk W_ 10.0 n of diameter (d 1 and d2
recirculation is limited and the present paper reports respectively), and 1.5 m of thickness, machined with k.
measurements obtained with a laser Doppler anemometer sharp edges were located in the centre line of a jet
(LDA) in and around the region of recirculating flow exiting from a tube with 42 m inner diameter, D, and 48
behind disks located in the centre line of a jet. diameters long. Experiments confirmed that in the absence

The present geometry is similar to that existing in of the baffles, at the exit of the tube the velocity
4- flmi stabilizers used, for instance, in small furnaces characteristics were those associatedwith fully developed

where a region of low velocity and high mixing is created pipe flow. The disks were supported from upstream mounted
preventing blow-off. References (1) to (8) report on 5 m diameter and 600 u long rods hold to the tube
previous related investigations and the results of (6), with two sets of three, 2 mm diameter,screws. They could j 1

(7) and (8) were obtained with WDA. Carmody (1964), using be positioned at different distances from the jet exit
hot wire anemometry and small values of d/D, i.e. blockage plane, x 1 and during the present work results were
indicates lengths of the recirculation soes behind disks obtained with x1 equal to 10 and 75 m. Along the 100 meequal to 2.5 disk dienters; fugii at &l. (1978) give the near to the disk, the supporting rod had been machined

value of 1.88 when measuring with the disk with a 60 smoothly to a 4 m diameter. The tubeand theixisymmetric
degrees inclination in respect to the main flow and a baffle arrangement were fixed rigidly to a three-
blockage of 502 still in confined flows. Winterfeld (1965) -dimensional traversing mechanism (x,r,z). The detailed
quotas recirculation length of 2.0 disk dismsters for measurements presented in this report were undertaken only
blockages of 42 and 252 and Taylor (1981) refers the after symetry of the flow had been established by' values of 1.75 and 2.20 for blockages of 252 and 502 measuring profiles of mean velocity 900 apart at
respectively. Calvert (1967) noticed the presence of downstream distances corresponding to x/d equal to 0, 1

periodic oscillations corresponding to a Strouhal nmer and 6 and ensuring that each set of four profiles agreed
of 0.19 and values of the drag coefficients and pressure to within 12. Subsequently two initial velocities were
on the base of the disk are reported by Humphries and used for detailed measurements, 8.2 and 10.6 m/s.
Vicent (1976).

The measurements of Davis and Deer (1971) and Durio 2.2 tical and Signal Processing Arranements
"*' and hitelm (1978) were obtained in free annular jets e asurements were obtained with a laser-Doppler

from a nozzle and show lengths of the recirculation sone anemometer of the forward scattering type operating in
equal to 1.52 and 1.45 disk dimters respectively the dual bean mode and comprised a 2W Spectra-Physics
dim-nuishing with the increase of blockage. Numerical model 165 Argon laser, an OEI optical unit with two Bragg
predictions of this type of flow were carried out by Pope cells driven by an OEI power supply to frequency-shift
and litelaw (1976) and McGuirk and Taylor (1982).3eferen the beams and a 310 m focal length lens. The collecting
eea (2), (8) and (11) also present measurements obtained- optics included an 150 me focal length lens and a OEI.
with eane-shaped baffles. -810 photomultiplier with a resistor-pre-mplifier unit.

The present report introduces measurements of the The measuring control volume was fixed, the laser wave
emial and radial man velocity components, U and V, rue length and power were 488 m and around 100 AW respecti-
vilues of the three fluctuating components of velocity, vely and the distance between two consecutive fringes was
oW, AW and W-F and shear stress, W. To complement 3.036 Um. A particle generator as described in reference



(13) vas used to increase the number of light scattering -contra in the flow. The signa to noise ratio of Doppler .,,'" i."%"

bursts was in average in the order of 20 db.
The photomultiplier output signal was filtered and

subsequently fed to a home-made FS02 frequency counter, o .
sea reference (14), with a dual facility of analogue and

digital outputs and a minimum cycle time of 76 microse- t

conds. The frequency comparator circuit of the counter 00
accepted for further processing. Doppler bursts with a 0 o 00

difference in frequency between the 8 and 16 measured *oso t o 00
cycles of less than 0.5%, guaranteeing the absence of 0 0
.significant errors in the measuremnt of frequency. The o , o.

mplitude discrimination level was monitored through the o" .
counter. both digital and analogue outputs were analysed
by an Apple II microprocessor: the former to obtain the . e. L @.' - I I I I --
man, rus and probability distribution of velocity from U/U. V/U.
at least 10000 frequency values and the latter tomeasure i . l e t ad

the power spectral density from 100 blocks of 512 values, mean velocities. of -110 mm; U - 8.2 n/s.
first stored on a 7700 Racal magnetic tape recorder and od10 me; *d -15 mm.
latter analysed with a fast Fourier transform program
as reported in reference (12). A 9872B Hewlett-Packard
plotter was used to produce the graphs and a 43 Teletype 25 x(mm) -
to list out the data. r 1 .5 .15 .26 o0 °45 .60 .90 .120 4150

2.3 Precision (mm).

The three-dimensional traversing mechanismintoduces 1 .a a • a a a

errors of 0.05 am in the axial direction and of 0.025 m
in the other two directions. o a a o • 0 a a .

Based upon the number of frequency values comidered • o

for each measurement, never below 10000, and according to a .a.a. . ..a.a.a-

Yanta (1973), the error in the mean and rms results is 5

bellow 12. a , a a a , , a
Considering the bis associated with LDA, and the

significance of the errors due to correlations between a) d - 15 am
velocity and signal quality, see references (16) and (17), 25 x(m)
and velocity and particle concentration, see references r al 5 4o0 .15 .20 -30 40 aD0 420 50

(18) and (19), the uncertainty is not only related to ( . . . .a. . . . .
the discrimination level used in the instrumentation but a . . .a a a. . . -
also to the flow turbulence intensity. In the present 15 a a o a a o a o o o
study the uncertainties in the man and rma values were
estimated to be in average 3 and S percent respectively, o a . . . . . . . .
The shear stress values wore obtained from the a a a a a a a 0 a

subtraction of two sets. of rms measurements and the a .a a. o a a a a "
average error associated rounds 10. Tests made to the 5 *a aa a a a a a a a

mean velocity profiles indicate a conservation of 0 :6o : +~~ 0 10
a momentum in average within 3%. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0"b) d - 10 mm U(.m/s)""""

3. iNSULTS AND DISCUSSIOb
Fig. 2. Radial profiles of the axial mean velocity.

The results are presented in the next two x, 10 m ; U,-8.2 m/s.
subsections: 3.1 reports the mean flow patterns and the
turbulence characteristics, including the normal and
shear stresses, velocity probability distributions and 25 x(mm) * ., ,.

turbulence energy spectra are introduced in subsection
3.2. r -+ a1 .30 AS .6O .9O .1 0(mm) : ... ,,+.
3.1 Wean Velocity Yield o•

Figure I presents for the two disks of 10 and 15 15 a a a a . . .
m diameter and '1 equal to 10 me, the axial and radial a a a.a.a.a.a.a

components of the man velocity 5 m upstream of the a.a a a a a a a

disk and shows that the value of the V-component and the o
*distance from the centre line to the location of maximuim S'. a a a a a a a

velocity increase with blockage. These profiles may also a o a.a a
be useful as upstream boundary conditions, to those that I

will be testing computer codes and turbulence models with a) d 15 mm
the present experimental results.

Figure 2 and 3 show, for xl 0m eand U0-S.2 mis, 25 1(,)O
radial profiles of the axial a:1 radial mean velocities r aS . 10 . o5 .30 A5 a80 a90 450
respectively. Figure 4 gives the man flow patterns (m a.a a

obtained from the two velocity components; the arrows
are proportional to velocity. The measurements characte- 15 a a a a a °
rise the development of the flow in the wake of the bluff . .a. ..a 0-a"a

bodies: a region of recirculating flow where the mean . .a.a.a a"a-a

velocity is negative, a region ihere the flow is a a • a
accelerating until a aimn velocity is reached at the * a a a a a a

centre line amd a downstream region where the velocity
decreases in a way similar to that of a free Jet. both- .U ad V profiles at x-90 me do not present visible 0 0.'.''-'.

differences due to disk diamter and at x- 120 m (x/d- b) d-1U me V-"-ls-
I 4, X/d2 e 12) the axial san velocity profiles if Fig. 3. Radial profiles of the radial mean velocity.

marmelised with the centre line velocity and plotted x1 10 me; Uo - 8.2 m/s.
against radial distance normalized with the width of the
Jet corresponding to the location of half the centre line

______19.20 "..
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- - 3.2 Turbulent Field
-_ -_ Figures 6,7 and 8 show for the sam conditions of
-- - figure 2, radial profiles of the rms values of the axial,

S --- - - radial and tangential components of velocity, respective-
= ly. For the smaller disk figure 9 gives the corresponding
- isolines obtained with linear interpolation. It can be

seen that the turbulent field has a large deendence on .W -" - the baffle dimensions but most of the differences result
- x from the variations existing in the mean velocity field.

0 2 -/d 4 In general the larger disk shove higher turbulence
d 15 - intensity values. The radial and also the tangential

velocity fluctuations have their maximum value slightly
-- - - -- downstrem the mean stagnation point. In a large region

around this point both fluctuations are much larger than
the axial fluctuations, confirming that the turbulence is

- - strongly anisotropic. Along the centre line this region
- -- -- extends from the location of maximum negative mean-- -- -- 25 x (m) -"= rxo) 015 o30 o45 oO o00 .120 o150

: - - (ome) o o o o

0 d- 10 mm 3 x/d 6 a o 0 0 0 0

Fig. 4. Mean Flow pattern 15 0 0 0 0 0 0

"*. velocity, are not significantly different from that 0 ".."
associated with fully developed free jets, confirming 0 o e o o

o  
0

the rapid spreading, mixing and development of these 0 0

wake flows. Imaddiately downstream of the disks, in 0 00 0.
*, contrast to the results obtained with the annular jets, e 0 0 0 o 0

the width of the recirculation regions increases, having I I .
maximim values around x/d- 0.5 of 2 r/d- 1.13 and 1.10 a) d = 15 "'

for disks of 15 and 10 -e diameter respectively. The
corresponding recirculation zone lengths at the centre 25 x(mm) =
line are 1.75 d1 and 1.32 d2; slightly larger negative r *5 010 o15 .30 45 oO 40 oO150
velocities are associated with larger disks. (mm) o 0 0 o o 0 0 0

The profiles of the radial velocity in figure 3 o 0 0 0 0 o " 0

show that in and around the recirculation region the
radial velocity is of significance with a positive sign 15 o 0 0 0 0 0 0
at x - 5 me changing to negative with downstream distance a0 a o 0 a
and to close-to-zero still further downstream. The 0 0 0 0 0 0 o Z
location of zero axial and radial velocities, i.e. the 0 0 0 0.0locus of the circle through the centre of the toroidal 1 0 0 o -0
vortex, is at x/d*0.65 and 2r/d-l.2 for the case of 5 0 ._ 

o o o *0°
d-15 m and x/d-0.5 and 2r/d-1 for the case of o : : .0 :

Figure 5 presents profiles of the centre line man 0 0 0 -0 0 - -. 2

velocity, Ucl, for different values of Uo and x1 . It
confirm that the increase of baffle diameter increases b) d - 10 m 'U'T/u'the recirculation zone and the values of the mayiqum Fig. 6. Radial profiles of the axial velocity ".
positive and negative velocities. The increas f a 1 0 tr; U 8

xncreas '- xlfluctuations. x 1  0 ;U 8.2 m/s. ""
0 slightly diminuishes the length of the recirculation

region which is not dependent on the value of U .  Uo  25 x(m) -
and x1 seem to have no significant effect on the maximum
values of velocity. r 5 J5 o 30 .45 .60 .90 o120 o50

If the present measurements are compared with those (me 0 o 0 0.0. . 0

of previous authors, even considering the inaccuracies
that in sow cases previous results may have, it is clear 15 .0.
that the geintry of the flow has a considerable o • 0 0... 0•0

0, influence, for instance, on the length of the region of 0 0 0 o : :
recirculation and extrapolations from one arrangement to 0 0 . . . . . .another =at be carried out with great care. o 0 0 0 0

I0a) d -15 mm
U !t t t 25 x(mm) -

~ fit r .6 40 .15 -30 045 ASO -90 .150
U oo W o o 0 0-

• x~~~~~~/d • o • . o o o o...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .3

b) d 010 m m 9/ U 0

ViS. S. Centre line profiles of mea velcity. Fig. 7. Radial profiles of the radial velocity
fluctuations. x 1  10 me; UO 8.2 a/s.

'.N



25 5s.3) rms of the u-fluctuations increases from the centre line• .8 3 °5 , .90 .120 ti150
r . . .0 to the edge. Outside this region, the axial fluctuations

Cm) . . .continue to increase rapidly in the axial direction,
reach a maxim value and, at still larger radii, fall
to a minimm, close to the location of maximum mean. . . . . . . velocity, which increases very rapidly with downstream p

distance. From the centre line to the edge of the
recirculation zone the radial and tangential stresses

5 o exhibit a much less pronounced increase than that noticed '.
in the axial normal stress; further away from the centre ." -

line, the general behaviour of all the normal stresses is '"-.

a) d - 15 mn similar although their magnitude differ and the locations
of maxima and minima are not coincident. Downstream the

25 x(mm) - recirculation zone, the three normal stresses tend to

r .5 10 -15 -30 .45 .60 .90 .150 diminuish and at x- 150 mm the presence of the
(me . . . ..* ** recirculation region starts to be unrecognizable and their

variation starts to be similar to that of free turbulent
15 ' . . 0. . . . . .0 jets.

o o° o 0. . . . .From the values presented, the turbulence kinetic
° o 0 ° energy can be evaluated by adding the three normal

stresses. This is relevant to turbulence models which " "
°o °o 0 o make use of the corresponding conservation equation, but

the present flow is far from isotropic and conservation
S 0 0 0 " 0 0 ' 0 .1 .3 equations for each of the normal stresses seem to be

0~d n 0 0 0 0 0required to represent the detail of the present flow,
b) d 1 0 a Vr'/Uo exceptperhaos in the far downstream region.

Fig. S. Radial profiles of the tangential velocity Figure 10 shows values of the shear stress for the
fluctuations. x1 - 10 me; U,- 8.2 =is. same conditions of previous figures. They were obtained

by subtracting two sets of measurements made with the
plane of the two laser beams inclined + 450 and -45c with
reference to the x-direction and the errors involved may

4 be significant. The radial profiles show, in the

25 x(m) -

2r r • 15 30 45 A6 .90 .120 150

00 a) x/d 6 ° o : °..

Wa) d -15 mm

S.5 . .10 .1. 30 .5 .60 90 0150

b) . . . . . . ..0.0....

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.5 006 0 o o 0 0"

-- b) d o 10 - r/ U
0

fig. 10. Radial profiles of the shear stress.

1 0 M; U0 . 8.2 mis.

recirculation zone and further downstream large regions

U d 6 of negative shear which can be detected as far as x/d2C) - 15. The results tend to indicate that the locations of
Fit. 9. loolines of a) OTIUo, b) 42/Uo and zero shear do not, in general, coincide with those of

ig ) Islesof azero mean velocity gradient or turbulence kinetic energy. A.,

C) 4',u*'.
d al0 m; a, a10 M o - .2 mis. As shown in figure 11 the velocity probability

distributions of the axial component of velocity measured
velecity eadie8 at /id equal to 9. The mexiumi value of along the centre line, including those obtained inside

the axial fluctuations is slightly higher than the other the recirculation reason and close to the stagnation
two, of the v and w fluctuations, but localized just point, were near Gaussian in nature varying mainly with

dem tream the locus of the circle through the center of the ras value and mean velocity. Kowever, when measuring
the toroidal vortex. In the center line the maximumvalue radialy at x/d= 1, bimodal distributions were detected

of the axial fluctuations also occurs close to the close to the centre of the toroidal vortex, as shown in

lo.atios of sere man velocity; further downstream, close figure 12, suggesting the presence of predominant

to the poiat of mimme man velocity the turbulence oscillations coexisting with the turbulent fluctuations.

iaity reaches a miimm value of around 152. The distribution measured in the recirculation zone,

Is the recirtuletion region the turbulenceintensity 2r/d-0.4 as those obtained along the centre line,

is meyer le than around 302 and in spite of the continues to be near Gaussian. Those obtained close to
deesume in te mogitude of the eas axial velocity, the the point of maxigum velocity, 2rid equal to 1.6 and 2.4,
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Fig. 11. Probability distributions of the axial I0- ,F
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t .'-, ,, 'Fig. 13. Turbulence energy spectra.
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d a 10. dlmm; x/d -. 2; 2r/d-1. 2; x 0m m;'49 of - ,'" *""" ~ A Uo.8.2 n/s.
Events •4 ,. Le4 A

3t 4 4. 8 region do not coincide with those of zero
values of radial mean velocity except at the
circle through the centre of the toroidal

% vortex.
a (3) The turbulence intensity in the recirculation

region is never below 30Z and strongly
a 

°  
A anisotropic. In general, larger velocity

a a 0 a 0 V A fluctuations were associated with the larger

a 0o vo o). A disk. The locations of zero shear stress did
not coincide always with those of zerovelocit.

:-0 00 on- gradient or turbulence kinetic energy.
-s" .. . 10. (4) in a large region around the centre line, the

radial and tangential fluctuations are much

larger than the axial fluctuatons. The maximum
Fig. 12. Probability distributions of the axial value of the axial fluctuations is located off

velocity component obtained with the axis shortly after the center of the toroidal
disk at different radii, vortex.
d a 0 m; x/d- 1; x 1 - 10 m; U0 -8.2 m/s (5) Bimodal velocity probability distributions and

the corresponding peak in the turbulence energy "
are spiky. The figure also gives values of skewness and spectra ware detected in the wake associated ",
flatness. The innacuracy of these values is significant to a Strouhal number of 0.18. Most of the
but the overall pattern is correct and allows to recirculation zone do not reveal this periodic
interpreto the mixing mechanism existing at this instabilities.
dovastrem plane.
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THE TURBULENT STRUCTURE OF SWIRLING FLOW IN A SUDDEN EXPANSION
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ABSTRACT In spite of the industrial importance of
vortex breakdown flows, little experimental

Measurements of turbulent velocity data on their turbulence proporties is avail-
fluctuations, shear stresses, and the con- able, apart from free jet measurements by
centration fluctuations of a tracer gas are Hbsel /l/ and Hellat /2/, and data from the
reported for a swirling air flow in a stepped double swirl combustor of Gouldin et al/3,4/.
sudden expansion. Tests were conducted at The purpose of the present work was therefore

* three different swirl intensities, giving two to measure turbulence quantities and assess " ' "
flow regimes: a vortex breakdown flow at high mixing in a breakdown flow and compare them to

. swirl, and an unsteady preocessing flow at low those in flows at lower swirl without break-
swirl. Shear stresses and time-mean con- down.
centration data indicated mixing at all swirl
levels to be about equally fast, but con- EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
centration fluctuation measurements showed a
large unmixedness at low swirl, corresponding The geometry of the model in which ex-
to the large scale motion of the precessing periments were carried out (Fig. 1) typifies
flow. a simple combustor, in which fuel is injected

through a central nozzle into the mixing
NOMENCLATURE region downstream of the stepped sudden expan-

sion. Swirl of variable intensity was produced
I - axial momentum flux by a swirl generator of the tangential inlet
k - turbulent kinetic energy type. The model itself consisted of plexiglas

tubes of various diameters with numbered ports
3 , LK - velocity and concentration for the insertion of probes; the port spacing

macro length scales was 0.5 R. A nozzle (Fig. 2), located as shown
in Fig. 1, served to introduce tracer gases
into the main air stream for mixing experiments.

r - radius Attention was concentrated on the main mixing
region downstream of the expansion, extending

i R - tall radius of test section roughly from station 6 to station 10.
uR  - Q/wR - reference velocity Measurements of the local time-mean velo-
u - axial velocity city components were made with a five-hole
uai vliPitot probe with a head diameter of 2.2 mm,
v - radial velocity while hot-wire probes were used to determine
w - tangential velcity the turbulent velocity fluctuations and shearS-tnetlvlcstresses. Since swirling flows are three-

* 0 - swirl parameter in swirl generator dimensional, all six components of the turbul-
• 8eT - swirl parameter in throat ent stress tensor were required.S si pat itThe very high turbulence intensities en-

- density countered in this flow (average about 60%)
11 - angular momentum flux precluded the use of conventional series ex-

pansion hot-wire signal analyses. Use was
4-c therefore made of an approximate method based

on one proposed by Acrivlellis /5/, in which
Swirling flows are widely used to achieve the resultant of the time-mean velocities at

high mixing intensities in combustors and a particular wire orientation is equated to the
reactors. Of particular importance f or such DC component of the linearized hot-wire signal,
applications is the occurrence of a central and that of the fluctuating components to the
recirculation sone or *vortex breakdown*, which mean square signal. This results in measured
appears when a flow of sufficiently high swirl mean velocities being too high, and turbulentstresses too low, although the sums of meanexits into a duct or furnace of larger cross-e04n ngneateadtinlvlct and fluctuating components are given correctly. -i''
szeon. n generald y the ad ntial velcity Estimates of this error were made, using series

N gradients generated by the tangential velocity epnin tlwtruec nest ncopoent in a swirling flow result in higher expansions at low turbulence intensity and
curpunenee s in aswirlg floweuvlt noigr extrapolating the results to high levels using .turbulence levels than in an equivalent non- the "rotating vector" model for the velocity
swirling flowl vortex breakdown further en- fluctuations proposed by Schollmeyer /6/.-
hacee turbulence production and mixing, and Depending on the relative magnitudes assumed
also provides aerodynamic flame stabilization. D i ti m um



for the different fluctuating velocity compo- draws itself to the wall through self-entrain-
nents, the error in the measured RMS velocity ment and is caused to precess by the swirl /7,
fluctuation was estimated at 10-15%; this 9/. This motion was accompanied by the shedding
error was nearly independent of turbulence of large eddies from the wake behind the step
intensity /7/. of the expansion. At e - 1.10 the precession

The actual hot-wire measurement procedure, was strong and regular, but became weaker as
described in detail in /7/, involved the use of the critical swirl number for breakdown was
90 und 450 probes at a total of 7 different approached; at 0 = 1.60, for example, frequency
wire orientations. Probes were inserted radial- analysis showed no trace of it after station 9.
ly into the flow, and a system of rotating the Fig. 4 gives the measured profiles of the
probe system to correspond to the local flow turbulent kinetic energy k
direction was adopted to ensure that the wires

* did not lie in the wakes of their support pins. k 1 (uTT -
T ) (3)

Measurements of the local time-average+
concentration of the nozzle fluid were made while Fig. 5 shows the proportion of k contain-
using natural gas (81% CH4)as a tracer and ed in the periodic component of the flow at low
sampling probes connected to infra-red gas swirl. At station 6 the locations of the strong-
analyzers. Concentration fluctuations were est fluctuations correspond closely with the
determined using helium as a tracer. An aspir- steep velocity gradients between the forward
ating probe with a hot wire mounted inside, flow and the wake flow behind the step, and
responding to the change in thermal conductivi- (at 0 = 2.06) on the boundary of the centra
ty of the air due to the presence of the recirculation zone (Fig. 3). However, at
helium, recorded the instantaneous tracer station 7 the radial outflow and intense t--
concentration /7,8/. This probe could resolve bulent mixing have already moved these max
concentratron fluctuations of up to 200 Hz in away from the areas of the strongest veloc.
frequency. gradients. The central recirculation is see -o

The chief similarity parameter for swirl- transport flow of low turbulence intensity
ing flows is the swirl number, defined as stream. Further downstream the velocity

R gradients are rapidly smoothed out, leadin,
S O uwr2dr a sharp decrease in turbulence production;

- R (1) transport and dissipation now dominate the
R fu~rdr energy budget. Since a high velocity results in

a short residence time and hence less dissipa-
tion of energy, the profiles of turbulent

Experiments were performed at three different energy have assumed shapes very similar to
swirl levels, characterized by the swirl those of the axial velocity by station 8. The
number e in the swirl generator as determined 'departures from this near the wall are due to
from the swirler geometry. Values of 0 a 1.10, production in the boundary layer and to the
1.60 and 2.06 were set, yielding actual swirl precession. The precession is partly respons-
numbers in the throat 6T (determined by in- ible for the continued high energy at 0 - 1.10,
tegration of measured velocity profiles) of while the turbulence energy for 0 = 1.60 drops
0.23, 0.32 and 0.41 (based on the throat dia- to the level of 0 = 2.06 after the precession
meter). The Reynolds number for the turbulence has died down at station 9.
measurements was 48000, based on the diameter The local turbulence intensity T, defined as
2R (Fig. 1). Measured velocities were made a + _2 2 /2
dimensionless with the reference velocity T - 2. + v. + w /2(4)

UR U Q/WR2. (2) in all cases averaged about 60% throughout the
test section, and varied little from station to

THE TURDULMT FLOW FIELD station, except at station 6, where the large
velocities reduced it to 25-30%. These high

Fig. 3 shows time-mean velocity profiles values are in part due to the large velocity
downstream of the throat as measured with the gradients associated with the expansion, but
five-hole probe. At the highest swirl (e a 2.06) also to irregular fluctuations in the shape of "%*
vortex breakdown occurs i mediately on leaving the central recirculation zone at high swirl,
the throat, forming a recirculation zone ex- and to a large degree to the precession at low
tending as far as station 10, just over one swirl. Comparable turbulence intensities have
test section diamter 2R from the throat. Des- been measured in strongly swirling free jets
pite the size of the backflow-region, only /2/. Gouldin et al /3,4/ reported much lower
about 10% of the total mass flow recirculates. values, of the order of 30% or less, for their
Chorucr ristic for a breakdown are the large swirl combustor; however, theirs was not a
radial velocities at station 6 and the rapid sudden expansion flow but two co-flowing
formation of the recirculation Obubble= . At streams.
lower swirl numbers (e 1.60) no breakdown Figs. 6 and 7 show measured turbulence
occurs, and the flow maintains its forward quantities for 6 = 2.06 and 6 - 1.60. At low
motion throughout the test section. In all swirls the precession caused noticeable errors
eases the flow separates from the wall on in these quantities, particularly in the shear
leaving a small recirculating wake behind the stresses, which are most sensitive to measure-
step. The results for S a 1.10 were similar to ment error. For this reason no results are
those for e - 1.60 except that the velocity presented for 6 a 1.10, and no shear stresses
profiles changed shape more slowly. The critical for e a 1.60. As a test of the validity of the
swirl number for the enset of breakdown was measurements, the Reynolds equations require
found to be a 1a8-1.9 (G. 0.37-0.39). that on the axis

The flows studied at the two lower swirl
nmbers were found to be unsteady, and "--; Z - Vrw' - 0 (5)

trum analysis of hot-wire signals indicated
thepresence of a low frequency oscillation. The results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 fulfill these
Flow VwISUlisation with smoke showed that the conditions, with the single exception of station
entire flow ierging as a Jet from the throat 7 of 0 a 1.60; the rejected measurements, how-
was processing as a body around the test ever, all showed large (and physically unreal-
section asis. This phenonien has yet to be istic) negative shear stresses near the axis.
studied in detail, but appears to be *me sort These errors are thought to result from the
of rotating Coenda effect, in which the jet interaction of the precession with probe



disturbances. shedding and precession respectively. As the
Near the throat the turbulence is precession becomes weaker and disappears with

decidedly anisotropic, the axial velocity increasing swirl, the unmixedness is sharply
component uTr being roughly twice the other reduced. With vortex breakdown (0 = 2.06) the
two (Fig. 6,7). The predominance of this concentration signal exhibited a much finer
component may be traced to the fact that the structure with no large scale or periodic
axial velocity is also the greatest time mean fluctuations.
component and exhibits the steepest gradients. These results allow mixing at low swirl to
The Uir component possesses the largest be separated into a coarse mixing through pre-

. portion of the total kinetic energy and cession and large scale eddy shedding, and a
steadily feeds it to vr and w'r; these then finer mixing by the actual turbulence. The
become fairly uniform and decay quite slowly, "true" turbulent mixing decreases in intensity

, while 7r drops rapidly to their level. At at lower swirl levels, as would be expected
lower swirl (0 - 1.60) the larger mean axial from results for free swirling jets /1,2/,
velocity near the axis decreases residence while the contribution of the precession rises,
time and dissipation, maintaining u r at a so that the measured time-mean mixing remains
higher level. The precession also contributes nearly constant. The turbulent shear stresses

* to this; its action may be visualized as a and the time mean mixing experiments thus give
to-and-fro motion of the mean velocity a very incomplete picture of the state of mix-
profiles. In interpreting the behaviour of ing at low swirl. The role of the vortex breakdn in
.rr, it should be recalled that the approp- improving the quality of mixing is two fold: it stabil-

S riate gradient is 6(w/r)/6r - a forced vortex izes the flow, preventing large scale unsteady motion
has no shear. and coarse mixing, while relatively long residenceThe shear stresses -u and v-wr, re- time of the fluid in this zome allows ample time for
presenting radial traftsport of axial and dissipation and reduction of eddy length scales.

4 tangential momentum respectively, also give In accordance with the observed sharp drop
qualitative information on turbulent mass in turbulent shear stresses after station 8,
transfer in the radial direction. Both the reduction of the unmixedness remaining at
quantities exhibit very similar behaviour, station 10 requires a considerable distance,
At 0 - 2.06 large rates of transport both and in the precessing flows concentration
outward to the outer separated flow region fluctuations are still measurable at station 15,
and inward to the central recirculation are 3 diameters from the throat (Fig. 8).
evident at stations 6 and 7 (Fig. 6). The Fig. 9 compares eddy mar-ro length scales
magnitude of these stresses indicate that very for velocity and concentration fluctuations at -
rapid mixing should be possible in this region. 0 = 2.06 as measured by correlation of the hot-
As the fluctuating velocity components begin wire signals. The velocity length scale L
to approach isotropy at station 8, however, rises towards the wall as a result of proguc-
the radial stresses drop very rapidly. This tion in the boundary layer. The concentration ,
suggests that if mixing is not substantially length scale LK increases above the velocity
complete by station 8, the remaining mixing scale as concentration eddies coalesce; in the
will occur very slowly. Much the same pattern limit as mixing goes to completion, LK becomes* was observed at lower swirls, and the stresses infinite. No meaningful length scales could be
measured were very similar in magnitude. The measured at 0 = 1.60 and 1.10 because of the
third shear stress, uw', represents an axial precession.
transport of tangential momentum, and is of
no significance for the mixing of the nozzle CONCLUSIONS
fluid.

The measur-d turbulent shear stress can (1) Turbulence in a swirling flow immedia-
be compared to those for free swirling jets by tely downstream of a sudden expansion is highly
treating the throat as the jet nozzle. Ex- anisotropic, the axial velocity fluctuations
periments by Rellat /2/ and HI5sel /I/ show being initially much larger than the other
that shear stresses increase with swirl, the components. Transport of turbulent kinetic
present results corresponding roughly to a free energy plays a strong role, so that regions of
Jet with e w 1; the enclosed flow therefore maximum turbulent exchange do not always
has a higher exchange rate than a free jet at coincide with velocity gradients. The turbulent
the same swirl number. shear stresses, initially very high, drop

sharply about a half test section diameter
MIXING AND CONCENTRATION FLUCTUATIONS downstream of the expansion.
the sear (2) In a flow witi a periodic disturbance --

The high mixing intensities predicted from or large-scale eddy shedding, predictions of .'-.

the shear stresses at station 6 and 7 were con- mixing or combustion based on measured turbu-firmed by tracer gas experiments. Measurements lent shear stresses or time-mean mixing ex-
of local time-mean concentrations showed that periments may be erroneous. The bulk motion in
a uniform distribution of nozzle fluid concen- such flows produces only a coarse mixing and a
tration over the flow cross-section had'been large unmixedness, and is probably undesirable
achieved by station 10 (1.1 diameters from the in technical applications.
throat) at 0 = 2,06, and by station 11 at
lower swirl. The time mean mixing experiments REFERENCES %
would thus suggest that mixing rates were near-
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